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rionmAT OF I TEARINGS ON FARMWORKERS IN R112AI. AMERICA .
1

The Subconunittee on. Migratory Labor conducted public hearings t'-'
in Washington; D.C., and in an Francisco and Fresno, Calif.,,during the 4,2d Congress on "Farmworkers in Itui.al Anierh.a." These,
,
hearingS are contained in the following parts: .'
Q
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_A.. San Frapelseo____.1'_________ January 11, 1972.
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C. an Francisco--------------- January 13, 1972.

c----,

Part 4 : Role of Land-Grant Colleges:

-

June 19, 1.972.
B _____ ...._____ _ c ____ ___ _ . ___ _. June 20,.j972.
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FARMWORKERS IN RURAL AMERICA, 1971-1972

(Land Ownership, Use, and Distribution)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, J972
U.S.

Sze

SUBCOMMITTEE ON MIGRATORY LABOR OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PITBLICXELFARE,

Freano,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in the
Federal District Courtroom, fifth floor, Federal Building2 1130 0
Street, Fresno, Calif., Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson III (chairman of

the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Stevenson and Taft.
COMmittee staff members present: Boren Chertkov, majoritkcounsel; Eugene Mittleman, minority counsel; Basil Condos, professional
staff member; and, Julia Weatherman, staff member.
Senator STEUNSON. The meeting of the Senate Subcommittee on
''
Migratory Labor will come to order.
This morning we resume our 'hearings on rural America, and spe-

cifically on the impact of agribusiness and agrigovernment on the
welfare of the family fanner, the farm worker,,and the rural community.

I am very pleased to have as our leadoff witness this morning a
distinguished Memnber. of Congress. He has served in the House of
Representative5t for over 15 years, and with greai distinction has
demonstrated during his career an enlightened concern for the welfare of the agriculture community. Our first witness is Congressman
B. F. Sisk.

Mr. Sim Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman., I do have a
number of copies of my brief statement. If there is any, need for-

additional copies they are available here.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. B. F. SISK, A REPRESENATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. SINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairnian, for the opportunity. to

appear before yoilr subcommittee. As a representative of the 16th
District, I welcome you to California, to the 'San Joaquin Valley
and especially this morning toFreono.
I hope your stay here will be enjoyable and "prdductive. It would
he particularly helpful if your subcommittee could shed some light
on the problems of rural poverty. If affects employer and employele
alike. When we Have solutions for improving the health of the agriculture economy, we will have the ai wer to adequate income for the
lth and dignity.
farmworkor to enable him to live in
(1106.

it
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Agriculture today is at its lowest point since the depression of the
1930's. Parity in 1970 was 72 percent. Farm pricos are low, crops are,

L

in surplus and farm costs are high. The family farmer, the bedrock
of the farmilog economy, is in a huge econoie squeeze.
I personally experience'd one _agricultural depression. It. meant, the

uprooting,of my family from opr how in west Texas and migration
to California. I have never regretted cominglel live in the beautiful
'California Central Valley but I certainly regret the eircifinstances

that Made it necessary. And I pledge to myself to never see it

happen again if there is anything that I might do to prevent it.
The American consumer is fortute. He ben-efits: by an agricultural sector that is active. innovatize, industrious and efficient. He
pays a lower percentage of his income for fo9d than any other coma=
try in the world. The P"American farmer working as his own boss has
produced an abundance never before known to the world.
Centralized planning practiced in some countries of the world has
never produced with the efficiency of dr system. Where highly int,
grated fanning and growin. has been tried in time V`nited States it

has resulted in the farmer becoming a virtual hired hand of the

company he sells his product to. IIe is out of the deeisionfmsiaking
process and sells only his labor and "provides plant equipment.

The answer to improving farm Income, in my opinion, lies not in
further progress toward integration, at least for the family fanner.
but, for change in marketing methods.

The big barrier to fair farm income today is the lack of access by
the fanner to the market. Where there were once 'five or six handlers

or processors to buy his crop, today there are often only two or
three, sometimes only one.

The farnmer in too many eases must emnpromise his asking price

or lose his entire crop because he has no negotiating position.

The national farm marketing and bargaining bill which I introdueed in this Congress, is designed to give the fanner that negotiating power if he wants it. It gives him the same power enjoyed by
organized labor and management in industry. Labor has achieved
high wages in industry amid management high profit*

Farm marketing and bargaining legislation will permit a farmer
to organize with other producers in obtaining a fair price. A proves
soy does not have to buy, but if lie bargains with the producer organization he is bound by the terms of the negotiations.
I strongly urge individual members of this subeommittee to give
organized marketing and bargaining legislation your strong support.
It is the artery of life for the family farmer.
The right of the worker to bargain for at living wage and better
working conditions is recognized in modern society. The farmworker
in the Vnited States, however, is excluded. He was exempted from

the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 Well

sets the terms and conditions under which workers can organize and
bargain with management. This exclusion has me4nt the organization of farm lahor,outsfile the law, affording neither the worker, time

farmer, nor the mummer the protections guaranteed minder the
National Labor Relations Act.

A
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Last year with other colleagues, .I. introduce l. legislation which

would end this exemption and bring farm lab brers in under the
framework of law. By simply striking out the exemptions of farmworkers to the 'National Labor Relations. Act, it would permit the

farmworker to organize if he wants, choos&lus union and his labor
leaders secret*.
wouls1, protect thorgaNer from unauthorized
strikes or rompensde litin.for unfair labor practices in time of emergeirey and assure the consumer of stable supplies ()Marin commodities.

Farm labor legislation is necessary for ordeOtability, and prog-

ress iri thetfarm economy.

One of the most significant new factors in agriculture today is
what is 'known as syndicate farming. I don't think it has any place

in American agriculture and urge you to support my efforts and
those of others in seeking amendments .which would make syndicate
farming unattractive as a tax loophole.

Under the concept of syndicate farming, individual landowners

pool their land whicOis farmed collectively as a unit brassprof.

smnal manager or operator. Syndieate farm landowners are usually
high income earners in other gelds who take immediate cash tax
deductions for developing theW land. They can then farm in competition with tlie.family farmer and eau later sell and take the -appreciated land value in capital gains tax.
Syndicate farniing is especially disadvantageous to the family
farmer who is put in a weak competitive position. He pays the full
fair share of taxes, eotnpetes in the same marketplace for the sale of

his crops and has little chance to recoup on capital gains if he

expects to remain in farming. Syndicate farming takes full advan- tage of every tax shelter, haven, and loophole in the.law.
Congress has authorized studies by the 'Department of the Treas-

4

ury and the Joint Conimittee on Internal Revenue Taxation aimed
toward eliminating these tax shelters. Your subcommittee will be
doing family farmers a great favor if it urges the early completion
of these studies so legislation can be enacted to cut out these loopholes in time for the Ms', crop
I strongly support the elimination of these tax loopholes for those
who are not interested in farming as an ellichcnt operation, and am
sure there are individualsAvho have gained some extra capital who

are interested in pursuingrieulfure as an extra vocation. These

people are only taking advantage of loopholes because they exist,
and I am stir(' would not continue in the farming_ adventures without these extra benefits. Those who 'only want the extra tax writeoffs
are the on who must be eliminated. As an individual member of
Congress I am pressing for the completion of these studies and any

,

support from you would be most helpful.

I believe the three suggestions I have made will help assure the
family farmer an adequate income for his labor and a fair profit on
his investment. Farm marketing and bargaining legislation will put
him in a position to market his product at.fair value. Farm labor

legislation will protect the farmworker and the farmer, and the
elimination of tax shelters and loopholes for syndieates will remove
unfair competition.

.
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I thank you very much, Mr. Chtiirman.
Senator SITNENSON. Thank you very much, Congressman Sisk,
for your helpful statement and also your warm welcome to this agricultural center of t1t United States.
Senator Taft, do An have any questions?
Senator TAPP. Thank you very mull, Mr. Chairman.

Before asking any questions I would like to say that I am

attend these hearings and I congratulate the
delighted to be able
chairman on having* set them up to explore these very difficult pies-

tions. ITnfortunatelY I was unable to attend the hearings in San
will attend the ones tomorrow. I will
Francisco yesterday but
make a statement, with regard to these hearings and I would like to
ask the Senator thatait be included at the beginning of my remarks
today.
Senator STEVENSON. It, will be entered in the record.

Senator TAvi Thank you.
(The information 'referred to follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT Or HON. ROBERT A. TANI JR,, A U.S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF Oiffi

Mr. Chairman, I WPICOMP the opportunity to take part in these hearings as I

believe the plight of the Natkon's migrant workers and the environment in
which they work OM& to he seriously and continuously examined.
,

I believe California provides an importint part of the background to view
many of the problems in this area, especially in relation to the role that corpo
rate farming is to have in the future of America's agribusiness. .
California, however, is not alone in facing broad ehafiges in the agriculture
regions of their state. In my own state of Ohio the size of farms is growing
rapidly, and many new concepts have been introduced to modernize and replace the family farm. !minded in these elianges is a reconsideration of the
role that the mig.rant worker is to play, whether he continues in his migrant
status or otherwise.
I. believe the Committee deaberations will be informative ,and 'useful in the
examination of these problems and I thank Congressman Sisk for his welcome
to northern California.

Senator TAFF. Thank you very mueh, Congressman, for your testimony and for your welcome to California. You have been one of the
foremost leaders of the House for a long time. I have noted in the
year;-; which I have served the many difficult questions relating to
farms. One paiticular problem, that I know we have discussed from
time to time has been the matter of limitation on subsidies.
Mr. Simi'. That's right.
Senator TAvr. But I don"t recall your having said anything this
morning about limitation on subsidies and I would just like to ask
you what effect you believe the current limitation that was enacted
1)3,. Congress in the last session would have on the over-all situation

and what the advisability might be of lowering the limitation or

removing. it entirely or changing it from the present til5 5,000 figure.
Mr. MIME. Senator, we have had 1 year of experience under the
$55.000 limitation whirl', as you well remember, we finally agreed on
in the last firm aet. My own opinion is that it is working fairly sue-

eessfully. I want to be very frank to state, this area where you are

now toaay, this county and a eouple of adjoining counties,-one north
and one south, are areas whirl' are probably the most affected by the
limitation. We have in the San Joaquin Valley a substantial number

1U
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of quite large farms. 'Very frankly, what has liappened.as a result of

the limitation, is many smaller farmers who had very small allot-

ments, have been afforded the opportunity to purchase allotments or
to lease allotments and as a rebuilt the total acreage in- cotton hag
remained about tlitk same. Cotton ' really the only- item affected in
our area because we are not large. growers of gram or wheat. Payments have been, I would say, practically the same as they would
have been otherwise. But the money has been divided. up among a
great many more people.

There are many small farmers who had small allotments who,
went out and hrased or purchased to increase their own" allotments
up to a reasonlibly efficient cotton growing.. unit. So as far as I am
.

personally concerned I think it is working very well. It has .not

saved money from a standpoint of an over-dll reduction, in my opinion, because the acreage planted in California is very close to what
it would have been otherwise.
Senator Tarr. has there been, in your opinion, any corporate sub-

terfuge on the part of large owners of the subsidies within the

$5:000 limitation by. dividing up their holdings among various di
ferent holdings but insofar as the economic consequences or the
profits that might come from farming, still having an overall unity
of ownership?
Mr. Simi. There have been some charges. I am sure you are famil-

iar with them, Senator. In one or two instances, there have been

some things done that should not. have been or have raised questions
of ethics. (ienerally, I understand, in Fresno Nunty and in Merced

'County which I have the honor to represent, the large owner who
could not participate in the program because of the size of their
operation. have simply gone out, of the program entirely. They have
either sold or -leased their allotments to the smaller growers who

could operate within he ,:455,000 limit. The larger growers then have
hone on their own and in general as individuals are drawing no subsidles at all. They, themselves, .are outside the program totally and

are not participating in any part of it. So I am not aware of any
particular activities or manipulations that I would consider to be

At

unethical or contrary to law.
Now I am sure there are those who disagree with the way the law
is setup. ThPy might. prefer an even more strict law than Congress
wrote. But based on the limitation Congress enacted I find no partitular unethical (nr' illegal practices in this immediate area.
Now, there have liven some charges in connection with some of the
other areas in the valley. I am not expert in them. There are investigations in progreSs looking into these practices. I hope those investigations%ill be completed soon and we will know more about where
there have been unfair, methieal or even illegal things happening.
Senator.T,Avr. For those growers who have gone outside of the
program As you say, who couldn't, have stayed within the $55,000
limitation, there hasn't been, I gather, a flooding of the market by

these interests with cotton emu out-side of the program that has
had any major effect on the growers who are within the program?

Mr. Simi. So far as the cotton industry is concerned, no, Senator.
areln the tightest situation in connection with cotton that- this

4.
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country has been in in 25 years. We are in very 'short supply. We
can't even meet our own d'omtistie heeds. We have suspended
480 sales overseas, so we are in a rather-severe situation in this coimtry.

-Now that is not true in corn, and wheat, and feed grains as you

very. well know from your area of the country. They have a tremendous oversupply due to a Variety of reasons. It happens that yields
dropped Very severely in cotton. What. would gave happened had the
yield stayed up. Let's say we had the' same thing happened in cotton
that has happened in corn; it could have' been an entirely different

picture. Here again I guess the (iota' Lord and nature sometimes
step in and take care of things. As a result, we are in a very short
.
supply as faras cotton is concerned.
.

Senator TAvr. Thank you very much.

I have three questions, and I will try to limit my remarks to that

hectiuse I don't want to belabor these points.

On the three rhanges you suggested, I would like to ask you to
,comment on the fact, as I Understand it, that. the National Farm
Marketing Bill really has a praetical effect during periods of negothition of preventing those other than the particular concern with
whom tilt: supplier is negotiating from negotiating with that supplier. In other words, this seems to dit, and I have had a number of

discussions since, which seem to confirm the fact that this is really a
closed shop proposition. The 'processor who is negotiating ,may not
negotiate with anyone other than the one concern at that particular
time, and that specific time is the growing season or the period pre,

lithinary to the growineseason; others are really effectively' shut'

out. The individual farmer who may want to sell to the processor is

individually shut out from negotiating with that party under the 7
terms of the proposed act. Do you feel that this is true?
Mr. SisK. No I do not, Senator. I would find myself in complete

disagreement that there is a closed shop. As I interpret, the bill,
which I authored and syonsored along with some 100 imribers of
the House, it is an open shop hill. Now, the Mondale bill whieli you

do have- on the Senate side avid' which I believe we have in the
!fowe now, is what I would eall a closed shop. It is a much tougher
hill and it goes it good deal further in specific requirements on
agreements and terms anti so on. We have attempted here to adopt

it mititilepf the road approach. Nli one is forced to het'onie a member
of these farm bargaining associations. This'is strictly the decision of

the rower.:Phe rill very clearly delineates the fact, that the respon-

sibility of the proeessor to bargain with a particular bargaining
assoriation only goes to that commodity and that part of the eom-

modity that previously has been sold t_ o the prQvsor by an individual waiver.

In other words, say you have a bargtiining association with a

hundred farmers dealing ju_a given commodity, such as raisins. We
have an active bargaining assoehition here in raisins, so we have had
a good deal of, experience in the last several years. If only two meitihers of that bargaining association had previous experience and previous dealing with "X" company, then ttetually the only obligation
under thisibill goes to the amount of that product previously sold by

r,2
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thdse particular members of the association. who had previous gal-;
ings with the processor: This is no sense prevents the processor from
continuing tcrfurchase 'from other farmers or other producers that
he has previously purchased from. It does preclude him from giving
to those outside the association a more favorable condition or a more
favorable price. This to some extent' takes a pages from labor's book
by preventing destruction of a labor union by -management be per=

.

mitted to go outsideorgo around the imiv. In essence this is the

1-

poifit of the bill.
Now I recognize Senator; it' is controversial,- we aren't kidding
about 'it: I think basicallY it is good for the American farmer. I
think basically farmers themselves are in support of reg'islation, I
well understand there is opposition If you recall S. 109, it made
the
legal.the forrhation of bargaining associations on the part
grower. It did not require the' processor to bargain in good faith. o
me the crux of this legislation is it does require the buyer. thepur-chaser of that agricultural commodity, to,,sit down and bargain in
good faith. -'It doesn't force him to buy but it forces him at least to
'bargain in good faith. We feel, particularly those of us close to agriculture whg haye bbserved stbsolute refusal in some instances of com-

panies, kroups, processors to bargain or even talk to a bargaining
association, this provision is necessary. We are trying to,force the
handlers at kast, to sit down at the ;table and, talk to growers about

terms of sale,.

-Conditions and delivery dates, et cetera.

Senator TAFT. po you not,disagree with.the notion that they can't
talk to.anybody -else while they are. talking to this person?
Mr. Simi. I do not disagree with that because the establishment' of
the farm board, the National Agricultural. Board which approves a
grower organization prior to its formation as an association has to
meet a certain amount of criteria including whether that bargaining
association controls a substantial rambunt of theboinmodity, whether

it is financially sound, whether it is truly representative of a bargaining group. Once it is recognized then the processor is required
to bargain and bargitin alone for that particular commodity in. that

area at that time. There is no question about it.
o
Senator TAFT. The difficulty 'have with this question may not

'exst in California as it may in certain areas. of Ohio where you
have, for all practical purposes, only one big canningscompany oper-

ating in a particular area, as' applied to that specific situation.
don't want to boargumentative about this aspect of the bargaining,

but as applied to that particular situation a farmer who is not a
member of the group in that particular area doesn't have anybody

,he can negotiate with to sell to at all. He ik blocked from talking to
the one and only purchaser he has.
There.is no question, certainly, it was my intent and, I
think, the intent of other authors have talked to, permit any individual outside of the hargaining association to sell to the processor
who normally bought the commodity, for example the canning company you mentioned. There was no attempt to preclude thaf.
Senator TAFT. No new man would be able to, come into the field

however. If a farmer has been ;growing corn and he wanted to shift f
to beets, he couldn't make the transition because he wouldn't have
anybody to'huy the beets.

<

;
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Mr. Siss. Well, dm see circumstances where that probably
would be true: Here again, I say frankly what we are trying to do is
to give 'to the small farmer, because it is the 'small 4armer's only
opportunity to.survive in this country today in the competitive situa

-

n he is in, the power to organize exactly as jaboorganized

many years ago. If you do not require the bUyer to sit down in good
faith and bargain with him, then he has nothing.
,i I will agree with .you that I want a grower organization to be
open to the extent that no one is forced into it and it may well be
that many amendments° will have to be 'considered and I am sure
.
will be.
counsel has pointed out to me, your analogy cif
Senator TArr.
the National Labor Relations Act isn't quite. domplete'because if
there- is an economic strike the employer can, go out and hire other
people to anne -in and work..
Mr. Sim. That is true, Irecognize that.

.

vit

Senator TAFT4Ornd that would not be true here.

Mr. Slue I think it would, Senator. Here again, we get.into matters of interpretation. As you know, we have just completed 3 weeks
of hearing on the legislation. Olir subcommittee, of which I am a
member, is in the process of markup. I am sure a variety of amendments are going- to be considered. In my opinion the employer

should be permitted that, and to the extent that the legislation
)

doesn' permit it, I am sure it will be amended. That is why I, say I
think some of our discussions are premature but .I appreciate your
raising these questions because the is a lot of interet nationally in
.
the legislation.
Senator TAFT. There truly is a great deal of national interest in
this legislation. Among farm .groups with whom I have, had a close
relationship, I find for the first time some differences in our viewpoints.

Mr. &Ns. I hope we can settle' those differences, Senator, because
all in the world I seek, and I think I speak also for farm organizations in support of thisN is to try to give small farmerean opportunity to survive in this competitive World we live in. today. And
thi.ough organization, through joining together, to provide strength
in numbers, frankly I think, lies ithe only possible chance of survival. At least that is the opinion of those in support of the legislation.

Senator TAFT. I have just a few otheroquestions for you. On your

reference to the National Laboi Relations Act and m making it
applicable to farm labor, are you referring to the 1947 act, which
was the 1935 act as amended by the 1947 act?

MvSiss. The National Labor Relations Act?
Senator AFT. Yes.
.,,
Mr. Sias. Yes.
Senator AFT: Are you referring also or do you intend. to -have
applicable the circumstances known akthe secondary boycott provisions of the National Labor Relations Aatc"
Mr. Sum. Yes.
Senator TAFT. You mention ed syndicate farming and many of the
things that you stated seemed to me Ito apply also to rarge, single

14
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owner farming, or corporate farmingr'Did you mean to limit your
comments to syndicate farming? Wouldn't itr.be true that the tax
shelters that are b#,ing-availed of by syndicate farming, at least some
of those shelters, are also toing availed oaf by corporate farming and
by large corporate organizations'?
Mr. SISK. To some extent, yes; I &ink euat'a true. Howevet, we
have observed some new wrinkles in connection with this business
recently in California, Senator. I am not sure eb what extent it is
going on in other part-si of the cOuntry. We have situations where
land is being taken over by a large company, a company that,j4. ablefinancially to handle it. It is then being parceled out to a variety of
owners -at, ansagreeable price, whatever it may be, to a variety of
individuals who are permitted under existing tax laws to use agriculture as a tax haven. Those who are seeking a tax haven, either m
160 acre tracts,.100 acre tracts or 200 acres, or whatever it may be,
make an agreement with the person who sold it to them, and he
becomes a custom operator and operates the entire block as a single
unit under a custom type farming arrangement. We actually have
some of these promotions underway right here in the valley. We
have one particular operation now that we class, more or less as syndicate farming as against corporate.

go

We talk about corporate farming. But there is nothing wrong

with corporations. I metin three or four of us can on ,together and
go out here and farm. Corporation farming is' no more than partnership farming. In many cases it is a very small group. What I am
referring to as syndicate farming is where they go the second step
and really it becomes a syndicate, set up for the purpose of Providing tax shelters for groups, professionals, for other people outside of

farming who desire to purchase land and use it as a vehicle to ,
reduce their tax; and secondly, after the land has been fully developed, then to take their capital gain if they desire to sell. It becomes
a speculative venture. And it is causing us a great deal of concern
here, Senator. This is the reason that I raise this issue. We want to
look into it. We want to learn more about it.
Senator TAFr. I am sure Senator Stevenson and I would be happy
to cooperate.

I might mention in passing, as ybu.well realize, that initiative on
the matter from a legislative point of view has to come from your
side of the capital and particularly from the Ways and Means coinmittee.

Mr. Sisk. I agree with that, Senator: And we are working with

proposals now before Ways and Means. We are hopeful they will see
fit to do something about it. We have, asked, secondly, to ,.go ahead

and push for a completion of a study that is actually in progress in
this area.
Senator TAFr. Thank you very much.
Senator STEVENSON.. Congressman, I think you are to be commended for introducing this legislation to strengthen the bargaining

-

position of the farmer. I doubt very much if Senator Mondale or
any other Senator knows exactly what the answer is, or is confident
in having a perfect bill.
I would certainly hope that weice,n develop legislation that will
strengthen the position of the farmer and enable him to get a better,
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fairer price for the fruits of his labor. But one of the concerns.of,
this subcommitteeis,that we may be approaching a day in this, country

when there won't be any bargaining because the processor and the
farmer will be one and the same.
We have heard considerable testimony, not only in California but
in prior hearings, about the invasion'of rural America-by the giant
corporations and eonglomerates. We have-heard a lot about the corporate takeover of the land., although we have discovered that mabody in America knows who' owns the land. We have discovered that

in the State of Maine, to cite but one example, 12 corporatio s already own 52 percent of all of the land in that State.

I would like to talk' to you about what we do about

ese

developments, and whether they are healthy for our economy nd
our social' institutions. You mentioned tax loss farniing,, and you
probably know more about the discriminatory impact of- tax loss
farming than most legislators. We have also heard abbut the provision of cheap farm laborservices for the corporations, about water
policies, including nonenforcement of the 160 are limitation; and
about the services of land grant colleges for the rich and the powerful, the combinations, but not for the little fellow. We have heard

V.

about the inequities pf crop subsidies, we have heard about the loopholes and nonenforcement' of the immigration lawsand a lot mare.

All of these issues are affecting and drastically changing rural
4 America:

How do you feel about the nonenforcement of the 160 acre limits-

on ?

Mr. SISK. Well, I deplore nonenforcement of any of these laws.

Reclamation,- as you know, Senator, built the West. There is no ques-

deal to the 1902 Reclamation Act. It has
tion that we owe a
been one of the finest
and one of the greatest assistances to the 13
6°Teat
Western States, now the 15 Western States. I think it would be most
unfortunate if we permit the prograin to fall into disrepute because
of alleged or actual violations. There ,are a lot.of alleged violations,
and, perhaps, some violations. The law is quite clear in connection
with, what can and cannot be done with lands developed under the
Reclamation Laws.

e*

Now we have some of the largest projects in the West iu Califor-

nia. Some are right in thiS area. .I was the principal author and

sponsor back many years ago of one, the San Luis project. It is one
you will probably hear about-here if you haven't already. There are
all kinds of charges about San Luis: We- went through a battle at
the time we got it authorized because of the large amount of excess
lands Within that project, ,a larger. amount than in any project that
I know of in the West where a reclamation-s_project was authorized.
We well recognize the problems we are facing. We still have many
of those problems. It' is required that landowners in the project re-

ceiving water sign a recordable contract. There is not a drop of
water .being delivered at, the present time in the San Luis -project
without a recordable contract being signed. I am sure you are aware
of the significance of that, so that in that sense there is no violation.
Now, the time is coming when there are going to be some problems by virtue of the fact we have some 400,000 or 500,000 acres of
0
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exces1 land that owners will have to diveit themselves of, that has to
be sold to smaller owners. Yet. we are involved in an area where we
are concerned about what actually is an economically feasible farm-

ing unit. There are all kinds of ideas as to whit a family farm is
.
today. ,
Senator STEVENSON. The nature of the crop that the farmer is
producing is an important factor, is it not?
Mr. SISK. That's right, it depends on what you grow. It depends
on the -kind of4cropping pattern., the oulture,of the land, so that we
are faced with some serious problims about anyone actually wanting

to purchase this land. The land is up for sale today. As y9u know,
ttie prices are set by the Bureau of Reclamation, not by the landowner, because the landoiner cannot take any: appreciated value because of the project. Those lands are now Jibing offered for sale.
They are not selling. They are not selling because at the present
time the financing companies will not finance on terms that small
farmers can afford to pay. We do have some serious problems, I am
not depreciating, that.
,Senator STEVENSON. Let me go about it in a slightly I/different
way. I noted a display in the botal, lobby )sere in Fresno this morning that said $1 million of farm-produce was shipped out of Fresno
County 'every day. That. sounds like a 14 of money to me, a lot of
farm products grown, processed, and shipped out of Francs. There
must be an awful lot of people making an awful lot of money here
in Fresno County.
First, what would have been the daily value of the farm produc;,
tion in this .coulity 10 years agog How does that figure today compare with 10 years ago? Do you have a general idea?
Mr. SISK. No. This is completely off the top of my head, Senator,

because I am not that .expert in it. I would guess that the value of
those commodities 111.1962 would have been about the same as they
are today. I would doubt there would be any serious difference and

that of course is the 'problem. That is why farmers aren't making a
lot of money, Senator. The facts are that these products, unfortunately, haven't gone up in price with the increased cost of producing
them, the increased cost of machinery, the increase in taxes,- as you
very well know.
Senator STETENsoN, How about the° increased cost of land? Have
land values elianged in the last 10 years in Fresno County? -

Mr. SISK. Land values moved pp rather rapidly in the early

1960's, they leveledout in about .1967 at a plateau and today have
pretty much remained on that plateau. In fact, I 'kuess land values
are actually lower now than they were in 1966. There may have been
some drOp back but are generally holding at a plateau, at least as I
understand it.
Senator STEVENSON. It Would be ,harder as a young man or man

of any age without 'much capital, I suppose, to buy up some land
and get some equipment, and go into farming today than it was 10
years ago?
,Mr. SISK. I am sorry, I didn't get thi3 first part of your question.
Senator STEVENSON'. It would be harder?

Mr. SISK. It is almost impossible. At today's interest rates it is almost impossible for the young man coming out of our agricultural
69133 O - 72 - pt.211.
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school here Or the university to go into farming. Many would like to
do it, buy a niece of land and go into farming. This is the challenge
I have, and it is what I am concerned about, making it possible for
these young, couples to go out here, and farm, because they want to
do it.
Senator STEVENSON. Land is going up in value despite the fact
that farm income has stayed level over that 10-year period. Does that
laav somettiting to do with "the' advent of the vertical and the horizontal corporate combinations in agriculture here?

Mr. SI'. Well, I think it is a combination of two things. We saw,
'going' back 10, 12, 15 years, a movement of people. Big contractors
from Los Angqles or space program people or professionals, whether
they were.. doctors, lawyers or what, were earning a great deal of
money, needed to get this money invested, and we saw a great Movement in the valley to purchase land in great amounts. Frankly] this
was by people other than farmers, and to a large extent I feel this

attributed to the increase in prices of land more than alinost any .
single factor in the last 10 or 15 years.
Senator STEVENsbx: Even the land herel the farming land hem.?
Mr. Sisx. That's right, there is no question.
Senator STEVENSON. Unless Senator Ttift has some questions, I
would like to thank you once again very much, Congressman Sisk,
for your help this morning and a ain for the very warm welcome to
your fine congressional district o resno.
Mr. Sim Thank Ion, gentle nen, and I hope you lia,ve a happy
stay here.
Senator STEVENSON. Our next witness is; Mr. Allan Grant of the
California Farm Bureau. Is Mr. Grant here?
(No response.)
Senator STEVENSON. WO, will dome back to Mr. Grant when and if

he appears and proceed with the schedule of witnesses. We had
hoped to hear from Mr., Howard Marguleas, President of Heggblade-Marguleas Tenneco. I understand that lie will noiNbe able to ap-

pear this morning. He Whas however, indicated that he will appear
before our subcommittee at its hearings in Washingtor4, and I. hope
indeedtharsuch an appearance can be arranged.
This subcommittee's invitations to representatives of agribusiness
have for the most part,.gone unaccepted, with the exception of Mr.
Marguleas. (A communication subsequently received" from Mr. Marguleas apeurs on,page4554 of this vohmie.)
Our next witness is Mr. William Irwin and those 'accompanying
him on a panel.
I want to thank you, Mr. Irwin, as I am sure this audience knows
you are a prominent attorney in Fresno very much, involved with
life in rural America. Would- you start out by identifying your panelists for our record?
Mr. Inwirr, Yes; I will be glad to, Senator.
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Mr. John Garabediaii of Peters 8c:Garabedian" is. on my far right.
Mr. Sam Lipoma of the S./ L. Lipoma o. in Delano, is next to
me.

Mr. Garabedian is from Fresno.
This is Peter Divizich, a Delano grape farmer, on my lat.
is on my far left.
Mr. Tony Bianco, a grapegrower in Fresup,

STATEMENT OF WILLIAI4 IRWIN, ATFORNEY, FRESNO, CALIF,

yr

M. IRwIN: I leaveqieen'asked to give a brief outline of some of
the litigation that'we are presently involved in in Fresno County.
My law firm has taken On the case of Peter Divizich versus the
'Bank of American and Heggblade-Marguleas. I don't intend to take

the time of these witnesses, but I think it might be-significant to you '
if I set the platform of the

This was a damage action in Fresno County... The ranch was a

table grape ranch that was founded by Peter Divizich some 40 years
.ago. He was a Yugoslav immigrant thatacame to this country and
was able by his own efforts to build a 5,000-acre table grape vine- .

yard which is probably the single biggest table grape vineyard in
the World. He had a relationship with the Bank of Amdrica which"
lasted probably .over a .30-year period. It, was a successful one. He
eneriuntered some difficulty in 1963 as a result of inclement vfeather
and he suffered some losses.
In 1966, he employed the firm of, Heggblade-Margukas to market
his fruit. He suffered a loss in that year of in excess of a $1,450,000.

Senator SynivExsoN. Was Heggblade-MargnIeas then a part of

Tenneco?
No; they were not.
Mr..
Senator STEvENsoN. At what point; did that occur?

Mr. Iewix. In 1970, February of 1970. And I will outline that
further in my statement so that will come into .proper position for

you.

Mr. Divizieh felt ?hat there was improper marketing practices in
1965 on the pith- of NIarguleas so he discharged. Marguleas, and in
1966 the bank then derided that in lieu of foreclosing the property
they would assume the risk of managedent of this. property, which
they (lid undertake. They required, Mr. Divizich to employ Hegg-

blade-Marguleas again to market the fruit despite the fact he had
discharged them in the year 1963. Peter turned the ranch over to'the
group, the Bank of Atherica and Heggblade-Marguleas, and they

undertook the management of the property.
At that. time you will bear in mind, that this 3,000-acre pieee- of
property was divided into two sigiiifieant units,u 2,600 acre,x0aniation piece mid about n 2,400 are piece of property that was riot in the
reclamation area. The -Bureau of Reclamation appraised this property
at somewhere in excess of $4 million. Peter's gross debt at that time
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to the bank was approiimately $6.million, his debt was approximately
$11/$ million when the accounts receivable and revolving funds and
other collateral were taken into account.

The bank then undertook the management of the property and

under the inarloting program there has a rep6rted loss of $2,043,000
on-the Federal income tax return for Peter Divizich in the year
,1960. This created such a lossIfor him that it forced him into a per-

soma bankruptcy in 1967, bankruptcy that he could not recover
from.

He was given $8 million in promissory notes over a 26-month
pcriod beginning in November 1965 and ending in January 1968, when
the Bank of America-finally foreclosed on the property. As I said,
the dolt at that time in 1966 when the bank took ovetwastapproximately -$11/2 million and at tie ,time of foreclosure the gross debt
was in -excess of $9 million. The bank then foreclosed on the property and they foreclosed by bidding the property in at $5,800,000.

They then turned around and sold this property to the Marguleas
family and to Tenne50-West, which ,was formefly .Kern County
Land. Kern County Land was acquired in 61967 by Tenneco, and in
February of 1970 lleggblade-Marguleas was acquired by Tenneco.
Ti e Sale took place to. the Marguleas family 'in JO undivided interests that. comprised approximately 2,600 acres of the reclaination
land. The Other' 2,400 approximate acres was acquired by TennecoWest, which was formerly Kern County Land.

The interesting part in the litigation was the fact that not only

was the property sold to the Tenneco family, for'$5,750,000 but there
was a forgiveness of.hiterest for '3 years which amounted to approximately a million dollars. The, down payment. was required to be
only in the amount of $2502000 for a 3-year period and the balance
paid out over a 17-year period.
The Other interesting-aspects of the litigation or some of the lessons that we, learned from it was the marketing processes were put

into focus together with the lending policy of the bank. It, is customary in the marketing prOcess throughout the country that, foe
example, an f.o.b. $3.50. Delano)price to a lawyer means freight on

board and when it gets to NOV' York the grower gets paid $3.50 and

if there is any risk to that crop in transit, it is on the buyer. But it
seenis that is not, the ease in the marketing custom in this country.
That $3.50 price dotsn't mean $3.5\ f.o.b. Delano. It is covered up. in.
-a variety of fashions by what they call price arrival, deferred billing
or protection against decline, What we learned is that when that
'fruit, gets to now York, if there is a $2.50 market 5 dayS later on
arrival the commission merchant. or the broker delivers that product
at $2.50 and protects the buyer at the grower's expense. We never
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found a sale Anit on arrival if it was $5 that the grower got the $5
.
price. The customer or the buyer always got the X3.50- price.
Also put into fofus were some of the lending policies of the bank.

We are interested in a policy that would put out money for a
long.-term purpose on a demand note and then call the note. We

w

were also interested in the policy that would cause money to be advanced when they know the borrower cannot repay it, and in our belief we felt the bank because a party to that carryover and, if you
will, a partner in. the ve ture.
Sonic other interestin aspects of the litigation were that during
the course of the litigat nn we- did file an antitrust suit against the
pursue, and against lIeggBank of America which we intend
blade-Marguleas and against the Tenneco family. We belieyi that
there ha ye beep violations of the Sherman and Cla&ton and Federal
Thidiair4tiiimission Acts. In reading through the antitrust laws it
IiiPaiiparent that what Congress does really intend is freedom of
sellers rather than .a cartel or a protection for the buyers. And we
think that what we lia.vefearned from our litigation is that we are
cultivating a buyer's market and it seems that if you take a corporate giant, for example, like Tenneco, and if they own the source of
supply and they i,wn the marketing outlet and they own the packinghouse, they are using their bigness to gain an unfair competitive
advantage on the California growers.
For example, if you have one car full of tomatoes and you are one
grower and you have alongside of that i0 cars full of tomatoes and
you happen to IT Tenneco, you can understand the competitive advantage that Tenneco might, have. They own the land upon which the

tomatoes are grown and the containers into which they put the

tomatoes. They can spray with their own insecticide, fertilize with
their own fertilizer and they actually own the marketing arm, so they,
can sell those tomatoes at. whatever price they want. "They can use
those: tomatoes as loss leaders, thus affecting sales of their corn,
potatoes, oranges.; and the rest of their product. And that fellow that
owns that one carload of tomatoes is completely at theironerey and we
don't think that is what the antitrust laws are all about.
In essence, what. it will leird to, in our opinion, if it is not eheeked,
is that California Will become a land of tenant farmers and we will

all be buying at the company store. I think that bigness is being
used tci create an unfair competitive advantage, not that bigness is

bad in itself, but we feel that it is when it is used in this regard.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you Mr. Irwin. I note that you have a
prepared statiment, which I order printed at this point in the _record.

(The information.referred to follows:)
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The law firm of Irwin and Thuesen, in association
with (lorge N. Zenovich,represented Peter J. Divizich and the

P. J. Divizich Fruit Corroration in a law suit for danages
against. the Dank of Anerica, neggblade-Marguleas Company,

'Angelo Papalni and John Thomas in action number 132216, in
the Fre_alo Couaty Cuperior Court.

In lieu of an il-diate foreclosure, the Bank of
Arerica e/ected at ito risk, bn-February

8,Y1966, to assume

nanage-ont responsibility for the approximate 5,00Q acre tahle
and wine grape property of Peter: Divizich.

Peter -Diviuich

contended thattthe Dank of America forced upon him, under, duress
and the fear of losing bin ranch through foreolooure, a managerent
team coasisting of Angelo Papagni,' who adt.cd an an agent of the
Dank of America, and John Thomas,. a vice president of negghlade-

Marguleas Company.

Peter Divizich had previously in October,
&

1965, discharged Heggblade-narguleas

Company and John Thomas as

his marketing agent for-alleged poor marketing practices,, which
resulted in an approximate loss to hin of-$1,453,000 in the year
1965.

Despite this fact, the Bank of America rejuired Peter

Divizich, by contract: dated February 28, 1966, to employ

neggblajo-lrgueaa and John Thomas to sell his crop in the
year 1966'.

After suffering further heavy losses in 1966, amounting

-1-
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to $2,033,000,Jaccording to the United States income tax return

for that yearfOr the Divizich operation, P. J. Divizich and
his corporation were forcpa'into a Chapter XI bankruptcy
proceeding-in January, 1967.

Afiierthe Mink of America prenented to Peter
4,

Uivizichand his corporation approximately $8 pillion in
piemissory notes over a 26-month period from November, 1965
to January, 1968, the Divizich debt to the Bank of America

increased from an auproxiate $6 million gross debt in Februdry,
1/166.

Me net debt involved when the Bank of America toOk over

in Uobrsary, 1966 W4U. approximately $4,500,000 as a result of

the acsignmnt of collateral to the Dank of-America. for further
security connInting of inventories, revolving funds a
receieable.

accounts

The total-Divizich debt then increased under the

Dank manalement to an arGunt in -excess of $9 million at which

tine the Bank of America foyecloseipon the property on January 9,
1968; biclding in the property at $5,800,000.

The Bank of America

then turned around and sold the propeay back to the very people
Divizich claimed were responsible for the poor management of his
properties and the improper mar1eeting of his fruit.

The property was deeded out from the Bank of America
on Decemher 29, 1970 to Tennecs-West, Inc., who had previously,

in February, 3970, acluired Hegplade-Marguleas Company.
west receive-: 2,409 acres with the Bau

Tenneco-

of America financing

the acInisition hy'takinl back a trunt.deel in the amount of
$2,101,109.05.

The balance of the property consisted-sof

-2..
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approximate1112,600 acres. and was-deeded out on Decembe;21,

1970, by the bank of America in 20 undivided intereSts,

t

consisting .of 18 units comprising all of the lands subject

to the Bureau of Reclamation recordable contracts.

Again,

the Bank of America fihanced this acqui.sition by taking back

a trust deed On the property in the anount of $2,655,623.61.

Testimon at the trial disclOsed the property
was aeguired frum., the Dank of. Anerica-below the $5,800,000

_price bid in Ly the Bank of America. at the foreclosure

prLeeelinus, and su7)stantially below the Bureau of Reclamation

appraisal male in February, 1966, the month the Dank of America

took over the management of the property.

The Bureau of

P.elamatiun appraised. the 2,300 acres of reclamation property

in excess of $4 million in February, 1966.
include the 160 'acres in flec,tion 2 of

This value' did not

the reclamation land

which had a fair market value of $288,000, all of which produced
4

a total fair market value on all of the Divizich reclamation
projorty in excess of $4,300,000.
The Bank of America delivered the 5,000 acre property
to Tenneco-West and the Marguleas interests for $5,750,000,

subject to a forgiveness of three years. interest at 7-1/2 percent
on the unpapl principal resulting in a total forgiveyss in interest.
of ap,:lreximatly $1,181,250, %Ilich effectively lowered the net

plice to approximately $4,568,750.

The cash down

pay.n,jht was cnly $.2,,e,oro, with $250,000 for each of three years
and the balace !7.,f S4,7 °90,090 in 17 egual annual payments

24
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commencing .With thefourXh
year..
.
.
°

It isointevstIng to'notj'that while the 2,600

acres

of reclamation pr6perty Was valued'in excess of $4,P0,000 by
the Bureau of Reclaffationl that nevertheless; the 2,600 acres

of..reclamatiAl land sold to the Margaleas tntezests at a price

Of only $3,013,000, or approximately $1 million under the-Bureau
of Reclamation appraisal.
rlt is equally interesting to note that. Mr. Camp
$

-of the S. A. Carp Tining Co. testified that he hail male the
offer to the Bank of Lrericato-i)urt:thase the Divizicli 1 -operties

in conjunction with the BeggbLide7Marguleas Company on the same
terms as ontlinea aiTisve.

Tili,s offer was contained in a letter

of intent datea August 29,'1969, sir ;netit by' Loth 1r. carp and

Beggblaile-Marguleos Cemvany.

The

as

of rAia tc.ok the

position in the trial that this was a binlino contract on the
Bank.

The Bank was interested in taking this 41sition since othe

evidence disclosed that a more favorable offer of purchase way
given the pank in 1970 by John Beretta of Buttes Oil & Gas Co.
This offer was in the amount of $6 million with no interest
forgiveness provision and provided for $1 million as a down
payment anl not $250,000.

The offer of Mr. Beretta also included

800 acres free and clear to P. J.,Divizieh.
4

was reje-2teil by,the Bank of America.

The Poretta offer

The Bank took

the

position

that it was bonnl to deliver the preperty to Tenneco-West anA
the Marguteas interests., T.te enlightening Lit of
free Mr. Camp was, 1:5wo%'er,

testimony

the effect that he was paid

,-4-
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$500,000.e.i::L for his signature to clitar the way for ttie

aciaisition by Tenneco and,.the Marguleas interests.
The iurlireturned,a- verdicVon Deceriier 17;'1971,

in favor of the.P. J. Divizich*Fuit Corporation for the sum
of $400,000,finding the Bank of America and-Angelo Papagni

.

guilty of mismanagement of the farm properties and Atssessed
-

0

damages againnt them in the amount of $200,000.

The jury

t: en f;-)und Beggblade-Marguleas Corpany and John Thorax guilty

of it roper marketing and assessed damages against then in the
.

arount of $200,0004

It seers clear to Ow writer that one of the target
w

o

defendants in this litigation should have been the Bureanc,of
Becla:-.ation, w!iich would have put in sharp focus the equity

and validity'of the "160 acre limitation law".

:It waS the

policy of the Bureau of Reclamation and its enforcement of

-.

the "160 acre limitation law" that precipitatcd'the trouble
for V. J. Pivizich.

By the yecir I957, Divizi6h had expanded

his farming operations with his own rvoneyand with loan funds
from the Dan: of America to a total farming operation. in the
J

Delano-Bucor area, consisting of Approximately 2,300 acres,
comprising 1,7001'acres planted to vineyard and 600 acres in

open land, together with a packing hoSse audcold storage
facility td4hervice Divizich's total favming :operations.

The

entire 2,300 acre, holding at this tir.e wan subject to U. S.

Bureau of l'ec!laratien "teco:dable centraots" under the prOvisions

of the "160 aorelimitaticn law" which contracts required the
o

Divizich c `? rporation to sell all of

26
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to the recordable contracts, in units of 160 acres or. less

Within a 10 year period from execution of the various' contracts
.

involved, in exchange for receiving project water, benefits from
the Central ValleYProject of the II. S. Governffient in the Delano-

Act.
Earlimart Irrigation
t
Divizi h was t%1 on numerous occasions by 'representatives
the Bureau of Reclamation in 194 that he would be compelled
to sellisubstantial'adreage under the recordable contracts which
would ampunt to over one half of his acreage'in the. year

4 62,

the\earWhsp-a portion of the recordable contracts expired,
with the balance expiring on lesseraCreage each year thereafter
thrpugh 1971.

In direct response to this concern regarding the

loss of substantially all of Divizich's-vineyard'and open lands
which would leave Divitich'With.an expensive cold storage and
packing house facility at Ducor, California, without the necessary
income from his vineyard lands to service the operation,' Divizich

then embarked upon a land acquisition program with Divizich's

money and with the use of Bank of America financing, to replace
1

the vineyards which he would be compelled to sell under the Bureau
of Reclamation's recordable contracts.

Divizich desired to obtain

_ownership of other lands which would develop into vineyards com-

mensurate in size and quality to those subject \o sale so that
Divizich would be in a position to continue -to operate farming

properties of comparable size to his existing total farming
.o=

l'

operation.

As a direCt rsult of this'policy of forcing a sale
-.44 the property on the market, Divizich was faced to put his

e.
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entire 2',600 acres of recla1713:4on. property on themarket:at a

time when the 4,500 acre DiGeorgio table and wine grlpe
properties were also forced on the market by order of the
Bureau of declamation.

Since there were no initial buyers

for the DiGeorgio properties which were first offered in 1964,

.

it Snot unreasonable to assume that Divizich would'find the
same market resistance for hip properties.

As a matter of fact,

o the last of the DiGeorgio properties were finally sold in 1971.

In spite of the efforts of DiviziCh to market the
properties under the rules and regulations of the "160 acre
limitation law" requiring a sale of 160 acres to one person or
320 to a husband and wife, the Bureau permitted corporate giants
to cut up the property in 20 undivided interests to 'the individual
members of the Marguleas and Thomas falfillies.

Many of these

buyer4'consisted of women and minor children taally unfamiliar
with and incapable of cairying on a farming oppration.
160 acre law is to remain on the books, then let it

be

If the
enforced

IP

properly and let us require the Bureau of Reclamation to purchase
.the land under its recordable contracts at not less than 'ts
appraised prices in the event the land cannot be sold, rather
than forcing farmers into a bankruptcy proceeding triggered by,
foreclothures from n

vous banks, anxious, to realize on their

security without regard, for their customers' economic well-being.

If the 160 acre law is to be used by corporate giants
as a means to obtain federal water by fractionalizirig undivided

interests in land then let us erase the law from the books.
Respectfully submitted
t

LI

William P. Irwin,
Attorney for Peter J. Divizich

-7-
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Mr. lawnr. Now I have Mr. Divizich present with me. He had
given a, statement to you and he will be glad to answer whatever

questions you feel are a.ppropriate.
Senator STEVENSON. First let me say that your statement, Mr.
Divizich, will be entered in the record.

Are there any other statements for the record by any other wit-

,

nesses ?

Mr. InwIN. Mr. Garabedian of Peters & Garabedian has given you
a statement' as well as AU. Lipoma.
Senator STEVENSON. Would you gentlemen like to' add anything to

what akIrwin has said before we get into some questions? Would
add to his testimony by summarizing youp written statec
you c
ment
STATEMENT OF S. P. LIPOMA, OF S. P. LIPOMA CO.

Mr. LIPOMA., I have a personal observation, Senator. I feel that
the counselor neglected to bring up one of our main complaints as to
competition, and that is the fact that they can work with oil money

and work that in direct competition with some of us that are compelled to depend wholly on the value of our crops, and we kave
found in our particular case where this has been done. They havectually sold below the cost of production in direct competition with
us.

Senator STEVENSON. Is this the result of a deliberate effort to de-

press prices and force losses upon you which might in turn force
you out of business?
Mr. LIPOBIA. Senator, in, our particular case it was in order to
gain a foothold in this particular marketplace.
Senator STEVENSON. Which particular marketplace was that?

Mr. LipolsrA. Our company, of which I am one of the principals,
specializes in growing processing potatoes. I would say in the district we are the largest shipper of processing potatoes. They are a
particular type of potatoes used for the manufacture of potato chips
or french fried potatoes.
Since the advent of Tenneco .getting into the picture, they had indicated a keen interest of wanting to get into the business and when
they found that they couldn't sell at a competitive price they sold, in
some cases, at a third less than what we were selling for and I am
sure below the cost of production.

Senator STEVENSON. Are your potatoes by any chance in competition with potatoes produced in the State of Maine?
Mr. LiponiA. Senator, at different times of the year. Our poiatoes
are shipped from California during the months May, June.and July,

and at that time hopefully the 'old crop is gone and the trade is
looking for the new crop, and they will pay the additional freight,
but I wouldn't say that we were in direct competition with Maine
because as a general rule Maine is practically through shipping
when we start.
Senator STEVENSON. I have been told' that in Maine, which is of

course a potato producing state and has many other resources, 12
corporations now own 52 percent of all of the lad. It seems to be a
pattern emerging everywhere. What the reasons are for it I don't
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know. Maybe what you have just. said is one of the causes of- this
pattern which is. apparently emerging throughout the country.
Thank you Mr. hiponia.
(Information supplied by Mr. Lipoma follows :)
.

Novato = 4,1970.;

FEDERAL TRADE COSIIIISSIONi

Washington, D.C.

(Attentipn : Mr. Joseph Martin, Jr., General Counsel).
MR. MARTIN : Our company pioneered the concept of selling processing potatoes on preseason contracts to processors, mostly potato chip companies. We
started this business in 1953 and at the present time groW and ship approximately 500,0(X) hundredweight ofJroeessing potatoes from Kern County, California during the months of May, June and July.
Our processing potatoes are grown on about 1,800 acres of land. The terms
of our contractual arrangements with land owners are, our company furnishes
the seed, fertilizer and insecticides, ,doei the planting, harvesting, grading and
shipping and selling. The land owner prepares the land for our planting, does
the watering and cultivation. In the form of land rent, the land owner receives
a stipulated amount for each hundrkweight of potatoes grown and sold from
his acreage.
Heretofore, our arrangement has proved highly advantageous, giving the
.land owner a guaranteed income and' has allowed our company to enjoy a
steady, moderate income. Since the prices we. sell our potatoes for are predetermined, the profit factor is wholly dependent upon our,automated efficiency
and the per acre tonnage. With increased costs, the profit factor has become
more and more precarious.. For ten yqars we have been farming some of our
potatoes under the above arrangements on Kern County. Land Company land
-

(now Tenneco). For the past five years we have paid Tenneco in excess of

' *200,000 annually for their land use.
Our contractual arrangement with Kent County Lalid ban permitted Tenneco
access to our books and records, ipcipding the names of Our customers and4the
prices oun,potatoes are sold for. We assumed that this information was made
available to them strictly for auditing purposes and for which use it was put
until this year.
Until this year we signed our land contract with Tenneco in October or November. This year the Tenneco Company `requested that we meet in July which

was actually during the time we were still harvesting potatoes from their
lands. At the meeting, they told us they were highly satisfied with our past
performance and for corporate reasons they wanted us to sign our land contract at that time. During those same conferences, held in July, they requested
that we move our packing facilities from Delano to their property located in
Bakersfield. 'They also requested, and were almost insistent that we plant all
of our potatoes on their land and forego other land owners we have done
business with for years. They told us that because of the cotton situation they
must find utilization for their land.

In the conferences they indicated a keen interest in purchasing our entire
operation. They requested that they obtain a more detailed breakdown of our
assets, list of customers, prices, etc. All of this information was furnished at
their insistence on the assumption that they were 'making an honest effort to
negotiate a joint venture arrangement.
As a further matter of information, they were quite insistent that they be
alldived to handle, on a brokerage arrangement, the sale of our citrus. They
had handled some of our citrus this past season and the prices we received
were not comparable with the prices we received from other outlets. We could
not acquiesce to this stipulation.
At the time we signed the contract to utilize 1,208 acres of their land for
our 1971 potato crop, we mentioned that we could not afford to pay them the
rent stipulated in the contract if someone particularly their company, would
sell processing potatoes at lower than our present contract price. In that conference we told them that we were going to ask our customers for an increase
in price to offset our own increased production costs. Shortly thereafter, they
made personal calls at our office expressing a continued interest in either pur-

chasing our operation or proceeding on a joint venture arrangement. Mr.
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Bald', and Mr. John Thomas, vice-presidents of the company, told us that

there was no need to look elsewhere for acreage since they were confident that
we would proceed jointly..
During August principals of Tenneco contacted our accounts of long standing and Solicited. their business at lower than the contract price we had been
selling for. They were successful in obtaining one of our largest accounts, at
least in part because of the lower selling price. The selling price is far below
our Trodtiction costs considering the guaranteed rental we must pay Tenneco.
We have every reason to believe that their selling price will be below their
own growing costs with no consideration for land rental.
Upon being advised by our cdstofners that they were soliciting business at
lolVer prices, we wrote two registered letters to the principals of Tenneco with
whom we were dealing, advising them of their oral commitment not to sell at
lower prices and requesting that we be released from our land contract signed
with Tenneco in July..
We had received no response to our registered correspondence; copies enclosed. In a phone call to Mr. Balch last week, he told me that they expected
us to live up to the contract in full. He completely disregarded our verbal un-

derstanding. He further stated that they wanted to handle our citrus on a

commission basis and they were going to get into the prOcessing potato business on their own, regardless of who they hurt.
We are of the opinion that they have used privileged contractual arrange-

ments and information to their personal advantage. We are sure that they

have decOved us and their intent was not to4purchase or enter into a joint arrangemofit but to obtain their information furnished in good faith for personal
gain.

We are requesting whatever help yOur good offices can offer. To meet the
lower than growing ,costs prices being quoted and accepted by Tenneco makes
our present land contract with Tenneco untennable and could very well bankrupt our small company. Any help we can obtain will be appreciated.
Yours truly,

S. P. LIPOMA,
R. P. Lipoma. Co.

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Bianco and Mr. Divizich, would you care

to add anything?
Mr. Drtrzion. Yes.

STATEMENT OP PETER J. DIVIZIOR, GRAPE ,PARMER, SAN
JOAQUIN VALLEY

Mr. Drvizicii. I came to the United States on 1920, that was 51
years ago. I worked for other farmers, on a ranch down South, and
after 4 years I went to Porterville and bought me 30 acres which I

started farming in this valley. I started progressing and bought
more land, built a dehydrating plantt . was dehydrating raisins,

'prunes, peaches, apricots, and so on, and I was in the farming business since then. Between 1930 and 1935 I bought some 300 acres
around .Porterville which I developed. From 1935 to 1939 I also
built more commercial property in Porterville.
I went to the Delano-Ducor district South of P6rterville in 1989
When that country was practically tumbleweed country. I started

there with 160 acres and built this farm up to over a 5,000 acre
vncli. I was financing wifh taw First National Bank, and' also Proction Credit. Association, and then since 1940 with the Bank of

America so that I was doing fairly well. The Bank of America

officials asked me to come over and work with them, they said they

would give me a lar e amount of help because that country was
I went with the Bank of American in 1940
almost desert. And
4
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and I started on the land there. That area proved to be. one of the
best table grape areas in all of California. T had developed over
4,000 acres of grapes. I was doing pretty well up to 1963. I huilt a
large cold storage plant and shipped betweett 700,000 or 800,000 to 1
million boxes of grapes annually and I shipped throughout all of
the Unite States and Canada. I also started exporting to United
Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, and some to Denmark and Finland, the
Orient, and 'South American. I. also sold fruit to the canneries and .
wineries.
I was a director of the California Fruit Exchange 19 years, and
in 1962 the farm labor, union began interfering, and in 1963 I had a
bad year, everybody had a bad year that year. There was a lot of
rail), so T'was suffering considerably that year. So in 1965 I was
trying to change marketing agent just for a year or so to see if
mild do better with the leggblade-Marguleas Co. We had several
'meetings with several Heggblade-Marguleas officials, they, assured

me that they would help me, I Nfeiit and signed up for 1 year, 1965,
with lleggblade-Marguleas Co.
The way they were marketing the fruit was actually Very unsatisfactory to me. so late in the season told them that this would be the
last year because I was going for my own sales organization or I would
"go back to California Fruit Exclihnge or something else. That' year
huge losses were created. From then on they started conspiring and

asking, working with the bank. it appeared that they wanted this
property, they,wanted these grapes and the quality I have there.
So in February, 1966 the Bank of America told me they were

going to foreclose me and they filed their notice of default. Also, on
the 28th of February 1966 they gave up management of my ranch to
HeggbladetMarguleas and also sales, which was against my will,
after they lost so much money for me the year before I told their no
more sales contract but bank insists to give to them for that year.
Also they put notice of default, threatening to foreclose if I do not
obey their plan, they told me I can go to the beach or anywhere else
and they will take carte of the ranch for me Also they told me "we
are going to do good sales for you and manage ranch, for you." So I
can't do anything else, but sign the contract because; the notes were
defaulted already. They put notices of default on my farm, on my
buildings, on everything.
So what, happened is they lost for the, year 1966 the tax records
show $2,033,000 that year, and then I filed chapter 11 in January
1967, and a year later they foreclosed on me and they sold the prop-

erty. They bought the property themself for $5,800,00 and they

sold to Marguleas and Tenneco for $5,750,000, forgiving interest for
3 years, which is $1,100,000 in interest alone off. And I got 2,600

acres that was in Bureau of Reclamation, and this land they just
appraised in January and February 1966 'for over 4 million. As I
deduct, actually, including my inventory, and money that I can get
rom the Bureau of Reclamation, if they pay me appraised price of
January 1966, hr addition to 560 acres of leased land with the larger
plant, one of the largest in the country, dehydrating plant and cold
storage plant in which T can store 100 carloads of grapes, and they
sold that to Tenneco-Heggbla&-Marguleas Co. for this much money,
in addition to all my other property.
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The Bureau of Reclamation, if he sold that, was appraised by the
P.S. Government, the Bureau of Reclamation people, then I would
be having 3,000 acres, 2,400 acres and 560 acres leased and I 'would
be having my plant and all that. But they were working it all" different. I got letter from bank after they foreclosed, "Mr. Divizich,
if you quit your suit," I filed a suit against the bank and Marguleas,
"If you quit your sy,it you are welcome to stay your lifetime in your
home." That is all, that is the result I have after 50 years of hard
work in the sun, hot sun, and this place was a'desert.

Now it is 27 miles driving around this beautiful ranch, a 72-mile

pipeline throughout, and 70 _miles of roads through the place.
divided into 40-acre blocks with a 50-foot road all around. It was

one of the nicest places in The world, and I have been left without
anything. Also have developed water at a cost of over $1 million,
with 28 irrigation wells and pipeline. This is the story of what has
,

happened to me.
Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Divizich, was it in 1965 that you suffered.
your big loss?

Mr. Diviztell. Yes, when Heggblade-Marguleas marketed my

fruit. In 1963, the bad weather, but 1965 was bigger loss yet caused
mostly by Heggblade-Marguleas Cif).

Senator STEVENSON. In that year the Bank of America was managing your farm?
Mr. DIVIZICH. No, in 1966, but both bank and Ileggblade-Marguleas were interfering.
Senator STEVENSON.,YOU suffered a large loss in 1966?
Mr. Dimwit. Yes, $2,033,000.
Senator STEVENSON. A $2 million loss? What was the reason, Was
it fate, or negligence, or was it deliberate on the part of those who
were managing your farm?

Mr. Dimwit. Well, I feel it was negligence, and I feet it was

poor sales. In other Words, I talked to my counsel, it looked to me
that these, people wanted it broke down and they took it by themselves: My counsel said, "Can you prove that, Mr. Divizieb, can you
prove that?" I said, "No, I can't prove it because that is in the

making." Finally it happened 2 years later, 2 or 3 years later, it
happened they wanted my property. Marguleas and an of the 'families, the little children and everyone on my 2,600-acre Bureau of
Reclamation project, someone who never saw the land before. And I

had ckanees before if I can sell the property. But the Bureau of

Reclamation wouldn't let me* do that before 1965, but before that I

had a chance to do it Marguleas and their' families, they went to
Washington, and a lot of bank lawyers and Their lawyers, and
finally they got 20 undivided interests, put in their families on this
2,600 acres. Ileggblade-Marguleas merged with Tenneco, and Tenneco bought the balance of my property. They own' property now,
and I am living still in the house where nobody tell me t9 move.

And that is it. After 51 years of sacrifice, working here in The valley
in the hot sun for 51 years and now nothing, not even 1 acre given
to me.

Senator STEVENSON. It was a wonderful story until 1963, a long
story of hard work, of frugality, of persevetence and of suctess. It

69.133 0.
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is almost the American dream fulfilled. But I am afraid what we
are finding in these hearings all across America is that the Peter
Diviziches are, disappearing and new farmers are appearing with

names like Tenneco, and Pow, and 'Del Mdnte, and we, want to find
out why.

Mr. .1 hymen. Yes; that is the truth. But I myself suffer and

filially we got a 6-week trial here in Fresno and the jury awarded
me $400,000 verdict. So- it was just about 6 percent of my losses.
Aaording to testimony by Mr. Ken Larkin, Sr., vice president of
Bank of America, around 1958-66 my net worth was $7 million. He
was manager of Bank of America, branch at Bakersfield where I was
doing business and was serving my loans at that time. He is now 'at
the main office in San Francisco.
Senator- STENIENSON. I hope we can bear a little bit more from Mr.
Irwin( about that case and the judgment that you did recover.

Senator Taft, do you have any questions you would like to ask

Mr. Divizield
Senator Tear. No; but I have a few I would like to ask `Mr. Irwin
laterconcerning.some legal aspects.

`,4

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you Mr. Divizich.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Divizich follows:)

PREPARED 'STATEMENT OF PETERI4VIZICII, IIRAIPE FARMER, SAN JOAQUIN VALIZY

My name is Peter Divizich. I am a grape farmer in the Delano Nicor area
in the Nan Joaquin Valley. My entire adult life has been spent in developing
lands in that part of die valley, These lands produce the finest table grapes in
this country and the world,

.

.

I came to this country from Yugoslavia, iny birth place, in Dalmatia, near
__Dubrovnik frtim my father's vineyards, orchards, Pte. when I was a young
nnan. I settled in the San Joaquin Valley when it was still largely an undevel.
toped wilderness.

All of my if have been engaged in farm ing from the point of taking raw
land and developing it to the fertile and productive fields that provide the
main wealth trf this valley.

Because of this long experience in California farming, I feel that I have had
a unique opportunity to see the deVelopment of agriculture in this state and'
this valley.
My first farming venture occurred 1n 1924. I acquired a small prune orchard

and other acreage in an area that is now part of the town of Porterville. I
planted other varieties of fruit also, and built a dehydrating plant. The home
that was put upon tl t land was built with my own hands. The product of
that fruit ranch was ised to acquire and develop other farmlands.
Through the proc mss of developing new lands, my ranching operation grew

until sonic 4,000 ae es of table and wine grapes were in production. There
were other lesser ac cages devoted to other produce, cotton and wheat. These

grapes were marketed throughout thb world.
The growth and good fortune I enjoyed were in many ways a parallel to the
American dream of !access 'coming to those, who persevere and Work hard. I

do not mean to brag because I am aware that this growth was not only due to
hard work but to the blessings that nature bestowed upon this valley.
In my story there is it darker side and that also is an important part of the
picture of agriculture in this valley.
The expansion that led to my growth required large amounts of capital. The
farmer has always had to depend upon money from outside sources to. finance
the development of his lands. The heavy expenditure reqfilred to develop must
be wadi. knowing that no income 114 possible for several years. The farmer
must have humming by institutions that recognize this fact of life in farming.
The' lender must be,aware that the farmer is subject to weather, strikes, mar,
keting conditions and other factors beyond his control which can seriously at
feCt his short term ability to pay.
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In my own development, I was financed by the Bank of America. Thitt bor-

rowing relationship went back amok thirty years. They bendited from the
arrangement as I did. In the period from 1959 through 1964, I was financed
primarily with loans which were due and payable at the end of each crop
year. When these could not be repaid.because of the lag between the developwent of the lands and their income-producing period, the debts were in default.
The lender, in spite of the years of mutually beneficial dealing and in spite
of lender's knowledge of the retisons for the unpaid loans, commenced foreclosure proceedings. These activities finally led to the loss of a ranching opera-.
tion thatilad been valued in excess of twelve million.
I believe 'another substantial factor leading to this loam waif the manner in
which my crop were marketed. During the time of my financial difficulties,
the batik compelled me to turn my ranching operations over to outside management. A part of this outside management team was one of the largest mar-

keters 4rf tresh produce and particularly table grapes in the United States.
Also they raid wages two times more than I paid my farm managers and this
was only for a small part time work.

Marketing has always been a source of trouble to the farmer. The traditional methods of marketing have been to -turn the crop over to the marketer
WINI is paid a commission to find a buyer. The farmer has each year borne the
risks of weather, insects, production problems, and the many factors that influence his crisp. The farmer invests his capital and his time in these annual
risks. If he is successful in producing a good crop, 'he then faces the sometimes
more hazardous risk of the market.
The marketer receives a commission of 9 to 10 per cent of the sale 'nice
with practically none of the risks faced by the farmer. If the farmer was assured that the marketer was dedicated solely to promoting his own interest
and obtaining the highest return, the payment of such a commission would be'
acceptable.

I have found that the marketer who was selling my crops and who was
The marketer may have negotiated a Hale of my produce at a firm price.
When the produce arrived, the buyer may have an opportunity to buy on the
ergot market at a lower price. Wien fared with the question of getting the
contract price for my fruit and thereby4isking the discontent of the buyer, 4
have found that the marketer in each instance released the buyer from the
contract and sold my fruit at a lower price. This was done under the guise of
preserving the future good will of the inter and thereby ensuring a market.
This public relations 'gesture benefits the. commission merchant but s purchased with the grower's money. I have never seen- the marketer insist that
the grower get more for his fruit in such a contract when the pries has risen
being paid by me was constantly in a position of conflicting interests.

betnyea the time of shipping and the arrival at the market.
The grower is partieularly vulnerable to the losses that can be imposed upon

him by such marketing praetices, The fruit is a perishable commodity. It 18
shipped from the West Coast for arrival in tile eastern market live to seven
Clays later. Upon arrival, the commotlity ham a liMited useful fresh life. If the
buyer should refuse to honor his contract, the grower is in an impossible posiin in attempting to find another buyer. This vulnerability has been exploited
by marketers and commission merchants for years.
The grower who has sold his fruit with a firm price ham the legal and moral

right to expeet Ills agent to protect his twice. If that agent abandons him in
favor of the buyer, the grower can only seek redress from the agent. Ile is
then faced with an almost united front of merchants who insist this practice
IS, a fact of life in the marketplace and that custom and practice condone this
The marketer will often ship perishable commodities to a ham under terms
called "price arrival". This puts the grower compl6tely at the mercy of the
buyer and the buyer can virtually name his own price. Tlwre are a number of
marketing devices where the price is left in the hands of the buyer.

The honest marketer and the growk who fight this system are its first victims. The marketer who insists on protecting his growers' legal rights is rapidly frozen out of the market which is devoted to protecting the merchant and
the buyer.

This marketing system operates at the expense of the farmer but the conmint the beneficiary of the depressed price. These benefits are retained

sumer

.

.
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by the persons who participate in the marketing process.' Their risk: and
investment are the least and their return is the highest.
In my own case, the bank put me 1,n the hands of a marketer, Ileggbbide.

Marguleas, where such marketing'practicea were pursued.

My losses, were such that I was ultimately forced into bankruptcy. The
farming properties, which were acquired through a lifetime of effort, were acquired by the bank.
The bank, after a year or so of operation, sold these ranch properties to the
same marketing agents whose marketing practices had been as damaging. The
sale took place under terms that were extremely favorable to the purchaser,
-Twenty-three hundred acres of land were under recordable contracts with
the Bureau of Reclamation. This is land that' waiiI receiving water from fed. eral irrigation projects and subject to the 100-acre limitation laws. The bank
sold this land to approximately twenty men, women and children, who were
members of the Marguleas family and executives of the IIeggblade-Marguleas
Company. I am sure that some of these eight or nine-year old farmers have
never seen the land they are now supposed to own.
This HP0118 to me a twisting of the laws which were designed to promote
fondly farms.
Just before' the neggblade-Marguleas family and friends purchased these
2,300 acres of land, Reggblade-Marguleas was acquired by Tenneco Company.
Tenneco had acquired the Kern County Land Comp nay several years before.
Kern County Land Company purchased the remainder of my ranch from the
Bank of America. This put more than 4,0(X) acres of prime table grapes in the
hands of one of the largest private Landowners in California. These same land-

owners are nOw one of the largest marketers of agricultural produce in the
country.
The farmers of this valley who must compete against such a combination
will be helpless. Tenneco is in a position to market its own crops through its
own marketing .arm. They are in a position to undercut all competing growers
by the marketer's commission. neggblade-Marguleam, while it-attempts to mar- ,
ket crops for independent ,farmers,\ will be marketing its own crops in direct
competition with them. The practices of marketers which I have already mentioned will be much more destructive.

The large corporate farmer can sustain temporary cwp and markeing depressions while its other operations produce the necesWitry profit. The large
conglomerate corporation has access to easier credit and financing because it
presents the bank with an opportunity to do business with a single large and
diverse entity, where risks are lower and returns higher.
There may be talk of the added efficiency that such a concentration of
wealth and experience can produce. They may contend that this will enable
the consumer ro buy products at a lower price. If such a benefit accrues, it
will be a temporary one, when these corporations have killed off the competing

marketers and growers, the desire for added profit will drive the price

tip.

There will be no free market or eompetitive forces to control this price setting.
Aka have spent my life in this valley. I have dedicated myself to its develop.
Mut. Like all real faymers, I bye the soil and the privilege of making it produce.

I think that this very important part of agriculture in this untry will be
gone forever if the activities of the giant farming corporation are not controlled.

I have chosen not to be too specific because I am engaged in litigation

which challenges some of the practices by banks 'and giant corporations. I de
not feel it,is proper to talk in detail Weans° of that.
I sincerely hope that the agrioulture that has been the foundation of California and this valley's prosperity can be preserved through the concern and
interest of the state and federal government.

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Bianco, would you care to add anything?
4

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY A. EXAM, JR., FARMER, CALIFORNIA

Mr. BrANco. I just want to give my opinion of what is wrong')
with syndication of farmland hi California. The owners that they
sell these limited partnerships to have no inttrest in farming what-

6,
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soever. All they are concerned about is tax writeoff, and 'by spreading the cost of developing among many investors in high tax brack-

ets with tax dollars, eventually we' are going to be in a surplus
position again in our vineyards, therefore it going to just force

the small family and small famer out of business.
Senator STEVENSON* I think it is primarily tax loss farming that
is involved.
Do you have any opinions on ,the activities of landgrant colleges?

Do they tend to benefit the corporate farmers at the expense of the

family farmers? Are there other factors at work besides tax loss

farming?
Mr. limicco. I think that is all they are interested in is just where

they can hide their tax dollars. They don't even know where the
land is, where it is situated, they haven't even seen it, yet they have

put thousands and thousands of dollars per acre into it and they

inflate the property so much that a legitimate farmer just cfin'ecom.,

Pete against that. If we want to buy another 40 acres, the price is

prohibitive because it is in syndication.
SenatOr STEVENSON. One of the reasons they go into farming is
also to acquire land for speculative purposes?
Mr. IirANco. Yes; it is.
Senator STEVENSON. And eventually to sell it at a profit, perhaps

not for farming purposes but residential or .recreational or other
purposes, is fiat so?

Mr. BIANCO. Whatever it would be.

Senator STEVENSON. 1)o you have any opinions about the care of

the land by the syndicate farmers, the large corporate farmers as
opposed to the family farmers? As their ownership of land is partly
for speculative purposes, do they take the same care of it that the
family owner does?
Mr. 13imico. They have lots of dollars to spend so they can give it

care, but they can spend all kinds of money and their buying power

would be greater than a small farmer. I mean if you went to buy
boxes or paper or any kind of material, if you will buy them in the

hundreds of thousands of dollars class naturally you are going to be
able to take advantage of all the discounts and the price brealN that
they get, where a little intirecan't, he just can't compete with that.
( Information supplied by Mr. Bianco follows:)
: Mr. William P. Irwin. .
From : Anthony A. Bianco, Jr.
Subject : Syndication of Farm Lands by Conglomerates.

JANVARY 4, 1972.

I, Anthony A. Bianco. Jr., the undersigned, have Personal knowledge of a

group of companies which may be considered a conglomerate.
0

This group has been acquiring farm lauds from small. to meditmisized farmers throughout the San Joaquin Valley. The acquisitions are mainly made by
some type of stock exchange. The acquiring company at times has not had the
required stock permits from the California Corporation Commissioner.

On many occasions, just prior to the acquisition, a new company is formed
and stock of that company is then issued in exchange for the farmlands or
the stock of companies controlling the' farm lands. After acquiring the lands,
the controlling interest of the eonglomerate syndicates the properties and sell
limited partnership interests to the public at large at inflated prices.

Prior to the'aetual syndication, the land is filtered through a number of the
entitles of the conglomerate through sales from one entity to another at very
low prices. With so many companies involved and so many transactions, it is
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often difficult. if not impossible, for the original owner to trace and recover
any loss he has suffered.

I have in my possession considerable documentation to suppOrt the statements made herein, and I am willing to present said documentation to any

governmental agency investigating the type of transactions mentioned.

Senator STEVENSON. I would like to ask all the farmers here one
question which I have been asking throughout these lwaiings. The
advenf of the corporate combines in fanning is justified typically in
terms of economic efficiencies. It is said they can produce grapes, or

whatever the product is, at a lower cost than can the individual

family farmer. Now, if indeed this is a free enterprise system, those
who produce most efficiently are those who survive and make money.
In your cases you have been having difficulty. It is partly because
you canifot produce as family farmers as efficiently, and at as low a
cost, as the large conglomerate farmer; or, can you produce more
efficiently at a lower cost, a better quality of product? What is the
answer?

STATEMENT OF JOHN GARABEDIAN, OF PETERS & GARABEDIAN,
FRESNO, CALIF.

Mr. GARABEDIAN. I would like to answer that, Senator, if I may.

We are losing our train of thought on Mr. Dirizieli's problem of

marketing, this is the area that I think should be explored. The
family farmer or the corporate farmer can compete, the family
farmer can compete with a corporate farmer that is expending its
own nioney.
Senator STEVENSON. He can produce and grow.
Mr. GARAREDIAN. He can produce.

Senator STEVENSON. He can grow cheaply, he can produce from
his own land, but at that point you are saying something else happens.

Mr. GARABEDIAN. That's/fight.

Senator STEVENSON. What happens at that point?
Mr. GARABEDIAN. This, Senator, will have a direct bearing, I think

that Congregsman Sisk's marketing bill. takes care of the producer
who sells to a processor, or who deals with a processor in his own
area. However, California fanning is involved a great deal in the
production of perishable fruits and vegetables that are shipped out
of the State, some in the State also, that you have no opportunity to
negotiate with the processor. It isn't going to a processor, it is going
directly to the perishable fruit and vegetable markets throughout
the United States, and much of it in export. I don't know if his bill
would consider negotiations along these lines.

Now we have the FTC, the Federal Trade Commission that possibly should reopen the search law and that is for examining the practices of general commodity sales agents. Some grPwers are captives

and they are unable to speak out in regard to the unsupported

advances that are given out to buyers in the east of large chains and
jobbers, consignment houses, in order to gain their business. Yes,
there are laws that if a complaint is made. against a large agent such
, as Heggbfade-Marguleas, then the FTC has the right to go in and
f
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examine the books and see if anything was done illegally, or off-

color let us say. However, before a complaint is made no one has the

right, then the FT(' doesn't have the right to go in and examine

practices thftt Mr. Irwin referred to as to giving a buyer the advantage of a lower market and if there was a higher market the grower
aoes not participate in that.

Now selling agents have been .known to make a practice of

involving a buyer in a financially dissatisfactory arrangement in a
certain commodity. For example, a chain buyer is given the opportunity to purchase from a large agent asparagus. Now, the f.o.b. price

may be higher than the delivered prep after the earload arrives
back East and the purchaser is unhappy. In order that the larger

broker or agent, at this end does not: lose this customer, and lie has
no way of reducing the invoice price, lie tells them that it-is possible
that now we are going to start out on strawberries next week and we
will give you an attractive price on the strawberries for the coming
nipnth. Now, the grower of strawberries is penalized, he may be 200
miles away from the asparagus grower or in the next State. These
are the things that we cannot cope with.
I am not particularly against corporate farming. You had tectimony of' a. gentleman yesterday, I read this in the newspaper, this
was yesterday in-San Francisco, `1 cannot hire anyone to perform.
with the level of competence and effieiency that I can perform." Now
this is a farmer, a grosVer, a small grower. A corporate farm which
takes the place of, let us say, 10 or 15 of these small farmers, yes, he
may be able to purchase materials a little cheaper but he hasn't the
supervision of the 10 or 20 farmers who are out there on that portion of land that they can supervise and get the greatest production
from.

Syndicated farming. now that is a different story. That is not

intended for the participants to, let us say, benefit from the income
of those farms. The management or the promoters of this syndicate
farming are only interested in, let us say, the profit made from their
investors.

Now, if you wish, I would like to read a page of this letter., Senator, with your permission.
Senator STEVENSON. Very well.
Mr. GAVABEDIAN. ft would be more explanatory, I believe.

It is an absolute crime and a prewritten disaster
Senator STEvEssoN. 'Would you identify the letter for the record
that y'ou are reading from. Mr. GARABEDIAN. This is a letter that I have given a copy of to
this 'ommit tee.
Senator STEvENsoN. This is a letter to the Federal Trade Commission?
Mr. GARABEDIAN. >o, it is not. It is a letter to this i'ommittee.
Senator STEVENS( N. On Peters & Garabedian stationery.
Mr. GrARABEDIAN. That's right.

Senator STEVENSON. I have it now. We will insert it in the Oeord.
(Tile information referred to folloui-I :)
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PETERS & GAMBEDIAN
GROWERS - SHIPPERS - DISTRIBUTORS
POST OFFICE SOX 7U

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93712

January 7, 1972
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who are seeking tax dodges and not with the large corpordtionM Miose
business is actually making a profit for stockholders. I firmly be,..
lieVe that the large industrial firms are people in business trying to
make profit through the free enterprise system, which is underatandable.But when growl of many individuals arg browht into a field and pro-.
noted or exploited by syndicate operators and promotera'mhoare trying
to.make a profit out of their:investors withoug necessarily. having any
regard whether one can be made from the land, it must not be tolerated.
The individual investor in these syndicates is only attracted by the
tax write-off -aspect and essentially an equity acquisition with tax,
.

.

dollnrs.-

Mien these large syndicated farms come into production the produced
okerblandler
be turned over for distribution-to so
commodity
up mho may or may not-be controlledby.the upromOtorn.
or Marketing
be no real consideration to costs of production,,but
Again, there wi
instead only toe.arnable commissions.-' The end result, as indicated
by some past performances, has been price cutting and demoralizing of
price structures which aatersly affect the individual farmer like myself.

am certain that the record mill bear out my contentions. Particularly
in the production and marketing of table fruits and grapes which are'
extremely sensative to 1, over production, variety, tilling and kind;2, inexperience in production; 3, capability of recognizing the very
Those
delicate preparation process for market and marketing system.
Who have been successful have done so by and thru extremely diligent
effort in each phase. It has not occured thru mereluck, as some would
like to make the public believe. This particular field of endeavor
It requites very
requires more than just bigness and/or dollars.
delicate care which, on an absentee basis has never proven successful
and usually disasterous to not only the absentee owner, but also to the
local farming community, which in this case covers all of ,California.
Perhaps Tax Laws should be changed.
taka closee look.
Perhaps the S.E.C.
Perhaps thse professional peOple should be given more tax breaks within their own, industry rather than be forced to seek out fielMhich
will be devastated by this type of investing. '
I do not knaulEhe answers. All .T_ do knew is that the continued
allowance of these practices will divest this nation of its agricultural supply and cause financial disaster to existing fanners.
Tours ve

truly,

A1111:1ayJO17n-Garabedian

JG/zv
Enclosures

.
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lirpve5tIrpriThe

Ca1"
liforqa
Wipe
Irgkastry
Oakwood Associates announces

Rancho de las livas, a limited
partnership formed to invest in
California wine properties.

Nett=5:"

9% Annual Cash Flow
88% Write-Off on 1971 Invested Dollars.
(See opinion of tax counsel,
Freshman, Marantz, Comsky & Deutsch,

in offering circolark

MINIMUM INVESTMENT: $3,600

ONE HOUR INVESTMENT MEETINGS
Tuesday December 21
Century City, Century Plaza Hotel
Regents Dining Room-8:00 Ans,

TuesdayDecember 28
Century City, Century Plaza

Regents Dining Room-8:00 p.m,

Thursday -. Deceniber 30
Century City, Century Plaza Hotel

Regents Dining Room-8100 Am,

For complete inforTrtadok tetePhone today.

OAKWOOD ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles (213) $21.0469

This asorusement conttitutet Whet ao offer to tell net
fOl Caittsh to buy. Such an Offer is made only through

the Offering Circuit/ end only to bona tiro CChem.
residents who meet certain financial criteria.
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Mr. GARABEDIAN. When these large syndicated farms'come into pro-

duction, the produced commodity will be turned over for distribution
to some broker/handler or marketing group who may or may not be
'controlled by the "promoter." Again, there will be no real consideration to costs of production, but instead only to earnable commissions.
The end result, as indicated by some past performances, has been price
cutting and demoralizing of price structures which adversely affect
the individual farmer like myself.
I am certain that the record will bear out my contentions, particu-

larly in the production and marketing of table fruits and grapes
which are extremely sensitive to: (1) Oveiproduction, variety,
timing, and kind; (2) inexperience in production; (3) capability of
recognizing the very delicate preparation process for market and
marketing system& Those who have been successful have done so by

and through extremely diligent effort in each phase. It has not

occurred through mere luck, as some would like to make the public
believe. This particular field of endeavor requires more than just
bigness and/or dollars. It requires very delicate care which, on an
absentee basis, has never proven successful and usually disasterous to
not only the absentee owner but also to the local community, which
in this case covers all of California.
-

And perhaps the law should be changed, but my thinking in this

case, Senator, is that we are not fearful oflet me change this. I
think we in California should lay out the red carpet for corporate

people or any kind of people to bring money here. We have 4 to 5
million acres iin the San Joaquin Valley, in the Imperial Valley, in
the Chowchilla Valley that is desert, and if a corporate farming
enterprise, who are spending their own money and it is not a tax
dodge, can be invited to come here and develop these lands, these
deserts, with water systems, reservoirs, equipment, and machineiy I

think the food and fiber supply of this country will never go to
'

pieces.
Senator STEVENSON. You aren't concerned about the production of

more surplus farm products and the present effect on prices?
Mr. GARABEDIAN. If you are, Senator, thinking of the subsidized
crops, I don't think a corporate venture would be started in a subsidized crop.
Senator STEVENSON. No, I wasn't thinking of subsidized crops. I

am thinking, for example, of grapes, the price now and the price 5

years from now.
Mr. VARABEDTAN. Well, the price now on wine grapes is attractive,

let us say. Table grapes, the cost of table grapes and other vegetaBles is becoming higher daily. We are paying 49 cents for lettuce,
when 10 years ago we could buy a whole crate, 24 heads for that, the
farmer didn't get 49 cents.

But the driving of agriculture out of the United States is a real-

ity that I believe the Congress should look into.

Senator STEVENSON. If you are saying what I think you are,

which is you aren't concerned about the possibility of surplus grape
production in the next 5 years, you are the first witness: that I have
heard say that.
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Well, I don't know what you mean by surplus.

is
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Senator Atrvmsorr. Well, production which exceeds demand.
Mr. GARABEMAN. You have picked on a commodity that has been

promoted in my estimation,,very greatly. The wine grape industry
has been promoted whereby syndicated farming is planting 2,000 or
3,000 acres apiece and have sold the idea to doctors and lawyers and

professional people. That the population of the United States is
going more to wine consumption, the world population, they afro
lookmg to drink more wine, and that may be overdone yes, that
commodity.

Senator Smarrsorr. Senator Taft.
Senator Tem. Thank you very much.

For many of the witnesses, I wonder if they have any feeling

about the propobal that Congressman Sisk was mentioning of providing that bargaining would be between growers and purchasing
groups and under relatively strict control similar to the National
Labor Relations Act requirmg free bargaining between the parties,
but at the same time usually cutting off anyone else who wishes to
come in and sell to the purchasing groups.

Are you familiar with that provision of the law? It hasn't been

made into law yet as it is only a proposal.
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Somewhat. Although I did raise the question

about the bargaining aspect of this law. It would leave out the per-

ishable merchandise that does not require processing. In other

words, like the Senator says, there is one processor. in his State. In
our case there are no processors. Wfickyou are going to bargain with,
I don't know, Senator, but I will say thipt---Senator TArr. Presumably with grocery chains, if they are buying
direct. DO they buy direct?
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Yes, they do, they buy direct. Many of our pack-

ers who pack for the grower, the grower delivers his fruit to a packing concern who packs and puts them in package and then his sales
office sells them to a chain.
Senator TAFr. On your behalf?
Mr. GARABEDIAN. On the grower's behalf, that's right.

Now, if a corporate farm delivers to this
t delivery, the packer,
it doesn't make any difference how bi
e corporate farm is or how

small the individual is, because it is sold through a commercial

packing concern, let us say. Bigness, to me, doesn't make any difference in that unless in the case of Tenneco, which has its own selling

organization that sells its own produced product, it sells for a

grower that delivers his merchandise naked to his place of business
and he packs it and sells it. Then he sells for a grower that does his
own packing miles and miles away, in different States. There are
others much larger than Tenneco's marketing. division, HeggbladeMarguleas is also in that perishable line.

You-mentioned, Senator, the State of Maine. Correct me if I am
wrong, but you had 12 large corporate firms

Senator STEvErrsorr. This is not all agriculture. One of the facts
that we have discovered, and I think I made clear earlier, is that no
one in America really knows who owns the land. We do an amazing
*job of inventorying all kinds of assets and maintaining statistics on
various aspects of the economy but not on this basic asset, land. Ac-
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cording to one study, 52 percent of all the land in the State of

Maine is now owned by twelve corporations. Many of them, perhaps
most of them, are in it for recreation, or in it for timber or mineral
resources as well as for agriculture.
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Well, may I say that I happen to be a stockholder in one of those corporations that would be very happy to get

rid of this million acres of timberland that is practicallythey

would like to sell Tor $50 an acre. That doesn't have any bearing or
influence on the largeness of corporate farming in California. Some

of us may think that 52 percent of the state's land belongs to a

farming organization. I wanted to clear that up.

Senator STEVENSON. Not al farming, no, not by any Means.
Mr. GARABEDIA.N...,Very littIV of it.

Senator STsykrzsols It may be recreation. But it doesn't matter
what it is The point is that corporations are moving in, they are

taking over, they are. Airciii hp the land values in most parts of the
country, making it veil difficult for the Peter Diviziches of today to
go into farming, to buy -a place maybe if only for recreation in the
country. The prices are too high for one thing, but let's not digress.
I think we have cleared up the record if there were any misunderstandings.
Senator STEVENSON. Senator Taft, do you have any additional
questions.

Senator TAFT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Irwin, I
would like to have some comments from you on the area of the antitrust laws. First of all, are there any California antitrust laws and
procedures that are involved here?
Mr. IRWIN. Yes.

Senator TArr. Are you proceeding under those as well as. Federal?
Mr. IRWIN. No ; we have filed under the .Federal antitrust laws,
sections 1 and 2 'of the Sherman Act, sections 3 and 1 of the Clayton
Act, and we are going to amend the complaint to provide section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act for unfair practices.
Senator TAPT. What do the California antitrust laws state?

Mr. Inwm. Generally the same that the federal laws say, they

generally follow the Federal format.

Senator TAPr. Have there been any cases of this sort brought

under the California antitrust laws?
Some, but none to my knowledge in the farming area,
which is our target in this particular antitrust litigation.
Senator TArr. Why do you think that is true?
Mr. Timm. Why do I think what is true?
Senator TAFT. That there have been none filed under California
law.

Mr. Inwix. I don't know; I don't know. I don't think anyone as
far as I know and I can see has been willing to take it on. There is
tremendous expense, you might appreciate. We have a two-man law
firm and to take on an antitrust matter, well, for example, the Divi-

zich damage case in Fresno County took us approximately 11
months to prepare and the antitrust case is going to take longer.

You have an expensive discovery proceeding, a lot of travel time,
while the lawyers are working on the case they are not bringing in
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any money from other areas, and that's got to be one of the'reasons
why firms, small firms, in the San Joaquin Valley have been reluctant to take on major antitrust litigation.
Senator Temr. Have there been any .government initiated cases of
this sort?
Mr. 'rms. Yes. The Federal Trade Commission came to see me

during the course of this case and they told me that they were
instrumental in the lettuce cases in Salinas' which are now being

conducted in the Federal courts. Bud Antle and some of those com-

panies that control the lettuce production in the Salinas area are

in litigation, 1,1.urer,.13ud Antle, United Fruit. .But I think Senator,

to answer your question, this is little impact in the antitrust field,

farming, and the attack on conglomerates.
Senator Tim. Do you have any particular suggestions as to ways
in which the antitrust laws might be improved so as to affect compe-

tition or protect competition, unfair competition and unfair practices in agriculture?

Mr. IRWIN. I think the antitrust laws are good laws. I think the
basic framework of the Sherman Act is to provide us with a society

of free competitors. I do not feel that bigness is bad in itself, but
that when that size is used to create an unfair competitive advantage that you destroy a free and open competitive market" and that's

thet target of the Sherman Act. The Clayton Act gets more specific and deals with price discrimination and the Federal Trade
Commission broadens it and.gives us a base to present a case on un-

fair practices. And I think the Sherman and the Clayton and the

Federal Trade Commission Acts are constructive and I am hopeful
that I am going to be able to use them in the coming litigation to
my advantage. What I have learned from the litigation that I have
been involved' in is that we are really not promoting the freedom of

sellers, what we are really promoting is cartels or protection for
buyers at the sellers' expense, and I feel that that has got to be
upset.

Senator Tim. Have you examined the possibility of using the

Robinson Tatman Act in this connection?
Mr. IRWIN. There is a possibility of that', that is correct.

senator TAFT. That iis the section of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act that is involved.
Mr. IRWIN. Right.

Senator TAFT. In the specific case that you referred to, the experience that led to this bankruptcy,, was there a trustee in bankruptcy
appointed? There must have been under the chapter 11 proceeding.
Mr. IRWIN. Right; yes, there was a receiver appointed, and they
also had what they call a creditors' committee. A. Mr.
in
DeLano represented Mr. Divizich's interest in this creditors' committee, Mr. Carastan represented the creditors' interest, and the Bank
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of America represented their own interests, an
the Divizich property during the 1967 bankrupts

they actually ran
ear.

Senator TAIT. The trustee did?

Mr. Timm. Yes, the committee. The trustee's committee actually
managed the property.
Senator TAFT. This was subject to court supervision/

Mr. Timm. Yes, it was. And during tke course of that operation,
as I say, lleggblade-Marguleas was marketing fruit in 1966 and they
continued to market in 1967 but the creditors' committee discharged
them in the early part of 1967 and replaced them with another marketing agent because of the committee's dissatisfaction. Another loss
ivas suffered in the year 1967, so you can see that Mr. Divizich was
really being put in, a place beyond which lie could not conceivably
recover.

Senator TAP.r. Is it correct that your claims extend to the period

prior to filing of bankruptcy ?

Mr. IawiN.. Yes. Our lawsuit was based upon the fact that the
bank proceeded on its risk when it took the management of this
property in lieu of foreclosure. You know, they could* have foreclosed on that property within a 90-day period and sold it within

the following 30-day period. They chose not to do that.
Senator TAFT. Or chapter 11 could have been filed at that time?
Mr. IRWIN. That is true, a chapter 11 could have been filed at that
time. But, you see, Mr. Divizich is saying, o.k., fellows, if you think

you can do better than I can, I admit I have some problems here
and I will trust that you will manage this and .pull me out of it.
That was the philosophy of what was presented to him.

Senator TAFT. The sale ultimately took place-Mr. Imo.. 1968.

Senator TAFT. The sale of the property. in 1968 was at a time

when the bankruptcy was still pending?
Mr. IRWIN. Yes, Mr. Divitich was still in bankruptcy. The court

permitted the Bank of America to foreclose because the court took
testimony to the effect that the amount owing against it had risen
from 4.5 to in excess of 9 million and they felt there was no equity
to protect at that point, so they permitted the bank to foreclose and
the bank foreclosed by bidding ini the property at $5.800,000.
Senator TAPP. That decision was subject to court approval/
Mr. IRWIN. Yes, it was. But Mr. Divizich was ordered to proceed
with a lawsuit against the Bank of America and Iieggblade-Marguleas
because they are saying, we are not saying you are damaged but we
think maybe there is good cause to believe that you have a cause of

action, and we are not going to take that away from you, and that
was part of the final order in the chapter 11 proceeding.
Senator TAFT. Thank you very much.
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Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Irwin, when you talked 'principally about

the ways in which bigness can be used to control production largely

through the acquisition and, I guess, monopolization of land and
perhaps in violation of antitrust laws, I would like to followup on
one point that Senator Taft was getting at. Why hasn't the Department of Justice been more active if there is evidence at least of antitrust violations, or has it? What has it been doing and the Federal
Trade Commission?

Me. InwiN. Well, it has. I had a lawyer in th9justice Department

call me and ask me what was going on and I told him that Iliad

filed a private antitrust suit in behalf of Mr. Divizich and he asked,
for me to mail it to him so he could review it. He said that he was
going to come out, he hadn't had the time but he was involved in
other litigation and he was looking forward to coming out and talking to me about it. The Federal Trade Commission has sent an economist to see Il e and we have discussed the merits of the antitrust. I
will tell you one of their main problems is this. They have to understand wlaractuaily makes the market in the State of California. For
example, fresh fruits And vegetables, they didn't clearly understand
that. The economist came, he made a very comprehensive study of
the State and he knows now the companies that actually what they
call, "make the market."
Senator STEVENSON. How long ago was that?
Mr. IRWIN. That was 1 day before the verdict came in.
Senator STEVENSON. When did the verdict come in?
Mr. IRWIN. December 17.

So I feel that they are actively orking on this, but in fairness to
them it is rather complex. I have ,en working since February and
I am not sure that I understand it all, either, so it takes time.
Senator Mtn.. Will the Senator yield?
Senator STEVENSON. Certainly.

Senator TArr. Has there been any consideration with regard to
the broker and pricing problem that was mentioned here and 'the
marheting Troblein?
Nix% IRWIN. Right. I went into it and I presented to him people
who are leaders and responsible in the field and he took direct testi-

mony from them, and I feel that he is now in a position to evaluate
whether or not he wants to file or recommend filing of a gomplaint.
Senator 'Lim.. Has there been any consideration of asking for a
trade practice conference under the Federal Trade Commission Act?
Mr. IRWIN. Yes.

Senator TAFT. In this regard?
Mr. Inwix. Yes.
Senator TAFT. It would seem to me that this might be an area that

would certainly bring out the facts or reveal what the differences
and problems are. I have a hard time understanding just what the
market is here. It doesn't seem
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He did, too. And, you see, the interesting thing is that,
Mr.
probably of the fivei(and I don't want to discuss too much of the
detail of ,this, organizations that really do make the market in the
State of C'ali'fornia, thereis only one that ow
the product and owns the containers and, y

the land and also sells
see, that is where the

explosiveness, lies.

Senator STEVENSON. There is only one, arV'you referring to

Tenneco?
Mr. IRWLN. Yes.

Senator S'rzyzNsoN. There are others.

Mr. 'mix. Marguleas is the marketer, is the only marketer, to my
knowledge, that takes a position in the ?mit as well as sells the fruit
for other people.
Senator STzvcssos. There are other vertically organ ized corporations that get into the production, the processing, the retailing, and
even the serving of food in rOsaturants. We haven't begun to get
the picture of Tenneco. I understand that they have the capability
ofimaking their own tractors , and they can provide their own gaso.16,/
line for them.

Mr. Tams. I understand that. I *Imo understand they have the

world's largest shipbuilding company:
Senator STEVENSON. They even have their own label now under
which they market much of their own produce.
Mr. liew.m. You see, I have my `hands full with Peter Divizich's
problems, I can't.take them all.
Senator. STEVENSON. In addition to Robinson-Patman Act viola-

tions, price discrimination, and the possible Clayton and Sherman
Antitrust Act violations are there State- antitrust laws, and, if so, is
any action being taken at that level ?
Mr. IRVIN. We intend to pursue State as well as Federal remedies,
for Federal antitrust action. Since
but right now we are in a

I filed. that complaint, and
and it was duripg the course of the damage

action that I learned the proce&ses that have happened here and it was
at that time I elected to file the antitrust action, and since we received
the favorable verdict, I know ti lot more than I did then, and I intend
to go back in and what the lawyers call clean up the complaint.

Senator STEvEssos. You said you intend to pursue the State

action.

Mr. Inwis. No; the antitrust action.
Senator STEVENSON. Pursue the antitrust action?

Mr. Inwfs. Yes; you see, 'you are permitted to file the Federal
antitrust action and include within it a State antitrust action into
Federal court.,

Senator SrzyzNsoN. Have you received inquiries from Federal

authorities ?
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Mr. _Timm Y.
Senator SamvENsoN. Have you received any such inquiries from

State authorities?

Mr. IRWIN. None.
Senator STItvinNsos: Ifas there been any interest at all on the part

of the State authorities?
Mr. IRWIN. None; nor have T solicited the interest.
Senator STEVENSON. Why should 3rou, as a citizen, have to solicit
their interest in the enforcement of the laNis in the State of California ? That is their law, isn't it ?

Mr. [mix. Let me say this to you, that the State of (salifothia
was helpful to me in the Divizieh litigation; they did appear as
witnesses on marketing practices. The farm advisor's office made
available witnesses to me and the State Market News Service

Agency which was very helpful to me, made available witnesses to
me, and cy were instrumental in the verdict. Now, whether or not
they are going to become interested in the antitrust litigation, I
don't know at this point.
Senator STEVENSON. Could you tell us a little about that verdict?
What was the nature of the cause of aetion ?
Mr. IftwiN. ft, was a damage action for money based upon the
charge of improper management on the part of the Bank of America
and improper marketing on the part of Ileggblade-Marguleas. Tenneco was not a defendant in the damage action.
Senator STEVENSON. Ifeggblade-Marguleas is now part of Tenneco.

isn't it

Mr. rRWIN. it is fleggblade-Marguleas-Tenneco now. They were ae-

quired after the facts that we sued on took place. There was it ver-

dict rendered for 4 :Y/0,000 against the Bank of America and Angelo

Popagne, one of-the agents chosen to manage the ranch, for improper management of the ranch property.

Senator STEVENSON. Negligence, only negligence ?

Mr. InwiN. That is all.

Senator STEVENSON. You didn't recover- Mr. IRWIN. No, there were no punitive damages.

The otherpart of the verdict, was for two hundred thousand and it
was rendered against fleggbiade-Marguleas and its particular agent,
John Thomas, for improper marketing. And that was the sum and
substance of the verdict and we have to proceed front there with the
Federal action.
Senator STEVENSON. Senator Taft, do you have any more questions?
Senator TArr. No, thank you.
Senator STEVENSON. I want to thank all offyou gentlemen very
much for joining us this morning and for 'titling an extremely important contribution to our hearing.
Mr. IRWIN. Thank you.

(Supplemental material from Mr. (iarabedian follows*
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the seller was riffs -using or abusing privilk-es as his agent.

The way the enclosed contract reads is that over i ten year period
the growers has no recourse whatsoever. The testimony of Mr. Irwin
who brought suit received an award of $200,000.0 for imfroper
akuStmentImind below market sales* for P. J. Divicich of Ducor
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MARKETING AND STORAGE CONTRACT
.

.

this Marketing and Storage Contract, made as of the

al 4

day of -...Zi-ciAos.4A-0

,

1921_, between BEGG8LADE-

MARGULEAS-TVNECO INC., a California corporation, with its main
office loiated in Dakerafield. California (htreinaftet called

"Corinne) and BOSEitT3' faRMS,'IaC.. a California corporation,
with its main office in McrarlandrCalifornis (hereinafter called
"Grover").

WITMESSET is
1.

Grower hereby appoints Company as its exclusive

Agent for the marketing of all grapes, other than grapes of the
types or varieties suitable only for use in the waking of wine,
(such grapes to be marketed, or any part thereof, hereinafter called
the "Grapes") produced or to be produced by Grower during the
five year period from January 1, 1972, to and including December 31,
1978, and thereafter, at the option of Company, for a second
five-year period Iron January 1. 2977, to and including December
,

31, 1981, upon all property of Grower described in Exhibit
"A" hereto, and incorporated herein by reference.

3
2.

Upon harvesting and packing of the Grapes, Grower

shall deliver the Grapes, or cause then to be delivered, to tk*
Company's packing facility in Bakersfield, California, for peecooling, gassing and cold storage by the Corpany prier to their
shipment upon marketing.

Such precooling, gassing ;And cold storage

by the Company of all. Grapes produCedor to be produced by Cromer
upon all property of Grorer.deecribed inkrxhibit'"A" shill

be

for the five year period from January 1,1e72,
le, to And inelv ing

5a
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19711, agd, at the option of Grower, for a second

31,

five-year period from January 1, 1977, to and including December
32, 19111.

After'firft conferring with Grower, the Company

3:

-.
will instruct Grower in the grading; ihe selection of Contalleis,
types of packs, and sizes, colors and materials for containers;
4.

and all other preparation of the Grapes necessary for marketing
the Grapes and the brand names under which the Grapes are to be
The Company agrees that whenever praclical, it will

marketed.

prominently show Groser's name on all labels and advertising
material containing or relating to the Grapes.

Company agrees
1

that it will not, without first obtaining the consent of Grower,
.

eitter pack in different typos of containers, use different brand
cases or market through new techniques, other than those which
at.this date Are being utilized by Company.
4.

The grower shall be responsible for the purchasing

of all supplies and materials necessary for the harvesting and
packing of the Grapes and for their delivery to the Company's
packing facility in nakerkfield, California, as herein provided.

S. All cultural practices to be employed in the growing
and harvesting of the Grapes shall be selected by the Grower.
Grower agrees to grow and harvest the Grapes and to perform its

bligatioa under the Agreement in a good farserlike manner, is
accordance with the accepted standards grill practices prevailing

in the geographical area.
S.

,

Grower warrants that the Grapes delivered for sale

shall not be adulterated within the meaning of the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act or within the weaning of
State regulation, and the Grapes shall not be intr

applicable
uced into

interstate commerce by the Grower unless in compliance with all
applicable State and Federal laws and regulations.
T.

Company shall use due diligence to receive. precool,

gas, attire and Market all of the Grapes that are merchantable
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and/or marketable, provided it is not prevented from so doing
by Croier, strikes, optdealga, .lockouts, shortage of carriage

OT Ice, governmental or other interference or Other acts beyond
its control, and after the Grapes have been delivered, to the
"

..

-Company's-packing facIltt,.pursuant to this-4reemeht;,Cemppny.
shall hat,e- full control of the

Imes when, the places where,

1 ner.and

the parties to whom, and.the 4

means of transportation
0

of the Grapes._ Company shalltmetheriEhLtola
---

.

.

with buyers because cif

or condition of t

arrival, market decline or other causes.
,

rapes op
Grapes

---

Company will promptly

notify. Grower-if any of.the-GriOes are not, because of their
.

qUality or condition, merchantable and/or marketable and Grower,
will be free to otherwise dispoie of such unmerchantable and/or

unmarketable Grapes: Coipany will promptly notify Groyerqf-there
'has bech an adverse change in the quality or condition of-the

Grapes on arrI4A. Company shall be entitled to employ the. services
and facilities of brokers, comaission merchants., Joint'partners, . auctions and such other firms, associdtions, and, persons as to

it may seem proper or convenient in the marketing of the Grapes.
it

In the opinion of Company an

shipment of the-Grapes has R

value at destination of less than its cost of tr nsPortation,
Company may ahandon such shipment to the carrier.
0

S.

Company sill attempt to obtain tke-hest markefprIces.

Company may, at Its soft discretion. retain the Grapes in whole
or In part, in appropriate storage for a reasonable period of
time, If in Company's opinion, by doing so Company may obtain
a better Parket price fir the Grapes so retainedatalater dalf;
nand. in the event there is a market decline or deterioration in
the quality or condition of such Grapes, during the period of

a

Grower shall have no cause of action in law Or2otherwlse
against Company.

In no event shall th

Agreement be held or

construed as a guaranty of any specific price.
9.

Company may extend credit to any buyer, but in so

doing it guarantees payment to Grower.
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.

.

10. -Company shall haVe the right to comply with all

marketing orders, pro-rate orders andmirketing ogrOeMents that

have been Or may'2e made pqvuadt to S

law orOrd;nance, Federal.

Maio or municfpil,'and to 6birge to GrOwer as7a.sellthg7ixTrinme-:

any assessment ghat may be levied on Company pursant.to any
such law or ordinance as the distributor Oihandler of the Grapes-:
'receivcelfrom Grower hereunder and shall;have'the right,to,pay-.

for:Grower's account from the proceedsOt sali or as an.adviance.

to Grower all charges, dues,andassessmeots-that may belevied
on Grower Ar agbinst,theGrapea Pursuant to any such la* or,.
ordinance or pursuant to the by' -laws oor anycontract of Grower:.or Company with any league omassociati:on to Which Grower-or'
,

Company may belong.

.

.

.

11.

Company shall haye the right to file and prosecute-

tnits own name or in anyethei name, claims'with cWriiers,

,

'

bonding and insurance compiniet;.receiveri,' brokers, consignees,
bailees; larehoUseMen, cold ,storage operators, processors,..:
purchasers or any other perton sit:we:ay be responsible for the

proper carriage; treatment,.,storagw, processing, handling or

'payment of the Grapes handled by Company.

The foregoing shall

include the filing and processingof.claimS sndir the provisions

of the Perishable Agriculturalommodities Act. :For its seMvices,
Company shall be entitled to,receive4commission of fifteen
'percent (15%) of theamount realized, together with reimbursement,

Of lecal.fees`andothereut-of-pOcket espensw, previded,':hoWever,
that as a condition precedent 1p reimbursement,oflegal fees
and/or out-of-pocket expenses Company shall advise Grower of

,

amount of claim, facts upon which claim is based and Company's
best, estimate of coit*.of pursuing claims and shall'obtaiO-.
cer's written consent to proceed.
12.

Company shall invoice, collect for the account of.
,

Grower and remit proceeds -of each

less deduction;

items as are set forth herein and less,advances made by Company, ,

'
.
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and shall provide Grower with at full accounting.

It is understood

that accounting for the first week's sales shall be rendered on
the 5th week thereafter and' hat.accotihting for'each weei.shall'..

be-tendered consecutivelj'afteF'ibe firriaCcOuOttUg.**Covipany
shall furnish-Grower each week with a summary of the preceding
week's sales.

Company agrees that all books of account and records

relating to the sale of the Grapes under this Agreement and charges

and.expenses incident thereto shall be open for inspection by

Grower at reaso4ble tines during business hours fot a period of
hot:exceeding two years following any trAisaction.

,

13.

For its services Company shall be entitled-to a

reasonable commission computed on the basis of the prevailing
rate at that lime charged by Company to other parties for similar
services for receiving, precooling, cold Storage, loading and
marketing; in no event, however, shall such commission be.greater

than the lowest commission received by the Company forsuoh
services from, other parties at that time.

In the event Company

is not at any time during the term of this Agreement 'performing

similar services for others in connection with.the *sm crop,
Company and Grower hereby agree that Company shall receive a
reasonable commission (to be mutually agreed upon after considering
among other things the commissions received by other companies
performing similar services in the geographical area of Xern
County, California) for the services performed by Company for
Grower pursuant to this Agreement..
Neither party shall assign or transfer its interest .
\.,
in this Agreement to any person or persons without first Obtaining
14.

the written consent of the other party to this Agieement and
neither party shall refuse to agree to Any reasonably requested
assignment or transfer.

5
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15.

.

Neither party.to this Agreement shall be required.

to perform, or .be liable for failure to perform, if such lion..
.

performance 1s caused by strikes, work stnppfige, or labor demand
..

or difficulties; labor shortages or inability to secure labor;
,

-

.

.

stmortageS of egnipment, materials or supplies; shortages or lack
.

Of facilities; car or truck shortages,'transportation difficulties,

or host9iti5s or natural emergencies, actsof God; the elements;
occhanical breakdown; power.failures; or. causes beyond the control
of the party unable to perform.

If for any reason set forth in

this Paragraph 15, Company is unable to perform its obligations
under this Agreement, Grower shall be free to ofherwike 61spose

of the Grapes during such periodCdmpany.is unable to perform.
16.

either party fs adjudicated a bankrupt, either

voluntarily or involuntarily, or pokes an assignment or arrange-

4
sent for the 'benefit of creditors, or suffers other financial

difficulty which prevents completion of the work to be performed
by it, then the other. party Shall have the right-immediately to
take over and complete that work for the account of the non.t..

-

performing party, subject only to the provisions of this Agreement
relative to the settlement of accounts.
17.

It, is understood, agreed, and intendeby the

parties to this Agreement that in performing under this Agreement'
the parties are each separately and independently carrying out
their respective businesses, that this Agreement does not and
shall not create or constitute a partnership-or joint venture
-between the'parties and the Grower is and shall be as to Compatj

an independent contractor Sndnot an employee.

This Agreement

shall at all times be read, interpreted and applied in accordance
with that intent.

Any changes in this Agreement'that may reasonably

be required to carry out the understanding and intent of the )

parties shall be promptly embOdied in a supplement or amendment
to this Agreement, signed by both partici and shall be effective
as of the date of the commencement of this Agreement.
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IB.

Each,party has full control of the activities per-

formed by it under this Agreement.

Neither shall be liable for

injury ordamage to person Or property caused by the oilier, its
servants, agents or employees, and each party agrees to protect,
NV

defend and save the other free and harmless Eros any claims,
demands or liabilities on account of said injury or damage.
19.

Grower shall obtain a subordination from those

having any security interest in the Grapes to the extent of com-'
missions due. Company under this Agreement and shall grant to Company

under the provisions of the California Commercial Code, a security
interest to the total amount of commissions due in 1111 the Grapes

and proceeds therefrom to be marketed pursuant to, this Agreement.
On any default Company shall have all of the rights and remedies
of a secured party under California's Uniform Commercial Codeor
other applicable law and all rights provided in this Agreement,
all of which rights and remedies shall be cumulative to the full
extent 'permitted by law.
20.

If either party shall bring any action against thi

other under this Agreement, the prevailing party in that action
shall be entitled to judgment for reasonable attorney's fees to
be fiXed by tbe Court.
21.

All notices to be given under this Agreement Shall

be considered delivered when mailed to the parties by United
States Postal Servicesi postage prepaid, addressed as follows:

If to "Company":

REGOBLADE-MARGULEAS-TENNECOaNC.
P. 0. Box 380
Bakersfield, California 93302.

FARMS. INC.
If to "Grower"ROBERTS'
WietlatIoni:loxliggis B.
t

t

Roberts

,UcFarland, California13250

or to such other p/ace,as the parties may by w itten notice
designate, or by personal delivery, or in any other manner pmpvided
by law.
-7*
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This Agreement shall be binding on, and inure to

22.

the beneflt of, the heirs, executors, administrators, successors,
-

.

and assigns of the parties hereto, and except as hereinafter
provided in this Paragraph 22 the covenants herein contained'

are to run with the land and be binding upon the parties and
all persons claiming thereunder; the covenants herein contained

shall not run with anypsrt of the land described in,Exhibit
"A" if such land is sold by Grower to a bona tide purchaser. and

such lands are not at the time of sale planted
as grape vineyards, other than wine grape
vineyaids; or

(1)

such lands are at the time of sale planted
as grape vineyards other than wine grape
vineyards, but such vineyards were planted
subsequent to December. 31, 1972.

(11)

Any tenant leasing any part of the land described in
Exhibit "A" as of the'date hereof shall not be bound by the
covenants herein contained as to any Grapes produced upon land
which such tenant is leasing on the date hereof; however, upon
termination of any such leases, all of the terms, covenants and
o conditions contained in this Agreement shall be applicable to
all future cropi of Grapes produced or to be produced upon such

.

lands, whether such crops of Grapes shall be produced by (W
Grower, (ii) a subsequent tenant 'of any of the lands described
in Exhibit "A", or (iii) the heirs,- executors, administrators,

assignees, legatees, devisees or other successor in interest to
the Grower or to a subsequent tenant of any of the land described,
in Exhibit "A".
23.

.

At Company's election this Agreement may be recorded

in the appropriate deed records for the counties in which any
of the land described in Exhibit "A" is located.
24.

This Agreement incorporates by reference Exhibit

"A" only, which is attached hereto.

re-
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IN WITNESS ItHEREOr. this Agreement has been executed

*s of the date hereinahOve.*Yitten.

HEGGED.ADEAARGULEAS7TENNECO INC.
"Comps

g2t771:
C

10BERTV FA

ATTEST:

5,- INC.

"Grower"

ZA,ZetfL4-

ecretally

Dy
SA 4nt

.° 4

.... ..
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'STATE OF CALIFORNIA

ra 529

X

1

as.

COUNTY OF KERN
On this

9th

day of

Decerber

before me,

, 14 71

,

, a Notary Public

in and for said County and State, personally appeared Rollie R.
Roberts and ManOn E. Roberts,sknownito "ne.to be the Piesident
' and S'ecretary, respectively, df ROBERTS' FARMS, INC., the

corporation that executed the within instrument, and known to
me to be the persons who executed the within instrument on behalf

'

o

of the torporation therein named, and acknowledged to me that
such corporation executed the within instrument pursuant to its
by -laws or a resolution of its Board of Directors.

'

.

.

IX WITNESS WHERLOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
' affixed my official seal the day and y ar in this certificate

first above written.

\\....+0.°J

GA

:ta

.4
PUBtl

&

it

In and for said County and State

{, 1. ten

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)

)

)

COUNTY OF KERN

it

On this
day of
fn taat41111. MOLL, before me,
WAYNELeM3VAE
a Notary Public in and for geld County and State, personally appeared,

mcnunlo.f4AIGULEAS

and

known to me to be the
President and Assistant Secretary, respectivelY, of

Imccnuor-mAlmmAs.Trvvrco
the corporation that executed the within instrument, and known to me to to the.
persons who executed the within instrument on behalf of the corporation therein
named, and acknowledged to re that such corporation executed the within instrument
pursuant to its by -leas or a resolution of its board of,directora.
,

IN WITNESS immor. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my °Mellol seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

(7
%YAW:E. E. tROOMS

Ku:yr

.

r

^rv1em
kr'Cec.4

Pyytx;

f`1014
.#

tar Public in and for $014-County
and State

V4

65/41J.../ 01 173
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HARVESTING. HACI.tat_ PACKING AND 111RKETING CONTRACT

4
This Harvesting, Hauling, Packing and Marketing Conttact

wade as of the ...41.111day of ..ZE.A/&", 291,,, between
REG,GOLADE-.MARGULEAS-TENNECO INC., a California corporition, with

its main office lovated in Bakersfield, California, hereinafter
called "Company", and RODERTS' FARMS, INC:, a California corporation, with its main office located in UcFarland, California,
here:natter called "Grower";

WITNESSET X:

Grower hereby appoints Company as its exclusive Agent
for the harvesting, packing, and marketing of all citrus crops,
(such crops, or any part thereof, hereinafter called the "Crops")
produced or to be produced by Grower during the five year period

from January 1, 1972, to and including December 31, MC and
thereafter, at the option of Company, for a second five-year
period from January 1, 1977, to and including December 31, 11411,

upon ,4i property of Grower described in Exhibit

"A"

hereto and

incorporated herein by 1,eference.
II

NARVESTING..1AMLINGAND PACKING

a

I.

Company will perform or cause to be performedesal

of the work of harvesting, hauling and packing of the Crops.
The term "harvesting, hauling ar.d packing" as used hereie shall
include all other necessary, or appropriate services performed by

63

,
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Company in handling, processing, storing and,otherwise preparing
the Crops after harvesting for marketing.
2.

The number and selection of employees necessary

for the harvesting, hauling and packing of the Crops; their hours

of work and their compensation shall be detersined solely by
Company and such employees shall be employees only of Company.
3..

All operations of.Coppany in hareestini, hauling

and packing Crops shall.be conducted at all times 'with reasonable
.s

diligeneewith reasonable and prudent business judgawnt, in accordance
with good practices which are usually utilized and employed by

others engaged in the same fields of endeavor, and in colplance
with all applicable laws, rules and regulations.
4

The duties and obligations of Company to harvest,

4.

haul and pack Crops shall be suspended while, but only as long
as Company is prevented or hindered from complying therewith,
to whole or in part, by Grower, strikes, lockouts, governmental

regulation, governmental rebellion,'Invasion, uncontrollable
delays in transportation, ,inability to obtain material* or supplies

from established or generally recognized sources of Supply,

failure or inability to obtain permits, variances or special use
permits or other matters (except for the pa)ment of money) beyond
the reasonable control of Company, whether similar to the matters
herein specifically enumerated or not.

Settlement of any labor

dispute or labor disputes which affect the performance of the

obligation of Company hereunder shall be in Company's sole dis
cretion and Company's obligations shall be suspended while, and
so long as, and to the extent that, Company is prevented from
performing such obligations by such labor dispute or labor disputes.

If for any reason set forth in this Paragraph 4, other than
"Sy Grower , Company is unable to ,perform its obligations under

this Agreement, Cromer shall be fire to perform such obligations
during Such period Company is unable to perform.

41e
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The grading; the selection of containers, type of

S.

packs, and sizes, colors and materials for containers; all other
preparation of the Crops necessary ,rmr marketing the Crops; snd

the selection of brand names under.tesich the Crops are to be
marketed shall, atter consultation with Grower, be determined
solely by Company.

The Company agrees that whenever practical,

it will prominently show Grower's name on all labels and *dyerw.

tising material containing or relating to the Crops.

1.

Grower warrants that all Crops delivered for sale

shall not be adulterated within the meaning of the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act or within the meaning of any applicable
State regulation, and the Crop shall not be introduced into
interstate commerce by the Grower unless in compliance with all
applicable State and Federal governmental laws and regulations.
2.. Company shall use due diligence to market all of the

Crops as in its Judgment are merchantable and/or marketable, providC'd it is not prevented from so doing by grower, strikes, epidemics,

lockouta.'shortage of carriage or ice, governmental or other

interference or other acts beyond its control, and Company shall
have full control of the times when, the places where, the parties
to whom, and the manner and means of transportation'ihereof.

if in its judgment any of the Crops are not merchantable and/or
marketable and Grower shall be free to otherwise dispose of such
unmerchantable and/or unmarketable crops. 'Company shall be entitled
to'employ the services and facilities of brokers, commission
merchants, Joint partners, auctions and Such other firms, associations, and pennons as to It ray seem proper or convenient in thf
marketing of said Crops.
69-122 0
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shiptent of Crop has.* value at destination of less tbaa its
cost of transportation, Company may abandon such shipmeit to the
carrier..
3.

prices.

Company will attempt to obtain the best market

Company nay, at its sole discretion, retain the Crops,

10 whole or in part, in appropriate storage for a reasonable period
of time, if in Company's opinion, by doing so Company say obtain
a better market price for the Crops so retained at a later date;
and in the event there is a market decline or deterioration in

the quality or condition osuch Crops during the period of
retention, Grower Ohl have no cause of action in law .m% otherwise
against Company.

In no event shall thisAgreement be held or

construed as a guaranty of any specific price.
4.

Company say exte

doing it guarantees payment
g.

Credit to any buyer, but in so

o Grower.

Conpany shall have-the right to comply with all

marketing orders; pro-'rate orders and marketing agreements that

have been qr may be made pursuant to any law or ordinance. Federal.
State or municipal; and to charge to Grower as a selling expense
any assessment that may be levied on Company pursuant to any
such law or ordinance as'the distributor or handler of any Crop
received from Grower hereunder and shall have the right to pay
for Grower's account from tht proceeds of sale or as an advance
to Grower all charges, dues, and assessments that may be levied
on Grower or against Grower's Crop pursuant to any such law or
ordinance or pursuant to the by-laws of or any contract of Grower
or Company with any league or association to which Grower or
Cospany nay belong.
a

S.

Company shall have the right to file and prosecute

lie its own nave or in any other name, claims with carriers,

bonding and insurance companies, receivers, brokers, consignees,
bailees, warehousemen, cold storage operator?, processors,
purchasers or illy other person who may be responsible for the

a.

6 ti
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proper carriage, treatment, storage, processing, handling or
payment of the Crop handled by Company.

The foregoing shall

include the filing and processing of claims under the provisions
Of the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act

or its services,

Coopany 'shall be entitled to receive a commission of fifteen

percent (WO of the amount realized, together with reinbuisement
of legal fees and other out-of-pocket expense, provided, hawever,

that as a condition precedent to reinbursenent of legal fees
and/or out-of-pocket expenses, Company shall advise Groner of
amount of claim, ficts upon which claim is based and Company's
best estimate of costs of pimsuing claims and shall obtain Grower's
written consent to proceed.

IV
14

FEES Ma) COMVISSIONS
For the services performed by Company pursuant to

1.

this Agreenent, Company shall be entitled to the following:
(1)
4,

Harvesting:

A fee equal only to the aggregate

amount of all expenses incurred by Conpany
in harvesting the Crops, including amounts
for labor; materials; fuel;. power; supplies;
depreciation; insurance; and, administrative

and other direct and indirect expenses

which Company can identify with and which
4

are related to the performance'by Company
of its obligations under this Agreement.
(ii)

Hauling;

A fee equal only to the aggregate

amount of all expenses incurred by Company
oin 'connection with transporting the Crop*

from where they are produced to the Company's

I

packing facilities located in Dakerafield,
California.
(111)

Packing, Storing and Marketing:

4.

G'7

A reasonable

1256
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commission computed on the basis of the
a

prevailing rate atthattine charged by
Cospany to other parties for similar services
relating to other citrus crops; in no event,
however, shall such commission b4 greater
tbaa the lowest commission received by the
Company for such serviced from ether parties
at 'that time.

Company shall further receive

a handling charge, computed on the basis
of its then prevailing rate, for all Craps
or portions thereof hauled to Coapany:s
packing plant and utilised for *y-products.
In the event Conpani is not at any time during
the tern of this Agreement performing similar
services fort others is connection with the

same crop, Coapany and Grower hereby agree
that Company shall receive a reasonable

commission (to be mutually agreed upon after
considering among other things the commissions
received by other companies performing similar
services is the geographical area

A Kern

County, California) for the services performed
by Company for Grower pursuant to this'

Agrabent. Poe its services of packing,
/5.

storing and marketing of citrus, Company is
presently receiving a commission of $1.0$
per packed carton, sold, and a handling charge

of $3.00 per ton for citrus hauled to Coalmines
packing plant and utilized fo

y-products.

In the event the Crops,,or any part thereof, are
sold is the aggregate for less that the fees owed 14 the Company
pursuant to Paragraph I of this Sectien IV', Company shall be

entitled to retain all amounts received fro% say buyers to vow
such amounts due from Grover for harvesting. hauling and pocking

the COP, and recover the balance dug from drover.

116
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3.

Company shall invoice, collect for the account of

Grower and remit proceeds'Of each sale less deductions for such
items as are set lorth herein and less, advances made by ComPair.
.

and shall provide Grower with a full accounting.

It is under-

stood that accounting fOr the first week's sales shall be rendered
on the 5th peek thereafter and that acconntingifor each week

"shall be rendered consecutively after the tirstaccounting.,

,:

C 'warty shall furnish Grower each week with a sUmmary of the"

preceding week's sales.

Company agrees that all books of account

.

and records relating to the sale of the

under this Agreement

and charges and expenses incident thereto shall be open for
insp

tion by Grower at reasonable times during busine4s hours

forI7
a psi eriod of not exceeding two years following any transaction.
.

.

v
MISCELLANEOUS
7.

Neither party shall assign or transfer

ts interest

in this Agreement to any.person or persons,without first Obtaining
the written consent of the other party of this Agreement and
neither party shall refuse to igree to'apy'reasonablyirequested
assignment or transfer.
2.

Neither party to this Agreement shall. be required

to performtor be liable for failure to perform, if such'non;performance is caused by strikes, work stoppage, or labor demand

or difficulties( labor shortages or Inaba% to secure labor;
shortage of equipment, materials or supplies; shortages or lack
Of facilities, car or truck shortages, transportation difficultidS,

or hostilities or natural emergencies, acts of God; theelements;
mechanical breakdown; power failures; or causes beyond the control
of the party unable to perform.
3.' If either party is adjudicated a bankrupt, either
voluntarily or involuntarily; or makes an assignment or arrange-

v?,
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.

.

,

.

.

.

.

sent for the benefit of creditors;or Suffers other financial
,

.

.

,

difficulty shish prevents

of the work to be performed

by it, then the'other Party shall, have the.right imLedintely to
take over and complete that work for the',accoUnt of. the',non.

performing party,.subject only to the provision* of this-Agriement'.:

.

relative to the settlement of accounts.,
.

4.

at. la Underetopdagreed,andjintenifed by the

parties to this Agreement that in performing under thiS Agreement
the parties are eAchAeparately and independently' carrying out
their respective buSinesses, that 'this, Agreement does not and
I

shall not create or:conatItute a Oirtnership,or'jOintventure
.

.

.

.

between the parties And the Grower is and shall be a* to Company

.

An independent contractor and not An-employee.

This Agreement.

shall at ajl times, he read, interpreted and applied

with that intent.

.-

accordance

Any Changes in this Agreement that may reasonably :

be required to carry out'the understanding And intent. oUthe.'
parties shall he promptly emboclied,In a supplement or amendment

to this Agreement. Cigneehy both parties and shalt' be effectlieas of the date of the commencement:Of this Agreement,,
.

S.

Each party has full control of the activities per..

formed by it under this Agreement. Neither shall be liable for

:

injury or damage. to person or property causedby the other,'Its:-

servants, agentior employees, and each,prty,pgrees to protect,'
defend and save the other free and'harmleis from anyplaimS,,.:-,

demands or liabilities On acCOlint ofsaid injury

damage.
I

6.

Grower..shall ohtain, a sUbordination.frtimpthoSi

having any security'lntereitln the Croes'to tho'extent oft

commisstona.AecOnd,reimbuiseSents :for.cosiz-dge.Companyunder,h
.

this Agreement And *1102 grant to Company. under,

iro4sions

of the CalIfornia.Cannierc,a1Cod4 a seCnrity+interest to the total
7

amount of such commissions, tee* and el:120.4Na in 01 'theCro'ps --:

and proceeds therefrOm to be marketed pursuaohto thiSAgreement:

1
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The security interest in collateral and itSproceeds is 'given to
,secure payment of any advances made to Grower hereunder *and/or

any charges paid for Grower by Company for which Company.
entitled to reimbursement all other liabilities,' primary. secondary,:

direct, contingent,.or that way be later contracted or acquired
and due or to become due from Grower to Companyland performance
by Grower of the Agreement:

On any default Company shall have

all of thC-riehts and remedies of a secured party under California's
,Uniform Commercial Code or other appliCable law and all rights
A

1

'

provided in .thii Agreement, all of which ,rights and remedies shall

be cumulative to the full extent permitted by law.
7.

If either party shall bring any action against the,

other under this Agreement, the prevailing party in that nation

;

1,

shall be entitled.to judgment for reasonable attorney's feel
to be fide% by the Court.
S.

under-this Agreement shal/:,:7

All notices to be

be considered delivered when mailed to the,parties.by United

States Postal Services, Postageprepaid, adereed' as follows:,

RETL:=GULEAS:4ENNECO INC.

If to "Company":
-

,

Bakersfield, California 93302
If to ',Grower":

'
ROBERTS' FARMS, INC.
Hollis B. Roberts
Attention:
Route'', Box 600,
McFarland, California 93250:..-

., or to such other place as the parties may by written
.

.

notice designate, or by personal delivery, or in any other manner.:

provided by
9.

lam.

.

is Agreement shall bM binding on, and inure ter,

the benefit of, the heirn.-executors, 'administrators, successors,
and assigns of the parties heretoc and except as hereinafter.

provided in this Paragraph 9 the covenants herein contained are
to run with the land and be'bindtng uPon'the parties dnd all'

persons claiming thereunderAilicnvehaq-Cherein contained shall
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.

not run 'with' any part,of theFiani deicribed in ExhibW"A"
.

,

such land is Sold.14:Growertci'ilbopa tide purchaser and:-

Any tinantleasing'Sny part of the land described in
Exhibit re as of the date hereof shall-not beboOnd by the
covenants herein.Contained as to the Crops 'prodUced upon land

which such teninCis leasing at the date hereof; however, upon
v.

termination of anysuch leases:, all,of the terms, covienants

and conditions contained in this Agreement shall be applicable
to all future Crops produced or to be produced upon such lands;
whether such Crops shall be produced by (i) Grower,,(11)

a

subsequent tenant of any of the landSdescribed in Exhibit

.

or (iii) the heirs, executors,7adninistrators, asSignees,

deviseea Or other successor in interest to the Grower or to a
subsequent tenant of *WAY of the land described in Exhibit "A".
10.

At the Company's election this Agreement may be

recorded in the appropriate deed records for the countie in
which any of the land described in Exhibit "A" it located.
11.. Ibis Agreesent incorporates by reference Exhibit'

"A" only,which is attached hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed
as of the date herelnabove written.
'MOGI:SLADE SARGULEAS -TENNECO INC

'

"Copparo

en
....
ATTEST:

24 Lel

.41

'

e.Gku

.411.1d.
""""
ecrytary.
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IRWIN AND THUESEN
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

OCCLIMITY SA/1K !WILDING

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93721

WILLIAM
MWN
DONALD C. THLIESIVI

ocircm.o7,77,1LAsnuo

MICA coot Ea.

March 2, 1972

TICLEIMIONC 21341101
fl

Mr. Scott A. Walker
Federal Trade Commission
Seventh and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.,W.
Washington, D. C. 20580
Dear Scott:

Enclosed you will find recent articles which may be of
interest to yoU concerning both the FTC and the takeover
of California farms by California conglomerates.
In addition, I am sending to you recent articles pertaining
to the Tenneco sale of some 70,000 acres to Roberts. You
will note that one of the articles recites that the marketing
must be done through H-M which is the tie-in contract you -4
were looking for. In this connection, Roberts has told .;Divizich that he did not like the idea of selling back *rough
H-M but that he had no choice and that he had to sign a to
year contract on the marketing rights. This mould certainly
come within the provisions of the Clayton Aot,relating to
tie-in contracts (which'I believe is contained in Section 7)
and Section 5 of the FTC Act, relating to unfair competition,
together with violation of Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman
Act which we previously. discussed.
In addition, if you will contact Mr. Boren Chertkov, Counsel.
to the Subcommittee on Migratory Labor, Room 201, Senate Annex,
Washington, D. C. 20510, I am sure he will make available to
you the testimony given before Senators Stevenson and Taft
on January 12, 1972 in Fresno.
Testimony was given by
Mr. Tony Bianco, Mr. John Garabedian, Mr. SamilLipomav Mr. P. J.
Divizich and William P. Irwin, concerning the Divitich case and
the marketing practices of H-M.

Very truly yours,
IRWIN ANA THUESEN

William P. Iiwin
WPI/ap
cc: Mr. P. J. Divizigh
Mr. Boren Chertkov
-Senator Adlai E. Stevenson III
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(Ft.WIN AND THUESEN
ATTOMPiCYX AT LAW

tCuPlar SANK IMKOTMLI
FILFSNO, CALIFORNIA 11372t
COOL ZOO

WILLIAM*. IRWIN
DONALD C.THLIKSIEN

DONALD N. CILAIMIu0

ICLCOmOmIL 13/1

March 7, 1972

Mr. Scott Walker
Federal Trade Commission
4111,
Seventh t Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20580
Dear Scott:

The following information was given to me this morning
by a reliable source who had an interview with Howard
Marguleas:"
(1)

H-M markets 4.2 million lugs of grapes equals 554 grower product

(2)

250,000 lugs of cherries equals 1004 grower product

(3)

750,000 cartons of grapefruit
equals 1004 grower product

(4)

585,000 lugs of peaches equals 954 grower product

(5)

700,000 lugs of plums eqUals 95% grower product

(6)

more than 30 million pounds of almonds
equals 1004 grower product

(7)

23.5 million pounds of dates - equals
1004 grower product ak.

(8)

1,750,000 trays of strawberries equals 901 grower product

P

Very truly yours,
.IRV!IN AND THUESEN

William P. Irwin
WPI/ap
Mr. P. 3. Divizich
cc:
Mr. Boren Chertkov
Senator Adlai Stevenson, III
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PETERS & GARABEDIAN
GROWERS -SHIPPERS -DISTRIBUTORS
POST OPPICX ROX 7$

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93712

March 10, 1972

Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson III, Chairman
Sub-Committee on ,Migratory Labor
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Stevenson:
With fUrther reference to my testimony on January 12th, before the
Migratory Labor Sub-Committee, I would like to offer, for the record,
further testimony supporting my claim. As independent growers and
shippers, we cannot compete with the large commercial selling agencies
and/Or brokers whose only financial interest is in the commissions
sarned and none in the product.
Many receivers or buyers, including chain stores, at the terminal
market level prefer to do their buying from parties who have no financial interest in the product.

a

1 - They prefer to have no personal involvement with the party
who has financial interest.
2 - If adjustment of price is desired of a shipment upon arrival
or rejection becomes necessary because of the general mulct
atmosphere, the selling agent who has no financial interest
and is more interested in retaining his position with the
buyer further enhances it by accepting the buyer's demand
without any consideration for the grower's or shipper's
financial damage, which usually is considerable under these
circumatancee.
I have been told by some Eastern receivers that they sometimes purchase more than their needs and upon arrival pick the beet of their
receipts and reject the balance for no other reason than their need
at time of arrival.
In so operating through a broker or selling agent, the party with the
financial interest absolutely loses his right of recovery or recourse
resulting from improper or unsupported price discounts given to
receivers by agents.
,
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Page 2 - Senator Stevenson III

Additionally, if I did not mare my .point clear regarding the
advantaged position of fami
farmer and corporate farmer, wham I
believe can compete and live together with benefits to the agricultural community and cameonwealth, versus the syndicated farming
with which neither of the aforementioned can live with and compete.
Once again, the syndicated firming further aggravates the marketing
an a result of no direct financial control in production of the
product and no financial interest or control after the product is
delivered to the first handler through the entire distribution system,
including the retailer.

In this "syndicated Farming* controversy, Congressman Sisk's tear.
rbtcell founded and he should be assisted in every way poesible.to
ain legislation to stop the practice of "Tax Sheltering" in a
vital industry by every member of the United States Congress.
Syndicated farming further provokes or irritates this situation of
non-interest in products from its very inception or from growth on
the farm to first processor then handler, distributor or selling
agent to ultimate retailer.
Tours very trUly,

-;

f,,te

John Garabedian

JG/zv
Copley: to:

Honorable Paul J. Fannin, Senator
Honorable B.F. Sisk, Congressman

Senator SrEmisoN. Mr. Allan Grant, president of the Calif° Amia
Farm Bureau Federation, is unable to appear this morning. He has
submitted a written statement for us.
(The information supplied by Allan Grant follows:)
ir
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURE

By

Allan Grant

President, California Farm Bureau Federation

2855 Telegraph Avenue

Berkeley; California

a
rig
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I am Allan Grant of Visalia, California.

I farm 1200 acres in the Visalia

area, devoted mainly to field crops and alfalfa.

I represent, as president, the

`California farm Bureau Federation, the state's largest farm organization.
I am pleased to present to the committee

few thoughts representing the

Federation's point of view as it may relate to your invitation to present the
beneficial experience of large and small farmers, farmworkers and the consumer
as a result of the agricultural pattern of development in California.
By way of introduction, it should be noted that the pattern of development
which California agriculture has experienced during the last twenty years has
been ona of's continuing drop in the number of farm units farming a relatively
constant but shifting number of acres.
in farm size.

The result has been a steady increase

Recent figures by the California Department of Agriculture place

the number of California farms at 56,000.
and encompass 36.6 million acres.

These farms average 654 acres in size,

The trend in California is part of a nation-

wide trend and is expected to continue.
Larger units for agriculture have provided the base upon which the farmeroperator could afford the use of specialists in the areas of lend, labor, capital
and management in addition to his own expertise.

In each of these areas, larger

inputs have become necessaryAo provide an economic efficiency that other businesses have used for decades.

Production can be achieved to fit the needs of

the market in terms of quantity and quality.

Workers benefit from longer earning

periods at one location or multiple locations with relatively few imployer changes.
Consumers benefit from the offering of abUndant, top,quality produce at relatively

by prices compared to other purchased items.
Larger units need not be characterized as the "conglomerate" type of farming
enterprise, operating to the detriment of other types of operations.. In California,
for instance, the Department of Agriculture shows that about four percent of our
farms are incorporated and more than 90 percent of these are described as being
family corporations -© deliberately set up to handle orderly passage from one

1

I0

.
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generation to another.

This is of less occurrence in agiiculture than in other

industries.

At this point, I believe you already know that establishing a scale of
acreage to describe large and small farming is impractical.
grow a given crop.

Every farmer cannot

Thert must be the amalgamation of efficiency, capital, land

and management decisions relative to the available market.

The suitability of

,water, weather and soil of course play a large role in crop determination.

°

(For the benefit, of the committee, I suggest that you review remarks by

Don ?earners, director of Agricultural Economics, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
before the 55th annual convention of the National Milk Producers' Federation,
November 30, 1971 (identified is 5509 USDA 3957-711 in the transcript of testimony.)
A brief examination of farm income provides some insight to the reasons for
this trend in farm numbers and size.

Gross farm income in California has increased

steadily during the past two decades, and by that measurement we have led all

other states fora number of years.

Net income, however, has fluctuated narrowly

around the $1 billion mark since 1951.

Rising property taxes, increasing costs of

feed, seed and fertilizer, increasing expenditures for machinery and equipment and
higher labor costs all have contributed to wbft is commonly known as the cost-price
squeeze.

This squeeze might be sore appropriately labeled the "farm people" squeeze,

for as the farmer's costs continue to mount without the comparable increases in net

income or production oyiciencies, the least efficient are forced Out of production.

Price is only one part, and often overemphasized, of the farmer's Memo*.
This squeeze is not limited, however, to those farm which'the modern-day
physiocrats would label as the "non-corporate", "small", "family farm" producer.
A recent report titled A_Statiatical_Profile of California Corporate Parma, prepared by the University of California, reveals that while the public tends to
-frequently equate the larger corporate farm with high profits, the data do not
support this conclusion.
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The report indicates that during the 1965-68 period, an average of 2,005
active California corporations were classified as agricultural.

State income tax

returns for these farm' indicate that of the total, approximately 60 percent reported a net profit.

The remaining 40 percent reported a net loss.

Carrying this

point a step further, a report released in August of this year titled !duration
in_Agricylture_Tn California and developed by the University of California at
Davis, comments that "an astounding number of larger California farms which
appear prosperous on the surface are being operated under proVisions of Chapter 11

of the bankruptcy laws."

The report continues by stating that "unconfirmed reports

place the proportion of farms in this financial Situation as high as 20 percent in
the central areas of the State."
Obviously the trend towards fewer but larger farm units, primarily benefits
those farm operators able to remain and function as a profitable production unit.
It is these remaining commercial farm units that provide the great measure of
our abundance, and benefit by attaining a greater share of the dollars available.
For those who leave the land, opportunities are available.

Many economists

(Peter Drucker for one in his book titled The me of Discontinuity) have expressed
Zhe thought that the transfer of marginal farmers and farm *orkers to urban
employment has by itself probably been'the largest single factor in the rise of
national productivity.

While statements such as these generally refer to the

period of our Industrial Revolution, I am sure there is still
in them today.

measure of truth

One does not have to look,y0?(IAAr to observe the stagnation that

has resulted in an industry that has resisted change in terms of worker mobility.
California's farm wage rates are among the highest in the Nation, and have
been running over 40 percent above the National average.

Butfts labor has become

an increasingly expensive input, California farmers have substituted increasing
amounts of labor-saving machinery and equipment.

As a result, many farm workers

have been transferred off the farm, and as in the case of farmers just discussed,
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Remaining workers are

achieving and applying new skills, are becoming increasingly productive, and
are earning more.

Ofccourse the primary beneficiecy of the aver-changing pattern of prole

duction agriculture in California and throughout the country has been the consumer.

In 1900, one U.S. farmorker supplied farm produtts to 6.9 persons.
1950, the figure was still less than 16 persons.

As late as

By late 1969, this figure had
(71

risen to 45.3 persons.

This release of farm labor to other areas within the

economy'is a basic contributing factor to our existing standard of living.
In addition, today's consumer spends approximately 16 percent of her take-home
pay for food.

Twenty years ago she spent 22 percent.

It has been said that if we

were consuming the same foods in the same way as we did a 'generation ago, our food
bill would come to only 11 percent of our after-tax spending.
While some sentimentalists, others with little vision and understanding of
future food needs, and still others with little use for the private enterprise
system would he delighted if we could return to farming as a way of life, I would
venture to say that farming as a way of life is not important to the nation as a
whole.

Reasonably priced and plentiful food is.

The trend towards fewer farms,

larger farm operations, and the concentration of land in fewer hands is alarming
to some.

However, we must ask ourselves, are we willing to sacrifice the benefits

it has achieved?

Another area of interest is the housing need of the migrant farm labor while
In the community in which he works for temporary periods.
In 1967 both state and federal legislative interest was expressed toward the
California Migrant Master Plan when the California Legislature passed Joint
Resolution 5 in a Second Extraordinary Session.

The Resolution memorialised the

Director of the United States Office of Economic Opportunity to give favorable consideration to funding California's request for more temporary housing units.

Work

of this very committee resulted in a recommendation to expand temporary housing'
ti

69433 0 - :2 0.31i 6
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programs and Economic Opportunity funds for that purpose.

Despite many errors

created in haste, Many workers and families were beneficially relocated, children
cared for in day centers and many also benefitted from programs provided for farm
workers.
The California Farm Bureau Federation has worked closely with the Migrant

Housing Terne since its inception with one of our staff webers currently
serving as,Chairman of the Local Applications Advisory Board.

26 projects in 16

communities provide 2,076 units with another under construction in Korn County.
The 1971 season sew some 2,700 families served and 3,300 families turned away.
A reassessment of the "critical needs" for migrant farm workers and their
families while in areas of employment resulted in a determination a few years ago
that 5000 units were needed.

(This does not include low-rent type housing.)

We

are now looking at this figure in terms of the steady downturn in the number of
farm workers hired over the last 5 years -- now at the rate of 4 to 62 less each
year.

The total of migrant farm labor housing may not be the 5000 figure, but

certainly more than the present 2,076.

We should probably ascertain, from a short

study within California, if 1000 more unfta would complete the "critical needs"
demand, and then set out to get the job done in the next two years.
The coot of total program connected with these "camps" is not small.

Howes

ever, we have been involved in arranging farmer financing for the purchase of
land where County Governments did not have the resources.

We believe that the

program costs are small when compared to the alternatives of crisis with
community health, and all of the other associated problems.
An'area of concern not asked about, but which will be introduced into your
hearings, is that of legal and medical care for poor people of rural California.
The question of whether a poor person is only a farm worker must be discarded.
There are many poor farmers and other rural residents who would qualify for medical
or legal programs provided they would apply, or in fact be served by the entitles
presently instituted to provide the service.

82

MOst.of whAt we have related to'you up to now has been available,from statis'tical-data proVided from sources available,.to you and probably supplied again in
detail during the series of hearings.- The problems as they become manifest with
A

people map be somewhat more moving than the aere\interpretation of statistics.
The problems of the migrant farm worker, as tell as the operator of a farm"
If people are poor it makes little

on which he works, are people problems.

difference whether they live on a farm or in a

1

The fact is that minr,ofij

ley.

the people who live or work on farms are the a because they could hot de l with
the difficulties of making a living in a

stance, Ehe California Farm Bureau

In the area of medical care, for
Federatiofi tried, more than 12 year

urban community,

ago, to find,* solution by working with

the

\.

\ ,

6.

various medical groupe toward a pfe-paid health-insurance program.

We. ventured

into the field of the "full time" farm employee with a,pre -paid health program
0

better than that afforded

e Farm Bureau member.

"seasonal farm worker" pre-pa

We are now'initiAting

\health program that farmers can secure for their

short term employees.

.Recently some repreeentatives.of the clergy have become interested in the
We have tried to work with leaders of various churches and major

farm arker.

denominatir in

pZiding476to

this group.

But we have found that our

views do not always coincide with°tboseOf the clergy.

N

*'

have been surprised to f

d men of the cloth active in sionsoring com-

Parry unionism and have found th

A

encouraging theif member* who operate ini§Own
ons and incipient faret union orpnizationr.

agricultural operations to deal with
Sometimes we are puzzled about the appro

theY;-take, particularly when we read

sk

in the news media about thsfefusal of the church to treat its own employee as
they think we should treat ()urn, but we presume that that is something

day

will

have to work out internally. "The San Francisco. Catholic school employees' strike
late in 1971 is an.esample.)

r

0
4,
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The problems of legal assistance to the_migrant nr igible poor who are

residents in our midst are:tieny.

Unfortunately, their needs remain unsatisfied,

due to the inadequacies of California aural Legal Assittance, Inc. We are dis-'
tressed by the:direction which some dfthe legal service programs have taken

-.

Mete-precisely, we are distt:17WW,..tbe indirection Of thote Aram. and
)1.

the lack of administrative supervision and eversight.

We are concerned by the

lack of administrative definitions and accurate descriptions of the areas of
responsibility of these programs.

;'1 It

it very distressing to. find that federally sponsored andtaxpayer-supported
,

a

legal, service programa are unable to find time to help ,the rural poor people who
\:

4

.... .

''.

need help with.liankimptcies, dissoluti no of their' marriage relationships, and
I
..
.
such other sometimes called mundane
tters, while at the same time the attotneys

.employed by these programs and supported 4 the taxpayers are able to spend end,

less hours working with non-rural convicts.

-fs

0
It is undoubtedly true that some prisoners have need,of Wal assistance,
but as between those people who are,in

d .those who'are out And

struggling to keep their heads above,wate

ta establish or restablish family

situations, we find considerAble sympathy wi
We have heard the employees of,gi.

those who nit:tuts/de the prisons.

gram testify thug they did not
"1

ql .k

have enough time to .help with adoptpn

id..marital problems.

They know how busy

they are better ,than anybody elaOnt.We are yerg unhappy when we find those
same attoiKeye.or others topportedliy,the sate programs at Work outside the area
of their Obligations. :,
I'...

0
'i

In conclusion, I wish to thank you for inviting the California Farm Bureau

Federation to provide kgeneral overview of Califbrnia agriculture, and for
allowing meto'intetlect the needs and desires of,rhose concerned.
4i1

'PO
a

a
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CALIFORNIA MIGR/ff SERVICES

SEVEN -YEAR- SWUM

The California Migt..ant Master Plan designad toprovide; housing,
day care,'hoaltfi sereiosi and aducation to migrant' farm workers and thier,

it.

families during the time they were traveling away from their permanent

residence and seekingemployment in agriculture. This program was first
fundod by Title III B of thejnonoitic Opportrity Aot in March 1965.

The initial grant provided funds-to construct 1,000 housing units
and related facilities.

By the end of the 1966 harvest season, 95/ units

had been constructed ind,occupied by 1,652 migrant families consisting of
6

8,543 persons.

The type of.iguang unit first used weaconstrUcted of polyurethane
sandwich panels, cost $500 per unit and was'evected to last for fiveyears.
The living unit was *wiped with a sink, beds, tables, chairs, electric
cooking unfit and lights.

,

The program has been funded each year aince1965 by 010 and the State

4
of California.

Additional houling-uniteheve been constructed in major
o

agriculture, arsas throughout the State.

In sach,new project constructed,

there have bean improvements ands in the housing units. As ofiNnembiu 31,
-r

1971, twenty -six projects-have boon completed in 16 agricultural, counties.

The number of housing units is 2,076 with one additional project under
construction in Nern'county. The original plydcm units-have" been replaced

85`
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with plywood units. Total number of houses build by the program including
rftilamements is 2,841.

ilering the seven rims the program has operated, mormiAhan 14,000
families, 75,600 people have been served by the program. puriwthe same

period of time 19,432 families have been turnel4way. The annual
average
author of children, scow two to five enrolled in the day can programs,

has been 2,000. The number of persons receiving health services each
year has bean 5,000..

Total bads expended on the program since 1965 has been approximately

$28 million. nods have been derived from the.foilowing'sourcest
Office of Economic Opportunity Title III B
State of California Genera /hand

Health, Iducation A WillareZitle IT A
Public Health Service
fc SwommbulrAduattion Act Title I
losa.l. Government.
t

4-
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Senator STEVENSON. Our next witness is Mr. Chester Deaver,
master of the California Grange. -

I -would appreciate it, Mr. Deaver, if you would identify the

persons who will accompany you for the record.
Mr. DEAVER. Thank you very much, Senator.

On my left is Mr. Herman Grabow, the legislative advocate., for
the California State,Grange.
On my right is Mr. Bill Geyer of California Research Consultants,
whom we employ as a consultant, both in economics and legislative
matters.
Senator STEVENSON. If you have a prepared statement, you are
welcome to summarize it if you would prefer, and we will enter it in
the record; or, you are welcome to proceed by reading it.
STATEMENT OF CHESTER DEAVER, MASTER, CALIFORNIA STATE
GRANGE

Mr, DEAVER. Mr. Chairman and Senator Taft, I am sorry that we
were not able to occupy our appointed time on the agenda, but fogs
conditions and other factors madohiti,difficult this morning. We have
a prepared statement I would like to read for your benefit.
As master of the California, State cirange I feel a heavy responsibility in coming before your committee. The Grange is California's
oldest and second largest general membership farm organization,
and one whose principles and activities over the years have earned it

Of

the reputation of being the spokesman for the small or family
farmer. Although the title of your subcommittee indicates a primary
concern with farmworkers, your hearing announcement indicated

that you have come to California as part of an investigation of a
mucri broader topic: The quality of rural life, with particular emphasis upon, public policy and current developments related to the
size and control of farm operations.

At the risk of belaboring the obvious, I think it might help to

get some semantic problems out of the way at the outset. First, while
the Grange includes and values among its membership many individuals whet' own and operate part-time or retirement farms, our referonce to the family farmer is to a full-time independent farm Operator

utilizing the latest agricultural technology and outside capital and
labor as necessary to maintain an efficient production unit within the
mainstream of COMMOT al agriculture. To fail to make this distinc-

tion is to risk maskin inequities in commercial agriculture under
the convenient fiction t at they are ,attributable to the desire to
pursue an obsolescent wa

ife. In Short, the Grange believes that

the family farm is a viable pa of the agricultural economy, that
the part-time farm is a viable; part of rural society, and that,confusing the two iS a disservice to both.

o

On the other hand, many of the catglevords used to depict California's agricultural giants are also oftedlacking in clarity. The term
"large" as applied to farm size often is used to refer to acreage, but
total capitalization, or production values, are probably more useful
indices. Likewise, a,corporate farm can be of any size. Wfany of California's farm giants had family beginnings and remain under family
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control, and corporate organization is not unusual even among

smaller family farms. Vertical integration is frequently used to refer
to top-down integration, or the control of production facilities by
firms engaged in the processing or retailing of farm commodities.
However, frpm a technical standpoint the term is equally applicable
to bottom -tip integration in the form of producers acting independent1S- through, roadside stands or through processing cooperatives to
profit from nonproduction activities. Some Urge farms are diversified
conglomerates, where the agricultural enterprise accounts for only a
small portion of total corporate earnings and which may or may-not
be food oriented. Some conglomerates have grown from farms and'
others have acquired farms. Some farming operations exist primarily
to pay the holding costs for land speculators, but almost every farmer
in California, large or "small, has the opportunity to realize a profit
from rising land values and at least the theoretical possibility of
niaking a killing through the sale of his land for ,a nonagricultural
use. Likewise, the term "tax shelter" is commonly applied to investments of nonagricultural income in agriculture, but could also be extended to include the common accounting practice on family'farms
of treating personal residential and transportation expenses as farming expenses. Here again, the imprecise use of terms can impede communication.

Secondly, as proponents of the family.farm in California I think
we must point out that we are not against large farms or bigness
per se. The real problem of production agriculture in this State and
in this country is
i that farmers are the weakest link in the food production and marketing chain in terms, of economic power. What
agriculture needs more Utah anything,e1Se is the power to pass the
costs of a decent living for farmer and farmworker alike on tip the

marketing chain to the ultimate consumer, the wa3taother participants
in the chain do as a matter of course. From our standpoint, farmers
are actually subsidizing the consumer, rathex than the reverse. Only
through "green power: ' the creating of concentrations of economic

power at the production level, can this ."man bites dog" story be
corrected. Therefore, we actually welcome the leadership that large
agricultural concerns can provide, while 'being vigilant against the
possibility that other production facilities, large or small, can be
manipulated in such a way as to undercut the "green power" principle. We, believe California farmers are the most efficient in the world,
but too often the beneficiary of this efficiency has not been the' farmer
himself. We must make it clear that a prosperous rural society will

b based, first and foremost, upon 'the willingness of the American
public to tolerate both the political measures that may be necessary

to make green power a reality and the ultimate demands it may
i the grocery store.
make nppn him in

Ho* pan farmers achieve green power? The large farmer can
sometimes get it for himself through his sheer size or through
integration arrangements with* stronger segments of the chain,
although any weakness among his smaller fellow producers will

operate to limit this ability. The family farmer must achieve green
power, by simulating the attributes of bigness through cooperative
organizations, governmental assistance, or a combination of these or
4

1\4
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other factors. Coo eratives, can be organized for Ather ,bargainingOr processing pur oses, and 'governmental assistance can take the
form of encoura ng and protecting such .organizatiOns, authority
for self-help Mark sting progioms, basic commodity supports, including Government p rehases, and technological assistance.
We would part' ularly like to commend to your attention pending
proposals by Con essman Sisk' of California and Senator Mondale-.
of Minnesota that would protect farmers in their efforts to bargain
etively with th purchasers of their produets. The Sisk bill authorizes the administrative designation of bargaining cooperatives
with a history of representing producers as the exclusive agent-of all
producers of "a particular purchaset. The Mondale bill employs a .
framework similar to the National Labor Relations Act .to permit -.
farmers to determine) their representation for bargaining purposes.
We arC,Particularly interested in the Sisk bill because of its Cali-.
fornia origins and because it appears to have the better chaiic© of
passage. We would like to see it amended so that,the representation
decision is made by producer vote rather than administrative determination, but, above all, we would like to see Congress recognize and
reinforce the right of producer organizations to bargain effectively
eic5-

fat:016 IYAnembers.

It-ls-neit possible to spe4 Of farm bargaining without. raising the
so-called farm labor problem. If our analysis is correct., the root of
the problem is that farmers and farm workers have been forced for
years to quarrel over a share of the pie that is too small to feed Imtlr.
Our belief is the efforts to unionize- farinworkers constitute a parallel
development to.the green power revolution and are inevitably tied
to the success of that, movement.

vb.

The California Grange cannot consistently advocate governmentally protected bargaining organizations for farmers without being
resenting
willing to extend similar protection to organizations
farniworkers. however, for the same reason that we ale insisting
that the selection of farmer bargaining representatives be democratic in nature, so we believe that 'farmworkers should be granted
the same rights with regard to the selection of their own representatives. Where Government sanctions are concerned, no organization.
can be permitted to hold itself above the control of those it repro
sents, particularly if such representative status may lie 'conferred
without the consent of each individual represented.
The California Grange accordingly supports the eNtension of the
principles of the National Labor Relations Act to agricultural employment at both the State and Federal levels. A more orderly- pro-.
eedure for labor-management relations 'in agriculture should benefit
all coneerned,7the farmer, the farmworker, and the general public.
A concomitant development now underway in agriculture that the
Grange desires to encourage is the professionalization of farm employment. We view mechanization as an important step-in this _diree-

lion because it currently tends toward the elimination of the least
desirable jobs in agriculture, those that are physically arduous or
unpleasant, and/or. highly seasonal, and to upgrade the remaining
employment. opportunities in terms of skills and pay. We think that
improvements in technological efficiency are good for agriculture and
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publie, too, and would be reluctant.to see efforts at unionization
or' agrarian reforrii function as impediments.
Beyond changes in occupational patterns, however, we think that
extension of the. full range of social benefit programs to farm employees is also a prerequisite to professional status. The California
Grange would like to see the whole range of employee social insurance programs guaranteed to farmworkers by the Federal Government so that agricultural employers in all States would be on equal
footing in this regard. However, thepealifornia Grange will continue,
work for state legislation to aelievo a professional labor force. In
California the last remaining benefit denied is unemployment insurance. In 1971 we engaged in a limited alliance, with organized labor
to pass a bill extending jobless benefits to farmworkers. Unfortunately, the bill was vetoed by the Governor on the argument that it
would be -inappropriate, without Federal legislation. We would urge
yOu, to see, that Federal legislation to extend unemployment insurance benefits to farmworkers does pass this year and that these benefits be interchangeable with and extended under the same rules as
those earned in other industries. We believe there may be some need

for reforms at the bottom end of current unemployment coverage,
programs, but think that any necessary changes should be made
across the' board and not be confined to agriculture.
,

We also are opposed to any abnormal Paemptionslor small farmers.

It is our view that the small farmer may have the greatest need for
coverage by public social insurance programs since he is least able
to manage the assemblage of a comparable. set of -private benefit
programs for his employees.

Finally, we think a variety of additional social programs are
desirable in rural areas. A recent series of newspaper articles on
child labor in agriculture. serves as a good example. In the first place,

the jobs in which .children still are found are those of the type that
mechanization is gradually eliminating. Second, children are normally in the field at the insistence of their parents on sufferehce of
the farther and may actually impede, production work. We think the
real answer is to provide better child care and educational facilities
in rural areas rather than the prosecution of farmers. A long term
answer must also include higher earnings for the working parents,
although in the short run higher hourly wages may actually aggravate the problem because the familieS involved are likely to be among

the more marginal members of the farm labor force hi terms of

annual employment.The benefits of social service or economic development programs

in rural areas will in many instances flow beyond farmworkers to
the general rural population who have traditionally suffered from
the effects of rural isolation. We would only caution that any proppsed programs not bring with them the ills of urban life: that. rural
residents have in many instances deliberately attempted to avoid.
I have previously made passing references to the dilemma of size
and the juxtaposition of the advantages flowin to small farmers
from the leadership of large farmers with the dist dvantages in circurnstanees when large farms consciously under' ine' the "green
'ower" principle. A proposal ha's been recently made by Senator
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Nelson of Wisconsin to limit the participation of large or outside interests in production agriculture. While we have not given sufficient
consideration to this complex proposal to take a position on it, we are
sympathetic to the basic. theory enunciated in antitrust principle that
competitive independence of various segments of our economy must
be preserved, provided that it does not interfere with the traditional
exemption of farmer cooperatives acting in pursuit of green power

.

and provided that it is not perverted into a "cheap food" policy

under another name.

As I have said before, food is already relatively cheap, perhaps
too cheap, and through technological aavances production agriculture will continue to make improvements in efficiency which will be
passed on, at least in part, to the consumer. At the same time, in the
absence of public support for green power, agricultural production
may become increasingly limited to those individuals or firms who
can afford to subsidize the consuming public out of nonprOduction
income from other sources. In shore, a long-term "cheap food" policy

over time for
may require production units that can tolerate
reasons unrelated to production economics. The question of whether,
once consolidation is accomplished, food will continue to be cheap
is the classic dilemma of monopoly theory. Our belief is that "green
power" may lx more expensive for the public now, but cheaper in
the long run.

We would like to close by offering for your consideration a new at
concept for application to current Government programs relative to
commodity marketing and resource development for the purpose of
preserving the independent family farm. The rhetoric of Government
farm programs is almost always directed at this objective, but the
performance frequently leaves much to be desired. Usually the diffi-

culty can be found to lie in the fact that all production is treated
acid that protection which is either barely adequate or inadequate for the smaller production units relatively over protects

o

larger units. Existing limits on participation in Goverment-sponsored
benefit programs have been baSed on concepts of size (such as the
16 -acre limitation) that are both inflexible and obsolescent, historical production patterns ivhich do no more than perpetuate and capitalize existing production patterns., or payment limitations (such as
mposed by ('ongress) which have little ale
imposed
the $55,000
monstrable relationship to anything other than flier politieal need fo
eut down on highly visible allocations of public funds 'to large corporations.
The concept we propose is called the "farm base unit". This unit
would be defined on A commodity by commodity basis as the unit of
farm operation above which no significant mammies of scale would
be realized, anal which, postulating a normal cropping pattern and
prudent -managOment, would yield an adequate return to the independent farm operator. The standard we prtpose is extremely flexcimnuodity
ible. It is capable of application on
or to farms or farm land with typirat ..coltenodity patterns, and it
can also change from year to year as pliqduct jolt and price changes
occur. The concept also contains built.m reltliho tons to protect both
the public and the farmer. The optimum chcicie.v standard protects

1
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the former while the income standard protects the latter. Research
(lone on this subject by the University of California in the past
indicates that the establishment of scientifically and economically
defensible farM base units in terms of either production volume or
acreage is within the capability of reskarch personnel if no more'than
rough accuracy is required of tie final product.

The initial application of the farm base unit cacept would be as
a tool to disassociate the production of the base units in questidn from

carrying the burden of surplus production normally occurring in
those commodities for Awl' public programs are necessary. In
California we have proposed that supply management marketing
orders allocate returns first to production from farm base units, with.
remaining returns being pooled. among excess production. A possible
corollary iin market promotion orders would be to assess a higher
per unit cost to excess production than to farm base unit production.

The same principles should be made available under the Federal

orders allocate returns first, to production from farm base units, with
the farm base unit would be an optional provision and would require
the usual affirmative vote of pmducers by number and volume.
In basic commodity programs the farm base unit could be substi-

tuted for the current $55,000 rule as a method of limiting support
payments and production in excess of the base unit could conceivably be decontrolled and placed on a free market basis. This. might
accomplish the twin objectives of limiting the exposure of the public treasury and returning an increased percentage of agricultural
production to the open market. Finally, the farm base unit would
be an obvious improvement over the 160-acre limitation -in water
development law and could be incorporated into tax and antitrust
laws as a yardstick to measure the scale of agricultural operation
entitled to public preference. The major difficulty with the farm
base unit concept will be the administrative problem of policing the
paper division of excess production units for compliance purposes.
However, this should be no worse than the similar problems posed
by the 160-acre or $55,000 payment limitations and could be eased
by the fact that as proposed the effect of ,the distinctipn may be in
many cases relatifT rather than absolute.%

To conclude, the California Grange stands for a pluralistic ruralik.
economy and society, one that has room for both the retirement farm
and the, corporation farm, but one in which the efficient, independent
family farm operator is more the rule than the exception. We think

that a greater effort needs to be made to bring all rural residents
into the social and economic mainstream. However, we do not be-

lieve that commercial agriculture can or should bear a responsibility
greater than that dictated by intelligent manpower utilization. We
-do not see a need for wholesale agrarian reform in California, but
we do see the need to encourage new opportunities and options,
particularly for the disadvantaged, and measured control of bigness
when it thkatens to become counter productive. Finally, we urge
moot the general public, and you as their chosen representatives, to
us

lerst atui the necessity for accepting the short-run costs 'that "green

poo,ee" iiresupfloses in order to achieve the anticipated long-run

ltenelits
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Senator STEVENSON. I thank you.

Mr. DEAVER. We are happy to have had the opportunity to appear _
and submit our brief, and we have great encouragement in persons
such as yourself and Senator Taft that you come to California and
learn for yourselves.
Senator 817NENSON. We are very grateful to you and you have
been a big help to us, Mr. Deaver. I think your farm base unit idea
is a very interesting one. What is the attitude of Tenneco and the
other large corporate farmers towards that proposal?
Mr. GEYER. Well, in fairness, this has not yet been introduced as
a bill in the California Legislature so it really hasn't become a political issue. The attitudes of large production facilities might be
similar to whatever attitudes they may have expressed about the
$55,000 limitation, which is a somewhat similar issue.
Senator STEVENSON. They don't have much trouble evading the
$55,000 limitation; do they? They don't in Kern County, I gather.
I don't know about Fresno County. I haven't heard as much about
it as I have about Kern County lately. I was thinking they might

OM

M

have more concern about your proposal.

Mr. GEYER. As it is proposed for the California Marketing Act,
it contains it considerably limiting internal constraint and that is that
all marketing order revisions have to be approved by the majority
of the producers by number and by volume.
Senator STEVENSON. Tenneco is one producer?

Mr. GEYER. It would be one producer but it has larger volume,
so really the unit would have to bfr selected in a size, that would permit the marketing order to get approval both by the majority of the
commodity produced and the majority of the producers of tie commodities. For that reason the farm base unit is meant to be a some-

what flexible standard and that the politics of acceptability in the
particular marketing order may enter into the establishment of the
unit for that commodity if it were to be implemented.
Senator STEVENSON. 'We have had a great deal of, concern expressed

in these hearings about the nonenforcement of the 160-acre limitation
of the Reclamation Act.
Do you believe that Congress should consider a variable acreage

.

limitation instead of the rather rigid and perhaps archaic 160-acre
limitation?
Mr. GEYER. I think that is clearly one of the reasons that the 160acre limitation has fallen upon such disuse. One hundred and sixty
acres may be more than enough for a good commercial operation in
peaches or something like that, but it clearly falls way below the requirements of some of the row-crop commodities.

The University of California did a number of studies on this 4
or 5 years ago when the limitation was a, political issue and they
came up with varying levels that constituted the optimum economicefficiency units. In most commodities and under most cropping practices these units were substantially larger than 160 acres.

It is our feeling that the development of a more sophisticated

approach to this .problem, with a variable system relative to cropping
patterns, and soil conditions, and water availability would almost
have to accompany any real effort to revitalize, the 160-acre princi-
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pal. I think it has fallen upon disuse because it is arbitrary and
obsolescent.

Senator STEvrtilii.x. I believe in connection with the comments
about syndicate farming and the large corporate farmers Mr. Deaver
alluded to the speculative possibilities of land ownership as one of
the indueenaents to sonic people to farm. What is happening to land
values? I was surprised to hear from one witnemiyesterday that in
the last couple of years San Joaquin Valley land- values have been
going down. That was the first time we encountered that opinion in
our hearings. So far we have gotten the impression that everywhere,

all across the country, for all kinds .of land, but particularly iyral
land, the values have been skyrocketinggoing up.
Mr. GETEn. There was a general speculative boom in rural land
values almost across the -board in the early sixties in California. It
has been leveling off more recently and 'partieularly in some areas
such as the San Joaquin Valley; for example, where the main cash
crop is cottoncotton., has been an extmmely depressed commodity
for the last 3 ouA yearsand where there have been some problems
in other commodity areas. The difference between a markk value and

a farin income vahae on San Joaquin Valley land is not that great.
If you heard testimony on the Williamson Act yesterday, you may
have !Ward thht the viva there'betWeen a use Value assessment and
a market value assessment on prime land is not too great in many
instances, and when 'you drop some of the prim( cash' crops like
cotton out of the bottom of the income picture, you are likely to get a
sufficiently depressed "economy and a drop in land values. I think
most speculative. investors, unless they are in an urban or urbanizing
area, are long-term investors and the investment is related to the
tax conditions that . they find themselves in,' in their own personal
income situation. One of the points of our presentation is that the
extent that you find this kind of investor taking over the farming
more and more, it is going to be because of the failure of the
eountry, to face up to the needs of the green power revolution, as we
term it. That is, we may be creating a situation in which the only
people who, can produce in California are the people 1V110 can afford

to lose money produeing

Senator STEVENSON% Or maybe want to?

Mr. fiErEn. That's right. You could have an agriculture dominated
by the people who have extraneous reasons for losing, money in agriculture production.
Senator i`ITEVENtiON. Over all, that is pretty clearly what is happening; isn't it ? We not' only have just the invasion of those people

into agriculture, but the rate at which land values over the .last 10
years has substantially gone up, and the cost of farming generally
has gone up, including the cost of credit and equipment, the rate
of returtOni investment has gone down pretty significantly in the
last 10 years; hasn't it ?
Mr. GEYER. Y011441tW O to

prefS any conclusion like. that with corn-

modity-by-conimospt? and area-by-area analyses, lkcause there are
differences.
Senator STEVENSON. it is aquir generalization; isift it?

Mr. (kyr.% On a..statengide basis, T think that is correct. Net income as a p9reentage of sales--

p
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Se IlatOr STEVENSON. Investment?

Mr. GuYEa. Probably even more in termstf investment, although
those figures are harder to come by.
Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Deaver, are you farming now? Are you
like me. a.farmer?

Mr. IhavEn. I have my ranch but I am not farming. I am just
trying to pay the taxes.
Senator STEVENSON. That is kind of the way I farm, too, I am
afraid. I spend a good deal of my time in Washington., But you

have been a farmer. Can you tell us when yOu first got started farming in California?
Mm% DEAvEn. Yes, Senator. We moved from the East to California
iIt 1917 and my father and seven boys and my one sister began

farming not too far from where we are here in a little town of

Sanger. just 15 miles from -this location. We. were farming under
conditions that were quite condueive to attract people to the rural
section of the country and work for themselves. But of course those
conditions have changed, and where we assess the blame no one
knows. We have multiplied ourselves in numbers and we got busy
maybe in other avenues, and we developed an affluent society. And
some of. the things that we could and should have been continually
watching, we lost. sight of, and we now have situations and circumstances that do not lend themselves to the best interest of developing the nation or continued progress. This is why I 'am happy that
someone from the seat of our national Government can come inti the
rural sevtions of this great nation of ours and make a survey and
take some evaluations.
Senator STEVENSON. Did your family buy land when they first,
settled in the Sanger area?
Mr. DEAvut. We rented land.
Senator STEvEmssoN:, But you ended up at some point buying farm
t
land?
Mr. DEAvEn. I ended q buying land on the coast.
Senator STENENsox. How long ago was that ?
Mr. DrAvEn. In 19:fmi I moved to the coast.

Senator STEVENSON. That still seems like a long tithe ago to true.
-I hadn't even been born.
How munch did farm land cost in 1928 ?
Mr. DEAvEn. Are you really looking for that now?
Senator STEVEls:NON. Call you remember?

Mr. DEAvEn. Yes. In 193:1 I bought land for $100 au acre.
Senator STEVENSON.. That was partly as a result of the depression
and its effect?
Mr. DEAvEn. Partially, yes.

Senator STEVENSON. You and your family have been in farming
for a 'long thi'. We were talking a moment. ago about. how this last.
10 years the farmers rate of return measured against the income or
investment had gone down. Haven't. there been a lot of other changes
in rural America ? Will you tell us a little about the quality of life
around Sanger, on the coast, in rural California, and some of the
changes you have seen in the course of your lifetime.
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Mr. DEavEu. Oh. I think you do a disservice to a great country
when you eondemn things. I think we live in one of the greatest

countries of the world.
Senator STEVENSON. We all agree with that and we want to snake

it better.
Mr. DEavEu. And we can make it Better. There are opportunities
for improvement, and many of *those opportunities rest now more
readily, in the rural SPVtiOlIS of our country. We need to find some
method to indure or entice people to come and live in the rural sec,
tions of this great country of ours. The opportunities for their livelihood dio not rest in the metropolitan and urban sections. When they
move there they just compound a problem that is.already too large.
Senator STEVENSON. They may not have an opportunity in urban
or in rural America at the moment.
Senator Taft. do you have any questions.
Senator Tarr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Deaver, you suggest the application of the National Labor
Relations Act to farm labor situations. no you also advocate the
application of secondary boycott provisions of the act?
Mr. DEAvEn. Well, I think when von talk about secondary boycotts

you are talking about secondary 1,oyeotts and soTondary boycotts.
`es.- I think there is some. application for some protection in that
area.

Mr. Gritat. Senator, I think one of the problems of this whole

secondary lx)yeott issue is that the type of lx)yeotts. that have been
ronducted by the United Farm Workers organizing committee or
conducted by their friends, art' boycotts that- we have felt would he
very difficult, very difficult for any law to reach. There is a lot of
feeling, in California that California law cannot effeetively deal with
the seeondafY byeott and ,therefore that there must be Federal law

on the subject. I think fare:114=1=s generally would like to sly a greater
control oexist over this weapon. But what I Call the third party or

the consumer boycott is a very difficult thing to write legislation to
police because the moment you Fs=gin to tell someone that it is all

right not to buy grapes at a supermarket, but it is illegal for the

housewife to tell the supormarket why she isn"t lo.ying the grapes.
you are getting pretty o lose to a free speech problem. I think Kook
ably the ( }range's view on sevondary boycotts is. yes, we would like
to see secondary boycott provisions of the National Lalsir Relations
Act extended to faun labor organizations as they apply to all other
organizations, but this doesn't mean there may mot continue to Is'
Static kinds of boycotts that are going to Is' very difficult for any
type of legislation' to reach.

Senator Tarr. Do you view consumer-type boycotts as king out

side

Mr. GurEn. Well, I think constitutiotially it is goonog to Is' very
difficult to draw statutory language to limit that and I think that

the real remedy for a boycott is to bring the whole labor org.oinizat ion
proeess itself within the framework of government super!, isino. And

I think perhaps the need for boycotts as a weapon and the interest
of labor organizations in using boycotts as a weapon may
as this mows.
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Senator TAtyr. In regards to the farm base unit, a concept which
I also nd to be very interesting and one that I think bears a good
deal of ,dditional study, yon suggest it might be used in lieu of
$56,000 xemption or.whatever limitation is placed subsidy payments,
for t support crops. Particularly in view ot your puggestfon that
tilos who are in' excess of it really would be outside the support
pro ms,, wouldn't this be likely to create a glut on the market? The
argument against the m000 limitation. or any limitation in these
crops .has always been, that. it, would result in prodncerq outside of
the support program flooding the market with additional pi uce?
Would your suggektia on the farm base unit avoid that proble in
any. way?
Mr: GEYER. I think there'are a number of ways that you can apply

.

.

the farm base unit concept to a commodity program. I think we sug(gated here that it might prove to be possible in some commodities,
'Some otv the basic commodity 4rograms to actually decontrol that
segment of the commodity market that falls outside the limitations.
This would create a two-price system or a situation where the Government would engage ire protectltg only that amount of the productions that was attribiltable to the farm-base" unit and guarantee
a price on that amdunt. While the remainder of the . commodity
could move in the free market.'
Senator TAFT. You don't think that this would result in creating
. large surpluses from the.farm-base unit production?
Allt GEYER. Do you mean from the farm-base- unit side of the
production or from. the free market?

Senator TAFT. You wouldn't buy it from the free market; you
would have to buy it from the farm base unit section of the market
but you presumably would be buying ieat a lower price or you would
be supporting a bigger difference between the support' price and the
market price.
Mr. GEYER. That could occur, to the extent the public was buying

a large amount pf product at prices greater than the free market
*

prices. Then it might be necessary for the Government to reevaluate
its position as either to the size of the units it was protecting or to
the spread that it was supporting. Ithink it is a question of strategy.
It could be done without decontrolling the entire production. Production control is normally managed on the basis of controls relating to
particular farmers. The farm "base unit cuts across that but it could

be married to the production history approach. You could have a
limitation which combined e farm base unit concept with a historic
concept.

Senator7,Arr. Does the farm base unit concept have any advantages

that you can see with regard to international 'competition and the

various support crops and even other drops?
Mr. GEYER. I think this is in some degree what a lot of other na-

tions are doingeto us.. They protect their domestic market and they
subsidize their export market. If the majority of the so-called excess
production we described went to export we might actually turn out
to be more competitive in the export business. This isn't' completely
unprecedented. There are features of the cotton programs, for example, which are similar to the concept we have.been describing a 'it
relates to export markets.
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Senator TAFT. Thank you very "much.

SenatOr STEVENSON. Would you care to add something, (Mr.
Grabow?
STATEMENT OF HERMAN GRABOW, DAIRYMAN, CALIF.

Mr. GhABOW. Mr. Chairman, the first statement I make is going to
be veiy filferesting to Senator Taft. I well remember when I went to
the Umv&sity of Minnesota, Yresident j-Howard Taft came there and
spoke at convocation, so you see, I have been around a long time.
I have to apologize to any dairymen in the audience, I forgot my

bell. I was a Grade A. dairyman for 30 years..I usually carry that
around, I don't know why I didn't bring it today.
Now the farm base unit. You know, when I was in the dairy business, grade, A, at That time the distributors told the producers this is

the amount of milk we are going to take and pay as grade A and
you had better like it or not, and the Grange was the,,ge,neral farm
organization, it took 10 years to ftet the Milk Pooling Act in California, and today it is almost the'dther way around, and this is the
way I look at the farm base unit. Uwe get the farm base unit in, no

-Q

longer will the producer be at the mercy of the big boys. -I think then
we can have a decent kincl of life and we can work decent hams and
have a decent income.
, Senator STEVENSON. Thank you verymuch, Mr. Gralaow.

.

You are tight about the influende of the dairy producers. They

4 have been conspicuous in Washington: recently too, but we won't go
into that.
I thank'you, Mr. Deaver, Mr. 6-taba,w, and.Mr. Geyer, very much
for joining us this morning and for belping us in this series of hear -

will now recessfor lunch and reconvene itt 1 o'clock.
(*Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 12:40 p.m., to reconvene
at 1 ,p.m.)
AFTERNOON ;SESSION

Senator STEVENSON. The meeting of the'-subcommittee will be in
Qrder.

o,

a

We will next hear from Mr. Gus Stamthisort of Livingston, Calif:, and the farmers who are aCcompanying Mr.°Stamenson.
Mr. Stamenson, I would appreciate it if you would identify for the
record your companions.
Mr. STAMENSON. My name is Gus Stamenson. On my left is Mr.,

George Thayer from Winton. On mi right, Martin Anderson,
Hilmar, also a small farmer

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Stamenson, we would be glad to have you

summarize your written statement and if you do, we will enter It
into the record; otherwise? feel free to read it.

Mr. STAMENSON. I will just go ahead and read it as it is.
Senator STEVENSON. All right,

.

STATEMENT OF GUS STAMENSON, LIVINGSTON, CALIF.

MF. STAMENSON. My name is This Stamenson. My wife and I own

and operate a 40-acre almond and walnut orchard at 3340 NOrth
Lincoln, Livingston, Calif.

RP
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We purchased this semideveloped farm sows 26 years ago. This
is where we 'made our home and raised bur three children. We developed the land to the point where we can breathe a little easier in
a sense. I could not have-accomplished this without my wife's income
from a small busizess in town.

I will not boil.' you with the details of how as most people are
aware of the small farmers' economic plight: A stranger driVing
down my road would say, "now this mail has his donkey tieV up".

He is right to a small degree. While we are not swimming in wealth,'
we are at least assured food and a comfortable roof over our head on
a yearly basis. My- wife and I are rather proud of ourqccomplish-

'

ment, considering the start we had. Nothng but our youth and

,ambition and a bulldovdetermiation. Oh yes, we traveled the same
old beaten path of hard knocks only the word ."quit" aid not exist in
out lexicon, so we plodded on: We raised our children to be' good
citizens, we paid taxes and our obligation, we sent our son tovserve
our country.
Finally we managed to get out of the jungle of haid knocks by
life's late
into
nto a small clearing with a small creek running
through from the distance. It looked peaceful and inviting; how-

ever, our hopes of rest for tired bodies, food, and drink for our
stomachs were dashed for we found the creek contaminated, the food
and air poisoned, and the clearing full of debris as a. result of modern

technology. Beyond the clearing we can see a lute machine, like a
corn chopper only this one a thousand times larger, and it is chop' ping and swallowing everything in it path. This colossus has and is
reducing whole communities into ghost towns and proud men and
whole families into poverty and destitution.. It is headed straight for
us and our kind in the name pf prPgiess, with a sign on it that says'
Multination Corp. property.
I beg the committee's J'idulgence to beaf with me for. am not
versed in writing statements or speeches. I am only a farmer and
since this committee granted. methe privilege. and opportunity to
state my grievances, I will narrate briefly, and to the best of my ability
the things that have been gribing m of late.

My Government taxes me W the extent of confiscation to sub-

sidize and create favorable conditions for vertically-integrated corpo-

rations. For example, our land4rant iolleges where ow tax money

enables 'them tp create new harvest machines and labor-saving devices
on the pretense of efficiepcy. I cannot understand how such methods
can benefit the community when they replace working men who must
have food and shelter regardless if they work or nbt; hence our everincreasing welfare rolls and burden for those of us who are still able
to pay taxes, After all, gentlerni!n, each man, be he a farmer, business-

man, professional, or xd working man-, is working for the needs of
others. If one segment of our people is deprived of its purchasing
power, eventually we all suffer:,

During the late President Kemiedy's administration, an organization. which calls Itself the Committee of Economic Developnient and
consisted of 200 heads of the biggestcorporations in America decided

that there was a surplus of farmers, not commodities: Since thes9
corporations control practically everything, it isnit hard for one to

O
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visualize how these corpolitions can force a rural migration to the
urban areas. Close to four. million farmers and farm worker's were
-forced to leave the farms. In- additik to this, the large corporatio
were sibelnating at the time rind layirig off close to a million skill d
workers a Sear. Also, there were young men and women coming out

of school at the rate of one, and a half mi. lion a year to join the
abundant labor forces. Hence, our riots and burning throughout the
country in the 1960s.
My Government taxes me and people 11 me "o support g, military
industrial .complex which sduanders bill ns every year on the pretense of containing communism. If soin of tligt money can be used

to create opportunities where 'a man c n earn a decent living then
there would be no need to fear commun m.
When generals and admirals retire they are immediately offered
employment in -defense industries w' h a substantial salts Y and, of
course, with a fancy pension, free edical and hospitali ation, and
obtain provisions at the PX and at iscount prices. Yet, e who pay
for all of this are denied such med'cal privileges on the grounds that
it is socialistic.
' My Government taxes me in order' to underwrit moltination
corporation lossessin the event r olitical situations ells/ ge and their
properties are nationalized abr . Yet, the same colporations, we
are told b3-(the news media, p y -no comparable taxis. My Government not only , takes our mon y but our sons, too, it() fight an unpopular war on the pretense f helping the Vietnam people to have
self-determination. Sorry, b t even an old codpr like me can't
swallow that yarn any longe . I believe our sons' lives and our moiler
is spent over there to make onditions favorable for international oil
corporations to obtdin fax rable oil concessions from the corrupt
government of South Vieth m, which my money -helps support.
I am being taxdd to build dams and canals in California for the
storing and transporting of lifegiving water for heavily-populated
regions of southern Cali ornia. A very noble project indeed; however, this water, which i destined for public use in the Los Angeles

areas on its journey th re is being siphoned in Kern County to

irrigate vast land holdings of the multinatiort corporations in violation of the reclamation and 160 acre limitation laws of 1902.
_Furthermore, our Department of the Interior. is encouraging the
development of these new lands and, in the same breath our U.S.D.A.
is paying subsidies to retire land that is already developed and in
production. It just doesn't make sense. It's like giving your opponent
in a fight a pair of btass knuckles to better clobber you with. Bemuse
these conglomerates have planted thousands of acres of specialty
crops, such as peaches, grapes, Apricots, almonds, walnuts, and so
forth. Now, my bone of cohtention is this. Whatvirill happen to mein
my late years and to thousands like me, or the entire economy in the
Stan Joaquin Valley for that matter, when these specialty crops come

:
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,into production in 3 to 4 years anct are dumped on the already clogged
market2

My wife acid I worked hard to develop and build our farm and
home with a modest income for our children Mid for the inevitable
day of old age. We managed to accomplish this against minimum

credit, high cost of operation and living, high taxation, unfair

competition and disparities, and because of the farmers reluctance
to organize others dictate the price we receive for our crops. With all
these odds against is, we managed to keep our heads above water. In
this late day we find ourselves facing a more formidable and, grim
competition from vertically-integrated multination corporations,
*such as Tenneco, Standard Oil and others whose sole aim is for
manipulation, tax 'evasion and the control of the food industry in the
country!, Our chance. of competing with such industrial Goliaths are
very slim indeed, when their annual 'revenues exceed that of many
States, two and a half billion in 1970.

Furtherrttorb, our Government haS been, for the laSt to decades,
and still is, subsidizing and encouraging such. industrial giants in 'the
name of progress and efficiency. What good is corporate progress and
efficiency when it reduces free man into serfdom to be a voiceless dog
in the corporate machinery and others to poverty and deprivation?

This is the corpOrate state that is leading us down the path of

feudalism. Which we are supporting, against our wis.h, to ore our
sons and treasure to defend it in foreige lands to further enrich and
condition the area for the power-hungry international corporations

to exploit and oppress the poor people of that area, whose only crime,
like ourselves, is to earn a living with a feeling of accomplishment,
pride and dignity and be a burden t no one for the duration of our
visit on this earth.

Now, may I be permitted to me ion a remedy or two to ease the

farmers' financial pains.
1. To close a large loophole, separate taxes for farm and ,business, this will eliminate tax evasion by large and small business
and profession pee le.
L. Restore 100 percent parity on farm commodities. EXisting
parities now are 67 to 68 percent.
3. The farmer should be allowed cost, plus a reasonable profit

like the rest of our economic structure, as the. National Farm
Organization advocates and of which I am a member.

Whatmay I also add, I heard someone mention about land reform.

What is wrong with land reform where our young men can get out
there and take the place of us eiders when we have to leave the farm
eventually. I am all in favor and all my friends in our area are in
favor of_t4is reform that they = .all National Coalition for Land
4
Reform:- Thank you, Senator. Ativi
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Senator STEVENSON'. I thank you, Mr. Stamenson, for a strong
statement. and obviously from the heart, and I asSure you it is because

of the concerns that you have expressed that we are here today and
'holding this heating.
'Before we come back to, you, Mr. Stamenson, I would ask if either
Mr. Anderson or Mr. Thayer haw") statements which they would like
to make at this time.,

Senator SI:EVENSON. Mr. Thayer.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE THAYER, ALMOND GROWER, MERCED
COUNTY, CALIF.

Mr. MAYER. Thank you.

I am a family farm owner, an almond grower in Merced County,
and I would like to comment on those factors that tend to destroy
my ability to function successfully in our so-called free enterprise
system.

In making this statement I am making the asstimption that you
all recognize that the family farm is vital and essential to our free
enterprise system. This assumption is even more readily acceptable
ift we consider that one large corporatelorchatd of 10,000 acre.
instance, is equivalent to 200 family orchards capable of gene atin
200 taxpayers instead of one, 200 homqs, 200 triactors, 200 pickups,
200 irrigation pumps, 200 grocery, gas, utak and furniture accounts. These 200 families can support a law tenforcement agency
related to human problems, three o four churches, an insurance
agency, two or thre farni electaicians, carpenters and a number of
other tradesmen. These 200 families can support one or two doctors,
lawyers, dentists, and opticians.* It is possible tv suppoft a local
school with children responsive to free education. In addition, we
arecapable of producing political representatives responsive with
pride to the will of people rather than corporations. Furthermore,
these 200 farms can provide many and diverse opportunities for free
enterprise for youth /firth initiative rather than the corporate State
serfs thiit are 'so often required in agriculture today.
In spite of all of the family farm advantages that I have 'juke&
mentioned, I would be the last to criticize the corporate farm it they
had achiOved their dominant position under a, truly free enterprise
system, but such is not the case. Instead, the State has entered' into
the system in support of athe corporate-farm. The State has granted
enormous subsidies to inefficient nonproducing corporate conglbm-',
crates who, under a truly free enterprise system, would have bee
forced to parcel off and sell to individual farmers with ideas and
initiative. The 'Sate has permitted corporations to utilize Federal
water for years that had been specifically intended for individuals
with 160 acres or less. Our banks and fmancia institutions are geared.'
toward long-term mortgages for corporates with the individuld
offered siring unsolicited short-term ready cash at 48 percent p

o
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annum through 1i tankainericard or Master Charge card. Eve n our

Federal Land Ban s. are reluctant to consider an individual with

less than 40 acres for a long-term mortgage loan.
This corporate-State Partnership has .become so widespread that

almost all legislation in recent years designed to help the fume;
has, in effect, helped to perpetuate the corporate farm' and destroy
the family farm. For instance, the Williamson Act in California has
been a tremendous help for corporates in reducing their taxes and
slated an additional burden to the individual.' Indifectly, the State
and die taxpayer support the vidtilns of
system; the migrant
Worker K the displaced people who go to our cities and create impossible conditions for our welfare program, for ottr schoOls and
for our law enforcement agencies.

I beliel.p that we have created f he Worst welfare system of all .
times, thelwelfare system for the corporate farm. If we call abolish
this welfdre system for the corporation, I believe that we can once

again start thinking about truly productive land rich in human

resources. Land that gets more individuals on the farm and keeps
them the're, as taxpaying citizens. Then, and only then, can we: take
pride in,capitalisniAlt&free enterprise.

-

Many of us have confrikattil tp this trend to 'destroy individual
enterprise through ignorance. We haVe,assumed that to become big
in agriculture was an indication of greatne.5s, when just the opposite
is the ease. Instead, vast agricultural corporations are destroying
our traditional qualities of greatness. They are limitipg the opportunity for individual enterprise, initiative and creative expression.
These corporations in partnership with'the State are creating corporate -State serfs in labor. They are dependent upon corporate-State
lawyer serfs and they control corporate7State,political serfs. Even
more disturbing is the fact that we have .e onstItitd it unpatriotic
if we fail to support these abuses of our democraticvystep.
We have considered it unpatriotic if labor seeks/to become more
than corporate-state serfst We have granted subsidies, tax'shelters,
and State water at the request of corporate-state legal and political
serfs in the mistaken idea thar we are supporting a democratic system. We have Shouted Communist at the real patriots in this country
who suggest that we must cease to support these corporations and
give individual enterprise a fair chance.

It is reasonable,to-believe that it i s not too late to reverse this'
oppressed condition, this trend toward destruction that has been

.ereated through. ignorance, but if we fail to 'Irak() corrections imme-

diately we can no longer be considered ignorant, we must .be considered traitors to our democratic \triV of pife.
Thank you.
Senator SnvENsox,* Thank 'you, Mr. Thakew
include
your entire written statement at this peint in onit;:fecord.
4
(The information referred to follows:)
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that th. family fermis vital and amential to our fro. enterprise' system:

This

assumption is won mars readily accoptablq if we °amidsr that coo large' corporate'

orchard of 10,000 cow, for instance', is equivalent to 200 family orobarda

ridable of generating 200 torpors instead of ono, 200 homes, 200 tractors. 200
pickups, 200 irrigatioapumpa. 200 grocery, gas, utility and furniture' aepounte.
These 200 familial can 'extort a law e'nforce'ment sginay related t human pro

ate.

3 or # chard... an insurance' emery. 2 er 3.farm slectrieians, carpenters
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dentists, optimitum

'These 200 families can 'Wort 1 or 21ectors, Z prors,

It is possible toveupport a looalsebool with children

rosportsivoto fraa'altmation rather than long bus trip. for ohiliron resentful
orer coapalcory edccaticn.

In addition, we are capable, of promising

representatives responsive' with pride to the' will of poople.rathor than corporation..

Furthernore, thus. 200 farms can provide manyend diverse opportunities for free
euttrpriso fcr youth with

rather than tat corporate' stets serfs that aro

so atop razuirodrin agriculture today.
In cpito of all of the' family farm advantigoe that I him Net mentioned,'
I wt,J1d be tbt last: to criticise the corporator fare if they had achieved their
dcnlcant position under a tanljy frig e'nterpris'e' systas, but each is not the' am..
tie

Irstad, :ho Otato has enteral into the' system in support of Om corporate farm:
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parcel off and sell to individual farmers with ideas and initiative.

The State

has permitted corporations to utilize Federal water for years thnt had been

sAcificry ictonciad)for indivAls with 160 scree or lass.

Our banks and

financial institutions are geared toward -long term mortgages fortorporates with
40.

the individual offered some unsolicited short term ready cash at 40 Wanrras through
a Benkasericard or Hester Charge card.

Evor our Federal Land Banks are reluctant.

to consider an individual with leas that 400 urea for a long term aortgego loin.
'This corporate.stato partnership has bacon, twwideoprond that alMoat 111
legislation in recent years designed to help the termer has, in effect, helped to
perpetuate tho 'corporate farm and destroy b. fs

n.

For instance, the

Williamson act.in.Californis has been a tromendoue help for curates im reducing
their taxes and shifted an additienel burden to.the individual.

Madiremt4, the

Ctsto and the taxpayer supprts the victims of this totem the migrant worker or
the displaced people who go to our cities and create isponsible conditions for our

welfare program, for our echoers and for cur law enforcenent egoCies.

I believe that we have created the worst welfare riot's of all timostho
welfare system for the corporate farm.

If we can abolish this welfareoyeten for

the corporation, I believe that we can once again start thinking about truly

produotivelend rich in human resources.

Land that gets more individuals on the

farm and keeps them there as taxpring °Miens. Then

find only then, can we

take pride in capitalism and free enterprise.

Many of us bareoontributod to this trend to destroy individual enterprise
through ignorance.

Ws have assumed that to become big ix; agriculture was an

.

indication of greatness, when 'just the opposite is the wise,

Instead, vast

I

agricultural corporations are destroying our traditional qualities of greatness.
Thor are limiting the opportunity for individual enterprise initiative and
creative expivseion.

These ',corporations in partnership with the State are creating ,

cciperateestate serfs in labOr.

They are &mat upon eorporatesttate leaver
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they control oorporate.stubrpoliticel serfs.
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Even more disturbing is

at ve harUcoCalWersd it unpatiotio if we fail to support thesis abuses

of our demookatio system.

- We 1/100eansidered it unpatriotic if labor seeks to become more than corporate-

state lees. V. have granted subsidies. tax shelters and state water at-the
requestiof eorporate-state legal and political serfs in the mistaken 304 that is
are

aging a democratic system.

in thi

We have shouted communist at the real patriois,

country who suggest that we mast coase to support those corporations and
'

'give individual enterprise a fair chance.

It is reasonable to believe that it is not too late to reverse this oppressive

oondition through our democratic "tem. It ii not too late to enforce 160 acre
limitation onlederallateroand.force the'coUglomerate to sell to indivieuile.
It is not too late for our Federal Land banks and other lending institutions
to establish realistic formnlie for creating capital for family site economic.,
,-,

units.

It is not too late to prohibit a corporation rreeiring oil depletion

subeidiesfromlusing this same land for agriculture.

It is not too lite,for the

state to force those companies who finance farmers into .overproduotion of crops

to honor their contracts wheb overproduction has been achieved as has been the
case with peaches and poultry and will be theoake with grapes and other Rack:iota.
It is not toe late to forte vertioally integrated conglomerates to establish
reasonable primps for the 1./4 materiel rather than to take the profit frpm

dome vague segment of the vertical structure in order to drive more farmers

out of badness.

It is not too late to establish formulas for tax relief for

.agricultural land based upon family site economic units rather then' on acreage..

I would not even suggest that we eliminate subsidise for certain crops,. but that

we establish acreage limitations that would make it more profitable to sell off
land that is larger than a reasonable sise:

.

It is not too late to reverse this trend toward destruction that has been
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Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Anderson; Would you care to make a
statement ?

Mr. ANDERSON. riiiVe a written statement here I will read.
STATEMENT OF' MARTIN ANDERSON, FARMER, TURLOCK IRRIGATION DISTRICT, HILMAR, CALIF.
,

Mr. ANDERSON. Hon. Senator SJevenson and Senator Taft.

I ami- a family fa)-me. I have lived in the Turlock Irrigation
District. I own 40 acres of laud, 25 of which is in almonds and
this is giving a gross of around $20,000 a year.

We are very much concerned about what is going to 'happen to
the almonds by what is taking place. in ...the valley today in which

great corporations and many, many people are going, into the
almond business. I am a member of the Cdiforma Cooperative
Almond Growers Association and we feel that they are being
threatened also by such corporations as Tenneco which are setting

up corporations in competition with us.
iy statement, I will try and read this to you.
It is not without misgivings that'I see these modestly sized farms
,.

-being replaced by oversized units and even corporate giants. As I

see it, most every aspect .11f our culture is being adyersely affected by
the changes that are taking place in rural America.
l'irhen larger and then again still larger units take over farm opera-

tions, less people are employed in rural communities and most of
',those who would normally find employment there gravitate to urban
centers to coihpete for jobs. Much of the distress 'in our cities can
be traced to this cause. I think this* lids been stressed many times
before today.
A certain movement! in this direction was needed when industry
was to, find more workers, but the policies on which America was
established and that ,made America what it is,, never allowed that

rural communities should be weakened in Phis manner. It was
Thomas Jefferson who said tiritt America should also be a natioh
of craftsmen and spill landholders. It was understood ,that, these
hOldings,should not be so small that they didn't, provide a degree
of affluence.

This policy made it possible for rural America to acquire the

affluence that made it a good custonier for the development of industry. Because no such policy was ever established' south of the
border these countries never enjoyed this development. The' tragedy
is that we are now allowing ourselves, to drift into the very condi-

tion that prevented these countries from developing in the first
place.

The past few dec:ades a clianginN policy has taken place. War
and gash programs such anerospace, have overemphasized the

need for workArs. inindilstry and irresponsible economists misreadktvidence and seeing the efficiency of larger equipment and

bring human values, have advocated that much' blarger, even
gantic farm units were not only desirable but inevitable.
A good example of the fuzzy thinking employed by these p'seudoeconomists is illustrated by a quote from a Department of Agricul-
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ture report on .a: study intend ed. to prove that giant corn ggrrowing.
- operations would._ be more -efficient than family farms. After 'coin-pl'eting their Study it,Ntas conceded that the family farms.. were, as
efficient as the giants 4-could expect to 'be but, it. was noted, they
could make certain savings by bypassing loCal dealers and "They '
can:employ various measures to reduce or, eliminate Federal income
taxes."
...'
.
.
.
.
the :This proVes the very point that I wish to make. Not only
family farm support local enterprise and thereby provide ma e ern.

es,
plunient in rural' communities and relieve the strain on the
ter;
bUt it cannot, avoid income taxes or other taxes '.for that Ma ter;
There is no question, but that more taxes would be collected in a
community of- :homeowners than if this same area was farmed by

..
q

...

- One gigantic operation;

:

/*

_

.

.,

.

,

'Shat is more, the giants collect more subsidies: Some of them
even admit that theY could not 'make Pout if it weren't for t ee subsidy.

%
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It is just this sort of thing that I see as the greatest. threat to

.,

our deinoCiatio_system. As one. Greek philosopheesaid, "A democracy

---1)

willonly last, until its 'Constituents learn thatthey can rote them -'

.

° 'selves largess from the public treasury."

And this is just what we are now doing, but we are not only
voting ourselves largess, we are raiding the treasury from every
angle: When we aren't looking for handouts we are finding ways to
avoid. paying the taxe hat' support this institution. So how does
the, treasury sustain self? By running into debt and ,producing
More inflation in an ever accelerating vicious circle.
There-is another point I Wish to ..make. It is inferred that larger
units are more efficient and therefore we an expect lower prices in

the Market as they take over Allowing- that this might be so, I
° ask, is it betterlor, us to get thin* a little cheaper in the super-

'` market and because of this have to 'pay out more. in burdensome ,
Welfare costs. Is there any question but that as rural communities

'

d.eterioriate Welfare costs rise?

'

.

What. .I have been trying to saris that modestly sized farms not
onlr,produce as much if not more wealth and that, they distribute
it more evenly, and that this brings both economic stability, and
Moral health. ., 4 '4" : t

ow, how do 'I propose -t8 f,ie these

\

precious. inatifutionS?

Mazy suggestions have been Made lgt the only one that I feel nolild
be effective would be a system of taxation that would make it unprofitable to 'operate an agricultural unit that exceeds certalWiroits.
I- understand that this Systeiikis being Used in some European countries but I hold no hope; that any such corrective measures willever.
be enacted in Americd.'.4- only see a day coming when our system
has gone bankrupt and a ebeivership is established in the fotin .of

a dictator. I truly fear, that we are already so far down this road
.
that we are beyond the point of no return.
Now I think I hear someone asking, how about -industrial nations.
such as Japan, hoW can they be prosperous without a viable agri.culture?

.
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The answer is simply that their piosperity dependi on trade.witii
nations who have a viable agriculture. Because we are a nation that
produces So Much agricultural wealth.Argerica is the best customer
any industrial foreign nation can .have. Industrial civilizations are

built on agriculture and cannot dist wit out it. Without a..vlable
agriculture men are forced to spend so milc h. of their time searching for, or otherwise providing for the. necessities of life that they
have no time to develop industry.,.

-

.

AJ

While some nations have to go abroad to trade for Agricultural
wealth, this wealth is to be lOund right here "in our own backyard,
and if this wealth is not distributed in such a manner that 'the rural
communities become good customers for,industry, some other means
must Be found, to distribute these finances. It seems that the only
other source that we have found is the public treasury. And since
we-refuse to support;it, is it surprising that it is running into debt?
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Anderson.

have heard in the course of these hearings a great deal (4,bput
the ,social implications of the large corporate farm, about the death
of -the rural community as it turns into a company town causing
small businesses to die, about the church losing its membership and
support, about the school not supported ;'and about the covatinuing
migration causing the crowding in ,our cities. Many goot. people
'are victimized as the process continues--everybody right down to
and including the consumer who goes to the supermarket and has a
hard time finding a vegetable that tastes like one.

Now what. I would %like to talk to you most about are the social
implications, the afflictions upon the envirOnment, amon other
things, from this revolution in rural/America,.but the econo ic inefficiencies.

You are 40-acre farmers. I believe each one of you said yolt had
a 40-acite farm. How can you compete purely on economic terms?
How can it be possible that you are as efficient producers as this agri-business? Economic efficiency is the sole justification f9r agribusiness

that we have heard/before this hearing. It is claimed that the economy ,of size means a lower ,cost to, the consumer. You are saying,
and other have said, that in spite of the fact that Tenneco has its
own tractors, and it makes its own gasoline gnd its own fertilizer
and supplies its own tacking materials; that you can produce just
as efficiently as Tenneco of as these other large corporate farmers.
How is that possible.
Mr. ANDERSON. We are beginning to question whether we can in a
position like Tenneco.
Senator STEVENSON. I Am talking about just the p,roductiond of

itjust the faiMing end.

Mr. Sritainicsoisr. Senator, let me answer that. We don't claim that
we'can compete with the big corporations like Tenneco, for example,
ut we can compete with an nonsubsidized corporation. If they are
so '6fficient;1/4throw the su

ies away from them and we can com-

pete with them. No corpora *oliecan compete with a small farmer who
&el his own supervision, his own work; they can't compete with him,

:

,
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Senator STEVENSON. You talk about eubsidieb. Are you talking
about indirect subsidies including tax benefits? Is that one of The
principal reascns ?
/b. ANDERSON. -Yes.
,2
Mr STAXENSON4ndireCL and direct SUuSaueS.

-

Senator STEVENSON. You -Can compete, but you can't compete with
I somebody Who farms at a loss or maybe.wants a loss?
Mr..ANny.nsoN.,That's right:
Mr. STAMENSON. Excuse me a minute. Like the Boswell Corp. re"-

ceivino- $1 million a year subsidies. If I were to get aftactioi l. of that

subsidy. I would be the biggest dud most efficient farmer this side
clef the Mississippi. [audience reaction.]

5

Senator STErmcsox. The hearing will have to be in order.
What was the name of the corporation?
Mr. STAMEAON. The Boswell Corp: who owns 80,000 acres.
Senator STEyENSON. What kind of subsidy do they receive?"
Mr. STAMENSON. They were receiving over $4 million a year in

subsidies.
Senator STEVENSON. What kind of subsidies Crop subsidies ?
Mr. STAMENSON. Cf0p subsidies.

.

.

Senator STEVENSON. What did you ,receive last year:in, crop sub.
sidiesl
Mr. STAMENSON. Last year they didn't get it because that $55,000
Subsidy was in effect.
Senator STEVENSON. What did you receive last year in crop subsidies ?

Mr. STAmE.Nsox. Me ? I haven't received a subsidy all my life.
Senator STEvixsON. Have you ever received. a crop subsidy ?
Mr. ANDERSON. Not a cropsubsidy.

Senator STEvExso.y. Have any of you, received. a crop subsidy?
Mr. THAYER. It is not worth it to even apply.
Senator STEVENSON. In your particular line of agricUlture it is,
simply not worth it on specialty crops?
Mr. THAYER. Well, they have some counties, under this William;
'son Act, but for 40 acres it is hardly worth applying. But for someone
with 10,000 acres, it is quite a bit of difference.

Senator STEVENSON. Nov you are getting to the point that I
wanted to get to, Mr. 'Stamenson. It has been said over and over

again that the family farmer is an efficient producer. Given a chance,
he .can produce as efficiently, if not more efficiently, than the large
corporations. Our economic system is supposed to be a free enter-

prise system. If that is true, what I want to know. is why the most

efficient of all producers can't survive and prosper.
You suggested that one reason' might be the indirect subsidy of tax

benefits for corporations. What are the other subsidies, if there are
others, that make it impossible for the efficient prodtcer, the family
farmer, the 40-acre farmer, to survive in agriculture in California?
Mr. THAYER. ,Well, this isn't a subsidy, but the ability to exploit

labor is something that a corporate farmer can do that we don't
want to do. If a corporate farm with hundreds of laborers during
the year would have to pay a fair labor wage they would not be
able to compete. with me because my sons and I do. the work, and if

111

we Qould equate- our labor at thr e and half -dollars an hour we
have a living right there. But t corpotate fain .does not have to
do that; they use, the migrant la r, they pay the lowest scale they
can, and they achieve the competi ive benefits from it.

Senator SrEvmlsoN. How do t ey get migrant-yibor? Is any labor

they use illegally present in the c u untry?

Aft., THAYER,1"am sorry, I d n't know enough about that, b*' I

do know'it gods on.
Mr: STAMENgON. Let me elabor to
I

little bit more on Mr. Thayer's,
-;
statement, Senator.
I
Now, you- take today, the smal farmers or the Large farmers; we
are operating on a 67- to 68-perce t parity. Even those parities

hire labortwo or tree peopl

during harvest season. If I can

make it4-a _two-bit farmer like me ian. 'Make itI don't see why those

big guys can't Make it when they doiA pay taxes like I do. The

whole thing
,ive want comPetition, let's have it fair competition.
Senator SrEvEllS OX. That is what I am gittino.
Staffienson.
also been suggested that
We have heard a little about tax laws.

'

big businesses have an opportunity to hire cheap labor. I thought
could hear more about that: I think one of the problems that has
been alluded to before is the nonenforcement of the immigration
'laws *the boyder, and the loopholes in those lo, We. It is, for examPk, unlawful in the Nation to harbor an illegally entered alien, but
it is-legal to hire him. Now I want to find out if this is a problem
for the family farmer. Are aliens, illegally, in this country, being
Hired to work in competition with yout?,
Mr. STAMENSON. We have no way of knowing,this.. Naturally we
hire quite a few Mexican-Americans, but it is none of out business to

ask, him if he came here legally or
We don't know.Most of the
locals can hardly speak any langue-Ne so we just take them.',,They
are good people, they are nice, and we °pay them adequately: I have
a house on my place over there. I furnish them with housing and
they get hot and cold water in there and everything. I pay them
an hour. But the fact remains, When big corporations, where they
prodyce everything, that is kind of a disadvantage where we have
to, pay top money for everything we purchase, and, yet, as I mentioned in my statement, because of the farmers reluctance to orgaSOmebody else sets the price for our commodities, until recently,

the National Farm Otganizatioli came in and they are ,starting to

o something about our predicament, and it is the only farm organic4ition so far, to my knowledge, that did try to help the farmers, the
little farmers in particular.
Senator STEVENSON. Do you ever have difficulty marketing your
products? Is; the same market available to you that is, available to
the large corporate farmerEi?,
Mr. ANDERSON. I mentioned that I am a* member, and I think all
of us are, of the California Almond Growers ASsociation, and through

them we have a very good market, this has been a very successful

crop.
Senator 'STEVENSON. I think 'you also mentioned the 160-acre limitation?
.

.

t
4.

Mr.. STAMENSON. Why is it, it should really be the 160-acre limits

tion, Now, the C.I.D. I mentioned awhile ago, they had it in their
statement'to the 5eilate at the time, steps had been taken to discourage young' men from going into agriculture because they want to
eliminate/it. But the things have changed right. now, they want to
get these .young men back to the farm. How in the world a young
than is going to come and buy even 160 acres at reasonable prices and
with reasonable interest I don't know. But through this rand reform
that Mr: Barnes over here mentioned,' long -term loans and interest-

free loans, therefore an make and enable this young. Man to come
in and take over where we are.-going to have to go.
lfr. ANDERSON. There is one thing I would like to add to this. You

4,

Were asking about. why we can compete. The thing is, like myself
and many others who have owned our lands, it is our own, we have
nem) erfciunbrances, against it at all. Since we have been in it long
enough ay that me dO have it free of encumbrances and this is part
of our income, and any youirg fellow or anyone. else starting , up
would be 'handicapped. It would be almost impossible for a young
fellow today to come' in and, for. instance, take. over my alniond
orchard and make a go of it, paying the interest rates that he would
have to meet. This is one reason we have been able to compete very
well because we have been able to get these properties and have it and
own it.
Senator STEVENSON. Senator Taft,.do you have any questions?

Mr. STAMENSON. A matter I would like to bring up, Senator, is

the matter of mechanization in the farms or any other industry.
When you are gOing to bring in a machine to eliminate the backbreaking work, that is fine, that is agreeable, but for everything,
particularly in the farm machinery, what are we going to do with
these people that are working for a living and that want to work
for a living? How is it 1ielping our economy by having everything
mechanized?

also claimed, Mr. Stamenson, that many,
Senator STEVENSON. It
if not most, of the macLin are being.developed at governmental ex,
pense, and of course pfflticipallY. for the benefit of the large farmers

who. can pay for them. Just one machine next year, the tobacco

hatvester, will displace and throw off of the land50,000 farmers and ,
fatinworkers plus the,ir fitnilies, in Noith Carolina.
Mr. STAMENSON. In my case, 'personally, if I can afford to hire

help and pay them $2 an hour, and that is the current wage right
now, if can afford it, a two-bit farmer like me can afford to pay
$2 an hour and furnish them will' housing, why can't the so-called
big, efficient farmers do it in order to help the economy? If everybody wants to look out for himself, what is in it for me, what is
going to happen to the entire economy, the entire country.
Senator STEVENSON. 'Senator Taft.

'Senator TArt. What arc the big farmers paying?
Mr. STAMENsoN. I don't lmow.
-

Senator TAFT. You don't know whether they are paying more or

less than $2 an hiiur ?

Mr. STAMENSON. I have heard they have signed contracts with
some union, and I-don't even knoW What they pay. I know what I
pay.

BD-1
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Senator TArr. How man) migrant workers do you employ per

year ?
,
Mr. STA*Exsox.4"i'vo or three during the harvest season.

Senator TAFT. When is the harvest season for almonds?

ST:orrxsox. It starts around August. and closes in about 6 or

7 weeks.
Senator TAFT. Do you raise any other crops for market?
Mr. STAMEN-SON« Walnuts.

Senator TAFT. And do you hire any migrant labor in connecti
with that?

-

Mr. STAMENSON. Yes.

.Sehator TArr. Would it be included in the figure you gave e?
Mr. S AMENSON. As soon as ono harvest finishes tie other gins.
Seiiat TAFT. Mr. Thayer, what market crops do .you
e
Mr. T MYER. Almonds.
Senat r TAFT. Is that all?
Mr. T IAYER. That is all, yes.

Senat r TAFT. Mr. Anderson, what market crops do y u liaise?
Mr. NDERSON. Almmids is all that we are raising an the rest of
the tan is.rentezd to a dairyman. We used to haVe a d ry, however
we no 1 nger have it.
Sena or TAFT. When you talk about parity, or Pa ty payments,
is ther 4'support program for almondS?
Mr. )L.NDERSON. No.

Senator TAFT. What is the price of almonds today? ligr
Mr.:ANDERSQN. I am not real sure but last year we.gOt,.ir averaged
about 55 cents per pound for the 'meats, in that. neighborhood.
Senator TAFT. And what was it 10 years ago?
.Axmasox. It has been practically the same last long as know.
Senator TAFv.Has it been approximately a steady price? k .
,
Mr. Axiortsox. Yes. The almond growers have stabilized this price

and they have held it, whether the crop is high orlow. They feel it
is strong, it is better for the market if it is held art about this price.
We are not complaining about these prices, we are worried about
what is going to happen in the future.
Senator 'AF r. Are any of you gentlemen officers' of the Almqnd
Growers Association?
Is the Almond Growers Association, as such, concerned with the
competition or possible competition that is going to come from corporate farms?
.4
,,,-.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, they are, very much so.

,

Itu

Senator TAirr. That is really your primary eponomie concern here?
Mr. STAisizxsox. The Tenneco Corp., I understtynd they are planting about 35,000 acres of almonds in Kern County in order to bust up
the Almond Growers Association in Sacramento.
kientor TArr. Have they gone to market yet?

MI.. ANDERSON. Yes, they have, you can buy theit products. It is
Sunburst. or. something like that, and right on the supermarkets

s
here. We find it competed right with ours.
.
Mr. STAMENSON. rthink their trees are not in full .production,
that
they bought these watnitts from independent growers.
Mr. ANDERSON. They, are on the market, they arc in, business, they
have advertised in the*local papers. ,
4-- o
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Senator TAFT.,How.many acres- do each of you gentlemen farm?
Mr. Tnia-Ert.4I have 45.
Mr. ANDERSON:1 have 24 acres of almonds.
Mr. SrAns.xxsol.r. I have 21 acres of almonds ancl. about 14 acres
of walnuts.

Senator TAFT. Mr. Thayer, I think, you said you didn't use any
migrant labor at all, is that correct?
Mr. MAYER. No; I have three sons of age, they are all capable
and .Viorkingtand a neighbor's crew.

Senator Ten: Do you pay them for the picking operation?

Mr. THAYER. Yes.

Senator TAFT. What do you pay them?
Mr. THAYER, Anywhere from $2 to $2.50 depending upon the reibility. The oldest son has more responsibility, he gets more. Senator TAAT. Mr. Anderson, how many do youemploy?
Mr. Arunusbx. Migrant laborers ?.
Senator TAFT. Yes.
Mr. ANDERSON. We don't .employ migrant laborerS, it is people
who live in the community that work for us, they are not migrants.
Mr. STAMENSON. Let we correct myself, Senator. I. mentioned
awhile ago that employed migrant workers of the Chicane variety,

but they are local people, they live maybe in the next .town.

Senator TAFT. Do they travel with,the harvest?
Mr. STAMENSON, No. They come. in and ask for a job and I put
them to work if I Inive work for them. They do that pretty near all

year round.
Senator TAFT. I am a little confused, about the subsidy and how
it works.
Mr. STAMNSON. Senator, way back in the early 1930's they passed
this subsidy law in order to hold the little farmers so they wou dn't
get thrown out. Now t, is nothing but a racket..It is for the bi cor,;it
porations, to bt plain 4bout it.
Senator TArr. Are you talking abdut the presentttax laws in this
State?
Mr. STAMENSON. Yes.

Senator TAFT. Thank you very much.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for joining
us today. You have bee I 'very helpfulA i

[The following ,co munication wits subsequently received from
Mr. Martin Anderson.
Exratan,
(Wm, March1, 1972,
.
.

,

Hon. Antal E. STEW:I:180Ni 1,

0

Chairman, U.S. Senate Sub,ommittee oh Mipratory Labor,
.
Washington, D.C.
Ikea Mi. 8TEVENBON: First of all I wish to thank you' for giving me the op.

portunity to prese'nt my vi we and' for the considerate way in which you conducted the hearings -at F ano. I am nixo Including some additional remarks
that I had considered but ailed to include and that I feel are pertinent.
After . . I say I fear w are already so far down the road towards dictator.ship that I fear we are be nd the point of no return, I intended to say:
e,eroded through the granting
I wish'to point out how ueh our 11 rties
of license' to privileged gr ups. For e ample, labor unions can protect their
members by denying othe the privilege of working at certain jobs. Thin
philosophy' has now invad the policiett that determine what farm operations
are to be.
.
0
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Our California milk pool is a case in point. No one can sell market milk with -.
out a- quota that covers the amount of milk one is allowed to sell. These quotas

are transferable, so this means that individuals, or even corporations for that
matter, who possess the means can buy milk markets while .disadvantaged
individuals are denied the privilege of participating.
^This sort of thing has become necssary because we have eifused to limit
the size of.--our producing units or accept any system that wosad do so. Thus

because we have refused .to be controlled in one instance we have 'destroyed the
more meaningful litiertY of free enterprise.

In questioning us, . . . you say that this is supposed to be a free enterprise
system, I'm sure that you would have to agree that at least in this instance
ree enterprise is deact
`1,,think you will agree that agriculture represents the most basic vestages of
liheitys,ev,en as it is the most basic of all industries. Therefore I feel that you
would akiee., that our liberties die in direct proportion to the regimentation in
agricultbre.
Thanking' you for giving me this chance to sound oftt1 am,
Sinterely

,s44

Meanly ANDERSON,

'Senatch STEVENSON. Our next witness is Mr. Jack Molsbergen* of
Mendota. lie is in tilts real estate business.
STAT1MENT OF SACK MOLSBERGEN, ' REAL ESTATE BROKER,
FRESNO COUNTY;
IF.

Moi,seElIGEN4 Senator Stevenson, Sena or tat.

My name is Jacli Molsbergen, I am a real estate broker engaged'
in land sales and property, management in the town of Mend to
which is on the west side of Fresno County.

I think,most of my statement has items of interest for everybo

so I will read it. quickly.

.

Strange things are, happening in California agriculture. On one
hand are reports of financial disaster facing established farms,.from
the smallest to some of the largest. On the other hand are stories of
vast amounts of money being invested in the development and improvement of farmland. Why isa situation which looks so' bad to
experienced farmers attractive to investors from outside fife- farm

community? I would -like to make some remarks on what is happening in the area affected by the new water supply from the an Luis
project.
There are t.wo parts of the area Which are quite different., and it
is important to understand the conditions in each one. In the' western

parts of -Fresno and Kings counties is Westlands Water district,
which will receive most,of the Federal share of the water developed

by San Luis. This portion of the project area has the following

characteristics:
4
1., Water is, inexpensive compared to that in the State water districts.
2. Land ownership is subject to the 160-acre limitation.

3. The'land has been in production for many years with water

from deep wells.
4. With the exception of that owned by Southern Pacific, most of
the land is operated by owners whose .principal business is farthing.

The farms, mostly large units, are producing the same crops that
have been grown in the area in the past, and are having a hard time
1
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producing' enough income to carry existing obligations, much Jess
show any net.

-

5. 'There has been little interest in land from nonfarming

vestors, and little change to trees, vines, or new produce crops.
Farther south along the new canal, in southwestern Kern County,
is another larger area which has entirely different conditions:
1. Water costs are high; in some areas above the canal many field
and row cropslare not economical.

2.° Water is delivered under State water law, and the Federal

160-acre limitation does not apply.

3. Most of the land had never been farmed under irrigation be-.
fore the arrival of San IOs water.
4. The land is being developed for farming by)ntities whose main
v
source of income is from other than fatming,
5. Much of the land will be put into high-value crops, such as
trees and vines.
ot.
In addition. to the two areas above, there. are several large .owinirships in flit! Tulare Lake Basin which fit into neither of the two
categories. Their water supply comes from across the valley, mainly
from the Kings River. These operations have changed very little in
recent years.

Land development in Kern Coy along the nevi canal has bten
started by owners of large blocks, most of whom have owned the
property for some time. Across the valley, the activity has been
carried on by limited partnership syndications. The recent sale of
a big acreage by Tenneco to the foremost syndicator would indiCate
that this activity will be started on undeveloped land along the new
canal. The restrictions of the .160-acre law have made these districts
unattractive for use in syndications, although a few have been put
'together.

f

Both the limited partnerships on the 'east side of the valley and
the oil companies on the west side find trees and vines attractive
for a development deal because of the tax losses in the early years.
This can be increased by getting a development loan which requires
the payment of only interest during the early years of the project:
One limited partnership offering told of tax treatment on a previous
syndication as an example of what an investor might expect. .A
limited partner who had invested $5,000 had a net tax loss the first.
year of over $3,400, and a further loss the second year of over
$2,300, or a total tax loss over the 2 years of 115 percent of the'
investment, with '2 years to go before any operating profit would
be expected. A person with a high taxable income would be losing
very .little spendable-income, and would have the possibility of getting income in future years when he might be in a loweil bracketilin
addition to the capital gain possibility from sale in future yea*
It is difficult to guess exactly how much of this activity will show
up in the next few years, but an indication of what/ has alr *ady
happened is found in the prospectus of a limited partnership offering-1v a subsidiary of Buttes Gas & Oil Co., in which the qualifications of the ma,nagei were set out. It said that the management
company was already operating over 70,000 acre8i half of this in
'flits, fruit trees, citrus, and grapes. The manager was farming

117 ot
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citrus and. nuts for 51 different owners, including Getty Gil ,Co.
Prudential Insurance Co., and Texaco, Inter Theprospectus also
states that Buttes is engaged in the development and farming of
16,600 acres, half wholly owned by Buttes, and the balance in two
limited partnerships -in which Buttes owned the general partner

company.

Individuals and corporations with income from other sources feel
that no matter 'what the short-term problems are in farming,..they
can support the operation through the hard times and cash in at
some later date. In the meantime, the farmowner witbout the extra
income will be unable to survive, and if his deal is no longer producing, it will make the future look even better for the naw develdpment.

Several major insurance companies have been making big loans
to syndications; at interest rates much higher than they have been
able to get on loans to establis. firm's. In severttl. cases, the insetanee companies or their subsidiaries get an Auify in the resulting
operation, thus ending up as competitors ,of the older operations in
the vanity that are having a hard. time making .the' mortgage payments.

GTlue basic problem is in the tax law, which is so complex that an
aggressive tax Attorney can find just about whatever he needs if he
looks long enough. The bulk of the investment money going into
the south valley is from taxes unpaid by those who have the time
and ability to find a way of avoiding payment.
Senator, I would like to make a comment about your question to
the previous witnesses about efficiency. I. feel that a lot of the efficiency is still projected efficiency in the tree developments that are
going on in the south valley. The nuts are coming off the trees in
'.small volume but the projections are based on the price which the
i
almond growers, for instance,
have been able to maintain through
their marketing and there is no indication that this can be 'held in

view of the doubling of the acreage, which is just about what is
going to happen.

.

I would, like to read you a statement from a prolpectus, a Tax

Reform Act of 1969 was supposed to shortstop some or the problems

that have developed, and one statement reads like this: The Tax
.Reform Act of 1969 also restricts the deductibility and interest paid

to purchase or chrry investment .property. The term investment
property =does not include property used in a trade or business, and

the company has been advised that according to the weight of authority it would be considered to be engaged in a trade or business.
For example, any interest expenditures incurred by the company to
irchase groves would be considered an interest expense in connecti with the trade or business rather than an interest expense in
cons ,ction with an investment. As fast as you gentlemen pass laws, pp
there is a new hole found in it. The .baSis of these high losses in
these limited
is the prepaid interest and prepaid manageMent feesin
n these curly years.
Afy concern with this is that I have been working on investments
im a variety of wine grapes. Tax laws specify oranges and almonds,

1.1.8
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thek are restritted in some of the tax treatments so now we are
-'

switching to wine grapes, and that is next.
Senator STEVENSON: And pistachio nuts?
Mr. MOLSBERGENt Yes, sir.

nator STEVENSON. I can't understand that mys elf. I haven't been
in the Congress yell, long, but I understand it is true that many costs
must be capitalized in the case of certain crops, sueh as citrus and
almonds, which can be deducted as business expenses in the case of
other crops such as walnutti. I don't know what the social interestis
in promoting the development of walnuts as opposed to almonds, buff
there are such incongruities in the tax laws which I suspect have more

to do with politics and political pressures than they do with any
Carefully' devised'public policy.

You feel pretty strongly that.the disfigurement of rural California,

at least in the areas in which you are' familiar, is due to the tax

advantages available to affluent and usually absentee owners of land.
Are there other forces at work that we should know about too?
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. Senator, the area in which I live has seen none of
this tree and vine development. The town in which I live has never
been a town which is now going down hill, it is an underdeveloped
town. We have always had large fare p operations around there and
the businessmen in the town do not get much of the normal purcliasjng from the large companies. These people have the ability to buy
*direct and do with most of their purchases. I mean they go to Fresno

daily to wholesale houses, and when they make big purchases like
farm equipment, somebody goes to the factory.

Anderson Clayton Co. farms a lot of acreage and they make their
deals direct lately with Allis Chalmers Co. As the operations get
bigger the smaller merchants cannot give the discounts and so on

that are available to the big companies from the direct outlets.
As I said, our area has grown up this way, and we do not have the
normal percentage of people who control their own time to serve on
the school board, city councils band such, we just don't have them.
Most people are salaried people or-hourly people and they have the
requirements to be at a certain place at a certain time.
-Senator STEVENSON. Being in the real estate business you must have
some familiarity with the credit practices of banks. Is credit pretty
generally available for the purchase of land, and are the rates the

same for different kinds of buyers; or, are there advantages that
contribute to the trend of ever greater concentrations of land ownerships?

Mr. MOLSBERGEN. Again, speaking from the viewpoint

of14e I

live, we have all large corporations there. I don't know' if you
remember, but 5 or 6 years ago the banks.were much more tong in
their statements that a great big row crop operation was ost eco-

nomical, and they backed their words s with money in many cases. Now

they wish, in our area, that they had their speeches and heir money
back. They have made some mistakes. Wells Fargo Bank is trying to
work out from under three of the biggest potato deals n the- west
side and there tire other similiar problems. I3anks an insurance
companies change their feeling about what is a good inve tment from
time to time. Right now the insurance companies are all of on these

ii9
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syndications because the doctor from Kansas City that is making a
limited partnership 'investment is not too concerned. whether the
partnership is paying 6. percent °I-9 percent, and there
many of
these deals where the insurance compahies ttre getting 10 percent
interest on a 20- or 25-year capital loan. They are tickled to,death
with the projections on this.
'Senator STEVENSON. How do those deals work? Does an insurance
company, for example, get a mortgage on the land, and is the loan
to the s3rndicate backed by the credit of the individual members of
the syndicate, the pqrtners?
11140

Mr. MOLSBERGEN. .No, sir. The .main selling point of a limited
partnership to these investors is that it is a limited liability. They
put in their dough, and that is the end of their obligation. They cannot be sued for any deficiencies. The insurance companies that are
making these loans are taking a first mortgage position ttlid if there
is any other financing it is usually in the form of a second mortgage.
Senator STEVENSON. Then I missed something you' said. Why are

these loans so attractive to the insurance companies when at the same

time you say the banks are very unhappy with the loans that they
have been making over the years for investments also in land?
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. Well, right now the insurance companies and
some of the banks are very happy with the tree developments in the
southern part of the *State. Both the insurance companies and the
'banks wish they were out of the west side of Fresno County, I feel.
We have a depressed area there regardless of whether you have a
great big farm or fairly small size: farm. The crops in the west side
of Fresno County, cotton, tomatoes, seed alfalfa, small grains, have
not been profitable for the last yearir two.
Senator STEVENSON. In the case of the specialty crops, is there
growing concern that as ".a. result of the increased cultivation and
more and more land put into production partly as a result of the tax
advantages, that we may soon face some serious surplus problems
i aim, are going to have a depressant effect on land values,
which, in
or is it already happening?
Mr, MOLSDERGEN. It is already happening in oranges. The navel

season overlaps the valencia season and there is quite a. bit of heavy
culling and the prorate has to work very strongly to keep the prices
where they feel they should be. It is obvious that it is going to happen
to walnuts and almonds, and the computer tells Tenneco that they
can produce walnuts and break even at 18 cents a pound, and so this
is their program. The gentlemen that were
before me can't do
that.
Senator STEVENSON. What is happening to land values, are they
leveling off at the moment for citrus, walnuts, and almonds
Mr. AfOL8BERGE11. On the west side of Fresno County land values
have leveled off since 1968, but we have no development of this type

there. In Kern County much of the ground that is going into these
developments has been owned by the party making the sale. Maybe

he has developed it partially, it is hard to sepjtrate the land value
from the value of the developer-grower. And by the time one of these

limited partnership syndications hits the market it is hard to determine what the land originally cost. One of these, the farm manager

2
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originally owned it, he sold it to an oil company, the oil company
turned around and sold it to a. limited partnership, and the limited
partnership hired :the manager, the original comer, and paid him
three quarters of a million dollars in ,Olvance to run it for the firs
year. And °with the loan fees .and prepaid interest and management
charges and everything tha,t were thrown into this thing, I don't
think anybody knews what the hind was worth to'start with.
Senator. TAFT. Let me ask a question, if the Senator will yield.
Senator STEVENSON. Yes.

Senator TAFT. Are you 'inferring that the manager's compensatibn
° was not unrelated to the original land pride paid him? ,
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. I don't quits understandr5enator.

Senator TAFr. Are you inferring that the coMpensation given -by
the limited partnershif to the manager, who is the former owner of
the land, an amount which seems like a: pretty healthy salary, was.
not unrelated to the original land price that was paid to him? ,
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. No; I don't think thug was anything of that
type. I think that the fee per acre that he was given in this particular
instance seems very reasonable. But there was transfers of.this property and each time there Was an 'nicrease in yalue and a4,apital gain

taken by the party making the transfer, and it raised the gross .
amount of the investment in' the whole unit each time that it went

around.
Senator TAFT. So, on the basis of the investment that was involved, ;

are you inferring that the compensation to hijn was inordinately

high?
Mr. MorknEnoEx. No it was not. What was inordinately high Was

the amount of money' hat came off the front of this deal. Out of

$2,100,000 there was tt $500,000 down paynient and the balance was
made in loan fees, interest and so, on, and there was $6,000 in the bank
when the $2,100,000
Senator TAFT. What has happened to the enterprise?
MOLSBERGEN. I guess it will go forward.

Senator.TAFT. Do you think they will ever get it paid off ?
Mr. MoL8BERGEN. This is just a new deal. Again these are projec-

tions. Four years from now if the deal isia ,making money the
management company will say, well, if you 'gentlemen are dissatis-

\\ fled why don't you find yourself a new manager. This is what is
\ distorting the development.
Senator TAFT. Do they expect to pay off these 'amounts of investment on the basis of selling almonds and walnuts or on some other.
basis?
Mr. MILSBERGEN. Yes, sir. Almonds, walnuts, and.plums. There are

probably plum growers in the room today wondering why anybody
would plant plums. One oil company in the west side of the valley
planted Several thousand, acres of cling peaches and last year many
\ peach growers didn't harvest a peach, there was no market for them.
This is what concerns the people that have been connected with farming for many years back. These things are going on and you wonder
what is going to happen when the production arrives. What is going
to happen to the people that have been in the deal?
Senator STEVENSON. It has been claimed that enforcement of the
160-acre limitation would result in fulfair confiscation of farmlands.

.
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In your experience, and hi your opinion, are the Bureali of Reclamation appraisals of surplus land reasonable?.
Mr. .510E813ED:4EN. I think some decisions were4rinion many 'years, '

ago, 13 or 14. years ago about Ile, method of appraisingproperty
Which wore mistakes, and I think the result of ,thesz _mistakes has
been that in*the Federal area of the San Luis water klistrict prof
ably were 40 pereefit overvalued on what the land really should be

but these things have been done many years ago find have, been backed
up 'by whole series' of administiative rules,:and in some vases court

decisions, and I don't see any way of backing up. I fhink that there

has been some disciission about Federal action to acquire these excess
lands, and if some legislation of-this type were enacted, I think the

tact that you are (Ding to be paying $150 an acre more than you
might have had things been done different, is really insignificant
over the long term. It is better to get it done -even though you are
going to pay that much more than to fight about backing the thing

up.
Senator STEVEssoN.
appraisals made many years ago govern
the prices at which land would now be sold,at tt surplus?

Mr. MoLsimuocx. The law says, that the excess owner has to sell
his land at aprice that does not reflect the value of the water. Now,
tile-route they Chose. to go was to wait until a sale was imminent and
then ask for price approval based on a certain figure. The government people would then come in and rook at land- sales which were
of nonexcess parcels, usually around the .sale, and they would then
say, well, this is what lai3d is selling for on the open market and it
is our opinion that there is a $.20 an acre, a $50 an acre water benefit.
In my opinion the proper way to have handled this thing -.was to
appraise the whole district as a matter of course in 1060, before there
were any sales of land -at higher rates. As things came -along, land
that was not subject to price control was sold at higher prices, and
this.kept going on up until probably 1967, and this affected the appraishl procedures of the Federal people when they came in to get
a price.
Senator STEVENSON. If the appraisals are, if anything, too high.
`sii don't .see how it can be argued that sales at those prices would be
confiscatory.
Mr. Mot,sannons. They would not.

Senator Srlivnxsox. It would be just the opposite.
Mr. 111ovossnonx. No. And I think if any legislation of this type,.
going
oing to be put through, it is the appropriate time to see it done.
('I heard a comment from a person in one Of the large corporations

that said if such legislation was passed And the government wtis
willing to buy the excess lands in :West Lands Water District, they
had better look out tiecause they would buy a quarter of a trillion
acres before sundown.

Senator TAr. What Would they do with it when they got- it?
Mr. MoLsnEnocx. I havt,n't seen the draft lecrislation, Senator, but
my understanding is that the thing provides for resale in smaller
units With government financing over a long period of.time. I think
if this were done there would be no shortage of people that would
want to farm and live on 320 acres. I think that if it is done you are
going to have to furnish availability of crop financing.
1
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Senator TAF'T. Why do you say 320---is,that f two persons?
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. That is a man-and his wifeae
,
'
Senator Tai T. 11%0NV aboutthe State ratherth the Federal Ow.
,
ernrnent; can they do it?
Mr. MOLSBERGEN. I' am not as familiar with the situation in the

State water areas. I would not want to try, and farm any crops.I
can think of on $87 an acre-foot water and. this is what the high
price is down In Kern County. I-think that with the costs those

laVe there it is just questionable whether there is any way tai
peo
co e out unless you have an oil well on the south 40' that is pumping
all the time!
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much, Mr.. Molsbergen. 'Tour
testimony is very htportant. for an understanding of the many issues
concerning rural America, and I appreciate your taking time out of
your busy schedule to appear.
Senator STEVENSON. We will now hear from Dr. William Wood
_

of the University, of California. I understand that you will testify
about both the effect of marketing orders, and On the Williamson
Act.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. wen, JR., \?}I. D., ECONOMIST,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Dr. Woof). Thank you, Senator Stevenson, Senator Taft..

As requested, I prepared two statements, one with respect to the
California Land Conservation Act of 1965 and -the second with respect to marketing order, and these two as far as their preparation
and presentation are in no way 'connected.

_This statement was prepared on request and if you like I will

6
read it or I can try to very briefly summarize it.
Senator STEVENSON. I think it would be preferable, in order to
save time, if you would summarize them bo . I will, without objection enter both statements in the record.

Dr. ATOOD. Thank you.

The first one is with respect iv the California Land Conservation
Act of 1965, as amended, otherwise also known as the Williamson
Act.
The first point I would make is that there are'u, number of objectives either in the act or hpplied with respect to the acct, and I have
listed five that are alluded to either in the legislation or by observers
of the act over time.
The firstlobjective was to saw California's prime productive agri,'
cultural land. Of the 91/2 millikn acres that are currently under contract under enabling legislation? about a quarter is prime land and
very little of that is in the choice alluvial flood plains areas of the
State. I would suggest that the success of the act in achieving this
objective has been minimal.
A second objective was to facilitate more effectiaw.local land use

planning: I suggest with the exception of one or two counties, notably Napa County, the objective has not beentachieved.
A third objective was to retain open space. One of the difficulties,
of course, is that open 'space is a very desirable blj,,t vague concept,
nobody has gotten'ft, the point of defining it adequately and as 0,
s.
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suit I question whether we have achieved something that is indefinate, at least at present,
A fourth objective was to correlate appraised property valuations
with potential income. With respect to that land that is under contract, I think given the amendrdents to the state constitution, article.
XXVIII, this objective has been achieved.
The fifth objective is to avoid "leapfrogging" Urban. development,

and I don't see any evidence whatsoever that this has even been

looked at.

Two other points in evaluating the act, No.' 1, it is
i enabling and
not mandatory and, therefore, 42 counties have seen fit to make it
technically available out of California's 58 counties. There are three
or four cities that have made it available and likewise it is enabling '
'with respect to property ownership and therefore the property owner
need not sign a contract.
Another facet of evaluation fias to do with incentives. With respect
to the property owner the incentive for signing a contract, restricting'

his use, has been proposed reduction in appraised value and therefore, taxes. This has been to some extent available although not in
all cases, and least, really, with respect to prime land.

And then with respect to local ,government there has not been replacement funds, either through alternative sources or State subvention funds.

Experience with the act. I suggest there are three areas

Senator STEVENSON. Could. I just interrupt, Dr. Wootlh, to ask you
one point for the record. Could you please describe'how the Williamson Act works, if it dOes?
Dr. WOOD. Yes. If it does. The act, as hsay, is enabling, it permits
local government by ordinance, either city or county, tqkestablish what

are, termed agricultural preserves. In essencejhese are nothing more
,y than local zoning ordinances comparable to*exclusive agricultural
zoning or some other category with which you may be familiar. This
is the first step in the process.

There is a second and necessary step and that is the contract. This
is a legally binding instrument and it is signed jointly by the property owner and local government at the volition of both. This means
you have to have two consenting parties. The contract is for a minimum of ten years, some counties require a minimum of 20 years.
It specifies that the land shall not be used for other than agricultural
production and certain defined compatible uses. I will suggest that
in some areas of the State we run into some difficulties in defining
compatible use.

.

As a matter of fact, in one county that I will not embarrass in

public, I think you can interpret compatible uses as almost anything

;or ypnted to do on thaeland. This makes it very questionable as
ti*Ibe,..,effectiveness of a use restricting contract. That's essentially
the system.
Now; the impact with respect to restriction on using land in other
than agricultural production is in the terms of the contract. As far
as the property owner is concerned, his protection is in amendments
to both the State constitution and the Revenue and Tax Code which,
in effect, say to the assessor,in each county, that if.there is a definable
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use restriction, legally definable use restriction on land, that assessor

is prohibited by law from using sales data in appraising the property. In terms of appraisal method, this means that the only method
availably to him is capitalizing potential income. And since potential income is restricted by the use contract, then you are saying
whatever income that you can project from legally permissible uses.

Is that adequate, may I ask, to the operation?
Senator. STEVENSON. And the appraiser is, then prevented from
'Considering the -highest and best use of the land by the contract in
determining its value, is that part of the. problem:

Dr. Woon. The contract, m effect, defines agriculture as highest
and best use. One of the difficulties, and speaking as an economist, I
think in some respects we are damned by, the economic phrase highest and best use as it has traditionally been used in economics, because
lye define highest and best use as what a knowledgeable buyer and

seller in a marketplace are willing to pay and receive for land for
potential uses, and as you get limited land resources, and this is one
of the major issues it seems to me, then the marketplace may not
be an adequate determinant with respect to land use, and highest and
best use may have to be redefined.\,A_nd this is one of the things that
the restrictive contract does. It, effect, redefines highest aid best
use.

Senator TAFT. Mr. Wood, just to make sure I understand, is it true
that with this choice up to the land owner there could have been a
complete patchwork situation of one farm under a contract and one
, farm not under it ? There would be no relation to the overall land
use planning?
.

Dr.. Wool). That is correct, unfortunately.

The,re are one or two ,counties in the State that have made a reasonably good effort in using the act in conjunction with zoning. I
mentioned Napa County, they established agricultural preserves,
three of them for the county, and then whether or not there was a
contract, at least the land within the preserve was defined for certain types of use.' It is not as restricted in terms,of its changing use
over time, as it would be under contract, but at least they made the
effort.

Senator TArr. If you use the zoning and use it fairly rigidly as

you indicate, do you limit the use with the.limitation of automatically

having the effect that we are describing of reducing the appraised
value or keeping it down?

Dr. Woon. Absolutely. One of the points, unfortunately, as
bring out in public issues or public policy issues, is that zoning is
delegated to local government and local govera3fient is, in effect, \
elected to make optimum shortrun decisions and one of these frequently is to change the zone on land which may not be in the longrun interest of that resource use.
Senator STEVENSON. That's very helpful. Thank you, Dr. Wood.
-,)Please proceed.

Dr. Woon. With respect to experience with the act, I 'Taint out
three items, the major one, it has intensified and focused attention
on the problems of school district financing becaiise it has in some
areas reduced the tax base for local ,scliool districts. I think it does
raise the issue of how you finance both public education and public
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welfare and there is some reason to believe that the real property
tax is not adequate for the chore. At least the act does fosus attention-son this.

Second, the act has been used by agricultural operations in some
relationship to their size.. Unfortunately, or fortunately, depending
upon your point of view. The act is very strongly related to size of
operation,and the planning horizon of the actual agricultural operation, and as a result many of the users of the act are in fact, No. 1,
very large operators and, No. 2, of corporate structure, since there
is a longer planning horizon than a single proprietorship.
And this has some bearing with respect to some indeterminates,
namely, what will happen in terms of inheritance tax treatment,
how is mit evaluated in the estate. There has been some indication in
terms of the State of California how it will be treated, but so far
I knew of no indication by Internal<Revenue as-to how4and under
contrikt will be treated for evatuatidn purposes" in estate 'handling.
So this raises an issue.
The third point is that implementation of-the act las,- es Senator
Taft very aptly suggested, been sort of a- hit-or-miss proposition
with respect to it, as against with. zoning, and as a result in many
'instances it has been even more politically motivated at the local
effort, in an effort to sign a contract with that particular landowner
who may have complained the most loudly.

I think there are some public policy issues raised and I will just
briefly mention these. The first one is the longrun 'public interest
in saving prods ctive land in order to insure a food supply. Under
this I would list, is there or is there not the possibility of a famine
and I don't propose to get into an argument or discussion as to
whether this is an issue, but it has been raised.
One concern, however, with respect to California agriculture and
the number of specialty crops has been the matter of consumer
choice, and some of those commodities that are very specialized and

localized with respect to production, and whether or not there is
an interest in keeping some of those commodities as viable products
in the marketplace. There are some other matters.
The second public policy issue is this matter of the land tenure
-systern....There have been critics of the Williamson Act suggest that
it is, in fact, contributing to an unsatisfactory land tenure system,
that is, corporate entities who are owning large parcels of land. :I
would suggeSt, however, as I indicated earlier, that there is some
reason within the act why the signing of a contract is of more interest, to a large. corporate structure than a small, single proprietorThe issue of land tenure or land ownership patterns I think need
to be dealt with separately from the concern over trying to plan
natural resources over time.
The third issue is this matter of alternative revenue sources, and
this is of critical concern in California today with respect to both
education and human welfare.

The fourth issue is this matter of local governmental control,
whether or not local government can, in fact, adequately plan resource use over time, and then a fifth one that. I have suggested is
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this matter of open space. Are we finally going to define it in some
meaningful way -and if we do define it, then how is it going to be
paid.

My conclusion with respect to the California Land Conservation
Act is that it has not been a howling success. It has a great manyshorkomings and fallacies; on the other hand, it is the only bit of
public policy currently directing itself to a very limited resource,
that of land.
r

That will con.cludg all my comments with respect to the California
'Land Conservation Act.
(The informatith supplied by Dr. Wood follows :)

Tau Carsvoulm Lam flormeaverrox Aar or 1965
(wrmemsox Acr),
An evaluation of the Williamson At must consider many facets of this public
policy. There- are a number of objectives either stated explicitly in the original
Act or inferred by program observers during its existence. These objectives aria%
the degree. to which they seem to have been achieved are as follows:
1. To save for future use California's prime productive agricultural land. Of
the nearly 9.5 million acres currently under controct, slightly over one-quarter
is prime land and this rarely in, the choice alluvial flood plains. As a result, one
would conclude that the Act has had only minimal success in achieving this
objective.

2. To facilitate more effective local land use planning. With minor exceptions,

such as the County of Napa, this Act has not succeeded in achieving this

objective.

3. To retain open space. With a substantial acreage under contract, one might
attribute partial success in achieving this objective except that open-space remains a vague concept, particularly with respect to potential use and geo-

graphic location.

4. To correlate appraised property valuations with potential income generating ability. With respect to the land under contract this inferred objective has
been substantially achieved.

5. To avoid "leapfrog" urban development. This objective has not been

achieved.

In addition to achieving objectives, another .aspect of evaluation ill the ffiet
the statute is enabling and not mandatory. As:. :a result, only 42 of California's
58,counties have made the Act available. Among those declining to utilize the
Act are some major agricultural counties slIch as Los Angeles, Merced, and
Sutter. By the same token, implementation of the Act by local government does
not insure full acceptance since land owners have the option of signing contracts. In some areas agricultural preserves have been established, but contracts
not initiated by land owners.
Another facet of evaluation has to do with incentives offered for implementation. The strongest incentive to land owners, that of reduced property taxation,
has had the strongest economical appeal to the least reductive agricultural

land in the state, primarily because that land (range la d) has the least number of use alternatives. For the very prime productiv nd, which is generally
in close proximity to urban development there a
any more alternatives.
°With respect to local government the financial centives has been entirely
lacking since there is no prospect for either replacement revenue or state sub.
vention funds.

Expeanenon WITH THE Acr

Three major oburvations seem appropriate with respect to the Williamson

Act in California.

1. The Act has intensified and actually focused attention on problems of
school distxict financing. Thus, critics of the Act suggest that Its use is re-

sponsible for the financial distress of some flchool districts. However, they are
addreaSing themselves to 'symptoms rather than the basic problop. As the State
Supre:ne 'COUrt has recognized, the basic problem continues to be a financing
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system for school districts based upon a frequently inadequate and often inappropriate asset base.
2. The Act has been used- by a number of agricultural operations character-

ized by significant size. One might observe that use of contracts under the
Williamson Act have been very strongly relateld to the size and planning
horizon of the land unit operatgrs. This is a infliction of many factors, includ-

ing economic scale of operation and business, ontinuity.
3. With minor exceptions, implementations of the Williamson Act has tended

to be politically motivated rather than integrated with appropriate land use
planning functions. Thus, establishments of agricultural preserves and the signing of contracts has 'leen mole a function of taxpayer difficulties titan concern
with the reseurce base.
PUBLIC minx istiluss

An evaluation of experience with the Williamson Act suggests a number of
public policy issues which may be very controversial and for which accurate
information may be lacking. Among these policy issues are the following:
I. &long-run public interest in saving a productive land base in order to
insure yt future food' supply. This particular issue has several components.

Among the components of the food supply issue are :

.

(a) The political reality Of concern. over a potential future famine in
the face of currentourplus agricultural production.
(b) The real importance of maintaining a maximum number of consumer choices among commodities in the face of a market system which
may not transmit value back to producers with sufficient _speed to insure
continued production -of a given specialty crop.
(e) The possibility of technological developments which might provide
alternative future nutrient supplies, and
(d) The magnitude of land requirements which might be necessitated
by other public policies motivated by environmental, concerns which could
drastically alter current production methods.
2. The land tenure system is a matter of concern to some observers. Critics of
the Williamson Act have attacked 'it on the basis of large corporate entities
utilizing contracts to gain property tax reductions. As indicated above, 'within
the framework of decision-making, this should be an expected\s..
result. Concern
over the size and distribution of land ownership patterns is a
crate policy
issue and in all probability should not be confused with an evalu tion of the
functioning of the Williamson Act. In addition, there is it growing concern
over conflict between public and private interests in land use. The basic issue
in this facet of land tenure is whether real property is a private asset over
which the public asserts minimal influence on use or is principally a matter of
public interest in which certain use rights are delegated to individual citizens.
Still another facet related indirectly to the land tenure system and to public
interest is..a matter of public access on privately held real property.
3. A very critical issue previously mentioned is a matter of alternative
,revenue sources through which local governmental services are financed This
issue, is particularly critical with respect to/ education and human welfare.
4. In attempting to plan Fesource use, a critical policy conflict develops between adherence to local governmental control and a more regional state or
federal approach.
.
. 5. The issue of open space, except in terms of
a philosophical background, has

not been resolved with respect to what constitutes. open space, what kinds
should be available, how much of each kind of open space and most4liffleult,

who will pay for the availability of open space.
CONCLUSION

The California Land Conservation Act of 1065, as amended, is in no way an
ideal bit of legislation. By trying to achieve numerous objectives which are at

times incompatibrelAct tends to be inadequate; however, the Act has
achieved some measure esucceSs and in addition has_provided the opportunity
to focus adequately on the basic problems of resources planning. Critics of the
Williamson Act tend to demand its repeal on various grounds such as inequity
or inadequacy. However, with all its faults it is at least a start towards
achieving an effective land use policy. Rather than abolish the Act, one would
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hot, that publinpolicimakers would address .themselves to both Improving the
efficiency of the Act and to rectifying, the more basic problems on which the
Act has focused attention.

Senator STEvENSON. Why don't we procee vith.your statement
- on marketing orders, and then perhaps we will have time to come
back .to both.

Dr. WOOD. Fine. The report of Marketing orders is a little more

difficult and I think in the interest of time I will be even briefer
in my comments becauSe the alternative is to read it in its entirety.
First of all, I think there has to be an understandinethat Marketing orders have grown. out of voluntary programs as an attempt
on the part of the' producer to do something with respect to his

marketplace: There are three basic types of provisions :under market-,
ing Ord.ers, that are possible. Tile- first type of provision. has to de

with the manipulation of .total market supply. This can be with
respect to time, with reect to space and with respect to form. Yogg
have prorate programs which prorate the commodity over time sucli
as the citrus industry lies, your have commodities that have marketing ;orders with ..surplus disposal programs such as the almond industry has in *which you treat each crop year as a distinct marketing problem, and you have some that will distinguish between fresh
and processed form.

You can also at times interpret some size regulation as being, in

effect, an attempt to manipulate supply.
The second type of general regulation permitted under marketing

orders, both State and Federal, and I should preface this that I am
treating both those under the Agriiultural Marketing Act of 1937,
at the Federal level and its counterpart at the State level. They are
essentially ,the same. The second is in regulation of practices that
are associated with the trading of specific commodities. These may
have trade and size regulations and'. may be under fair trading
practices, -flew sort of things.

G./

And the third is those provisions that attempt to expand-the

market demands for a commodity through either industry researclh
and/or indpstry advertising and promotion: Some of the marketing
orders, such as the almond order, have had some amount of sucaess,
attempted through research to produce new products. At one time
the almond industry did not enter the consumer market to any large
extent and'it was under the marketing order with,the possibility of
everyone footing the bill and everyone participating that this was
undertaken.
.

I draw some very generalized observations and conclusions with
respect to marketing orders. Now, obviously, any generalization is
cult and -it is
i fraught with danger, because with any genvery difficult
eralization I make you are able to find gan instance where that does
not hold: I recognize that but I felt it was important to have some
,general observations.

One, marketing orders tend to permit smaller and sometimes
marginal producers of a commodity to remain in production although individually they may have virtually no Market power. It
simply provides the smaller producer with an opportunity over time
to stay in business.

119.133 0 72 pt.311. 9
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Nov, as. I say, that is gross generalization, and it 'varies both
with! respect to areas and with respect to' commodities. In the long-

im marketing orders which attempt to manipulate supply may be
disadvantageous to all initial:growers. As a matter of fact, I would
,..go so far as to suggest there is little evidence,tbat marketing orders
have. been successful in longrtm supply control problems, and that
is not to say they have not been useful. Consumers may pay a higher

price for commodities in the shaft.= than mould occur without a
marketing order simply because in some orders you are remaing
part of an excess supply.

On the other hand, there is some evidence to suggest on those
orders that do have supply 'control provisions that in the longrun
the consumer may, in fact, be paying a lower price simply because
it prohibits' the possibility of monopoly control in some commodities,

and I recognize with some of the testimony that you have been receiving and some of the positions that are being taken that this may
1x again a questionablecominent.
Marketing orders are specific with respect to commodity. In other
words, you have one for plums or almonds or navel oranges', and as
a result there is an interdependence among commodities and, therefore, any time you try to be too successful with a marketing order
your consumer is going to shift to a competing product, it competing

commodity. I suggest' that the generalization of information, for
example, has been very useful and perhaps more so to the smaller
producer than the larger, that the larger the producer the more he
may have access to marketing information and so forth already.

One other final comment on this, the existence of marketing orders
and t e personnel who have administered them may have played a
signif nt role as a conciliating agent between producers and the
fist b ers. And I think" there is some evidence over the years that
this has ad. asbeneficial impact.
Marketing orders I think-have made a significant contribution to
agriculture in California particularly: I think they have been help
ful perhaps in relation to size, more to the smaller producer than
the larger becausp.he has had less market power, less information
and lc .itibibty to continue. And the marketing order has, in fact,
been IA extension of the traditional voluntary marketing approach,
Jillexcept-46 has used specific powers of Government to help augment
that.
I think with that I will close, Senator rind let you ask whatei(ex,. """)
questions you wish.
(Tile information supplied by Dr. Wood follows :)
MARKETING ORDERS

Marketing orders and agreements have been an integral part of the market
structure for many of California's specialty crops for over 30 years. Any attempt to evaluate the impact of marketing orders on the social and economic
structure of rural America must begin with an .understanding of both the
framework within which and the objectives toward which marketing orders
have been utilized. Authorized under both state and federal law, marketing
orders had and continue to have as their major impetus, the desire
he part
of agricultural pkoducers to gain a more favorable voice in the mark
re
Marketing orders grew out of voluntary programt'which bad been a tem 'd
by a number of marketing cooperatives during the 1020's and 1 f, 0's. The
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critical distinction between O. voluntary program and a marketing order is that

while marketing orders must be voluntarily adopted by a majority of the

-4.

i

prodtmers of a given commodity, once that majority has so decided, the marketing order becomes enforceable on all producer's during the effective life of the
order. The combination of voluntary adoption by majority rule and the use of
governmental police power represents a unique type of public prograin. It represcuts a combination of the use, of defined regulatory power of government with
self-administration and self-financing of the program 14 producers, and frequently handlers, of he agricultural commodity. Technically, the legislation
which authorizes Marketing orders both at the state and federal level, is enabling and thus regulation cannot be imposed unless a substantial majority
of producers seedeake.
The economic rationale of the statutes which enable producers to initiate
a marketing order derives from characteristics of both agricultural commodity
markets for those commodities. With respect to proproduction and of
aduction, variation n output due to many factors has historically produced

supplies which have fluctuated rather widely from reasonable equilibrium
levels ". From the stand :int of market, although the number of producers has

decreased steadily for s .veral decades, nearly every commodity is characterized

:

by a substantial num ,br of individual producers, few, if any, of a size sell -.
cient to have an inaluence on terms of trade. However, for most commodities
the number of buyers at some stage in the marketing channel has been relatively few. Likewise the demand for many agricultural commodities has been
rather insensitive to variations in supply, resulting in substantial instability
in both commodity prices gind producer income. The concept of a marketing
order is an attempt to overcome at least a part of the problems of instability.
The essence of the statutes enabling growers to initiate marketing orders
is found in three major types of activities:
1. Manipulation of the total market supply of the specified commodity so as
to allocate that supply among markets in time, 'space and form. The most
common activities purstied in this context are surplusdiversion And rate of
flow controls. Used with success to alleviate short-run surplus conditions with
attendant abnormally low producer prices, marketing orders have had little
or no success in adjusting long-run excess supplies.

2. Regulation of the practites associated with trading in the specified commodity so as to prohibit unfair trade practices, establish grade and standards,
and specify appropriate containers and packs. On octaslon, quality control
measures have also been used to adjust supply.
3. Attempts to expand the market demand for the commodity through in
dustry research and/or advertising and promotion. Both nfttrket and product
development have been significant accomplishments of many marketing orders.
New product forms have been developed to satisfy consumer demands with
the marketing order ensuring total industry support in costs and benefits.
With the exception. of federal milk' orders, the' enabling statutes do not
authorize price fixing and do not authorize acreage controls for any comA

modities.

No marketing order need include more than one or two of the available provisions. Each marketing order is tailored to the needs of the commodity for
which it is intended. As a result virtually every marketing or
is different
and generalizations not only are difficult but misleading.
With an understanding of the structure of agricultural commodity production and marketing and provisions permitted under statutes enabling marketing
orders, a number of observations can be drawn with respect to the probUble
impact. of marketing orders, at least for producers of the commodities in question.

.

Markethdi orders tend to permit smaller and sometimes marginal producers
of a eomn.rellty to remain in production,'although individually they may have
( virtually no market power. On the basis of market strength, very small producers have more to gain from/marketing orders than .very large producers.
In the long run, marketing orders which attempt to manipulate supply may
on occasion be disadvantagects toall initial producers since excess resources
may by attracted into commodity production.
Consumers may pay a higher price for the commodity in the short run than
might occur without a marketing order. The distinction is a matter of price
stickiness and hinges on the extent to which depressed producer prices in a
4
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situation of excess supply are adequately reflected at the consumer level, that
is, as producer prices fall, how responsive are consumer prices .
Since marketing orders are specific to a commodity, it is virtually Impossible
for marketing order regulations to so, short product supply as to maintain.
excessively high prices since consumers will promptly shift to competing commodities.

In the long-run, consumers in all probability may pay lower prices for a
commodity regulated under a marketing order if one assumes that with the

absence of regulatipn, depressed economic conditions would force a number of
. producers out of production, leaving a relatively smaller number of producers
who might then be in a position to exercise market power without the direct
regulation of government.
4
.

Since one of the major functions of-all marketing orders has been the

generation of data and increase in information aboUt the commodity regulated,
an inverse benefit may well have accrued with respect to producers size, that
is, the smaller the producer the more he has benefited from increased knowledge
about the commodity and its markets.
The existence of marketing orders and personnel who have assisted in their

administration has in all probability played a significant role in conciliating
differences between.producers and first btiyers.

Marketing orders have provided a forum through administrative committee
meetings by which all industry members may participate and industry prob.
lems and opportunities may be thorughly considered and faced.
Fot many commodities marketing orders have In fact functioned as an extension of the marketing cooperative concept. While no commodity group need
have a cooperative marketing organization in order to initiate a marketing
order, a substantial number of those commodity groups who do not function
with a marketing order do so as a result of first having a marketing cooperative which marketed a substantial portion of the commodity in question.. The

underlying concept, both with reepect to marketing co-ops and marketing orders

is one of strength through group unity as against weakness on the part of
individuals.

SUM 1WARY

Marketing orders have undoubtedly Made a significant contribution to increased stability for many commoditiel: They likewise may have permitted
areas of specialty crop production to compete and a large number of producers
to continue in agriculture by permitting them to retain a share of markets.
However, there is little or no evidence to suggest that marketing orders have

had, measurable success in preventing long-run excess supplies of commodities
due to either expanded production or decreasing demand.

Because of the very great diversity =MIS marketing orders and the

com-

modities which they regulate, no over-all evaluation is completely valid. exceptions can undoubtedly be found to any observatoin. Thus, any rigorous evaluation with specific comments must of necessity refer only to individual marketing
orders.

Senator STEVENSON. Dr. Wood, you have indicated thai marketing
orders 410 afford the farmers some stability. What price do the nonsumers pay. for that stability? Are there any figures available on
retail price increases attributable just to marketing orders?
Dr. 'Wow. I don't know of any that are. Now, in. the short-run,

as I tried to indicate, I suspect that in those particular marketing

*

orders that, shave volume control regulations, and I want to underline that there are some 65 marketm orders in the State of California, both State. and Federal, and guess it is about 15 or 16
lornia,
my Memory doesn't serve me very w 41that have volume control
regulations. Many, of them, a far 'larger majority are for collecting
funds for both research. and advertising promotiop, product promotion, the generi9 type.
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With -respect to those that do have volunie control regulations, the

object, obviously, in the short-run is to increase price both to the
producer and presumably on to the consumer. In a Situation which,
if we are correct, and the elaSticity of demand for food is 'such
that with any appreciable increase in supply that the price is going
to drop out of sight, then your effort is to tailor supply to what
the consumer will accept. Obviouslyrederal legislation, at least, prohibits any restriction that would bring the price above parity. Once

it is likely to reach *parity, then the program restrictions must be
removed. On the other hand, rarely has there been any evidences
in the. commodities with which I am familiar of success in raising
prices that much. By and large it has been short-run.
In the long-run, as I say, you may argue, and, of course, depending upon points of view, you can get pretty stiff arguments among
"professional economists"not that that means very much maybe
that in the long-run gonsumers may, in fact, for some commodities
pay a lower price thlin they would otherwise if you presume that
certain producers and marketing firms would iN able to corner a
supply of the market.
I might say in passing, this was part of the justification for, California adopting the 'State Milk Stabilization Act, which is the only
one of the marketing order types that does anything with respect to
price. You see, marketing orders specifically prohibit direct manipulation of price although they may indirectly through manipulating
supply.
Senator STEVENSON. What would the effect be on the farmer if
there were no marketing ordersjin California?
I)r. WOOD. My presumption is that you would undoubtedly have

a much more rapid decrease in the number of producers in California than has already occurred in those specialty crops that have

operated under marketing orders.
Senator STEVENSON. Is the California system unique in the country? Do other States follow the same pattern?
I)r. WOOD. California uses it more extensively. Florida has several
marketing orders; Colorado has one or two. But by an large they
have not been used. There is some evidence to suggest that they work

best oil certaim sorts of perennial tree crops, for example, that are
specialty crops. The efforts, for example, with' respect to table eggs
would have had rather questionable probability of success if the
mr

producers had seen fit to vote for it.

Senator STEVENSON. Returning to the Williamson Act, for a
moment. Both Senator Taft and I are also members of the Senate
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee. 'We have recently
been concerned with developing new Federal programs for so-called

community developmentwith many of the grant-in-aid programs,
model cities, section 701 planning concepts, and the like. This is a
general question, but the planners who appear before the committee
are really uniform in their opinion that, to make any sense out of life in our metropolitan areas, we have to have regional plamiing
and statewide planning, and many feel that to get that planning
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there is going to have to be a Federal stimulus, both the carrot and
the stick, both the money and some incentives.

From what you said about the Williamson Act, I see SUbstanthil
difficulties in developing comprehensive and sensible land Use plans

for metropolitan areas. But 110W do you see the Federal role and
what, if any, alternative approaches do you. see to the Willienson
Act in California? Is it doing more good than harm at the moment?
If it is doing good, are there other things that might be better, that
might be more compatible with the priority that many of us attach
to regional planning?
Dr. Wool). Well, my judgment is as follows: the act is doing more
good: than harm 'at: present in California, on the whole. There {ire
some :exceptions, since you almost have to look county by county to
really evaluate, and there are some counties that are dismal failures
and where the good, I am sure, does not exceed the problems it is
creating.
The approach I :would suggest is there is going to have to be an
amount of regional planning. It seems to me you Have to look at

several policy goals tend try to compromise among these in some reasonable fashion. Local control is a great concern to many local gov-

ernmental units, and as a result the Association of Bay Area Governments and the Southern California Area governments, neither as
regional governments, are very potent, Sind only in certain areas, as
mandated by'State law,, do they have any teeth whatsoever. As a re

suit, this matter of local control and adherence-tq Tocal decisions with
-

respect to that, to land use, for example, you hale a problem.
The second is how you finance local governmental 'services, particularly with respect to education and public welfiare. I think there
have to be alternative suggestions.

It was suggested in California. that the real planner of land use

of the State of California, by default, is the assessor, because the con-

stitution says he must use fair nfarket or full cash value. As long
as he must do that, and the market place is dictating how people are
going to, what they are going to pay for land, then the assessor, in
effect, is planning how this is going to be converted to higher and

higher uses in the marketplace terminology. So we are going to have
to solve that problem.
If you are really concerned, for`e2i2-ample with respect to equity
in land ownership, there is a problem here. On the other hand, you
'have a restriction and a public interest, so the issue really is the mat-

ter of private property ownership. I have suggested this to some
groups, on the danger of perhaps getting tarred and feathered, that
if we care really concerned with effective long-run planning of oul

resources we have to look at our adherence to private p
own.,
ership principles, whether or not it may, in fact, be ofpublic interest that's delegated to certain private citizens, almostinn a stewardship fashion rather than Rrivate ownership in which there may be
certain public interests controlled in a minimal- way. That's a very
difficult one, and that has to also be put into the model.
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there is a simple
So, in answer to your question, I don't think there
answer. I think regional government, and your quirt and stick suggestion, I think, are necessary. But regional approaches to land use
planning are probably (ming to have to occur, in which case we are
going to have to have L'definitiOns of how wezant to use land resources over a time. Right now we have neither` i Satennor a Federal
land use policy, even though there was an indictition in the President's message a year ago, a year and a half ago.
Senator STEVENSON. Do -you, in California, even know who owns`

the land, and how the laud ownership is distributed among corporations and individuals? Is there any State agency. that inventories
or should inventory land?

Dr. Woon. No. The State office of planning, which has.just recently
been, in essence abolished, was al natural depository for that sort

of information. Our commitment at the State level is almost nil in

this . area.
Senator STEVENSON : Your commitment is the same as the commitment of .almost every other State, in the Union, and the commitment
of the Federal Government?
Dr. Woon. Hawaii does have a commitment, 'which has not proven
to be particularly successful either, as I understand, in talking to my

colleagues at the University of Hawaii where the,State has taken a
.commitment with respect to land use but not with respect to ownership patterns.
Senator STEvExsolc . Senator Taft.

Senator Tarr. I don't have any particular question on these areas
that you have covered. I would like to ask you, if you can, to relate
each area in a very general way and as briefly as you can, to the basic
responsibilities of the committee. That would apply to the use of
migrant labor and the question of the applicability or desirability of
having applicability of the National Labor Relations Act to farms
and also to the question of collective bargaining for farmer" in their
marketing process.

Dr. Woon. I will be honest, Senator Taft, I am not sure I can,

because when I was approached and asked if I would prepare a statement on, first on the California Land Conservation Act and then on
marketing orders, my question was hoW does this relate. The response
was that this was to look at these two public policies and their impact
upon the economic and social structure of rural America. Obviously
all sorts of public policies are interdependent, but I' am not all that

clear in my own mind as to the direct. relationship with respect to
questions if ini4r,ratory labor or with respect tcOabor relations types
of policies, so I mil afraid I can't give you a satisfactory answer.
Senator TAFT. Nevertheless, the background you have given us
should come into play in making these decisions, it will be very helpful. Thank you.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much, Dr. Wood.

(The .following letter was received from Dr. Wood following the

hearings :)
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" AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.
IMNIMCCAWORNIA 11302

January 31, 1972

The Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson'III, Chairman
U. S. Senate SubCommittee on Migratory tabor
Room 201 Senate Annex
127 C Street, M.E.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevenson:

,In listening to and reading about the,recent SubCommittee hearings
in California, some observations come to mind that I would like to share
with yOur SubCommittee. This letter may become a part of your hearing
record or otherwise considered at your discretion.
Attacking size as being somehow villianous, per se, seems to be a
popular activity. At times, and perhaps frequently, such attacks may be
justified although not always based upon etear and thorough analysis.
In the case of large business entities engaged in agricultural production,
caution seems warranted when generalized attacks on size are being
considered, particularly by public policy makers.
Two aspects Of the
situation, nerd attention.
The first item is a clarification of what factors create the villiants
role. Size is relative and larger size operations result from many factors
they also cap be characterized in several ways.
Characteristics of size
may include number of acres owned, total product produced,.amOunt of
resources controlled, access to production tnputs from outside agriculture
such as capital, or degree to which centralized management decision-making
has occurred. While these characteristics may result from differential
treatment under tax codes or greater economic, political or social
power, they also clearly result in many cases from the necessity for
both economic and technical efficiency. This is particularly true as
agricultural production becomes inevitably only a stage in -:the total food
and fiber complex.
The point of the above is to caution that policies deeigned solely
to restrict size in agricultural production may well have implications
unacceptable to either consumers or traditional agricultural producers.
Revisions of tax code., restriction. on land ownership or capital,access,
or limitations on concentrating management decision-making may well be
justified but the costs of such policies to consumers and/or restrictions
on traditional agricultural producers not clearly envisioned.
o
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The Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson III
January 31, 1972
Page Two

The volume of commodity production is not apt to.\change appreciably
whether the number:of producing units is at present levels or tenfold
higher.' Except with every limited number, of producerS, it. is generally
the amount of production theteidetermines price and hotythinumber of
producers. However,"the margin of profit per unit times the number of
units determines producer income.
ThUs a small number of units produced
generates low income, the frequent result for many small producers.,

The second item relates direetly to migratorx as well as general
farm.labOr. There is no evidggnnce, Of whic I am aware, that socially
and economically acceptable labor relatio
in agriculture are inversely
relatad the size of the hiring production
it.
In fact, casual observations
over Ne years suggests the, opposite may be more time: that the acceptability
of labor' relations (treatment, management ?) increases with the size of the
production firm. Thus from the standpoint of migratory labor.efforts to
imprdve their social and economic lot may be more rapidly achieved with
fewer large operators than a multitude of small ones. Not only are.indi7

vidual httitudes,invAved but also financial resources and the extent
to which a firm's labor relations receive more general attention.
:Whether one is concerned about migrant labor, rural labor, land
ownership patterns, or concentration of decision=making,. :the suggestions
of an:Ideal public policy position may satisfy one goa-Lor objective With
\ respect to one situation. However, each policy has many implications and

trade=offs among bothgoaleand situations are inevitably required.
Hopefully, we can identify most ramifications of public policy so that a
determination can be made as to whether the results achieve a desirable
mix of goals and objectives. Obviously not all points of view can be
completely satisfied. However, there may be a queStionas to whether
.

some groups would really desire' policies they currently:support if they
clearly and fully understood all the implications of such policies.
Very truly maura,

Pk- 1,0-4iTec
William W. Wood, Jr.
Economist

kr -
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Senator &minis:sox. The next witnesses are Mr. Judn Rios and

Mr. David Talama,nte, Tri-County.Economic Development Association. Mr. Talamante, would you identify your colleagues.
Mr, TALAMAIITE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Esqueda is going to translate for Senor Manuel Leon, who is
the vice .president of -the Greater California Education Project, en ,.

compassing the entire San Joaquin Valley, and one of the founders

of What We Need, a small grape co-op that they are forming in

Ripon, Calif., in San Joaquin County, and Mr. Dien will 'give testimony first, Senator.
Mr. ESQUEDA. This is the statement .ot Mr. Manuel Leon, -vice
president of Greater California Education project. He is a founder
of El Porvenir, a corporation for the betterment of all farmworkers
in the great State of California.
Mr. Leon has served also as a delegate to the White House Conference for the Aged in Washington and has been very active in.the
Campesino movement in the Gre ter San Joaquin, Valley, which
.

comprises.

.e areas and eight col

les.

STATEMENT- OF MANUEL LEON, VICE PRESIDENT OF GREATER
CALIFORNIA EDUCATION PROJECT

Estimados amigos, destinguidos senores :
Les pido por favor que me despensen mi naturaleza .sencilla porque

no soy un hombre educado. Aim asi, mi corazon esta lleno de gusto,
porque estoy ante un cuerpo de senadores que han proclamado su deseo
de ver mejoradas las fortunas de nuestra, gente.
Se han escrito muchas palabras y se han hecho muchas promesas a
mis campesinos, que nunca se han llevado a cabo, y que su se hubierin

actualizado, nuestra gente se hallaria en un hogar nuevo, lleno con
todas las comodidades que actualmente se halla on el poder de todo

ciudadano de este pais. Esto se hubierft llevado a cabo de 'acuerdo con
las promesas y yo como mis hermanos deberia ser una persona bieli
educada, en un empleo pagado unsalario median, con todos los beneciudadanos aceptados por el
ficio y protecci6n al alcance de todos
sistema, y al mismo tiempo, en una position de poder consequir prestamos para empezar una empresa de negocio propio.
No estamos celosos por los millones de Mares que se han otorgado a
los rancheros ricos para no producir, ni los millones que se les dan a
las compaiiias ferrocarrileras y companias areas para cubrir robos y

mal manejo. Aun asi, los articulos el "El Impacto" y "La Opinion"
describiendo los billones gastados en viajes a la luna, la Planeta de
Mars, y el nuevo programa de viajes en el espacio, no nos molestan
muchisimo porque esta muy lejos de nuest
prensiOn. Estamos

pensando unicamente en tkrminos de miles 'PWares clue esperamos
serin invertidos en, vidas humanas, y no en maquinaria fria.
Es tan poco lo que pedimos. La mayoria de nuestra gente no quieten
cosas dodos gratituamente. Preferimos trabajar por lo que aspiramos
sea como sea, no pasa un dia cuano un empleado social 6 un vecino no
nos aconsejan queapliquemos para asistencia puhl.ica, estampillas de
comida 6 servicio medico gratis del sistema. No aeseamos esto. De-
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seamos mejorar por el via del empleo, y aun mas por agencias de em.pleo

propio.

Es un heoho que muchos de mosotros hemos hecho todo el trabajo,
menos el de administrar ranchos en los cuales hemos estado empleados.

En la mayor parte de los casos no han dado la tarea de preparar el

suelo para plantar las cosechas, nos4han dejado determinar la nutricion
necesaria para que la tierra sea productiva y finalmente que tienen que
aplioar el fertihzante de las tierras. La obra de sembrar, regar, polar,

desaijar, fertilizar la tierra no ha sido lo que el ranchero ha hecho.

J

Fuero de la. visita ocasional del ranchero, la operation total es dejada
en manor de un campesino. Hasta tarde por las noches, hemos estado
batallando, para mantener, maquinaria de seguanda mano, una ludo de
discos sin condition de trabajo, o un arado descompuesto en condiciones

deporables, en un parjar con poca iluminacion. Hemas-sentido des-

esperacion y desaliento porque tan bien sabiamos clue el ranchero rico
este. dentro de su comedor en su hogar gozando de la vida conics pudieramos haber gozado nosotros,
Para ponerlo en palabras senCillas, nosotros los campesinos, hemos
sido el ()spina dorsal de la agricultura. En esos tiempos los Blancos
y los Negros, no se aproximaron a levantar las cosechas, los campesinos

nemexicanos estabamos alli. Cuantas veces he visto solo un mar de
caras morenas, podando, cosechando 6 piscando, 7 cuantas veces he
oido al ranchero suspirar cuando llegabamos. La ironia es que como
paso nos han tratado como revolucionarios, nos han cubierto con
azufre, porque hemos deinaiidad&majores salarios y mejores condi:
clones de trabajo, y finalmente, a suftgisladores estatales y federates
rib han negado nuestros deerechos basicos de salubridad, aseguranza,
beneficios de desemplep, y el derecho de todos los derechos la oportunidad de organizar empresas propias.
Senores, quiero ser muy franco con ustedes. Esto es muy dificil para
mi porque no estoy acostumbrado a hazer demandas. Mi creencia mem-

pre ha sido en Dios, y siempre he dejado todo en sus mans. Pero
ahora, dentro de mi corazon, presiento que 61 me estuvo poniendo pre-

skin que pida esto de ustedes. Por favor senores, hagan posible que

mis eampesinos puedan comprar sus tierra,s y cuidarlas con sus propias
mano, que estan llena,s de amor a la tierra. Como un hombre sencillo,
no se como se podr6, hacer esto pero, si es posible,podremos desarrollar
una vida para si mismo que para nuestro pais mas fructifero y esbaremos al tanto que, no como otros, nunca, nos hernias, vuelto violentos para

hacer que el carribio sea posible. Senores, la tierra el que quiere la
trabaja. Denos este. oportunidad.
Gracias por permitirme revelarles lo que mi corazon siente.
(The' English translation of the statement of Manuel Leon follows :)

My dear friends and distinguished gentlemen :

You will, please forgive my simple nature because I am not fin

educated man. Even so, my heart is full of joy because I am witnesslng a body of men that have proclaimed their desire to see my peo-

ple s fortune changed. Many words have been written and many
promises have been made to my people that, if they had been fulfilled, would now find me in a .new home equipped with all the conveniences presently enjoyed by the average American citizen. This
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would have been so because, according to the protaises I was to be
fully educated; employed in a job that was paymg'a better than average salary; have all of the benefits and protection enjoyed by the
accepted citizen and would, of course, be in a position to borrow
whatever money I might need to start a business of my own.
We are not jealous of the millions of dollars that are granted fo
rich farmers. to hold back production, nor the millions,given to railroads and aircraft companies to cover up thefts and bad management. Even the accounts in FA1 Impacto and La Opinion describing
'the billions spent in trips to the Moon, Mars and the. space shuttle
-shots do not upset us because that is beyond -our comprehension. We
are thinking only in terms of thousands of -dollars that we hope will
be invested iin human lives and not in cold Machines.
There is so very little that we ask for. The great majority of our

people do not want things given to us free, gratis. We prefer to
work for what we get. As it is, a day does not pass that a charity

worker or a neighbor does not press for us to apply 4or free assistance, food stamps, or free medical care from the authorities. We do
not desire this: we desire to make it on our own either through employment or through self-employment.
It is a matter of record that many of us have ail but managed the
ranches at which we have been employed. In most cases we have keen
given'the job of preparing the soil for planting,; have been left to
determine the amount of nutrients needed to bring the soil to a productive level; and, finally, have had to apply the nutrients. The job
of planting, irrigating, pruning, thinning, spraying, fertilizing and
nurturing the soil has not been one that the average farmer has done.
Outside of an occasional visit by the farmer, the entire ranch opera-

tion in most ranches is left up to the trained campesino. Late at
night, while. we were struggling to keep a secondhand tractor, a dull

disc harrow or a dilapidated plow in workable condition in some
windswept barn under a dim light, we have felt despair and frustra-

tion because we were so aware that the farmer inside the4house enjoying the warmth of his living room could have been us.
To put it in simple words, we, the. campesinos, have Oen for years
the backbone of agriculture. At those times when the blacks and the

whites' did- not show up to bring in the crops, the campesino was
there. How many times have I seen Only a sea of brown faces prun-

ing, thinning, or picking, and how many times have I heard the
farmer sigh a sigh of relief when we. showed up. The irony is that

as a reward we are being cursed as revolutionaries, are being sprayed
with sulfur because we demand better wages and working conditions,

and, finally, yoqr State and Federal legislators are denying us the
basic rights of hbalth insurance, unemployment insurance, and right
of all rights, the opportunity to put together a business Of our own.
Gentlemen., I want to be very frank with you. This is a very difficult thing for me to say because I am not accustomed to making demands. 11,13r trust has always been in God and I have always left
all thingl to Him. But now, deep within my heart, I feel that He
is pressing me to ask for this one thing. Please, gentlemen, make it
possible for my people to be able to buy their' own land and to care
for it with the hands that are full of love for the soil. As a simple
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man I do not know how this can be done. But if it is,-we will be able
to build a life for ourselves that will make this country more fruitful and more aware that, unlike others, we have never resorted to
violence to bring about change.

Thank you for allowing me to reveal the depths of my Mart.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you

Mr. Talamante.
STATEMENT OP DAVID A. TALAMANTE, PRESIDENT OP TEX-COUNTY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, MODESTO, CALIF.

Mr. TALAMANTE. As Sefior. Leon has indicated. Mr. Chairraan,
there is a need for economic development within the farm worker.
About 5 years ago I became involved in economic development
programs and started a small grocery store and as station co-op
in Stanislaus, Calif. As my experience grew, so did my knowledge
of the cooperative movement. Presently, I am, president of the TriCounty Economic Development Foundation. This multipurpose foundation is dedicated to forming farm co-ops with campesmos through-

out the central valley. We are starting with a hydroponics greenhouse operation for winter vegetable farming this year.

My testimony today will highlight some of my experiences and

philosophies concerning economic development for campesinos and

what we feel is the potential for a cooperative movement in rural
California.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FOR CAMPESINOS

Although it is our experience that a campesino-owned gas station,
liquor store, or
store may accomplish much, as far as psychological impact is
s concerned, the labor force of a small business falls

far. short of important vital progree with regard to the thousands
of rural campesmosmen who are suffering through winter unem-

ployment, competitioii with machines, and illegal labor. We shall not
dwell on the day-to-day life of the migrant or seasonal campesinos
as, I am sure, much testimony will and has been presented about this
problem. However, the evidence seems to point toward one direction;
-clown. So. we sought a means by which we could involve campesinos
economically.

It has been our experience in Stanislaus County that people don't
get opportunity, or freedom, or equality, or dignity as a gift, or an
act of charity or even Congress. They only get these things in the
act of .taking them through their own efforts. What direction then
should be taken, Senator? We feel the emphasis should be placed
on getting a piece of the economic pie and, in order to slice that pie
with some authority, campesinos must become part of the corporate
economy.

Everybody talks about the high winter welfare rolls. Our Governor
Regan vetos the unemployment insurance for -campe.sinos because
. it would' .put the large growers like Tenneco and Standard Oil and
John Hancock Life and New York Life Insurance tit a comparative
disadvantage with other States whose modern-day feudalism is in a
more advanced stage than California's. What needs to be done' for
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the campesinos is to make available to them a part of the power of
corporate economy. The campesinos' abilities and agricultural expertise can be utilized to its fullest potential with the projects like winter greenhouse farming. Crops like tomatoes, bell peppers, cucumbers, strawberries, grow extremely well.under controlled atmosphere,
and. the competition in this field is limited, in fact, is almost nonexistent. A whole new industry could be provided in the winter
months and the cooperative members would be free to supplement
their winter income with field work in the summer when the demand
for a resident labor force is high. Other projects, too, are not beyond
the realm of possibility. Row-crop co-ops, catfish terming, as co-op
aructure grows, so does the demand for white- coll'r supportive em-

ployees, accountants, bookkeepers, secretaries, management, education,
and what else? A political candidate or two, my friends.
But can the campesino do it alone?
The campesino is rendered almost helpless by community bondage

to corporate powers. These corporate powers farm the earth. The
goal of these large corporate farms seems to be profit for the sake of

more. profit. Filled by the concerns for their well-being, our Governor
and the university system provide the research for the machines that
displace campesinos they also provide the millions in Federal farm
subsidies whose beneficiaries treat these huge sums not as gratuities

but as matters of entitlement. Finally, the Federal, State, and local
agriculture departments provide great files of research and experiments and experienced staff available only to the established grower.

A good example, Senators, is the Apiculture Department in

Stanislaus County, the extension of the University of California. Two

weeks ago we approached them and asked them to help us. They
termed us disgracing, that we were crooks, that we are crazy trying
to form. a Campesino cooperativt in Stanigaus County, that that
information wasn't available to us. This is the people being funded
by our taxes, by our moneys, and they get away with this.

Senator. STEvuNsoN. Would you identify that agency again for the
record.

Ur. TALA3IANTE. Yes. The name of the gentleman is Armand
Sarquist. He is the director of the Stanislaus County Agriculture
Extension Department at the University of California.
The Campesino would benefit greatly from this wealth of knowledge, all the research and subsidies too.
THE POTENTIAL FOR A COOPERAT,IVE MOVEMENT IN RURAL CALIFORNIA

In Stanislaus County, as well as across the country, most community governments have their committees on economic opportunity.
They all have two things in common. First, th4y identify what they
call positive and negative programs and leaders. Positive means you
do whatever government tells you to do and negative means you are

so subversive you think for yourself. Secondly, they all hold plans
for starting farm or retail co-ops. The cooperative movement in rural
California is not a new one. Large, successful co-ops operate all over
California. Tri-Valley Growers Canning Co-op, United Grocers Food,
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Co-op, Norbest. Turkey Co-op, to dame a few multimillion dollar.
groups that thrive in Stanislaus County.
The co-op movement has sound democratic principles and could be
dedicated'not only to teaching people to use the means of production
in the most efficient of ways but could provide emphasis through
cooperation, on educatidn,, and community iievelopment.

Now we can talk all afternoon on the relative merits of dilikent

economic development programs, unemployment, and welfare plans,
the migrant" and seasonal Campesinos, displacement by machinery,

..

rural refugees, and I still won't know what the consequences of all
these things will be and nobody else seems to know. But we have in
our experience learned one simple thing: Regardless of what the
situation is,, people will not be able to do anyth)ng constructive, anything in the free democratic spirit for themselves unless they have
the power to cope with the situation, whatever it may be and whenever it occurs. And that power comes from cooperative economic development.

Senators, we need your help in developing and bringing sufficient
funds to the rural farmworker, through an agency perhaps composed ,
of strictly farmworkers, so they, themselves, can manage their own
moneys and subsidize themselves iinto farming such as the growers 'do
in the State of California. This, we feel, is a solution to the farmworker in the State of California..
Thank you, Senator.
Senator STEVENSON. I thank you, Mr. Talamante.

You are president df the Tri-County Economic DevelOPment

Foundation. You say its purpose is dedicated to forming co=ops. Do I

undeistand your statement to say that you are starting now with
your first co-op, the Hydroponics Greenhouse Operation ? Is that the
first one?
Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes, sir.

Senator STEVENSON. Can you tell us about it, how far along it is,
what
of problems you have fated?
Mr. TALAMANTE. The biggest problem we have faced, Senator, is
getting the research. We have gone to the University in Berkeley, the
Univiersity in Riverside, the University in Los Angeles, we have gone

to the Agriculture Department, and it is very hard 'for the farm-

worker to get the information that he desires and that is needed. We
have had nothing but problems.
Senator STEVENSON. What kind of information is that Could you,
just elaborate?
Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes. Research on the land and what is available

in the' county, what kind of land would'be best suited. or where can
we set up our greenhouse operation. All this information is iLvailable
to the growers, but when we go we can't get it. I sent a white man to
get this information for me because I knew. I could not get it after I
was rejected. When I went, they were giving him the information, but
when they found out he was representing a Campesino organization
immediately he was refused that information.
Senator STEVENSON. By whom ?

Mr. TALAMANTE. By the same man I mentioned before, Armand
Sarquist.
Senator STEVENSON. That was not at the University?
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Mr. TALAMANTE. That was at the extension, Stanislaus State Uni.
Versity of California.
,.

We also visited Dr. Wallace, who is chairman of the Department

of Agriculture under the University of California. He was very

cooperative, and he told us to
see our local man, but we told him
the reason we came to see you is simply because we have been refused

_.

these kind of services in our counties.
Senator STEVENSON. Are you now receiving apy technical assistance?
M. TALAVANTE. The only assistance we are receiving is from Dr.
,
Wallace. But locally we are not.

w

Senator STEVENSON. From who?

Mr. TAIAMANTE. Dr. Wallace. He is chairman of the Agricultural
-Department of the University of California at Berkeley.
Senator STEVENSON. So you are now receiving some research help
from him and the department which he' represents at Berkeley?

tw

Mr. TALAMANTE. Right., exactly.

I would like to say one more thing, on;. this, Senator. Perhaps you
will see one of the reasons we are going to greenhouses and hydroponics. We have the intention of growing into a 300-acre cooperative

farm in tomatoes ti
nd bell peppers, but when we went to get the

land, to lease the la d, land was not available to us, it is so tied up,
so controlled, by the powers to be inour county, the same with other
counties. We experienced the same thing with Mr. Leon in, Sausalito
and Lodi.
.

Senator STEVENSON. Was it not available toryon because it was tied

up, or because you were regarded as bad credit risks?
Mr. TALAMANTE. That also. We met with representatives of the
Bank of America. They felt a Campesino group was a bad credit
risk, that they could not fund a business venture composed strictly
of Mexican farmworkers.
Senator STEVENSON. Haire you acquired credit frail .a private .
source for this first cooperative?
. Mr. TALAMANTE. At this point, Senator we are negotiating with

the migrant 'division of 0E0 in Washington and with the SBA.
We have a meeting with the SBA. next week in San Jose, the Na-

tional Economic Development Association, to set up the loan, that's
going to make this available to us.

Senator STEVENSON. Are you familiar with the Cooperative

Campesino?

Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes, sir.

Senator STEVENSON. Are you suflieiently familiar to tell us for
the record a little about the troubles that it confronted in acquiring
technical assistance and credit?
.
Mr. TALAMANTE. I am not a legal representative of the Coopera-

tive Campesino. Mr. Morales did not appear before you today,
Senator, so I will just move from that area. It is his responsibility,

not mine.
Senator STEVENSON. I am told now by counsel that we will be

hearing from representatives of that cooperative in San Francisco
tomorrow.
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It, too), encountered many of the difficulties you encountered but it

overca le them and now it is farming strawberries near Salinas,
Calif.
Mr.

ALA MANTE. I would like to say that part of the grant that

we are working with the 0E0 Migrttnt Division is going to be

divided among them and us. We are both working on the same grant.

a Why is it we always have to falliback to 0E0 funds? Why is it

that funds are not made available to us like FHA? There are moneys

there for small farming. We went to them. We were refused the
assistance. If you look at their board, their hoard is composed
strictly of growers. They are there to assist the farm workpr, not

just the grower. We have no representation on those boards of farm
workers. This is why I say that we have t(khave a commission made
up of strictly farm workers and moneys turned over to this commission so they can fund their own economic development ventures
and their own co-ops in the valley.
Senator STEVENSON. In addition to the technical assistance you also

need managerial help, help with bookkeeping procedures, apd all of

the skills, that go into running a business. You are not farming,

you are conducting a business which requires more knowledge than

simply of the soil and the farming techniques, aren't these latter
,
skills very important to acquire?
Mr. TALAIVNTE. Yes. I would like to answer that, Senator. As

part of the job of this foundation we have with us working three
gentlemen. One is Mr. Mike Mgelo, who is the son of a man that

has chain stores in Stanislaus County: He has been a produce buyer
for 15 years and has been in management for 7 years, We have a
young. man, Stan Nesa, who is the son. of a grower that has 3,000
acres in Sthnislaus County, who is a plant biologist,, who is giving
us technical assistance. We have a doctor that's helping us, and we

have an attorney from the University of California that is giving

us assistance in putting all of this together and giving us the schooling that's necessary to manage our own farms.
Senator STEVENSON. You have, I believe, testified that you were
in the migrant stream.
Mr. TALAMA NTE. Yes, I hate, sir.
Senator STEVENSON. How long?

Mr. TAr.n.m.%NrE. Since I was a kid. T4at's how I landed in Cali-

fornia. I am originally from Arizona. The reason we stayed in

California is because one year we didn't make enough money here
in Fresno where we came to pick the figs to go back to Arizona.
'Senator STEVENSON. Perhaps this is a good point to just say a
word about the relevancy of these hearings to the lives of migrant
.farinworkers, particularly since several interested persons have difficulty seeing the relationsiip. This subcommittee has for a number of
years been deeply concerned with the condition of the most underrepresented, dispossessed, powerless people in our country, the
migrant farm worker. The man without roots, the man who with his
family, spends a lifetime searching for work, following the crops
across the land has been the focus of this subcommittee's concern
over the years. I think this subcommittee has done a good deal to
focus public attention, and to bring about some action to help with
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the conditions of life of the migrant farmworker and his family.

Not enough, not by any means lias it done enough. Now we are going

beyond dealing just with the conditions, the symptoms, the causes,
of migrancy, and we are focusing on efforts to end migrancy as we
have traditionally viewed the tragedy. We are looking at efforts and
organizations that are trying to give the migrants, like everybody
else in this country, a chance to; as Mr. Leon saidi buy their own
land, and to care for it with hands that are full of love for the soil.

That is the relevancy of this hearingto learn not only about the

problems of migrancy, but what alternatives might exist if it is going
to end.
Migrancy is going to end, I think. It may be simply because migrants will be, and are being, displaced by machines. I would like
to see them find, like most everybody else in this country. a chance

to live and to work with justice and dignity. I would like to go
even beyond the problems of the migrants, to give other people,.
many people, in this country a chance to survive in rural America.'
That in a nut shell, partly for the benefit of my good friend and
colleague, Senator Taft, is an over-simplified explanation of the
relevancy of these hearings to the problems of migrants.
Senator Taft, do you have anything to add?
Senator TArr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I think the point certain lx has been well made.

I do think it is interesting to view how California .perhaps more
than any other area in the country; has an inner relationship of the

migrant piloblem with the entire corporate farm and the entire'
economics of farming. It has always been true here to an extent.
But there are new developments' that seem to be coming about in
the land ownership and land use that, I think, are very definitely
related, and I certainly didn't mean in
i anyway to indicate that
disagreed with the concepf. I think it is important to try to establish just what the relationship is and to bring out from witnesses
such as Dr. Wood what he fools the background or the particular
problems he was discussing are in connection with the entire farm

problem. The fact that lie didn't feel lie ought to testify on that
particular area as a matter of expertise, in my opinion,, reflects in
a. way upon the value of the information lie provided or its possible
usefulness at a later time.
I would like to just .ask. you, Mr. Talamante, about your efforts

to make contacts with various groups to obtain the financing you
are talking about for the cooperative.
Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes, sir.

"Senator Tim.. You mentioned the 0E0 approach you are presently making and you mentioned how you have been turned down
by the FHA at the local level, is that orrect ?
Mr. TALAMANTE. Exactly.

Senator `Lim Did you make any attempt to go beyond that and
try to go up the line, so to speak, with the FHA, to get some assist.:
mice?
Mr. TALAMANTE. No, we haven't yet, at this point.

Senator Trim Did you make any attempt, for instance, to talk
,to your congressmen and your senators about being of assistance in
co section with Making such contacts so that you would have some
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assurance you aren't just getting brushed off by some individual
official or locally oriented situation?
Mr. TALAMANTE. Well, we did since, then, Senator. We did a little
research on the FHA. in Stanislaus county to see who is controlling,

who is denying ,us this opportunity, and this is the point we are at
now. We have the information and now we will send it to Congressman Paul, who is a representative from the 15th District, and he
is in the county at this point. We met with him yesterday. Senator
McKlaus was here a few minutes ago. He is from the 30th assembly
district, and he is the vice- chairman of the Ag. department.
But, again, sometimes, even though we have democrats saying

they' are for the farm worker and for the poor people, they are
democrats. McKlaus is a democrat. If you see the legislation he

introduced at the State level this year, what hope do we have?
Senator TAPE. Well, I wasn't attempting to tt e partisan about it.
1,1 was just saying that I feel
Senator STEVENSON. I don't feel quite the same reticence.
Senator TAFT. I didn't anticipate the answer that was forthcoming.
Let me go on and ask you also, Mr. Talamante, if you have made
inquiries of the Small Business Administration ?'
Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes. We are meeting with them this coming
week, sir.
Senator TAFT. At what level ?
Mr. TALAMANTE. At the regional level, San Francisco.
Senator TAFT. At the San Francisco regional level?
Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes, sir.

Senator TAFT. I would urge you to pursue all of those possibilities.

I certainly would strive for a situation in which public assistance
or Oven public guarantees for projects of this sort would no longer
be necessary and they would be accepted as good credit risks entitled to backing by the private financing community. But to the
extent you've found this not to, be, true, I certainly. wouldn't leave
any stones unturned. I want to say that apparently you haven't.
Mr. TALAMANTE. No, -we haven't.

,

Senator TAFT. You are proceeding along the lines that I would
suggest as well as the possibility of the 0E0 funds.

Thank you very much.
Mr. TALAMANTE. I would like to say this, Senators. Since we have
presented the problems to you, what happens to us that have testified
.11

before the national subcommittee before,..we usually don't hear
from, we usually don't find out what happens to the testimony we
give, I would like to count on both of you senators that are here
present today to give us all the assistance, whatever is necessary, and
to keep communications with the rural Campesinos in the economic
development, informing rural cooperatives. We are asking you not

to just come and visit us and take testimony from us,.but we will
continue to make contact with you, hoping that and seeing that you
will pass legislation that will give us the right.

Senator TAFT. What I was saying was that I think some of the

legislation may already be there.
.

Mr. TALAMANTE. Then help us enforce M .

Senator TAFT. It nieans having the merits of the case presented
in the right way to the right. people adequately so that you can get -
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some of the already, existing authorized help that may well be
there. That isn't to say that there isn't going to be a need for additional .help. We are talking here only about one project. We are
talking about a limited amount of. funds. Admittedly, the require-

ments for the funds may well go beyond the authorization ultimayily

as other groups such as yours make application for them. Ihit I

think that you would certainly be well advised to pursue the course

you are pursuing and look for help from ypur remsentatives and
others in the Congress and the Senate, not merely for the purpose
of getting additional authorization but also for the purpose of making sure that in our so-called audit responsibility that your case is
given proper attention.

Mr. TiurwisnivrE. Thank you.
I would like to ask one more question, Senators.

Is there any way that your subsidies you have heard of in the.

last 2 days of testimony can be diverted from the big grower to the
small farmer and the small' farm worker?

a.

Senator. SrEvEllsoN. If I may respond, let; .me ita say that is
one of the purposes of this hearing. I read in the newspaper yesterday that the cost of Federal subsidies and indirect subsidy .programs amounted to $63 billion a year and some of those, subsidies
go to farmers. The fact that so many direct 'and indirect subsidies
go to the large and not to the small is, I think, a reflection of the
much greater problems in our society. It is a reflection of the unfortunate fact that too often Government represents everybody
except the people. Our priorities are all upside down.

As Senator Taft said a moment ago, and very rightfully, you
should pursue all of the programs and all of the agencies of Government that are available. There are programs and agencies which
are available to help. He said there is legislation now, and there ik
In the case of 0E0 funding for co-ops, we passed a bill very
recently that doubled the authorization of 0E0 for the funding of
co-ops, andit was vetoed by' Mr. Nixon.

So, in addition to going after those agencies and pursuing the

programs that are -available,
would emphasize, as Senator Taft
did, that you also go after your congressmen and 'your President.
Mr. TALAMANTE. Advice well taken.

Senator TAFT. I think I probably ought to, just, for the record,
indicate that the veto of the President ini connection with that bill,
was related to other sections.

There have been ongoing authorizatiomi voted for the Economic
Opportunity Act, and I feel reasonably certain that there will be
favorable action. Certainly, I am sure, Senator Stevenson and I

will be doing everything we can to obtain favorable action on further
extension of the authorization under the Economic Opportunity Act.
senator STEVENSON. And child care, I hope, too.

Let me ask you one final question. I was much intrigued by a
statement of one of our witnesses [Dr. Peter Morrison] yesterday
based on scientific inquiries. This genteleman concluded that migrants were better off, happier, more likely than not enjoying a
higher occupational status in life infacities, than working in rural
America. The point he isms trying to make was migrancythe outmigration from rural Americo into the cities, is not all bad.
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I don't mean to suggest that it is allbad. But I" ask yonogiven
the choice of earning a living on the farm and earning a living in
one a our present cities", crowded and congestedwe know how they
Fewhere would you prefer to live ?
LION. If these things were to be, the Campesino would star
in- the rural areas, because this is my culture, this is where I want
to be, I am much happier there, and I would stay there if the money..
is available to enable me to live well.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you. And so would I..

I thank you all very much for coming to these hearings.
That concludes the list of scheduled witnesses. Several individuals
have asked for an opportunity to testify. Senator Taft and I must
leave here by 4:30 at the latest,,as we must return to San Francisco

for the 'third day of hearings. We do have a little extra tine in
which to hear from unscheduled witnesses.

I will have to ask those who do/testify td confine their remaks to

minutes in order to give everybody a. chance to testify.

The first witness is Mr. Jack Grimmer, representing the National
Farmers Organization.
Mr. Grimmer, would you identify your colleague, please.
STATEMENT OP JACK GRIMMER, STATE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
FARMERS ORGANIZATION, -STATE OP CALIFORNIA, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY WEDELL AND VAL TARABINI

Mr. GUMBOIL Yes. 'N

My naMe is Jack Grimmer. I am a farmer from northern California, from Colusa County. I am the State president of the National Farmers Organization and representing the northern part.
To my left is Larry Wedell, representing the NFO from the
southern part of the State; and
To my right is Val Tarabini, representing the central part of the
State with the NFO.
The age of the average American farmer is now. 58 years old.

The United States is not going into agriculture simply because
there iS no profit structure there, but unfortunately, however, we
have the conglomerates moving in at a rapid rate. liecituse of this

volume buying and their direct buying, they are not only putting what
farmers that are left, like myself, at an unfair disadvantage, but they
are literally destroying rural America.

In my area, northern California, we don't have a conglomerate
take over, so to speak, anywhere near the extent we see in southern
and central California so at this point I would like to turn it over
to these boys here to tell you about that.

Larry.
Mr. %DELI,. Thank you, Jack.
T would very briefly like to mention again, it has been spoken
before, the deterioration of rural America, we see it. No longer are
farmers trustees in our churches, no longer are farmers managers
of our Little League teams. We neither have the time nor the energy

to participate in the better things of) life and take part in them.
It is a fact.
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Our small businesses are leaving rural America because again
of the fact that for every six farmers that disappear another small
businessman leaves the scene, and it all comes down to there is no
profit in farming. We hear the great volume of income, there is no
profit in farming.
Myself, my brother and I farm 2,600 acres of diversified crops.
There is no more efficient operation in the State of* California or
anywhere else in the :United States, and we are not making a profit,
and I will challenge any of the corporate farms, Tenneco included,
to match our operation. they are not making a profit.

People woniler why their food costs are going. up. If this National Government is really dedicated to a cheap food policy, which

they, seem to have been, then I suggest that they had better stop
conglomerate takeover and get to the family farmer so we can
have economical food because there is no way that the corporations
can compete with my operation.

This last 2 years we have farmed sugar beets out in the west side
in the irrigation district right next to the corporate firms. The first
year they raised six tons to the acre. I would imagine on 14,000
acres of sugar beets that they lost around $200 to $250 an acre. I
don't see much efficiency in this. There is no way they can compete
With us. There is the matter of management. They cannot manage
without, private ownership, and, again, as private ownership disappears go will efficiency.

Our 'National Government's policy is cheap food, so, let's keep it
cheap and let's keep the family farmers in the business.

Alany of the people who have testified here today have spoken
about their need' for money. I think we liad better get a profit so
we can have some money to support many of these operations. And
they talk about our school-taxes going dawn and our school cannot
keep our teachers' wages up. This is right. Why? Because there is
nobody to pay the taxes. There isn't a corporation that has ever
been established' that was set up to pay taxes;..they were established

not to pay taxes, and tiles exactly what they are not doing; they
are not paying taxes. We had better get back to our Nation, a private

Nation of private enterprise, and in order for private enterprise

to continue we must have profit. So we had better return to, a profit
system and the benefits of private enterprise system.
Thank you.
Mr. TARABINI. I am from Madera County, and specifically Chow-

china. I can tell of some of the things that have been happening
there.

Seven years ago, 6 or 7 years ago, a company came in there with
the name of L.D. Properties and planted about 500 acres of almond

trees in Madera and Merced Counties. We found out later this is
the Hershey Co.

Now, in checking this I asked the question, well, why are these
people getting into almonds? Some of them are saying they were
going to use them themselves, which they can buy them cheaper than

they can raise them. So I couldn't hardly go along with this. Then
I rug into one fellow that was working with taxes and he said that
basically a corporation is somewhere in the vicinity of a 70 percent
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tax, bracket, so if they invest the money into land 014 can utilize
capitalgains and in the end the most they pay is probably 25 pdt-

cent, and a lot of time it wouldn't even amount to this. . .,
Now, since L.D. Propertiee or Hershey Co. hag bought the almonds

we have had suite an exchange of 'land in our county. We have
Newball Land and Cattle, which is connected with Standard Oil;
we have Kaiser Steel that -has come in and bought large amounts of

land and they are bringing in equipment that I know of, one rig

that they were pulling and ripping that cost $164 an hour, and there
is no way that I could afford this with the money. that I am trying
to make off of
farm. Now they are bringing outside .money in
here and they a just farming it at a tax loss, and you can't cone.pete with this ty e,of business.
Also we have had 2,300 acres of istachios, aM, 1 toutid out that
they broke this up in 20, 40, 80, and arger blocWind. I said, "Well,
who are-they selling them to?" And they said any man that is making to start with $26,000. Now, he is the first one that gets the 20acre block and then it goes up. So it is basically a tax dodge.
Now; one of the latest sales that has been' made is John Hancock

Ranches is what is called. It is a subsidiary of John Hancock In
surance. This came in and they put in elaborate sprinkler systems,
planted grapes; Here again there is no way that we can compete
with this type ofwhere they can bring in outside money into farm
ing and us compete with them on the same level. We cannot afford
to go out and invest this type of money because it doesn't return,
but if they can turn over this property in a matter of years, then .'
they can utilize capital gains on it.
.
Also Bud Antel, Hershey, Foremost, they are all coming into the
county now, and there i.3 one deal we haven't, we couldn't find out
.

any names that fell through because of the tax situation. IRS read
it one way and the people that were selling it readit another and
the deal basically fell through.
Now, if we intend to stay in farming something has to be done
to put us on an equal basis in some wky.

14
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Mr. GRIMMER. However? I might want to add, in my county,
Cohisa County, the first sign of the conglomerate has been Hertz
'Rent a Car, believe it or not. They have purici4sed several almond
'Tow,
ow, what cars are doing in an al Kmd orchard, I don't
know.
''
And a few counties over from me we have Kaiser Industries also,
and they really went wild for the walnuts. They have been buying
up land and planting walnuts, and so forth. Of course they probably will have a captive supply of that. 7 .
In view of all .this cancerous corporation takeover,
which would

-certainly destroy our private enterprise system, we highly recommend and support the Family Farm Act of 1972 introduced by
Senator Nelson. We feel this is definitely a necessity and a step-in
the right direction.
.. I thank you.
Q,

.

Senator STEHveNsoist. D you have an opinion on the adequacy of

the State and Feder7Antitrust Laws to deal with monopolistic
practices in this industry? I gather from that last statement that
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you are saying, no, we need some new legislation, not just the enforcement of tbpooxisting legislation:

One of the concerns that some have is that as the acquisition of
land by the large corporations and by the-syndicates continues, that
while the immediate effect as a result of tax-loss farming may be
low prices for farm productswin the end i1&e result will be very high

prices because as the acquisition of the land continues and there
are fewer and fewer farmers, tlulre is less and less competition and
a greater and greater opportunity for price rigging.
Senator Taft, do you have any questions?

Senator Tyr. No.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator STEVENSON. I thank you, gentlemen.

Mr. GRIMMER. I could, say one thing, Senator. There is something
that unnerves me a little here. Several years ago when we were back int
Washington we were talking with a-doctor who was at that time.= the
Council of Economic Advisers, and upon asking him why the admin-

istration policy for low farm prices, he made a statement there that
was rather ,shocking and I wonder if you would have any comment on

this". He made a statement that- he, the present administration, the
Secretary of the U.S.D.A. as well as the past U.S.D.A. was wrong, he

beligved in leading the farmers to believe they were ever trying to help
them when in reality their assigninent was to eliminate the excess resources of agriculture.
Now, this trend as we noticed, and I would like to acid one more
comment on that, he went ahead deeper into it when we quizzed him

"ton it. Of course. he is no longer with us now. Upon asking Secretary of Agriculture Hardin, who was the secretary at that time, in

5n interview with him, I would like to mention that he, for the
peoples' benefit, here he denied it first and then when I told him I
was one of the fellows that was talking to him, he said, "Yes, that

is right", he said he did, but he said, "You do have to admit we
still have too many inefficient farmers and we have io get them

down." And my friend standing next to me blared out and he said,
"Like what, 500,000 ?" And he said, "Well, you hal;e to realize, follows, we have six or seven hundred thousand of them producing

ninety percent of the food and fiber in the Nation today and the
rest of them are just living there, anyway." So I wonder if you fellows have any comment on this ?
Senator STEVENSON. Well, you know, we are not the witnesses at

these hearings. We came to hear you. But, I will say that our present Secretary of Agriculture is a fellow by the name of Butz. He
once was assistant S4tretary of Agriculturer to Mr. Benson, when he
said of the small farmer, "Adapt or perish." His sympathies are
judged in part by his associations. I have never 'Oen one to believe
in guilt by association, but there is some, I think;incrminating evidence in this case. His sympathies are with agri-business. I don't
think we should be unsympathetic to the problems of Any business.
But he has been a servant of agri-business, and judging from what I
have heard in the course of these long hearings over many months,

is that ' it is pretty difficult to be a servant of the farmer -and of
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agri-businesaso I have to share some of the concerns yOu have

expressed. Now, I wouldn't dream of being partisan ally more than
Senator Taft would.
But, as a matter of fact, Senator, you might lik Ito have something to say at this point.
° Senator TAFT. Well, I certainly don't want to represent Dr. Butz,

as I am sure he is quite capable of speaking for himself, or Mr.
Hardin, for that matter. I think these are the statements made. I
don't know about the discussion that the witness said that he had
with partic'ular Individuals who aren't here to comment on it. Perhaps they ought to come before the committee and comment on it
in due time, Mr. Chairman, and I am sure they would be glad to do
so if invited.

As to the statement made by Dr. Butz, I certainly believe that
the farmers do adapt, and that's the reason that we have a strong

agriculture in America today as compared with many other nations;
there was a comparison a little while ago with how South American
and American fahners have adapted to new needs and new conditions. I don't think the validity or lack of validity of that statement
is necessarily related to what we ought to be doing. about the prob-

lems, particular competitive problems that are being brought Out
in these hearings, which I think are extremely important and do
merit some attention, particularly to the subsidy program. I have
long voted for the $20,000 limitation. I was one of the 'sponsork
of it on the House side, because I felt we have been paying far
too much to many large producers without any justification and most

of them by statistics in this State and elsewhere. I think there are
only three or four farmers going to be affected it( my State at all by
the $55,000 limitation, so the problems you have out here are certainly
more pressing than in many other areas,, although it applies to other
products as well.
In keeping the faMily farm and in keeping people on the farm,
I think is extremely important,
important, and iif there is something in our
tax laws, as I was indicating in examining Congressman Sisk this
morning, this is a matter for proper attention in the tax laws, and

I don't feel that proper attention has been given to- it in many

instances, 4nd many of our laws which try to prevent undue use of
advantages of large accumulation of capital coming into businesses
where competition is basically in a small capital unit makeup, which
is what the situation has been in the farm area.
Mr. GRIMMER. It seems to me the people of this Nation have to
make up their minds which route they want to go, if you want to
go this type of a route or if you want to keep it like it was. This is
just about that simple, and it is fast going the other way and it is
going to continue that is for sure until we change, and, of course
Senator TAFT. The one question Mr. Wedell brought up is one
that bothers me. I don't know what the .figures are on it; maybe
we can get the figures before we conclude these hearings. The problem is whether these companiesare making money. I have a hard
time believing that many of these corporations, which are publiclgheld corporations, are going to find it justifiable -from an economic
point of view to stay in this business very long unless they are par0
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ticularly fortunate in the area in which they purchased their'
and have seen the land accumulate- in value very rapidly and then
become available for distribution : .I am inclined to agree with you
as I don't see why they should be particularly more efficient except
when they probe the question of using equipment of the type that
has been mentioned here. I don't think the world is going to stand
still insofar as new equipment is concerned, but I think there can
be ways in which the small farmer can adapt and we should enable
him to adopt the most efficient means of production.

Mr. TAnAsrm. The thing in our little community, if it continues
the way it is, it is going to wipe it, off the face of the map 'because
we have 27 empty stores today that were once filled. We have no
tractor dealership, where we had three at one time, and pretty soon
there is not-going to be any.

Senator TAFT. As far as the production is concerned, is it just

as great?
Mr. TARA-RINI. Right. With these big landholders this money is
deviated away from Chpwchilla, where it normally was coming, the
workers and everything. This is still there, but lending or buying

from our community is a thing of the past. They go buy from the
big boys and there is no way,;of generating this money in our economy-at the local level.
Senator STEVENSON. Our time is fast running out. Thank you very
much gentlemen.
Our next witness is Miss Jean Flores, a community -worker in Kings
County.
Is Miss Flores here?
Miss FLORES. Yes.

STATEMENT OF JEAN FLORES, COMMUNITY WORKER,
KINGS COUNTY, CALIF.
`4

Miss FLORES. The stater&nt that I have to make is regarding
Kings County. The area of Kings County is 1,395 square miles and
has. a population of 66,300 as per census of 1965. The area of the
country is 892,000 acres, 95 percent of the land is privately owned

with 506,528 acres in farms, and 342,041?ucres in other lands.
The above indicators reveal that Icings County is a largely agri-

cultural area. One of the biggest growers in the State controls

Kings County. J. G. Boswell, who obtained $41/2 million in subsidies

from the Federal Government, is the largest landowner in Kings
County. Agricultural -prosperity blossoms out for the grower
controlled county. For the farmworkers in this area it means poverty. An example of this is that 60 percent of the residents of this
county are on welfare. These residents are on welfare because there
is no wtirk available, which reflects the subsidies that growers receive.

California growers are enriched and empowered not only by subsidized irrigation water, the world's largest welfare program some
have claimed, the biggest growers, J. G. Boswell arid Sawyer, who
control Kings County, strengthen the control of our lives through
political manipulation, which brings them the tax franchise subsidies of soil conservation programs, marketing order, acreage allot-
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ment for crops, guaranteed prices, and so on, as has been stated
over and over again today. These government programs are admin-

o

istered entirely by local committees of farmers, the big growers
control the committees which parcel out subsidies.

The size of some of these subsidies strains the imagination. The
following growers rake in subsidies, welfare in Kings County: J. G.
Boswell, with $41/2 million; Sawyer, $1,015,860; South Lake Farms,
$1,468,696; West Lake Farms, $622,569.

Senator TArr. Excuse me, could I ask the witness to identify these
subsidies?

Would you identify the subsidies and where you obtained them?
Are they under the control of the support program? Are, theSe crop
subsidies, cotton mostly?

Miss FLORES. Yes, sir, which is largely cotton area in Kings

County, one of the reasons that no work is available.

The above is a sample of California farmer welfare recipients. A
total of 84 farming operations in California received direct price
support payments of over 100,000 in 1966. This story has been
repeated 'over and over. The Government makes laws to limit subsidies and the grower finds ways to continue to collect subsidies.
The process for them seems to be very simple.

Another example of the kind of power that is controlled by the
big growers is the Williamson Act that has recently passed in the
Kings County at the same time the food stamp program was turned
down. The food stamp program in Kings County would have cost

$80,000 to be exact. Cost of commodities versus food stamp program6

is the same. At the same time the tower-controlled board of supervisors passed the Williamson Act, which represented a $500,000

tax cut to the rich growers. Middle income
people become the victims
i
of rising taxes and place the blame on welfare recipients as a scape-

goat. No one realizes the huge tax gifts that continually go to

growers. The grower-controlled board of supervisors continue to
divert bublic attention away from their own action and make the
food' damp program and Welfare a scapegoat for rising taxes. The
large growers continue to manipulate Kings County.

The pity of all of this is that it took 1,500 farmworkers to camp
in front of the courthouse for 21 days and nights just to force the
board of supervisors to comply with the law. The board of supervisors were not in compliance with disilibuting commodities as per
regulations. It took a court order and demonstration to bring the
board into compliance.
The , Social Workers Organization of the Welfare Department in
Kings County supported the poor of that county. It takes no ima

nation to see the outcome of the poor in this county. Health pro
lems in this county are beyond belief. The County General Hospital
does not provide adequate serices. There is one intern doctor available at all times for the county.
I have some news clippings that represent some of the statements

that I have made.

I do want to say that I feel that as part of tie timony today
that not just to bring out the problems as has en indicated here
over and over again, but really to-concentrate n effort is to, we
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talk about generalities, but I think that you need to look directly at
a county such as Kings to show the, well, the outcome of some of
the problems that are, that do. occur as realistically when it is controlled largely by a grower-type county.
Senator STEVENSON. Too often the statistics conceal the real truth.

I think they don't show the whole story, certainly, ruined hopes,
deserted homes, abandoned churches, I agree with you, and I hope
we will have a Chance to visit Kings County. soon.

I thank you, Miss Flores. If you would like to leave your statement and the newspaper clippings, we would be glad to enter them
in the record. Thank you.
Miss FLonEs. Thank you.

(The information referred to as follows :)
STATEMENT BY JEAN FLORES, HEW COUNTY LIBERATION MOVEMENT
HEALTH COMMITTEE, BAKERSFIELD, CALIF.

The area of Kings County is 1,395 square miles and has a population of

66,300 as per census of 1965. The area of the county is 892,000 acres. Ninety.;
five percent of the land is privately-owned, with 500,528 acres in farms and
342,041 acres in other lands. The above indicittors reveal that Kings County is

a large agricultural area. One of the largest growers in the State controls

Kings County. J. G. Boswell, who obtained 4% million dollars in subsidies from
the Federal Government is the largest land owner. in Kings CO4nty. AgricultUrai prosperity blossoms out for this grower-controlled county. For the farm-

workers of this area .it means poverty. An example of this is that 00 percent
of the residents in this county are on welfare. These residents are on welfare
because there
no work available, which reflects the Subsidies that growers
receive. California growers are enriched and empowered not only by subsidited
-irrigation waterthe world's largest welfare program. some have claimed. The
biggest growers J. G. Boswell and Salyer, whocontrol Kings County, strengthen
}heir control of our lives through political manipulation which brings them
e tax - financed subsidies of soil conservation programs, marketing order, acreage allotments for crops, guaranteed prices, etc.
These government programs are administered entirely by local committees
of farmers. 'The big growers control the committees which parcel out subsidies.

The size of some of these subsidies strain the imagination. The following

growers rake in the subsidies (welfare) in Kings County :

J.G. Boswell
Salyer

South Lake Farms
West Lake Farms

M

Total subsidies,.

$4, 500, 000
1, 014, 860
1, 468, 6N
622, 569
7, 606, 025

The above,,is a sample of California farmer welfare recipients. 4 total of 84
farming operations in California received direct-price support payments of over
100,000 in 1966. This story has been repeated over and over. The Government
made laws to limit subsidies, and the grower found the ways to continue to
collect subsidies. The process was simple for them.

.

Another example of the 'kind of power that is controlled by the big growers
is the Williamson Act that wag recently passed in Kings County and at the
same time the food stamp program was turned down. The Food Stamp Pro-

gram in Kings County would have cost $80,000 to be exact, Cost'of commodity

vs. food stamp is almost identical. At the same time the grower-controlled

board of Supervisors passed the Williamson Act which represented half a million dollar tax cut to the rich growers. Middle-income people become the victims
,df rising taxes and place the blame on the Welfare recipients. (attachment, I)
No one realizes the huge tax gift that continually goes to the growers. he

grower-controlled Board of Supervisors continue to divert public attentitri
away from their action and make Food Stamp and Welfare the scapegoat for
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rising taxes. The large growers continue
to manipulate Kings County. (attach.

ment II)
The pity of all this is that it took 1,500 farmworkers to camp in front of the
courthouse for 21 days and nights just to force the Board of Supervisors tq
comply with the law. The Board of Super/Isom were not in compliance with
distributing commodities as per regulations. It took a court order and demonstration to bring the Board in compliance. The social workers organization of
the Welfare Department In Kings County supported the poor of the county.
(attached III) It takes no imagination to see the outcome for the poor in this
county.

Health problems in this county are beyond belief. The County hospital does

not provide adequate services.
[From the Fresno Bee, Feb. 22, 19703
OPEN SPACE USE SMITS TAY BURDEN TO CITIES

(By Ron Taylor)°
San Joaquin Valley landowners have cut nearly $8 million a year from their
tax bills by tucking 22 million acres into the California Land Conservation
Act tax shelters.
But the, resulting $92 million loss in assessed valuation in the five-county
tax base has created serious financial strains on government at all levels out-

side the cities. The result of the act is to shift some of the tax burden from

agriculture to nonagricultural property.
The so-called "open space" conservation program, authorized four years ago
in a bill introduced by Kern County Assemblyman John Williamson, was de,signed to give farmers tax protection hgainst urban-inflated land values.
The farmer in each participating county, can put his land in air agricultural
.

preserve by contracting with the county. The contract requireA the land be
used exclusively for agriculdire for a decade, and in return taxes are based on
land income yields.

Livestock men, faced with $150 and $200 an acre "re eationa " arket value
y putting their
on foothill grazing land, reduce their taxes up to 90 p
land under the Williamson act. Using a formula that includes incomethe
grazing rental is only a few dollars an acretaxes fall markedly.
From Kern County north to MaderaMerced County is not participating

in the actthe foothill grazing lands were first to come in, but then prime
farm land application began to increase.

Tulare County planning director Donald Wolfe and administrative director
David Ogden, in a report on the effect of the act, summed it up well for all

the counties:
"On Dec. 17, 1967 the board elected to enter the program, and because of the,
pressing time factor, expressed their belief that any ensuing problems would be
resolved on an individual basis ..."
Earlier in the report they observed, "No one was able to evaluate realistically
the potential impact because of the lack of supporting data. Land use planning

issues, as well as economic consequences were discussed, but little was resolved."

The result? Most counties have been in the program one or two years. Rural
school districts in each of the counties suffer the most. In Wasco High School
district, the total assessed value dropped $4.9 million and the board had to
raise taxes 19 cents to make up the $63,000 tax revenue loss.
Corcoran schools, in Kings County, will lose $200,000 in tax revenues, but
District Superintendent Vernon Genesy explained existing state aid formulas
will help fill in some of the loss.
County by county, here are the acreages put into the preserves, the assessed
valuation losses, and tax revenue losses estimated by county officials:
Kern, 1 million acres, drop $55 million in assessed value, losing $5 million
in tax revenues; Fresno, 416,000 acres, drop 13 million in assessed value, losing
$1 million in tax revenues; Vulare, 370,000 acres, drop $4.7 million losing
$456,000 in tax revenues ; Kings, 320,000 acres, drop 17 million, losing $1.1 mil-

lion in tax revenues, and Madera, 174,000 acres, drop $12 million, losing
$114,000.
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The tax loss figures are estimates and the acreages are last year's figures.

County officials report applications thin year to include more land are piling up

at an alarming rate, and some countiesFresnokferInstancemay double the
acreage involved.

Estimates are that the tax revenue losses, by the end of this year, could go
up another 30 to 40 percent. In Kings County, the planners and administrative
officer estimate a combined $1 tax rate increase will be needed to make up the
losses suffered by schools and county government.

Gov. Ronald Reagan, in a Feb. 3 statement on his tax reform proposals, said,
"We propose to mandate the availability of the use-assessment provisions of
the Williamson Land Conservation Act, and to provide replacement revenue to
the counties. This will help pres,erve the rapitily disappearing open spaces, as
well as provide tax relief for agriculture."
The proposed replacement revenue would be on a sliding scale, from 50 cents
to $1.50 an acre, depending on the value of the land% Each empty, and each
school district facing critical losses is, in effect, prdmised this state aid as
they qualify.
But, presuming all of Kern County's 1 million excluded acres are prime, and
return $1.50 an acre for the county and $1.50 an acre for the schools, this
would still leave a $2 million tax revenue loss.
Sen. Walter Stiern, Dakers1161d, chairman of the state Senate tax cora- mittee, said he and Assemblyman Gordon Duffy, R-Ilanford, are now working
up legislation to meet the financial problems created by the Williamson Act.
Their approach, concurred in by most county officials commenting in this
tax problem, is that this is a statewide problem that should be met on a state
basis. They feel there is a statewide interest in preserving open lands and
prime farm lands, and therefore state funds should help the counties meet the
financial crisis.

Without state or federal assistance, the tax shift will have a major impact
on nonfarm property. For example, Tulare County planners figured out a
Yisilia city resident owning a $20,000 home will have $04 added to his property
tax.

The same, type of house, in a rural. area such as Traver, will get a tax hike
of $130 a year. While the city governments are little affected, the tax hike
comes because school districts and rural special water or sewer or irrigation
districts, suffer the most.
While the intent of the bill was to protect farm lands from urban-nonfarm
market values, it is being applied widely now as a pure tax shelter for owners
of farm and grazing lands. The corporate farms of the West Sidesuch as

Giffen, Salyer, Boswell, Kern County Land and the Southern Pacific Railroad
have each put tens of thousands of acres in the preserve.
In Kings County, where some large corporate farms receive $2 million to $3
a year in federal subsidies, county planners say 38 per cent of the county land
is already included in these tax shelter preserves.
Wolfe, an outspoken planner, says he believes the Williamson act has good
intent, but that its use must be modified.
"The goals are to preserve productive land, preserve open space and shape
urban growth, and these are good, but the program has run away with itself,"
he said.
Officials of another county severely criticized the "way the hill was written"
because it allowed too much to happen too quickly. "It was like opening the
barn door, at first only a few came out, then all at once the whole herd tried
to escape," one said.

In Kings County, where supervisors are now being pressured by hungry

farm workers to go into the food stamp program, the loss of revenue is a major
factor in their deliberations. Food stamps administratively would cost $80,000
at a time the county general fund faces a $500,000 loss.
,
County Administrative Officer Frank Irwin ,said, "We are proposing some
form of legislation that would authorize the state to, at least in part, reimburse
the Counties because the open space land conservation idea is in the statewide
interest."
The governor's proposed 50 cent to $1.50 an acre reimbursement for counties

and a like amount for schools would cover approximately two-thirds of the
tax revenue 1088.
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No one has indicated where this state tax money would come from, or how
it would be raised. The remaining one-third of the loss to the counties would
presumably have to be picked up' by a hike in local taxes, or by elimination..
LEITE118 TO THE EDITOS
NO SOLUTION?

Editor, The Sentinel: Your Saturday editorial on the food stamp controversy
named agricultural atrtomation as a cause and suggested that a mediation board
might find a satisfactory solution.
We could go back to the horse and buggy age, but even our poverty class
Would hate to give up their color TV sets. We can simply provide a free-living
to our economic incompetents, but people who work are getting impatient hav-

ing ever larger chunks taxed out of what they produce. We can go on with
`teehnological improvement", but where are we going to get the workers with
the requisite intelligence to man them? We have already put half the nation's
housewives into jobs to replace the untrainables who fall by the welfare wayside. We could ask the poverty class to stop reproducing, but, as I found out
previously, anyone who mentions that may find the sky falling on him.
This time, I have another equally unacceptable suggestion: There is no satisfactory solution.

D. W. Toms
LESS EXPENSIVel

Editor, The Sentinel: Concern must be voiced over the alarming atrophy of

reasoning power among many of our supposedly educated citizens. I am refering
to those persons, Mr. Johns, Mrs. Rider et ali who cannot discuss an issue such
as food stamps without resorting to an emotional rhetoric that throws all logic
to the winds. Indeed, they seem utterly incapable of grasping the most elementary facts concerning the issue.

These persons expound endlessly upon the plight of the middld class taxpayer who is hit by rising taxes nearly every year. Correct, the tax bite is

very high and will certainly go even higher under our present political leadership. But the blame for this cannot lie with the food stamp campers. Let's get
the facts straight so you will not have to make yourselves look ridiculous anymore.

The truth is, people, that the food stamp program costs far less than the
commodity program that the supervisors just voted for. Can you get that into

your heads? Fifteen thousand dollars less to be exact. In other words, the
stamp program saves tax money that is being spent right now.
`lour arguments against the stamp program therefore assume an absurd
quality when one realizes that what you are doing is fighting for higher costs
upon yourselves. It's completley illogical, but this Is indeed what our "educated"
citizens are doing.
We all understand the feelings of many midIlle income people who feel they

have been the victims of rising taxes and inflation, I submit, however, that
they are not placing the--blame for this where it really belongs. Why do they
not look to the Board of Supervisors, who just voted a half-million dollar tax
cut to the rimers under the Williamson Act, Why can they not understand
that the city dweller, the small property owner, will shoulder the extra costs
for this huge tax gift to one segment of the community?
Can it be that the supervisors ha`ve cleverly diverted public attention away
from their own actions, and have made food stamps the scapegoat for rising
taxes? When people start irrationally arguing in favor of higher costs'to themselves, then I suspect that they are being' manipulated. Come on people---try to
open your minds and understand who is really taking you.
Tou EARL

Editor's Note: The Kings County Welfare Departmen,t has been in the process
of epmpiling a more up-to-date financial comparison between the two programs.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

Hanford, Calif., February 17, 1972.
Mr. J. E. YENGER,

Chairman, Kings County Board of Supervisors,
Courthouse, Hanford, Calif.
DEAR MR. YENGER : In recent weeks the level of hunger in America has received wide spread attention. President Nixon has stated that it is his policy to
eliminate famine in the midst of great wealth. It is the feeling 'of Kins County
Social Workers Organization that ,implementation of the Food'Stamp Program
in Kings County would eliminate much of the
blem.
The one major problem to the adoption of e ood Stamp Program has been

the increased cost to the trounty. It howeve must be understood that if the
present Commodity Distribution Program is to be operated under the State
Plan, the total costs Food Stamp Program (Bank Issuance) versus State Com-

modity Distribution Program would be nearly identical. In the case of the
Food Stamp Program (County Issuance) versus State Commodity Distribution
Program the costs would considerably less. It therefore must be realized that
operating the Commodity Program in accordance with the State Plan will be

just as costly yet fail to inject the stamp program's economic benefits into the
county.

.

%I.

The Commodity Distribution Program deals essentially in surplus foods as
means of farm price support. The only benefit to the local economy is this indirect one. The Food Stamp Program increases the purchasing power of the
household to the extent of the bonus value and the entire purchasing is handled
at the local retail outlets.
The Commodity Distribution Proglam provides no choice of foods to the participating household and the nutritional value and balance are secondary and
is determined by the available commodities. Since commodities are distributed
only semi-monthly without 'regard to eating habits or available household
storage facilities they are subject to waste and spoilage.
Low income families and public assistance recipients prefer food stamps
because they may be used to purchase any domestic food through normal retail
outlets allowing for free choice without the stigma attached to welfare commodities. It is for these reasons that the Kings County Social Workers Organization supports the adoption of the Food Stamp Program.
..

STATEMENT or LEON BURMAN, STUDENT or THE CbiieittntuX DEVELOPMENT Ows

Good Morning, Ladies and Gentlemenmy. name is Leon Burnian, I am a

student of the Community Development Class. I would like to present the other

members of this class who are: Dionicio Navarro, Joe Burniss, Joe Gomez,
Joe Ortiz, Antonio Navarro, Jesse Larios, Raymond Ybarra, Joe Sanchez and
Richard Sandoval. Another student who is no longer with us is Albert Cane.
He had to quit due to illness in his immediate= family.

This program is sponsored by the Greater California Educational Project.

Migrant Division, 0E0.
The class has been under the training of Mrs. Jean Wilson, since December
19, 1969. At that time there were five students. In the recent month we were
alloted 5 additional skits.

All of the students participating have earned more than half of last year's

earnings as farm laborerS. All are from low-income levels and the highest edu-

cation level is 5th grade. 80% of the students are below 4th grade level and
some have just learned. English.

In a dream that was conceived by this class, we visioned a hope for our
families. This class gave us hope for tomorrow and the strength to follow
through when times have been rough. Part of' this dream was this Workshop
which is a part of us. As you can see we had to work long hard hours even
though we were paid for 6 hours, 5 days a week. Out of 9 ears there are only
3 cars in running condition at this time. It seemed as though everything went
wrong and many times w wanted to give upbut we continued because of opr
dream.

There are students 11 e Dionicia Navarro and Joe Burnias who are middle
age, but still are striving because of their beliefs, because of their efforts and
the rest of the students; it is impossible to let them down. Programs like this
should be estabpshed and should be for longer periods.
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With regard to the presentation, please bear with us because we definitely
need this type of communication if we are to succeed in making this a prOduc-

41ve county.

Some. of the Speeches may sound like this is a confrontation, but it is not.
We simply are stating facts in the hope that solutions be provided here today.
We hope you understand us and that after this is over that we will be"getting
and keeping people together as stated in our theme.
We know that we lack education but ours has been the school of life. Our
lessons were hard ones, we have limited time, we had to learn thrbugh our

frh-

mistakes.
We will not give up, all we ask is for an opportunity.
EMPLOYMENT

It is .very hard for the low income to get jobs in KingsCounty. Why- ecause there is not enough industry or nianufatturing outlets in Kings Co ty
and machines have taken over the farm labor. There Ore only 12 manufactu ing

plants in Kings County tbat employ 1,285 people in the Hanford area. he
Lemoore Naval Air Station employ 8,050. The other non-manufacturing com-

panies employ 190 people. Most of these jobs poor people do not qualify b ause

Apt lack of education.

Yet there are 112 acres in the city limits zoned for light/heavy iriUustry.
'With this in mind, we the poor want industry with training programs so that
we can work.

We can .enter training programs from now until the end of the wo d under
we are
Department of Labor, Welfare Department, or public schools, W
asking is ,for a sincere effort from the county agencies to work with State,
Federal and elected Representatives such as Congressman Talcott, Senator
Cranston, Senator Murphy, and State Senator Stiern to bring more industrial

development to this County.
Only by the efforts can we lift ourselves from where many of us of ", at. I
believe this can be done to believe otherwise is false.
To believe that industry does not want to come into this county, will continue
to stereotype the image of the low-income poor as parasites of our country. We

have been called dumb and lazy Well I guess we are if we believe this!
Thank You.

RURAL HOUSING

Rural housing is beyond belief in this, the 20th century. The rural poor live '
in cold, drafty, rundown shacks, that are swarming with cockroaches full of

flies and steaming hot in the summer.

Migrant farm workers don't know what it is like, to have inside toilets,
running water hot or cold. They don't have heat in their houses. Bathtubs
are, the exception rather than the rule. Covering the rural areas of Armona,
Santa Rosa Rancheria, Avenel, Lemoore, Stratford, Kettleman City, and Cos
coran, there are high percentages of broken down houses that are unsafe
and beyond repair.
Rural families who rent are twice as likely to occupy sub-standard housing
as families who own their homes.

The families in the rural areas just cannot afford decent housing. Some

animals live in better shelters than most of these families.
Title V of the Housing Act of 1949, makes and insures rural housing loans.

Loans of up to $1,500 may be made to homeowners who cannot afford all
repairs needed to make their home safe, but can afford to make enough repairs so that the house does not endanger their health and safety.

Provisions for senior citizens over 02 years of age are made by Farmers

Home Administration. Rural housing loans are made only to the applicants who
are unable to obtain credit from private lenders.

According to BQb Marshall from Self-Help Enterprises, ix a recent article
in the Fresno Bee, he indicated that decent housing is being built, but at a rate
that would take 30 to 40 years for the rural poor to have decent housing in
Kings County.

1111.133 0 - 92

0.311
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Farmers Home Administration is not reaching the majority of the people be-

cause the Federal Government does itot, give enough funds to make this

Possible.

TAW( HOT/SING

3

Our present urban housing programs simply have not met the housing needs
in Lemoore, Stratford, and'Hanford. The families who are in the greateetsneed
do not qualify for loans and grants under existing legislation.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development known-as HUD administers housing programs for both Urban and Rural low-income families. Under
HUD community renewal programs in communities less than 5,500 population
may obtajn funds for comprehensive planning for water and sewer development.

The Public Low Rent Program in Kings. County is operated under the name
of the Housing Authority of Kings County. The County Board of Supervisors
appoints a commission consisting of five civic leaders who govern the Housing
Authority. They in turn appoint a director to oversee the operation, of the Corporation. The cost of operation is paid by the rent collected.
The Public Low Rent Program in Kings County consists of 150 units
Hanford and 100 units in the rural community of Corcoran. Again this is a
total °M05 units. But the 1966 Self-Help Enterprises reported a percentage

of 35 to 40% substandard dwellings.

The relatively new programs in Hanfgrd, Corcoran, and Armona with a

total of 205 cannot begin to fill the gap.
Even thought the Supreme Court upheld the Civil Rights Act of 1906, which

grants to all citizens the same rights to real and personal propfrty available
to White Americans, still the practice of these different hour g projects is
de facto segregation
the location tends to follow the ethni trends of the
established commu

EDUCATION

As you all must realize, education is one of the main problems of minority
and poor People. The dominant idea that education is a privilege, not a right
is keenly felt by all low-income people. Knowing other privileges or rights are
sometimes denied, the education issue is a topic of great importance. 'Society
says. that the door to self-improvement is education, yet at the same time, it
closes the door of improvement. Statistics bear this out when one observes
that the average years of schooling for Indians is 5 years, Mexican-American,
8 years, and Afro-Americans, 10 years. All this is especially disheartening when
today's high school diploma is decreasing in value. When a minority high school

graduate does get a diploma it is often felt to be inferior from the one a

student gets from the high school on the other side of town. Segregation and
inequality is a very real factor.
The track system in the public schools gives further evidence of suspicion
on the part of poor people. A child that takes an IQ test that determines if'
he wile on the A, B, or C group knows nothing of the reasons or results his
score bas on his future. What educators don't realize, after all this time, is
that the IQ tests are geared to the middle income 'White child and leaves the
minority poor child at a further disadvantage. Add to this the language problem of Mexican American children. How many Anglos know of la llorona especially if they have to write their answers in Spanish. Add also the attitude
one has when what he does learn at home is many times considered wrong by
educators. Was Villa a bandit or a champion of the people?

A case that makes this intolerable situation more noticeable is the recent

ruling concerning the 50,000 Mexican-American children, who by action of the

CRLA, were found to be not retarded even though they were in retarded
classes. Bringing the situation closer to home, why does Corcoran have 130
retarded children out of 2,000 students and Hanford 100 out of 4,000? Could it
be that a higher percentage of the students in Corcoran are of Mexican decent
and don't understand the tests they are given for the bove reasons?
We ask ourselves a lot of these questions and can't h 1p but think a lot of
these educational problems are not only ours but yourS. For a lot of us, it is

too late and we don't have the opportunity to go Iva' and get !Clot more
education. Must our children again suffer the same fate? A lot depends on you.
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Annum or Sum Born
lMy name is Jesse Boyar, I reside at 3524 Virginia Avenue, Bakersfield,
California. I have lived in Kern County for eight years. I arrived as a migrant
worker in Arvin, California in January 1904 from Indio, California, where I

worked peeking dates. I have done farm labor as a seasonal'and migrant farmworker in Michigan, Illinois, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and California.

At the present time I am employed as a Community Representative with
"Clinica de los Campesinos" located in Lamont. This Migrant Health Clinic is'
under Health Education and Welfare Department. I have personally experienced the hard back breaking work of bending all day thinning beets with the
short-hoe at an early age when other children were,in the classroom. I was
stuggling with a 200 pound sack of cotton trying to pull it up a ladder to dump
it on a cotton trailer. I have felt the sharp blades of the corn while husking
corn with two mules pulling a trailer which we had to fill by early afternoon.
The blades would really cut you up when the corn, stalks 'dried with the hot

sun. To do this type of'work, we had to arise about 3:30 in the morning
awaken by a fire alarm bell that startled us out of bed each morning. All in

all I have experienced many hardships doing different type of farmwork under
freezing cold and sweltering hot conditions when it was sometimes difficult to
breath. The latest time I did farmwork it became very difficult for me to work
be'eause my eyes watered and my nose was running constantly because of same

kind of pesticide that was sprayed on the plum orchard where I worked in
Weedpateh, California. The.county in which I reside is ranked third among

the counties in the United States in gross Value include cotton, potatoes, fruits,
nuts, and field crops in addition to beef cattle, sheep and poultry. Agricultural
production amounted to 301,712,009 in 1908. Agriculture is the main stay of the
economy.

Kern's latest population figure shows that there are 3,50,000 people living in

the county. It is a combination urban/rural county with a core urban area

centered around Bakersfield. The population is fairly evenly divided between
urban and rural areas.
Recent newspapers articles in the "Bakersfield Californian" have east a large
cloud of seandel covering the entire county with much talk and controversy
concerning fife receiving of what I call "Giant Welfare handouts to the grower
for not growing cotton or other products on their lands." On June 19, 1967,
Senator John Williams of Delaware inserted in the Congressional record, a

list of direct price support payments received by big farmers throught the
United States. Kern Land Company received $652,057 and Tejon Ranch
$121,096.
Several growers are under investigation for claiming allotments on land

which does not produce or they have formed land which should not have been
farmed because of government subsidy regulations) This in contrast with the
alarming poverty conditions especially the plight of the Migrant and Seasonal
Farmworker with a continued crisis of recurring eases or sickness, pesticides
poisoning, unequal employmenta conspicuous neglect of their prOblems by the
community at large.
In 1966 there were estimated 17,367 families in Kern County whose income
and family size place them below the Social Security Administration Poverty
Guidelines. This represents 18% of the total number of families in the county
(a Percentage roughly equal to the State of California's percentage of poor

families which stood at 18.2%). The national percentage was 15.1% poor

families in 196(1. The 17,367 poor families in Kern County place Kern County
higher than 08% of the counties in the United States in number of poor families (over 14 times more poor families than the average county in the nation).
Farmworker population at its highest peak is said to be :30,373. One can see

that this is an incorrect figure. I have never been counted and many other
farmworkers have not been counted and I have never seen a real effort to
take a close accurate count.

The price society has made him pay for his identity as farmworker is very
heavy. A life of a wanderer with poor health, a status of a non-person in the
community, an existence of frustration and futility ending in tragic early death
for many. The spectrum' of problems are No many to mention here. Some are
revealed here and have been given priority to be placed in a combat rural zone
to cure some of the ills that hpnd the campesinos. Farmworkers have always
had a difficult time in identifying themselves as people in need with the Wel-
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fare Department. Rules and Regulations keep them thinking that Welfare is
there to keep them out rather than to help them especially /du fffig the hard

winter months when work slacks off in the fields.
On October 1st, 1971 regulation 14440 verification of employment went into

effect. The farmworker certainly was not taken' into consideration when this
regulation was written. It is difficult for the farmworker to come up with forms
indicating amount earned by different contractors when for one-migrants have
to provide their own transportation to go and find certain contractor in another
county to verify employment. It becomes absurd and rediculous if he has to go
out of state to get forms of cerification of employment. It has been noted that
there are too many forms already which have to be filled out. These forms are
called 1043. Besides you have one that has to be filled by rural manpower, a
non-win form, a Human Resources Development Unemployment Insurance form

and now a verification employment form which turns all their filing of forms

request by the Department of Welfare into a riot of paper work which is
repetetive and sometimes or I should say many times incomprehensive and

'.without logical reason or purpose except to harass and make It more difficult
by exhausting the farmworker applicant and making it uninimanly impossible
to produce all proof that is required.
I have recently experienced the knowledge of 18 different applicants for
A.F.D.C.-U. benefits sinte OctOber 20, 1971 only one of thaw applicants received any aid then only on December 15, 1071, because 4ff a receipt of an
eviction notice.

The harshness of this new regulation 41440 places the migrant and seasonal
worker at a very desperate and difficult disadvantage. This serious problem

needs immediate attention.
The Spanish-speaking non-english communicative handicapped suffers from a
triple handicap, he sometimes cannot adopt the american way of life or he may
have a physical handicap plus a language difficulty which keeps him bogged
down. Rehabilitation for the spanish speaking handicap is the last resort pro-

vided by our democratic system ; yet when he reaches the door of the state
department of rehabilitation he is told if you don't speak english, we can't

help you.

IN 1967.Congress amended the Vocational rehabilitation act to increase the
amount of federal money available for voesponal rehabilitation, establish a
"national center for deaf-blind clients and authorized a new spacial project fund
to extend services to the migrant farm laberers.
IN 1968.Congress amended the vocational rehabilitation act to increase the
federal share of the cost of the state rehabilitation program from 75% to 80%,

to provide vocational evaluation and work adjustment programs for all vocationally handicapped individuals who are disadvantaged.
In September of 1071 a proposal was submitted to tiro cooperative area manpower planning system C.A.M.P.S. which would help alleviate the spanish
speaking handicap problem in Kern County. I was advisor to the farmworker
handicap group.

Again the powerlessness of this particular community has kept their pro-

grams and proposals hidden and kept from implementation even widen special
cohgressional amendments have been made to serve theseeople.
The patience frustration and waiting has long been exhausted and a feeling
of indifference has settled in the farmworker community. In other words, their

faith that their problem can be heeded by state or government has nearly
vanished.

Unemployment insurance for the farmworker would solve a lot of problems
and would help diminish the welfare rolls. Ws recent veto only displays again

that the campesino has not reached that stage where his contribution as a

working man is recognized. The state would rather have MI in welfare where
he is constantly screened and rescreened and pushed aroun like a non-person.

It has taken many years for the unemployment insure
bill for farmworkers to reach the legislature only to be thrown out. These type of actions
conceal the fact that we may be very advanced in Technology nd computers,
but we are veri far behind in human understanding of people. The campesino
needs unemployment insurance and not a welfare work plan.

Senator STEVENSON. Our final witness is Mrs. Marilyn Stout.
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STATEMENT OE MARILYN STOUT, JOURNALIST, LOS ANGELES,
CAT,TV

Mrs. &our. I asked to come up from Los Angeles to speak to,yo
today becauseI wanted to tell you that it is a myth, really, that the
large farm is more efficient than the small farm. I have a batch of
documents for you. These are the documents I have' read to do this

research. I am a journalist and a graduate of the University of

Michigan.

First, I want to call your attention to article 17 in the California
cchistitution. Article 17 prohibits large land ownerships. There have
been two attempts to delete it from the California constitution which
the voters defeated. Now another attempt is being made to eliminate
it from the California constitution.

rn the process of researching the question, I found California

agriculture gets the folgowing subsidies :
First, increased land value when water hits desert land.

Second, subsidized irrigation water. In some places in this State

farmers pay $19 an acre-foot to the State department of water

resources, while we in Los Angeles pay $125 an acre-foot. (Authority
to Skip Deering M.W.D.)
Third : imported foreign labor or migratory labor. One of my
friends did some -investigation in U.N. documents and said that
around the world large landholders profit n,ot only from land and

crops, but from the labor they subjugate.
Fourth, property tax relief.
Fifth, crop subsidy, as yoll know.
Sixth; as you heard before, income tax writ ffs.
Seventh, offshore oil revenues. Offshore oiil revenues should have
been devoted to education in the whole Nation.
Eighth, others. The Los Angeles City Council annexed the Pennsylvania Railroad's Porter Ranch. In the process the Penn-Central's

'master plan" called for more than $29 million in subsidy from the
city of Los Angeles. (See article enclosed.) In summary, the large
corporate landholding, because it demands all these subsidies, is not
more efficient than the family farm.

Worsewhat seems to be happening, is the re-establishment of the
feudal patternthe company-owned town; the company-owned agricultural firm. If we think food prices are high now, and food distribu-

tion is bad, what will happen when food production goes under

monopoly 'control ?

42!2,

Ties map should be shown next. You have seen one like it. The
green line represents the California aqueduct. The red area is property, owned by Xern County Land (now Tenneco).. The blue aretk
is owned by the, Los Angeles Times Mirror Co. It is 168,000 acres. The \

Los Angeles Times Mirror Co. would be asking for a thousand times
more water than would be allowed under Reclamation Law. (Walker's
Manual of Western Corporations and Securities indicates the Tejon
Ranch is now 300,000 acres.) I have some documents for you to put
in the record, They are photocopies of the Los Angeles Times. I will

read the headlines to you, and submit the stories for the hearing
record : "TWO MILLION ACRES TO BE SOLD IN RIVERSIDE

5
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COUNTY." (The 2 million acres is Federal land. We should keep it

that wayin desert national park.)

Here is a story dated October 30, 1960. It was printed just before
the= California aqueduct bond election On November 8, 1960. The Los

Angeles Times was asking its million subscribers to vote yes on the
water project. The headline : "MANY FACTORS HELP CONFUSE

VOTERS IN THE WATER BOND FIGHT." "Help confuse"

Freudian slip, no doubt. The Chandlers never once mentioned in their
newspaper how much land they owned.' or how it would increase in

value. Not, until the Nader report recently, did they ever admit

publically that they owned land. An editorial said "we do own land,
but it is only incidental."
Another story that T brought for you on land development is a

photocopy. It is a story of the Irvine Ranch development. This
story "Irvine Ranch" was published 5 days after the water bonds

were authorized by voters. It tells what is happening in agriculture
what is happeniitig on 90,000 acres of the Irvine Ranch and other
ranches like this. We are accidentally building company-owned
towns, company-owned agricultural firms, and possibly companyowned branches of the University of California. Regents represent
big oil, big railroads, big land. They are appointed by the Governor
for 16-year terms. The regents have taken away from university
faculty and administrators all tenure and promotion' decisions. I
fear they may even try to fire professors with .whom they disagree.
RECOMMENDATIONS-'"STRATEGY FOR CHANGE*

My first recommendation : I agree with Senator Fuibright and
Senator Taft. Large_corporations should be stripped of all subsidies.
Stripping these corporations of all subsidy would be as effective in
breaking up these large .land holdings as some other measures which
I also recommend as policy.

Second, the 160-acre limitation should be enforced. Excesq, lands
should be bought and reclassified. Some classified as agricultural
land should be made available to smaller farmers. Some land should
be green belts. Perhaps some land should become small towns. Much
land in California should be classified as waterless land, and should

be retained as desert national park. The land that I mentioned
previously, the .2 million acres in Riverside county, is an example of
this. A more valuable resource than desert land is water itself. Why
should we pour a valuable resource like water on desert land where

it will just evaporate? Perhaps we should have a national policy
of water reclamation instead of a policy of land reclamation.

My third recommendation: The benefit cost analysis should be
stringently applied in all areas of Governmentespecially water

resource development and reclamation. We 'are discovering that good

0

economics and good ecology go together. We refer to this as ecosystems. In southern California we have surplus water. We have
brought four rivers through four aqueductS to Los Angeles : 1. The
Colorado River,throuth the Colorado River aqueduct controlled by
the MWD 2. Xwo Owens River aqueducts carry Owens River Water
to Los Angeles. The Los. Angeles Department of Water and Power
owns these two aqueducts. The San Joaquin and the Sacramento
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Rivers are brought from their confluence at the Delta through the
California aqueduct. Northerners give up their water. Los Angeles
give0 up its money. The beneficiaries of the aqueducts are lands
between the source of water and the city of Los Angeles. Southern
California doesn't need all that water. Southern California did not
want it. Just recently some directors of the metropolitan water district tried to renegotiate our contract so we could have less' water
and pay less money. The State department of water resources-said,
"No, you have to take all that water and we want you to pay all
that money." (see the provisions page 9/1 Metropolitan Water Distric Contract with the State of California.)
T e horrible thing that happens in water resource development
in alifornia is that water is in surplus. Now what happens when
you have a surplus of peaches or apples ? The price goes down.
Deal estate developers have played-off the bureau of reclamation
against the State department of water resources; the Los Angeles
department of water and power aaginst the metropolitan water
district to see who would sell water the cheapest! (The taxpayers
and small homeowners bearing the difference of course.)
Government and public agencies should cooperate in laying claim

to all unappropriated water and sell it to the highest bidders. This
is *a suggestion in the excellent book "Water Supply Economics,
Technology and Policy" written by local but internationally famous
Hirshleifer, DeHaven and Milliman, Dr. Jerothe Milliman is head
of the department of urban affairs, University of bluthern Califoinia. Dr. Jack Hirshleifer is a professor of economics at UCLA.:
James DeHaven is a physical chemist at the Rand Corporation.
Their stringent cost-benefit analyses suggest solutions to many of
our problems. I submit for your record a report on, their book which
was published in California Homeo er Magazine.
,
(The information referred to follow h:)

%

EXHIBIT I.-RETAIN ARTICLE XVII IN THE CALM/RNLI. CONSTITUTION
VOTE "NO'! OIL, PROPOSITION I

The California Constitution Revision Commission and the California Legislature have voted to delete Article VII from the California Constitution on
the grounds that it is obsolete. Article XVII is far from obsolete and its elimination Would be a serious mistake.
34

-

The accompanying material contains some facts and_figiires relating to land
ownership in California. Ffom this material it is evident that:
L Corporate land holders already dopinate the political economy and public
affairs.
2. Their concentration of land holdings is increasing.

3. Large land owners profit from a variety of politically unjustified subsidies from oval, state, and national governments including income tax writeoffs, cro ubsidieS, property tax relief, migratory labor, increased land value,
st irrigation water.
belo
Under the circumstances, we should not legalize large land holdings by deletion of Article XVII. Instead, we, should act to bring land ownership practices into conformity Vith the Constitution. Reforms are being suggested, so
why not just uphold the COnstitution asst is written?
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AN EXCERPT FROM THE CALIFORNIA. CONSTITUTION ARTICLE XVII
LAND AND HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION

Homesteads to Be Protected:
Sec. 1. The Legislature Shall protect, by law, from forced sale a certain portion of the homestead and other property of all heads of families.
Holding of Unimproyed Lands Against the Public Interest :
Sec. 2. The holding of large tracts of land, uncultivated and unimproved, is
against the public interest, and should be discouraged by all means not inconsistent with the rights of private property.
State Lands Granted Only to Actual Settlers :
Sec. 3. Lands belonging to this State, which are suitable for cultiavtion, shall

be granted only to actual. settlers, and in quantities not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres to each settler, under conditions as Shall be prescribed

by law.
The following corporations have large land holdin
Kern County Land Co. owns (Tenneco)
Standard Oil Co. owns
Other oil companies

in California:

Southern Pacific RR. ft Land Co
Los Angeles Times-Mirror's Tejon Ranch Co
Irvine Ranch
New York Central-Pennsylvania RR.-Matto realty

-

Aiwa

348, 026
217, 045
255, 328
193,'859
168, 531
90, 000
1100, 000

I Approximate.
Source: Congressional Record, p. 6886, May 7, 1959; Los Angeles Times real
estate section Nov. 13, 1960.
LARGE LAND HOLDERS PROFIT FROM A VARIETY OF UNJUSTIFIED IRIBSIDIES.INOLUDING

1. Increased land value.the result of bringing water. A disproportionate

share of capital costs, however, are paid by the public. The San Luis Reservoir

is being paid by federal taxpayers, 76% of the "Feather River" adequate is
being paid from property times in the Metropolitan Water District. The benefits are- not distributed equally lufwever. If Kern County Land, and Tejon
Ranch could eliminate acreage limitations, their land would increase in value
one-half billion dollars for Kern Co. Land and one-quarfer billion dollars for
Tejon Ranchthe Los Angeles Times. (p. 6889 Congressional Record 1959).

2". Subsidized Irrigation Water.again the burden is shifted to the small
land owner : "In and regions, irrigdtion agriculture pays typically Very low
prices for water and uses huge quantities. In California as a whole, 90% of
the water is used for irrigation. The imperial valh5y irrigator, for example,
pays $2 per acre-foot for water while Los Angeles and other cities in a nearby
region are paying $25 per acre-foot wholesale to the Metropolitan Water District. For the urban user, distribution costs raise the price to about $80 per
acre-foot, and these cities face very- much higher costs for future increments

of supply."

(Hirshleifer, DeHaven, Milliman Water Supply Economics, Technology and

Policy University of Chicago Press.

3. Imported foreign labor, or migratory labor.Large land holders try to get
imported labot or migratory labor at prices less than they would have to pay
unionized Ame cant United Nations Commissions have indicated that .around
the world, large` land holders profit not only from land, and crops, but from
the labor they su ugate.
-4. Property T Relief.Because of proposition 3, passed November 1966
the state legislat
could grant property tax relief for producers of foods and
fibers "to pres v open space." Did voters know that a mere 3% of farmers
control almost two-thirds of the state's farm lands when they voted for that?
Did they know that of the 99,000 farms in the state, 6% of them hold 75%
of :lip total land in farms?
(p . 19,20 California State Development Plan Program published in 1965 by
the Department of Finance)
5. Crop Subsidies."Unpublished studies show that of 8.6 million farms,
some 100,000 receive 1/3 of the benefits of price support programs. If the government spends $3 billion yearly on price supports, about $1 'billion goes to a

1 :68
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handful of big farmers. In the cotton program for example, $36 million was
split among 322 big farmers for an average payment of $111,000 each. The
remaining $40 million was split among 650,000 smaller farmers for an average
of $62 each. These huge subsidies now being channeled to larger than family
farming interests push up the cost of government programs, incur the public's
anger, and enable the 'huge factory farm interests to further intensify their

competitive position against the family farmer."

(Keynote address by Howard Bertsch, Administartor, Farmers Home Administration, Washington, D.C. Fresno State College Fresno, California May°

23, 1904.)

6. Income Tax Write-offs.have a greater influence on the direction land
purchases are taking than any payments made by the government. The wealthy,

.'"

both individuals and corporations, seem to find agriculture an attractive industry in -which to lose money to offset profits made in other operations. As
an illustration of how much of this type of thing goes on, our economists
made some studies of Internal Revenue Service figures on the tax returns of
'farmers'. They found that the approximately 10,000 'farm proprietor' returns
with adjusted gross incomes in excess of $50,000 showed agregate losses from
farm business that exceeded aggregate profit by more than 2 to 1. For the
188 farm returns with $500,000 or more in adjusted gross income, farm losses
exceeded net profit by about 109 to 1." (Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Free-

man, in a letter to Mrs. T. M. Stout July 22, 1964)
7. Off Shore Oil Revenues.The 1968 Legislature devoted $64,000,000 of offshore oil revenues to California's uneconomic water projects. These funds were
originally promised to education.
8. Others.
SOIL BANK AND ACREAGE DIVERSION PAYMENTS TO GREAT CORPORATIONS, SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY, CALIF.
Company

Kern County Land Co
Los Angeles TIMII3 Tejon Ranch

Acreage

1966 subsidy

341,026

1652, 057
121, 096

168, 531
52, 000
37, 555

AndersonClaytop
Boston Ranch (1;toswell).
Russell Gillen
J. G. Boswell

,000

3333,

32, 364
30, 478

South Lake Fariris
Di Giorgio (Delano strIka'a ma)
Everett Salyer
Miller and Lux
Giumprra (Delano Mike prom)
Bianco (Delano strike area)
Divizich (Delano strike area)
Steele (Delano strike area)
Schenley (Delano strike area)
Pandol (Delano strike area)
Perelli-Minetti (Delano strike area)

622,1140

506, 061
2, 397, 073
Z 807, 633
1, 468, 696

26,000

56,100

25, 220
25, 313
12, 459
6, 795
5, 500

1, 014, 860

299,051
246, 882

4,187
3, 700

2, 2U
2,210

,

Source: Congressional Record, June 1967.

6.0%

of California's farms own 75% of the land (1959 census).

5.2% of California's farms pay 60.2% of the farm labor (1959 (ten).

June 19, 1967 Statement by Sen. John Williams of Delaware: "Based upon
these large payments it is obvious that the small family-type farmer is not
the real beneficiary of our present farm program; but rather the Government
through these large payments is in reality subsidizing an expansion of the

corporate type farming operation."
The Citizen's Board of Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition in the U.S.A.,
a group which includes major I4frotestant representation came to the following
conclusions about governmental' support programs : "Judged by the allocation

of payments to farmers in 1967, this purpose (to encourage, promote, and

strengthen the family farfn). has not been achieved. Some 42.7% of farmers
the classifically small farmerswith gross income of less than $2500 received
4.5% of the total farm payments, while top 10% farmers with $20,000 Omsk
received 54.5% of payments.
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QUOTATIONS FROM THE U.S. SUPREME COURT, Conaans s, AND' IMPORTANT ME*,
SHIM IN G HOW LONG AMERICANS HAVE ABHORRED LAND MONOPOLY
U.S. SUPREME COURT

(ARIZONA V. CALIFORNIAS1963,1*AND IVANHOE V. MCCILIMEEN

1958)

". . the claim of discrimination in the 160-acre limitation we believe'. . . overlooks the purpose for which the project was designed. The project; was designed

to benefit people not land. It is a reasonable classification to limit the amount
of project water available to each individual in order that benefits may be
distributed in accordance with the greatest good to tlie greatest number of
individuals. The limitation insures that this enormous expenditure will not go
in disproportionate share to a few individuals with large land holdings. Moreover, it prevents the use of the federal reclamation service, for speculative
purposes."

BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESSUPHELD THE 160-ACRE LIMITATION IN 1959 AND 1960,
THE FOLLOWING IS FROM A SPEECH BY SENATOR WAYNE MORSE

"We talk about political democracy, but we cannot have it without economic

democracy. We cannot have political freedom of choice for the individual
without economic freedom of choice for the individual. Therefore if I were to
name one thing that guarantees the perpetuity of our democratic form of
government, what I would name would be private home ownership in the city
and family farm ownershipin the country."

THEODORE ROOSEVELT-4911

"Now I have struck the crux of my appeal (for laws against land monopoly)
I wish to save the very wealthy men of this country and their advocates and
upholders from the ruin that they would bring upon themselves if they were
permitted to have their way. It is because I am against revolution; it is because
I am against the doctrines of the Extremists, of the Socialists; it is because
I fish to see this country of ours continued as a genuine democracy ; it is because I distrust 'violence and disbelieve in it; it is because I wish to secure
this country against ever seeing a time When the 'have-nots' shall rise against
the 'haves' ; it is because I wish to secure for our children and our grand children and for their children's children the same freedom of opportunity, the
same peace and order and justice that we have had in the past."
THOMAS JEFFERSON (FROM WORLD HOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA FIELD ENTERPRISES 1953)

jefferson fought holding of large properties in the hands of the few. "To

atht'ul this privilege ", wrote Jefferson, "and instead of an aristocracy of wealth
to make an opening for the aristocracy of virtue and talent which Nature, has
wisely provided for the direction of society is deemed essential to a wellordered,
republic."

API

". . . the mass of mankind has not been born with saddles one their backs,
nor, a favored few booted and spurred, ready to ride them legitimately by the
Grace of God. These are grounds of hope for others. For ourselves, ,let the
annual return of this day forever refresh our recollections of these' rights,
and an undiminished devotion to them." (4th of July letter)
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[From the Cat(fornia Ho/tumour]
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NATIONAL FARM WORKER MINISTRY
(CONTINUING THE NATIONAL MIGRANT MINISTRY)
Waled lo lb. National Council of Om Churches of Christ in the USA

TO:

PROM:

'

ACTION HAILING

4162'

(February 1, 1972)

Chris Hartrtire

NAN FREEMAN: On Tuesday, January 25, 1972, Nan Freeman an 18 year-old college student was killed on a UFWOC picket line near Belle Glade, Florida. Nants family is
orthodox Jewish. They live In Wakefield, Mass.
She is the first person ever to
be killed on a UFWOC plaice line.
Memorial services have been held in every UFWOC
boycott city and field office:
The Massachusetts Board of Rabbis is considering a
living memorial in Nants name.
in his eulogy Cesar Chavez said of Nan:"...To some
she Is a young girl who lost her life In a tragic accident. To us she Is a sister
who picketed with farm workers In the Middle of the nits because of her love for
Justice." Additional Information is available from the NF144 office.
.4'

CURRENT BOYCOTT:
Farm workers havo'peen organizing In the Napa Valley (California)
since 1966. Contracts haVe been won with Christian Bros., Beaulieu i Inglenook.
Other Napa growers have resisted and have now, called in the farm Bureau to coordinate
their campaign against the farm workers union. UFWOC is currently engaged in a nationwide boycott of 9 NAPA VALLEY WINE GRAPE GROWERS: Chair. Xrug, Robert Mondavi,
Beringer Bros.(ounedby Nestle's), Cebastiani,
Monte Bros., Louis Mar,tini, P. Nostril A Sons, !Cornell.
Please avoid these wines until an agreement is
reached.
If you have received a letter from Nestle (Beringer), Dove Hernandez has
'written a reply which is available from the NFWM office:

LETTUCE
The lettuce talks have failed (see CMM Newsletter, Dec.1971). UFWOC Is'
preparing for a full scale boycott of non-union lettuce.
We will let you know when
the lettuce boycott actually begins.
%,,
ASSASSINATION PLOT:

In late July 1971, the Alcohol,Tobacco 8 Firearms Division (ATF)
of the 11.t7Troury Dept. warned UFWOC about an assassination plot against Cesar
Chavez. TInly provided names and pictures of people knOwn to be involved. There
were apparently 2 contracts: $25,000 to kill Cesar and $5,000Lto burn certain UFWOC
files.
Subsequently, the "hit man" was arrested on an unrelated murder charge and
a middle man was arrested on a narcotics charge. At that'point ATF dropped the investigation. UFWOC has raised $20,000 ($10,000 from UAW) and is offering a reward
for,InfOrmation leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for the
plot (i.e., the people who put up the money). UFWOC has also called for a congressional Investigation and anexplanation from Treasury Secretary John Connally as to
why federal agents dropped the case. You can
writing, Senator BirchiBayh
(with copies to Edward Kennedy and your own senators) asking for a congressional investigation of the Treasury Dept's. handling of the case.
LEGISLATION: The enclosed materials are to help Interpret the boycott and to prepare for some Important legislative battles ahead. FARM WORKERS NEED YOUR CONTINUED
UNDERSTANDING AND HELP.
ENCLOSURES:

1) On Legislation...

THIN UV. WAYNI C. HAATM1111,

IQ)

Otriivk INC

Wicker

2) On Boycott ... 3) on Elections

(213) 336.3130

MD. DAVID 116131NAN042, Mot Maw on) 221,4713

L64 /41(0144, Cs. 110013

Offiu 1160 3
1

/ON

Dirifin, Ohio 13403
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What is the UFWOICLposition on legislation? On April 16,'1969 Dolores Huerta
appeared before the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory labor and read Cesar Chavez'
prepared statement on collective bargaining legislation.
UFWQC's position favors
extension of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) to farm workers but without
the crippling Taft-Hartley and Landrum Griffin amendments (see attached historical

Irmo) OWOC favors the same kind of protections that Industrial workers had when
they were first protected by the Wagner Act In 1935. Friends of the farm workers
argue that it is impoisible to got the original Wagner Act for farm workers. They
point
out that growers and chain stores are organized.in every State. The farm
workers dre organized in only a few places.
Only 10% of America's farm workers are
covered by union contracts, it seems ipevitable that a strong UFWOC collective
bargaining bill IntroduCed In Washington, D.C. would be amended gild watered down
and farm workers would bmstuck with legislation that provides for elections but
robs them of the power to gain good contracts. "So the farm workers have chosen to
keep struggling without legislation. They ftefer to make gains slowly and surely
and to build a democratic union that may some day have the strength to gain good
Federal collective bargaining legislation.
In the meantime they are forced to
oppose all the repressive legislation that will keep appearing in state after state.
Some general comments on the legislative scene.
I) *Legislation has limits - it may not always provide solutions for the problems
of the poor. Cesar Chavez and the farm workers are saying to us: we are not
interested. In a legislative solution that has the appearance of Justice. We
want what we have always wanted: enough organizational strength tO'fake care of
our own needs and tomeet our employers as equals. Legislation can Alther help
or hinder the development of that organizational strength. The growers are
promoting legislation that is designated to hinder it.
2)

Cesar Chavez and the farm workers with him have accepted responsibility for
organizing farm workers; they are willing to-do the work and make the sacrifices
that will build a strong, national farm workers union. They have to be the
Judges of what Is useful and what Is not useful In the way of legislation. If
we believe In self-determination for farm workers we dare not second guest them
on what Is good for their movement. (unfortunately therm are too many legislators -Democratic anti Republican alike- who are perfectly willing to Operate
as If they know better than farm workers do what Is good for the farm workers
union).

3)

If our representatives pass legislation that has the appearance of justice but
.dentes farm workers the tools they need for building ,e strong union then there
will be no peace In the fields. The aspirations and the frustrations of the
poor will become visible one way or another.

YOU CAN HELP the farm workers cause by staying.alert to the legislative scene and
0,
by helping farm workers defeat repressive state legislation. You can also help by
Interpreting the significance of the boycott and by doing everything you can to make
the boycott stronger. (The NFiM office has a paper entitled "The Farm Workers
Boycott is Moral and Legal" and another paper describing the history of union representation elections. In agriculture)

Rev. Wayne C. Hartmire, Jr., Director
National Farm Worker Ministry
1411 West Olympic Blvd.
Sults 501
Los Angeles, California

90015
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UNDERSTANDING THE FARM WORKERS' POSITION ON LEGISLATION
(with an attached historical sheet)

For 37 years Farm Workers have been excluded from the protections of federal coil»
active bargaining legislation.
For that reason Delano grape growers In 1965 could
ignore the demands of their organized workers for union representation elections
and negotiations. Farm workers said: "Wo are organized, we are willing to prove it
with an election; we have suffered long enough, we want to meet with you as equals
to discus our grievances." Growers in effect said: "You don't exist; the law does
that
not mut
meet with you; if you don't like it here then leave and
will
find workiit who ere poor enough and hungry enough to do whet I want without dontplaint:lg." The workers went on strike.
The growers fought back with strike
breakers and the long struggle began in California's grape fields.
I

I

....0

In the course of that struggle farm Workers discovered a way to make progress.
Tho
growers did find strike breakers (many of them illegal workers from Mexico) and
'they were willing to absorb the losses of the strike.
So farm workers went out on
the boycott. They loft the fields and went to strange cities across the country.
Marcos Munoz went to Boston; Eliseo Medina went to Chicago; Jose Serda to Los
Angeles; Andy tauten to Baltimore: Dolores Huerta to New York City, etc., ect.
Soma left their families behind.
Others took their fandlierwith them. They lived
on next to nothing (room and board and $5.00 per week). They worked hard, they
sacrificed and they laid their cause before the consciences of the American people.
And they won! They won in wine grapes and in table grapes. And farm workers all
over the country began to stir from decades of poverty and misery.

Now after farm workershave found a way to struggle and win through the strike and
boycott, the Farm Bureau and other agribusiness Interests have developed a keen
interest In legislation. For 37 years they have opposed all protective legislation'
and denied all bargairling rights to their workers; now they say they want farm
labor legislation. The Farm Bureau talks about-' "secret ballot elections" and "the
rights of the workers" but their real legislative goal is to stop the boycott and
to make strikes impractical.
In every major agricultural state the Farm Bureau has intrauced anti-UFWOC collective bargainlog legislation.
In 1971 farm workers and their supporters defeated
or delayed-repressive legislation In Washington, Oregon, New Mexico, Michigan,
Illinois, California, Colorado and other states. Some of the major defects in
these state bills ars as follows (these are only a few of the defects)
I)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

Prohibition against Important elements of the boycott.
Prohibition against strikes at harvest time (when else are farm workers
there).
A complicated election process that ensures that most seasonal farm workers
will be gone before an election takes place.
Restrictions on the right of migrants even to vote in elections-if they
happen to bo around at election -Hon.
Control of the election process by antli.UFWOC politicians (eg. Governor
Reagan)
Elimination of card check elections and,strIkes as valid expressions of
the will of the workers (under federal law card check elections are the
most common form of election).
Inadequate remedies for workers against Intimidation by growers and others
In the community.

This Farm Bureau legislative thrust will continue at the state and federal level
because growers want a "legal" way to stop Cesar Chavez and the;farm workers union.
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HISTORY AND

BARGAINING

SOME COMMENTS ON COLLECTIVE
FOR FARM WORKERS"

LEGISLATION

On April 16, 1969 Dolores Muerte appeared before the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory
labor and read Cesar Chavez' prepared statement on collective bargaining legislation
for farm workers.
In order to understand that position it is necessary to take a
brief look at the history of labor legislation in.the USA.
Alt

1932

r
Norris - LaGuardia Act (M-LaG):

In response to widespread use of repressive
court Injunctions that crippled legitimate organizing efforts, Congress passed,
the N-LaG Act. It required federal courts, considering labor injunctions to
give notice to all parties inm--77a, to hear testimony of witnesses with
opportunity for cross examination and to issue injunction only if the Court
finds that the lack of an injunction will result In irreparable property damage
and that greater Injury will result to complainant from-denying injunction than
to defendant from granting it. This act was weakened by provisions of the'TaftHartley and Landrum Griffin Acts. In most states (Including California)
employers can stillgo to'state courts'for anti - strike injunctions.

1933 National industrial Recovery Act: Established public policy in favor of labor
organizing and collective bargaining. The U.S. Supreme Court declared the Act
unconstitutional.

1935 Wagner-CmertAct otherwise known as the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA):
It created the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB); established procedures
for union representation elections and good faith collective bargaining; out
lowed certain employer unfair labor practices.
1947

TafitHartlev (T-H) Amendments to NLRA: Outlawed certain unfair labodipractices
by employees; outlawed certain -kinds of boycott0; permitted states to pass laws
that allow workers to have benefits of contract without joining union or paying
dues (major agricultural states like Texas, New Mexico end Arizona are "right
to work" or better "right-to-pardilte"states).

1959

Landrum-Griffin (L-G) Amendments to NLRA: strengthened secondary, boycott restrictions; outlawed clauses 'In . contracts which permit non-handling of scab products ("hot cargo" clauses); made organizational and recognition picketing
illegal under certain conditions; In each of the above throe cases required
NLRB to seek an Injunction against unfair union practices upon IssuiTleiraNLAB
complaint (UFWOC asked In April 16, 1969 testimony: why no "mandatory injunctions" In cases of employer unfair labor practices?).

1959

Landrum Griffin Act otherwise known is Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act: This Act as distinct from L-G Amendments to NLRA provides for union
membership rights, protects democratic practices In unions and requires reporting on membership and money matters to Federal Government. UFWOC has no argument with legislative support for democratic unionism. The references to L-G
In this paper refer only to the L-G Amendments to NLRA.

UFWOC and Cesar Chavez favor legislation that will make possible s strong farm workers
union. They arc not asking for preferential treatment. All they are asking for Is
the same protective legislation that Industrial workers had when they were In the
position that farm workers are In today. To quote from UFWOC's statement to the
Senate Subcommittee:
.

`"The relief we seek tad* is neither very new nor very revolutionary. It has proved .
bonefloint to the nation in the past when unions WrIg weak and industry strong. 104
ti

Farm workers boycott Includes Primary ("please don't buy lettuce") and secondary
("pleas don't shop at this store") elements. 80141 are very important to the forh
workers cause.
outlawed the secondary boycott.
R

.
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need and favor ELBA amendwnts alone the linet.of the original gleaner Act, but we
oppose for this sriod in history the restrictions of (the) Taft-Hartleu (1947) and
Landrum- Gri in (1959 (amendments to the Act)
The poraiiiiliNTZTETngit"
Wagner Act and its aokim:stration for 12 yoroxe (1936-194?) was to promote unionisation of the unskilled and semiLsk4tmiwOrkers in mass production industry.
Its aim
was to quiet widespread industria unrest and to meet the social and economic challenge of the great depression.
Senators will recall that when the 90th Congress palsold the T-11 Act over President Truman's veto, lobar leaders called it a "slave labor
act".
They were ridiculed later when their unions survived. But whelp survived?
Large, wall-istablished unions which had on-going collective, bargaining relationships
with employers who were by that time accustomed to dealing with labor unions. Tha0;
what survived.
.

"Taft-Hartley did, however, accomplish the purpose of its sponsor, in that it effectiVely decelerated the pace of union organising as annual union mastership statistics
will shave.
History will record that T-11 and L-G together with continuing business
community determination to oppose unions
succeeded in checking the progress of
labor organisation in America before it had accomplished half its job
Where
would the large industrial unions be today if Congress had 'protected" them from the
beginning, not with th4 Wagner Arm, but with the T-11 Act in its present form?

"We too need our decent period of time to develop and grew strong under the life giving sun of a favorable public policy which affirmatively favors the growth of fans
unionism."

0

What are some of the practical realities behind Cesar Chavez' statement? UFWOC has
had nearly 7 years of experience under strike and boycott conditions. They have
learned that growers can find hungry green Cfrder workers in Mexico to break strikes.
The result Is that strikes, though costly, do not produce sufficient economic pressure to bring about bargaining and contracts. All UFWOC contracts with wino pnd
table grape growers came under the pressurkof boycott. Cesar Chavez and the workers
with him have learned that it Is thertboycotrand only the boycott that has the power
to equalize and persuade In a wealthy industry that is hostile to unions.
The NLRA
(as amended by T-H and L-G) provides for elections and bargaining but does not require
contracts. What If employers who are opposed to unions stall on agreeing to contracts? What leverage will farm workera have to produce contracts since the NLRA
(as amended) takes away much of thi power of the boycott?
Without access t eotalfling_economic sower farm workers could be stalled aPthe
bargaining table and tied up in countless NLPB and Court deliberations around unfair
labor practices. Wealthy employers determined to resist unionization can file law
suit after law suit against UFWOC and invite other lawsultS'by committing unfair
labor practices -- all with a mind toward avoiding contracts.
This Is not a myth!
It Is in fact what happens regularly In the southern textile industry and in other
Industries where the workers are weak and the employers and the community hostile to
unionization. "NLRB and court easel Involving J. P. Stevens & Co. serve
as a good
case history for anyone who Is Interested In learning just how an unscrupulous employer, who has the support of the local establishment, can make a mockery of the
labor act. Since 1953, when the Textile Workers Union Initiated
an organizing campalgn In Its plants, complaints have been Issued against the company on 10 successive
rounds of unfair labor practices. The ccmpnay has lost many a case, including one
which cost it 5654,573 in back pay; but it hasn't yet signed a contract with the
union and shows no sign of abandoning its illegal anti-union campaign.
At this point
the TWUA does not have under contract a single mill In the southeastern states belonging to any of the big three textile chainsBurlington, J. P. Stevens and DeeringMillikeneven thotigh the union has won NLRB elections at -such plants. (from an
,article by Thomas E. Harris entitled "Remedies for an Aging NLRA")
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The farm Workers' Boycot
Is Moral & Legal-

.

it a most beautiful form of non-violent struggle becaus4,so many, thousands of people
can become involved.
The b auty f fbe boye.ott'ls most evident when you watch
the people Who do the work of the,joycott,
Many of them are farm workers; others
Ire students, some.have left
iglous orders, most'are.just plain folks. They all
work hayd:and live_on room an board and five dollars a week. They spend 8-10 hours
a day, six days a week in groc ry store parking lots talking to customers. -In an
average.day a boycotter will talk to 150 c stomersi.some will ignore her or coldly
reject the cause; others will curse 'her it or Gall her communist; but 3Q-50 of
those customers will understand and wilt/ carp enough to-turn away:. Listan to a
typical conversation:

Please help fern workers today

y not shopping at Safeway fo

(Safeway, ...Why, w hat's wro g *ith gafeway?)

We are asking Safeway to
and they refUse.

A & P).

.*

Yselling only union.lettuce

elp the fWonworkers

(Why pick on Safeway

/,.
Because they are p e largest chain in
e West and because hey/have -re used
to help. Other.-dhaina are cooperati-g and are selling only union Zettu
(Well,

6

won't buy lettuce)

/
elpfUl, mem bUt ip would-be even more heZp Z if you aho
today.
If! Safeway actuaZZy loses custome s they may Se
115

That's ve

another 0
suaded to

hat's right.

(But the nearest store is4s& 61ocks,away and my'lcids are at borne waiting
for dinner.)

-

1

....I wharirMIndthat bUt-thirik'dhout the eunertngirfftntivorkers. -I-s-i-t--ria-Z-Zy-

44h a big thing to go six extrAlocks to help them?
i6 7do something epecilio.
at Safeway today.
N,

Here is uour chance
Please CO a simple deed for justice. Don't shop
.
.

.

.

very day to every major city individual Americans respond to'the pleas of the Mon
! orkers and their supporters and turn away from stores like Safeway'. It Is in fact
a beautiful thing to see: hard work, sacrifice and simple-perawion by the boycot-;
tirs and the willirigness on the pait.of'millions-of-folka_of afFtOlors,and kinds
t
do "a simple deed for Justice."
The boycott Is an almost-.perfect example of
Most chain stores will not A
determined non-violent action. 7 And it is effective.
olerate the steady 1c4s of th ir.FustoMers. An time they decide to cooperate with
t e farm workers'. cause.
---T

,

But

.7

tip

e b
ott necessary?
Why don't farm workers Just talk to their employers
directly ? .If they won't talk wouldn't a strike be sufficiAt to make.thedtalk?
In the grapes of course farm orkers asked for elections, asked for a meeting.but
were ignored; they then wen on strike and continued the,strike.Op August 3, 1967,
'

qj

s.

O

....

--

e,
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as a riladfing ITke many others we had been-Ill-before.
Two larp:WOrkerS,-,n
bi, a housewife and
were talking to the owner of a large Southern California
upermarket chain.
Inside, Mr. S (the owner) /was elabbu4atina en e,iy he wouldn't
elm farm workers by removing non -union lettuce from his stord
'First Of all he
did, not want to-become Involved.'
He reminded' us that he was net a farmer nor did'
*employ farm workers.: A/(1 he wanted to do tas runthISOrocery4usinesi..
His
'hisiness principle Is NO 411 anything-his cuS,omerearo Willing
buy. We detribed the suffering-of farm workers. We tad him'about the benefits of the union.'
demollained to him that he was already involved because he wasitipporting
e
rowers7by'seillhg non-union lettuce. We urged him to e evate/the needs of p r
eople above his busines principle.
He said 11 s'only espenalbility'was to his'
ustomarv.
We disagreed .
We reminded him that
parirdid its business and
',In de'its profits'in this s clety - not on some other planet.
We tried to shoal him
-thaf.ner'had a broader respo sIbIlity in this society - a responsi011ty to" support
, '
ritii5p e in their struggl s, a responsibility't0 help make America a more Just
ety,a responsibility that is eyen greater beCause of his power-and and influfle.'"was not/ convinced.
.

,..

!. .

L,S.Q..we told him that farm wor

ra h d only one recbursei. since je was unwilling to
respond on the basis of mo
reSpo'Sibility then], q would hil),,e'to go to his cui-.
tuners and explain the
ues2lehd ask them not to a p this stores until he was
willing to do what was ri
'and justi, 14r. $ pro ably doubted that his customers
would pay any at 'ntion
But the.next day eac of his tores had 2 or 3 boycotters
min _ the arlcing of proefully'll nding out leaflets, talking to people and urging
the
):I!'Shave -,anot er store. In two weeks .4500 customers had turned away from
Mr. S/ "20L et res: His customs
cared - not all of them - but enough to persuade
Mr. $/tO art r h)
business prin pie and begin to sell only union lettuce.
What
he would not do because It was ri ht he eventuallx decided to do because he was
losint mone
....

1

"-*

\

i

l'e

...-

People have different ima
e boycott.
The growers call it "immoral and illegal" which makes it sound
the evil. BUt the boycott is clearly not illegal
srnce farm workers are not covered by the law which Outlaws some kinds of boycotts.**
Is It Immoral?
No one ever cl imed that the boycott is perfect or pure.
It Is a
w y of bringing non-violent pre sure
on stores and on growers.
It is,the contention
Of this paper that the boyco.6 s a morally sound and crucially Important 'way,of
MI
7/carrylng_on the farm workers' struogle for justice and dignity.
Cesar Chavetcalls
-

,c.

4
0
I':
* The Farm Bureau and other agribusiness interests are making considerable noise
-about legislation.
They talk about "secret,ballofelections".and "the rights of
workers" but their basic legislative goal Is teelimiriate the boycott and make
strikes slimpossible or Impractical. This article was written by the Rev. Wayne
00.1s) 4rtmire,°01rector of the National Farm Worker Ministry. ,It is available
66Almited copies from the NFWM office: 1411 W. Olympic Blvd., RM. 501, Los Angeles
40015. Other papers on legislationd, elections are also available from the NFWM
,
6-011e.
'

4.

**The 1947 Taft4iartley Ameildments e..the 1959 Landrum-Griffin Ameoments to the
National. Labor PelationS Act (NLRA) make secondary boycotts !liege. The farm
workers' boycott includes primary (*please don't buy lettuce'14 and secondary
("plegse &nit shop at this grocery store ")elements.
Both elements are very
important to the success of the boycott.

691.s3' 20,zu
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The Farm Workers' Poycott
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80-90% of Giumarra's farm workers went on strike bUt instead of talking to his work-7
ears Giumarra spent thousands of dollars'te 'recruit hungry peop1e from Mexico to
come and pick his grapes.
The farm workers continued to strike but they also began a boycott.of Glumarta'sgrapes. Giumarra got around the boycott by1llegally
marketing his grapes under labels provided,by,other'growers
The ,farm Workers" '
union-eventuilly had to boycott all'grapes'and they eventually won contracts with,
their employers.
In 1967 Giumarra (and other grape growers also) had so much unilateral power that he could refuse even to talk to his workers about an election.
In 1970, after 5 years of strike and boycott Giumarra,negotiated a contract with
UFWOC and happily began to sell grapes again.
In lettuce the farm workers' union is paced. with the same situation as in the grapes.
In July of 1970 Cesar Chavez asked lettuce growers for a meeting to discuss elections.
The growers tgnored this offer, sought out another union and signed sweet=
Cesar Chavez repeated his
heart contracts behind the backs of the farm workers,
Offer for elections.
The workers elected UFWOC Ranch-Commlitees,4orgenizeT and
on August 24, 19?0 went on strike to gain the. union of their choice. 7,000 workers
went on strike in what the L.A.Times called the largest farm. labor strike in U.S.
Kishpry.
The Industry, was shut,dOWn. Some growers decided to negotiate with
VIM. But the vast majority sought other ways to stop the farm workeA0 union..
In September the growers got'a local judge to outlaw the strike.
.
.

.

.

The farm workers had to choose between violating the court order or going out on
the boycott. They decided to go to all the major cities to ask consumers to sup-,
port their struggle.
The Tetmsters and UFWOC
The lettuce boycott was effective.
reached an agreement.
The growers decided to negotiate. In March of 1971 UFWOC'
suspended tPe lettuce boyCott and began serious negotiations with the lettuce industry. But ,.he growers were not that serious.
They stalled the negotiations
throtigh the key 1971 harvest and then rejected all the compromise proposals offired
by UFWOC.
The negotiations are over and,farm workers have no other recourse but
to ,return to the lettuce boycott.
.
.

.

The point oi)these illus.tratiogs Is to show that the boycott is necessary if farm
workers are to win the simple right of negotiating with their employers.
The
boycott has been used because growers refuse even to talk to their organized workers; the boycott has been used because gro4ers are willing traffic in the hugger
and misery of another country In order to bring in strike'breakers.
Agrldultural
employers could avoid all the pressures of, the strike and boycott if they would be
willing to respect their workers enough to sit down and talli--With their representatives . .How Tuch better it would have been for Giumarra if he had had 4,1 election
and negotiated in good faith in 1967 instead of 1970.
How much better it would be
for the lettuce Industry if they would negotiate In good faith now Instead of after
a long and costly boycott.
.

.

,

For those
The boycott is reasonable, necessary and directed toward a Just end.
who hesitate at this point ask yourself these questions: would ft be better, would
it bemore Just if farm workers were to stay locked in poverty and misery for another
100 years? Humanly speaking Would it be better if the grapegrowees'thad succeeded
in thwarting UFWOC's;effort by using poverty-stricken people from Mexico to break
every strike effort? Haslimt the boycott &deed to open up awhole new world of possibilities for farm workers?

18:1
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The Farm Workers' BoycOtt
Is Moral d'Legal

It is essential to the success of the farm
The boycott is both moral and legal.
workers' struggle.
It is a way lOr farm workers to recruit practkcal and useful
support from millions of Americans. It is eNay for us to keep casting our vote
for or against Justice because the boycott will continue; now wines and lettUce,
later other crops because there are hundreds of thousands of workers In citrus,
vegetable, sugar, tobacco and melon fields who want and deserve a strong union.
The boycott is moral and legal. 1_he fact that Congress In 1947 was fanatically
anti-union and passed an anti-boycott laW over the President's veto is no argument
for outlawing 'the farm workers' boycott. Perhaps the full strength of the noycott
should be made available to all workers again. Perhaps-then all the Black. and
Brown working poor of America would have an adequate non-violent tool to bring
.about a measure of justice for themselves and their families.

At

Wayne C. liartitire, Jr., Director

National 'WM Worker Ministry
1411-W. Olympic BIA., Am. 501
Los Angeles, ea. 90015
.1/72
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High prices brought by superior "off season!' products more than offsets high
cost transportation to distant markets,

State produces one-half nation's fruits and nuts, most canned asparagus,

packs one-fourth nation's canned fruit, all olives, almonds, lemons, nectarines,
pomegranates, apricots, broccoli, fresh asparagus, persimmons; dates, grapes,
plums, dried prunes, walnuts.
Cash receipts in 1952 were $2,742,000,000; in mg, $3,251,500,000.

Value in

NatiOnal

Crap

51, 000

ranking

Almonds
Apricots

35, 586
14, 605
4, 539
26, 064
9, 940

Artichokes'
Asparagus
Avocados
Barley

80, VA

Beans, green lint,
Brocoll
Brussels sprouts
Cantaloupe
Carrots
Cauliflower

.,

Celery
Cherries, sweet
Figs'..

''

Figs'
Garlic'
Grapes

8, 475
12, 366
8, 325
33, 055
25, 332
7, 542
26, 302
26, 302
3, 120.
5, 406
2, 544

149,543
5,532

'

Honeydew melons
Lemons
Lettuce
Nectarines
Olives

D

. 32, 706

66,296

at.

5, 562

7,152
o

Peaches
Pears

55, 716
32, 918
2, 352

Peppers chili
Persian mellons
Persimmons

1,155

12 665

Plums
POmegrantaes
Prunes
Rice

264
45, 870
59, 972
15, 847
,
395
522

.

Seed alfalfa

Said clover red
Said purple vetch

2,698

Spinach

Strawberries
Sugar beets
Tomatoes.
Walnuts

36, 438

I 48, 226
125, 686
28, 035

1100 percent of US. production.
Estimated.

THE CHANGING WAY or LITE IN CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURE

The agricultu 1 way of life is changing; indeed, it already has changed
strikingly from e traditional pattern. Although both productivity and farm

receipts have r en steadily over the last two decades, employment on farms
has steadily d fined. In 1962 it was only a little more than 5 percent of all
civilian employ.' nt in the state, as compared to 11 percent in 1940. Only
2.7 percent of the

.

eople now live on farms. As short a time ago as 1950,

10 percent were reporte' o be living on farms in the state. The farms of
CantorMa also are becoming steadily larger. In 1963 the average size was
400 acres, about 58 percent larger than- the slze of 1945. But this does not
tell the whole story. Six percent of the approximately 99,000 farms in the state
contained 75 percent of the total land in farms, and a mere 3 percent contained
almost tiro- thirds of the state's farmlands. The small family farm, once the
pride of the nation, has declined to vestigial significance only. Between 1949
and 1959, 95 percent of the decrease in number of farms (27.6 percent) took
place as the result of consolidating farms of 88 acres or less.
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SAVP THE FAMILY FARM

It is a special pleasu°rc for me to accept the kind invitation of

your executive secretary, Mrs. Grace McDalubld, to appear before
your group here today.

For Some time now I have been followipOrith

keen interest your California Farm Reseeh and LegisiativeCommittee'e
o

"grass root" efforts to expose the realities that face the fawily farm
and to scrape away the public's complacency and unconcern about its
future.

For, as your studies haVe already shown, the position of the

family farm is indeed precarious.

There is no guaiantee that there

rj
will even be such aeinstitution when we enter the,21st Centuryonly
36 years from now.

The Farmers Home Administration claims with Pride to be the

major Fedeal agency defendingthe- familyfarmer and helping him
solve his pri$Aems.
1

sometimes, we, in my agenCy; can't-help

but feel a hit depressed because we seem. to be alonekassailed by
those who say we don't do enough tor the small farmer; accused by

wt
Others of helping to perpetuate an inefficient agriculture.
o
So it is with a deep sense off' satisfaction - -a moral uplifting if you
I have looked forward to being here.

Keynotp address by Howard Bertsch, Adminittrator, Farmers Home
.
Administration, Washington, D. C., at the Family Farm Workshop con-.
ducted by the California Farm Research and Legislative Committee,
'Fresno State Colle,7e, Fresno, California May. 23, 1964.
a

a
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Too, I feel at Dome here bccAuse I was born iu theWcat and
-

grew-up learninglto know farming as 'a way of life.' Indeed, most of

my years havc been spent in an atmosphere where the growth,'the
strength, the development of the family farm was the 'guiding light and
driving force behind my thoughts.

I also feel right at home because I.

You manifest an

know,,Blv with folks who know farming injide out.

awareness of, and an interest in agricultural programs and policies,

your research into the problems facing Ihe family farm any this family

farm workshop, demonstrate that you are not afraid to facehard-truths

You ask a speakerregardless of

not afraid to look reality in-the

his viewsJo talk squarely, from the shoulder.

There Can be no greater

compliment from any.audience.
I have every intention of speaking some bard truths.
"to discuss with you our family farm situation as I sec it.
it?

Who is working to destroy

should like

Who supports

Where .is the family farm headed in;

this era of violent change? in a.:nation that liins hell bcnt'on uriOcnizing
just as fast as possible.

Before taking my present job three years ago, I was with the Ford
Foundation, spending some seven years:in Iran, a.country as different
from the U.S. as night from day.

"

During those years my colleagues and I struggled with problems
of land reform in that emerging nation.

The rural population consisted

qA

of two groups only, the rich-who owned the land and the poor who worked
it.

eN
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rt seas .% saw:Una ripe ter 'reformor revolution.

The 4overnrent

waS fraatically tryi4 to bring about a reform before a revolution coUl.!
sweep the country.

They wanted to build a .tamily farm structure

before if vas too late.

And it appeari'now that they may be successful.

Before I left the United States in the early fiftics there existed Soong__
our leaders deep concern about the future of the family farm.
thc,big issue of the day.

It was

How to maintain the poiition of family farming
.

in Ancricanagriculture was constantly debated and discussed.
was concern back in those days.

There

There was interest.

'When I returfild in 1961, however this atmosphere had changed.
....:Gone was the widespread concern over family farming in this country.

A person no longer heard the argumenethat once had the force of
o

Holy Writ: That the family farm had special virtues, not only in terms
of agricultural efficiency, but also in terms of the American heritage
of small business and free enterprise.

In short, the 195pfs had produced an unfortunate change in the
way-Americans looked at their agriculture.
A

. Farming had become a business, pure xnd simple; the farmer a

businessmanhis operations to be evaluated strictly in business terms.
This attitude had4even taken hold of, certain agricultural 104ers 'and
farm organizations.

cr

Where in former'days, farm professionals would hotly argue the
best approaches to getting more resources for small farmers, establishing."'
families on better land, organizing marketing co -ops; now they seem more

O.
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concerned with the techniques of production pn only the biggist
records, advanced engineering designs--

automated devices, input-output

t4t kind of thing.
Now I am certainly not criticizing the business-scientific approach
to agriculture.
is

a business.

it is necessary, of course, and proper.

For agriculture

To make a success of it and to stay competitive, farmers

must have enough land and equipment andbuildings./ deplore, however,sin the climate now existing, the general'

complacenCy over the welfare of families as independent owner-operators

, -

of their farms.

Clear and chilling examples of this are in the newspapers a11 the
time--receiving nationwide attention.

proceeding with a national policy of complacency toward the
family farm could mean that by the turn of the century few would be
left,

Authors of some reports would pit farmer against farmery so that only
those with access to unlimited capital and capable of marketin
volumes of products could survive.

They.yould transfer enmass

other families from the farm to the city to face a future of t.

lige"

Jlj11

are doles

and urban sluMs.
Proponcts of this anti - family farm ;Lew assert that ioJay, ! e live
1
in a highly organized business society. If the ultimate evolut on of

agriculture produces large -scale corporate units andthe passing of
,

family ownedind operated farms, well, they say, so-be it.

N.

fl
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This kind of thinkinitis now all too prevalent.

It reflects a sense,

of n.ar hostility to the family farm and to those who operate them.

Ve must change this line of thinking.
Let's theroulhly air the issue in the halls of Congress, from the
academic lecture platforms,, through the press and in our own
conmunitiet.

Let's:have a 3reat debate.

In the Administrative side of the Government, under the guidance
of president johnSen and Secretary Freeman, we've already taken
fk;

a cold look at 111

facts and asked some tough questions.

If finding

the answers was liAt easy, getting public action on\the solutions is
even tougher.

We considered these questions:

l--Where doeS.the family owned and operated farm standin today's
economy - -Just how efficient is it?

2--Which

farm

programs

'are

of real aid,

and which are .

actually striking at the position of the fainily farm? What
9

changes need to be made?
3--What do farm people themselves need to do in the way of fighting

for better markets and establishing, some degree of control over

surplus production?

t

4--How can the family farmers themselves shake the public's
complacency?
You could add other important questions to this list.
need to be resolved through a clear national policy.

e.

4

9

041

questions that
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Recently some stafisticiaa made a studi of the 100,000 farms
that form the upper echelon of American agriculture.
review of modern agriculture.

This was a complacent

The authors saw no cause for alarm.

I wish / could feel as relaxed about the-situation.
These farms represent only four percent of all. cOmmereial

farms but they account for one-fourth'of.the total land in farms and
one-third of the marketings.

Moreover when you closely examine the figures half of the
production from this small group of farms comes from the)20,000 that
produce over $100,000 a year.
This is quite a concentration of resources.

If this trend continues who knows what the next decade will bring.
If,four percent

the farms in 1959 produced one-third of the

marketed farm produc s might not

eight

percent by 1969 produce

two-thirds of our food and fiber?
'

There are other facts.and figures that give us cause for concern- -

concern about the future of the family farm.

NOW, in discussing the family farm:I am well aware that it
carries many definitions.

In fact, so many definitions are floiting

sabout that increasingly we are told, the whole subject is impossible'to
discuss because after all no one any longer knows; uSt what a fimili
.farm really is.

39.133
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Masterminds of this theoiy argue that so many different ktais of
a

'

arrangements have grown up--joint ownership, business OrtnershipS,
.family corporations, suriplier-farmer arrangements, col so forth,

s.
that we no longer can or shoidd att'mpt to define whit we mean by
a family farm.

Well, all I can respond to that is, maybe so, but in the intqfest
of a healthy American agricUlturc, weld better have a-try at a definition.
4

Personally I accept the definition that the family farm is a famillk
eiterpfise, a farm operated Ix and for the family.

There might be

6

a hired man, plus some seasonal hired labor.

But basically

the

farmer and his family live on the place, control the resources of the

place, make,lhe decialons,,get Out and do a good part of the work and
reap the rewards or losses, as the case may'be.
Now the farmer may rent additional land--many good farmers these
days do.

He may have,a sizeable debtnot an uncommon position

these days.

Nevertheless, he and his family do most of the work,

make a21 of the decisions, and in most Cases live year-round on the
farm.:=

A

We think we can also say what a family"farm is not. A family
farm isn't a farm owned and directed by a city professional 500 miles
away.

,

And it isn't ,a farm run by a manager hiring labor by the hour,

day or season, with freedom to throw them Rut on their own the very
day the crop is harvested.

S.
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Size alone is no measure of the Ltmily ;arm, es we all know.

It

may be a 2-acre poultry farm in New Jersey, a 240-acre corn hog
farm in Iowa, a 2000-acre wheat farm in Oklahoma, or a .10,000 -acre
cattle rancfecin Wyoming.

Size varies according to the type of agri-

culture pursued.

Now in accepting this definition, I am talking about family farms
that producefor the.c,gmercial market.

This is not to overlook

- subsistence, and part -tine farmin3 for ineecd my agency la dedicated

to helping then, too, in every way pdssible.

But they41:ce problems
0

and threats of disaster quite different from those facing the family
farm proJucins for the commercial market and I suspect that it is

the commercial family farm that you are more interested inAiscussing
there today.

The family farm is distinct from a huge farm operatinl
with hired labor.

mostly

It is different from a state -owned collective farm.

its distin3uishing icature is the incentive and enterprise that come

with indiVidualfikilies operating and owning their own firma.
Perltaps the family farm concept can best be illustfateu by the

conversation that took place between a family farmer and a warker.on another
kind of farm., who were comparing the merits of their respective lot..

The family farmer said:
even later.

"I work hard from sunrise to. sunset, and

I worry about weather and about prices, but 1 1001: With

pride on the growing crops and healthy cattle.

191
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"I don't have all the machinery I need and it semi to break
donn from time to tiner', but I can bUy a new piece once in awhile.

I don't rain ss much as I would like, but I think I will do a little
better next ye r .

Withthe good cord WIinl, I expect to have a new

houie4.64dirand a better barn and the farm paid for

Then I

,

won't hatie. to work so hard aid -4 will be all ny own."
,..

,

40-

And the worker on theindnstrialized farm said: "I work only an

.

eight hour day.

/ get out one of%hi tractors each morning,, and work

i...the'fieleto which I am assigned.

When my eight'hours.are:up / can

.sphoM. py foreman-isnt too bad.

I don't have to worrY.about weather or

,prices; because my check comes every week. I can aavest little out of
can'keep this job for 2n years, rtll

tbai:wage,and I figure that, if

be able to save enough moneytto mike a down payment on a farm of
rcy;I own like yogis."

04:

The fa911y:larm concept reveal.eoLuy,that story is quite

For it retins one of the greatest:strongholds of individual enterprise
in our nOion,-represents the best social and cultural valuesof rural
life. It has been with. the "family farm" that we have developed the
.

world's most productive agriculture.

furthermore, this has been.the

ny

One institution supporting our rural towns and villages.
Given,* fair and equitable economic climate, access to Markets,
protection from unfair competition and monopoly, and modernized
government farm and tax programs, the family owned and operated farm
can remain the most productive and efficient the world has ever seen.

Glo
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We know in USDA that' most farms reach peak4efficiedcy when-one
good family opcrates one good full line of equipment.

BeyOnd thiS'point,

except in(rire instances; efficiency goes no higher.

The testimooy_prepared foi you by Dr. Bichard.Sasuly Of UCLA
also bears this out.

In fact, his research reVeals1Some stirprisingi.

'

(TweaknesseS of-exceedingly large scale oPeratiOnS:as Compared 40 those

of familyfaf14:
dli farm weakneSsea were alsoyxevealed in ;recent articf_e
carried by a natknally reikfarm magazing.74iTitled:11hy Do Big Farms
4

Tail?", it assented that in.big farming, farm management and farm
labor are split apart,-and,the restilf is a cast high

Ios's of inentive,

diligence and :0111.
."Wh'en ae.farm gets so.big that it must rely heavAy on hired, labor,"
ti

the article says,"itgets on shaky ground and requiies7better and better
management.

An excellent farmer may find that he's only averagerai

hiring good help or overseeing hired hands.

Managing the help

cuts info the'operating work that the tarter can do himself-:-and it's

a prizeihired hand who can work as

well as the owner.

Labor efficiency

usually starts. going downhill, in the livestock business when the farm

gets largei'ihan
-1

one man can handle with good mechinization."

This article has a good case iii pOint but if the liv,er than

family farm

has such weaknesses why is it that the fUture of the family

farm is in doubt?

at

0

1.94
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I see four reasons. Perhaps you see others.

First, the famW farm is handicapped.by some policies and.prograMs
that 'Operate contrary to4ts best interest.
,.

'

Second, vast changes in supply and marketing are tending to favor-

the large vertical -integrated operation.

Third; required increases'an farm investmelot,yield,net profits too
---,c

thin to cover interest charges on huge amounts of bdrrowed capital. ThO
large investment-16W" return-ratio makes 'it difficult fort younger people

to enter agriculture,

Fourth, corporate type and vertibal -integrated farm operations have
access to prime credit sources at prime interest rates?

.

Let ale dwell for atmoment aeon each of these'reaions.

In the field of nationai4rograMs, corrective legislation is needed
in several fields.

We ner legislation to close present federal state income

d-

1

tax loopholes allowing city.business interests and hobby farmers,' to
.

operate large farming operationsata,loss and offset these losses *pink,
profitt in nonaferm,busineis enterprises.
Some suggest that we need legislation to establish 1Nn'upper limit cut-off
on the-amountof subsidies that can go to any one farm. j?

Unpublished' spediesshow that, of 3.6 million farms, dome 14000
receive 1%3 of the benefits of price sUpport programs.

If

Government

spends $3 billion yearly on price sUpports, abodt $1 billion goes toeihand
full of big farmers.' In the eotipn program for example, $36 million was

.

sliti among'322 big farmers for an avefage payment of $p
each.

The remaining $461LmilliOn was split among:650.000 smaller
,

_farmers for an averae:09f $62 each.

194

These

'huge% subSidieS

138.7

:4

now being hanneled to larger than lamilyjarming interests push
up ihe,cost of government programs, incurAhe public's anger, and

.

.

enable-the hugh factory farm interests to further intensify their
.
competitive position against th; family farmer.
,/,

10c need legislation, and this is way:past due, to extend
minimum wages and .acceptable working conditions to hired

lagricultural labor. The family farmlircannot hope to obtain a
I,'

-

fair return Or his own labor as long'as he has to!compete with
hirOkfarm labor working at a chronically -low wage ancrexistng
under subnormal working and living conditions.,_

We need legislation to tighten up antilAnst laws: We need to stop/
t

the practice whereby agriculture production is .Vertically integrated with

agricultural supplyrOocessing and retailing operationsv diving
nonfarm business' interests complete control. klook at theibroiler
industry reveals the disastrous effects and shpuld be Warning knough

4 'I
to other family farmers still able to eXercise control of their farming
business.

Finally, we need legislation to make it unlawful far food Combings

cbmposed of processors, handlersor other dealers'Or distributors to coerce
or interfere with any'firm producer in hies right to join or. help form a
cooperrtiVe.

An expmple of,this type of despicable action by huge
.

.4,

combines waS related tone recently by Oliver Duval, our Farmers Home

Administration state director for California. He cold of several Grade A
dairymen in the Hanford, California area who had their milk contracts cancelled
by a:Aarge chain store becaUSe they had joined together in'wcooperative

Olort:Wimprove

4
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,NoW'ast& my second point which has to do.with the vast Changes
taking place in supply and marketing. We are all aware that the farmer
,

x

depends more heavily then ever.on(purChased inputs and cash markets
,for his products.

Gone forayer are the days when he raised his

own power, produced. his own fertilizez,*grewall his owh,feed.

The

result of this is thatfor every $1 in income, the American farmer has

S.
to pay out 70 cents, in faim expenses.

He is still in the uncomfortable position of hiving to accept
wholesale prices for what he sells and pay retail prices for what he buys- and he is now buying more and more of the elehents of production.

We are aware too that mass merchandizing.methodt in food, distribution'
.have.created markets in which buyers demand large volumeS of
41,

uniformly good quality produce.

As a result of these changes large

producers have purchasing and marketing advantages that formerly
4

did not exist or were of little importance.
1

In sgme instances, processors-1.in a pOsition to command retail-

outlet prices,L-are integrating entire production-operations With their,
nonfarm opevations.
%

To others, suppliers--in a position to buy farm inputs at Aolsale-1

are performing a larger part ofAe production function under contract,
The family farmef cannot hope to compste against such obstacles.
It is facts like these that prompted Secretary Freeman to say

"ThereareTOrces unrelated to the efficiency of family firming which
work constantly to erode its economic strength, th,compriss and.eontrol

1389
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its Markets and to altct its independent position.

.

%)

. vertical integration,

I

contract farminq,and the growing dominance.of the retail end.of food
0
0
0
-.processingall unrelated to the efficiency of ihe.faMily farm- -may
.

well endanger family farm agriculture."

It is only through strong farmer-owned co-opi and similar means
that family farmers can baftle vertical integration.

Along'this line,

0

we need legislation to permit farmer co-operatives to buy existing
tsupply processing and marketing facilities.

In addition, Federal

loans -- director insured -- should be made available to groups of family

farriers who desire to build co7op supply, processing

andliatlectijill

facilities.

My.third point, that required increases in farm investments(yield
thin net profits ani make it difficult
is not an easy One to solve.

foe

youn3 people to enter,agricultuu,re

Also these huge investments and low net.

returns make family farmers more vulnerable than they

psed

.,

to be

'to the effects of sharp price declines or crop losses resulting from
adverse weathers, One answer, tyf rouse, is to improve the farmer's
prices so that he gets a fair return for his investment and work,

Other

aqkwers might include (X) special low intezest rates for family farmers-during

the first 5,t11OYears after.they buy their own farms, (2) exemption from
taxes on a certain part of the'valuation of their real estate and personal
property, and (3) more leeway when filing Federal and state\taxe5,,4to

carry over extraordinary profits from a good year to a year when
profits are slim.

C
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My fourthpoint has to do with credit.

Because corporation sind

verticallyintegratedflopeations are so big, have such extensive
t

.

holdings of piopetty,and inVentory, can qommind favoiable prices both

in baying and selling, and are frequently ownedrd directed by
4-wteersons'with other financial interests,

they have access to prime

edit sources and prime interest riles.

Therefore they live little

'problem meeting the capital requiremsAts of,mode rh agriculture.
.

unable to tap'

But the family farmexkis 115.t so fortunate.

private and cooperative lenders for the necessiry credit, helm to

a

.

torn to Government credit or. to high.interest rate "supplier" and "loan., 4

alma" credit.

consequently, without the Farmers Home Admtnistration,

the'familyfarmer faces a distinct dipadVantage immeeting capital
I

'

requirements'', so essential to maintaining h strong position in.this
4
highly competitive business. Yet his ca'Oal needs are increasin6 ail
0

'the while.

A USDA study showsthat the averagetinvestment per farm

is 8 times greater today%lhad23 years a4, rising'from $6,308 in 1940
.
$0 $51,472 in 1963.

One 81

he basic answer,* then, to the preservation

,and"strengtheniog of the family farm as an American way of life', is to
see that enI4ugli credit is available so family farmers can make adjust

meets and improvcmentS to stay in business.
The problems
prod ens which I have just outlined are real.
not always so easy to work out.

And theoOlutions

However thereis in,Washington
4

today a teal awareness of farm preblems'and other problems that
4rt

face our nation.° We have in Present johnson.andSetretary(Freeman.
.

men who are deeply concerned tith the welfare of people.

trips to cur troulled rural areas 15

The President's'

case in point.' Ant SecrLtary Fikv!Am
(,..-

4391
also hastime and time again - -taken to the road to visit with
1
farmers.to get their views .. During his lens than four years in office,
,
be has already spoki'a more eloquently, more forcefully and more
.

.

often in defense of the family,farm than any other Secretary of,Agriculture

e.
of our time-s.
..

prom my own position as Addinistrator ofthe/Farmcrs Home
Administratioh I wish to point out--as forcefully as possible--,that

w

e-

.-/

.

16r agency is.dedicated CS the preservation or the family farm.
N

a.

We

ire pitting all our efforts, ,girectin! all our .talCnt towatg supplying

capital rct those owners and operators of family farms who face the'

cif

alternative of growing--or going.

We now make loans up to $60,000 to buy, atvelop, and enlarge.

farms; limns up tOP5,0400 to buy livestock, equipment4nd to pay
farm operating costs.

Wt are concentrating on the.problems of those deserving young
.

&risers without much equity but whb have the character and far
know-how to make a sucetss in a'griculture.

FarMerel Rohe Administtation always has ph1t aroportionately largey amount
of its resourcesanto firma owned or operated by young farmers.

With

higher loan ceilings we now are able to help some of theniget started
.

e

in a farm business big enough to ansure good prospects of success.

Housing loans to rural people include loans to build rental housing
.

for senior citizens so-that they'may move into attractive housing'
.enjoy the companionship of thous their own age, ana free the family
homestead for their sons and daughters who wish to take over the farm.

r

f

199o,
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Loans to famili, farmcts to, add an incofie-producing recreation

enterprise to their farm,business and loans to nonprofit groups to finance
rural comhunity water sy0emw.,

r;zing associations, and shifts inland
0

use from agriculture to ftereation--all these tools have been added to the
Farmers fipme Administration kit during the past few year.
.

Nevertheless, for.all the zeal/Of Farmers HoMe4AdWinistretion chployees-.

0

and they are second to none--for all the major improvements ,in.tHe Farriers
A

Home Administration program of sdpsrvised credit that have been made

1

durAng the past few yearnr-we.still ape'unable to benefit the mo t povertystricken,farm and other rural families.r, We don't have the eobli;

we don't have enough trained people.

nd

But the FarmersBome Administration

will receive these tools and our agency will play a major role io the
war on pbver$y if the proposals Contained in the Administration's
.1

Pconomic Opportunity Act now.being considered by the Congress are enacted /.
.
0

Thloisnt1poverty progral-given both the rein and the spur

into law.

by President Johnson,-is designed to energize Federal, State, local:

and private igenqies, and provide them with new tools to leapfrog

,

.0

the problem of poverty in the

to get in front of the problem as it

A

were, head it off,andfinally overcome it,'
The focal point for this program is people--people handicapped by such

thins as age, lack of education
1

realistic,

Cb/es.

and physical disability.

The program is
It

ffi is workable, and it is based on conservative economic paw.

It is designed to help people where they are, to help them become

taxpayers instead of taXusers; to help them become an aid to our economy

.

instead of.a drag on the economy.

All of the measures proposed in thc bill, the work tratning adS cduoational

a
...aids, the 'rants to halanec farm and home plans, the trengtheniw, of the trIrre,.:

A.

2 b0

'
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ownership pro.ram, the aids toistmal cooperatives,

make up a unified,

'direct, and well-coordinated assault on the causes of rural poverty.

Each

part is essential t, the success, of the whole.' each complements and

)0 reinibrces the other parts.

It is a program well-designed--a.program that

/

-ssidlects the foresight of president Johnson.

In 1963, Farmers Home Admihistration loaned rural families.$795 million.
.

This was the largest amount of loans during any 12-month period in the
history of the Farmer's Home Adninistration.
4

It was 25 percent more than the 1.962 total, a new record at that

time and 158 percent more than the amo nt
.'

aned in 1960.

Some 260,000 families,cluding tbose seivt

ugh community

water systems, used F:4ers Home Administration credit skrvices
'the last fisial year,31 percent.more'than in 1960.
Here in California', Farmers Home Administration lending between
1960 and 196,3 wentaup 218 percent, from $3,094,000 to $9,C42,000.

More

than 2,400 California families are now using Farmers gone Administration

"

credit for one purpose or another.

a.

'

We have established this record nationally--2-1/2 times as much money

loaned and 61,000 more

being served in the nation- -with basically
(families

the same manpower that

had in the agency a little over three years ago.

I am proud of this reerd.
:efforts are not enough.
.

However, inlividuaf agency and group

Vhat we ne.d, that wc must have--before it is

too late- -arc reforms in our basic farm>ctedit, tax,'land and other
N.
1

policies with the aim of concentrating the benefits-Of these polices on the

family farm ail.

2C1.

-
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The time to take action is long past due.

There is real danger

that out of the present conflict nver farm pol.gi, there will rise-in

the public mind, confusion as to the value bOustaining the family farm
Idnd eventually ffOii this confusion will cPier.alpublic apathy and
Jv

indifference.

This in turn could proViq'exactly the atmosphere %itch
-,/

is suitable to "things taking their Cgifrse," a course that might lead
A

to the eventual passing of the family farm as we know it today.
We need more family firm crusaders the ration over like your'
own Grace Mcnbnald, And we 'need An other states more farm family
0

workshops like we have here tOday,atnd more family 'farm research

and legialtive committees.
May you grow stionger through the years and may many more

like= take up arms for t14'"family farm," the stabilizer
free and democratic nation.

May 14, 1964

.0

a
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

Phlv.p..2, 1964

Mae. T. M. Stout
0027 Hallack Street
Northridge, California
Dear Mrs. Stout:

J

Thank you for your letter of May 21, 1004, to which you attached:matt/01
in support of your contention that the 100-acre limitation should apply
to all of the lands benefited by the San Luis Irrigation Project.

The Congress has given the Deportment of Agriculture emendate to "encourage,
promote, and strengthen" the family farm in the United States. There is' no
euestion but that various programs, such as reclamation in the best, should
bays some limitations. Otherwise, as you have indicated, the benefits of
development would accrue to rarge landowners. As we see it, the 160-acre
limitation is used,as d device to restrict the benefits to any ode individual. In our opinionAhis is a justifiable limitation.

?'

Too often, when people refer to subsidies they overlook the fact that other
industries receive far more hell; in this regard than agriculture. You are
undoubtedly familiar with the report of the Agriculture Ccmittee of the
House of ;representatives, "Governutnt Subaidy Historical Ile:view," Revised
tray 10, 10.60; also, the stiUy'of the Joint iconomic Committee.of Congress,
."Sabsidy cad Subsidy Line ProgrEms of the U..S. Governttnt," 1960.
Dolor°
arrival at any program involving such financial ossistanca, both the legislative and executive branches of the Government give full consideration to
the question of need for it owe basis of the national welfare.
Subsidies have been used in the past to strengthen and:protect infant
tries. They have been used to encourage railroad companies t3..bnild lines
across the :Arline to the West ('east. They have been mod to preserve meetfacturing plant; that would be needed in time of war. Subsidies ate only
authorized by Congress after they are determined to be essential to national,
welfare.
t
X would like to point out that considerably more' than half of the money
appropriated to the Department of Agriculture goes for purposes other than'
payments to farmers. A large portion of our time and Money noes into cork
benefiting all citizens. The Forest Service is one exusple, and there are
many others.

*.

I
4.
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I have the following comments on the questions regarding agriculture raised
in your missjographed 'statement:
1.

Q. While monylfenidlies Pre moving off forms, are Qubeidies nek'in5 .

it pessibieTEx large eorperatices to menapolize farm
4

such _as tax
A. Iewould appear that other factors
"subsidies°
writeoffs haVe aigreater influence op the direction land par
-chOes ar-d taking than any payments made by the Government.

The wealthy, both individuals and corporations, seem to find
agriculture-an attractive industry in which to Jose money to
offset profits made in other operations. As an illustration
of how much of this type of thing toes on, ourteconomists made
some studies of Internal Revenue Service figures on the tax'
returns of farmers." They foulcd that the approximately-10,000
prictorh returns with adjusted gross incomes in excess
"faxm
of $30,000 showed aggregate losses from farm business that ex
ceeded aggregate profit By more than 2 to 1. For thei88 far4
returns with $300,000 or more &n adjusted gross income, farm '
profit by about 100 to 1.
losses exceeded

Thirtyone percent of the farmland sales made last year were to

nonfaryeople.
2.

Q. Are vertical monopolies from bracero labor through railroad
',Shipping and super,,mariset chains being established because of
public subsidies 'Co large scale farming?

A A. There are Many who claim that the importation of bracerolabilr
for Woe on the large ;arms works to the.disadventage of4thel
family farmer because it forces him to pit his laor and that
of his family against cheap imported labor: This would seem to
be true because the products of both tyike of farms are'sold on
the same market and when the supply is greater than the des61d,
the price is forced down to the lowest cost of production. The'
bracer() program, which is admittered by.the Department of Labor,
will end december 31. 1964.
3.

Q. Agewholeacrops--for examiple, the orange crop, going under monop
oly control to make oranges a highpriced luxurY food?
o

A. There is little doubt'that the establishAngof monopoly control
over any product has the inevitable result, Of raising the price
of that product over what it would otheiwise be.
4.

Q. Are food consumers unwittingly hiding feed producer's coati in
their tax bills to buy food at lower prices?

.2

e

.

A. Mere.Agnificant to us is the fact that until _food producers the fa*mers - receive lull parity for-their comModities,they are
'subsidizing the consuming public by the amount-therfaggregat7
N
-#1.comes fall short 6f the-parity figure.
:.1
.

.

Ihereshre those who claim that farmers could be paid parity pVices
for their commodities withou increasing-the costs to the consumer.
They contend that the chain, stores are making excessive profits,
and Oat if thiRir profits were reduced to reasonable amounts the
6ifference would be sufficient to malte'np the fliers' shortage
of parity.
The-House Agriculture Committee, has pointed but that the .farmer
actually received on.the average 12 pereent,less for his Oroduc$s
during the last year than he received, during the period 1947 -1940.
The consuMer, on the other hand, paid 29 percent more. The farm&
ersr- share of. the consmarie dollar'elipped frog 44 cent's in 1953.
to 38 cents in 1961.--7.

Q. Are not family-raised farms efficient operetiens after all?

.

"

arewohite right. Family farms, on the-iholet have proven more
ip efficient than any other type of fax* operation. Neithkr the great
plantations that exist in many countries of the free world nor the
vast state or collective farms of the commUnidt world have been
able to match the efficiency of tho.lmerican family farmer.
,

.

Q. Senatorroxmfre asks why we irrigate deserts when we produCe food
surpluses.
4

6.

.
.

.

I

f

N
,

.

q

.-

A. Inthe main, products grown Ani reclamation projects in'the West are
commodities that, do,not contribute to the surplus problem. 'The
deyelopmentof these projects results in major increases in the
lodel economies, as well as the national economy.,
1

.

sa

i%

We appreciate receiving your comments concerning the work-of the-11.k.Departwent of :...iicUlture, and we are glad to know of your vital interest iu.maiu_
!taining the family farm.
.
.

SiiIcereiy yt!irst

Orville L, Freeman

69-133 Os 72
*
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HARDrWORKING ? A FiRE FARM Is WAITING"

0."

.

Oklahoma CityIf you- are unemployed, but would like' to earn yofir way

and don't mind working hard, the Spite of Oklahoma has a proposition for you.
The state Office of Economic Oppdrtunity is looking for 800 families it plans
to set up with 10-acre fruit farms.and minimum. incomes of $7,000 a fear.
If the program is successful, several thousand more Oklahothar families, will
receive the same deal- within five years.
Gov. David Hall stresses that the program requirea huid physical labor and
perseverance. To acquire title to 10 acres. in southeapterns Oklahoma you have
toclear the land of black jack and scrub oak:
The OEO will provide, free use of chain paws and other equipment f6r.clea ing; plus instruetions on ,how to run the equipment.. '
Then the OEO will help grade the land and provide vines and trees 'for an
orchard. OEO officials say the orchards will produce at least $7,000 a year for
each family in the program. '
The state agency will provide instructions and assist in getting the operation
started.
/
/Th'e OEO will offer tempor
housing during the clearing and, later, will
Aissist in obtaining financing for ldw-Cost, modern home. op the farm Site.

ti

4

To qualify, you must earn less than the federalooverty. guideline, which
ranges from .$1,600 for a farm family of one to $5,600 for a non-farm family
of seven. You also must receive some type of subsistence Income, such as
welfare assistance, Social Security of a private pension.
The subsistence income is necessary becausp first-year income from a berry
crop will total only about $1,500 per family.
' clearing
t
In addition, the OEO will coffer $200 per mouth for part-Vme work
land on adjoining property.
In the third year a family can expect fin income of $7,000 or above with a
fully producing orchard, officials estimate.
_
OEO Director Rex Sparger has obtained 3,100 acres nine' miles east of
SpringtOwn to accommodate approximitely 310 of the vineyards and 'fruit

o

,orchards.

The., area; green and rolling, is fertile,with wild grapes and thfok woods.
From the California Hwy/after, March, 19711

,

J

* These tables show how much assessments on TENNECO, formerly Kern Land
Co., as been going down since 1967, when TENNECO took over (see storynn
p. 3).
Comprative year

1970

Number of
-Year

parcels
712
20
70

1910
1970
1970

220

19711

Mineral rights
assessment
$6, 960, 020

'

.136,770

''

432, 690

Mineral rights
Year

assessment

Percent
difference

1967
1968
1969

' 57,816,99E

.-11

$30 assessmints

04.

143,010

+17

35.7. , 690

318,072

t

7
133

LAND. NOT IN AGRICULTURAL PRESERVES
1970

Comparative year

1

_Average
parcels

Acres

176
83
72

152, 454, 04

10,005, 60
10, 7E8. 78

Land
assessment

.

per
acre

Aver-

Mineral
rights
assessment Year

$8,759,180 $57.45 $18, 324, 477 1967
773, 150_,...77. 27
4, 497, 480 1968
950, 2101- m1141. 07

29, 780

1970

age

Mineral

percent

Larld
assessment

per
acre

rights
assessment

differ.

511, 179, 970

$73.32
69.90
87.75

$27, 110, 770
59, 350

3

169.19
66.57

165,030

49
24

699,400
946, 740

1969

3,406,270

once

29

+21

LAND IN AGRICULTURAL PRESERVES
387
120

103,460. 61 - 9,006,'590
27, 234.86

1, 48349.90

86.72.
54.49

115,090
440, 310

1968
1969

s

17, 572, 126
1, 813, 080

723, 470

Note.Percent difference column indicates difference for combined land and mineral rights values.

2 06

it

262
5

Note.$30 assessments column indicates number of mineral rights parcels assessed at $30 upon which parcels no
taxes at all are levied.

Number of

a

PARCELS WITH MINERAL_ RIGHTS ONLY (NO LAND)

.

Vt.
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Breaks
Gala
Landowners
4

Homeowners and businessei hate for years been as-'
sessed very high, by assessors-in California. Landowners,
on the other band, have been assessed very low. This report shows.how the assessor in Sin Diego CountyWaS underappraising 5S land parcels of the Ed Fletcher Co. py
52,000,000, permitting than to pay less than half thelixes

,t,,.,......1111.1 8E.

'4.1

(..,;:t,..).27;.1-41f."1.ip !if,

.ii

r: -1,;` -"t .7:":: 11
iilL'.;,1 "441i

due on properly worth $3,941,680.
In Kern County, the assessor. reduced assessments for

TENNiC01 formerly KERN LAND COUNTY, during two
\consecutiv,e years on land placed In Agricultural Preserve;
(most unustal). On 876 parcels consisting of 152,464 acres
held shed the Tenneco takeover in 1961, Which was not
placed in the Agricultural Preserve, land and mineral rights
assessments were reduced 29% by 1970. During this same
period of time, land assessments by county assessors
Athena koiers, copying assessments from assessor's

creased 30%, statewide. and 4% in Kern County.

.1 /aster Propsurvey..

erly Records for Romothvner

by John Nam'
The woes 'that 'h eleowners have regarding not lose the revenues due to the exemptions.

taxes in the state of

lifornia certainly do'not
apply to everybody. rseems that a concentrated
The increase in state taxes to offset the soeffort is being made to reduce the foxes being called property tax relief Ve0S,in the case ohnost
paid by landowners and slum ownets'at the ex- homeowners more than the relief' by the exemppense of homeowners and business.
tion. So, we have 'a sitUdion wirers the "cure"

is wore',, than the sitkitess, Not oniv were m:
offsetting state taxes higher than the xes off-.
set, but a.year later we found' that4meowners

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF
The most misused term in the whole plot is

were not paying any less property taxes either,

"PROPERTY TAX RELIEF". Two years ago so, the net effect of the so-called "homeowners
when hOmeowners were given a $750 exemption property tax relief ,program" was that the homeon their, homes and businessmen were given 15% owner is paying - increased state taxes and in-

exemption on their inventories, state taxes were creased property taxes as well, as a result of
increased so that the local taxing agencies would the $750 homeowner's exemption, or the sq called

tY7,

.
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"Pioperty Tax Relief."

g

.community.: Schools, streets, hospitals, parks

and Many other -public places are named after,
WHAT'S BEHIND SO-CALLED "PIROP,ER4'Y these important people usualli, because of their
civic a? other charitable work for the community.
TAN RELIEF"
.
They also have large land holdings ,end make
r
large political campaign contrillutions to one or
THE PPLItICIANS POINT OF VIEWt
both of two Major political parties. Not only do
The plloperty tal is the tax Which is clqfest they hat. large land holdings, but they usually
to the peoplii. The property tax is the ONLY-'one Awn most of the,slums in ?our core areas. (This
which the voters are conscious, of. three times a fad is generally unknown due to the unpopularyear; (1) when they get the bill, (2) when they ity- of such holdings. These holdings ore usupay the first half, and (3)..when they pay the ally held i trust for them by banks.and other
trust comp les.)
second half; or 12 times a year if making house
.
payments. They ore oware also of tha increases;
These land owner's and sturn owilifCs naturfrom year to year.' They remember the increases ally want to pay as little
as possible in property
when bonds are voted upon and when officii;its taxes, -or any other taxes. They usually, hove
run for re-election.
acquired the expertise of avoiding income taxes
and also want to ow:net/lair fair share of the
To the politictorh the worst possible thing property tax.
that can happen during his term in office is to
hove o drastic increose in the property tax rotd.
For years that problem was riicely taken
So, to ovoid the disaster of having a drastic in- core of by arranging for low assessments.
DuP
crease in the property tax rate he colls,for aid to to laws passed in. California; and
to the. probing .

,

cities by the state and federal govemmemts. into assessments by homeowners, land and
'slums
are beginning to feel the pressure of property
politicions know the state and taxes which homeowners and.business have
felt
federal governments don'tget manna from heaven, fit? many years. Sinte assessors can no longer
and they 'knovi that the money will still he
ignizre the true market value of

squeezed from the people whom property taxes. -the only solution is to shift the these holdings,
support of local,.
The important issue for them is that they won't . government to "other taxes". They, like the

hove to increase that property tax rote if the politician, are Willing to do that or any cost.

funds are first collected at the state and federal
level, and then returned to the local level later
in some form of aid to local communities. They
prefer that route, even though they know that it
also means corgrolled funds when it. is returned
and that less is returned than was token. Those
bad ,effects,are willingly accepted just so they
don't Wave to face their constituency after having
P increased property tax rates.

LAND AND SLUM OWNERS POINT OF VIEW:

They are willing to see local control over got,

ernment and.schbols go out the window, JUST
SO ;THEIR CRONIES CAN AVOID PAYING
THEIR, FAIR SHARE OF THE TAXES.

-

Traditionally, in California and in the rest
of this count% local. property Ames have supported local government. This-policy has by and
laige kept out state and federal control. The only
area when local control has given way to state
and federal control is in the areas wle those
higher levels of government have supported

proTo encourage, aid and abet the ploliticion in
grams administered- by local communities. %For
his paint of view are the land owners and slum
exahple, beCouie the federal gove/nment is the
owners. These people are
ore usually referred to as - major source of revenue for welfare programs;
the establishment. They' ore the cream of every
states and local comMunitiet* hove no say about

238
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who .can ond connot get welfore in their, stote or
in'their county. Mind you, those funds which the.
federol =government "gives" to stotes ond counties hove been received .from those very some
communities by the federol government, only to
be handed back with cor,trols.4tnte funds to the
loco) communities are in +hot some cotegory.°
They (stote and federol governments) hove only
one source. of fundlemus, (rocol communities).
Income
s,
e toxes, soles foxes, gosoline
oxes dbrporotion' foxes, bonk taxes, insuronce

toxes, estote toxes ond all other toxes, (even
toriffs) ore poid by people, business ond -corporotions in oll of the loco: communities of these
United Stotes.
-

..

WHO PAYS WHICH TAXES?

So, whot's with this business about the federol government ond stote hoving sources of rev-'

enue thot the local - communities do not hove?
LOCAL COMMUNITIES ore their sources of revenue. The real issue is DwhIl pays whot taxes"?
The bulk of the strife 'loxes ore from income, soles

MEANWHILE, BACK ATTHE RAt1CH

While the lond speculdors ore woiting for
educotion to be Supported by stote toxes, ond

welfore to obegupported by the federol government, what ore they doing to ovoid poying their
foir shore of the taxes?
As mentioned coshes, in years post the best

woy for..lond speculators 994 slumewners to
ovoid poying their foir shore of the toxes wos
through low assessments on vocont lond ond
slums. Since 1933 the stote constitution hos
required thot oll property be ossessed of full
cosh volue or market volue, cne being synonomous with the other. However, ossessors have
held thot froctionol osmeasments were oll right
if oll dosses of properties were assessed of the
some rotio of their market vole*. fn octuol proctice, however, much vocont lond ond slums were

ossessa of I: and even below 1: of their foir
morke ! volute, while homeowners were generolly

osses ed 'between 20: ond 25: of theitarket
'rid businesses were ossesed t onywhere from 40: to 200: and even higher on their
volues

ond gasoline. The bulk of the federol revenues
personol property except for cosh .611 hand which
ore from -income, ond excise foxes. Neither the Lvos usuolly assessed ot 25:. From this wide
federol government nor the state of California ronge of rotios they monoged to moinotin o countytaxes reol property. Homeowners, businessmen wide overoge of between 20: ond 25":.
ond formers oll poy their foir shore of stote ond
federol. toxes.. Very few lond speculotors ond BUSINESSMEN PAY OFF
slum owners pay income toxes. By ond lorge, the
As o result of the tremendously heovy burvery purpose of most lond syndicotions being
formed todoy is to use them os o tox shelter den on business, mony firms hired .ox consultonts
to get them o foir shake from the ossessor. This
against paying income takes by those in the high
income brockets. Other foxes collected ik the wos o golden opportunity to some ossessors who
then ogreed to ossess the firms represented by
stote ond the federol government such os / soles,
excise, ond gosoline oren't ony heovier ogoinst consuitonts ot or neor the county-wide rotio.
Fond speculotors ond slum owners thon they ore
ogoinst o homeowner, renter, or businessmon.
Therefore, these people (lend speculotors and
slumlords)ond politicidns who mimick their tunes

go olong with the theme for "PROPERTy TAX
RELIEF", ond "THE STATE SHOULD PAY FOR
EDUCATION" ond "THE
DERAL .GOVERNMENT SHOULD PAY 1314$12 ALL WELFARE
COSTS", and "LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES
SHOULONLYPAY FOR PROPERTY RELATED
SERVICES."

This provided sovings to the client, o fee for
the consuitont ond some residue for the ossessor.

This oll come' to o screeching holt in 1965 with
the assessment scorl,dol which ended with two
ossessors ond one .assistont going fo soil ond
one osscssor committing suicide,
Asa result of that scondol 058 80 wos pasted

which put teeth into some of the lows olreo* on
tke books ond creoted new" ows governing ossess-

ors. One of the new requirements was to ossess
oll cloves of property uniformly ot 25% of its

0
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value, beginning in W71,
Furthermore,for the five sears prior they myst state and
have posted whatever ratio Ihey were using from
year to year. Most assessors started using 25%
from the very beginning since their county-wide
averages were
that figure anyway. However;
the stated ratios do not' by any means give she
true picture for lond assessments by many
market

than

How.would you like to be paying one
third fe taxes you now pay?
TH
IlJ

ED PLETCHER CO. SELLS LAk4D HOLD.
.thf S.

D. COUNTY

When the Ed Fietche;-Co. sold its land holdgs to National Pacific Develoarnent Co more

assessors.

an 350 parcels were involved, Stotewicle Home-

wners made a survey of the March 1, 1969
assessments against the Ed Fletcher Ca. and
compared them with, the March 1, l'Massess-

,

SAN- DIEGO COUNTY

In Son Diego County, (or exomple;where.le
stated ratio hasbeen`25% ever since stctiffcctios ments, against the some property now,awned by

have been iequired, . vacant land
assessed of the stated ratio.

Ise new owners. Mostof the assessments' remained
sleactly the same, but, on the .59 parcels which

not

did show a change, the dssessmtnts inpreased

The Torrey Pines cddition,whf h the owners 110%, from $469,360 to $.986,910.
agreed to jell for $1,000,0000 ,,Ceuplysof 'years
That assessment bosist should indicate that
ago wasossessed at only $179, 08. That assess the market value of 511,877,440 on March 1, 1969
mint would indicote.a markeevalue of $718,832, increased to $3,947,680 by March 1, 1970. Someor more than 51 million lesithan the true market ,thing is,strange about that 110% increase, since
value. This year the assfssments have gone up al) of tlie secured land in the county assessed
slightly, but not to 25/3f the true market value. by the assessor only increased 13%. Th. onlyIhe.vholedeal has been shady from the begin- explanation possible is that the Ed Flettivir Co.
ning. The attorney! involved ;4h-the sale would, was avoiding taxes on more than $2,000,000 WWI
..nitt give this writer any information on the prop- of property due to underassessments.

.

erty involved; That's strange, since one half of
Statewide Homeowners do not think the Ed
the 51,809,000 was to. be statetfunds;and one
Fletcher Co2 was .getting favored treatment. At
half front citizen esontrIbutions. It would seem
least no more favored than other large land hold.
that when state funds and citizen contributions- ings.
were involved the information would IA oublic
information.

.

.

in July of 1970, almost one half of
the acreage (73 plus ocres) was purchased by
the state for 5770,090-from the Ed Fletcher Co.
That left $1,030,000. of the stated sale price for
the remainder of the acreage still to be riegotia*
tad, In October, 1970, the federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation announced the awarding of a
$459,510' grant to sweeten the pot so to speak
which now brings the ,price up to $2.259,$10 for
land which the 'assessor said was worth $718,832
§y having an assessment of $179,708 at the time

'negotiations started. Instead of a 25% assessMarit, as most homeawfave, the TorreyPines
land awners were enjoying an assessment of less
*

LAND CONSERVATION A2 OF 1965
lit 1.965 the L gislatur. passed the LAND
CONSERVATION ACT (Williamson Act). The Act
was supposed to makerit possikle for farmers to

pay property thou on prime agricultural land
based on formsand values, instead of inflated
speculation values.

The Act has some good features, sine-it is
desirable and beneficial to California to save the
farmlands from the land speculators. Unfortunately, the progr
like all ether controlled privileges, becan. cillused. Because of the tax ad.
vantage, it could increase the selling price of

farmland instead of decrease it.
a

/

Y.

4
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secured roll statewide, increased 20; an total
assessments aid 30: an land assessments. In

KERN COUNTY LAND CO.

a survey by State Sender George E. contrast to the istatewide increases, occordings to
Kern county assessor's office. the Kern Coup-fy assessor, total assessments in
reported thot as of October 5, 1970, 1,127,563 Kern County only increased 1: and land only
acre's of land were under the Act. Only 464,103 increoOd 4:.
acres were considered fa be prime agricultural
By adding the S277,121,362 lecrenee .in
acres
assessments due to land preserves to the total
In

Di:nelson, the

The Tejon Land Co., with 200,000 acres in
statewide increase for secured toll-county assessthe preserve, hos the largest number of ages ments, the increase would be 21: instead al 20:
so designated in Ale county, none of which are
statewide. By priding the same $277,121,862 to
considered to be prime acres
the increase in land the statewide land values
would have increased 32% lns.tead of An.
Kern County Land Ca. is second, with
1311,143 acres according to the raciort. Most of
In Kern County, even by adding the
these acres ore considered prime by the assess- $36,022,760 decrease due to land preserves to
the totof increase, it would only have increased
or's ffike.
The land
`ram
Because of a statement made in 1967 by the total figure to
Kern County Land Ca., Statewide Homeowners figures in Kern would show an increase of 8:
decided tomoke o survey. The atotement was by instead of 1:
In other wards even allowing fore the
the president Dwight M. Cochran, and chairman
of the board Geo. G. Montgomery. The Company tremendous amount of land put into land ins
ton on advertisement in the Noll Street Journal serves, Kern County is not keepj,ag abreast of ,
on May 22.1967, in response to on ottemoed take.

the assessments n land :yawn by the state

over of the Co. by Occidental' Petroleum Carp
in thich they said that Occidentoij fully appre-

wide trend.

ciates 'the fact thbt their L8 million- aces of
land is carried an their books at a frocticinof its

market value, end thot no discovery value it
assigned the ail reserves underlying their Cali-.

SURVEY DIVIDES LAND INTO 'TWO.GROUPS

Land holdings of Tenneco was divided'
o two groups. Group liwas the land field
woe 1967.w.hich wds not put into land pre115

fdmi((aa lands.

J
The Co.'also stated that since Occidental s
interest 'was brought to light, other companies
hove offered to discus's merger with Kern County
Land that could result in .a TAX FREE 4xcharige
of stack rather than the taxable Occidental tiffiti.
TENNECO TAKES S OVER KERN LAND

Sure enough, later'llfat yeas TENNECO took
over Korn Land. Homeownerts survey;>of Kern
Land, Tenneco and Tenneco Famland Co. takes
in the deemed rolls of March I, 1930,.1969, 1968
and 1967 which were the assessments when' Ten.
neco took oven
In those 4 years county assessments for the

serves.. This is the, group which increased 85
'county -wide.

The Tenneco "holdings on 876 parcels
.whieVtamoined in 4xistence through the four
years and amounted to 152,404.04 acres went
down from an average assessment per acre of
$73.32 to $57.45 per acre, or a reduction of
22%. On 83 parcels created-1n 1968 which were
still in existence an the 1970 rot) and omours:,:

to only 10,005.00 acres, the assessment
ir4eased from$69.90rtalro in 19,58 to 677,27
per. acre in 1970, or on increase of 117.. On 7J
parcels crepted in 1969 and consisting of
10,788.78 Ares, the assessment per acre' went
from $87.75 in 1969 to $88.07 per acre in 1970,
or an increase of leis than

.
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LAND PRESERVES

r
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In 1970, 387 of the parcels which 'were
put into the lond preserves were still on the
rolls and consisted of 103,860.61 ocres. Iri

1968 these 387 parcels were assessed at on
overage of $169.19 per acre. When They first
appeared an the roll as being in the preserve
they averaged 3104.94 per acre, o healthy drop
of 38%.In 1970, thesesame 387 parcels were

/educed ogain to an average assessment of
$86.72 per acre, which increased The reduction

to. a whooping 49O. I'm not familiar with the
. Actor raw used by the assessor in giving a
further reduction for fond in the farm preserves.

Tenneco odded 120 parcels to their pre1970, accounting for 27,234.N
ocres. These 120 parcels averaged an assessment .01 $66.57 per acre in 1968 and were re-

serves in

duced to $54.49 per acre in1970.
MINERAL RIGHTS

T

e

The big -reductions obove in the ocreage
values is only the beginning of the lox reductions
for TENNECO. 'On the 876 parcels (mentioned
%hove) upon which the-ossessmenis dropped from
on overage of $73.32 per acre to $57.45 per acre,

The mineral rights assessments clopped' from
$7,81'6.898 in 1967 to $6,960,020 in 1970, a re.
duction in assessments ,cif $856,878. Of the 20
mineral rights parcels odded to their holdings in
1968,
The assessments 'increased by $6.240
from$136,770 in 1968 to $143,010 in 1970. There
were 70 MR parcels udder; io their lioi.4419-s in
1969 with assessments of 3432,490 which were
reduced by $75,000 to $357,69Q in 1970.

There are 1.022 MR porcels on the 1970
assessment rolls (or TENNECO. Of 'these, 4071
were assesssiot $30,on which na taxes of all
were' paid. WM this writer,osked a clerk in the
osstssor's office cebout the ,530 .ossessmen s.
which poid no tapes, she said'it.-Cvos o new law.
When the ossessor Was asked °bouts:the "new

0.

low", he soid it wos a decision bused upon o
court case which is pencling,, ond that he has to
decided to lox them agoin. It seems that it was
a policy decision to exempt 407 530 assessmeats, or $12,210 of TENNECO'rossessments.

Itis true that it is mall pototoes compared
ro the juggling of assessments as is evidenced
by the rest of the report. The underlying clues.
Lion is, "When o politician talks about 'Property
Tax RelieEin Kern County, is he thinking of the,

'the mineral rights. assessments (on the 152/464.04- homeowner, businessman, srnoll, farmer or TENacres) dropped from $27,110,770 in 1967. to MECO'?"

$18,324,477 in 1970. The minerol' rights values'
Went up on the 83 parcels created in '1968 from SUMMARY

$3,486,270 to $4,497,480. On the 72 parcels

The people of Coliforriia do not need PROFcreated in 1969, the rninerol rights dropped from
.$59,350 to $29,780. 'The. assessor went so far ERTY TAX RELIEF, they nee& TOTAL TAX

os. tc'reduce therninerolOhts under the land RELIEF. LESS, not more aid should be de.
1 acres .which went mended from stole ond federal.governments,along
presees
ry too. The 103,8
into the land preserve's in 1969 hod mineral rights with LESS controls.
ossessments. of $165,030 in 1968 before going
If Iocdl agencies want more money, make
into the preserves and dropped to 3113,090 by

1970. The land which went into the preierves in them look their constituents in the aye and ask
1970 hod mineral rights. assessments or $723,470 them .for it, NOT pass the buck to the state or
in 1969 ond dropped to $440,310 in 1970.

federal governments.

Locol property taxes could' be reduced on
homeowners, businessmen and formers without
Of the pqrcels on which Kern County Lond increasing state dr federal.taxes, if land spear,Co. held minaret rights' in 1967 when TENNECO Iotors ond slumlords were required to pay 'their
PARCELS WITHOUT LAND (MINERAL RIGHTS)

took over, 712 were still on the rolls in 1970. flair share,

END
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By, Marti

Larson

This book ;e1iie* should open your eyes to the inolluiti
of this
,country's ridiciloms Federal Income Tax La/k: (Most state semi tax
laws confirm 'to MO Went policies.)
ilo you know that the middle classes oflaxpayors - hose earning
out yielded
13,000 to S25,001 gnually - pay about $5% of the total
by this tai, and thin' many individuals and corporation making millions

4,f dollars never pay a Rimy of federal income
Plead this review, then read the book, and you w

X?

he a wiser ditiZell.

Raviowed by Lloyd Maxwell

Oy

This book' deals 'mainly with the.national happy la the meantime to see the national govincome tax. It presents an analysis of the Inter- emmegt correct its inequitable income tax and
the federal government's redupe its 1040 reporting form to two pages innal !revenue Code.
exploitation of the melees, and points out a read-, stead at continuing with eight or more pages as
ily available remedy for dip tax inequities. The at present,
author's extensive research, in the subject of tax
The author launches into his chaotic subinequities and loopholes in the Revenue Code
testifies to his competence to write this treatise, jict as follows: "Congressman %right NI. Patmon
and practically every damaging fact or statement has declared that one third of personal .Arieriesn
in Nis book is %yell clocumenteras to source of income pays the entire personal federal income
Information. Although the California Homeowner tax,F,Senator Russell IL Lang of "Louisiana' has
magazine normal!) is concerned sol'ely with local, stafohl that $100.000.000.000 of personal income
as distinguished from national taxation. we Joh is not reptirted on federal retain* at all. AntiCon.lieve Larson.* book should be widely read by the gressman (now Seaatoll Richard Ottinger has

voting public. Even though it may be possible
eventual!) for. a state, California for instanei, to
precede the federal government in developing a
commendable taxation structure, we would be

V

concluded "that legal loopholes coat the U.S.
Treasury more than $10 billion annually." From

this beginning, the author puts his Baser on numerous injustices and escape clauses in the fed-

1406'
DO you KNOW
That noarly 100,000 federal employees receive salaries and (tinge benefits exceed-

ing $20,000 a year?
That the federal government spentis $16 bil-

lion a year en so-called research projects
pencertripg which almost no one knows

'anything?

That 20% of all workers lose all their Social Security contributions because they
die? And that if they had their own pri-

wisely and efficiently, they could be reduced by
half. Obviously. the book was written too soon
to mention the 1969.70 efforts of officials in
Washington to control inflation and balance the
budget, but which started Out by doubling the salary of the President and great!) increasing cataries of congressmen. judges aad ather public

officials. t

,

The book is so 'full of goldnuggets thatonly
a few of them can be noticed in this brief review.
but here are some which should arouse an intelligent citizenry to action:

"Discrimination is so glaring in the federal
revenue tax law that it cannot be.denied or conwith a monthly income for life of $650, and
cealed. Secretary of the ,Treasury Douglas Dillon
never touch the principal- at*, and leave
conceded in 1958 that it is riddled with loopabout 5115,000 to their beirsf
holes; gelt4imitted that the effective rate for all
who had incomes ranging fmm $1 million to $5
That th fiscal policies of our federalIevmillion was only 24% Fourteen taxpayers. secernment are inevitably redueing the gran cral with incomes of more than 533 million during
majority of useful Americans to virtual a three year period and one with 550 million.
paid nothing, -and avoided taxes of 515.7 milslavery :ad pauperism? Author's
thoes questions
lion by .giving property that had appreciated up
to 330041 to
charitable foundations. most of
which they themselves controlled. Aleanwhile
eral tat laws and regulations. ranging from tax
exemptions and methods of tax avoidance for and the wage-earner making $100 a wedc. with .a wife
by the public to needless and unjustified expen- and two children, paid a tax of 5185.

vate trust funds, they could retire at 65

Nor

diture by em overwhelming bureaucracy.

As an eyeopener, take notice of a congressional committee chairman's declaration that
5.000.000 illegitimate children are being sup-

ported by various public agencies at a cost auPreaching 53 billion, a r ear. Tne 19b9 federal

budget stated "that anyone with an income of
less than $3.335 a year is living below the poverty

"Occasionally, a John the Baptiat rises in
the hallsof Congress to condemn these iniquities.
What is needed, however, since our representatives in Washington must think of their political
tenure: is an avalanche of protest from the victimized majority: until they proclaim their wrath,
we can expect little in the way of justice or tax equity.

line. and shnuld therefore, be eligible to

receive alms fmm the government. ijonever
arried businessman (say ope nn operates
his ow; shoe-shinc stand) tflt, is 53.300 must
pay 5186 for Social 'ecurity and an additional
5225 for income taxes." Such a man thus has his

m.

"Rare, therefore. is such a man as Congressman Richard A. Otting1er of New YOrk. who intro-

duced several bills to correct the glaring inequi.
tics in our (Metal income tax law; one of these
would increase exemptions from 5600 to $1,200;
take-.,home pity reduced to 52,589 and his income
another would reduce depletion allowances to
helps in supporting the family with income up to 'Pi% and so increase Treasury revenue by $3
53,335 but ratedbelow the poverty line. The auth- billion. lie observed. further. that the one-third
or infers that if federal funds were administered of our taxpayers who are in the middle-income

tp
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brackets pay two-thirds of Cho nation's" taxes, itie resbrt to legal methods of tax avoidance. In
which fall most heavily on those making from reality The fault is with the law rather than with
$10 te.S15,000..;. He declared, further, that in those who avoid it. Lawsorrsays the culprits are
1966 there were 50 incomes exceeding SI million "the grearand respectable, the powerful and the
which paid no tax; and that is 1964, 455 incomes inicilegnci: the lords of life who grow rich by le-,
exceeding moo,* were similarly exempt."
, gal loopholes; who buy the services of Congress-

men so that they will plant escape hatches for
them in the Code; and who spend vast sums to
Add criticism of the existing situation is Rus- influence all media oftommunication to twist,
sell B. Long of Louisiana, Chairman of the Sen. and obscure the tnith concerning the federal
ate committee *on Fiance. "He observed that income tax."
thoit-sho have the desire, the time, the energy,
the money and the expert advice can arrange
Among the "Techniques of Avoidance,"
things in such rf racy as to earn millions each Lawson lists and discusses-nearly a dozen, First
year sad pay not one dime of Federal Income come the foundations. 'many of which are highly
Tax. Ile added that some 5100.000,000,000 of commendable but many of the newer ones oonstipprsonal income banked last year, probably will tuteene of the more common means of tax - avoid.
not be reported on federal tax returns.... One,ance used by corporations, multi-millionaires.
Treasury Department study showed that 35% of ' and now by thousands of enterprising individuals
the taxpayers with adjusted gross income of in the middle income ranges, not'only to avoid
$5,000,000 each paid no income 'tax at all, estate levies, but 'also to escape taxation on
"There are, he continued, hundreds. of brid- current reveriurs.
ges over the tax river which lead to legal tax
Many advantage. may accrue to a family or ,
avoidance, but it takes an expert to make use
of these.... Plutocrats are "constantly exerting an individual taxpayer establishing aJoaidation:
pressure aimed principally at persuading Con- (1) it enables the donor to continue in control of
gress to open up new loopholes for these tax- his wealth; (2)- permits him 6 designate its manpayers to viihle through. Instead of producing agement, appoint relatives, friends, or emploiran squifable law, conOlirdea the Senator,Con-, ees as directors:(3) allowshim to borrow venture
grass in trying to promote justice for all, has capital from it on attractive terms: (4) preserves
produced a massive jungle in which King Confu- his control ovgr the fortune in perpetuity; (5) aids
sloe reigns.
employees of the donor's 'business; and (6) helps
him in escaping all or much of his income taxes,
"One of the revisions vhich the Senator particularly by contributing appreciated property,
advocates is -a simplification of the Code; if we works of art, frozen assets, or, white-elephant
were, for example to substitute a single 10% estates which may be conveyed with full deduc
allowance for everyone hutted of the present ability at high valuations....
complicated system of i temized deductions.
'
-
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m
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A Senator who has gone qn recorcrwith treCi-

great many could prepare their 'returns in 15 minutes and the number of the IRS employees could

be cut in half."

0

"Sheldon Cohen, IRS Commissioner, seated
that 3).000 new tax-exempts are certified annually. and that there were 1.500.000 such entities
in the United States...." Other officials have

V

.

The time has been when compassion was expressed doubt as to the exact number, howc*er,
justified for the rich who hacbto pay 91 of their and the author indicates that the IRS really does
earnings as federal income tax, and even the .not have a record of the exact number.
present 77% is oppressive for those who Genially
.
pay that hefty proportion. But the gripe is against
"Most prevalent by far.... are the family
the enormous and ever growing arbor of citizens foundations, large and small, which exist as pat.,

5

t.
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atlet business entities. For example on p. 151 of. join,le makes an 4,0681 payment of S1,050. This
the 1964 Cumulative List, we find nine Glazer pays for 33 hours 7:f instruction in how to use
and seven. Glickman foundations; on p. 209, there thex complex' legal web otfoundations and trusts
are 34 under the name of Kaplan. There are 22 that ABC can create for him .,,. After instruction,
Kennedy foundations. All.of.,course, were organ- the new member has the option of paying 54,200
ized au non -profit entities. with a declared edu- more to havem non-profit foundation created for
cational objective. Although each is operated by his benefit, or paying 39,4501nore for the entire
the individual who created it, otitis heirs, any ABC package."
item of property he contributes to it is deductible
under Sec. 170 (c) and 642. (c) of the Code.By
It is rgvealed in a footnote that the package
carefully allocating Ws gifts, the millionaire can fee was increased to 510,500 on Alay 1, 1)67,and
eliminate a large portion or even all o'f his per- the text states that"Of this 310,500, $3,50p goes
sonal income taxes year afier yesir. and such giv- in the form of an endowment to Barrington. Instiing can actually save him huge sums of money." tute .., S3,500 for ABC ,., and S3,500 is ... set

0.

It is stated on page 113 that "there is

.

aside as a legal defense fund. There are also
scarcely a wealthy family or significant corpora- additional attractions. If one member can contion in the country without its own private foun- vince another individual to join, his foundation
dation, Disneyland is owned by the Salt Dis- receives a 52,000 endowment....
ney Foundation, and Frank Lloyd Wright's Talieson East and West are private foundations....
"Once the new member has been initiated
The IRS granted tax-exemption to the Playboy into the mysteries of tax-avoidance he establishes
Foundation, and one of its grants is "$50.000 a trust of his ovm, organized for a "beneficial
to the University of Indiana to continue
studies launched by Dr. Kinsey."

the sex. purpose.' which whereupon creates a non-profit

corporation. The "client' then signs a contract
with

the latter, providing that it sell hisser-

An astounding development in tax avoidance,

... as doctor, lawyer, engineer, or whatreferred to on pages 114-15, is the followings ever.
"An old addage has it that when better,locks
are invented, clever thieves find ways to pick
"A typical ABC member. a general medical
'them, and we -might add that new taxes cause 5practitioner, took position as 'medical adminresourceful individuals to develop novel means istrator' of his own non-profit foundation. organof evasion or avoidance. We should not, there- ized ostensibly to carry on research in the fields
forcebe surprised that an organization calling of 'health, education and welfare.' Ile gave this
italef Americans Building Constitutionally. with foundation some real estate. a car, and other
headquarters at Barrington, Illinois, is now offer- property, which thus became deductible contribuing to launch doctors. architects, engineers, etc.. tions to charity, and also exempt from local taxupon the primrose paths of tax-immunity. This ation: he continued to treat his former patients
was said in 1967 already to have 800 members or at the same fees in the same offices and hr the
clients scattered over the 50 states. More are same manner as before. llowever, since the inbeing recruited by vigorous and persuasive sales- come now accrues to the foundation. this is
manship,. and all these are taught the secrets of immune to taxation. !Rs talc is 'the assistant
foundationiiving ut il,e Institute.
medical administrator.' The two receive manes
so- small that they are virtually tax-exempt, but
"According to an article in The NewYork they stand in need of very little compensation in
Times, ABC recruits members by word of mouth. taxable form, since the Inundation provides food,
Prospects get invited to an introductory meeting. housing, clothing, furniture, transporation.
A ... representative spends three to four hours
and practically all other necessities as

explaining the plan. If the prospect decides to exempt expenses.

2.16.
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. "Since the foundation is organized to prosy from $600 to levels at which any income necmote eddcation and research. it donates tax-free catnip io maintain a decent, co emporary living
grants to the four children of the couple to finance standard will be iromune to such taxation; (b) to ,
their University, careers.
reduce the present estate end income taxes to
reasonable percentages, but apply them univer.
.
"Representative Patmon is 'deeply con- sally: and (c) to provide the Treasury within cerned;' unless{; something drastic is done, he come sufficient not only to meet all current
foresees s situation in which tax-exMopt'founda- necessities but also to mate nubstantialeeductions will be ... as commonplace
as bathtub tions in the national debt.,"
distilleries ... daring Prohibition,..' And he reports in an official document. "Once again, beThe author would tip the level of individual
cause the Treasury has refused to assume its exemptions to the costwitliving index, just as
proper responsibilities in supervising and reg- is done in other cutrent situations and would
ulating tax-exempt foundations, another major provide:
move toward the undermining of our tax- structure
must be noted. 71*ex-dodging. on a scale hardly
(1) An exemption of $8,000 for incomes
imaginable .. is now being. forcefully promoted...
of single persons.
This ... is now an industry;lor which the par(2) An exemption of 310,000 for the head
ticipants are prepared through ii.6pecial kind of
of 'household. an additional $1,000 for
higher education vith its own curriculum, its own
each dependent child, but with a
diploma the latter being an IRS approved faun=
315,000 ;limitation for total family
dation certificate."
income.
(3) Any contribution to Social Security
Of to a retirement fund or trust not to
"In addition to tax-avoidance by foundation.. I .
be claseified as income.
the author discusses the troublesome subject in
(4) All other deductions (except those
chapters dealing with ;'
necessity ino trade or business); aid
Churches and Charities: Their Wealth and
all other exclusions; allowances and
Business
exemptions now in the Internal RevPension and Welfare Funds
Code to be abolished.
Tax-Exempts isifCompetition
(5) All coidtal gains. (except gains from
Depletion Allowances
the safe of depreciable property used
Gambling- Out Paradise for Criminals
in trade or business- which should
The Exempt Securities
be left as now-) to be treated as .4
The %hardly of Capital Gaihs
earned or ordinary income.
Profits from bequests and Gifts
(6) The following rate-schedules to be

and

establIshed:

Dow the Elite Escape Taxation

(a) 20:on taxable

Finally, in Pap Three, beginning on page
273, the author explains what he calls the fail-.
ure of Social Security, points out a ,number of
remedies, and concludes his tkatise with a short
chapter on Vistas and % lill01111 1'4 vhich he guys:

portions, of income

below $15,000;

(a) 25: on taxable income between ,
315.000 and S0,000:
(c) 50glon iqcomee exceeding 350,000.

Additional details are added to round out the
(1) to Plug the loopholes and end the inequities proposed. legisletion, but there is not room for
in the federal income tax; and thus (2) make it them there. Everyone should reed the book beEND
possible (a) to raise the individual exemptions cause it merits major consideration.

"The theme of dile book is simple and direct:

2x7
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TUMBLING U.S. BIRTH RATE SURPRISES DEMOGRAPHERS

(By Max Lerner)
'
New York---a'he turnabout in .birth figure's in the United States may loom
even larger,in, the history books than the,turnabout in Chinn policy. The strik-/

ing thing about it is that most of of it was dine bNore rather tharbfter the
government.moved in with larger appropriations for-family planning.
. In the end, it is only the people themselves, not the authoritieS, who can
do much to bring about Population shifts. governments can facilitate, bribe,

subsidize either conception or contraception, ,and make technologies available;
churches can exhort, ban. Brit in the,privacy of wherever they bed down, it is

only the man-woman pair-bond that decides what the figures- will be. Tifs
dramatic exception is the recent ease of Japan where a deliberate governmerit
policy, broadly planned, skillfully executed, was followed by.a drastic drop
in the birth rate. But the government's plans was geared to a Whole complex
of JapaneSe traditions, institutions and character traits. A similar iirive would
have much harder going in India, Brazil, Egypt, Bangaladeshand Indeed in
the Vnited States.
The. turnabout came in America because the people willed. it, at every level,

from Park Ave. and the Detroit suburbs to the slums, from the rich girls on
college campuses to the blaek000r. The birth rate has dropped steeply, the
marriage age is higher, the expectation of family. size has dropped dramatically,

the young are. -not nearly' as large a pefeentage of the total population, as all
the earlier ballyhoo had said they would be, abortions are flooding New York
and other centers and vasectomies on demand have bounded sharply toward.
Since dire have been deluged with figures I shall cite only. three. 1On -children expectations:. Among younger women in 1955 it was for 3.2 children, in
1967 it was i'or 2.9 and in 1971 fot2.4 children. We could call it the revolution
of declining expectations. 2On birth among' the Boor: The traditional gap
betWeen the lower,birth rates among the' affluent and the high birth rates
among the poor is narrowing rapidly. The rate dropped twice as fast among
poor women (less titan $5,000 Income), and e4piteially the black pdo, r. Evidently

the latter don't believe that family planning is a eonspiraey off middle-Claris
whites. 3On male vasectomies: There were 200,000 in 1960 and 700,000 in 1970

and the 1971 figures are still higher. It has become (says Dr. Harold Lear, In
a medicaljournal) a. status symbol and there seems to be little t ought abOut
the psychological spinoffs.

It is not the first time in population history that the demograph rs have been

caught unwary. They have studiedand projeeted-Tpast figures rather than

studying present people. Here was everyone worrying &bout the ushrooming
population in America, nail crying -havoc, when behold, the new epnsus figures

show the birth rate not mushrooming but dropping. If they had watched ;the
attitudes on the campuses and in the ghettos, and talked with wor trig mothers
and young feminist students, they might not have been so surprl ed.
The muses? Not one but many, yet they can be grouped in'th ee clusters:
technology (the pill, loop, abortion, sterilization, have all been ma e available),
eeorogy (the concern about the crowding and pollution 'of the environment and
the exhtinstion of resources under the pressure of numbers) and he changing
attitutes, values and life-styles,
Technology, ecology and the revolution of lifestyles. :It is futile o say which
part of the triad is dominant. My own guess is that -the new attitudes about
the environment and the new feellings of young women about nuking something of their lives are the most widely shared changes that mark the.birth
turnabout. There are passionate social movements bChind both. They are 'part
of the larger. Ifinerican revolution of the past 15 years. The fact is that while
there has been a slowing down in other aspects of it, these particular'aspeets
which will shape women's lives and the structure of the family are moving on,
American society is strikingly flexible if it has produced so major a change
on its own, without government say-so and without sanctions (as in China),
but outof its own changing beliefs about what comes first and what is second.
ary. W4 baVe not begun yet to measure its effects. With a 2.4 child expectation
(a close approach to the Zero Population Growth figure of 2.1) the nuclear family should be tightened, not dissolved. Will fewer children be more cherished,
or less? Does the new birth rate come from greater indifference to Children

.

I
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(which the ZPG group seems to be inciting) or front a greater valuation of

self, which should mean better parents."

For the next installment of this exciting etory be sure to wait for the mid-

decade figures.

DIRECTORS. VOTE To HOLD MWD TAX RATE AT 17 CENTS

The Board ofDirectors of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California at its August meeting voted' to maintain the present property `'tax rate
of 17 cents for each $100 of assessed valuation for the 1970-71 fiscal yeat.
The District's budget this year amounts to $1,93,624,000, compared to $192,291,000 for 196940. The District will, be spending approximately $100 millipn
this Teat- on faci1ties to distribute Northern California water to its 26 member.
agencies. This expansion program will cost more than one billion dollars.
MWD has contracted with the State for ultimate delivery of 2,011,500 acrefeet of watetannuallyor nearly two billion gallons of water a day,.
The DiStrict steadily reduced its tax rate from a high of 50 cents in, 1945-46
to a lotv of 14 Cents in 1962-63. The 14 cent rate was maintained until 1968-69
when it was increased to 16 cents. Last year the rate was raised to present
17 cents.

The certified .assessed valuation of property within the District is $26,121,-

649,022, eompaied with last year's tax .base of $24,367,549,228.
The first northern water is scheduled to arrive at Castain Reservoir late nextoe:..

year. Facilities now under construction: will be completed so gpat deliyerieo a
this water can be made. in, Los Angeles 'and Ventura counties oNt that time.
The District eitends into the six counties of Los Angeles, OrangeAltiverside,
San Bernardino, San Juan and Ventura. It now distributes one billion gallons

of Colorado River water a day and will be, by far, the major distributor of
northern water in Southern California.

ASSESSED VALUOIONS, PERCENTAGE PARTICIPATION, AND VOTE ENTITLEMENT OF MEMBER PUBLIC AGENCIES
OF THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT. OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
(As of Aug. 20,19701

Assessid valuation
Vote

Amount
certified

$92, 99353
, 4979

Anaheim

Beverly'Hills4
Burbank

287,093,
327,967,875
601,792,644

Calleguas MWD
Central Resin MWD
Chino Basin MWD_
Coastal MWD
Compton
Eastern MWD

-

Total

Percent

entitle-

of total

moot

0.36
.1.10

9
29

1.26

33

2.30

60
286
54
60

2, 863, 708, 948
537, 137, 025
601, 676, 448

10.96
2.06
2.30

98546,179

.38
.67

174,, 422,429

193,087,474

Foothill MWD
Fullerton
Glendale
Las Virgenes MWO
Long Beach
Los Angeles
MWD of Orange County
Pasadena.
Pomona Valley MWD
San Diego County Water Authority
San Marino.
Santa Ana
Santa Monica
Torrance
Upper San Gabriel Valley MWD
West Basin MWD
Western MWD of Riverside County

'

182-, 3111. 395

335,899 696
.121,093,490
914,827,870
7,172, 374, 305

2,841,273;711
327, 406, 446

537,389,200
2,687,953,968

.74
.70
1.29

.46
3.50
27.46
10.88
1.25
.06
120.29

10
17
19
18

34
12
91

717
284
33

54
269

.69

6
18

518, 280, 500

1.18
1.62
4.98
9.28
1.98

42
130
243
52

26, 121, 649, 022

100.00

2, 611

64, 463, 680
181,421, 992
309, 344, 987,

423898,537
1, 299, 817, 709

2, 425, 392,082

. 25

31

9. Obligation to Deliver "Water Made Available.Projeet . water made available to thelDistrict pursuant to Article 6(b) shall' be delivered to the District
by the State at the deliiery structures established in accordance With Article

2I9
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10. At any time or times the Disttict may refuse to accept delivery of water
made available to it : Provided, that the District shall rehiain obligated to
make all payments required under this contract.

RESUME Mr QUALIVIOATIONS To WRITE THE CAISEORNIA WATER STORY

1. I have read the following bibliography
Congressional. Record.Senate Debate, May'5-12, 1959, House Debate and

roll call May 17, 18, 1960, and Senate April 2, May 4, 1962.
Tudor-Ackeraian Reports, Assembly Daily Journal March 8, 1960..

Dillon Read Interim and Final Reports July and October 1960, Charles T.

Main Interim and Final Reports. July and October 1960.
California Law Review.Vol 47, August 1969. No. 3, "The Excess Land Law :

Pressure Vs. Principle", by Dr. Paul S. Taylor, Professor of Economics, U.C.
Berkeley, Consultant to three Secretaries of the Interior.
California Law Review. Vol. 47, August 1959 No 3, "The Excess Land Law:
Pressure- Vs. Principle" by Dr. Paul .S. Taylor, Professor of Economics, U.C.
Bqrkeley Consultant to three Secretaries of the Interior.
U.C.L.A. Law Review "Excess Land Law: Secretary's Decision? A Study in
Administration of Federal-State Relations" by Dr. Paul S. Taylor.
Water Supply, Economics, Technology, and Policy by Jack Hirshleiter,
James C. DeHaven, Jerome W. Milliman University of Chicago Press.
Journal of Law and Economics October 1959 "Water Law and Private Decision Making: A Critique," J. W. Milliman Indiana University.
"An Economist Looks at State Water Planning" J. W. Milliman, Assistant
Prof. Agricultural Economics, U.C.L.A. (Paper presented to Water and Power'
Committee Los Angeles Chamber, of Commerce.

"Economic Aspects of Public Water Utility Construction" J.- W. Mailman

Journal American Water Works Association.
"Economic Problems of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California" J. W. Milliman, Paper presented to Western Economic Association August
1957.

"Is Water Different?"
DeHaven, The Rand Corporation.
"Water Supply, Econ, Tech" J. C. DeHaven, The Rand Corporation. A paper

presented to the American Water Works Association..963.

"Water Supply for Southern Califo : Rationalization or Expansion?"
Paper to thirty fifth annual Conference "esters Economic Association 1960
by JaCk Hirshleifer Professor of Economics v .C.L.A.

1413
Metropillitan Water District Contract with the State- of California. Quiet
CriaiaSteivart Udall, Newspaper clippings, .Memo League of Women Voters
"Big Government and the Citizen," "Big Government and Conservation".
Status of the Hoover Report 1949-1953.

.4

2. I have interviewed the following people on severai occassions ea :
1. Mr. Joseph Jensen, Chairman Board. of Directors, -Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California
.
2. Mr. Howard Mills, Board of Directors MWD
3. Mr. William Warne, Director State Department of Water Resources
4.-Mr. Abbott Goldberg, Deputy Director State Department, Water Resources
5. Mr. Carley Porter, Assembly 'Water Committee
6. Mr. Richard Richards, foviier State Senator Los Angeles County
1
7. Mr. Jesse Unruh, was Chairman of Ways and Means Committee
8. Mr. Harold Levering, was member of Assembly Water Committee
'9. Mr. Vernon Kilpatrick, was a member of the Assembly Water Committee,
member of the Legislature for 40 years.'
-.10. Mr. Josdph Shell
11. Mr. Frank Lanterman
12. Dr. Paul Taylor, University of California Berkely
13. Mr. Walter Packard
14. Mr. J. B. Quinn, Master of the State Grange
.

15. Mr. Don Vial, AFL -CIO
16. Mr. George Balls, Editor Valley Labor Citizen, Fresno

17. Dr. Jack Hirshleifer, Rand Corporation (Now at Stanford)
18. Dr. James C. De Haven, Rand Corporation
3. Graduate, Journalism Department, Literary. College, University of Michi-

gan, 1947.

Journalism students at Michigan are required to have a background in,
4. Member of the League of Women Voters, California Democratic party

political science and economics.

where some of the stimulating water debates occurred.

Senator, STEVENSON. The hearings will now be recessed until 9
o'clock toniorrow morning, when we reconvene in the Federal Courthouselin San Francisco.

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could
not attend and 'other pertinent material submitted for the reed&
(The material referred to follows :)
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Sruyce Church, Inc.
MAIN OFFIC

SAUNAS. CALIFORNIA 93901 R O. DOX 599 AREA CODEe (40110 424469t

March 14, 14'2

Senator Adlai E. Stevenson, III
Chairman
Senate Sub-Committee on Migratory
Labor
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Stevenson:
.0

Per your letter of March 2, 1972, I am sending you the enclosed
stfiAtement to be included In the printed reeord of the proceedings

of the Sub-Committee on Migratory Labor.
Best regards,
4

LA 0-7.s%

Burton And i son
General Purchasing Agent
BA:des

Enclosure

I
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Bruce Church, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE' SALINAS, CALIFORNIA 13001

P. a lOX Ism'

AREA CODE: (4011 424-41111

March 14, 1972
A

.

Statement To Be Included In The Record Of The
b-Committee Of Migratory Labor Of The
Senate Sub-Committee On Labor and Public Welfare

Gentlemen:

My name is Burton Andersen, I am General Purchasing Agent for
Bruce Church, Inc., a California based agricultural corporation. I was
raised on a ranch in the Salinas Valley and have had 23 years continuous

service with Bruce Church, Inc., in farming and administrative positions.
Bruce Church, Inc. is awholly owned family corporation engaged in
the growing, packing and shipping of agricultural produce. The company
farms approximately 20,000 acres in California. and Arizona and grows the

}fallowing crops: Lettuce, Celery, Cantalouperoccbli, Spinach, Carrots,
Tpmatoes, Cotton, Alfalfa, and Feed Grains.
We employ about 175 permanent year-around people with the lowest
salary in excess of $8,000 per year. In addition we employ approximately
500 farm workers and teamsters in our harvesting operations. The harvest ing operations are on a piece rate basis and the Lettuce workers are
averaging in excess of $5.00 per hour for 40 hours a Week. These people
are covered by Workmen Compensation Insurance and Health and Life
Insurance.

Our investment in land, leashold improvements, machinery, buildings,
and equipment is several millions of dollars. Our vendor list contains
1;224 firms and individuals in roughly 20 cities and towns in California and
Arizona.
4

With the above background in mind, I would like to address myself to
the issues facing thwagricultural industry in the United States.

223.
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III trues Ohurch,

It has become popular to attack bigness, per se, in all segments of
our eabnomy. Perhaps, because of the trend of corporations into agriculture;
recently; these corponitions have become a particular target. There is
no reason why corporations should be excluded, from agricatture any more
than any other businesa venture. The problem is that this trend has upset
the traditional family farm thinking that' dates back to our beginnings, as a
neaten. The difference tette family farm-is'aisappearing t It much later
date ij history than, the'family steel company or the family shoe factory.
Thei!'reason these family entities diseppeaPTrom the manufacturing scone is
t with mass production machinery, the families' ability to manage
asing production and raise capital was stretched to the bursting point
Ahere N.i.ps no alternative but to incorporate or be lisft out of the market
plaoe:.! The result of the shift from small-family owned factories to mass
production corporations has contributed greatly to the high standard of living
in the United States: We have fbught and won 3 major wars and several
op
minor ones *trice the beginning of the industrial revolution and raised the
standard of living of our people from subsistence to affluency. All this would
not have been possible without tie corporate business structure. Therefore,
to attack corporations in agriculture' is to deny agriculture its rightful place
in the 20th Century turf to deny the consumer of plentiful ftiod supplies at
i
.
reasonable costs.
.

One of the goats of corporate agriculture has been to produce craps
more efficiently than could the family farm., We have done this by restructuring
our operations into more efficient units by specialization of employees. On
the family farm one man, or at most a few, must have supervili' e d all
operations and it is humanly improbable that he can be expert. in all facets
of the business. Our specialists.know their business and can accomplish"
a given task with a minimum of wasted time and effort:
One of the main concerns to the uninformed is the 1902 Reclamation
Act more commonly knowp as the 160 acre law which limits ownership to
100 acres per person or corporation in a federally financed water project.
At least one half of land in-our nation doesn't even. fall under the jurisdiction
of the act, yet this is being advanced as one reason corporations are gaining
in agriculture. The fact -is, aside from the above, the 100 acre law is unrealistic in all but a few high value crops such as fruits and nuts. The average
size farm in California that has been carved out over the years, through
good times and bad, is 854 acres. This size is not an accident, the investment
in land and equipment needed to maki a living has dictated this size. To
force an individual to make a living on 100 acres in some areas would be
adding to the poverty rolls after much wasted effort and heartbreak. Bruce
Church, Inc. with 175 permanent employee* supports one. family per 114
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lirucv Church, Inc.

1.4

acres of farniing land and if we include our tota+orabor force we are supporting one family per 30 acres. This is five times more than one family -per
160 acres.

.

.

r

.

The,land grant colleges have been criticized for,lack of socio-economic
research and for involvement with big corporations. These colleges have
,spabked Americana to become the best housed, clothed, andle'd people in.the
''world;' Our techniques in this field are in demand by the United Nations to
develop Underprivileged nations of :the world. The argument that the colleges
develop laborsaving machinery and-put people out of work is`no more valid
than saying man should not hays invented the wheel because; $ put people out
of work that were carrying loads. We must advance in technology to feed
the ever increasing world populations.
,
.
.

There has been a lot of hysteria about pesticides and that Agribusiness
is to blame. This is not the case,: if research comes up with a better way to
keep worms and insects out of our--`t
p duce we will use it. Under piresent
regulations of county, ;tete and fede al governments, we are untie! to ship
produce that contaths more than a small percentage of worms and insects
ttred so we are forced to control them or suffer the lose of the whole crop.
TT* alternative to not using pesticides under present day technology is wormy
produce, ruined cross, and possibly famine.' Pinallyffoesticide tOlerances
are determined by the best scientificiinformation available and under the
4
constant surveillance of the FDA. Agribusiness has been criticized for
receiving subsidies and contribUting to farm commodity surpluses. This is
a thorny problem, but I believe the answer lies in a better distribution -A,
system throughout the wcirld by all nations of the world. It is tragic that
we have surpluses in some commodities when other nations are near the. starvation level. The solution involves high level, international politics,
but until the problem is solved there will be surpluses and shortages.

r

.

-

There have been cries fol.- tand reform in rural Americatand they are
tied into the arguments for breaking up Agribusiness corporations; 1 have
covered the 160 acre law in a previous paragraph, however, there is a far
more serious situation. developing in rural America. This is the disappearance
of prime farming land through subdivision and urbanization. The present
:property tax system, especially to California, practically guarantees that
farm land will disappear at an ever increasing rate. For example, assume
that there is a $10/$100 of valuation, tax rate, in a county. The market
value of the farm land if $15,000 an acre, that is available simply by selling
to developers. The assessed valuationts 25% of market value which gives
an assessed valuation of $3,750 an acre. At the tax rate in the example,
the taxes on this land are $375 an acre. A There is no way that agricultural
income frtom these acres can support a tax bite such as this. Ifthis trend
isn't reversed such crops asArtichokes, Brussel Sprouts, Celery,
Strawberries,' Lettuce, and Brobooli could become rare or be much higher
in price. The reason is that these crops require a mild coastal climate

2

)

)
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.111ruct Church, !ca.
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4
and these are the areasof greatest urbanization.

at

There has been criticism of the tax lois and tax sholEar features

of the Internal Rewnu Act sa relates to Afiriculture. The law was
amended in UM, I believe, to eliminate soros of the abuses, however,
there is one area that still. riled* correcting. That is theability of, nOrtfarming corporation/ to writs off agricultural losses against profits earned
in other business vointures. This hurt* agricultural entities' enormously
whether they be big or small. I arh-not advocating, eliminating write offs
for young trees avid vines because. it is essential to carry these cro4 through
,
their unprodu %Iva y?ars, but simply to disallow non - farmers and nonagricultural rpo,rations, to take advantage of this provision:..)Nithout the
write off{ ,it would be economically unfeasible to develop more acreabe
d lead to shortages in the face of ever growing world population.
and this -c
In the past few years we have seen, a drive to unionize farm workers
and it ha.snsf been determined, by free elections, that farm workers went to

unionize. Also, the effort" to unionize have raised a6--very serious
questions as-to the rights of the worker under a union contract. For example,
the union hiring hall concept denies the worker'free choir of his employer.
Second, one union has the,right to deny a worker a job if he is not in good
standing.with the union and that sane union is the "sole" 'Judge of good
stencil . This can lead to the union, denying a worker a job if he refuses
to join boycott movemenqhat could very well be in a ciatar from his
a not have the
home. For these reasons, I believe the union movement

full su

rt of farm workers.

In conclusion, I believe Agribusiness isa vital part of our economy
and enables our.nation to have all the food and fiber.it requires at reasonable
prices to the consumer. The Alternative to progress in agriculture is ar
step backward into the likh Century.

BURTON ANDERSON.

BRUCE CHURCH, INC.

Salinas, California
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO VIE U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE, ON MIGRATORY
LABOR, BEARINGS AT FRESNO, CALM, JAN. 12, 1972, HON, ADLAI STEVENSON

III, Cntatulq-

'

This year the property taxes on my home were increased 15%, ,while the
large corporate land-holders in Fresno County had their property taxes reduced several million dollars. This sort of inequity is not just confined to
Fresno County, but is typical of all the major agricultural areas of the state
which have experienced the intrusion of large;scale corporate interests.
The presence of these powerful corporate interests in California is so pervasive that no area of the state's political and economic structure is left' untouched. Beeause of this situation, any well-meanifig legislation or governmental
Policy, such as the "open space" laws, are easily subverted, bent, or corrupted
for the financial gain and political advantage of these corporations.
In neighboring Kings County, millions of dollars in federal welfare subsidies

are paid to, the wealthy land-owners each year and yet the Kings County

Board of Supervisors refuse...to allow the poor people in that County to receive
foodstamps because it would cost the large land-owners a few extra dollars a
3:ear in property taxes.
The very size of these land-holdings and the concentration of wealth which
they represent, set them above the law and outside the moral obligations that

institutions traditionally have towards others is society. With the aid and

complicity of local, state, and federal government, every conceivable kind of
law has been ignored oeset aside by these land - owners. The Federal Reclamation Law of 1002 states unequivoeably that no water shall be delivered by the
U.S. Government or its contactors to anyon'e in excess of 160 acres, and in
order to receive that water _ife must reside on that land or in the immediate
neighborhood. However, at the present time, absentee land-owners with tens of
thousands of acres of land are being given water at an annual estimated cost
to the taxpayer of $2300. per acre in -direct violation of the law. On the other
hand, child-labor and smuggled aliens are used indiscriminatly by these landowners with no fear of prosecution by the local and state authorities. One of
these A(fenders even WO a uniformed Fresno County constable on his payroll
to prOteet his operatioVand its' autonomy; from local and state law.
Under these eircumstances, traditional reform is impossiblt because of thei
intricate over - lapping and tbter-involyement between these corporate interests
oand the farious state, locarand federal agencies that are supposed to be prqrs
mitecting the public jnterest.
w'
Because of ihislack of responsiveness to the needs of the people, I believe
that it is absolutely imperative that the existing laws start being enforced,
and that the ownership of land be limited to 160 acres per person so as to get
the landtbaek into the hands of the people as wasthe original intent of Congress. The Federal government should follow-through and buy this land back
at uninflated pre-water prices and then make it available, for homesteading
under existing homestead laws. At the same time the oppreAive property taxes
must be repealed for the low and middle income homeowner, and the burden
shifted onto those wealth & interests who presently pay littleopr no taxes whatsoever.

In finishing, I wish to point out the irony and inequity o an economic and
legal structure which causes a corporate giant like Standard Oil to pay only
5% of its profits in taxes, after deducting every conceivable kind of business
expense, while most individual taxpayers have a minimum of 25% taken right
off the top of their paycheck before any expenses whatsoever are deducted.
Then, in adding insult to injury, these taxpayers are forced to pay part ot
Standard Oil's water bill to illegally irrigate the 106,000 acres it owns iff
Fresno County. Then, as if this is, not enough, nose taxpayers are forced to
chip in and help pay part of Standard Oil's property'.taxes too.
This situation cannot endure much longer.
Thank you,

Arzx BROWN,

Inatituto for Sooial Rescarolr ce Law.

4
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ArtrIDAVIT or KERN COUNTY LIBERATION MOVEMENT HEALTH COIIIMITTICE,
BAKERBBIELD, CALM
.

The area of Kings County is 1,395 square miles and .has a population of
66,300 as per census of 1965. The area of the county is 892,000 acres, Ninetyfive percent of the land is privately-owned, with 506,528 acres in farms and
342,041 acres in other lands. The above indicators reveal that Kings County
is a large agilcultural area. One of the largest growers in the State controls

Kings County. J. G. Boswell, who obtained 42 million dollars in subsidies from
the Federal Government is the largest land owner in Kings County. Agricultural prosperity blossoms out for this grower-controlled county. For the farm-

workers of this area it means poverty. An example of this is that 60 percent
of the residents in this county are on Welfare. These residents are on welfare
because there is no work available, which reflects the subsidies that growers
reed*. California growers are enriched and empowered not only by subsidized
irrigation waterthe world's largest welfare program some have claimed. The

biggest growers J. G. Boswell and Salyer, who control Kings County, strengthen

their control of our lives through political manipulation which brings them
the tax-financed subsidies of soil conservation programs, marketing order,
acreage allotments for corps, guaranteed prices, etc.

These government programs are administered entirely by loeal committees
of farmers. The big growers control the committees which parcel out subsidies.

The size of some of these subsidies strain the imagination. The folloiving
growers rake in the subsidies (welfare) in Kings County:
J. G. Boswell
Salyer
South Lake Farms
West Lake Farms

$4, 500, 000
1, 014, 860
1, 468, 696
622, 569

Total subsidies

7, 606, 025

The above is a sample of California farmer welfare recipients. A total of

81 -farming operations in California.received direct-price support payments of
over 100,000 in 1966. This story bah been repeated over and over. The Government made laws to limit subsidies,lind the grower found the ways to conthime
to collect subsidies. The process was simple for 'them.

Another example of the kind of power that is controlled by the big growers
is the Williamson Act that was recently passed in Kings County and at the

samujime the food stamp program was turned doWn. The Food Stamp Program

in leiligs County would have cost $15,000 to be exact. At the same time the
groWer-controlled Board of Supervisors passed the Williamson Act which
represented half a million dollar tax cut to the _rich growers. Middle-income
people become the victims of rising taxes and place the blame on the Welfare
recipients.

No one realizes the huge tax gift that continually goes to the growers. The
grouter- controlled Board of Supervisors continues to divert public attention
away from their own actions and make Food Stamp and Welfare the scapegoat for ruing taxes. The, large growers continue to manipulate Kings County.
The pity of all of this is that it took 1,500 farmworkers to camp in front
of the courthouse for 21 days and nights just to force the troard of Supervisory
tb comply with the law. The Board of Supervisors were not in compliance with
distributing commodities astper regulations. It took a court order and demon"titration to bring the Board in compliance. The social workers organization of
the Welfare. Department in Kings County supported the poor of the county.
It takes no imagination to see the outcome for the poor in this county. ,
Health problems in this county are beyond belief. The County hospital does
not provide adequate services.

Li
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RURAL ILOUSING

Rural housing is beyond belief in this, the 20th century. The rural poor live
in cold, drafty, rundown shacks, that are swarmigg with cockroaches full of
flies and, steaming hot in the summer.
Migrant farm workers dont know what it is like, to have inside toilets,
running water, hot or cold. They don't have heat in their houses. Bathtubs
are the exceptiofi rather than the rule. Covering the rural areas of Armona,
Santa Rosa Rancheria, Avenal, Lemoore, Stratford, Kettleman City, and
Corcoran, there are high percentages of broken down houses that are unsafe
and beyond refair.
Rural families who rent are twice as likely to occupy substandard housing
as families who own their homes.

r

The families in the rural areas just cannot afford' decent housing. Some
animals live in better shelters than most of these families.
Title V of the Housing Act of 1949, makes and insures rural housing loans.
Loans' of up to $1,500 may be made to homeowners 'Who .eannot afford all

repairs needed to make their homes safe, but can afford to make enough
repairs so that the house does not endanger their health and safety.
Provisions for senior citizens over 62 years of age Are made by Farmers
Home Administration. Rural housing loans are made only to the applicants who
are unable to obtain credit from private lenders.

According to Bob Marshall from Self-Help Enterprises, in a recent article
in the Fresno Bee, he indicated that decent housing is being built, but at a

rate that would take 30 to 40 years for the rural poor to have decent housing in

Kings County.

' Farmers Home Administration is not reaching the majority of the people
because the Federal Government does, not give enough. funds to make this
Possible.

URBAN MUSING

Our present urban housing progiams simply have not met the housing needs

in Lemoore, Stratford, and Hanford. The families who are in the greatest
need do not quality for Nuns and grants under existing legislation.
The Department of Musing and Urban Development known as HUD
administers housing programs for both Urban and Rural low-income families.

Under HUDcommunity renewal programs in communities less than 5,500
population may obtain funds for comprehensive' planning for water and sewer
development.

The Public Low Rent Program in Kings(0flunty is operated under the name
of the Housing Authority of Kings County.- The County Board of Supervisors
appoints a commissitin consisting of five civic leaders who govern the Housing

Authority. They in turn appoint a director to oversee the operation of the
Corporation. The cost of operation is paid by the rent collected.
The Pyblic LOW Rent Program in Kings County consists of 150 units in
Hanford and 100 units in the rural community of Corcoran. Again this is a

total of 265 units. But the 1966 Self-Help Enterprises reported a percentage of
35 to 40% substandard dwellings.
The relatively new programs in Hanford, Corcoran, and Armona with a total
of 265 cannot begin to fill the gap.

Even though the Supreme Court upheld tfle Civil Rights Act of 1966, which
grants to all citizens the same rights to real and personal property available
to White Americans, still ..the practice of these I different housing projects is
de facto segregation as the location tends to follow the ethnic trends of the
established community.
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EMPLOYMENT

It is very hard for the low income to get jobs in. Kings County. Why?
Because there is not enough industry or manufacturing outlets in Kings
county and machines have taken over the farm labor. There: are only 12

manufacturing plants in Kings County that employ 1,285 people in the Hanford
.area. The Lemoore Naval' Air Station employ 8,050. The other non-manufacturing companies employ 190 people. Most of these jobs poor people do not qualify
beause of laelt of education.

Yet there are 112 acres in the city limits zoned for light/heavy industry.
With this in mind, we the poor want industry With training programs so

that we c work.
We ca nter training programs from now until the end of the world under
Depatme of Labor, Welfare Department, or public Schools. What we are

asking is for a sincere effort from the county agencies to work with State,
Federal and elected Representatives such as Congressman Talcott, Senator
Cranston, Senator Murphy, and State .Senator Stiern to bring more industrial

.development to this County.

Only by these efforts can we lift ourselves from where many of us are at.
I believe this can be done to believe otherwise is false.
To believe that industry does not want to come into this county will continue
to stereotype the image of the low-income poor as parasites of our country. We
have been called dumb and lazy Well I guess we are if we believe this I
Thank you.
EDUCATION

As you all must realize, education is one of the main problems,of minority
and poor people. The dominant-ided that education is a privilege, not a right
is keenly felt by all low-income people. Knowing other privileges or rights are
sometimes denied, the education issue is a topic of great importance. Society
says that the door to self-improvement is educttion yet at the same time, it
closes this door of improvement. Statistics leers this out when one observes
that the average years of schooling for Indians is 5 years, Mexican-Americans,
8 years, and Afro-Americans, 10 years. All this is especially disheartening when
today's high school diploma is decreasing in value. When a minority high
school graduate does get a diploma it is oftent felt to be inferior from the
one a student gets from thelhigh school on the other side of town. Segregation
and inequality is a very real factor.
The track system in the public schools gives further evidence of suspicion
on the part of poor people. A child that takes an IQ test that determines if he
will be on the A, B, or C group knows nothing of the reasons or results his
score has on his future. What educators don't realize, after all this time, is
that the IQ tests are geared to the middle income White child and leaves the

minority poor child at a further disadvantage. Add to this the language

problem of Mexican American children. How many Anglos know of la llorona
especially if they have to write their answers in Spanish. Add also the attitude
one has when he does learn at home is many times considered wrong by
educators. Was Villa a bandit or a champion of the people?

A case that makes this intolerable situation more noticeable is the recent
ruling concerning the 50,000 Mexican-American children, who by action of
the CRLA, were found to be not retarded even though they were in retarded
classes. Bringing the situation closer to home, why doesCorcoran have 130
retarded .children out of 2,000 students and Hanford 100 out of 4,000? Could
it be that a higher percentage of the students in Corcoran are of Mexican
'descent and don't understand the tests they are given for the above reasons?
We ask ourselves a lot of these questions and can't help but think a lot of
these educational problems are not only ours but yours. For a lot of us, it is

too late and we don't have the opportunity to go back and get a lot more

education. Must our children again suffer the same fate? A lot depends on you.
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524-1251

January 14) 1972

Senetor'Adlai itavensotz III
Senate Office building
Washington) D. C. 20510
Door /04,t Stevenson:

I hove enclosed a clipping fro* the Modesto See of January 13)4102. Mr:
Iforian.Chertkov of your office called ma scoot* ago and asked me if I would
1715.e' to testily at the hearings which you would be conducting. I declined)
but in view Of the testimony given by Talamente. I wish that I would bare been

then.

I would like to take this opportunity to set the record straight. We hit hod
a ember of inquiries "bout growing plants bYdroponically during the win r
here in Stanislaw; County. This has Igoe along with the it:creating interest
in organic gardening. There is very little information developed on this
technique other than primary) because in developing whet information then is,
it was shown that this is a 'very expensive method of growing vegetables. Our
swirl:rent used hydroponics at Ascension Island end also at some of the South
Pacific islands.-Zniwetok. I believe. Hydroponics were used 'because those
islands hod .no soil and it was felt necessary to use this type of grciwth in
order to supply the base hospitals and perhaps some of the persOnnel stationed
full time on them* islands with frog: vegetables.

Contrary to what Mr. Tolerant" thinki, this is a very poor sotto increase the
labor requirements during the winter. It is "concede/11y unfeasible. I think
that Armen Serquis, our county director of MctensiOn Service) pointed out to
Talomente that it had been used at Qum and perhaps because of s language
difficulty) Mr. Tolerant' chose to think 14 was told ho,should go to Wow.

.

cans
I have watched Kr. Talomantats career for parties" in this coomunity.
here originelly to recruit for Caesar Chaves. This was a total folluro, insomuch
our atilt. of California legs Labor Office was doing an admirable Job of supplying peopli for the local fano) whereas Tolerant" Is office did not have'orqone available. lie Miter worked for 'MO) where, so I understand it, he was rep.
*rimended for using federal funds while on the picket line for Caesar Chaves. Se
later attempted to start a co-op which never got off the ground) and I can predict

1.1
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Se'netor Adisi Stevenson III
,Jenuony 14, 1972
Page Two

that the venture he is seeking funds for now will Coffer r sailer fate.
If, as this article implies, "Two OS senators expressed concern in beano
yesterday over charges.male by David Tel/mantes that be ran into difficulty
in getting technical information for a fern worker coop project, I hope that
this letter asses your concern sod, it not, I would be post happy to correspond
or talk with you further.
I as concerned that such an article would gat into print becluse certain of
our funds do cone from fedtrel monies.

From what
have read in the papers, you are getting a great deal of testimony
relating to the serious effect of the tax-sheltered forming. I would hope that
with this information in your possession, you will eventually be able to make
the tax reforms necessary to close oft this overwbeboingly competitive position
that these investors. have over our foully fires..
Sincerely,

.pc..4.
Pool D. le Vine
Perm Advisor

PDWon

11

Incl.
Cc: Senator Aobert Taft'

4,,
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Mom thee Modesto Bee, Jan. 181972l
TALAM&, CITES 40K OF SUPPORT

Two U.S. senators expressed concern in Fresno yesterday over charges made
by David Talamante of Modesto, who told them he ran into difficulty in getting

credit and, technical information for a farm worker cooperative project

Talamante is president of the Tri-County Economic Development Foundation,

'

which hopes to start a hydroponic greenhouse order to grow vegetables in
Stanislaus County in the winter.
He told the Senate subcommittee on migratory labor conducting hearings in
California this week -that large farmers are given information freely from the

University of California extension.
The two senators, Adlai E. Stevenson III, D-111., and Robert %taft.R-Ohio,

,

appeared concerned about the denial of 'credit and infqrmation from some
public agencies and urged Talamante and his group to contact their con-,
gressman.

Talamante .said in an interview in Modesto today he and. other farm worker
.representatives will meet Saturday with Rep. John McFall of the 15th, Stanisions, San Joaquin and Merced Counties, District, to dismiss their problems
and McFall's support of unemployment insurance for farm workers.
When the two senators asked Talamante to also contact his state legislator
he said he told them AsSemblyman Ernest LaCoste of Modesto Is a Democrat,
"but if you were to look at the legislation he has presented, it is contrary to
the needs and wishes of the farm worker."
Talamente said LaCoste attended yesterady's hearing but did not testify.
Talamag0 said he testified that employes of the Modesto Administration,
which offe lis. loans to small farmers, told him they do not deal with the kind
of project he has in mind and did not have time to see him.
He said he. also testified he received a negative response from the Stanislaus
County Agrictilture Extension Service. Talamante said director Armen Sarquis
called the farm workers' group "a hunch of kookies" ancisaid if they want to
start a cooperative project they should go to Guam to try it.
Talamante said his group finally got 'some assistance from the extension

service when one of the members who is of Oriental descent posed as a

student and asked the questions.
Talamente said he asked- the senators to help-establish an agency away from
the Office of Economic Opportunity because he does not feel 0E0 "is set up in
a way to deal with business ventures."

a
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UNIVIIISITY or CALIFORNIA

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SUMO

Scenic Drive and Old Ookiele Reed
P.O. Box 1411
*West*, Colifornie 95353
Ares Celle 209 5244251
NI LAW
COON

January 21, 1972

Senator Miami Stevenson III
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Stevenson:

follow-up article fro* the Modesto Dee. This is the note
accurate report of what happened. Oen Tailsnante celled. our Office rewording
hydroponic vebetable gardening.

&closed it

I an still in hopes that I can'receive at least two copies of the testimony
given at your hearings.
Sincerely,

fal.s...L
ul D.

ao,

La Vine

Fare Advisor

Pads.
Eno..
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SARQUIS DENIES CL/IICHE REFUSED AG DATA

Armen Sarquis, director of the Stanisiaus County Agriculture Extension
Service denied today he has refused information about growing winter vegetables in a hydroponic greenhouse to David Talamante of Modesto.
Talamante is president of the Tri-County Economic Development Foundation,

a corporative organization of former farm workers who plan a hydroponic
greenhouse in Stanislaus County. Talamante is employed as coordinator of
federal poverty war project to assist farm Workers toward self- sufficiency..

On Wednesday, Talamante testified before a US Senate subcommittee on
migratory labor in Fresno that his project had difficulty in obtaining assistance
through the University of California Extension Service in Stanislaus County.
Sarquis said today Talamante could haye had the information "if he hadn't
hung up on me."
Sarquis said Talamtinte telephoned him:seeking information about growing
winter vegetables in which plants are grown in chemicals and pebbles instead
of soil. The farm adviser said the objective of the project described to him was
to create winter employment for farm workers.

Sarquis said he explained his office has had no experience with such an
operation in Stanisiaus County, and Talamante was referred to the University
of California at Davis: He said he also told Talamante he would find such an
opelliption not economically feasible because of the cost of the facilities, and
said he work force for such an operation would be very small.
.

Sarquis said he told Talamante the armed forces tried hydroPonic vege

tables growing on Guam because the soil was not fertile enough to produce a

crop.

"He became irritated and arrogant, and he just abruptly hung up on me,"
Sarquis reported. "I had a publication which I intended to offer him.'
Sarquis said he did not refer to the greenhouse promoters as "kookies," as
Talamante had alleged. "I have a real warm place in my heart for Mexican
farm workers. I grew up with them and worked next to them," Sarquis said.
The two senators who conducted the hearing, Adlai E. Stevenson III, D-Ill,
and Robert Taft, R-Ohio, advised Talamante to contact his congressman.
An aide to Rep. John J. McFall of the 15th, Stanislaus, San Joaquin and
Merced Counties, District, said today a luncheon meeting scheduled. with
Talamante and a group of farm workers in Modesto tomorrow has been cancelled because McFall will be busy with other matters.

%dew. q4.9. Na. 4-6-8
TaIslaks, ealriausta
January 15, 1972
Senator Adlai B. Stevenson III
Chairman of SubcOmMittee on Migratory Labor
Senate Annex:Boom 201
Washington. D.O. 20510
Dear Senators
We were not notified of the PaWily Warm-Hearings, we Would-there tore like to submit the fallowing information. on our_Area
to be inoluded in the :information gathered by your Subcommittes,
This information has born gathered and submitted as response to a
resolution made and um/Lam:Sully passed at our Grange meeting-Jan. 134
In'1950 .- 684 Family Partners in tulelake Basin (lootted in
Siskiyou and Modoo Counties tie Northern. Calif.)

1970 - 272 YaMily Permers in same area "412 4rmars elinim.ted4
1950 -1500 pioplis in.-rural oity of Tulellar
1970 - 985 people still living in .Tuislaks.
Numerous buasiness both small-and large,hsve died out of movid'
from the area.
...

Population in the Counties:
Siskiyou 0o. 1950
30,517
1970
34,556
Modoo Co.
1950 - 9,678
1970 - 7,265,

M
(' Siskiyou inoresse largely
.

ducto affluent city-dweller.
.bufflmg(teorosational snd're-

tirement homes.)

The elimination of hotly Farmers is approximately 20% or 140
Farmers from 1967 to 1971. Of-the remaining, We firMly believe that
50A will be gone this year due to low prisms on grain and potatoes
our two major comps.
Tax delinquenoy.doubled from 1969 to 1970. There is more and
more delinquency in land payments and Virtually no land sales taking
place in the area.
The elimination ofsthe FaMily Farmer is largely oaused by the
poor monopolistio distribution syptem. As an exceptionally low price.
for 3 continuous:sossOns in the Potato Market has -ilKno way refleoted
the low prissy* to the oonsumer, efforts to have Marketing Controls and
Acreage Controls legislation have continuously failed in both uregon
and California Legislatures due to pressure from the large Oonglomerates - the Marketing Agreement. that were proposed in both State
Legislatures would in no way have been a burden to thi taxpayer.
As the country ii now at the bottom of a 23 year low in farm
prices. and as Agricultural Legislation over the past 8 years has.been
solely for the benefit of the Conglomerates (large corporation .
farms) we feel that consideration should be made of the fact that
eaoh farmer produoe enough material for himself and 43 others
through the use of improved machinery, more education and business
practises whilethe corporate cannOt do it as e fioiently.
Bvisn at this time there is legislation in lotion to open large
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area' for farming in the PresnO, California Area - but it will be
mostly under a large corporate and will only worsen the plight
that this past year saw farm* and.firm-oriented small businease
go bankrupt to the amount of, 43 million
oWe, the Tulelake Grange feel great conoern over the tragio
deorease in the numbers of Family Farmers who have for years stood
as the backbone of our country. With their passing on to other.
jobs or Welfare we fell a .godd and steady American way of lite-is
also passing, leaving our country without:one of its-last stalwart
bulwarks against the growing rate of crime,- delinquelcy and disoontent that is so changing the tam of our'oountry.

'0

ResPeotfUlly yours,

Pa 1 ialiy, Cluitte4.Haan
Agrioultural Committee
Grange 468

d.;4-.f...et:c.
i4torinek megretary

.2(cf

1
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5055 Central Avenue
Riverside, California
January 31, 1972

Senator Adlai Stevenson
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Dea

Senator Stevenson:

the enclosure, T see the work and .the words of a statesman.
It reads like the words of a man whom Y admired and worked for,
your father. I've watched with despair the deterioration of the
little farms of the Jones and the Smithe and the small retail deNow
portment stores and family owned grocery stores since 1958.
V?: beginning-to see the end of the small banks and corporations;
then, the end of our free enterprise system is we know it now
follows.

With

NV survey since your congressional hearing two weeks ago shows only
'a few read this article "which was on the front page where everyone
should of read it," and those who did do not remember or know. the
true meaning of it which proves that most everyone in the cities
are interested only in themselves, but the few small farmers know
why and what your message means to everyone.
4

As you stated, a million and a half. 'family farmers are struggling
for survival and a million migrant workersare living in poverty.
:Every member of Congress knows why, yet you are the only one who his
the fortitude to bring it to the people's notice, but that ii not
enough. They most realize the farmers have been displaced withaubsidies for any kind and any amount of land. Originally, as you

know, it was to help the small farmer with acreagof not over,a
'section of land, depending on the type of soil, etc.
For your information "if needed," there were two and onewhelt
'lion dollars in farm subsidies after thirteen years of democratic
!control to 1952. Six years later, under the control of Nixon and
Company, we had nine
'X have no idea how many billion we have in farm subsidies now, but
1 know asyou members of Congress know, it iaentirely too moth
and must be reversed nbw to the point of beginning.

When

that ta done, the corporations will sell out at a reasonable
price and leave the land like rats leaving a sinking ship. If the
small Smiths and Jones farmers do not have the money to buy said
land, the governmint can purchase and sell it to them at a cost
for less than we're paying now. The million and a half farmers
wouldtake millions back to the soil with thin*, wives, children,
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Senator Ad lai. Stovenion

migrant workers, and family stores who would serve. the farmers.
Subsidies to the big corporations are the cause of most all our
problems in our cities.

As yob stated, the fate of America lies with the fate of-rural Amer..
ica, and the plight of our cities arises almost directly from their
plight. Some way we must let the people know and maybe then xea-lize that putting the Smiths and the Jones farmers back where they
belong would relieve the pressure in the ghettos, cut the crime
rate, the overhead expense of the federal, state and local govern..
meats 50 per cent by eliminating the cause and supervision of
millions who are in the cities but cannot find work.
'N'ke.-

X, like many millions in America, am sick and tired of:. seeing a
'forty billion dollar deficit, retired people telling their homes
so they can eat and live awhile longer, people like Governor Reagan
using tax loopholes and pays no taxes, public officials shouting we
must stop inflation, cut taxes for the-home owner, but the prat ones
to raise their own salaries, people living better on welfer
than
many who work like hell fOr a living, a'government that takes our
tax money and subsidizes corporations and others who don't need it..
You gentlemen of the Congress

how, and have the powers to etop

these handouts and waste in gvernment, and if Ws not done soon,
the people will rise up in their wrath and do it for you. At our
rate of travel, we can destroy ourselves within ten years.. That X
do not wish to see.

X want my children and their children to grow up in a country
can trust and that is why I've worked sojiard the past twenty year,
for good democrats. After President Kennedy's death, I sat on my
hands, but for a statesman, I'll work again. The person I'll work
for, and the majority wants, Will balance-the pay, prices and profit. Make everyone pay taxes according to their income, take the
profit out of wars, and plug those damnable tax loopholes.
Morally, X think our government is as low as it can get without
total collapse, yet X remain optimistic. I don't believe our.public
servants wish to be destroyed or destroy themselves.
X believe
every man awes a certain amount of his life to God and his country,
and X hopepanY more members of Congress start thinking as you
There is no position, no,amount of power or money that is so LaPorte:it that -we shouldakerifice this nation to get it, yet that's
what we're doing now and very few members know it. X pray that-you
will get the majority to help you do what X think your message
meant.

cc:

Senators Frank Church,
14illiam Proxmire, John
the House; Congressmen
Congress George Brown,

Alan Cranston, Fred Harris, Edward Kennedy,
Tunney; Honrable Carl Albert, Speaker of
Glen Anderson, Thomas Rees.; Candidate for
San Berbardino,-Californta

4
.
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Mom the Prom (Sivertdde, Calif.) JAL 11,197

SENATE PANEL PIANO "FEUDALISM" or Coiioint Fame

San Francisco (UPI)A. three-day congressional hearing on the emerging
"corporate feudalism" In California agriculture and the disappearance of the
family farm opened today In an attempt to understand the changes in rural

America.

.

-

U.S. Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson, D411., said the purpose of the hearing was "to

find a national policy whose effect is not simply efficiency or progress or

economy of scale, but a decent life for all rural.Americans."
Stevenson said his subcommittee On migratory labor would !muff on these
questions:
Who owns the land in California?
What are the consequences of landholding patterns On farmers and farmworkers, on consumers, on rural communities, and on the environment?

How do federal and state policies affect the distribution of land, wealt

and power in California?
Stevenson said previous hearings elsewhere have asked the question "who
owns rural America?"

"So far in these hearings, it appears, no one in America knows," he Mid
For six months, Stevenson's subcommittee has been examining the change
in rural America, a change the senator calls "revolutionary" yet unnoticed by
most people.
Stevenson said it was true that statistically great numbers of farmers are
leaving the soil and moving to the cities," but the numbers do not capture the
hidden meaning of the rural migration: ruined hopes, deserted homesa dying
way of life."

The hearings, he said were to find the human story which Ilea behind the

statistics of rural change. Some of the statistics were:
Since World War II, the number of farms in America has declined from 6.9

million to 2.0 million. Fewer and fewer peopleor businessesown more and

more land.
In California, 3.7 million acres of farmland are now owned by 46 corporate
farms. One corporation, Tenneco, owns more than a million acres.

In 1969, the largest 40,000 farms in America, less than 2 per cent of the
total number, accounted for more than One-third of all farm sales.
"Farmer Jones and farmer Smith, those durable figures in American folk-

loreand American reality' are being displaced, all over America, by newcomers to the farms with names like Tenneco, GulfWestern, Goodyear,

Monsanto, Union Carbide, Kaiser, Boeing, and Dow Chemica'1, to name a few,"
Stevenson said.

"Meanwhile, one and a half million family farmers are struggling for survival and a million migrant workers are living in poverty."
Stevenson said the fate of America was bound intimately with the fate of
the rural Americans.

"The plight of our cities arises almost directly from their plight. All of us
have a responsibility to concern ourselves with the questions which are facing them," the senator said.
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Aaroh 6, 1972

Senator Adlai W. Stevenson III
Chairmen of Suboommittes on Migratory Labor.
.,
Senate Annex Room 201
Washington D.C. 20510
Ir

468_

.

Dear Senator*
In regard to your letter of lab. 18, 1972, we have gat'aered
.

information to further illucidate-our belief that the Yamily

\1/

m

lamer is a speedily vanishing group and

hat

r particular

locality is harder hit than average beoiuse of low potato and grain

.

.

prices.

.

Actually What the small farmer needs to survive is lust a fair
Chanoas a fair price for hie products, a star:dire of living at

comparable to thatour legislators
legislators insist is the right.bt the
average welge recipient and a reasonable return'on hie investment,
t)

Quoting 21,64 the lconOmic Report of the President transmitted to

Congress, January 1972, pages 09-290-293-295, "'armors get a 2.6%
return on their investment, not inoluding anything for the labob
I'

by farmers' and their ftmilies". "urther comparison shows _in 1948

farmers had an investment of 1127.9 billion and a net income of
$18 :billion, by the end of 1971 the farm investment was $335.1

billion but the net income had dropped to $13.5 billion. quoting

from Us same source, since 1980, 89% of the farmer* have left-the
farms, and income earned

farmers from non -farm sources 314.5

billion) now amounts to more than farm income ($13.5 billion) and
$2 billion of this term income was a 'paper' income charged up se

S

.24,1

.
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!ausing Allotmont, actually .rant for livin3 intheir own tarn hots..
trotter understanding is also nodded to help the public see the

farmer as he is. Dearly any city pinion pictures the farmer ai a
wealthy miser lining his pockets wit4 their food money.. Ivan

Treasury Secretary John Connally woo quoted in "The Paemer",y?eb.26.

1972, "In thelibat of rising foOd:prices, officials will probably
consider applying price controls on raw' agricultural products.'

Here again is the misleading attitude that it it the new product
that demands the hiLh price instead of the tinished product on
the grocery shalt. Beef just now has come to near parity and

.

.

444

instantly'we hear talk of's pricacontrbl or shipping in of
foreign products to counteract it. Investigation shows thgt the
raw products are tar below parity as of 1/15/72:
Commodity

Ave. Price

Wheat
Rice
Corn
Soybeans
Best Cattle
Hogs
Milk sold to
plants

1.35
5.55
1.09
2.92
31.40
22.70

bu.
cwt.
bu.
bu.
cwt.
cwt.

6.14 cwt.
.30 doz.

' Z.

Parity
2.94 bu.
7.91 'cwt.

1.94
4.04
35.70
23.70

bu.
bu.
cwt.
cwt.

7.64 cwt.
.54 doz.

(list iron 2150 Reporter, Fib. 1972);
4

Considering the wheat in a lost of bread brings the farmer.

2, potatoes, 2¢ or less a pound and beet 334 a pound, it becomes
obvious a small portion of the dollar spent for food actually

.

gobs to the farmer. And still we hear our legislatora (Rep. Banj.
Rosenthal,

Rep. Chas. Vanik, D-0.) say

It nuct be maid.,

however, that rising term prices are now highly Visible, and from
now on could even .be. glaring."(quoted from "The Packer", ?ob. 19,)72)

Another

instmuce of our legislators Luing after the Consumer vote

I

4
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by Tiving the tarmers'a bad image.
We agree with ATriculture Secretary."
rl L. Butz when ho
.t.,.,
stated he was *concerned about conglomerate i rma which enter farm-

ing fnd use their econoAopowerto'Tet an edge over other farmers
with.lover interest rates, tax advantage* and more dirept access
to markets." (quoted from a UPI article by Bernard Brenner in our
local paper dated Mar. 1, 1972) We regret he failed to mention the
enormous subsidies allotted these corporations. We feel corporation*
'such in Boeing that are eubsidited or helped by-the government by
low rite loans should be refused any fa.cming subsidies altoTether.
.

As this is unfair to the small termer and the consumer as it puts
them in the4 position of paying n reLular bliokrail - their own tax
money.- to the big corporations which automatically and systo.zatically

exterminates the 7aMily 7armer.

Aa for the subsidy payMent for a qualified farmer, we feel

this should be limited to 010000 total for any individual with
1.-opheles tichtly cloned so anyone croup or individual cannot

realize the "hundreds of thousands of dollars in subsidies" we
frequently hear about. (Arnlld Paulson, Citizens Congress for
Private

Znterprite 1:ewoletter, Vol. 5,

3', 1972)

Twenty years aco, when titers wel:e.bad for the farmer, he

could still -get by and ever. vsogrece * little..thnt is, buy a

little equlpnont:and %sop tnincs repaired, but now, with high prices

on eve;:ything he =lot buy, the burden o2 aCed-taxes, end the raker
in loan'intersets ha finds hi,00lf in the pooition where he can't
keep up let atone get ahead. And wits ::Jo land over-assesoed in
t4o timeo

sand was bein sold, and no chance now of it beinT

re-evaluated (as t,is cannot be donnw..en i4sre are to sales of
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land being made) he can't even- get out but must continua to
cat farther behind each year while tryin

to hold onto what .

ha and,his family have built up through a lifetime of hard
work. In other Words, the small termer Is balk; fdrced into

actual alvery, no way heturns*can he come out on top. with
the inevitable realization that in a natty of time the bank
Kill sell him out
Slapect

1

117 yours,

so irky,

hairmail#1141-7

Agricultural Committee, Tulylaka
Grange .468

iZeNe
74-74Z.-.
eiotorine,

8sorstax7

This letter and 'our previous one o

be ino udad in yourrscoida if yo

11

214:

January 15, 1972 may
so desire.
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The Honorable Adlai X.'Stevonson III
Chairman, Subcommittes on Migratory Labor,
ROOM 201 Senate Annex
1237 C 3treet; H.T.
Washington, DC. 20510
.

Lear.Mr. Stevenson
We have receivred your letter of febra44 15 and appreciate the opportunity
to submit a statement concerninglho Tulslake family farm economic problems
to be entered ibto the record of yourlaearin. Hoot of theme "statistics"
are difficult to concisely subetantiato in writing. You undoubtedly under*
stand that.
Since 1965 about 140

have had to leave their farm.; there
noing potato growers; the volume of local
bu
ess tregfactod hem deo axed about 40with many buain
liquidating
o
orisolidating;
the general farm operating add 'quit:want costs have
i creased at least 25%.

sa
has been a 30% decrmiin

Delinquent taxis doubled from 1969 to 1970.
About 4% from 1966 to 1970.

Delinquent land payment increased

Of the remaining termer', many will declare
foreclosures this year.
About eight miles
Oregon, with About 500 people. Just
declared bankruptcy. This is indicative of

bankruptcy or be/arced out through
north of Iblolake is a rural town,
this week five farmers in Hula
the economic direction of the

Tuliaips Pesin.

Yours very truly

a

George E. amith, Jr.
President
P1

POTATO!/

AL.

WHEAT

H

ONIONS
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DECMION AT 1:00msozo

o

(By Victor Salandtrd)
Cesar Chaim and the AFL-CIO joined forces to defeat the Teamsters Union

in its owner-supported drive to organize field workers
The recognition of the AFL-CIO's United arm Workers Organizing Committee by California's vast Di Giorgio Corporation as bargaining agent for its
field workers represents a major breakthrough in the history of the American
labor movement.

. In 1947, attempts to organize the -vast DI Giorgio complex provoked a bitter

.

battle that left the National Farmers Union prostrate, and it had to be dieSelved a few years later. Armed guards were thrown around picketed fields;
'violence erupted almost daily, resulting in at least two deaths and dozens of
injuries; hundreds of strikers were arrested. The experience discouraged fur-.
ther attempts at organization of farm labor. Not until 1959 did the AFL-CIO
re-enter the field. Since then it is estimated that the AFL-CIO has spent $1.5
million on its farm labor (biteswithout a -single contract to justify that vast
expenditure.

It is ironical that the breakthrough at Di Giorgio was achieved .largely by
tin independent and compa'ratively new labor movement, the National Farm
Workers Association, led by Cesar Chavez, which was accepted into the ranks
of the AFL-CIO at the eleventh hour, se to speak. Faced with the prospect of
having the fruits of victory snatched away by the Teamsters Unionwhich
Chavez had accused of entering into a "sweetheart contract" arrangement
with Di Giorgiothe independent NFWA joined forces with the
Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee to form the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee, This merger was a key factor in the August 30 elections,

supervised by the American Arbitration Association, which resulted. in the
selection .of UFWOC as bargaining agent for Di Giorgio field workers.
Of the 1,205 field workers who voted, 530 cast ballots for the AFL-CIO
union, 331 favored the Teamsters, and 12' wanted no union. The American
Arbitration Association challenged the validity of 332 ballots, largely on the
grounds of eligibility. Since both unions and DiGlorgio accepted the AAA's
decision on the challenged ballots, there never was any question ilf contesting
the outcome.

Perhaps the most significant figure here is provided by the 12 who opted
tot "no union." For years, corporate farm interests have maintained that field
workers were not interested in labor unions and that they were being harassed
and victimized by labor leaders and "outside agitators." The fact that only
12 of the 1,205 votes cast supported this view should lay this5;oard to rest
forever.

Now that the election is over, the key question that arises is: why did the

multimillion-dollar Di Giorgio Corp., which has been so vehement in its opposition to labor unions in the past, suddenly agree this year to permit its workers

to choose a collective bargaining agent? After all, growers are exempt from
national labor legislation, and there is no State legislation compelling recognl-,
tion of farm labor unions. Yet tke Di Giorgio interests readily agreed to the
suggestion, when it was made by Gov. Ermund G. Brown, that an AAA-supervised election be held. Why?

As a student of economics (I am studying for my doctorate in this field at
Catholic University). I had a first hand opportunity this summer to delve
into this queStion. In Borrego Springs, where the Di Giorgio interests have a
vast grape-growing operation, I spent two weeks doing some research into

the concepts of the "closed society" and the "power structure" of the corporation farm.
I was there on June 24, the day that the Di Giorgio interestswith a good
deal of advance publicity and fanfareconducted their first collective bargain-

ing election. Chavez and the AFL-CIO's union boycotted the vote on the

grounds that it would be rigged in favor of the Teamsters, the only union listed /
on the ballot. About; half of the Borrego field workers cast ballots and, as/
expeeted, they favored the Teamsters.
It was, at this time that eight Mexican field Workers who favored Chavez'
union and who were subsequently fired came to the place where I was staying
with Chavez and Rev. Wayne Hartmire, a Presbyterian minister assigned to
the National Council of Churches Migrant Ministry. Apparently afraid of the
Di 'Giorgio armed guards and police dogs, they asked us to accompany them
back to their quarters, where they could pick up their belongings and their
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1,439

back -pay checks. We did so, ignoring the "No Trespassing" signs since we felt

the workers, had been paying for room and board and were entitled to enter
the camp with visitors. The Di Giorgio guards felt otherwise. All AleVen Of
us were arrested and jailed on charges of trespassing. The charges against the

Mexican workers were later dropped, but Chavez, the Rev. Hartmire and myself
were colivitted of trespassing and were ordered to pay fines of $250 each.
The ensuing news coverage of this episode, I am convinced, helped to sway
public opinion in favor of Chavez, for it made people realize how far Di Giorgio

was going to maintain its "closed pkiety." More important, however, was the
impact on the field workers themselves. They knew that Teamster organizers
were literally given the run of Di Giorgio properties. After we were arrested,
the once skeptical workers began to believe Chavz' arguments that Di Giorgio
and the Teamsters were arranging a "sweetheart contract" deal and that the
"No Trespass' " signs were intended only for Chavek and the AFL-CIO union.
the August 30 election rolled around, the Di Giorgio interests
By the ti
dropped thei pretense of neutrality and, in effect, told the workers that if
they felt they 'must have a union, the should c ose thp,Teamsters.
Why the Teamsters? By this tim it had undo
dly become apparent to all
concerned that farm labor unionization was inevitable. When Chavez' group
and the AFL-CIO union joined hands in their strike in the grape fields a year
earlier, organized labor and civil rights organizations gave them nation-wide
support in boycotting producti of the struck companies. Schenley Distilleries,
one of the struck firms, admitted the effectiveness of this boycott by becoming
the first company to recognize the grape pickers' union and signing a contract.
Di Giorgio products also were feeling the pinch of the boycottthe prime
factor-1n the -decision to permit tae- election-for a bargaining-agents SiuLe no
one connected with the corporation has ever explained the preference for the

\

Teamsters, .we can only speculate that perhaps Chavez was right in his
"sweetheart contract" explanationor that personal reprisals were involved
because Chavez had been responsible for calling the long strike in the grape
fields.
't,

Whatever the reason, any hopes that might have existed of a neat and tidy

Di Giorgio-Teamster deal never were realized. The June 24 vote, in fact, stirred
so much antipathy in the State, especially among farm workers and AFL-CIOaffiliated unionists, that Gov. Brown appealed to Di Giorgio to permit a new

election among its workers under supervision of the AAA. To its credit, Di,

Giorgio agreed.
I went to Delano, the center of the corporation's grape-growing operations
and headquarters of the competing unions, to continue my firsthand study of

the pre-election maneuvering and the election itself. By this time, Chavez'
union, composed primarily of Mexican-Americans, and the AFL-CIO union,
predominantly Filipino-American, had been merged to present a united front
against the Teamsters. Under the aegis of the -AFL-CIO, the united union
thus was able to get the financial help and prof'ssional organizing assistance
to counter the well-financed thrust of the Teamsters.
The arbitration association had required the 10i Giorgio Corp. to provide
lists of workers to both unions. The workers' eagibility to vote was° decided
beforehand by mutual consent of all parties involved. These lists enabled the
union Organizers, to get the "right people" to the polls. An attempt was made
to contact every worker on the lists; transportation was provided to bring in
voters from as far away as El Paso, Texas, and Jalisco, Mexicoseasonal
migrants who had worked for Di Giorgio and then moved on. It was an amazing effort requiring hundreds of man-hours of work and an expenditure of
thousands of dollars. But it paid off in a significant victory for the United
Farm Workers Organizing Committee.

The defeat has not deterred the Teamsters, whose Western regional director
Immediately announced plans for the formation of a special Farm Workers
Division to "battle the AFL-CIO all the way" in an intensified drive to organize California's 200,000 domestic field haw* The showdown at Di Giorgio,
however, clearly gives the AFL-CIO an upper hand in the gigantic Job ahead.
It can be truly said that a new and brighter era has opened for California
farm workers. Andzehs,/happens in California is bound to affect the lives
and fortunes of all
e who toil in the fields to produce America's bounty.
[FR. VICTOR SALANDINI, for eleven years a field worker in California and now

a priest of the Diocese of San Diego, is the author of "Union Organizing in
the Fields" (Am. 10/9/65)3
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MORE GRAPES Or WRATH

(By Victor Salandini)
The tetest efforts to organize grape pickers in southern California' have been

stymied by the government's co-operation with growers. Success in the next
phase of this campaign for social justice will be up to us
When june came to the CoachellarValley this year, organizers of the United
Farm Workers Orgamting Committee (UFWOC) were on hand to map strategy
in their continuing struggje to improve the economic lot of Valifornia'S grape
workers. In the flat, dusty streets of the town of Coachella, the 'vanguard of
those who follow the crops had already arrived, their cars and pickup trucks
parked along the streets bordering City Hall Park.
Cesar Chavez, the 41 year old Mexican American who for the past three
years has led the effort to organize California's $168.5 million grape-growing
industry was on the scene. 'His AFL-CIO-affiliated committee's attempts to
induce the 41 growers in the Coachella Valley to allow the National Labor
Relations Board to conduct an election to determine a bargaining agent for
the field workers had been curtly and summarily dismissed. UFWOC's only
alternative-was to call a strike and, post pickets at roads leading to the fields.
Before doing) so, however, Chavez went ahead and set up the machinery for
polling the workers on the issue, inviting three prominent Southern California
' citizens to act as observers at the polls and during the actual vote counting.
Of 2,000 workers polled, Chavez was able to produce ballots showing that more
than 1,500 favored UFWOC as their bargaining agent. Under normal conditions,

such as a show of strength might have had a salutary effect on the growers,
but it soon became apparent that conditions were anything but normal.
The growers, realizing they were to be the target of the state-wide UFWOC
organizing drive, had made arrangements to import by bus and truck so-called
green-card workers from Maio) to harvest their grapes. Green-carders are
Mexican na onals who have a visa to be resident aliens in the United States,
but they go back and forth across the border as they please. Existing regulations prohib them from accepting employment in fields involved in labor
disputes. Cha ez has charged that in the Coachella Valley, and before that in
Delan$;, the Justice Department's Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization
Service, which supervises the green-card program, has not enforced these regu-

a

lations. For their part, immigration authorities claim they are enjoined from
acting against the influx of green-carders in the grape fields because of a
Federal court "order obtained by the growers, who maintain that a strike or
bona fide labor dispute does not exist in their fields since the picketing workers
do not constitute a legally recognized union under
. m the terms of the National
Labor Relations Act.
A
It was obvious that the 41 grape growers in the llohella 'Valley had no
intention of signing any. contracts with Chavez's' combittee. Wh6n UFWOC
posted pickets at entrances to the vineyards, it was noticed that some field
foremen and other supervisory workers were armed with pistols. Triick drivers
carrying green-carders into the fields were instructed not to allow the pickets
to block their access. The growers stubbonrly resisted all efforts of UFWOC
to discuss the situation. Tension heightened.

At 5 A.M. on July 2, a vineyard foreman taking a group of workOs into
the field at an area called Oasis drove his pickup ,truck through a line of
pickets at the' entrance. Most of the pickets scattered to avoid being struck by
the truck, but oneWilliam Joseph Richardson, 22 a student who is studying
for the pritthood at Moreau Seminary of the Holy Cross Fathers in South
Bend, Ind.jumped on the hood of the vehicld and was carried to the picking.
area. According to the report issued to the press by the Sheriff's Department,
the ranch foreman then allbwed Richardson off the truck and drove away
to report the incident to sheriff's deputies. Soon after, however, a sedan drove
up with two men in it. They forced Richardson into the car, where, he told
deputies, he was beaten up and then driven to the. edge of the vineyard.
Charges of trespassing were filed against him.
A union attorney had been summoned, and he was there to meet Richardson.

He ordered an ambulance; the seminarian was taken to Valley Memorial
Hospital, where he was treated for facial bruises and was X-rayed to deter-

mine the extent of his injuries.

2 4'8.
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Thasame day, the union's attorney received reports of two other beatings
of pickets and six attempted runovers. The growers countercharged that four
workers were struck by stones thrown by pickets.
The next day, Chavez ordered an end to picketink and decided to use the
pickets and organizing staff in the Coachella Valley to intensify 11FWOC's
national boycott against all table grapes. A fervent disciple of nonviolence,
Chavez felt that violence would only breed more violence, and he refused to
allow his followers to be placed in a position in which their lives were in
danger.,

so

The eruption of violence was widely publicized in the 'local press and on
television,' and served to bring the union's story before the general public in
an area where the "local establiShments"the police, the,courts, the businese
community and even, the local churchesdefinitely opposed 'Chavez's organizing
efforts as "outside agitation."
The, grape harvest in the Coachella Valley is now completed, and the migrant
labor force now moves north with the sun, to Arvin, to Delano and to Lodi,
until California's table grapes, 95 per cent of the nation's total 'production,
are on their way to market. The Coachella Valley experience has protect once
again that California's table-grape growers will never accept an organized work
force so long as the green-card system provides a ready supply of cheap, docile
labor to take the place of domestic workers who prefer to work as members of
Chavez's UFWOC. This explains the vital necessity of UFWOC's two-pronged
drive to put pressure on Federal authorities to do something about the system
that permits green-carders to be used as strike-breakers, and to convince the
American public to back_ the
hoyeott_of_table_grapesuntilthe
battle for justice is won.

[Fr. Victor Salandini, a priest of the diocese of San Diego, is presently
writing his doctoral dissertation for Catholic University on the farm-labor
problem in California. He has worked closely with Cesar Chavez from the
beginning of the Delano strike, lobbying for the strikers in Washington, D.C.,
while pursuing his studies. He was with the farm workers in Coachella during
the last four days of the aitrike.]
BREAKTHROUGH IN COACIIELLA VALLEY

The union labela black eagle on a red field on union-picked table grapes
promises economic advantages to the three growers who signed with Chevez's
,United Farm Workers
Three table grape growers in alifornia's Coachella Valley decided recently
to sign contracts with Cesar C vez's United Farm Workers Organizing Committee ( UFWOC). The decision as been hailed by his followers as a major
breakthrough in the five-year .fig t to bring "e benefits of unionism to the
state's 400,000 agricultural workers.

Under terms of the contracts, w ges are increased by 10 cents an hour over
the prevailing rate to $1.75. In a dition, 22 cent an hour in fringe benefits
are vrovided and a union shop is accepted: The fringe benefits include payment of 2 cents for every box of grapes, the amounts, to be placed in a jobretraining fund to asist workers replaced by mechanization. A key feature in
the contracts is a clause ruling out use of dangerops pesticides. It was the
growers' refusal last year to discuss this issue that led to termination of negotiations in the Coachella Valley.

Jerome Cohen, UFWOC attorney, credits much of the success of this year's
breakthrough to the Ad Hoc Committee of Catholic Bishops, a group of five
prelates under the chairmanship of the Most Rev. Joseph Donnelly, of Hartford,
Conn. They entered the discussiOns last November at the invitation of both

growers and union supporters. "Their presence," Cohen said, "created an

atmosphere for cbnciliation."
When the press was summoned to the Los Angeles Archdiocesan chancery
offices for the announcement of the contract agreements, Bishop Donnelly said

that he and- his fellow bishops were "confident that this breakthrough would
serve as a pattern for others." Chavez simply said: "This is a very important
day." Lionel Steinberg, who signed the contracts for the growers said: "I have
some concern that [the union shop clause] may not be completely workable,
but I am convinced that I will try and they will try. It, is my hope that we
have commenced a historic breakthrough."
4
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The hope and confidence that were expressed that evening, howkver were
not shared by Mr. Stehiberg's more adamant grape-growing colleagues in the
-Coachella and San Joaquin Valleys. The next day, the California Growers'

Association started grinding out press releases pointing out that the three
contracts negotiated by UFWOC covered only 1,100 acres-1 percent of the total
California table, grape cropand involved about 750 workers, who would be
working only during the months of May and June (the grape harvesting season
in Coachella Valley.) The tone of these releases makes it plain that California
agribusiness is still not ready to let its workers decide for themselves whether
or not they should be represented by a collective bargaining agent.
This position 18 best exemplified in the attitude of the people Who run the

Giumarra Vineyards Corporation, the largest table grape producer in the
country, cont lling 12,000 acres in Kern and Tulare Counties and marketing
on an ave ge of $4 million worth of grapes a year. "Chavez," says John
Giumarr
r., the corporation's legal counsel, "is the head of an illusory
army c

ted by press releases."

position has been echoed by the California Growers Association, the
Farm Bureau, the John Birch Society, the California branch of the American
Independent Party and numerous other ultra-conservative groups. They have
joined forces in an attempt to discredit Chavez and his union and to counter`'
the effects of the international grape boycott, the only weapon UFWOC has
left to bring the growers to the bargaining table.

If Chavez's army is an "illusory" one, how do the growers explain the fact
that, in every labor election permitted by the wine grape growers, Chavez's
union has won rather lopsided victories? Could it be possible that the growers
know that if they perffiitted their workers to vote, they would vote the same
way as their colleagues did in the Di Giorgio and Schenlev elections? Since
farm workers are excluded from the National Labor Relations Act, it
appears that the grower
growerg4, re taking advantage of this legal exclusion to deny
their workers a basic 4fight enjoyed by workers in practically every other

1.41eld of endeavor.

In the welter of confusion that has been created by the growers' propaganda
campaign, many persons are honestly puzzled by the growers' ability to harvest

grapes and get them to market despite the existence of a UFWOC strike,
which is now in its third year. Growers point out, for example, that 5,000
workers continue to harvest grapes in the Delano area, and they cite this fact
as evidence that the workers reject UFWOC's organizing efforts. How valid
is this claim?
In 1968, Richard A. Fineberg, who then was a doctoral candidate in government at the Claremont Graduate School, made a first-hand study of this issue
in the Delano area. With a grant from the Council for Christian Social Action,

he directed a research tteam that interviewed more than 400 field workers,
together with union and grower representatives and federal and state officials
at various levels_ . His findings present a picture that contradicts the growers'

allegations.

More than half the grape pickers employed in harvesting the 1968 crop, he
ascertained, were not employed by the. Delano growers before the strike was
called. Those who were still in the fields were mostly "wetbacks," Mexican
nationals in this country illegally ; "green-carders," Mexican nationals with
visas allowing them to work in the United States; housewives and students,
who work only during the peak harvest periods; and workers whose level of
poverty is so low and, whose frnily responsibilities (large families) are so
great that they cannot afford to join the strike. The sympathies of many of
the last category are with the union, and if allowed to vote they undoubtedly
would favor UFWOC.

In interviews with 194 workers in grower-operated labor camps in the
Delano area, the research team found only 30 whq had worked for their
present employers for more than five years. The workers who support Chavez
have left the grape fields and are now working on other crops. Others have
left farm work entirely for jobs in the cities. If the growers really believed
their own propaganda, they would permit their workers to vote on the issue
of whether they want to be represented by Chavez's union. Until the growers
do, their charges cannot be taken seriously.

It is apparent from the reaction of the more adamant growers to the

Coachella contracts that the economic effects of the union's international grape
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boycott are now being felt. Last year, when the pressure of the boycott forced
a group of growers in the Coachella Valley to open negotiations with UFWOC;

a group of 80 of the biggest growers in California got together and hired the
political merchandising .firm of Whitaker and Baxter, at an annual fee of
$2 million a year, to sell the public on the idea that somehow the boycott was
illegal, immoral and un-American. Undoubtedly determined to keep that lucrative account, Whitaker and Baxter is also trying to convince the growers that
they can ride out the boycott storm successfully. But can they?

In the Coachella Valley alonea minor producing area compared to the
San Joaquin Valleythe two-year boycott has been instrumental in driving
more than one-third of the 85 table grape growers out of business and forcing an abandonment of 1,000 of the valley's 7,800 acres of grape-producing
land. The l4ycott has forced an increase in grape production and selling, costs
and, together with a bumper 1969. crop that drove down prices, has created
an untenable ?position for the marginal producer. The UFWOC is confident

that union labels on union-picked table grapes from the Coachella Valley will
now prove to be such an economic boon to the three growers that the lesson
will not be lost on those growers who have steadfastly refused to be dragged
into the 20th century.
William Kircher, national director of organization for the AFL-CIO, puts it
this way : "We are going to e
very fair-minded citizen to have an awfully
good appetite for grapes with &kind of label (a black eagle against a red
lockground) and an awfully bad appetite for the other kind."

In the meantime, UFWOC and its supporters are keenly aware that the
initial victory achieved in the Coachella Valley will turn to dust unless they
can continue to generate sufficient support for the boycott in 1970.
Larry Itliong, UFWOC assistant director and international co-ordinator
of the boycott, points out that the table grape growers began 1970 with 20 per

cent of last year's harvest-6 million boxesin cold storage. "If we can

block the sale of these grapes and shut off more markets to the 1970 harvest,
which begins in May, then the growers will simply have to sit down at the
table and work out an agreement with their workers to end the boycott. It
would save everybody a lot of headaches if they would sit down now, well in
advance of the season, so we could have the contract finished before the picking starts. Then the workers and growers could work together' to make the
grape industry the most healthy and prosperous in American agriculture."
Will Califunia's table grape growers listen to the voice of reason and compassionandIfollow the example of their three colleagues in the Coachella
Valley? Or will they allow a growing spirit of intransigence to shackle them
to a discredited economic philosophy that brought about so much needless
suffering and misery in a less enlightened era of our national history?
[Fs. worm SALAMI/II, priest of the Diocese of San Diego, who has a doctorate in economics from Catholic University, has been released by his bishop
to work full time in New York as research director for the grape boycott.]
/LEMONS OP ME -GRAPE Slam

The first successful effort of its kind, the nation-wide economic grape boycott gives farm workers a powerful tool for extending their recent California

victory

When the California Federation of Labor held its annual conveneion in San
Francisco during thefIrst week in September, the assembled delegates received

the first news that the international boycott against California table grapes
was officially at an end. The announcement was made by the AFL-CIO's na-

.."

tional preSident, George Meany, in introducing Cesar Chavez, the man whose
sincere personal dedication brought victory to the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee in Jets five-year struggle for economic justice for California's grape field workers.
The grape boycott was the Ara successful nation-wide economic boycott,in
u.S history. It has succeeded in cutting sales by 30 percent, forced thousands
of tons of grapes into cold storage and confronted growers with the bleak
prospect of economic disaster if they persisted in ignoring the legitimate
spirations of their workers.
One of the most adamant opponents of the UFWOC effort, Otto P. Haas,
p esident of the Gristede Bros. grocery chain, termed the economic boycott
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a 1"terrible. tool." For months members of UPWOO's boycott committee had
sought a meeting with Mr. Hans to discuss the issue with him. When they
were rebuffed, the Gristede chain became a prime target of the boycott, and

the literature that was distributed outside his stores hammered home the theme
that the boycott was a "terrible tool" only to those who "Ignored their responsibilities to their fellow men.,

For ,years, all attempts to win a modicum of social justice for the farm

wOrkers had been defeated by a combination of powerful forces that respected
only wealth, power and privilege. Strikes by American farm workers had bedn
brioken by the importation of strikebreakers from Mexico. Strike leaders were
thrown into jail on trumped-up charges. Pickets were run down by guards in
company -owned trucks. Farm workers were denied the basic rights guaranteed

by federal and state law to all other workers. As a result, farm workers who
perform the most onerousand the most vitaljobs today are the lowest paid
a d thelaost exploited group in America.
he grape boycott was the only recourse left to the farm workers in their
stru gle* for a decent life: It was an appeal to the individual conscienceof
the buyer and seller aliketo refrain from buffing a product that had become
a Symbol of human greed and exploitation.

Across the landthe boycott had spread to 53 major grape-consuming cities
North America UFWOC organizers enlisted the help of labor unions,
church groups, student activists and anyone interested in the cause of social
juStice.- They manned picket lines, distributed literature, contacted mass media
outlets and appeared before any gathering willing to listen. Their object was
in 1

to get across the farm workers' story to the consumersand this they did
magnificently.

The break in the solid grower ranks came in March when a group of relatively small producers agreed to sign contracts with Chavez' union after the
US. Catholic Bishops Ad Hoc Committee on Farm Labor, under chairmanship
of Bishop Joseph P. Donnelly of Hirtford, Conn., succeeded in getting both
,sides to reopen negotiations that had broken off a year before.
,.
With the presence of union grapes on the market how /ever small the volUme
e boycott committees

at firstthe consumer now had a choice. And the

which had caused grape sales to plummet now directed the public to outlets
were union grapes were available. The result was that union grapes from the
Coachella Valley were soon bringing their producers $1 to $2 a box more than
the nonunion grapes that they had sent to market the year before. The economic lesson was not lost on the major California grape growers. Within four

monthsagain with the Bishops' Committee acting as intermediaries-70

percent of California's grape growers had negotiated contracts with UFWOC.
The momentum of the farm workers' victory is expected to bring the remaining
-,
holdouts into the UFWOC fold without too much difficulty.

VFWOO, however, has had little time to savor the fruits of its historic
trump, for the battle line suddenly shifted to the Salinas Valley, long

known as the "nation's salad bowl," where 10,000 field workers are employed
in the lettuce, broccoli, celery, asparagus and strawberry fields. The' Salinas
growers, knowing they were next on UFWOC's organizing schedule, formed a
united front. In an ostensible move to forestall action by Chavers' union they
invited the West Coast Conference of Teamsters to come into the valley and
sign contracts to represent their workers. The Teamsters were glad to oblige
their hosts, despite the fact that four years before they had signed, an agreement recognizing UFWOC's right to organize field workers. FUrthermore,
neither the growers nor the Teamsters bothered to consult the workers on the
issue.

.

If the growers and the Teamsters thought UFWOC Would accept-the fait

accompli, they soon found out they were mistaken. Chavez immediately moved
hid organizing staff into Salinas and at a hastily summoned press conference

denounced "the unholy alliance between the massive farind and the massive
union . . . to kick farm workers in the teeth." He called on all workers, to
leave the fields to show the growers and the Teamsters that "farm workers
will not be bought and sold like cattle." The next day, thousands of workers
walked out of the fields at the peak of the harvest season, bringing production
to a virtual standstill.
.
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Undoubtedly pressured by national headquarters, the Teamsters offered to
abrogate their contracts if the grewers wanted to negotiate with UFWOC._
Two of the Valley's biggest growers, Inter Harvest and Purex, announced their
intention of opening negotiations with UF'WOC but were stymie!) by court
action initiated by the other Salinas growers who maintained they could not
do so because of the existence of the prior powers' agreement to stand fast
against ITWOC., While the legal issues are being fought in the Courts,
UFWOC is pressing its strike action, confident that the ultimate outcome will
be, in its favor.
Tills feeling of confidence is based on the hard-learned lessons of the grape
boycott.

1. "People power" is a potent force. Thejloycott succeeded because UFWOO
was able to, get its Story across to the A.merican people, who responded by
the millions in letting their grocery store managers- know bow they felt about
the sale of nonunion grapes. Behind this response was. the dedicated work of
thousands of Americans in all walks of life who contributed time, effort and
money to implement the boycott in practically every major city.
2. Economic boycotts are effective if motivated by a true concern for justice
and charity. During the five tumultuous years of the grape strike, Chavez
was subjected to intense pressure by militant activists to reply in kind to the

violence that was unleashed against the strikers. Ile wisely resisted this

pressure. When violence threatened to get out of hand in the Coachella Valley, he promptly called off all picketing and decided to undertake the boycott
on an international scale because he was convinced that he could bring about
the social and economic changes lie desired so desperately without recourse to
violence. In the process, he found out that large corporations fear and detest
the boycott because it tarnishes a corporate image built up over many years
with the expenditure of millions of dollars in advertising and public relations contracts: Since most of the nation's farm production is now organized
along corporate lines, it was an extremely valuable lesson for -UFWOC.
3. The "patience of the poor" can be a valuable asset. During the five long
years of the grape strike, thousands of workers left struck vineyards to seek
work elsewhere, many times at great personal sacrifices. Others resigned themselves to a hand-to-mouth existence, living on donated food and clotliing
collected all over the country and sent to Delano in periodic "caravans." By

contrast, "agribusiness" interests were prepared to lose millions to break
fartn strikes quickly, but quailed at the thought of suffering financial reverses
over a sustained period of two, three or four years, which was the prospect

they faced if the grape boycott, with its ever increasing effectiveness, went into
its third year.
4. Effective action for social change requires some solid basis of support
within the community. By Affiliating with the AFL-CIO, the farm workers
were assured of support they otherwise would not have had. Furthermore,
their fight for social justice stirred the consciences of religiously motivated
people and produced what is probably one of the greatest examples of ecumenical action in our times. As Marilu Sancheez, co-ordinator for, the boycott
in New York, put it : "With the church and labor on your side, it's bard to
lose."

What of the future? With the grape growers fairly well organized and with
the prospects for success in the Salinas Valley more than encouraging, UFWOC

is prepared to move into. the citrus groves and into the agriculturally rich
Imperial Valley, Iong known as California's "graveyard ottunionism." The

immediate goal is the organization of the 200,000 farm workers in California.
But UFWOO does not intend to stop there. It is committed to a strong national
union of all farm workers. And Chevez has vowed he will not rest until all
those who toil in the fields enjoy the same rights as all other Americans, in-

cluding a right long denied the farm workersthe right to a voice in the
determination of their own future.
[Es. VICTOR SALANoINI, priest of the Diocese of San Diego, has a doctorate
in economics from Catholic University and is On leave to work full time as

research director on agricultural labor problems in California. Recently he
contributed "Breakthrough in Coachella Valley" (5/2/70)].
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LIBERTY, TEXAS

77575
Senator Adiai E. StevensonIII
Senate Office Building
Washington,D.O. 20510
Dear Senator)
We are glad to learn that yop subcommittee isinvestigating
the unfairness to the small farmer by various government programs,
When I was a small boy in N.H.'X saw my grandfather forced
out of the dairy business by the low price offered for raw milk by'
the Boston market. In the mid twenties my parents had to sell out
their poultry breeding business in N.H. as their neighbors and
customers were forced out by refrigerated carsand Western eggs. In
the thirties X .sawmany small farina sold at auction in Ohio. After
World War II I saw the small cotton farmers of East Texas give up
as allotments were cut and West Texas irrigated farm lands took ova:
r4any East Texas cotton farmers went into'broilers but soon they
were forced out by competition from the big corporations. Sect' of AZ
Butz's Purena for one.
I have alWays felt that the more people who were able to
remain in rural or small town areas the better the nation would be.
but over the years it hasseemed like the goverfiment was bound to get
people off the farms and into the cities as a cheap sourcirof labor.
As few farmers are equipped to take over highly skilled or
collar jobs.
Even the government farm programs are geared toward the big
operators and not the little farmer. I had always thought the Farm
Home Adm w
set up for the little farmer who couldnt get loans
anywhere ekI
0 $ Thats.a laugh. The FHA will loan money to a farmer if
are sur they will get it back and, preserve their good record
of repayment. I'm not complaining about FHA for myself as X am
crateful for the loans we have from FHA. We were fortunate to have
paid for land when we made our loans., At present we have $$0,000 Land
(1962 appraisal) mortaged to. FHA on a $10,000 loan.
Over the years we have surv:ved hurricanes, storms, freozoout
twice, bugs, competition, local, out of state and out of country but
the thing that will kill aur. operation will be property taxes. With
city limits moving out to one side of us and subdivision on other
crops just cant keep up with valuations tax collectors puton
.
property.
Small farmers don(t necessarily need 'subsidies as much as
they need advantages the big operators are are able to get from
government rules and laws. Also the percentages in allotments should
be on a scale that doesn't penalize the small farmer but only
nicks the big operator.
,

.
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.
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MAURICE K. STRANTZ ECONOMIST
1300 WRIT SHAW AV[NUE 4200122.74473111 rmzema. CALIFORNIA 33701
-January 21, 1972

4.

The Honorable Adlai Stevenson, III
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Stevenson:
I want to compliment you on. the excellent press coverage you receive on
I
your hearings last week in California on problem' of the family farm.
am very sorry that the press of other business prevented mg from attending
either the hearings in Fresno or San Francisco and that I did not have
enough foreknowledge of the hearings to present a statement.

Unfortunately I believe that the hearings did not sufficiently emphasize
the most serious problem which agriculture faces throughout the Nation And
equally in California, and that is the low return to the farmer on his
Directing your attention to the Balance Sheet of the
invested dollar.
Farming Sector, Agricultural Information Bulletin 350, you will note that
in 1970 the, return to all farmers was $16.3 Billion, something less than
5% on the $317 Billion invested. This is as compared to $27.4 Billion,
or in excess of 10% on a net worth of $232 Billion as reported by 2137
manufacturing corporations reported by the First National City Bank.
The
single greatest item of increase in the farmer's balance sheet was the
$3.5 Billion increase in the value of farm real estate. This asset increase
I
a farmer is able to take advantage of only when he liquidates his farm.
would like to emphasize that the low rate of return has continued to
discourage the entrance of capital into farming and that farming in general
has relatively lower productivity per worker and per dollar invested capital
and thus is not attracting either highly-trained people nor secure investments.
Your hearings did bring out that many of the so-called "tax gimmicks" are
attracting more farm capital into agriculture, but largely because of the
gimmickry is not attracting the most intelligent investor.
s'

%

I also believe that one of the most important factors in agricultural
productivity is the relative underemployment of farm operators and farm labor.
Unfortunately, I believe that the efforts toward unionization are not having
a very positive effect upon this underemployment sinci there has been little
change in the legislative requirements and employment conditions. However,
the studies that hive been made do indicate that the underemployment is
decreased by increasing the scale of operation and also there is better

44.
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utilization of farm machinery and more output per dollar investment.
This
is.also true of comparisons between irrigated agriculture in the West and
non-irrigated agriculture in the Past. Irrigated farms have better
utilization of labor and greater productivity of its invested dollars.

/

.

I was interested in the attention that was given to giant farming corporations entering into the field of agriculture. Looking over .the most recent
list of the 500 largest corporations in Fortune Magazine, we have to go
down to #14 to find the first major western company in farming, the
Standard Oil Co. of California. While it is a substantial agricultural
landholder, that its significance in farming is rather minor sinceoit
cropshares its land and has relatively little irrigated land. Then we have
to .go down to #19 to find the Shell Oil Co., which is an important supplier
of fertilize/t Tenneco which is.#34, farms through Heggeblad Marguleas and
Kern County Land Co. and is the first large company directly involved in
agriculture and farming. While as #3 in Transportation; the Southern
Pacific Company. is listed separately, it oat not compiling in revitnueS1
assets or net income with Standard Oil or Tenneco.
I have Some concerns
over corporate site as a general-rule .....) believe that we should attack
ttLis as aleneral problem rather than to single out farming as a special
area of concern. As a matter of fact,.I would think that the move investment in agriculture that we could have by large corporations, the batter
off that we might find the very sick farming sector of the American economy.
.

I am sure that in the course of the hearings it was pointed out that
California's share.of the subsidy program is about $2.50 for every $100 of
agricultural production whereas in the nation as a whole it is about $8.50
per every $100 of agricultural production.
I would also like to suggest
that the committee staff should give some serious analysis of the amount
of dollars that would be necessary 0 maintain and enlarge farm operations
for the family farm basis. A haitY calculation on my part would indicate
thatAt would-require at least $7i000 per far..worker or nearly $1 Zillion
in supplemental payments to farm workers to maintain farm families abov0
the poverty level and I mould aissuma that another $1.5 Zillion would be
required to make farminit profitable for all but the smallest farm operators
on a family farm basis.
I would appregiate a copy of the hearings and report when they are printed
and you may introduce this materiel into the record if you feel that it is
appropriate.
KaspectfullY Your!,

"Maurice K. krauts

'1
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To SENATOR EIMER/SON:

BAN INANciaco, OArxr.
SAN FRANCA°, CALIF., January 12, 1072.
.

With this premiere issue, we would like to introduce you to the new LandOwners Journal. Our intent is to keep the public informed on all issues and
developments in land sales practices and to provide_a forum for discussion of
these practices and other related issues such as consumer advertising.

Land sales have boomed in recent years and with this increase there is
a greater need for public awareness and vigilance. Paging through our issue
you will note the 'extent of unethical practices in land sales and developments.
Involved as you are in these issues on a first hand basis, we hope you will
appreciate our efforts in this Journal to bring these fraudulent practices to
light.

We are interested in your response o this issue and hope you will take
time to write us a letter indicating yot r views. If you know o anyone who
would be interested in receiving a copy of The Land-Owners ournal, please
send us their name and address and we Will forward a copy t them.
Sincerely,

L. D/ REXIITNANDT.
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This is the Airstrip at Shelter Cove, site of thousands of lots
and roads to infinity and worthless dreams of profit for the investing buyer.
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EDITORIAL
Land' Buyers Need Protection
The State Attorney General's Office estimates a surplus of 300,000tvacant lots
in rural California . Misled by the assumption that any land investment` in California will lead to wealth, buyers aro generally disappointed by the failu of their
land sites to develop and flourish as they wore led to believe. In recent civil suite
some promoters have been accused of advertising "falsely and fraudulently, with
intent to mislead and deceive the 'public."
The enormity" of the land swindling business has sparked public interest and
brought about several legislative moves to strengthen local government procedures
governing new real estate promotions, to build in new environmental safeguards
and to require mei() full disclosure` of what prospective buyers are being offered.
An increasing number of article's in the news indicates that the hate of California has stepped up efforts to protect the land buyer from potential fraud. Unfortunately, land promoters have enlarged their own activities to elude thb new logal restrictions.
Under now guises of legality, profitability,, and good,Will they continue to plunder the California landscape and to lure uninformed buyers into hopeless land investments.
In light of this, the need for increased public, awareness of these fraudulent
land sales and development practices is unquestionable. Our efforts in this journal will be directed toward keeping our readership informed of all news developmats In the area of land development and sales practices.
False consumer advertising is often at the crux of the whole land swindling

game and is also, thereby, of particular interest to is in protecting the consumer'
interests.
It is encouraging to note that the State Attorney General's Office is waging an
insistent war against false advertising in the sales of rural subdivision lots. Already the Oakland-based owners of "Secret Valley Ranch," a 10,000 acre subdivision in the high desert of Lassen County, have agreed to pay a $10,000 fine and
to stop describing the barren boondocks property as "file valleys and sparkling
water."
Under the agreement with the Attorney General, the promoters will offer full
restitution of money and rescission of the sales agreement in case any land has
been sold. The promoters agreed, as well, not to advertise unfit a Subdivision
Public Report is issued disclosing the full facts regarding the land's description
and value.
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:Their motive in signing the agreement may have been to postpone any court
test of the "imprudent investment" argument which, if over sustained in court.
would seriously cripplp the multimillion dollar boom in rural subdivision sales.
Since then, General American Development Co. has paid $100,000 in fines for
"Glenshire," a project in Nevada County.
Recently the California Supreme Court ruled unanimously that an identified group
of purchasers may sue to recover not only for themselves in fraudulent mierepresentations by the seller, but also for all other, similar, but unnamed purchasers.
In the Court's opinion, class action can be Laken against both the seller and
the finance company to whom the contracts were assigned if the purchasers could
show that similar false representations had been made to all of the purchasers'.
The Court further recognized that "the protection of unwary consuMere from
being duped by unscrupulous sellers is an 'exigency of the utmost priority in contemporary society."
Many of the familiar practices and techniques used by land hucksters to stampede
the hapless buyer into a purchase were made public in recent Assembly Committee
hearings in Sacramento. Testimony was given by an ox -land huckster, Tom Woods,
who ran What he termed, "a psychological sales unit," for develoRers of "Lake of
the Pines," in Nevada County.
According Ita. Wood's testimony, potential land buyers are duped in many As
into believing that they are getting in on the groda_d floor of a great investment
future. He offered as an example the following sake ruse: the customer rides in
a salesman's jeep and, while touring the property, hears constant clutter from
the intercom radio about new sales and the vanishing inventory of lots. "Everything is planned to give, She impression of feverish activity - the mythical impression of gigantic sales volume." Woods said the technique is wikly used in the
projects of Boise-Otscade, Inc.
Allhough such sales practices are clearly dishonest, prevent n up until now
has been virtually impossible. However,' recent proposed legisl lion for tougher
state regulation of promotional lot sales projects in California e d halt many of
these blatant practices.
Four bills, approved by the Sato Assembly, now await action by the Senate
and Governor Reagan. These bills would protect lot buyers, the environment,
and public agencies from the kind of subdivision development that collapses while
its promoters skip town with the hefty profits.
mblyman Leo T. McCarthy (Democrat - S.F.), who bail been instrumental
in o many recent efforts for reform of land sales practices, authored the toughest ackage, Assembly 1)111 1300, which would require a finding that prices In land

pro cts are fair, just, and equitable.

The bill would algh require distribution of an official public report on the subdivision to nearly anyone Who visits aland project. in addition, the purchase
contract could be rescinded within 30 days if the purchaser changes his mind.
Assembly Bill 1301 provides that a city or county cannot approve a final subdivision :nap that is inconsistent with official general plans. Assembly Bill 1302
requires a Mate agency to evaluate environmental impact of proposed rural :pubdivisions. Assembly Bill 1303 requires slow moving cities and counties to develop
general plans, as required by state law since 1905, at the risk of losing gas tax
funds for road maintenance.
These, last proposals point to the unfortunate fact that state agencies and cities
led counties often play unwittingly into the hands of land racketeers through their
own lack of foresight and enforced planning.
As chairman of the joint subcoormittee which investigated problems arising from
the mass marketing of boondock properties to unsuspecting city dwellers, Assemblyman McCarthy is particularly interested in seeing that state controls are provided
in Assembly Bill 1301 on the practice of 'louring" or quartering methods which
unscrupulous land salesmen have devised to illegally split hundreds of thous:nide of
acres of land into unsupervised, unplanned, and environmentally disastrous subdivisions.
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The need for this proposed legislation for regulating subdiVisions is drataatize.
in the recent news of luckless land investors in Contra Costa County. Authorities
there sought several men charged with, grand larceny, selling securities without a
license, and conspiring to defraud buyers of desert land in Kern and an Bernardi:lino Counties. This all came to a head after eight months of investigation int the
operatiOns of OPM Land Investment Inc., in Walnut Creek.
'A civil suit accuses the land company of offetring 10 acre parcels in Antelop
Valley, then proposing to split the parcels into 4 lots of 2.1/2 acres. The comp
',agreed -to handle the resale of the 2 1/2 acre lots to other investors. In the meanlime, the doivn payment on the 10 acre parcels were held in trust by the Olympic
Nserow Co., which turned out to be a partnership of two of the land salesmen.
The suit also accuses the promottra, of misrepresentation in offering the prospect
of Jobs as salesmen, for those who invested in the 10 acre parcels - the jobs also
never materialized.
In many cases of fouring divisions, buyers have discovered that these lots
violate various laws And regulations and _may turn out to be anything but profitable.
These controversial proposils are,in- danger of defeat by the immense lobbying
power of the land sales companies, such asoBoise-Cascade Co.,Californians with
- an interest in laid sales reform should write their state legislators to express
their support for these bills.
These news developments point toward increased legislative efforts for reform
and stiffer regulations goverping land sales practices. The legislative process is
an unsure and slow one and, considering' the variety and extent of land fraud practices, the best immediate counterforce to land promoters is a high* informed, and
responsive public.
The success of these fraudulent land sales praitices and the appeal of false
advertising has been dependent upon the buyer's ignorance and the age -old 'Ametican
dream of lanavwnership. The Land Owner's Journal will provide the public with
a comprehensive informational digest of land sales practices and developments and
a forum for public opinion and discussion.

t
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Both. of t ie following letters axe writ -'
ten by members of 'the disis suit filed
against Meadowland Rinches, a land devt
elopment project in Burns, Oregon, There
are three suits filed against Meadowland
and consolidated in one jury trbil which
will begin July 21 in the Oakland Superior
Court. There are more than a hundred
suitors grouped together in this court action.
The, suitors contend that Meadowland Ranch
promoters fraudulently misrepresented the
land parcels sold to -them as fertile, grain
growing land, when in actuality' the land
oould only be used for grazing and was valued at a friction of its selling, price.

would put our two boys through college

in less than ten years....even if it were
just left alOne, not planted or cleared...
just Increatie in value,
I bankrupted my personal savings and
a few bonds with the down payment and

two ventures at raisingbarlgy and rye.
$1200.00 was put into the first deal in
the spring of 1963. This contractor
went broke before the seed was hardly

in. M harvest time there was nothing
to harvest, or else I
not informed

.

of conditions.
.
Some are reluctant to admit they were
victimized, I am not. The Promoters

and the well driller up in Burns that

Dear Sir:
I have road your letters and know the
tr\ith in them. They lied about how

wonderful and rich the soil was and
that it would grow the best of\ crops
and would. raise gigantic vegetables

and even showed picture slides to back
it up, and two years later when I complained about the land being no good,
they brushed me off by saying that the

land was alright; it just wasn't being

farmed right. paid for the tilling and
plantingkof two crops which I could not

afford to lose on the strength of their
false claims and will do anything I can

helped them in their lying shbuld all be
put in jail; and our money....whatever
can be salvaged returned. I think that
they are a bunch of crooks. They trained
their salesmen very cleverly.
I am in favor of forming a corporation
of all the people that feel that they have
been taken, make a report to the U.S.
Senate, tire State of California, and the
Governor of Oregon. These people are
worse than leeches and should be put
out of business.
M.M.M.

,

to break up their swindle of elderly

people like me who put all they had in-

to what they thought would be their
future retirement.
Sincerely,

4

Dwight Bradford

Sunrise Beach, Missouri

Dear Sir:
It is both amusing and tragic that things
have turned out this way. My wife was

against this from the start. However,

after being wined and dined by the Pro-

moters and their charming salesman

she went along with me and we signed

up.

We were assured that this deal

\, J
2

JanOary 25, 1972

Mr. Boren Chertkov, Counsel..
Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor
Senate Annex, Room 201
Washington,
20510
Dear Mr. Chertkov:.

1 enjoyed-,sittinOn on two days Tithe subcommittee hearingi in. Califor- niA. The selection of witnesses reflects.good homework in Identifying a
broad range of interests and viewpoints on the Complex problems explored
in-the hearings.' Would you please let me. know when the subcommittee reports will be available and how to obtain one. Also, I gave away:my only
copy of Senator Stevenson's opening remarks.
Would it be possible to get
another, along.With a copy of the list of witneSses, both invited and
attended.

While listening to the testimony'at therhearings, I was struck by the
similarity between the issues covered by the subcoMmittee and those.1
haeremeM4)ered from the enclosed California Tomorrow Plan. You may have
-already been exposed to theRan. It suffers from 6erhreadth but, at
the same.tiMe, it does.skillfully orgpize the relationships between
several key environmental problems common tothe subcommittee's areas of
inquiry.
Note particularly figure .2 on page 4.
Portions of Keith Roberts'
James Lowrey's statements .at the hearings seemed to becarved directly'
out ofthe'Plab,
be surprised if either or both of them had a
hand in drafting.certain elements of the California Tomorrow proposal.
In
any event, I liope'ypu and Senators Stevenson and Taft find the Plan of
some use.
.

.

/

SinC!erely,

le:/f

Richard C. Cunan
Assistant Secretary

Enclosure
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Ttz -CALtrozina. Tomo= Ow PLAN A. Fran Samna

A plan,for the future of Californiaits land, its cities and its people. A chal-

lenge, both to those who now wield power and to those who are critical of the
"system": Are you making a better plan?
FOREWORD

This is a first, ,sketch version of a plan for the future of Califorldaits

land, its cities and its. people. It is an attempt to deal, in a systematic, con-.
structive way, with the many, varied problems before us. Public policy-at the
moment reflects no such process. Far from it. It deals with problems individually and separately, often at tremendous expense. But the total result IS that
the environment suffers and the quality of our lives continues to deteriorate.

Perhaps this sketch plan can help to show that there is no reason to endure
this situation any longer, that indeed it is quite possible to , maintain a thoroughly pleasant environment, for everyone while guaranteeing the Utmost opportunity for personal initiative and.fulfillment.

The close relationship of physical and social problems is well known. We
have attempted to show how they can be met under a single, easily understood
set of policies and goals. In preparing the sketch plan we have not felt bound
by any established notions of what "planning" is supposed to be. Instead, we
have attempted to determine what it must be, and to indiciate why. But This is
only a first, rough sketch, and cannot offer solutions to all problems, or answers to every question. It needs careful evaluation and criticism.

It also stands as a challenge, hoth to those who now wield power and to

those who are critical of the "system" : Are you making a better plan?

.

THE CALEFORNIA.T01fORZOW PLAN-A 21213T SKETCH

California Tomorrow is a non-profit educational organization dedicated to
bringing to the public a greater awareness of the problems we must face to
maintain a beautiful and productive California. California Tommorow programs and publications attempt to illuminate those problems, and to discover
ways of solving theni.
Officers: Alfred Heller, President ; William M. Roth, Vice President; Harold

A. Berliner Secretary ; William Bronson, Editor, Cry California ; William L.
Kahrl, Administration.
Consultants: Samuel E. Wood, John W. Abbott.
Advisory Board: Harvey 0. Banks, San Francisco ; Standish Backus, Jr.,
Santa Barbara; Thomas Bradley, Los Angeles ; Willie L. Brown, Jr., San
Franciato; 81moft Eisner, South Pasadena ; Allen Griffin, Monterey ; Ellen
Stern Harris; Beverly Hills ; Clarence N. Heller, San Francisco; Joseph C.
Houghteling, Atherton; Marty Kent Jones, Kentfield ; Robert E. Kelly, Sacrainento ; T. J. Kent, Jr., Berkeley ; Robert C. Kirkwood, San Francisco Russel
V. Lee, Palo Alto ; Francis C. Lindsay, Loomis; Rex Lotery, Los Angeles;
Procter Mellquist, Menlo Park ; Neil Morgan, San Diego ; Nathaniel Owings,
San Francisco; Victor H. Palmieri, Los Angeles; Wallace Stegner, Stanford;
and William L. C. Wheaton, Berkeley.
Membership in California Tomorrow includes a subscription to the quarterly
journal, Cry California. A membership application is on the inside back cover.
MEMBIC18 01 THE OALTEOZNIA TOHOZZOW PLAN TAM ?OBOES:

Alfred Heller, Chairman and Plan Editor.
William Bronson, Editor, Cry California.
Willie L. Brown, Jr., Member, California State Assembly, 18th District.
Simon Eisner, Planning Consultant, Eisner-Stewart & Associated, South Pasadena.

Theodore. Foin, -Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies, University of
California, Davis.

Nathaniel Owings, Skidmore, Owing & Merrill, San Francisco.
Victor Palmieri, President, Victor Palmieri & Company, Inc., Lox Angeles.
Harvey Perldff, Dean, School of Architecture and Urban Planning, UCLA.
William M. Roth, Chairman, San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association.
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Frank M. Stead, Environmental Consultant, Piedmont.
Kenneth E. F. Watt, Professor of Zoology and Systems Ecologist, University of
California, Davis.
Samuel E. Wood, Planning Consultant, Bacramento.
Technical Staff ; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, San Francise6:
Marc Goldstein, Director, .Jerry Goldberg, John Kriken, Christopher Adams.
Editorial Assistants: Cheryl Brandt, Jean Fortna, Feances Chiappetta; Ciao.
lotte Gehret, Alice Adams, Kay Smith, and Ru
. Design Assisttutts
TimO'Leary and John Beyer.
q.k.mioasre ZERO.
THE HARD TRUTH

We are misusing ourselves and our environment to -the point where amenities, are rapidly disappearing, life itself is threatened, order gives way to anarchy, and a relatively healthy social order becomes bankrupt, 'economically
and morally. This is California Zero, the California of today. A way to perceive California Zeit) .is taken by listing major disruptions which are beset
ting us. These can be divided into two major categories, "EnvirOnmental Resources Misuse" and "Human Resources. Misuse," and further divided as
appropriate to indicate functional sub-categories. (See Figure 1.)

Sector of Biosphere

Nature of Disruption

Area of Disruption
1. Energy S011nell

2. Tcvnoil & Standing Crops

Depletion

3. Apicrihan&Land
4. Recreational & Open Land
3. Species

Land

Air Water

6. Water Supply

7. Mann Area

Pollution(

& Air Quality
9. Water Quality
10. Transponatinn

Breakdowns

I. Waste Dips.'
12.

Structures

Vuent Order

13. Noise

Shonages

14. liming

.

15. Community Facilities

Individual Waste

16. Lenplornun
17. Education

People
IS. Civil Order
W. Crime

Social Fmk=

20. Health

21. Nutrition
22. Narcotics & Alcohol

Each disruption has been exhaustively researched and analyzed by others;

we have synthesized some of the retains.

The catalog of disruptions is Jong. Eowever, it shows certain recurring

themes:
We are wasting our physic"al resources at a frightening rate. Prime agricul-

tttral soils, groundwater, fossil fuels, itildlire, and many other resources are
suffering ruinous depletion, pollution or destruction under the California Zero
pattern of economic development.
.

Pollution of air, land and water is threatening amenity and at. times life it-

self.

The inadequacy of urban structures, whether housing, transportation facillties or waste-dispOsal systems, reflects an urban pattern or life which juts
become increicsingly congested, blighted, segregated, ungovernable and unsal7
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vageabre. The original amenities of suburban 110 are rapidly disappearing
under the steady pressure of the destructiveness of development sprawl.
Not enough new jobs are being generated, There is an increasing percentage
of people with nothing to do and no place to work. More and more people are

losing hope. They suffer, in a society that still believes that _individuals can
and should solve certain difficulties which in reality are completely beyond
their control. Lack of responsiveness in government has led to severe political

alienation.

HOW DO WE SOLVE THESE PlOBLE1107

Our traditional way of coping with problems has been to attack them separately and individually with little consideration of interrelationships between
one problem and another. Often this apOroae.h results in a worsening Of the
problems we are trying to solve. (See Figure 2.)
Problem

Causes

Response

present trends

IOutcomes

1

Probkrn C'onfinuf
Sul Mina massive water
projects uses state funds

which could be applied
to resource conservation.

Arnow Iris Elationtied
Creation at new croplands
distorts the operation of the
marketftupplyanddemandl
for existing agricultural land.

As its value for agriculture
falls.-farmers sellout.

Orker Problems

Amanita

Urban sprawl is accommo
dated intensifying congestion,
species elimination and rem
atiopal land depletion.

Prime Agricultural
Land Preservation

Failure of Local
Govemment to
Protect Land

Policies

Urbanization
Policies

FIGURE 2. PROBLEMS GET WORSE UNLESS CAUSES ARE ELIMINATED.

An alternative way of coping with major problems is to seek out interrelationships among them, and then to identify some common, underlying 'causeS.
Policy is then directed at underlying causes instead of symptoms. The sketch

plan attempts to consider the potential effectiveness of both ways of coping
with disruptionsthat is. the causettoriented approach and the traditional
symptom-oriented approach. These approaches form the substance of theparallel narratives of California One and California Two. California One represents
the symptom-oriented approach, California Two the cause-oriented one.
FINDING THE CAUSES 01? DISRUPTIONS

In order to provide the basis for the California TA narrative, we had to

discover underlying causes for disruptions. Our method was to begin by ana7
lyzing the nature of each disruption, and list what appeared to us to be its direct causes.

It list was compiled for each disruption. From these a master list of direct
causes was prepared and refined It became apparent that certain nausea or

groups of causes were recurring. A pattern of underlying causes emerged from
the matrix of direct causes (See Figure 3.)
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FIGURE 3. FOUR UNDERLYING CAUSES OF DISRUPTION EMERGE FROM THE MATRIX
OF DIRECT CAUSES.
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The pattern that emerged showed four basic underlying causes:
1. Damaging distribution of population.
2. Damaging patterns of consumption.
3. Lack of individual economic strength.
4. Lack of individual political strength.
All disruptions seem to spring from one.or more of these underlyingcauses.

There are some, overlaps; however, in geheral, causes 1 and 2 relate most
often to bur inisuse or environmental resottrees, and causes 3 and 4 relate most
ofteh to our mistist. of human resources.
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rim IDEA or OIMIOE

Iluring the next five years, decisions will be made which will shape the
growth and character of California to the turn of the century. The point to be
made is the decisions will be made whether the public participates in them or
not. We can all sit back and allow existing processes to turn. California. Zero
into an untenable California One. Or we can consciously and deliberately make
alternative choices. Alternatives are there for us to choose. The next section is
concerned with the nature of these alternatives.
Two Choices for tho Future
IlyparliETICAL Mona

There are virtually infinite numbers of choices available to us AS we formulate goals, policies and programs in California in the years immediately ahead
of us, and fashion the political and economic mechanisms to carry them out.
From a wide speetrum of possibilities we have outlined two sets of choices.
We have limited ourselves to rinly-twp views of the future partially because of

limited resources, but also because comparisons can be made more clearly
within this relatively simple format. We have sketched out each set of choices
in the

form of a hypothetical model. The models' arawillipposed of
politlealieconomic mechanisms and policies. The way in whiff-tech model
might operate is illustrated with descriptive narratives, including estimates of
the future. Both are set in the same time framebeginning in the early 19708
and ending nt the turn of the century.
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TIM WIITURE

Caliatnia does not exist in a vacuum, Regardless of "what choices ate made

in tlie state. there are` certain exterior forces which we may assume will operate on any model of the future of the state. Some of our assumptions ate as
follows :

Despite a rapidly intensifying awareness of the dangers of unabated population growth. the worldwide population explosion will not diminish significantly
within the next 30 years. Food and energy scarcities will create serious disiocatkins internationally, and to some degree within this country as well. By the
year 1099, the population of California will have increased at least 10 million

over the 1070 level of 20 million. This will happen even if the state effects a
zero growth polio, in the 1970s, because of the large number of women of

ehild-bearing age in the population.
There will be n chronic shortage of capital in developed as well as underdeveloped countries. Its allocation in lsith the public and private seetors will be-

come an increasingly difficult problem as competition for scarce capital 'be-

comes stronger.

The eeotionly of the United' States will remain essentially "mixed,"
Iu
government may assume a greater or lesser responsibility for eco mic planning and control.

The basic republican structure of the nation, namely a feder ion of states

tinder the Constitution, will remain intact. However, new forms of government
will be experimented with at lower 'levels.
Despite the emerging concern abut the destructive aspects of t hnology, our
Society will remain very heavily dependent upon technological devel .went.
As machines take over more and more of the work formerly. pe ormed by
men, soeiety will have to adopt some new, "post-industrial" values. Personal
income should not be so closely linked to personal produetivity. Le re activito that
ties and avocational pursuits should tend to assume importance

of the traditional eareer jobs. Education will become an even larger c eern
than it is today.
Human nature is going to remain human nature. The \itlealistie aspirations
of youth will have a profound effect on the nature of our institutions and our
actions. On the other hand, self-interest and avarice will not suddenly become
obsolete.

Finally, we assume, with no great confidence, that in the next (porter cen-

tury mankind will be able to spare itself annihilation.
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CIFARACYTERIZINO TILE TWO CALI1"ORNIA8

In order to develop our two hypothetical models of the future, we developed
a "matrix" in the form of, a chart. Across the top we listed major environmental disruptions. Down one side we listed types or levels of government' control

which might be used to meet these disruptions in the future. Figure 4 is a

simplified version of the matrix.
Disruptions
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1.
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-
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e
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Coat
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:FIGURE 4. CHARACTERIZING THE TWO CALIFORNIAS: GOVERNMENT CONTR

At each intersection, we listed in some detail the kinds of policies and pro.
. grams which a given type of government control was likely to apply to a given

disruption. A great range and variety of policy alternatives was generated,
trim which we plotted the two projections of the future, California One and

"

'California Two.
Each projection has policy characteristics which are inevitably more complex
than the "typo of government" heading would indicate.
CALIFORNIA ONE

The first projection, CALIFORNIA ()NE, assumes that current trends in

government structure and policy centinue..

Problems continue to be dealt with in a non-connective manner. Solutions
are directed at individual elements within the system of disorder rather than
to the system itself. Bureatieraeles proliferate. _Policies and programs continue
in general to be executed by singlepurpOse agencies with relatively. little Wen.
Hon, paid to how they interlock with policies and programs in other problem

areas,
Underlying causes Of disruption are largely ignored, Policies and programs

are designed to treat symptoms, instead. More often than not, a prittern of In.
creased disruption occurs as remedies intensify the original disruption, aggra' vote other disruptions, and eliminate the possibility of alternative responses.
Wasteful patterns of resource consumption continue to charactepixe economic
growth. Physical resources are managed largely,lo stimulate economic growth.
Public frustration with deciskinmaking' priet:set increases. Responsibility
.

09.122 0-.72 - p1.313. 10

'
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for region-wide problemsproviding transportation, adequate open space, waste
disposal facilities, housing, tax equalizationremains divided and lost among
weak local governments with narrow jurisdictions; distant, cumbersome state
and federal governments; and countless single-purpose regional agencies.
Neighborhood concerns fall by the wayside.
CALIFORNIA. TWO

The second projection, California Two, offertf alternatives to the. current

trends.

State, regional and local governments are restructured so that the planning
process becomes connective. Interrelated policies and programs replace singlepurpose ones.

Four central policies relating to the four unattlying causes of environmental
disruption guide to design of both government structure and operational policy.
Programs no longer merely treat symptoms while ignoring root problems.
A new kind of economic growth occurs. Population levels are stabilized and
the consumption of commodities, goods, energy, and space is selectively non

trolled, in order to maintain environniental amenity. The California Two

model, which includes a high level of services provided by both government
and the private sector, depends on a thriving economy. "amenity"the pleasantness and attractiveness.of our environmentbecomes essential to public policy. Mere survival is not enough.
.
Interested individuals and groups become effectively involved in policy mak-

ing and the execution of programs. The planning process is visible and
time.

, and is no longer an opaque realm of technical expertise and politi-

.

cal 2 mnipulation.

C lifornia Two is not intended as a formula for perfection, nor is California
One without advantages. They are offered, however, as real alternative approaches to the future.- They are not the only alternatives available. However,
they illustrate how acts of choices, made now, can bring about different lives
fog ourselves and our children.
..
The next sections of the sketch plan divide into parallel narratives of California One and California Two. For each future, we first deScribd central,
driving policies, and important aspects of political and economic, structure.

Then we describe typical policies of each California in three major action
areas:
ThewLand/Structurca/Peopic

Finally, we estimate what life will be like in each California and discuss
what actions are needed to achieve each of them. In order to discount our

Prejudices, we have been cautious in our projections. California Two, nevertheless, seems to emer40 as an eminently preferable alternative and as such, constitutes the heart of this sketch plan.
CALIFonNIA ONE -- DitIvirm POLICIES

California One is conceived as a logical extension of California Zero. Probles of environmental and social disruption are largely met on an individual
basis as they become visible and the public becomes alarmed bout them. Although a great deal of attention is paid to "coordination" and "comprehensive
planning," there is no clear framework for the making of public policy. The
major operational divisions of-government continue to establish manyof their
own goals, and to evolve their own policiOs based on these goals. The impact
of one issue on another is often ignored. Frequently programs are in direct
conflict with one another. Most significantly, the synergistic effect of interre,
lattsl action is lost.
At the Hume thee, California One does not assume that the institutions and
policies of California Zero have not changed. New and more effective governmental institutions and policies emerge in California One following the trends
of the early 1070s. Nevertheless, as is shown further on, life becomes more dif,
plt under this
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FIGURE 5. CALIFORNIAONE ATTACKS SYMPTOMS,
POLITIOAfrECONOILIC

Government

The structure of state and local government in California One remains essentially as In the early 1070s. The pattern of jurisdictional overlap, of agen-

cies working at cross purposes without any explicit system of priorities
tions into major agencies. Government grows enormously as new units are

continues, in spite of continuing efforts of each governor to group related funcadded by the legislature, in response to emerging problems.
State level

Sffiglepurpose action agencies and their special interest dientele dominate
the planning, budgeting and programming bf the state government. Prominent
among these are thrlDiviSion of highways and the Department of Water Resources.

.

.

The action agencies use population growth forecasts of the Department of
Finance, as well as their own projections of traffic generation and water needs,
to plan highlyoys, a very few transit ways, awl aqueducts for the future, unre.
kited to any falaprehesive state development policy.
CoordinatiOn among the major agencies of government results from agency
confrontations, and ad hoe policy compromises promoted by the governor.

by the legislature in
The State office of planning and research,
1970 in the governor's office, issues regular reports on the need for new
programs of environmental conservation and new methods of coordinating the
actions of state and local governments and the private sector to protect California's environmental quality. The Office of Planning and Researeh is a moral
force of some standing in the estate, but its eftectivness is diminished by a proMemnon of other agencies set up to handle specific, critical environmental
problems.

Statewide regulatory commissions are set up to afford protection to specially
threatened areas or resources. For example, special commissions protect the
coastline, the bays, the desert, and the delta area. Some agencies are captured
by the groups they were. created to regulate.
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The Governor's budget, prepared by the Department of Finance, is submitted
annually to the legislature. The budgeting system employed tends to encourage
uncoordinated, single-agency planning and programming. The Office of Planning
and Research is unsuccessful in attempts to coordinate government functions
through the budgeting process. Each affected agency appeals to its own "establisliment," which in turn brings effective pressure to bear on the governor and
his staff.

Elections are dominated by large contributors, and this pattern results in

overwhelming political power for major economic interest groups. The individual is often hard-put to distinguish between the public and private sectors.
egional level
tegional government is characterized by proliferating single-purpose agencies

anal tentative moves toward unified administration. In all major metropolitan
regions there are single-purpose bureaucracies concerned with major regional
responsibilities, such as air pollution, waste disposal, open space and parks,

transportation, water quality, shoreline protection, housing and ports. The

boards making policy in these bureaucracies are often appointive and immune
from effective citizen control.
Voluntary associations of governments largely representing local governments are actively engaged in region4 planning, and equally active in blocking
anything except voluntary, local compliance with comprehensive regional plans.
These associations were originally created in the early 1960s to forestall genuine regional planning and administration, and in California One they are successful.

local /ova
Cities, counties and special districts maintain the power to make major

land-use and development decisions, including those relating to Musing level *.
opment. Private developers subvert and bypass local ordinances and standards'
by gaining variances and zone changes from pliable local officials.
Economicspublic expend ca
Revenues are allocat 1 primarily to physical development projects (high-

ways, water project, sc ool construction) without a clear set of priorities Involving their use to achieve state development goals.
Tax and fiscal policies

With few exceptions, tuxes are designed for revenue, instead of as positive

instruments of policy. Many state and federal loan and grant programs to

local governments and individuals are not closely tied to environmental quality
considerations.
Growth policies
The character of economic growth.is determined primarily by the operations

of the private Hector. In some cases, government actions tend to encourage
wasteful patterns of growth. Tax advantages available for capital gains on
land, for example, result in the carving, up of the landscape for speculative
purposes. Government policies permit and encourage activities which heavily

consume resources and energy.
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At the same time, the four driving policies can
be combined to express one clearly articulated
goal.

The California Two model of the future is based
on four major "driving policies." The four driv-

ing policies are addressed directly to the four
Underlying causes of disruption outlined on

California Two

page 4, as follows:
.

Driving Policia mid coil
Guarantee

California Two

DrivisigTolkisa

Underlying Cams

economic sufficiency

,of Disruption

Guarantee
political participation

1. Develop a

framework 4Ditmagingkstribution
for settlement,

Develops framework
for settlement
Establish
new patterns
of consumption

of population

2. Establish new
patter

consumption

3. Guarantee

Damaging patterns
of consumption

economic sufficiency

Lack of individual
economic strength

4. Guarantee
political participation

Lack of individual
political strength

"To provide
for maximum
individualfulfillment...

.. ;within an
amenable
environment"

The goal of California Two is: "To provide for
maximum individual fulfillment within an amenable environment."

FIGURE 6. CALIFORNIA TWO REMOVES PROBLEMS BY GROUPING POLICIES
V) DEAL WITH CAUSES.
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CALIFORNIA TWODRIVING POLICIES

The fotir driving policies operate in all areas of concern, whether the issues
involved are physical or social. They form a common framework for developing and coordinating state policy so that, for example, policies concerning energy production, employment, and air 'Pollution support and sustain each other.
The political/economic mechanism of California Two is designed to serve the
driving policies. For example, opportunities for political participation (Policy
4) are enhanced:by the institution of responsive governments at the regiona
and community levefi and by new political campaign financing policies. Eco.N...40,
i.
mimic sufficiency (Policy' 3) is improved by various means; such as providing
an income floor for individuals and a system which will allow the public to expect Ipat major regional improvement projects eau actually be carried out and
paid or.
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POLITICAL-ECONOMIC MECHANISM

Goverment
An adopted State goal and its component driving policies form the basis for
the organization and programs of government in California Two.
ii
Muir lerelthe adoption of statewide goals by the legislature
The state legislature has declared and adopted certain driving policies for
the operation of state government. They are essentially those which have been
developed in this sketch plan to meet underlying causes of disruption. In simplest form, these driving policies can be expressed as a single state goal: "to
provide for maximum individual fulfillment within an amenable environment."

TO help carry out the driving policies, the state has established a State

Planning Policy Council.
State Planning Policy Council
The council consists of eleven members. Exofficio members are the governor,

who si'rves as chairman, and three members of his cabinet. The other seven

members represent the general public. They are appointed by the Governor and
confirmed by the Senate, in staggered four-year terms.

Public members receive salaries equal to those of the highest paid cabinet

members.

O
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Qualifications for public membersOn the Planning Policy Council are established by the legislature.

The- State Planning Policy Council guides and directs a staff agency, the

State Planning,Agency, which performs the following tasks :
It _PreDirres stud updatea mutually
Cs Vornia Finn, which specifies longterm And short-term state goals, policies, programs and budgets.
The California. Plan Contains :
.

A Land section, including State resource conservation and use policies. A

state zoning plan reflecting these policies. State population policies. "California
`standards" for environmental amenity.
A structures section, including State houiing policy.
The state infrastructure plan, covering the location, design and construction
of transportation, communication, water and energy distribution systems, and
other public and private facilities.

"California standards" for environmental amenity to guide state, regional

and local development and redevelopment.
A people section, inlcuding State employm

t, education and health policies.
Budgets : A 15- to 20-Kyear ...state capitall udget,, in accordance with the

plan.

An annual state budget which consists of he next year's increment to the

long-range plan.

The -State Planning Agency alsql collects information and condticts hearings
and studies to support its planning and budgeting responsibilities, and reports
to the governor and the legislature on matters relating to state planning policy. Note :' The State Planning Agency absoibs.the budgeting responsibility formerly vested in the State Department of Finance.
The Governor

he governor receives from the State Planning Policy Council the annual upversion of the California Plan, including tfie budget. Guided by this, the
Gove
submits to the legislature for adoption his plan and budget, with approp
explanation of any niodifications of the original version,
The legislature
a
dat

. The legislature adopts an annually updated version of the dalifotnia Plan

along with the coordinated state budget '
,

Agencies

These agencies, followirigWCe pattern of recent years, are further streamlined into niajor functional areas and entrusted with carrying out the provisions of the adopted California Plan. An environmental protection agency, for
example, combines all of the state functions responsible for the natural environment, and becomes the major enforcement agency in this area.

State regulatory agencies are reformed by legislation pr constitutional

amendinent so that the state's driving policies andJ04 adopted California Plan
form the basis of the regulatory function.
Within the constraints of the California Plan, private industry continues to
be the major factor in our economic system.

State polici is designed to give dear guidance to industry with regard- to

location, markets and unemployinent
IP
Political campaigns
Statewide, regional and local campaigns of qualified candidates are financed
to specified limits by public funds. Detailed information on all qualified candidates is furnished in official Ater pamphlets.
The duration of election campaigns is limited to, the 90 days preceding election day, with no public funds available to candidateswho violate this rule,
Partisan local and regional elections replace the non-partisan stracture.of the

past so that candidates at all levels can be associated with established party
positions.

Regional level

cla

.
4z,

legislature has stablished multi-purpose governments for nine regions
in the state (see map on this page) and assigned,,them responsibility and authority for preparing and carrying out comprehensive regional plans.
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Regions in California Two vary to size and degree of urbanization. Each re-gion has an electedlegrslative body, half of which iselected regionwide by a
system of proportional representation.' The other half Is elected from individual
g distrtcts Within the region;
The regional executive function Is performed by an executive branch di, rected by the elected leadership of the majority party or coalition otparties.
Each region coordinates the plans and budgets of its local units of government and oversees the federal, state and local agencies involved in its development programa
!
The regional branch fiii resposible for preparation of the regional plan and
budgets, within the guidelines of the state plan and budget; and a regional de.

-

/3 velepment program, based on ibt.plan.
Locat level

'

.

..

So as to be able to participate in regional development programs, countieil
have'beeu established as municipalities .under the general laws of the state.
Consequently, all ¢f the state of California is under municipal government, ei. ther city or county. City services and state and federal municipal aid are thus
available to all urban areas..
Responsibility for administer g local,features of health, welfare, and ,educHon programs, and baSi
naibility for local physical planning options
sunder the state, region and municipal plans is.vested in smaller units called

.
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community council& The geographic boundaries and specific forms of commupity councils vary in size and composition, as determined by the city or municipal county in which they are located.
Summaries, of how the political structure of California Two works to carry
out the State's driving policies are in each case under the heading "Driving
Policy Four."
'
Economicaftnancing

rundiror.for the regional development.program, as described above, is Obtained partly from state and federal appropriations, and grants. 'Most of it
comes from loans made by a Federal. Conservation and Development Bank
which is supported by publicly subscribed bond. issues, Federal loans and

grants are contingent upori:a comprehensive regional approach to physical development, conservation, and social concerns. For a brief discussion of the
state's role in acquiring the needed federal assistance.'
Each regional .developuient program includes responsibility for integrated
health, education and welfare programs; land and water conservation ; development, distribution and reclamation of water ; agricultural aid.; urban planning; urban renewal and redevelopment; new cities and model cities; open
space and parks ; and pollution and abatement control. For actch ofiits major
areas of responsibility; regional government keeps an account ;which includes
all contributions, public and private, toward the goals of the prograin. Cost
and benefit studies for each area of responsibility are prepared.

Analyses for all' arks of responsibility are then combined, and costs and

benefits are totaled, to arrive at a comprehensive economic feasibility analysis

for the total regional development program. On the basis of this, the state
seekireongressional authorization of funds for the federal share of the progrnm.

By this procedure, strong revenue-producing- elements- such as electrical energy production can support weaker ones, such as schools or health-care facili-

ties There are low interest rates similar to those traditionaly used in federal

projects of the Departments of Interior and Agriculture, and long-term

amortization periods. The total public share of yearly funding for a regional

development program would .undoubtedly exceed several billion dollars for any
major metropdlitan regions.

The state requires that all regional programs be approved by.the legislature
Cafter it has heard ?the comments of the state planning policy co'unclI and held
extensive public ;hearings. Following the legislative approval, Congressional authorization of funds for the combined regional development program is then
soughtthrough the governor. '.

- The regional government assesses all preperty taxes in the ' region under
state assessment policy. It uses a portion of these moneys for its own support,
and allocates the remainder fo the cites, municipal counties and other governmental agencies in the region on the basis of the regional budget
An income floor is used to support individuals and fainilles according to specific needs at specific times. It functions, for example, to remove the onus of
periodic unemployment and to provide necessaFy levels of Musing, health care,
and nutrition to residents of the state. The program is federally financed and

a

designed to give residents. of all states equal status.

Tax and acal policy
The state tax structure is designed to use the collection of taxes to -guide resource eonibmptiOn. and use the pattern of settlement, as well as to obtain revenue..Examplbs of California Two state tax policy are discussed herein.

The state works with the federal government to assure that federal fiscal
programs and mortgage guarantee 'systems are deSigned so as to achieve state
and .regional development goals.

Comments on how the economic structure of California Two works to carry
out the State's driving policies are under "Driving Policy Three," and in "Views
..-ofthe FutureCalifornia Two."
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THE LAND AND AIR AND WATEE

Typical Problems
ENERGY RESOURCES

California's electric power demands double every nine years. Utilities plan
new power plants to meet the projected needs. Most hydroelectric sources have
been Upped.

New plans include construction of 15 potentially hazardous nuclear "burner"
plants along the coast before the year 2000, even though there is no assurance
that supplies of the necessary fuel (Uranium-285) will not be used up before
all the plants are completed.
Supplies of oil and natural gas are limited and could be exhausted sometime
after 2010.

To date, no effective "breeder" reactor (which would convert more plentiful
materials into increasing amounts of nuclear fuel) has been designed.
Geoth
al possibilities are not clear at this time. Much-discussed possibili-

ties of h rnessing such energy sources as solar radiation, the tides, and nuclear fusi n are all in the dream stage and can't be counted upon.

Bituminos coal reserves are sufficient to fill energy needs for 200 to 400
years, butwthis resource can be used only at great cost in terms of the ravages
of extraction or polluting effects or money.
Thermal pollution of rivers, bays and the ocean is a potentially damaging effect of increasing energy consumption.
5011,

.....---1

California loses tens of millions of cubic yards of topsoil every year unnecessarily. Among the causes of this loss are logging and 'watershed 'management
pradices in many watersheds, notably the Northwest; forest fires ; cuts and
tills from housing And road construction and bad farming practices.
The buildup of salts from irrigation in the San Joaquin Valley and the Imperial Valley threatens agricultural capability.
The, peripheral canal proposed for the California Water Plan will bring a
threat of salt water intrusion to 50,000 acres of rich delta farmland.
AGRICULTURAL LAND.

California's agricultural land is a unique resource because of the combina-

tion of long growing seasons, rainless summers, and deep alluvial soils.

Originally there were almost 8.7 million acres of prime (Classes I and II)

agricultural hinds.
Over two million acres of these lands have been urbanized. By 1980, another
650,000 acres of California's prime lands will be urbanized.

Certain crops could be driven out of production. Among thembrussels
All of this is occurring as the Tstate and national demands for California

sprouts, artichokes and. avocados.

Products are growing, and an indreas,ing world demand for for food looms with
catastrophic potential.
.

RECREATIONAL LAND

Existing recreational land of all kinds is subject to increasing public use.
Demands for new- destructive activitiesdune buggying,- mountain and desert
motorcyclingpose additional threats to fragile lands.
Hiking in California has increased from less than 10 million participation
days in 1955 to over 28 million in 1970, and by 1980 the total will be 40 mil-

lion.

Camping has increased from 20 million participation days. in 1955 to 48 mil-

lion in 1970, and-by 1980 the figure will reach 60 million.

Potential recreational land, especially. near urban areas but also in unpopulated sections, is constantly subject to subdivision and development. There is
no adequate state program to identify and protect such lands.
4

oSPECtiii

Since California bkame a state, 'six animal species have become extinct.
(The grizzly bear shown on the state flag has been killed off in the state,)

1471
For y animal species are now classed as rare or endangered by the State Dep tment of Fish and Game. These ran
from a tiny salamander, indigenous
t the Santd Cruz area, to the San Jo quin Valley . kit fox to the California
c i ador, America's largest flying bird..

Private urban development and mar land filling threatens several bird and
eptlIe species ; the use of pesticides seems to have doomed the California
irown pelican and poses a danger t i the American peregrine falcon and the
Sonthern bald eagle. Public Agencie engaged in activities such as irrigation,
reservoir constructs and highway planning pose serious threats to several

species of wildlif

NAT

DISASTER AREAS

Enormous areas of California re subject to fires, floods, slides, or earthquakes. Fires in metropolitan arras are virtually annual summer' occurrences.
In the fall of 1970, for example, more than 100,000 acres burned in Los Angeles County.

In 1069 over 200,000 acres
Calfornia lands were flooded. Programs for
flood protection carried out by ocal agencies are' spearheaded and largely supPorted by the Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Soil Conservation Service. The ready availability o engineering solutions to flooding problem8 does
little to encourage appropria e land-use restrictions, including flood-plain zoning.

Landslides are endemic 1 i many hillside areas of nib state, yet zoning al-

most never takes this into a count.
Extensive building conti ues on land especially subject to earth quake dam-

agefault zones, unstab e hillsides, filled areas. The February, 1971, Los
Angeles earth quake is merely the most recent reminder of this constant
threat. An earth .quake- f the magnitude of San Francisco's in 1906 could kill
tens of thousands.

o

Alit

Smog is now found n almost every populous area in california. This is true
of all settlements of ver 40,000 and in some cases of rural areas as far as 70
miles from cities. In os Angeles County the state's nominal standards for certain pollutants are i. ceeded more than half the time, and in- the city of Livermere more than a ti rd.
n the Los Ange es basin alone,, citrus crops annually suffer over $33 million
14 smog damage.

More than 30 p rcent of the state's population suffers eye and respiratory irritation and agg avated allergies. Smog is a threat to health and life.
Automobile e httust is the major contributor to smog. While efforts are
being made to educe emissions through exhaust control devices, substitutions
of alternative orms of transit have been blocked by gasoline manufacturers,
truckers, autos while clubs and others associated with the "Freeway EstablishWATER

Water pop ution in the state is a combination of improperly treated domestic
sewage, ind stria' wastes, and agricultural runoff.
While
major result is destruction of the aesthetic and recreational quality of the environment of the state, there are frequent epitiodes of contamination severe enough to cause serious illness and death. Even more frequently,
pollution destroys the delicate habitat of aquatic life.
Virtually all major rivers, bays and estuaries are polluted. A good example
is an Friinaisco Bay, where oyster and shrimp fisheries were. long ago de-

stroyed.

Oil spills and oil-well blowouts have developed as major pollution threats to
our bays, beaches and offshore waters.
As construction of the California Water Plan proceeds, more and more environmentally damaging consequences appear. Northern California, particularly

the North Coast, Delta and San Francisco Bay systems, are severely impaired

or polluted because of adherence to original engineering concepts.

Drawing excessively on underground water tables has led to compaction and
land subsidence which greatly diminish the land's potential for water-storage
and supply.
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POPULATION

The pattern of increasing consumption of limited resources is linked not
only to the nature of our economic growth, including increasing per-capita
spending, but to a steadily, growing population. California's population.has historically doubled every 20 years, but current projections shown that in 1900,

the population will reach about 30 million, only half again the 20 million of
today.

CALIFORNIA ONF,---THE LAND

Energy

Typical Policies and Estimates of Results

Energy policy is essentially determined by the major utility companies.

Their projections show energy needs in 1390 as five times those in 1970, Their
own advertising helps to make certain these projections are met. They build

coastal nuclear phInts and when those begin to run out of the TJ--235 that
makes them run, there are "crash" programs to develop geothermal Dower,
Shale oil reserves, and the remaining fossil fuel reserves.

0

444vo .0There are insufficient controls on energy consumption. Mar id recklessly exploiting whatever fuels he can find remaining, in order to power the air condi-.
tioners which protect him from the atmospheres of his own cities.
Thermal pollution of air and ocean resulting from the production and use of
power persists, even with the establishment of "temperature increment" standards for discharges.
Soil

State forest practices, regulations and enforcement are strengthened, and
flood-control projects such as large lined channels are developed in forest
areas, but forest soil depletion and siltation of streams continue because regu-

lation of watershed management practices is not adequate.
Conservation policies are not adoPted at any level of government which are

adequate to prevent heavy erosion from cuts and fills in urban development
areas,

Estuaries and the life they support are destroyed by silting With precious

topsoil.

Agricultural land
The state continues to allow tax benefits to owners of agricultural land who
agree to keep their land in agricultural use.

1473
On the °thee hand, major statewide public works programs, fiscil policies,

andlaz programs continue to encourage urbanization of open space.
Openspace conservation commiSsions are set up in large urban regions to in

sure son* breathing space for the people, but they cannot stop. urban sprawl
because they lack the means to purchase heavily pressured lands or scenic
easements in sufficient quantities.

AL

.
City of

Frangisco

a,

Square indicates the,amtit of open space lbst
to urbanization each year in California One.
Nearly half the loss is primeagricultural land.
Recreational land

Pressures on state and federal recreational areas are intense and destructive, in part because of inadequate recreational lands at neighborhood and .re-

gional levels.
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. The state purchases some areas of public value such as beaches, redwood
groves and small open spaces near cities. Putcha.se programs do not include
major threatened openspace areas.
Npecie8

Private conservation organizations work to purchase or persuade state and
federal agencies to purchase habitats of threatened species.
The 21 species 'of California wildlife endangered in the early .1070s disappear. The 14 rare animal species of that period continue in carefully protected
refuges of zoos.

tl

Exposition halls are built to show animated exhibits which simulate lost
species and hahita
Natural disaster areas
Flooding is viewed as something to be controlled by engineering oprojects
which channel and remove runoff. Their is no 'policy of tire-area zoning analogous to flood-plain zoning. Seismic dangers are acknoWledged by adoption of
statewide standards in all building codes ; and' while state law requires a
seismic section in all local general plans, there is no serious seismic zoning.

Flooding is viewed as something to be controlled

Much land which, is susceptible to one or more natural disaAters 'is devel-

oped...

Air
TWO components of California One air-quality policy are, motor vehicle ex.

'must-emission standards established by-the state legislature, met by control
devices ; and pressure applied by regional' air quality control boards on industrial polluters, often forestalled by complaints of economic hardship. Alter -,
natives to the chief souce of air pollution, the internal combustion engine, are,
steadily but slowly pursued by government and Industry.
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There is a slight 'drop in pollution levels in major' metropolitan areas be-

tween 1970 and 1980. Then the imProvement wined from reduced pollution per
vehicle is lost because of the increase in vehicles.
Water

The state continues to assume that water supply is a service that must be
provided to match growth and development, rather than a device for directing
the distribution and extent of such development. Recycling of wastewater and
desalination of sea water are utilized only when costs of the exisitng demonstration plants make those sources cheaper.
'The state continues toward completion of the California Water Project. The
North Coast is obliged to furnish both water and storage and loses its best
land in the process.

The Peripheral ('anal is constructed without any solid guarantee of maintenance, of minimum outflow through the Delta. The ecology of the Delta and
Suistm Marsh are destroyed. Farming in the Delta becomes marginal. San

Francisco Bay pollution increases.

There is limited progress in controlling pollution as the state's water-quality
administration denies hookups to overburdened systems. In spite of this, and
federal pressurq to crack down on polluters, major waterways remain badly
Polluted.

Stricter controls on oil spills are written, and clean-up technology is im-,

proved. Catastrophic spills continue because of doubled volume of oil shipment
and the use of enormous tankers.
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CALIFORNIA TwoTar, LAND

. Typical PoliciesCalifornia Two Policies For The Land- rc Grouped According to The Fonr Driving Policies of The St i). °
DRIVING POLICY ONE DEVELOP A FRAMEWORK FOR SETTLEMENT

Basic state responsibility: The t ;tate assumes and declares in tis% California

Plan its responsibility to protect the land, air and water of California from
destructive or wasteful OSA and to maintain the beauty and, productivity of
t

the natural environment.
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State zones

State zones are established accordingjto the adopted California Plan. They
define, in general, which areas may larbuilt upon and which may not. They
,protect the state's most valuable open lands; including prime agricultural Soils,
and effectively check urban sprawl. There are four state zoning categories. All
the lands of the state. are placed in one of the four zones. The four zones are :
Agricultural. The state's finest, nlost productive agricultural lands (Class I,
(lass II, and some Class III) are included in this zone. They are classified as
non-buildable, or conditionally buildable at a density no higher than one unit
per 25 Items. This zone is administered by the state through its environmental
protection agency.

Cowtervation. The eonservation zone includes lands which are ecologically,
scenically. or historically important recreational areas, of exceptional .quality;
or 11w preserves of threatened or unique animal or plant- species. Fire, flood,
erosion or earthquake ,hazard areas, open water, shorelines, aquifer recharge
zones, and areas within which infrastructure eledients will be placed (see next
section) also.fall in this category. In the conservation zone, lands are.classified
as non-buildable, or conditionally buildable under strict controls which protect
the speetile. qualities of the land which the zone is establittbid to safeguard.
ronservatiol lands are state-administered and protected fuginly by zoning, but
also by Joitright purchase or less-than-fee purchase. Note: the long-range state

capital hudget and the annual budget, both adopted annually as part of the
California Plan, take into account the state's responsibility. for land management.

.,

Urban. The zone includes lands which dO not fall in either of the first two
categories and that are either suitable for urban development
'already
been urbanized. Lands in this. zone are administered by the egional governtonal plans.
ments, according to state standards and their own respective
Regional reserves. Lands which do not fall within any of he-first three cat-

egories tire zoned as regional reserves. They are administered by the region
and are a key to flexibility and variety in regional development. Within the
standards of the' California Plan, the regions may plan to develop them at
high densities, keep them large,,ly as open space, or use them for a vallety of
'albite and private 'imposes.
9
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California Riandarda

he California Standards are state-wide "amenity" standards which control
th use of land, air and water so as to guarantee not only a safe but also a
th roughly enjoyable environment.

le 'California" Standards are part of the California Plan, and govern pro-

gra s of state, regional, and local government, and the private sector. State
appro 1 of regional programs is contingent upon the ability of -the region to
meet th e standards through its comprehensive plan and program.
Example., 1 California atandards

Air
lity. The regions of the state must maintain a level of air quality
higher thin that required for public health and safety alone. It is defined according to the Ambient Air Standards adopted by the California Air Resources
Board-in November, 1970. Under these standards, air in the south coastal region 18 returned to 1942, quality; air in the Bay Area is returned to MO quality.

Regional plans establish controls to meet state
air-quality stimdards for all air basins.
.

ork-

A1/4

typical rcvional -plan carries out the standards by esta.blfshing limits on

the locatiitfi, number, and use of specific p011utiOn sources such as automobiles,

..industries. commercial establishments and limes. These limits are based on .
epinputations of the specific carrying capadity of the regional air basin in
terms orambient air standards, daily emissioniloadinga, ,size of air .niass at
tiniesi, of inversion, and ventilation rate as determined by Wind velocitY. Ax
thc.quantity of pollutants emitted frOm one of the 8611ree8 diminishes due to
7

Atmological adviince!..4 the limItssyan lie

4`,

jested.

.

Itment to high water qualify for all
state asters, both fresh-and salt..Inky the air quality standard, it is designed
Provide for an aluenabk enviiiintnent:.not merely 'a- inininially safe one. It
results in crean elea0vaters throuthopet the-state.
The Standard regaires that where .waste t are discharged Auto, waters, fresh
or :Salt, surfactOir° antlerfrunil. the was5e..,y.:,must meet the standards set for
%liter quality. Thifi standarfi..is a:to

tlxcli- waters.
.

A

The,..inininnW-gtandard

is C1arit3 B

11,1*rfFedexiii (1assificati4k'brd.4 ,Stat arab lofIntprati!telyaters,'' published
fmtoort,--nota. '77
pereplatt4 intp-:the Ariifind may note contain (Oi& Substances)
ri7.;14-44xceSs.,0flieceptett-driak4F wetter standards. All taste and odor prodUChig
must.be;.renjoyiocprio044.hicharge. The:didellarge may not contain
4Z.:t'f

0.1p 0
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nitrogen or nitrogenous compounds in amounts which could result in nitrate
concentration in groundwaters above 45 milligrams per liter. In all basins
known to have an adverse salt balance, the salt content of the discharge may

not exceed that which normally results from domestic useand may in no
case exceed 500 mg/I.

Pesticides. No chemical poisons of any kind may be marketed until the manufacturer has demonstrated conclusively that the short- and long-range effects
of their use will not damage the ecology of the state. The final judge is the
state environmental protection agency, working through the state health am
thorities.
Recreational land. Public access to state owned land is guaranteed, limited
only by the requirements for preserving the quality of the conserved area.

PARKING

U1'51De

PEOPLE INSIDE

"Public access to public land is guaranteed,
limited only by the requirements for preserving
the quality of dm conserved area."

Minimum openspace standards for recreational lands are established for the
regions. The basic state standard is 15 acres of public open recreation space

per 1,000 po

within 40 miles of population centers.

In additi , the state requires five acres of distributed green space per 1,000
people with the Jurisdictional boundary of each community council. At lea.st
half of this ust be public open space, available to all.
Requirementa for regional plan

Each regional plan must include a Land section, with detailed, comprehensive plans. for urban and regional reserve lands. The regional budget takes
these plans into account.

.

2
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Minimum requirements for "distributed green
space" are established by the state and carried
out according to localpreference.
DRIVINGc POLICY TWO----;13TABLISII NEW PATTERNS Or CONSUMPTION

Consumption policies concerning the use of land, air and water are effected
primarily through state population policy and through economic devices such
as assessment practices, taxes and user fees. Because of their nature some of
these policies depelal on federal as well as state action.
The population policy affects the numbers of consumers, while the economic
policies in this section affect what they consume by discouraging wasteful use
of limited resources. The economic policies have the incidental effect of raising

revenue.
State population. policy

The State aims for a stable population. Such a policy, adopted in the early
1970s, results in a leveling off of the state's population at 30 million people by
1999.

A population level of 30 million is not a goal, It is merely the result of a

prudent first step toward placing some rational liMits on the number of people
who can live amenably on 'the land of California. The optimum stable population for California may be-determined to be considerably lower,
To achieve its population goals, the state adopts policies such as the following:
Income tax exemptions are limited to two fildren for state returns. The

California legislature and the governor also u ge the Wen' government to
Abortion is considered a medical matter, to
deeided'entirely between a

adopt a similar provision for federal income true...

woman and her physician.
The State supports informational services in regard
firth control.
To control in-migration.:;;LThe state of California press the federal govern-

went to devise equitable and Constitutional means to stop inmigration from
putting undue strain on the institutions and amenities of the states. California
recommends that each state be authorized to establish a "capital investment
fee" of $1,000, to be charged to each new resident and collected in instalhnents
on a schedule related to income, as part of the state income tax process. This
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helps pay for the improvements and services which Are provided for all new
residents of California and discourages excessive in-milfration.

Research into optimum population levels is conduled by the state planning
agency, working into the regions, to determine how many people can live in
reconstructed settlements and how many should be, planned for in new ones.
Taxes, fees and Ines
Tax policies. Land is assessed for tax purposes according to ifs Ilse; and not
according to its potential for development. Thus, land which is zoned for agriculture or conservation cannot be diverted into urban use by market pressures
merely because It is assessed according to some assessor's idea of its potential
for devehipment.

-

Elimination .of capital gains tax relief. Buyers of raw land are no longer
able to take the capital gains beflefit on their profits when they sell. This outdated provision in -state and federal tax law encouraged the most destructive
kind of land speculation and deyelopment. It is eliminated in California Two
by a change in state income-tax law and a similar change in the federal
brought about through the aggressive initiative of the governor and the legislature.
Horsepower tax. Above a minimum standard of 65 horsepower, a graduated
horsepower tax is imposed on each automobile. This effectively cuts fuel con-

bk.

sumption and pollution.

Electricity tax. To discourage undue depletion of energy resources, the state
levies a tax on consumption of electricity by consumers. Average consumer
consumption levels Are set, varying with the time of year and size of household. Above these levels, taxes are levied In a graduated manner.

0

Operating windows and roof gardens substitute for air conditioners as a' result of limitations on energy consumption.
In addition, the legislature requests Congress to establish a federal tax on

excessive industrial consumption of energy resources.

Oil depletion. The state substitutes a depletion tax for the 'oil depletion allowance, and calls for a similar federal tax policy. The cost is passed on to

users, which encourages lower consumption of this resouree, less pollution, and
the development of alternative energy sources.

0
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Water use

,

,

..

Interbasin pater transfers are no longer permitted in California simply to
sustain populttion owth or increased consumption in watershort areas. Any
inter-regional ekcl nge is contingent on programs of desalinization, totat recla- ,
=bon, and rcy ling. The total costs of 'developing and traiisportin water f
are charged.to i

users.

l
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The state's utter-quality standards result in clean au; ler:.

Pollution fees and fines. If waste dischargers do meet the air and water
quality standards outlined aboVe, they are charged a fee for use of the air or
water resource as an incentive toward zero emissions.

If waste discharges do not meet ,air and water quality standards they are

subjected to fees and fines ranging from $1,000 to $100,000 per day:

o
it

4

Changes in assessin,ent teclyniques and introduction Of the new taxes and
user fees begin to alleviate bdth depletion and pollution problems. Prime agricultural lands are not forced by jiigh taxes into development, the demand for
all 'types 'of fuels and other resource materials hi., reduced, and intra-region
'water development is emphasized over destructive interbasin water transfer.
Air and water pollution diminish as economic sanctions are applied to dischargers, be they individuals, corporation', or institutions.
Strong enforcement. by the state environmental protection agency 'of rules
and regnlatioriftertaining to environmental quality is an essential component
of the California Two model.
DRIVING POLICY THREEGUARANIeEE ECONOMIC suFsamkrior

',elides in this catego,ry are discsussedP in some detail in the Structures sdction and the People section. They are designed particularly to protect the eco. nomic interests of indiiriduals, and the ability of society to pay for its conservation and development goals.
Just compensation
,,Owners- of land in high-impact areas, subject to immediate development but

designated for preservation by state and regional planning decisions, receive
"just compensation'' under the law:' This may be in tile form' of outright full
purchase payment for the, land, or payment in letss-than-fee for development
rights or scenic easements.

289
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f
Agriculturti/ anttlements

.,

, Agricultural and cbnservation lands may be granted for use te,persons who
wish to establish settlements that demand only modest change
of the land, and
guarantee intensive agricultural and conservation efforts.. ..
. .
..
DRIVING POLICY FOUR-GUARANTEE POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

The political structure of California Two is designed to achieve goal of,
"roaximumindividual fulfillment withian amenable
Resource, '
conservation and use policies, as laid datiin the California Plan are developed .
On a direct line from the public to the governor,' the Mate planning policy council

.

and the ilegislature. If the public does not like these policies it can vote in a

new governor. The new governor will immediately C.ontrol four of the 11 members

of the Planning Policy Council (three agency heads and himself) and will "gain
nfajority "control in due course. However, the holdover public members of the
council froir the evious administration protect the council and its staff arm,
the state planning gency, from rash changes of direction.
Camgaign fins cing and other electoral provisions hi California Two help to
.

Protect the public from having to chdose. between, major candidates, all of
whom are dominated by economic interests, whose primary concern is 'not the'

quality-of the land, air;Jand water.of California.

e, . .

The composition of the regional legislatures requires representation of this
level by dikriet and also according to a proportional system vhich OM voice
to minority viewpoints. The regional plan is created and carried ont by the
regional legyature. The creation of community councils, meanwhile, allows
local government to provide. better representation at the neighborhood lelel ;
and the councils' constitute a legitimate and authoritative load viewpoint -cthich
must be taken into account in the regional plan. The strong guidelines of the
state plan keep local Interests, however, from excessive consumption and pollu'tion of the state's land resources ; and the flexibility available to each region
in working out -its comprehensive plans allows fOr innovative land conservation
measures in areas zoned both urban and regional reserve. t.
Policy decisions concerning the land' have a profound effect upon the way of
life and the livelihood of every individual in the state. Open and More represen I tional political por?esses do not eliminate conflict, but they do provide the
an for accommodating the diverse population in our highly pluralistic so.
ety. Without they processes, Political disaffection and social allendtron grow.
With them, a 'workable if not always harmonious forum is created.
*STRUCTURES

Typical Pfoblems
HOUSING

California is short of standard housing: We need 500,000 new units today,
as well as several htudred thdusand rehabilitated units. In 1969, 161,000 con'

:2 9 0

'.

.
-

.

.

..
.

.
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,

ventional units and 28,000 mobile-hotne units Were. built in the.' state. Agallalge
4
conventional housing is too expensive for most buyers.

-

Median income in the seven Southern California counties and tri nine Bay'
Area counties (whipit together account for over 80 percent of Californin'k pop. ulation)4 would indilate a need for an aveiage house pricero1.,akont ,.$19,000'.

;

,The average price of a kruse In these counties is closer to *27,000. =

..;

.
.

More 'homes are being built for the $35,000- and -up market- triarn for -the....

under-$20,000 market.

.

..

.

i_

The poor, _concentrated in central cities and rural areas, have little chance
to attain better housing.
,
../
.,
Urban renewal displaces more people than it accommodates, most of them
.

I

poor.

..

.

*

Programs for housing. farm workers require employer or local participation,
which is not ordinarily available. Most farm orkers live 1Winadequate honk,
ing.
.
I
.
Two and one half, million new units ire rpeded in the 1970s toAgifill the
projected demand., At present' construction
rates, new housing units will ac -.
.
tuidly be 725,900 below the need.

#.

"

.

/

is
.

C

I.
--

TRANSPORTATION

. f4

.

The talk is all of transit ; consteue on Money still k goes to accommottate the
autbmobileanimal cost : nearly $1 Million.

47

The _effects of total reliance on the automobilecongestion, preemption of,

land, pollution, destruction of neighborhoods and landscape, urban spraW1,,'ex:,.
tremely,higliNpublic and private costsar well knoWn.

4.

Abou 25 percent of Califbrnians, I cluding,r*embers of 'families Without'

cars, the poor, the aged and t1;4-4,r too y ung to (hive, are .espedally disadvantaged by the emphasis on a single modes of transportation.

Inter-city passenger rail jraniportation has atroplted, and the airways are

crowded, thus adding to. the, growing. dependence on the freeway-only solutionto transportation domandt.
,
SOLID WASTE

Solid wastes produced in California every day average over 20 pounds per
person if one counts all wastesmunicipal, industrial and agricultural.
Disposal of municipal wastes is genertilly handled at the local level by. each"..
'municipality and county. Responsibility for industrial and agricultural wastes
continues: to be left to indtwidnal establishments. Government accepts responsibility only for municipal wastes.

There is no organized system of management for most agricultural

many industrial Wastes. The effects are polluted water, smells, ugliness, ecological disruptiOn, threats to health, rind, reckless waste of natural resources.
NOISE
.

,

Noise is getting worse all the timeby approximately one aecibel a year. It
causes loss of hearing and sleep, interferes IViih relaxation nad thought,, cre-

ates stress, and destroys the serenity of tile out-otdoores.
There are not. meaningful noise controls over the sources which bother people avat-.--trucks, motorcycles, planes, automobiles, and construction equipment.
CALIFORNIA ONESTRUCTURES

Housing
4

Typical Policies and Estimates of Results

The state takes lim itett action. Crtl-"Vet roans, which" aid three percent of the
population, continue. There are loarCfunds for low-income housing developers.

I
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"Urban renewal displaces more people than it accommodates,.moit of them poor."

Federal 'programs are retailed, revised, consolidated. there are continued
rent Nuppleituents in one form or another ; partnerships in urban renewal or
model, neighborhood Projects; programs to find nevi cOnstrUctimi techniques

and new materials ; reforms, of building code6e7-,'

.

All federal and state, 1'06.1 and private efforts 'result in failure to meet California's hotising need:4. By 1096, current trends have culminated in It housing

deficit of 2.7 ntilliota units in California.

- o

'

A ew construction techniques are encouraged

and applied to small areas and individu9i
buildings Other than to meeting large -scale

©

community housing problems.

)

7,

.

}Nen so, huge parks filled with mobile hometype dwellings cover the. fringes

of nktropolitan areas. They are' placed close together, row upon row. The
parks deteriorate along .with the dwelling units into new suburban slums to

(,omplement the growing, urban ones. Housing dimionstrations and rent strikes,
commonplace in the 1970s' give way to seriouk disorder as the liroblem. gets
worse.

.
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Trar;.apbrtation
qd.
.4
Xederal freeivay funding continues at a highlevel. New fundVAbee,orail.avail;;. 2
able for transit% special bus lanes, ands .&,hottlev buses. SUpport of automotive '
transport, however: prevails well tau thel9S0s, fuld highway inter' sts,suceti,.ed
in progioting an increase fn 4.tas ta.geS to. meet fref way construction liebeduleg.
..

..,

t

bile hnnie-type dwellings over 114e fiinges 70Pi
t
,
metrop.outan areas..
.s;: ..
,

a

...,..

.

,

..

.

;

Dovvniown shoppink,' rejuvenated briellyin the second generation.(if, Iffnlighto
creed" urban.reneVal prOjehts, begins to decline. The problCin of eomfortrible,
convenient access has never' 14.en solved,- because of eontinuing dependence on
auto travel lit the' city.
.

1
s

"I
Limited rapid-transit systems Are Built in w Angles dud Sacramento, and

, San Francisco expands the Bay Area Rapid,Transit 'System. North-south,pa's-

,

senger rail travel is improved by federal action,
By IMO there are 23 million, automobiles in California. Smog remains a bon-

difio of

s,

4

Solid waste

Regional dispbsal districts are created to handle muldeipal *astes. Disposal
ie often...by .land fill in distant locatintis. Industries and farmers may or may
not join, at their own option.

{S

t

k

f4.atte disposal procedpres 6,17 otherwise .i-e
..
'

cySolid

adds renames and irrupt the lend:cop

.

1.

...

Limited recytl1ng of, glass, paper and metals such as aluminum and iron becomes. an adjunct 0( the disposal process, Large-scale reuse by manufacturers
requires subsidies, which are slosi; in coming.
4.
4
NO comprehensive programs of solid-waste disposal are developed which cmbody the principles Of conserving resources and preserving the, environment. ...1\
,
Noise .1
Allowances are granted residents and Owners for soundproofing dwellings located under the approach 'cones of airports.
Limited-use zoning is enacted . by 'swab local go'vernthents in the noise at.
ilieted areas adjacent to new airports and freeviays.

.

%

.

CA Lirbirivp. TWO,----STRIICTURN

.

/

Typical Policies California Two Policies For Structures Are Grouped According
to the Four Driving Policies of the State. . i .
MOVING POLICY ONErDEVELO'r A,XRAMEWORK TOE SETTLEMENT
.

Bffect of land and populationpolicies

s

.

Mai r policies of California Two relating' to the land and people Provide
part t f the framework for the man-made structures of, .he state. The state
zoni plan, for example, indicates many places where- I wilding cannot take
d' the state popuplac 4 the California Standards for environmental amenit
lation policy establish firm guides for regional deivlopment.
C
.
.
Mate infrastructure planThe infrastructure is the movement network of people, goods, water, wastes,

energy, and information, It includes freeways, roads, power plants, tralismission lines,
dais, aqueducts, bridges, transit systems, seaports and airports,
.
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,

Residential renewal programs emphasize restoration radio' than destrusTion of older struttnies.
r

.
©

.

Thin plan ineaten siten and eorridinli for. these components in kcjpIng with
the provisions (If the California Plan. Winding ,tlai state zoning phfn.tottol the
des ireu of the various regimmoTims, majfir 1pfluences on urban grtiwit nuelfas

a

q
trawmpiation
falties and aquedt;ts, become toola*to effaq ntate develops'

tnent.goahz.

The qtate kilo) coin detailed detiign titandara fur the parts ef the.infrantructitre
are interntate or inter-regional in nature, such an trunk freeways

4A'

ur a new:North-South higienpeed ran" line. It sets fortivits renponnibility for
.the financing and eountruetbm of thme components. The design of the infras
trueture
whieh are intraregional in nature in left to the diceretion of
the regionn.
rdlifirwnia ttiandttids

Follow4eare examples of Amenity standards having to do with struitures:

r
I

O
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The state builds a North-South high-speed rail

line in keeping with the state infrastructure
plan.
Housing. The state assumes and declares its responsibility for assuring decent housink for all the people of the state. Regional plans and development
programs must reflect a thorough commitment to this'poliey.
Minimum apenity requirements for housing are developed to complement the
more conventional statewide construction afandards dealing with haste health
and safety.
Noise. This standard. is a commitment to keeping noise at lqFels not merely
tolerable but amenable.

The following are established as maximum outdoor sound levels:

Type of Environment Maximum Background
..
Noise
Day
Night c,
'Residential
60 dbA
50 dbA
Commercial
70.
.

Recreation
Wilderness
Relaxation.,
Sports

35

45 60

206

25
35
50

tr.

1489
-(The dbA unit is'an a decibel seale weighted to the frequencieS heard best
by the human ear.)
The state also establishes maximum leVels of noise for major noise sources

such an motorcycles (75 dbA). cars (70 dbA), trucks (75 dbA), planes (80
dbA), and' construction equipment (compressors, air hammers, pile drivers,
etc.), all measured at a distance of 5 feet.
typical regional plan insures region-wide adherence to the outdoor sound
stantlardsoby coutrollinit the diStance between noise sources and places of residence. recreaticit3, schools. ate. It establishes buffer areas, for example, adjacent to freeways and airports.

Open space. Every dwelling unit or group of dwelling units is required to
provide minimum amounts of open space or recreational area, in keeping with
California Standards Speeified in the previous section, "Tie Land."

"The infusion of open-space recreational areas into every community, under stage and regional
standardsr helps to Nike the thy a good place to be, instead of a (oaf place to get away from."

Aeeess. Maximum time periods are set for travel between any residence and
Mrtain essential Community farilitieh. For example, ten minutes to a neighborhood store or a local park, 25 minutes to a central business district, 1G minutes
to a neighborhood healthA
These standards Poste
development of multi-mode public transportation
spitems. They work toward equal accesS for all citizen:).
thquircmcnta for regional An

The regional plan lutist imitate a Structures section in keeping with state
policy for struetures. with detailed development plans for urban and regional
reserve lands. The regional budget is linked to these plans. Tice State Planning

Agency monitors the emerging development plots of each region.
Driving Policy Two- Tstablislt New Patterns of Consumption
This gram) of policies is designed to eliminate excessive consumption of natural resources. Reuse of existing facilities is encouraged by various means.
State.,building code requirements include measures which make it easier Air
iniestoth tb remodel old buildings without diminishing safety and amenity. For

example: buildings with a relatively short "post renovation': life span are re-%
ofired to meet accordingly lower, code requirements.
Owners of flagrantly, deficient units of housing are deprived of all state tax
advantages related to the property. The state also pushes the federal governpent to..institute a similar policy. State policy refuses to allow the savings
and loan institutions to declare as assets -mortgages held on such properties.
The region collects stable land taxes that reflect any "unearned ingfement."
These taxes are not reduced as Improvements deteriorate.
The regions are reqaired to give preference in their comprehensive plans to
areas designated by community councils for Upgrading.
Regional and community transportation plans must include studies of more
intensive use of existing* rightsof-way and structutes, and consideration of
ways to cut down on excessive urban travel.

297

a

"Regional anti einsnownity transpertetion plans rnitst indite/. itxdies of more intensive use of
'existing rightso'f-of

strnetnree."

Consumption kw,
Consumption taxes dealing with tlj man-made environment include:

Packaging tax, There is a tax oli containers and packaging materialsans,

bottles, plastics, cardboard and paper. Receipts from such a tax help to promote
streamlined, 'efficient regional-solid-waste disposal systenssibTo encourage re-eycling, the government establishes price supports so that salvaged wastes arc

sold back td industry at competitive prices. At the same time, the state sponsors research into' new, efficient, economical recycling processes.
Automobile tax. There is a special tax on automobiles sufficient to pay the
costs of their eventual recycling.
Redwood tax.- This would be typical of taxes on building materials which
represent limited resources.

Tax on the "unearned Increment." The state imposes a yearly tax on land
that recovers the increase in the value of that land resulting from public aytion or from, competition, for use of the land. This forestalls land speculation
and restiltailt premature development adjacent to proposed public facilities,
such as freeways or transitways, and encourages the repair or replaepment of
deteriorating buildings.
Driving Policy Thrcc---Guaranico Economic Sufficiency
A. central feature of the California Two model is a system of planning, budg-

eting and finanting which translates an extremely brow rage of popular

goals into accomplishment. A key part of this system is the concept of financing for the total regional development program. This process is summarized
In order to help realize regional plans, th( state authorizes regional governments to ,charter regional development authorities capable of carrying out

large-scale, integrated regional projects from planning to land acquisition
through construction and 'leasing.
Traditionally, large public works have been financed through singlepurpost,
federal grants. (interstate highways, urban recievlopment), siongle-purpose bond'

)7
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issues (schools, rapid transit, water 'systems), or single-purpose loans (dams),.
Some public works, such as strategically placed bridges, are very profitable,
while others, like public housing, operate at a loss. In California Two the coneept of comprehensive financing is used to underwrite all aspects- of regional
development. Aeverme-producing investments ay included with non-revenueproducing itrveittments in one economic packages in a balance which is attactive in'the motley market.
A Win source of financing for the regions in California Two is a Federal
Conservation and Development Bank which can make long-term, low interest
loans of enormous size to back the total regional development programand
the bank can expect to be paid back as the total regional investment begins to
pay off.

California, us the most populous state, has tremendous infitience on federal
policy. It L. primarily in response to the demands of the California Two ,model

that the federal government creates the Federal Conservation and ,Develop
ment Bank, endows it plentifully, and requires that its loans and other federal
forms of Itssistance be made contingent upon the creation of comprehensive regional plans by regional governments prepared to back them up.

aor

r-

JAIED GLASS "
"A tax on containers and packaging materials
helps to promote streamlined, efficient regional
solid waste disposal systems, and to encourage
the recycling of resources."
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Participation
Driving Policy FourGuarantee Po li
The public in California Twq hasdir c control over development policy at
virtually eiscry level. Its direct access to the tate planning agency through the
governor pro Wes f he means for sharing state development policy as outlined in
the Structures section of the California Plan.
The regional legislature, because it is elected partly by district and partly
according to a proportional system, is broadly representative of geographical
areas within the region and viewpoints within the region. Therefore, the public
has a dew strong volts., to represent it an the state develops major policies af. idling the region, such as those of the state ITifrastructure plan The public
was not always so well protectedYFor example, in the old days, when the state
highway commission decided upon major freeway locations, there- was no authoritative regional voice. local interests were fragmented and without sufficient power to stand up to the date, and the most brutal excesses of the state
freeway system resulted.
In addition, the community councils and other locafgovernmento,have respon-.

sibility under the designated structure of California Two foy determining
specifics of the regional plan the location, design and chtfiacter- of local
'health facilities, for example. At the same time, they are a conduit for bring-,
trig public opinion to bear on all aspects of regional planning. Thus, in California Two, the public. has stronger and more direct control over the shape and
character of its cities thuz.it has ever had before.

J

Regional plans for extensic5 revival of old neighborhoods are carried out with the aid of huge
federal loans tothe region.
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TygiCa/ Problems,/
UNEMPLOilSYEN

Thy rate of unemployuient in California exceeds the national unemployment
Automation- in 'agrieulture and mannfacturing and the growing ,,use a

computer technology are%primary causes.

ya

4

In 1970, for exalnple, California's average unemployment rate' was six percent whIch,,translated into lumbers, -meant ttat an average of 520,000 Califormans were, seeking work at any given time..
The your k and the ethnic minorities are hardeSt hit _Unemployment among
black nialeg aged 18 to 25 is two to fourimes higher than the average.
The aerospace Industry; one of California's largest, is highly 'vpinerable. Be,cause . of g&errunent cutbacks,. tens of thousands of highly skilled engineers
and- technicians compete in market for jobs that,ho longer exist ror many,
gthe prospects of reemployment without retraining are slim.
Retraining: programs at,,i111 leyels are very limited and largely ineffective.
Ahisis partially becaae of limited funds, but arab because of the scarcity of \_
competition for them.
new Jobs and the'existence of already well
EDUCATIONAL FAILURE°

6

Signs of educational failure include the problems of maintaining classroom
disciaine in primary and drcondary schools; an increasing high-school dropout
rate; and increasing functional illiteracy among California high school graduates. The universities continue to prepare for prestige professions no longer iii
dem'and.

Hikhly controversial issues such -'as bussing, compensatory. teaching; vocaary and secondtional training, anti -community control continue to. plaque p

ary education.- All of- these issues are related to the pr lem of inequity.
Wealthy districtp have a larger tax base than poor dis ts, and 'therefore.
-

more money to spend per pupil..
,
seconda, community college and special schools is
Vocational. education
designed-to provide Marketable skills for young peOpIe and retrainees, but fails

q

beeause it does not' reach many' Alio -might benefit; it licks,qualilled teachers
and...connselors ;. it fails to train for complex. technical jobs) rand jobs are lack

ing.

A major unresolved Problem is that youth increasingly sees the college and
university; system as little .more than a training ground for an economic system which fouls the environment and sustains a much detested, unending
Asian War, This I's unacceptable to them.

CIVIL DISORDER

.1

0,

The national crisis of conscience on the issues of Vietnam, racial injustice,
and economic and Social powerlessness underlies the problems of unrest and vi-

olence on the campus and in the communities that surround them. There is a
seemingly unbridgeable gap between the rhetoric of politics and the reality of
war and urban life.
The problems ; of unemployment, illness, educational failure, housing and
transportation help to cause ghetto unrest. As racial concentration increases,
tlivse problems become more intractable,

CRIME

Ciime bas increased explosively in California as well as the rest of the flatten, injecent years. Between 1960' and 1969, the burglary rate increased Tr
percent" forcible rape, 96 percent; and murder, 53 percent. The "law and
,
order" issue remains sound political currency.
It is geneially held that there is S. relationship Iletwden deprivation and
.

crime. The nature of the relationship, however, is vague, and traditionally

held values impair our ability to make it clearer.
Our correctional system is a nightmarish breeding place for 'reinforcement of
criminal patterns, racial hatred, and political discontent. The virulence of the
probldm is visible in the form of increasingly frequent Prison ricatip and a 50-, percent recidivism rate.
W.1-1.33 0 - 72 - pt. 3B - U.*
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HEALiII
^
1,
The primary health problem is inadequate distTibudolVand
ery of medical care Among examples of inadequacy sire failute to- eradicate o even ,control some communicable diseases which can be pre-vented pr eas
urqd ;
Aepntinuanee, despite libqralized and "model" laws, di ftn. estimated 60,000 Medi abortiOns. annually ; 'incidence of dental disease in epidemic proportions
(three million Californians have lost all their teeth) ; and, despite' programs
designed for them, the high number among the really popr who remain inadequately cared for. ,.
,3' The second problem-01s the enormous cost of lidalth care, From 1960 to 1970,
the cost of living rose 20 percent, .the eostr,of hospital care rose 122 percent.
and physicians' fees rose°45 percent.
.
.
A third health problem is the lack of knowledge of causal relationships between environment and health.
,
MALNUTRITION

-

A

Hunger is an unconscionable problem in CaliforniA According to U.S. Senate:
investigations, there Are300,000 children and 100,
adults
in the state who '
.

are underfed each q*.

-

.

There are ,two basic federal' programs designed to combat hunger, asidisfrom
general-purpose welfare: surplus commodity
pdity distribution, and food stamps ; ..
both are s.vailable at a county's option?'
.
.
The problem with the commodity program is that there are not enough distribution Centers. The problem with, the foad-stamp program is thp.t the stamps

must be purchased, and even the verylow.prices charged are enough to keep
mahy people who are in ddberatemeed out of the program.
istr

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

.0'

In, California, alcohol is by
commonest sedative drug. There are one
million Californians with A "drinking 'problem"' there are A09,000 alcohOlics.
The direct and indirect losses due to alcohol in California Mount to $1 billion.
a year.
.
Estimates of the number of heroin'addiets in the state ratike between 25 and
35 thousand. The trends are ominous. In 1969, the nuinber of adult arrests for
4
heroin offenses was 10,000up 18 percent-over the Previoue year.
,
Marijuana, of Course, is the most widely publiciZed and commonly used drugother than alcohol.. There are .strohg differences of opinion as to whether itspotential for abuse is less than, the same as, or, greater than alcohol. It remains illegal.

Unemploynzent..

.
CALIFORNIA ONEPEOPLE

Typical Policies and Estimates of Results s

. State unemployment compensation remains the bas'
ing unemployment problem, .although a national inco

to the continuoor4(or negative in-,
come tax) alleviates survival problem*for the poverty-stricke,n.
State and federal retraining programs are started in many occupations, but
because of the heavy job competition the programs have limited success:
The State establishes a computer job placement servile in an effort to coordinate job supply and demand. Private employment agencies remain as the
dominant factor ion placement, however.
Education

Pre-school activities are expanded with federal money in an effort to Campensate for the growing achievement gap between low-income groups and the.
rest society.,
Public pressure forces state assessment and collection of property tax fin* educational purposes in order to equalize opportunity.
Policies regarding higher education are the subject of continuing and intense
political controVersy. The -financial center of gravity moves from the university
system to the community colleaStudent alienation from the dominant society
remains a chronic source of disruption.
,
.
Civil disorder
The state adopts preventive detention silk a method of controllink disorder to
augment the basic policy of suppressing demonstrations with force. -

8J2
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Large-scale public disturbances continue to occur in cycles. The ghettos and
campuses continue to be centers of unrest; the prisons become highly politicized.and prison riots occur. frequently.
Crime
.

ti

Crime sgainst the person mild property continues to grow. The general rei
sponse is agitation for more police and "stronger" taws.
In general, treatment of etinlinal offenders continues to be predominantly
punitille rather than rehabilitative. Recidivism rates remain unchanged.,

Police departments 'are manned almost entirely by whites, whose attitudes
toward racial minorities (principally blacks and Chicanos). and nonconforhaing
yOuth reinforce the general untrusting and hostile attittides.of these-groups toward theepolice specifically, but also toward the dominant society'in general.
-

An increasing number of crimes involves the use of guns, which results in

more injuries ,to and killings of 'victims, pblice and criminals.
.
Private security services expanti. Closed- circuit. TV, alarm deviees, etc., are
used increasingly by small businessmen and householders to prevent burglaries.
1

"Th'i threat of crime has grown -.to the point
where nighttime foot-ttaffic in major cities has
almost ceased.".

I.

Health

State policies regarding, public health are directly Connected to a national

system of public health insurance (superseding Medi-Cal and Medicare). Public

health programs are relatively well planned, but the system only begins to

meet the state's health needs.
Health costs continue to rise unabated.
Medical and denthl programs remain predominantly corrective rather than

preventive.

3j3
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The poor receive mbSimal health rare, and individual d batty to pay remains
a determinant of the quality and frequency of medical/dental care. The need

",

for medically trained professionals, particularly doctorg is not met.
IV 4
Malnutrition
..
.,','
Federal food-stamp and commodity programs continue, but many, particularly rural families and single agricultural workers, remain inadequately. nour-

...

'4

.

islied. In spite of vario`, slate and federal programs and volunteer efforts,
malnutrition remains a part of California life.
Nareatfes/Aleohol

II

1

Alcoholism programs alreadx. under wa are-continued and expanded. Local
health agencies administer halfway' houSe4 for alcoholics returning from jail,
but many alcoholics still remain in the revolving door of jail/street.
The state expands its program of herion rehabilitation within
ospitals. Some programs are established locally to treat users of other da gerotts.
.
drugs-I-LSD; "speed," etc.but there& no statewide program.'
Marijuana remains illegal despite IN increasingly widespread ufe.

' ''',

.

i

"ktdical positions on both the right and left be-

come. more popular is economic insecurity
grows."

CALIFORNIA TWO-PEOPLE

Typical Policies

.

DRIVING' POLICY ONE---DEVELOP A FRAMEWORK FOR SETTLEMENT

Basic state responsibility :

The state maintains and declares that 6very citizen shall have the opportunity for good health, safety, and a wide range of occupational choice within
his community. The *abate will not approve regional plans unless they reflect a

thorough commitment to this policy. Health factors are conring in the loca-

tion and design of new settlements and the reconstruction of d ones.
Federal action
The state's considerable influence is brought to bear upon the 'federal goyern:

anent, which guarantees funds for. the provision of national'health hare and
health-care facilities,

3J4
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.

Requirements for,regional plan
State requirements for regional plans and regional development programs include provision for

Regional and communitY health care facilities. Within a framework of federal, state and regional policy, many plans are developed at the community

.

'

council level. Programs must place strong emphasis on preventive medicine and
dentistry.
.
Educational and cultural facilities, designed around the principles that education is an ongoing process, and that schools are centers of, community cultural affrdrs far ail age's. State funding is linked to the range of- programs of- ,
fered by each region.
,.
.
.
Employment center which function as clearing- 'Muses, for employment
piformation. The centers are linked. by computer to a Statewide network, establisped under the state infraltructure plan (see previous section).
Established public facilities and services, such as government offices, courts,
jails; flre and police protection and garbage collection, adequately accessible to
all residences,
,
Combinging 'of the foregoing facilities inicOmmunity centers Inust be eonsid-ered in, regional plans. In addition to the economies they may ffer, community.
centers can have the effect of coordinating separate prOgra a For example,
the physical, even operational, integration of employment
rmation centers
with educational-cultural facilities could generate training and r tra ing programs,. or the teaching of fine craftsmanship, appropriate to,,th ee SE of the

.

,

r.

community.)
,
The development of New ,correctional facilities, .wgitil are deid
bilitation ratlyerithan punishment of criminal offendeIs.

ed for reha-

Industrail locations within the region, in keeping with thF California standards for accessibility (see previous section). `
.

coma

me FORUMS

Community councils participate in the location
and design of community facilities such as local
parks . . .

TT
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DRIVING POLICY TWOESTABLISII NEW PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION

y

Curricula

The state establishes minimum standards for curricula on the environment
in the primary and secondary systems, with strong emphasis oh comprehensive
resource mandgement and its relationship to the state's resource 'conservation
goals. Course curricula in the teaching .of general ecology are laid out to in+
elude/110th theory aryl practical experience. Practical instruction includes, for
example, school organic gardening projects.
DRIVING POLICY TIIREF--GUARANTEE ECONOMIC SUFFICIENCY

The state guarantees full occupational (vocational* a d avocational) opportunity. Mlle educational system furnishes the citizenry ith the motivation and
the skillt necessary to take advantage of the opportuniti s available.
Jobs: building and-Kcpuildirig

Massive state and regional building programs create many jobs. State projects include' The North-South transit line, and other imajor elements of the
state infrastructure plan. Large regional improvement programs are under-

taken by regional development authorities chartered by .the,,regions.
Income floor

)

State policy calls for and' helps to obtain a federal p ogram providing not a
bare survival income, but sufficient .metas for each fam ly or individual to live
modestly
healthful surroundings. The income floor I, established, for exam-

ple, at $4,000 a year (in 1971-Values) for a ,family Of four. It is tied to a

work-incentive provision by which, -up to a certain level, those gainfully emPloed who earn more than the income floor can.keep a portion of it.
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or community centers.
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DRIVING POLICY LOUR- i.GUARA,NTEE POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

In other seetions we have emphasized the responsiveness to citizen control of

regional and state institutions established under the California Two model.:
The, community councils (p. 9) are an equally important mechanism in guar1

34)6.
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.
,

anteeing politleal opportunity to all _citizens. The concerns and responsibilities
of the councils, within the guidelines of the regional plans, include: ,

The location and design of connnunity facilities such as health centers,

schools, employment information centers:

. .

Participation in,the design and location of sub-units of the regiOnal or state
transportation networks ;
Location and character of local parks and open spaces ;
-The design and location of housing and other dev1;lopnrents ; atC1 the provisionof services related to ail of these facilities.
,k
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One community works to build a "recreati

palace."

CALIFORNIA ONE AND TWOCOMPARI ONE
a
VIEWS OF THE IATTUREC ALIFPRN/A ONE

9

'You probably live in the slurbs. Run-down core areas have expanded. Crime,
drug problems, discontent, a near-paralysis of public services are typical of ,the
established cities.

The cities have spread cut, joined together North and south, taking over

thousands of square miles of goody and since 1970.
A
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*
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`The cities have spread out, joined together
North and South, and taken ovethonsands of
,.square miles of good land since 2970,"
The poUlation is heading toward 40 million.

;

Rural sittuk some of flteni remnants of."reereational subdivision0 of years

before, are spread ae tp. ss rodtbins, mountaies anti the coast.

-

There are net mould' Jobs. There a inadequate ineome supports, although
there are endless programs to deal with income.problerus in addition to an inmule floor : Job training ; urban renewal for city bloeks, whereas it is. needed
for whole regions ; aid to dependent children r'rent supplements; food supple1/4

ments; unemployment payments. 'P.,00 red tape is thick.

1 he eduptional system seems largely irrelevant to the needs pf society, una,ble to prepare people Tor vocation and avocation in a rapidly changing aeonoiny..Klds go to sehool but it doesn't help them find where they will fit in.

The antoujobile has avicions stranglelul.on the state, Downiown centers

have grown, inacet.sslble art they linve grown tali. They depend heavily on ae.
eess by automobile, but there is paralyzing local 'iltreet congestion and parking
is expenAive and inadequate. Existing freeways- have been widened or added

to, up to quadruple decking; new transit litres which parallel a ei!rlain few

heavily' congested freeway corriders laVe been built In the an Francisco, Los
Angeles and other regions, But erowding anti traffic congestion In the downtown areas and elsewhere f et worse.

aP

,

abp.

"Downtown centers ha ye grown Inaccessible
as they have grown tall."
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"Existing freeway: hare been widened or

dtttl to, to to ryttAtropli decking."

3
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To feed, placate, piek 'up -after, and accommodat&-the q.utomobile, gain pro-

tection from it, minister to or bury those hit by it, and pay ofor its other ravages requires a third of all expeditures, public and private, in the state of
California.

There is a serious lack of 'recreatiolial open space in and around residential
areas.
4rioltural lands dre lost to xrbosizotiox.

1.

Smog, 'sonic water pollution, loss of valuable lands of all kinds to urbanization or over-use are a continual burd n to the people of California One. ,.

efinsiderable progress ,liar been mule in health care, prison reform and
treatment of the mentally ill.
r
The search for space has forced in tiding on'tO marginal, sometimes danger :
OM land.

.

.

The threat of crime has grown to the point where nighttime. foot traffic in
major pities has tilinost ceased. Protective fortifications of various kinds surrouk
many areas.
d
t .se of hard drugs hafyl&reased, along with the crime that inevitably ac,compaties it.
.

.
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Proteclive loriificationi of varioms kin's
rbund many areas."
.

.

Prison populations have grown and prison disorders have become more viru-

lent.

.

.

The failure of the American political-economic system to solve problems, of
social and political inemilty, or to meet environmental problems and other nagging injustices, causes sporadic demoustrations and spontaneomi protest riots.
The public accepts harsh, repressive pYilice measures. New forms of reprisal on
the part. of dissenters, in the form of bombings, disruption of iniblic_services
(such as water supply and electric power) have emerged as weapons of protest.

California One is a tortured place. Sets of choices about the future haveto

be made. But California Two is no longer an alternative.

VIEWS OF TIIE VIITURECALIFORNIA, TWO

Your own community may have been part of an enormous and growing expans4 of greying, rundown central city homes in an area of high crime rates
typical of the cities of the early 1970s. Now it has been largely redeemed in a
_regional renewal program carried out over mote than two decades, step by logical step. Many homes and apartments have been restored; Others have been
replaced; some have been knocked down to create neignborhood parks; some
streets have been closed off and turned into playgrounds or gardens, a by product of new public transportation in the area. New Clusters of offices and stores,
churches, meeting places, have sprung up around the,transit stops. Your sur
roupdings are far more pleasant and safer than most communities were in
the past.

The old, established cities are sprawled out, but not much) more than they

were in 1970. They come to a dead stop right at their boundaries, at the edge
of the urban zone. and beyond that there is farm land or the-hills.
The shape of a community depends a good dee on what people want. They
fight itmong themselves for what they Want in fhe way of density, for example. The community. council makes a. decision. The decision has to conform to
the regional plan. Then practical problems come in, like the financing available,

from the Federal Conservation and Development Bank or the preferences of
the regional development authority. The result is a real diversity of sizes and
ShOPPS within and among the communities of the big cities.

One thing is certain, though. All housing has to be within Unfits set by the
California Plan. The limits deal with such natters as the availability of housing to all income groups; accessibility to work, shopping, recreation and health
care; amounts of private.and public open space provided; and quality of eonstruction.

A
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URBAN ZONE

"The old, established cities are s rau'led out,
but not much more than they w
They come to a dead stop right at their boundaries, at the edge of the urban zone, and beyond that thi?re is farm land or the bills." '

The population has h.veled Off at :MOM 30 Million. an increase of ten million
since 1970. Now towns hay(' absorbed some of these people.
1,1

A typical new 0?mmunity is !milt by a regional development authorfly elart(Ted by the regbaml government to help carry out its development program.
The regional authority operates by the ilex of the state and regional plans.
For example. no Ionising is planned in ?mes subject to disastrous earthquakes.
fires. 11ondS. State agricultural and conservation zones are protected. Aided by
loans from the Federal Conservation and DeVelopment Bank, the authority
plans the new communities. buys the landz -condemns It If necessary and it
may actually fabricate elmstruction components, build, landscape. and lease. Or
It cap lease land to (libel' entities for housing. and commercial parpose0Profits go into /I revolving fund for development. 'nub development authority builds
parkas and schools, and transportation faeititim to connect witie regiofial grid.
The possibilities for variety in design are limitless.
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A new town leaves the valley free for agriculture.

Regional renewal programs is established cities are carried out by large development authorities in much the sameway.
.

Because of the pattern of concentrated urban developnient in California
Two: government does not have to extend municipal services such as water
supply and waste-disposal facilities into every Corner of the far countryside.
State conservation and agricultural Ones are not open to urban development.
Many regional reserve lands are left
or in low-density housing, by choice
of the regions.

You have far greater choice of where you will live than in previous years:
This Is because of expanded occupational opportunities, a guaranteed income
floor, and greater access to jobs, recreation, and commerce. There has been a
general dispersion of racial ethnic and counterculture groups into both suburban enclaves, and integrated communities.

The distinction between vocation and avocation is blurred. People have a
pretty good chance to do what they want to do, be It research, sales, carpentry, medicine, music, fortune-building. They are not locked necessarily into
dead-end employment, nor do they have to face the spectre, of prolonged unemployment of dependency on relief. They have the Income, floor.

Tlwre is no longer a need to fight or train for jobs which are not available.
At the same time there are a great many Jolly offered, year after year, as each
additional increment to the major regional development' programs IS built. The
Income floor is not nmnIfleent, and most people want to work and do work.
The statewide employment information network brings early warning to the
local schools and training institutions of what skills will be needed.
At the same time the schools are centers of year-round study and they Inspire all kinds of avocational and recreational activity. Activities formerly considered "hobbles" such as fine craftsmanship or organic gardening have become
full-time pursuits.
Under the regional development program, schools at all levels become centers
of community life. Their libraries, classes, electronic equipment, their spirit of
awakening, serve not only students but all the people of the area.
There Is a complete system of health care. Eveiyone is covered by the national health program. The option of choosing a private doctor is open, but
there is a publicly provided health clinic for every community, and a regional
system of Jampltals and eare programs for the mentally' ill. The community
councils determine the character of each local clinic which is combined with a

child day-care center. In another area where many retired people live, the
council may? want Its health care center largely as a base for the provision of
home care. The cost to society of providing adequate health care remains high.

)
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Public. transportation forms the skeleton Of entire 'urban regions. Regional
transportation systems aro based on a combination of rapid transit lines of
various kinds, minirail, eomputer-sontrolled jitneys, b.use, othk rOeder vehicles
and people- moving" conveyances in commercial centers-or neighborhood residential areas. Nonuolluting automobiles are kited eitensively, but it is noti.n&essary for individuals to,ownstheir mill there are attractive alternativek

MAJOR Aeir '
&RN

wiz

"The transportation syst411,em is used as a basis
for area-wide renewal."
Transit ewers entire cities and may include a concentrated grid covering

104) square milk; or,more in sprawling areas like Los Angeles, with high-speed
conneetors to outlying Communities. The regional transportation system is an

integral part of the regional ..,plan and is used as a basis for area wide re-

newal. It makes possible, fOr example, the conversion in large_ sections of Los
Angeles 14( orer half the established street grid, including freeways, to green.
ways of various kinds. The .plarming possibilities, right down to the residential
neighborhood level. are infinite and exciting When the- established street grid

can be regarded not simply as a favedover runway for cars- but as a public

resource of untold opportunity.

31.4

An element in.the multi -mode regional transportation system.
The transit stations become centers of .activity stores, offices, health facilities, some apartments, places of worship, recreatiorial areas, .plazas, theaters,
meeting places. The land surrounding the transit stations, is acquireeas a matter of course through the use of 'eminent domain by the regional development
authority, which has been chartered by the regional government to assist in
carrying out the regional development program. Income derived from these
areas helps to retire the multi-billion dollar loans for construction, obtained in
part by the region from the Federal Conservation and Development Bank/ In

addition, these funds help to create community facilities, such as schools,

Which are inert of the total regional plan.

"The rezierpuide, mill-mode spent of tedynkostidlote mikes it einneenretry for ball .:1114.4.4;to
OW. 'Wheel,' of their OW11. There dee der airs alierremiives."
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The tuIl-coverage aspect of the regional transportation system corresponds to
hr trend away fro the commuting patterns of the past when citizens jammed
the freeways to go from their holneS; in one place to high-rise urban centers
in another. Many ac ivities now revolve around local centers.

There is a nevi u tra-high-speed rail line linking the North and the South.

Along-it 1S-w-series s t -new communities designed tor take the pressure off, the
Oben clusters centeri g around old City cores.

Nt.

San
Diego

The North-South, high-speed rail line runs
through regional reserve lands bordering the
central valley, providing access to new coin...infinity sites.

There is an adequate supply of recreational open space in California. The
maps -(p. 13) show the extent of the conservation and agricultural zones. The
state conservation zone Includes most of the lands which are of major scenic
and recreational importance, such as the entire coastline and important mounthin and desert regions.

1511.

A high-density new town, with open country
no farther away than a two-minute walk for
anplesident.

.

The infusion of open-space recreational areas info every community, under
the state and regional standards, helps to make the city a good place to be, instead of a good place to get away from.
Some of the most important environmental concerns of past decades have diminished. Ilowever, dePletion of, energy "Sources _remains 'a concern. Air and
water quality now meet the high California standards for amenity, polluters
having been forced'by the state consumption policies into new ways of opera.
tion. Very few of the old, ecologically destructive inter-basin water diversion
proposals have been carried out since the early 1070s. The regions produce
much of their own water through recycling, desalinization and judicious tap-

ping of underground supplies.

Systematic collection and disposal of solid wastes is part of each regional
development plan and is financed, within the total regional developinent program. Waste facilities can handle completely, efficiently, and economically,
without pollution and withOut the depletion involved in extensive land fill, all
of the solid wastes of the region through*burning or other forms of reduction,
and the recycling of much of the waste into agricultural and industrial uses.
You do not have a great deal of money with which to buy an increasing assortment of labor saving machines for your home. You do have the basic appliances. Coots are high, partly because of the environmental constraints on man-

ufacturers. Taxes are high. You have access to amenities such as public
transportation and Parks/ which stands in lieu of purchasing power. The

state's high agricultural productivity resulting from protection of agricultural
lands keeps some food prices in line. You eat better and enjoy better housing
4than you could have years before on an equivalent salary..
There is crime, there are drugs, there is disorder, but regional progrims of
rehabilitation replace the primitive approach 'of the past. Prisons are similar
to schools in the sense of being places of encouragement' and Instruction.
Crime and other social disruptions are at. tolerable levels because many of the

conditions Which used to cause thempoverty, hunger, poor housing, and

blighted neighborhoodsno longer exist.
Many are discontented,with housing, income, restrictions on the use of private propertY. Prejudice, and inequities arising from it,. are still on the scene.
Nevertheless, the restructuring of the planning process gives eitizens a, chance

to work with the governmental bodiesgate, regional, or communitywhich
are actually responsible for solving important problems.

There are widespread complaints about government interference, bureaucratie red 'tape and waste of money. In actual fact, government exerts strong
controls mainly in the areas 'that are necessary for the protection of the natural environment. In other areas government helps to establish a framework
under which individuals and communities can decide pretty much for them-

selves how they want to operate.
The vision of California Two is that of a constructive and compassionate society working toward abetter chance for the good life for all.
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ECONOMIC COMPARTISONS
A complete economic analysis. of California One and California Two is1 not
possible within the scopec! this sketch plan. However, the folliming comparisons in three specific functional areasopen space, transpoxtation, amid health
give some indication of the relative costs of the two Californian. In prepareing these economic projections we have used the m mt. reliant dattiavailable,
but there are, of course, many unknowns. For exam e, the additional environmental and social disruptions which would probabl occur under California
One would bring substantial increases in the costs of a wide range of services,

but we' have not begun to estimate them. Nor do we estimate many of the

. economies which comprehensive planning would achieve under California Two.
Open apaoc
.

4

An approximation of the economic implications of the massive preservation.

of open lands outlined in the California Two` narrative may be gained by

.applying 'the. cost figures developed in the 'Ford Foundation financed study of
1909 ("Economic Impact of a Regional Open Space .Prograni,"..published by
People for Open Space), to the urban open space requirements projected in the
"Urban-Metropolitan Open Space Study" prepared by. Eckbo, Dean, Austin and
Williams for the State Office of Planning in 1965.

The latter proposes the full or partial fee acquisition in California ufillt

areas of 1,973,000 acres (control of an additional 7,425,000 acres in rural areas
is to be obtained through zoning"). The study projects acquisition goes in 1970
dollars at $4.14 billion, an average cost of *1,080,000 per square mile or $1,687
per acre. T6tal interest, assuming five percent, 30-yeav bonds, would be $3.03
billion, for-a total acquisitlim cost of $8.07 billion.
- The costs of operating and administering these open space areas over the.
next 30 years Would total $2,01 billion. The total cost for this open space pro'gram though to the beginning of the next century would thus be *10.08 billion.

The People for Open Space study team discovered that the conversion of
large areas to permanent open space would not result in any appreciable decrease in the yield of tax revenues within a major metropolitan region, the
Bay Region. "The gains in values of urban land and developable laud not in, eluded in the open space, plan would approximate the loss in values in the

.
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!mace lands." Thus, the acquisition of open apace areas effects an Intro.,.
regibaal balance or trade-off in land valuation, afill consequently of tax reve-

nues.

4A9

Let As noiv estimate the cost to tilt public of utilizing these same land areas
for development under California One. We will assume that 30 percent of the
area is undevelopable. The People, for Open, Space model includes in it$ valua4
tion of public costs for derlopmeht the construction and maintenance of utilities and tlu provision of government services."
The extension of gas, electricity, water, and telephone lines-would cost $5.00
billion, and the maintenanctrof these utilities Over a 30-year period would cost
an additional $2.41 billion. Assuming again that tbese costs could be covered..
by five percent 30-year bonds. interest charges walla add another $7.12 billion.
Thus,the total cost of bringing utilities to -these open space areas 'Mild'
ttsseed $14 billion. The additional cost of establihhing govcrionent services
within these newly developed areas would bring the total expenditure of public
funds for development under California One to $20 billion by the ertd of the,
century.

-

Sion;nary

California 1:
Extension of utilities
Utilities maintenance to the year 2000
Interest on ;utilities investment
Government services.

$6. 06
2..41
7.'12
5. 41

Total
California 2:
Land acquisition
Interest on acquisition investment
Administration and maintenance to the year 2000

20.00

r

Total _
4.

Transportation.

11,

..

4. 14
3, 93
2. 01
10. 08

.

We have Alosqn the Los Angeles area for an illustration of the costa modated with "our current automobile/freeway-dominated transportation system
augmented by some rapid transit, as compared with the costs of implefnenting
in the same area a multi-mode transportation network.
According to the Los Angeles Regional Transportation. Study of 1967, there
will be 7.3 million autompbiles in the five Los Angeles area counties by 1080
for a population of 14.4 million people. These automoblifs will produce a volume of traffic amounting to 80.4 billion vehicle pales per year by 1080.
.
Under California On the master plan Of the Southern California Rapid

Transit District calls, or the installation of an 89-mile, double-track rapid
transit system (augmented by 850, additional buses and 300 miles of new bus
lines to feed the system l along the five existing major traffic corridors.

SCRTI) estimates the iota' eofit, of installing this system at $2.5 billion. Even
with the system in operation, the remaining volume of traffic in expected to reduke the construction of in additional 1,000 miles of new freeway, represents,,
o.,
big a further. capital investment of $8 billion.
Compared to this $10.5 billion capital investment under Califofhia One, let
us assume that under-California Two we undertake the development of a rational, integrated network for the entire region. No designs or costs fOr such a
total System are available but, as a preflguringsof the magnitude of investment

which such a system might require, we have, to begin with, estimated the
costs associated with the installation of a central trarthit grid similar to that
proposed by Henry Babotck and dismissed as visionary madness by an army.
of critics. F
For purposes of discussion, we will consider the installation of a rtfpid
transit grid covering 100 square miles of central Los Angeles, with high-speed
lines reaching out into the outlying areas. Such a system would put a singletrack, rapid transit loop within one-half mile of any point inside the grid. The
system would require 258 miles of track and 200 platforms within the grid,

plus an additional 120 miles of track to outlying areaS. Utilizing existing
rights-of-way, and considering the greatly reduced costs of installing single-'
track as opposed to double-track lines, we estimate that such a system, to-

321.
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gether with a feeder bus program twice the size of that proposed by.SCRTD,
could be installed for at total capital investment of $4:15 billion. Since the grid
eliminates the need for additional reeway construction in the central area, wecould under California Two expen up to an additional $6 billion, for the most
advanced, multi-mode transportation -components in the outlying regions of the
area without exceeding what we will be spending under California One.

Is/loW let us compare annual operating costs for each of these two different
systems. SCRTD projects the annual cost of operations and maintenance on
their double-track system 'at $50 million; the operation of the grid system is
estimated at $85 million per year. The maintenance of the expanded regional
roadway system under California One would cost $1:0 million annually. Recause the installation of the transit grid would substitUte fot1 much of the
service performed by freeways, we ean expect that roadway ,maintenance coats
for the region would not exceed their current level of $18 million.
x
The major- difference between the two systems appears when we consider the

annual casts to the public of continued reliance upon the automobile under
California One. To estimate these costs we will employ the factors developed
14, the Stanford Research Institute in their cost/benefit analyst/1 of the
1--

SCRTD system.

.

SCRTD predicts that its system at beat would reduce the total annual vol- \
ume of automobile traffic by ten percent. Consequently, the remaining volume
of traffic, estimated at 77.8 billion vehicle miles per year would yield annual
costs of $2.3 billion in automobile operating expenses. And, while SRI estimates that the installation of SCRTD wouldreduce the number of automobiles
in the region by 100,000, the remaining 7.2 million automobiles would cost
their owners a totnel^of $2,4 billion in license fees, depredation, and personal
property taxes. The-cost of supplying parking spaces for these automobiles
would cost an additional' $200 million per year, while the effects of massive
concentrations of smog xvould.eause another $30 million worth of agricultural
a damage,
, .
The program of capital investments outlined here for California Two is
founded upon the assumption that the California 'Two transportation network
would have a far more substantial impact than Cdiforitia One policies in redwing the predicted volume of automobile traffic' in 1060, particularly in Lon
Angeles County where nearly two-thirds-of all the automobiles and traffic predieted for 1080 will be concentrated.

On this basis, we expect that the grid system, together with the inulti-mode
network in the outlying areas of the region, would reduce total traffic in the
five- county region by as much as 30 percent, while automobile ownership would

be reduced by ten percent. This wpuld mit the total annual automobile operating costs within the regionto $1l ,billion and annual 'ownership costs to $2.2
billion. S..ssunting , that smog damage and parking 'costa' would be reduced by
one-tirifd, we can estimate the total annual operating costs 04 the transportation
network under California Two at $4.3 billion, compared with $5,1 billion under
California One.

.

.

These figures suggest that we lean dare to undertake the most spectacular
solutions. to our transportation problems and still spend less than we would if
we continue to rely upon the automobile, augmented by some transit, as the
basic mode of intra-regional transport.

\'.------

.,.

..

.

SUMMARY

Billions of dollars

Capital Invntments
California 1:
Installation otSCRTD system
1,000 miles of new freeway

2.5

L0
10.6

Total
California 2:

Installation of transit grid (with extensioth to outlying communities)
Additional niultimode development for the entire region,

54.5
.D

L. 6

Total

'2

,

.6

4
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ANNUAL. EXPENSES BY 0110
_

_

.

-

Millions of &Vara
California
1

Rapid Iran Nitration ......
Roadway *airdromes*,
Aribisoobila 'bourbon
Aolornobilo ownership coats
Parkiog
Smog 41141/0

California
2

50

SS

2,300
2,400

1,21100

11

Total

2, 00

.210
30

103

5,0111

4, 3111

20

A.

a

health services
.
Conservirtive projections of medical expenditures based on the methodology
developed by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare show
that national health expenditures will be approaching $280 billion by the year
2000, as compared with a total annual investment of ;00 billion today. This
. vast figure will be reached without any, extension of the current scope of medical care or change in the method of delivery of health services; in fact, nationaI health expenditures could be held to this total by the end of the century
only if the federal government imposes controls upon the rising costs of medical services. Even so, per-capita health expenditures will be nearly .three times
what they are today.

*

In California One, with a projected population of 84 million in the year°

2,000, medical expenditures would total $30 billion. The amount that the aver-

age citizen spends on his personal medical care would be held at ap,proximately the level that it is today by a national program of health %Mance
which would cover two-thirds of all medical expenses incurred by an individual. A national program of this scale would barely be able to pal for the annual costs of hospital care, physicians', fees, and the constriction of new facilities. The individual would still jtay, as be was able for all dental and other
professional service). all drugs, eye glasses and other appliances and nursing
hoipe care.
In .projecting the costs of a program of comprehensive health care, linked to
,/ a preventidn program as proposed under California Two, we will take the Kaiser Plan as an index of the Bost of a proghtm of basic medical services. The
current per-eapita costs of the Kaiser Plan are $204 per year; because the
range of services included under the Kaiser Plan include those services whose
prices are rising most rapidly; we can expect this per-capita amount to triple
by the end of the century. Because under California Two the costs of the
health prOgrain would be borne by the entire projected population of 30 million in California by the year 2000, we can estimate that the total cost of a
program of basic medical services emitter to the Kaiser Plan would be$18.4
billion.

But the program proposed under California .Two would expand the services
currently offered under the Kaiser Plan to a tall range of health needs. Therefore, we multi add to the total expenditure for a 'basic program the costs of
doctor's visits, the costs of dental care, the support of nursing hornet and the
expenditures for ental hygiene. Assuming that the coats of -all these services
continue to inc se at the rates projected by SEW, we must add $4,2 billion
to the cost of r basic program for these additional. services.
.
Although the health program in California Two would offer adequate ntedical care to everyone, it is to be expected that some people would prefer to
make additional expenditures for private care. Assuming that 20 percent of the
projected population of 30 million would seeprliate medical_atre, and multiplying by the per capita health exptenditure calculated for thA end of the century under California One, private health care would add another $5.4 billion
to the/total costs of the California Two program by the year 2000, bringing
the total for the California. Two program to 828 billion.
-

8 id3

,
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The disparity In total costs fOr health care under California One and Cali-,
fornia Two reflects the reduction in total projected population of California
Two resulting from states population policy rather" than significant differences
in per capita expenditures. California One, however, does not provide preventive protectioh or complete health care for all citizens. California Two, on,the
other and extends full medical care to all citizens, develops preventive programs to reduce the costs of epidemics, and assures a continuation of research
and development of new facilities without spending moro than we would spend
under California. One. And these projections of the total costs for health care
under California Two do not take into account the savings which would accrue
in CalifOrnia Two from ,the general upgrading of the health of our citizens,
resulting in part from improved nutrition, the absence of smog, the reduction
of stress and the health program itself.
z
AMENITIE COMPARED
"

We believe that a convincing case an be mate for the economic viability of
California Two. However, the comparative values of California One and Two
can be only partly expressed in terms of dollars.
Consider the following: before World War n a middle-income family that
wanted to live in the suburbs could afford a detached hoine with ample if not
generous front and back yards, and high ceilinged rooms, on a well planted

street. After the war, the suburban pattern was defined by Levittownnar-

rower yards, smaller rooms with lower ceilings, token' street planting and little
privacy, During the 1040% cluster housing came into vogue, offering to compensate for the, absence of private yards *lib common open spaces. Now these
amenities are not often available; the usual garden-apartment ,effers very little
vides a clue to
of either garde or apartment. And the mobile-home Court
the nture of wer- and middle-Income housing. Absolutely minimal prefabricated units ar packed to ether, and frequently a grove of TV antennaasubstitines for tree- The trend is obvious, not only in the homes we live in, but in
the -air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we t, the clothing we wear,.
the kinds of recreation we enjoy-, the way we move rom place to place, the .
0 health care we enjoy and the schools we send our chit n to.

California Two arrests and reverses* this trend, with a resultant amenity
value to individuals: California One does not,Jand the result is a lesser amenity value accruing to individuals. 11.1any of Noe values can be expressed in dollar amounts. In.addition, although there are no' measures for the full joy wc
find in living, there are, we are sure, ways of measuring by standardized Unit's
of Amenity Value ("F-haveS"), some of the amenity benefits accruing to individuals.-A IT-have index would be helpful to those who want to evaluate the
effects of alternative courses of action, and help us see that not only\can 'we
"afford" California Two in the sense of being able to pay for it, but that if we
want an amenable environment, we can't afford not to pursue it.

4

CALIFORNIA TWO-PlIARINO IN
..

. This section considers the question of how to get from here to there. Often
plann" and plans avoid this question on the grounds that it -is too "political."
But there is no um in preparing a plan for the future if it has no program to
put it into effect.
a- To activate the California One planning model there is little that needs to
be done. The California One model is based on a logical extension of present
trends; many of the policies of California. One are either.in effect or in the
,
*
planning stage.
California Two is another matter entirely, for it requires major changes in
'governmental structures, new levels and patterns Of public and private spending, large-scale action programs, some newsways of life, even new thinking.
Yet California .Two or any other reasonable set of choices about the future
elan be achieved surely, albeit some of it slowly. We litve approached the
achievement of California Two through eight basic -"activators,' which are
listed below.

-

a

,

.
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1517Adoption of the activators is simply e. prerequisite for achieving the goals of
California Two. No eae could imagine that all of- the programs of California
ti'vvo could be put info effect fully, all at once, but over a period, of time they
are probably well within California's capacity. The activators set up procedures for planning, programming, and budgeting, long-range as well as shortrange, by which the vital needs and desires of the public can be attained.
a.
Each California Two activator is of manageable size for political adoption.
The adoption of any one is in itself desirable and does not depend on the immediate adoption of the others.
The activators need not be put into effect in the order listed. In fact, they
can all he advanced at once, or any one or more at a time.
Nevertheless, together they are intended to coVitute essentials in a completed system operating effectively.
It must be noted that the full strength and nurpose-of the-activators cannot
be compromfactl Half-way measures enacted as substitures for an activator are
'Worse than no 'action at all, for they pre-empt the field. They will /undermine..
and defeat California Two in the name of "practicality."
The activators are:
.
I. TAKE EMEEGENCY ACTION
To protect valuable lands of the state in immediate, critical danger of unhilalthy change or destruction. This can be accomplished within. trio months,
*and should bilkin order to forestall last-minute land speculation. The procedure
involves, first, identification of the endangered. areas within three months by
the State Office of Planning and Research in the governor's office.; and, second,
enactment by the legislature of emergency open space zoning for the endangered lands, the zoning to remain in effect pending the adoption of a comprehensive state resource conservation and use policy and the institution of stiite
zoning and other procedures to carry it out. (The California Two model of the
application of such a% policy can be fowl in the land section of this sketch
plan.

2. ADOPT GOALS,

The legislature can identify and adopt bake goals for the state of California, after holding hearings on California's future before a joint committee of
both houses. State goals would form the basis for developing and coordinating
all state policies and programs. (This sketch plan identifies in t le California
Two narrative some basic goals and driving policies, which could be ,a good start-

ing point for the legislative discussion. The California Two

rrative also

shows, in the Land, Structures, and People sections, how all majo state policies
can be organized around the driving policies.)

3. SET UP STATE PLANNING AND BUDGETING IN ONE-STRONG AGENCY.

Such an agency would be iequired to produce a plan for the future orCaliMrniaa California Planwithin 18 months, and the plan would include corresponding long-term and yearly budgets. (A model state planning structure is

outlined in this sketch plan in the California Two narrative. The entire California
Two sketch is a model for a California Plan.)
=pl
4. ESTABLISH REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS

Strong regional governments are absolutely essential to the oplirations of
California Two. To give all Californians, residents of metropolitan-and outlying areas alike, representation at the regional level the legislature can estab-

lish major regional subdivisions of the state, set up the organization for a
multipurpose government for each. region, assign responsibilities to regional

government, and provide for the necessary funding. (The California Two narrative f this sketch plan contains a model for regional government in California, a d a method' of financing massive regional improvement programs.
5. ESTABLISH COMMUNITY COUNCILS

The legislature can require the establishment of community councils within
the framework of local government in order to give strong voice to neighbor-

hood needs and concerns.

:325
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6. USE MODERN rim, GATHERING TECHNIQUES

The legislature can assure financing necessary to 'develop a comprehensive
social /economic /resources model of the state of California as an essential tool
for legislative and executive decision making. Monitoring and fact-gathering
capabilities which would be provided by such a model are central to any responsible state planning oneration (such as the one sketched out in the California Two narrative. A model of the kind that would be required IS now in the
formative stages at the University of California,Davis.

I

7. DEMAND arxmara ACTION

'

..1

We can demand that the federal government make all federal grants and
loans to the state and local governments contingent on the existence not only
of strong state planning /budgeting operations, but comprehensive regional
plans and budgets backed up by regional government* able to carry them out.
Federal aid can thus become a partner in total regional improvement programs and the federal government and the general, public can at long last be

assured that tens of billions of dollars collected annually from taxpayers

across the nation do not continue to be used In ineffective, disconnected programs. (All federal programs in, the California Two model are contingent on
strong regional planning and administration. For example, a Federal Conservation and .Development Bank is ready to help finance massive, region -wide improvement programs.

In addition, Californians can openly and concertedly ask the federal government tu institute other programs and policies essential to the well -being of thq

states. (These include, in the California Two narrative, a national incpme

floor, national health care, and a variety of tax and "fiscal reforms.)
8. TIRE THE RISK

The California Two planning model is a first attempt to find a path to decent survival. It requires that we change some of our ways of living and
switch around some priorities on spending, It may_ require that we take certain risksthat to pay for a future of amenity, for example,.we share the risk
of reduced expenditures for war ; or that to protect the bright land of California we risk luconvenience by forswearing the use of certain machines or products or poisons. But we can afford to take these risks and, to win the future,

we wills

You are invited to become a member of California Tomorrow to assist us in
identifying the environmental problems of the bright land of California, and
finding ways of solving them. All members receive our quarterly journal; Cry
California.

Hon. ADLM STEVENSON Ma
U.S. &late, Watthington, D.C.

Xab Ouvxs, CAttr., January 17, 107f.

DEAR SENATOR RrEvEnsors : The attached Prospectus of Oakwood Associates

is, I beljeve, pertinent to your subcommittee investigation of unfair competition to fgrmers from corporate farms.
I would hope that your committee will come up with some recommendations
for legislation to eliminate this sort of tax loopholeone of many which are
allowing corporate forces to change the face of our whole society,
Respectfully,

MARJORIE S. NEWTON.
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How To INviir xN ItAxeN0 Da LAS 'INAS

emo the last two pages from the offering circular.
Sign and date at the bottom of the "Additional Limited Partners" page.
u "Subscription Agreement" in full (both aides). Please print. Leave
3.
' , at upper right corner, blank.
space market "sub. *
4. Sign on ever)* side under Item 11.
5. For married investors, both husband and wife should sign *both docum Hiss

. Make check payable to "Perban Agricultural Enterprises, Ltd., for Impound Account, Hank of Tokyo".
,
7. Mail signed documents and check to: Oakwood Associates, 13753
Way, Marina Del Hey, Calif. 90291, Attn.: William E. Lynch. A-
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1tANC/10 DE LAS !WAS

.

'LlitATED. PARTNERSHIP

-

$1,000,000
600 Unite at $30000 per Unit
.

xhie offering is made by Rancho de be Um Associates.' Ltd.. a limited partner
proctirefundi to acquire .41,17El:sore vineyard and tree fruit orchard.

Parhaa Aitti(M1tnral- Friterpriso. Ltd..is the General Partair Of Rancho dales Vvat

- THE SALE Asis I
HAS NOT BEEN

INTEUSTS COVERED
1311$
WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 1)0
'UNDER THE SECURITIES
OF 1939, AS AMENDED. ACCORDINGLt A DIATRIECYJON
OF THIS PROSPECTUS HAS SEEN STRICTLY LHATTED TO RONA FIDE RESIDENTS OF
TIlE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BUYING FOR THEIR OWN INVESTMENT ruitrosEs AND
NOT FOR RESALE., WHO MEET CERTAIN MINIMUM FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS Atkb
rr DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN Ofiltit TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OH AN OFFER TO
BUY -WM RESPECT To A RESIDENT OF ANY OTHER STATE.
I

Si S

Y'ARYNERSIMY

Si

St

MUM INVEIENT
A minimum investment of $3,000 or one Unit is required end. Units may be purchased in any
multiple of $3,000 above that amount A minimum of 190 Units must be sold by December 31. 1971.
or all itoceerls from the salrikf 'Units will be refunded.

PROCEEDS OF OFFERING
ifoiintun
Price to
PublJe

Totals Per Unit

Mart

.

..

1

$

3,000

190

570,000

"00

1,900,000

ra

Ltd.

pooninn
ceeeetni094,

tompartva),,

$

0

3,000
570,000

.

eE

0.

all organiza-'

en oblige,

114 date Or thrg Offaring

,
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.
THE OFFERING OF THE SECURITIES DESCRIBED IN THIS PROSPEgrUS HAS BEEN
AUTHORIZED BY PERMIT GRANTED BY THE COMMISSIONER. OF CORPORATIONS OF
THE "STATE OF CALIFORNIA: THE COMMISSIONER DOES NOT RECOMMEND OR
ENDORSE THE PURCHASE OF THESE SECURITIES, NOR HAS THE COMMISSIONER
PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN
piTHIS PROSPECTUS.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Formation of Partnership

Rsurcho de las Uvas Associates, Ltd., the "Partnership," is a Limited Partnership organized liy
its General Partner, Perhan Agricultural Enterprises, Ltd.v. California corporation. The Partnership has been, formed under the Uniform Limited Partnership Act of the State of California on
November 17, 1971 to acquire and farm a total of approximately.1,170 acres of tree fruit and vine.
yard properties located in Yuba and Kern Counties, California, and which are referred to in this
prospectus collectively as the "Property."
Offering

. The Partnership is offering a maximum of 800 Limited Partnership Units at a price of $3,000
per Unit The minimum, purchase required of a Limited Jrtner is one Unit or $3,000. Fractional
Units will not be sold. No payment will be required of a
ited Partner beyond the initial purchaseprice, If all Units are sold, the maximum gross proceeds from the sale of ,Units will be $1,800,000.

The Units are offered subject to prior sale. The. General Partner reserves the right to refuse or
limit subscriptions or to terminate the offering at any time.

The General Partner may sell- the herein Units through its own efforts or by seeking the aid of
other persons. Oakwood Associates has agreed with the General Partner to make its.salesnien avail-

able to the Partnership, as agents of the issuer, for the purpose of selling the units;_The General
Partner will not be separately compensated for its selling efforts, however, it will be the obligation
of the General Partner to pay all other persons, including the salesmen made available by Oakwood
Associates and the principals of Oakwood Associates, such compensation as may be agreed to
between them. The General Partner will be paying such compensation from the real estate brokerage commission and other commission paid to the General Partner by the seller, See "Remuneration
of General Partner" below. Under no circumstances will the partnership be obligated to pay any
compensation to any person for the sale of the Units.

RISK FACTORS

(1) Investors should realize that vineyards and trees take several years to reach maturity and
that there can be no assurance that the production therefrom will be commercially profitable. Adverse \
weather conditions can retard growth of the vines or the trees and in some cases, destroy them.
Crops can be damaged by excessive rainfall at certain times of the year, particularly when vines
or trees are' blooming, and hail, windstorm or high temperatures may also adversely affect grape
and fruit production. The vines and trees and crops may be damaged by insects, fungus or diseases.

At.

(2) The harvest of the crops may be adversely affected by economic and social changes, including the elimination of the 10% Federal surcharge on, imports and decreased consumption of Americanproduced table wines and fruits, increased importation of foreign-produced table wines and increased
preference for dessert wines as opposed to table wines. The price for grapes and fruits may fluctuate

widely from year to year and production in excess of market demand can depiess selling prices. It
is anticipated that the bearing acreage of vineyards and tree crops in California will increase in
the future.

(3) Wine grapes are generally sold to wineries, some of whom also grow grapes, and will thus
compete with the Partnership. Without a long-term grape contract, sales are generally negotiated
from year to year. The price that may be derived from any sale is dependent upon the prevailing
quantity and demand for the grOwer's crop. The price under .a long-term grape contract may also
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vary depending upon the existing market conditions for the respective year; however, a long-tenn
contract will establish a minimum price provided the crop meets certain predetermined quality
standards. The winery normally reserves the right to reject grapes which do not meet quality standards stated in the long-term grape contract. While the long-term grape contract presents a means
of ,stabilizing the price per fon o grapes, the tonnage produced depends upon many factors (weather,
, etc.) and thus even if there is a long-term grape contract, the
absence"or presence of disease
y from year to year. The Partnership has reserved the right
revenues realized may well vary
to either contract or not contract with

(4) Agricultural production in he areas in which the Partnership proposes to operate has been
adversely affected by labor unrest 4rng the past five years including labor strikes and a nationwide
tbl grapes. Although a series of collective bargaining agreements,
consumer boycott of California tab
which have been entered into by the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee and certain California growers,- including an affiliate of Yuba Orchards, are expected to reduce the unrest, no assurance can be given that labor shortages and other labor problems will not confront the Partnership,
The use of mechanized equipment in connection with wine grape farming may however, mitigate.
labor problems. At the present time farm wage rates for the State of California generally exceed
corresponding wage rates for most other states.

(5) Only a limited number of Units are being sold pursuant to this offering, and becauseal the
limid transferability of Units under the Partnership Agreement it is not expected that any public
market will develop for the Units. Accordingly, an investment in the Units cannot be expected to
be readily liquidated.

(8) The Partnership will compete with numerous farmers growing wine grapes and tree crops,
many of which have substantially greater financial resources than the Partnership. Grapes and tree
crops to be grown by the Partnership are sold in competition with a wide variety of other alcoholic
beverages and fruits. It is further anticipated that the. General Partner or Yuba Orchards may engage
in activities from time to time which may create conflicts of interest between them and the Partnership, or which may place them in direct competition with the Partnership. In September, 1971,
.affiliate of the General Partner formed a corporate General Partner of an unrelated Limited Partnership to engage in a business similar to that Of the Partnership.

(7) It is exp;cted that each holdei of a Unit will be entitled to tax deductions to the extent
of a substantial portion of his investment Prospective investors are urged to carefully consider the
material appearing under the caption "Fedend Tax Consequence? to determine-whether an investment in the Unit is suitable in the light of the investor's invesnendobjectives and financial circumstances. Each investor is advised to consult his own tax advisor for more detailed information with
respect to taxation of limited partnerships, the deductibility Of prepaid expenditures, and the various
other thx aspects of investing in/the Partnership. Invest:its should, of course, consider the oven4
effect which the unavailability .91 thelarge deductions due to advance payments in 1971 would haie
on their individual tax liabilities for 1971 and subsequent years as well as the overall effect of the
possibility of the disallowance of these deductions in 1971.

7

INDUSTRY AND THE PARTNERSIUP

Agricultural Products of the Partnership
The Partnership's business will

of the farming and sale of three agricultural -products:
(1) grapes used in the production of standard table wines, (2) table grapes, and (3) nectarines and

plums.
3

4
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Wins Crapes
preferences is strongly accelerating. In 1970 it
The popularity of wine in American consumption
in the United States. By 1900 it is foregallons
of
wine
were
consumed
is estimated that 250 million
will
be
400
million
gallons.*
casted that the U.S. consumption
adult, basis is twice that of the United States.
In California wine consumption ()Ilya per-capita, per 4.7 gallons a year per adult. By MO wine
Currently California wine consumption is approximately
year. As a result qt a projected 20%
consumption. is projected to exceed six gallons per adult per should approach 90 million gallons by
population increase in this state, California *wine consumption
1980, an increase of 00;"0 over current levels.'
by a copcurrent shift
demand has -been marked
table
seines has averaged
Consumer Preferencei; The upward shift in wine
annual rate of increase for
in preference to table wines from dessert wines. The
accelerated to 20% for the 1909.1970 period.
the
last
five
years
and
has
In excess of 13% per year over
for a shrinking segment of the industry during the
By contrast dessert wine consumption has accounted
comparable period.
will be devoted to the growing of varietal
Of the 1,170 acres of Partnership property, ack acres
grapes for production of table lanes.
making the wines' andderive at least 51%
Varietal wines are named for the primary grapes used in
the aroina and flavor of that grape.
bearing its name and must possess
of their volume from the grape
property are Barbera, Ruby CaberThe' varieties of wine grapes to be grown on the Partnership
Chenin Blanc and Emerald
and
French
Colurnhard,
wine production
net, and Zinfandel for red table
will be planted to
production. Approximately 550 acres of the property
planted to white table
Riesling for white table wine
of
the
property
will
be
red table wine varieties and approximately 130 acres
.
wine varieties.
'lean&
California wines are generally categorized as "premium" or
Standard and Premium Wines.
ard."
almost solely in a few Northern California
valleys of CaliPremium wines are made from grapes which grow
grow in the fertile interior the price of,a
coastal regions. Standard wines are made from grapes which $1.50
on the average, while

fornia. The price of a fifth of a gallon of premium wine is
fifth of a gallon of standard wine

13 $1.00 oh the average."

the most difficult wines to make,
While premium wines cost more than standard wines, they aretypically resistant to.moderp means
than standardmines. These wines are
requiring more care in ageing
realized in their production."
of production and the economies of scale are generally not
base
of the wine market and lend themselves
The grapes used in standard wines serve the bread
from
thb
economies of scald when produced and
production and are able to beneSt
to quick automated
grown in large quantities.*
designed for the production of
be grown 6y the Partnership are
The* varieties of wine graptls to
medium priced standard wines.
will involve the use of special vines
Production. The production of wine grapes by the Partnership
.
and automated procedures:
for the subject property, grape vines may
(a) Vines. Under the expected climatic.conditions old. The vines generally reach mature,
become three years
begin to produce crops after the vines
be expected to provide excellent proproduction after Rye years of age and with proper care may
duction for over forty years.

Bank of America, Outlook for the California Wine

Industry, October, 1970.

Fortune, Happy Days for California Wines, September,
4
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In the best interests of production, quality and vine life, the new, ipecial cologne vine
selections of the University of California, which have been beat- treated to insure a virus-free vine,
will be used in all of the Partnership vine plantings. While these special selections have shown an
increase in production of from 30% to 200% above standard vines available within the state, the
Partnership has not increased production estimates and it is not representing that there will be any
' increased production from these vines.
By using the heat-treated virus-free vines, even water distribution, irrigation, and overall good
cultural practices for vine growth and development, the General Partner cxpects the vineyards
planted to have good production of above average quality.

'

(b) Automation: The General Partner does not anticipate thatihe labor disputes and unionization, which have occurred in the table grape and other fruit Industries, will have'? material effect
upon the Paitnership's wine grape operations in view of the greater availability of mechanical
harvesting equipment to materially reduce the number of employees that may be required during
the harvesting season.

Table Grapes

The varieties of table grapes to be planted and grown on 'the property are Ribiers, Cardinals and
Exotics for red or black table grape production and Thompson Seedless grapes for white table grape'
production. Approximately 00 acres of the property will be planted to red and black table gra. vari
eties and approximately 345 acres of the property will be'planted to white table grape varieties. k der
the evected climatic conditions for the Kern prepertt, table grape vines will begin to produce
after the vines become three years old (the crap produced during the third and fourth year ill be .
sold to the winery, rather than used for table grapes). The dark tablet grape varieties reach maturity
after five years,pf age and with prdper care, may be expected to provide excellent production for in
,xccss of 20 years. The Thonipson Seedless vines will reach mature production after Eve years of age
and may be expected to provide excellent production for in excess of 40 years.

Trends. The total acreage in -California devoted to table grapes increased since 1900 said the
General, Partner expects the acreage to continue to increase in the future. The following chart shows the
bearing and non- bearing acreage in California based on the records of the "California Crop and Livestock Reporting Service."
1989

New_ Plantings

All table grapes
Raisins

Wine grapes

1065

1966

5,611
1,977
7,690

4,198
1,243
6,710

1067
1,405
900
4,287

1-0678

428
774
4,e80

1969
206
841

5,639

Besitrar
74,234
250,573
132,450

Bearing
1,633
3,110
14,941

Total
75,867
253,683
147,400

The production of table grapes varies from year to year due to weather, farming practices, water
conditions and many other factors. The following chart shows the total production in tons for the State
of California from 1963 to 1970.
Table grapes
%thins

a
1965
650,000
2,575,000

1066
650,060
2,575,000

Prices.

1067
435,000
1,635,000,

1968
470,000
2,135,000

1069
665,000
2,155,000

1970

.33t000
1,890,000

Prices r'eceived for table grapes vary according to supply and demand for the individual
product and for substitute products. To a significant extent, prices vary as to whether the fruits are
delivered early or late in the season. Fresh fruits delivered early in the season command higher prices
than fruits delivered later in the season.
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Tha harvesting of the table grapes grown on the Partnership propesky will take p lace'early in the
season due to the location of the property in the "early area" harvesting district. Early area districts

are generally in the southern grape counties and enjoy favorable local climatic conditions.

Labor. The groWing and harvesting of ta,ble grapes for the l'artnership will be carried out through
use of members of the United Farm Workers Union. Table grai(es are no longer the subject of present
union strife or boycotts.

Tree Fruit
Apfroximately 55 acres of the property are planted in tree fruit. The varieties grown on the
property are Early Sungrande and Independence nectarines and Santa Rosa and El Dorado plums. The
Kern properties are in the earliest tree fruit shipping district in the State of California and therefore
normally expect premium prices for their production. Nectarinesoand plums normally reach mature production at five years of age and provide good to excellent production for approximately. 20 years.

Trends. The total acreage in California devoted to tree fruit has increased since 1900, and the
General Partner expects the acreage to continue to increase in the future. The following chart shows
the bearing and non-bearing acreage basedron the records of the 'California Crop and Livestock Reporting Services."

tiny
All Plums
MI Nectarines

(

1965

wee

900.
373

594
610

1Dt17

wee

eV

1,482
1,527

885

.

1969
Non

Iwo

Bearing

1%ear1ng

'Total

M49

21,707
7,325

4,130
4,427

25,897
11,752

1,405

The production of tree fruit varies from year to year due to weather, farming practices, water
conditions and many other factors. The following chart shows the total production in tons for the
State of California to 1970.

Nectarines
Plums

Itl

1965

1966

Iota

1968

1969

1970

67,000'
113,000

68,000
96,000

55,000.
96,000

64,000
106,000

66,000
67,000

60,000
123,000

Prices. M in the case with the table grapes, the Partnership tree fruits are in the early district
and command premium prices.

Labor. The growing and harvesting of tree fruit will bt carried out through use of the same
union personnel as arc used for the growing and harvesting of table grapes by the Partnership.

t

DESCRIPTION OF PARTNERSHIPS' PROPERTY

Acreaga Breakdown.

sr

The 1,170 acre property which is being purchased by the Partnership is located in .Kern and
Yuba Counties, and presently, consists of both producing, non-producing and open ground. The
Partnerstioils, however, purchasing the property with a commitment from the seller to pay for all
capital expense involved in bringing into production the open ground and the nonproducing acreage.
In the case of nonproducing acreage, the ground has been planted, but the crops are not yet produeing; in die vase of open ground; the ground has not yet been planted. 'Nle open ground is scheduled for planting in 1972.

0

sO,
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The property has lieen divided into three ,separate and distinct parcels, as follows:
Parcel 1
Parcel 2
Parcel 3
Total

300 acres
470 acres
31.0 acres

1:170 acres
+11W

Beerldown of Parrots
The following is tht, breakdown by parcel of the producing, nonproducing and open ground:
PARCEL 1
Producing
Open Cround

Acres

PARCEL 2 .
Producing
Producing
NonProducing .
Producing
V
Producing
Open Ground
. Open Ground

115
245

Thompson Seedless Table Crapes .
To be planted to Wine Varietal Crapes

110

Thompson Seedless Table Crapes
Ribiers
Planted to Table Crapes, 1 year old
Nectarines
Plums

20
25
52
20
90
150

c

To be planted to Table Crapes
To be planted to Wine Varietal Crapes

.470

, PARCEL 3
Producing
Prodticing
Open Ground

55
105
180

Thompson Seedless Table Crapes
Wine Varietal Crapes
To be planted to Wine Varietal Crapes

340
L170

Total

.

Distribution of Crops

Presently, the- acreagrdistrihution of wino grapes, table grapes, tree fruits and nonproduchig
acreage is as follows:
,

4'

'1%

Wino grapes
Table grapes

'---.4)

Acres

105

335
75

Tree fruit
Non - producing

655
1,170

Total
By spring of 1973 the distribution of planted acreage will be:

Wine grapes

680

Table grapes ...
Tree fruit

415
55

.

1,170

7
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Laketon of Property

Yubo County. Th portion of the property in Yuba County is located four miles east of the
center of MarySville, California, on the north side of the Ihumnonton-Srnartville Road. It is two°
miles east of the town of Linda, which is a suburb of Marysville. Marysville is 50 Miles north of..
Sacramento and 120 miles northeast of San Francisco.

Kern County. The portion of the property in Kern CountyZlocated in the Arvin-Lamont district, southeast of Bakersfield, California, adjacent to the city of Lamont and near the city of Arvin.
Soil

The soils of the property- In Yaba County sfie alluvium laid down by the YulusItiver. They Vary
in texture from medium coarse sand to clay. The sand is found in strata at different depths, mostly
in the northwestern part of the Property. These sand strata, werevleft by streams or tilling flood water
and are limited in breadth and thielcness. In a few places they are on the surface, but usually they
are between layers of silt or clay. Occasionally, gravel ii intermixed, but very little of the surface
Is gravelly.

The -soils of the property in Kern County are uniformly sandy silts. They are free from alkali,
sand streaks and all have average to good infiltration rates and available moisture retention qualities,
They are-fertile, deep soils, wellsuited to deciduous trees andcgrapevines.
,

In the General Partner's opinion, the chemical analyses indicate the fertilization- program for
this portion of the property should include nitmgap, phosphorous, potassium and cakium. These
elements are deficient in much of the land in the Central Valley of California. The soils are all free
from alkali and detrlotental salts and are considered to be stettable for. growing trees and vines. The
property is relatively flatteirain with sufficient grade for adequate drainage.

Water Resources and Irrigation

The vines and trees will require a minimum water supply of 24" per year per acre for proper
growth and crop production. To the extent that rainfall is insufficient, the Partnership will be dependent
' upon water supplied from wells. -

For the Yuba property water Tor irrigation is supplied by 15 turbine pumps, installed in drilled
wells. The pumps which are in current use, have not been tested since 1967; It is estimated that
their total discharge at this time is approximately 14,000 gallons per minute, or more than 18 gallons per minute per acre for each acre of land within the boundaries of the property. This is more
than ample to supply the needs of the crops.

It is reported that water levels have not been receding, which indicates that the natural recharge
in the basin Is at least equal to the annual withdrawal.

All of the parcels in Kern County are irrigated from wells, with electric motor drive, vertical
turbine pumps. Well depths range from 000820 feet.

The Arvin-Edison Water Storage District will make supplemental water available beginning 1972.

Static water levels are estimated to be about 275 feet below ground surface,
Climate Conditions

471\ Data on relative
The climate in the Yuba property is warm in summer and cool in winter.
humidity and evapotation are not reported for Marysville, but the relative humidity is ceessidered
to be moderate to low4There is minimal danger of spring frosts which could damage grapes.
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Table wines ark vahsed for the special qualities produced by certain varieties of grapes. One
. A factor which is believed to
important quality is the aeid.sugax ratio of the grapes at harvest
this quality is the air temperature during the fruiting season
The climate in the area is also suitable for producing fresh summer rui,s.
Zoning,

The Kern property is zo2ed to agricultural uses exclusively. The Yuba prnperty, is zoned to general agricultural use. The u
which the Partneiship intends to put the property is consistent with

i

C"

its zoning.

THE GENERAL PARTNER Igo
Perham Agricultural Enterprises, Ltd.,

The General Partner, Perhan Agricultural Enterprise., Ltd., is a California corporation formed
on September 27, 1971, by its principals for the purpose of acting as General Partner In real estate
syndications, The General Partner will be capitalized at 3250,000 in cash.

The General Parnsees corporate offiiare located at 2015 Erundage Lane, Bakersfield, Califorma 93302.

Principals of GenaralPartrare
The following is a description of the principals of the General Partner and theiOackgroundsi

Clarence A. Damen, Mittman of the Board of Directors. Mr. Mullen is also\Chainnari of the
Board of) Directors of an affiliate, Perlum,olneorporated, a California corporation specializing in agricultural development programs. He formerly was employed by a major California bank for approximately 20 years and served as bran( manager in the Stn Joaquin Valley. Ile graduated from UCLA
where heAusjored in business administration. Mr. Hansen has syndicated vineyard and other crop
packages over the past few years. He is a California licensed Real Estate Broker and Perham, Twos.
porated is incensed Real Estate Brokerage firm.

OP

Larry E. Perry, President and pirector. Mr. Perry is also President of Perhan, Incorporated. He
has actively managed real estate investment Isropertievind has served as a real estate comultant rot
many years. Ile attended Bakersfield College and suct&fully completed many California Real Estate
Association specialized tax and investment education courses. Mr. Perry has syndicated vineyard
and other crop packages over the past few years. He IS a California licensed Real Estate Broker and
Perham, Incorporated is a licensed Real Eitate Brokerage firm,

r

Cary E. Cooper, Vice President, Director,' Secretirylreasurer. Mr. Cooper IS an attorney'

admitted to practice in the State of California, specializing in taxation and estate planning. He received

his LLB and LLM (in taxation) from New York University. He frequently lectures on "aspects-of
taxation and has authorized numerous articles dealing with his specialty.

"

.

it

Service',

General Dutiei. The General Paitner under the Uniform Limited Partnership Act of the State
of California and the provisions of the Limited Partnership Agreement has exclusive control and
responsibility over the .business of the Partnership, including the power to atsign duties, to sign all
contracts, and to assume direction of business operations. Such responsibilities include the establishmerit and maintenance of proper Partnership records and accounts and the deposit and disbursement
of the Partnership funds. In addition, the General Partner must oversee and supervise all those who
provide specialized services on behalf of the Partnership, such as cultural, farm management, harvest.
ing, marketing, sales. The General Partner will be responsible for preparing in each year up to 000
income tax information returns for the Limited Partners, overseeing all transfers of Limited Part. .
if
9
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nership interests, obtaining'consents to transferfrom the Corporal'
Commiss oncr, and preparing
related documentation. The General Partner also will have the
y of r ding Certificates of
Limited Partnership, amendments to:the Certificates, and filing Fictitious Busine s Name Statements.
Other Activities. The General Partner will apply itself to the business of the Partnership and
devote as much time as is reasonably necessary for the business of the Partnefship. However, the
General Mother shall not be bound to devote all of its business time to tlai affairs of the Partnership,
it being understood that it and its affiliates will engage in other activitiesiand in tither employment,
It is possible that certain anticipated activities of the General Partner- and its affiliates may create
conflicts of interest between its affiliates and the Partnership or that such activities may place the
General Partner or its affiliates in direct competition with the Partnership.

Organizational Costs and Commissions. The General Partner shall bear and be responsible for
the payment of all organizational costs of the Partnership, including legal, accounting, printing, promotional, escrow closing and recording, In addition, the General Partner shall pay for all sales con
missions to be paid to broker-dealers receiving a commission for the sale of the Units being offered
hereby.'
S

0

Remuneration
The General Partner will receive the following remuneration:

Real Estate Broker's Commission. TIM General Partner will be paid a real estate brokc's corn
mission by the sell?? of the property equal to 10% of the sum of the sales price of the property to
the Partnership, and all of the cash payments, except for the cash down payment, being paid by the
Partnership to the seller in connection with the purchase of the property.
Suborditufted Interest. As compensation for the services to be performed by the General Partner,
the General Partner will be entitled to a 10% subordinated interest in the Partnership, as follows:

' (a) Cash Available for Distribution. The General Partner will receive 10% of the net
-.

annual cash available for distribution received by the Limited Partn ship. This fee will be subfeet to the right of the Limited Partners to receive first from availa le cash for distribution a
cumulative return of 6% per annum on their invested capital. ("Cash a ilable for distribution"
does not includnproceeds from refinance or sale of Properties;)
.
(b) Profits on Resale. The General Partn& will also receive 10% of the net proceeds upon
sale of the 'Partnership assets and/or refinance, subject to the return to the investors of 100%
of their Invested capital plus any undistributed cumulative payments of 6% per annum on their
invested capital.

VINEYARD AND TREE FRUIT OPERATION
An operating vineyard and th\tice fruit groves generally require two different kinds of services;
known as "Cultural" and Far'm Ma gement" services which include marketing of the crops.
Cultural and Farm Minagement Contract
The General Partner has caused the Partnership to enter into a.Cufinral and Farm Management
Contract with Yuba ()reharels, Ines an affiliate of the seller, under which Yuba Orchards agrees to
perform the cultural and farm management services for the Partnership.
Cultural Services

The cultural services to be performed by Yuba Orchards include cultivating the vineyards and
groves, hand weeding, weed control, pruning, tieing,' vine training, irrigating, supplying water, fertilizing, taking insect and pest control protection measures, field supervision, sprating and girdling.
10
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Farm Miulagement Service* and Marketing

Yuba Orchards, Inc. will as part of its farm management services direct and contract for the
hire of tractor and mobile farm equipment and for the harvesting, packing, storage and selling of
the ern Yuba Orchards, Inc. may contract With affiliates to perkIrm these services. In addition to
regular far ing functions to be performell by Yuba Orchards, Inc., it will perform extraordinary
farming serve s needed to maintain the vineyards and groves, such as replacing dead and unhealthy
vines and pl, ts, fumigation, and expanding or improving existing water distribution systems.
Included In Yuba Orchard's services to be rendered will be the marketing of 'the vineyard And
tree fruit crops.

Yuba Orchards, Inc. through affiliated comaanies has various outlets for the production of wino.
grapes. Its affiliates marketed grapes during the 1970 crushing season to Bear Mountain Winery, Vie.
Del 'Winery, Sierra Winery, Roma Winery, Scbastiani Winery, United Vintners. a division of /fuel,lein, Inc., Sanger Winery and Del Rey Winery. In addition, these affiliates shipped in excess of 200
railcar equivalents of wine grapes boxed for home wine making to Canada and the Eastern United
States.

The Farm Managei will contract with the Federal Fruit -Distributors, an affiliate of the Farm
Manager, for the harvest and s of its table grapes and tree fruit. Federal Fruit Distributors has
been in the business of marketin tree fruit and gives produced in the State of California since 1923.

`k;

However, no assurance can
given that the crops prod ed b?''the Partnership will be' marketable or if, marketable, that they II be salable at prices yielding a profit.
Cultural Costs and Prepayment

*

F

It is expected that the Partnership will Inc& tho following cultural costs in the first two and
onehalf years:
1072

1973

,First Half
of 1974

Total

$491,000

$491,000

$245',500

$1,227,500

The funds for the payment and cultural costs will be paid to4Tuba Orchards which will dir'
huge them in payment for items of cultural expense incurred on behalf of the Partnership. The
cultural costs for the first two and one.half years will be prepaid by the Partnership at close of escrow

for the purchase of the property. Depending on the cost of the actual disbursements, Yuba will
earn a fee of approximately 0% on the prepayment by tliePlatnership of cultural costs, over the
term of the prepayment. This fee may be more or less than fic1), depending on actual cultural costs.
Responsibility for Costs

Under the termi, of the Fann Management and Cultural Contract, to the extent Partnership
income is insufficient from crop sales, Yuba Orchards agrees to provide for, and if necessary, to
absorb, and pay for all cultural costs except for the first two and one.half years of cultural costs
prepaid by the Partnership), administrative costs, property taxes, insurance, growing and harvest.
ing costs, management costs and all principal and intevst payments the Partnership xnukpay on
note being given by the Partnership to the seller as part of the purchase price of the protierty and
all interest tin any loans borrowed to meet operating needs of the Partnership. Yuba may place
crop mortgages on the property, if necessary, to finance these costs.

Ten Pireent Return to the Liniited Partnership
Yuba Orchards covenants to perform its management, cultural, harvesting, sales and marketing
services hi ,such a manner as to yield to the Partnership a return of $180,000 per annum (i.e., 10cTh'

of the Limited Partnership's original capitalization of *1,800.000), after payment of all cultural,
11

c
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haivest, sales; marketing, management, insurance, property taxes, and all principal and all interest
debt service to which the Partnership may be subject, including principal and interest payments on
Ci

the note given as part of the purchase price of the property.

-

Excess to Yuba Orchards.

In return for performing- the aforementioned management and cultr1al, harvesting and marketing services and assuring the Limited Partnership $180,000 return per annum, Yuba Orchards, is
entitled to receive, under its Management and Cultural Contract with the Partnership, all excel;
0

proceeds derived from the sale of crops.

Term

The term of this contract shall be 20 years. However, after 10 years, Yuba shall no longer be
required to make $180,000 per annum on payments nor shall it be responsible. for said costs. The
fee then payable to Yuba shall be in accordance with the then standard management fees.
al

BUSINESS

Purchase of Property

The property being acquired by The Partnership is presently pbmtedf with wine grapes to
the extent of 105 acres; with table grapes to the extent of 335 acres and with tree fruit, to the
extent of 75 acres, and undeveloped to the extent of 855 acres, as set forth earlier under "Distribution of Crops."

The General Partritt', however, hu tittered into a contract with the seller, on behalf of the
Partnership, which provides that as part of the purchase price for the 1,170 acres being purchased
by the Partnership, by the spring of 1973, the crop distribution will consist of 880 acres rilanted to
wine grapes; 435 acres planted to table grapes and 55 acres planted to tree fruit, at which time the
varieties of wine grapes, table grapes and tree fruit will have been either planted on the Partnership
property by the seller, or pre-existing, will be as set forth in the following chart:
Wino

A_

Barbera
Ruby Ca
Zinfande

cres

190
270

90

45'
5

altenin Blanc
Emerald Riesling
French Columbard

80

TAU

Thompson Seedless' .......
Riblers
Cardinals
Exotics

(4,

?sectaries!,

0*

.

Early Sungrande
Independence

345
40
40
10

.

20
35
1,170

'Twenty acres presently planted to plums will be removed by seller and replan
to Thompson Seedless grapes in the spring of 1973.
"
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Furthermore, the seller agrees to plant a minimum of 51* vines Per acre, 95% of which
will be growipg and healthy by the end of the third year after the purchase.

Furthermore, under the contract negotiated by the General Partner, the purchastnplice includes
the cost of all planting, plants, stakes, wire, irrigation systems and land preparation for planting.

;rico and Terns
. The seller of the property is Federal Fruit Distributor's. It presently owns all of the 575 acres
1

'Os

consisting of the Yuba property and has in escrow the 505 acres consisting of the Kern property.

Purchase ?rke. The total purchase price of the 1,170 acres is $3,180,000, consisting of 3200,000
in cash down. on principal and a note and ainclusive trust deed of $2,980,000 for the balance of
the purchase price.

-AllInclurive Trust Deed. The note secured by the allinchisive trust deed bears interestrat the
rate of 6.5% per annum from dose of escrow. The intercston thenote Is payable in annual installments
of $193',700. through 1077, and will be prepaid each December 31, comMencing December 31, 1971,
forthe following year. The prepayment for 1972 will be made at close of escrow for the purchase of
the' property. On December 31, 1978, the prepayment. of interest for the.following year will amount
1185,900 and on December 315'1979, the prepiyment for the following year will amount to $139,100,
Thercafterointerest will accrue annually on the unpaid principal balance and will be payable annually
on each
mho 31st,
4
4

Principal payments commence December 31, 1977, and are payable in annual installments of
$120,000 on December 31 of each year through 1995, and then by a final payment of $700,000 in
December 19W'
Points and Prepaid Interest. The purchase terms require a payment of six points to the seller for
taking back the ainclusive loan and prepayment of $193,700 which is the interest for the year 1972
Manage.
Other Prepayment. In addition; as explained earlier under heading "Cultural and F
ment Contract," the buyer is required to prepay to the seller's affiliate, Yuba Orchards, 1,227,500 in
cultural costs for the years 1972, 1973 and half of 1974 to be used for payment of the Pa nership's eul
trial costs for.that period.

Pledge of Equity in Underlying. At the eloieof row the property will be subject in the aggre.
gate to 81,482,149 in underlying encumbrances. Tines e seller will have an equity of $1,497,851
as security for its and Yuba's obligations
in its all inclusive. The seller has aweed to pledge this eq
' default seller will assume Ynba's
to the Partnership. Seller further agrees that in the event o
obligations and rights, under its management and cultural contact.

No Deficiency Judgment. The seller has agreed to look only to the security and in the event of
t against the
default by the Partnership on the all.inclusive note, there will be no deficiency judg
Partnership.
"The twenty acres of Thompson Seedless grapes will be planted at the rate 41518 vines per acre.
13
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Use of Proceeds
The proceeds of the offering and'the financing taken back by the seller will be applied as follows;
Purchase
o /0
Cash down on principal
All-inclusive trust deed. 0.5%

$ 200,000

$ 200,000

2,980,000

.

*3.4400
Other Payments
Six points to genet
Prepaid interest to seller ei 6.5%, one year. ..... :
Prepaid mating services to Yu for 2% years ... .

$ 178,800
193,700
1,227,500
$1,600,000

$1,000,000
$1,800,000

..., , ... . ... , ... .

Total Cash Outlay

.

---W*
PARTNERSHIP PURCHASE PR
AllocatIon'of Purclutse Price to Parcels
'Under its Agreement of Purchase- with the seller, the Partnership may purchase all or any of the
three parcels comprising the 1,170 acre pniperty. The full .1,170 acres consisting of all the three parcels
will lie purchased only iron of the 600 Units being offered are sold.
rt,

The. General Partner has determined the minimum number of Units Which must be sold in order
a
to purchase parcels one through three respectively, as follows:
.

Acreage

Deyelopecl
Purchase
Price

880
470
340
1;170

31,007,100
980,570
1,192,330
$3.180,000

.

Parcel
Number
1
'

2
3

.

Number of Units
Required to be
Sold to Meet the
'Purchase Tema'

Money
Raised

$ 570;000
555,000
875,000
31,800,000

190
185
225

600
.
.
,
....
After the purchase Of parcel 1, the order of the purchase of the parcels will be determined at the
discretion of the General Partner.

.

In the event the total 600 Units are not sold, the Partnership will buy as many of the said Parcels
as the number of Units sold permits.

Allocation of Cash Raised to Parcels
The casts being raised from this offering will be allocated according to the table below which sets
forth the application of funds assuming the acquisition of each parcel separately and assuming the acquia

sition of alloParce1s.

.

w.

To be Capitalized:
Cash payment on purchase of 'land
To be Expensed:
Interest
Finance fee
Cultural costs
Sub Totals
Total

Parcel 1

Racal

Parcel 3

09.

Total

$ 63,500

$ 61,750

$ 74,750

' 61,334

$ 59,723

$ 72813

$ 193,700

56,618
388,550
9506,500
$570,000

55,129
378,398
$493,250
$555 000 ',

67,055
460,552
$600,250
$67...000

178,800
1,227,500

14

.

$ 200,000

$11600,000

11,800,000

Pro Forma Capitalization
The following table reflects the capitalization of the Partnership after giving effect to the sale of
(a) 190 Units and the purchase of 300 acres contained in parcel 1 (b) 185 Units and the purchase of
470 acres contained in parcel 2; (c) 225 Units and the purchase of 340 acres Contained in parcel 3; and

.

(d) 000 Units and the pm:chase of 1,170 acres contained in parcels 1, 2 and 3.
Installment Trust
Deed Notes 0.5%

Limited Partaen
Capital

(a).

$ 943,600

$ 570,000

(b)
(c)
(d)

918,820
1,117,580

555,000
675,000
1,800,000

2,980,061)

IMPOUND

Initial Impound

Payments made by subscribers for the purchase of the Units will be promptly transmitted to
the impound holder, Bank of Tokyo at Shraw Alrenue Branch, Fresno, California. The impound,holder
has agreed to hold all such funds in escrow for the benefit of the purchasers of Units and to transmit

such funds to the partnership when at least 190 Units have been sold. The funds paid for eacb' Unit
will be promptly refunded unless a minimum of 190 Units are sold by December 31, 1971.
Obligations of Seller
The General Partner has obtained a commitment from the seller whereby the seller has agreed to
accept in payment all Units from the 190 Units remaining unsold as of December 31, 1971; in lieu of
thelPash payments required to be made in connection with the purchase of parcel 1, to the extent that
the said Units remain unsold. The Units so accepted by the seller shall be deemed 'sold" for the purposes of the impound. At seller' option, it may similarly accept. Units in lieu of the cash payffients
required to be made for parcels 2 an .

Sequentiallmpound
When the first 190 Units are sold, the investors who purchased the Units Will be admitted as Limited Partners of the Partnership;
Thereafter and until the total 600 Units are sold all hinds raised from the sale of subsequent Units
will be placed in escrow with the impound holder until enough Units have been sold to purchase either
of parcels 2 or 3. When sufficient Units have been sold to purchase a particular parcel the funds raised
from the Units in respect of such parcel will be released to the Partnership and the investors who pur- ,
chased the Units in respect of such parcel will be admitted as additional Limited Partners.
The number of Units which must be sold in respect of each parcel are as follows:
Respective
Units

Parcel
Number
1

190
185
225

2

3 .,
Total

,

,CutOff Date
Any inve.sta: who has not been admitted as a Limited Partner pursuant to the procedure outlined above by the 180th day from the to of the prosprus will receive back the full amount of
his contribution without deduction or offset
.
Investors will be admitted on a first-to-purchase, first-to-become a Partner basis.
15
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SUITABILITY STAiNDARD,S

This offering is limited to investors who have a minimum taxable income of $40,000 Ld a net
worth of $50,000, exclusive of personal home, furnishingi and automobile (or who have a- net worth
of $100,000, exclusive of personal ham furnishings and automobile), and who are residents of
the State of California, are 21 years of age or over, and who ire purchasing for his, her or its own
. account (or that of a minor child or ward of Such person); with the intention to hold foi long term
investment rather than resale. :
-..

INVESTMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Division of Annual $180,000

Under the Management and Cultural Contract the Limited Partnership is scheduled to receive
$180,000 a year through the efforts of Yuba Orchards in turning the crop sales into account

The General Partner pursuant fo the Limited Partnership Agreement is entitled to 10% of
the cash available for distribution after the Limited Partners receive 8% cumulatively on their
invested capital. The remainder goes to the Limited Partners exclusively. Thus the $180,000 would,
be allocated annually as follows:.

First: to the Limited Partners e% of $1,800,000
to

Second: to the General Partner 10% of $180,000

=
=

.$108,000

Last: to the Limited Partners excess

Total allocation to Limited Partners

18,000

54,000
8108,000
54,000
$182,000

Division of Net Proceeds from Sale

In the eve9t of a profitable sale and/or refinance of Partnership properties, the General Partner
would be end-Bed to 10% of, the net profits after the Limited' Partners first receive:

(a) any arrearages in their 8% cumulative return
( b) 100% of their invested capital

SUMMARY OF LIMITED PARTNENS INVESTMENT

#

r

Tax Iiiiwings

.
,

.----'

p

It is expected that the distributive share of the Partnership lesset reportable in 1971 per Unit will
be approximately $2,867.00 or 88.9% of the $3,000 investment per Unit.

Cash Flow

For each $3,000 Unit purchased by the investor it is projected in Exhibit B attached herewith
that by the end of 1978 the investor will have received back in after tax cash flow 87% of his invested
capital. For the period January 1,1972, through 1978, this amounts to an average annual return of 17%
per annum. This does not include the equity build-up on the property.
18
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FEDERAL TAX CONSEQUENCES

It is expected that each holder of a Unit will be taxed as a Partner. Eitch year the Partnership,
reporting its operations on a cash basis for a calendar fiscal year, will file a Federal inforination tax
return. Each Partner will be required to report on his personal Federal income tax return, his distributive share of the Partnership's income, gains, losses, deductions or credits, whether or not actual,
distribution is made to him for the taxable year of the Partnership ended within or with his taxable
year. 'Limited Partners will receive a report annually containing information with respect to the Partnership to be used in the preparation of their individual tair returns.

The Partnership will be entitled to deduct operating expenses, including expenses for management services, income taxes, insurance, materials and supplies used in the' cultivation of the vineyards
and fruit trees and when vineyard improvements or fruit tree improvements, aside from current
expenses are made, they will be capitalized and the depreciation may be taken over the bearing life
once the vines or trees reach the income-producing stage. While the partnership will utilize depreciation
methods and usefullives consistent with the farming operations in the same geographical vicinity
where partnership property is locate4 there is-no assurance that such method or useful lives will
be accepted by the IRS. Some vine6Thee depreciation on vine or tree improvements may be subject
to recapture as ordiniry income in the year of sale. Otherwise, the gain on any sales of vine or tree
improvements is generally reportable as capital gains. However, depending upon individual circumstances, provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 have limited the amount of capital gains a ailable
to certain taxpayers. The gain from sales and other dispositions of certain classes of farm usiness
property will be taxed as ordinary income, to the extent' of the taxpayer's post-1909 accumulate losses
that have been used to reduce non-farm income above certain dollar limits for individual
ers.

Gain realized on the sale of a Unit by a holder who is not a "dealer" and who has held AI nit
for more than six months will be a long-term capital (subject to depreciation recapture, if any, and
possibly subject to farm loss recapture, if any) except that the portions of the proceeds of sale attributable to such holder's share of the Partnership's income and unrealized receivables will be taxed at
ordinary income tax rates. Depending on individual circumstances, tax benefits, subject to limits imposed
by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, may also be obtained by the contribution of a Unit to charity to obtain
a charitable deduction or by a gift to children or other related persons in lower income tax brackets.

It is expected that the 'distributive share of the Partnership losses reportable in 1971 by etch
Limited Partner will be approximately $2,667.00 for each Unit. In future years, each holder of a Unit
will be entitled to deduct his distributive share of any losses sustained in such years, to the extent of
the adjusted tax basis of his Unit.

The Partnership will he required to pay a financing fee of six percent of the indebtednesS arising
out of its purchase of the land from the seller to prepay up to 12 months interest on such indebtedness
and to make advance payments of two and one half years, cultural costs. The Partnership intends to
deduct these amounts from gross income in the years paid in reporting taxable income on its information
return. A ruling issued by the Internal Revenue Service permits current deductions of interest prepaid
"for a period of not in excess of the 12 months of taxable year immediatelyfollowing the taxable year
in which the prepayment is made only in those cases in which such deductioW do not result in a material
distortion of income." The Internal Revenue Service may take the position that thtose prepayments of
interest (including the financing fee) are not deductible in 1971. Furthermore, the Internal Revenue
Service has taken the position in some previous cases that advance payments of fees for farm manage-

ment services and supplies may be deducted only in the year the services are performed and the
supplies are used. Moreover, by virtue of the relationship between the seller and the farm manager,
the IRS may take the position that payments made to the farm manager be treated for federal income
tax purposes, as though made directly to the seller. By virtue of the fact that the farm manager is
guaranteeing a specific return to the partnership and is entitled to receive any excess proceeds, the IRS
may take the position that the farm manager is a co-venturer with the partnership.
17
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The Partnership should be entitled, in the year of payment, to deduct operating expenses, including
expenses for farm management services, cultural costs, interest, taxes, insurance, materials and supplies
used in the cultivation of the vines and the groves and depreciation on vines.and grove improvements

(vines, trees, irrigation systems, buildings,Aoads and reservoirs), as described above. However, the
Partnership has been advised that the Interndl Revenue Service may contend that some of these expenses

are deductible only in later years. The application of the so-called "farm.loss" provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 (section 1251 of the Internal Revenue Code) will not result in the disallowance
of any of these deductions in the years in which they would otherwise be allowable; thus those deductions otherwise allowable in 1971, for example, will not be disallowed as a result of section 1251i
although they may be recaptured, as described below, to some extent in a later year upon sale of
Partnerihip Units.
-0
Although no clear guidelines exist, it would appear that plum and nectarine trees would not be
classified as citrus groves. Accordingly, section 278 of the Internal Revenue Code, whicb requires the
capitalization of any amounts which are attributable to planting, cultivation, or maintenance, would
not apply.
Cain realized on the sale of a Unit by a holder who is not a "dealer" and who has held such 'Unit
more than six months will be a long-term capital gain (subject to depreciationrecapture, if any), except
that the portion of the proceeds of sale attributable to such holder's rife of the Partnership's income

and unrealized receivables will be taxed at ordinary income rates. In addition, section 1251 of the
Internal Revenue Code requires that certain amounts of gain on the sale of a Partnership interest be
treated as ordinary income rather than capital gain, but only to the extent dotal selling Partner's
"excess deductions account," An "excess deductions account" must be maintailiCd by each Partner.
He will credit to hi4 account his distributive share of farin net losses for each year from all farming
ventures in which he has participated, but only,to the extent that his distributive share of all such
"farm net losses" exceeds $25,000. This provision is cumulative; thus, each Partner in the Partnership
must add all of his "farm net losses" from all farming investments in a given year before deducting the
$25,000 floor to compute his "excess deductions account." However, notwithstanding this rule, if the
individual has less than $50,000 of "non-farm adjusted gross income" for said year, no addition to the
"excess deductions account" need be made. This account is decreased by the Partner's distributive share
of "farm net income" and increased by the amount of his distributive share of "farm net losses" reported
in succeeding years. When farm property is sold in later years, gain which would otherwise be taxable
as capital gain will be treated as ordinary income to the extent of the balance in the selling Partner's
"excess deductions account."

If and when the Partnership sells any of its farm land, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 also provides
that the Partners may be subject to the recapture of certain other deductions. To the extent the Partnership takes advantage of certain special deductions for soil and water conservation expenditures and land

clearing operations, all or part of these deductions could later be recaptured tqi.an a sale or other
disposition of the land. If the land is sold within the first five years after it was a uired, all of these
conservation and land clearing deductions would be recaptured; and if the land is sold more than five,
but less than 10 years after ac.luisition, the percentage of deductions recaptured is decreased by 20%
for every year more than five that the land is beld.

The Tax Reform Act of 1909 also restricts the deductibility of interest paid to purchase or carry
"investment property." The term "investment property" does not inchide property used in a trade or
business and the Partnership has been advised that according to the weight of current authority it
would be considered to be engaged in a trade or business (although no regulation on this new provision
has yet been issued). For example, any interest expenditures incurred by the Partnership to purchase its
vineyards, would be considered to be interest expense in connection with a trade or business rather
than interest expense in connection with an investment. Thus, sucb interest deductions could be claimed
in full by the Partners. "However, by virtue of the fact that the farm manager is guaranteeing a specific
18
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return to the Partnership, the IRS may take the.position that the farm manager is, in effect, a lessee
and that the Partnership holds its property subject to a net lease, in which event interest paid by the
Partnership may be deemed investment interest."
Although the minimum tax was also enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the only 'tax
preferences" resulting from Rancho de las Uviis Associates, Ltd. activities which would be subject to the
minimum tax would be the difference between accelerated and straight line depreciation and any
capital gains arising from the future sale Of vineyard property, improvements or equipment "However,

the IRS may take the position that the Partnership holds its property subject to a net lease, in which
event interest paid by the Partnership will also be deemed to be an item of tax preference."
Title to the real property will be in the Partnership. All depreciation and tax deductions stemming,
from the vines or improvements affixed to the property will therefore inure to the Partnership.
The Partnership will not own ii!iy mobile equipment such as tractors or other farm equipment This
equipment will be supplied by of
of the Yuba Orchards, and the charges for the use Of this
equipment will be that which prevails in.the industry. The Partnership will, therefore, be entitled to the
full deduction for the costs of the use of the equipment.

The property of the Partnership may be given as collateral to a bank or other financial institution
for the purposes of annual clop loans, if needed for farming operations. The cost of such loan and the
repayment of such is the responsibility of Yuba Orchards and will under no circumstances encumber
anything other than the crop to be produced on the property should the proceeds from sale of crops be
insufficient for repayment of said crop loan.
This summary of tax consequences is based on the advice of Freshman, Marantz, Comsky & Deutsch,

Law Corporation, counsel to the Partnership, and is subject to changes in the applicable law. The
Partnership has not requested a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the deductibility in 1971 of prepaid interest, other advance payments, the specific application of the provisions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1909, orany other,matters set forth above.

Each investor is advised to consult his own tax adviser for more detailed information with respeet
to taxation of limited partnerships, the deductibility of the prepaid expenditures described above, and
the various other tax aspects of investing in the Partnership. Investors should, of course, consider the
overall effect which unavailability of the larger deduction due to advance payments in 1971 would have
on their individual tax liabilities for 1971 and subsequent years as well as the overall effect of the
possibility of the disallowance of these deductions in 1971.
APPRAISAL OF VALUE

On June 1, 1971, Charles H. Sortor, A.S.A., 503 Rowell Building, Fresno, California 93721
appraised the fair market value of the property to be $4,191,000.

DESCRIPTION OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
The following are the principal features of the Limited Partnership:
(a) NamerRancho de las Uvas Associates, Ltd.
(b) Address: 2015 Brundage Lane, Suite 202, Bakersfield, California 93302; telephone (80 ti)
327-0901.

(c) Primary Purpose: The ownership and farming of vineyard and tree crop property for
investment benefits.

,(d) General Partner: Perhan Agricultural Enterprises, Ltd.; all overall administrative and
managerial duties and responsibilities.
19
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(e) Limited Partners: The investors; liability limited to capital contribution, The Limited
Partners have no managerial rights, but have the right by majority vote to replace the General
Partner, and with the General Partner's concurrence to sell the property or terminate the Partnership, and have the right to inspect records, receive accounting; receive all tax losses of the
Partnership.
(f) If the General Partner is removed, his subordinate interest in the Partnership is appraised
and the interest converted to equivalent Limited Partnership interest

(g) Reports to Limited Partners: The General Partnei will furnish the Limited Partners
with annual reports containing certified financial statements. It will also furnish annual reports
to the Limited Partners to be used in preparing the investor's personal Federal income tax returns.
(h) Term and Dissolution: The Partnership will continue until December 31, 1999, but may
be dissolved earlier as provided in the Agreement Upon dissolution, any remaining assets, after
payment of all liabilities, will be.distributed per said Agreement.

(i) Transfer of Interest: The General Partner has the right in the event of a transfer to
Purchase the interest, and consent of the General Partner is required but may not be unreasonably
withheld. If required, the Corporation Commissioner's approval may be necessary.,
(J) Tenancy in Common: If the dissolution of the Limited Partnership. should occur &bony

time before the sale of all the Partnership property, title to the property may devolve to the
Limited Partners as tenants in common, rare ownership of the property in tenancy in common
by the investors may create difficulties in the management and disposition of the property.
INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS
The subscribers are invited to inspect the application for the herein permit filed with the Los
Angeles Office of the Corporations Commissioner and any exhibits thereto at the office of the General
Partner at 2015 Brundage Lane, Suite 202, Bakersfield, California. For a more complete elaboration

of the points made in the Prospectus and an examination of all the underlying documents,
suggested that the investors avail themselves of this opportunity. Particular attention is call

is
to

the Purchase Agreement, the Farm Management and Cultural -Agreement, all of which are available
for the investors examination. References to the documents in The Prospectus are summary references
only and are qualified by such references.

LEGAL MINION
Legal matters in connection with the sale of, the Limited Partnership interests offered hereby
will be passed upon by Freshman, 14arantz, Comsky lir Deutsch, Law Corporation, 9171 Wilshire
Boulevard, Suite 530, Beverly Hills, California 90210, which firm also represents the General Partner.
Investors desiring legal counsel regarding the Limited Partnership or any other matters contained
herein should secure independent counsel of tkeir own selection, which arrangements will be at
their own expense.
REPRESENTATIONS

Neither the General Partner nor any affiliate nor any prison or entity acting in any capacity
whatsoever with respect to this offering has any authority to make any representations or warranties,
either express or implied, other than the representations or warranties which may be contained in
this Prospectus and the documents attached hereto.
Neither the General Partner nor any affiliate nor any person or entity connected with this offering
in any capacity makes any representations or warranties as to the Federal tax consequences of the
transaction described herein. Any reference to tax matters are for illustrative purposes only and
no responsibility for the accuracy thereof. is assumed.
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1973

193,700.

800,000

After Tax Cash Plow
Accanalated Total Afar Tax Cask Flow
500,000

Tax Salop (101033% Ta4 Indint

1,800,900

1975

1976

459.300
111,500
185,900

450.300
158,300
139,100

102,000

102,000

1,412,215

162,000

18,000

18,000

18,000

1,661,450

(71,175)
90,615

182,000

282,000
190,000

6400 ',1 142,350

18,000

(78,1001
83,900
1,745,750

102,000

110,000

282,009

-

1,62.3150

(84,300)
77,700

182.000

.282,000
110,000

56100 8 168,600

300,000

300,000
113,400

1,244,575

147,100

450,503
108,300
193,100

125,800.

158,800
1.571,015

1,103)275

1979

300,000
139,650

167,650

156,575
968,575

1978

180,000
155,800

140,900

.

182,000

L(1LLOO) $

180,900
173,300
18,000

(3,200)
(21,100)

(14,900)

433,700.
233,100
193,700

1977

31,062,500 *1,056,700 0,050,700

ammo $ 860300 $ 752,500 $ 758.700 $ 7545.700

414,100
10,400
193,700

5,650

162,000

102,000

(5,415)

182,000

162,000

162.000

182,000

42,21:0

200,000

18,000
$

18,000

4(1,400000) 4 10,650 w......
$ 29,800

151,150
18,000

180,000
119,800

180,000
132,200

£ Lamp()) ulopo

193,700

$ 449,850

175.27.0

$ 1.600 000 $351.000 $ 247.559

67300

1974

4 629,850 i 506,100 41,040,500

80,880
193,700

178,800
1,227,500

1972

4421,000 $ 427.550

53,350
193,700

$

1971

RANCHO DE LAS UVAS ASSOCIATES

Projected R.twn to barest= in Asresets

600,000

Total 4 Recovered This Year

Total $ Put In This Tear

Peados" Pa Peet

Gadd baba: I%

Taxabht Income or (Las)
Profectol Ouh Plow
Pratt bakes Depreciatica & after

\--ra=irliegaisleasaornat Fee

TOTAL
Sub Total
Depesdation

laasairsent Fee
Wawa (Prepaid it Alava)

Cultural Coed

Farming Fa*

TOTAL INCOME (Net of Haw* Coots)
. EXPENSES met aeries

EXHIBIT A

1643
EU IIBIT 4 (continued)

\The incomeprojections are based on the following:
Income from Table Grapes

Presently theproperty is planted to table grapes to the extent of 335 acres. The income projection

.4 tritosed on a yield of 400 boxes per acre and a solitude° of 14.00 per box. From 1974 and on the
property will be planted to table grapes to the extent Or 435 Acres. The yield and price is expected
to be the same.

Income from Tree Fruit

Presently the property is planted to tree fruit to the extent of 75 acres. The income projection
is based on a yield of 500 boxes per acre at a sales price of $4.00 per box. From 1972 and on the
acreage devoted to tree fruits will be reduced to 55 acres.

als.

Income from Wine Grapes

Thi, property presently has 105 acres of producing wine grape vineyards. It is expected that
these 105 acres will yield three tons per acre in 1972; six tons per acre in 1973; nine tons per acre
in 1974; and 10 tons per acre in 1975. In 1974 the acreage devoted to the growing of wine grapes
will be increased by 575 acres for a total of 680 acres devoted to wine grapes.,The 575 acres will
yield three tons per acre in 1074; six tons per acre in 1975; nine tons per acre in 1978; and 10 tons
per -acre in 1077 and thereafter. The expected sales price for the product will be ;100.00 per ton,
Prepaid Cultural

The IRS may take the position that even for a cash basis taxpayer the deductions for cultural
expenses should be taken, in the year in which the supplies and services comprising "cultural
expenses" are used.

Final Payment on Mortgage
There will be a final principal payment of $700,000 due on the all.incluslvo deed of trust in Decem
ber 1090, plus accrued interest of 345,500.
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-See notes attached to Eslait A an preceding paw u they are equally applicable hereto.
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EITICIZNCT AN* AORICULTITU

(By Michael Perelman, Economics Department, Chico State College,
Chico, Calif.)
A cynic might even assert that the family farm is an institution which funs=
dons to entice farm families to supply batches of labor and capital at substand-

ard rates of return in order to supply the general_ economy with agricultural
products at bargain prices.
Glenn L. Johnson
Americans are much mo,,,e willing to praise the small farmer than to help
him; but small scale farming is not even praised; the farms we really admire
are the large, capital intensive operations. Clifford Hardin reflects this basic
attitude when he writes:

"Using a modern feed's* system for broilers, one man can tate care of

60,000 to 75,000 chickens. One man in a modern feedlot can now take care of
5,000 head of cattle. One man, with a mechaniked system, can opreate a dairy
enterprise of 50 to 60 milk cows.
"Agriculture, in short, does an amazingly efficient job of producing food."3

Yen, if we measure effleieney by output per farm worker, then we must
agree with Secretary Ilardin's analysis; and in that case, we should bet on
with the job of clearing the land of the inefficient small farmer to make way
for the large modern farms which are *amble of using the newest technology.
On the other hand, we could ask ourselves why we should measure efficiency
by outp per manhour. After all, no man alive can really feed 75,000 chickens

by himself, In reality he is aided by many other men who have made the

cages and grown the feed, But we don't see these other men at the broiler factot,' ; in fact, some of them might have never set foot on a farm. Yet they are
farmers nonetheless, for without ese men' producing the capital and other inputs, the modern farm would
her away.
Since we cannot measure he physical contribution of these men, we use a
different measure of efficien y ; namely, profitability. Here again, the large,
modern farms come out on top because they are very profitable; otherwise

major corporations would not be investing in these farms. However this

efficiency owes a great deal to their tax accountants and attorneys: Moreover,
"high leverage and capital gains on the scale experienced over the past decade
can convert a nominal rate of return on total investment into an effective rate
of return on equity of, eight to ten percent or higher." 2 These advantages give
the corporate farmer an edge over the small farmer. Furthermore, the profits
of the large farmer are due in large part to government subsidies. According
to a study by the Legislative Reference Service, large .farms with over $40,000
sales per farm would face greater financial difficulties if price supports were
discontinued. In fact, had price supports been absent, expenses on the average
would have exceeded receipts for those farms with over $40,000 sales.3 So

profit cannot be considered an accurate guide to efficiency in Ole farm sector.
Larger farmers have other advantages, over and above government policy. In.

the first place their buying power gives them leverage in the marketplace.

They get ekteaper inputs and lower interest; 4 however these advantages could'
be neutralized if small farmers pooled their buying power so that their weight
would alb be felt. A second advantage of the large farm stems from a sometimes di Fence between the goals of larger and small farmers. To see this
you must understand that some large farming operations are very interested in
land speculation. As Simon Askin, Tenneco's Executive Vice President for Agriculture and Land Development, says, "We consider land as an inventory; but
we are all for growing things on it while we wait for a price appreciation for
development. Agriculture pays the taxes plus a little." a
As more and more of these well off farm interests go into farming the price
of land is bid up and the market for farm products becomes glutted: Thus the
price of farm products falls or fails to keep. up with the prices of other goods.

But the land speculator doesn't mind. In fact, it is to his beefit at tax time

to be in an industry with a low rate of current earnings whilO his equity rises
with rising land values.

On the other hand, the small farmer needs his income toy to meet his current expenses. He can benefit from the rising land values only when he sells
out and ceases W be a farmer.
Bee footnotes at end of article.
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Now we come to the heart of the paper in which we go into some economic,
ecological and social reasons for the superiority of the small farm. Our argu- ment is grciunded on one historical fact: that until the age of industrialisation,
all societies had to work harder to feed themselves as their population grew;
that is, a one percent increase in population meant a larger than one percent
increase in the effort required to feed everyone. You can find a very nice docu-

mentation of this fact in Ester Boserup's The Conditions of Agricultural

Growth .6 We have reversed this trend with industrialization only by means of
harnessing the energy of foSsil fuels. This stored up energy 'made it posSible
for the farmer to cut the soil- with steel plows, to harvest with sophisticated
machinery and then to take his produce to cities hundreds or even thousands
of miles away.
The most dramatic form of mechanization was the tractor. As late as 1020,
more than 20 million horsepower was provided by horses and mules. These animals had to be fed from the land./ With the adoption of the tractor, this land
was freed' to produce food for humans instead of horses and mules.'A tractor
feeds on oil. Not only was land freed by the tractor ; labor was also freed because one man plowing with a tractor could do/the work of several men plowing with a mule. The net effect of mechanization is shown in. Table I.

JP

TABLE I rHOW MECHANICAL POWER REPLACES HUMAN POWER

Cost of operating

-

Tractor
horsepower

Year

1920

Man hours
.

of farmwink

(In millions)

(In millions)

5

_

1950
1960

93

13, 406
6, 922

154

4. 5030

1969

203

3, 431

'

and maintaining

farm capital (ml
lions of dollars)

5,640
h, 310
11, 500

I source: Changes in Farm Production and Efficiency, A Summary Report, 1970, U.S. Department of Agrkulture,

Statistical Bulletin, No. 233, Washington, Juno 1970.

The displaced workers left the farms to go to the cities where they produced
inp`uts for agriculture as well as the goods and services which constituted our
GNP. But as we produced more goods, we consumed more and more of our
stored up energy. For instance, farmers use the overage tractor 400 hours per
year.fi Since the average tractor is about 40 horsepower, we can estimate thast
each tractor represents about 16,000 horsepower hours of use.° Assuming that
the average tractor consumes about .01 gallons of fuel per horsepower hour,
then its use represents 160 gallons of fuel per annum.10 Since we have about 5
million tractors in the U.S., we can estimate that tractors alone consume about
-.8 billion gallons of fue1.11 But tractors are only a portion of agriculture's
drain on our energy supplies.
To show what high levels of energy consumption nfean for agriculture Fred

Cottrell tried to compare the energy budgets of Japanese and American
farming.= He found comparable statistics for two rice farms, one in Japan
and the other in Arkansas. ,In Japan, an acre could be cultivated and harvested with about 90 man-days which is equivalent to 90 horsepower hours. On

the Arkansas farm, more than 1,000 horsepower hours of energy were used
just to power the tractor and truck. Moreover, the consumption of electrical
energy exceeded 600 hp-hours. Cdttrell did not even include the energy required to produce the tractors and equipment. In fact, some authors believe
that the 'efficient' American grain farm consumes more than one calory of-fossil fuel energy for' each calory of food it produces.13 If we are facing an
energy crisis then this type of farming is absolutely irrational.
Of course we did not feel any pinch ; energy was still cheap and abundant.
Still we could count upon reservoirs of energy from Arabia, Venezuela and the
other corners of the world. Moreover, the prices o other raw materials fell
making mechanization still cheaper, at the same time that a rising standard' of
living made men expect more for an hour's worth of work. Mechanization became economically irresistible, but what was irresistible in the past might be
unfeasible in the future. More and more people are populating this planet and
most of them are demanding some of the comforts which we Americans enjoy,
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This increased comietition for a diminishing or constant supply of raw materials will force up the prices in the future. (Besides part of the Cheappeselaf
some of our raw materials rests on our military and economic influence over
the weak nations which export them; that is, some of their cost is hidden in
our-military and foreign aid budgets:) What is most crucial is that the type of
technology which is profitable with falling raw material riees la not the type
which will be most profitable when these prices increase.

We are also facing a population explosion which'ineafis that we do not have
to worry. about economizing on labor; we will have a labor suplus economy. In
fact, our nation already has it labor surplus economy Rio long as millions of

men cannot find work. Yet we call our farm sector efficient while it brags
about how few men it employs. We need to think about labor absorbing agri-

.

culture.

Of course, we'could use much more labor to care for our natural resources.
But care is unnatural to large scale farms; it is expensive and uneconomical.
It is cheaper to pollute our water with pesticides and nitrates; it is cheaper to
`llessicate,our topsiol. As a result our natural resources are wasted, and the
quality of Our food:suffers. Moreover, our yields are not very high even though
we have some of the finest agricultural soils in the world. For instance, Japanese peapints are able to harvest 1,100 more kilograms per hectare than an
American farmer. Yet the Japanese have a considerable worse climate and

C7.7.

much poorer soil. Moreover, five percent.of the Japanese rice land is not
irrigated.14
In the Orient, however, care of the land is a fine art. Although much of
their land is marginal, they have been able to farm it with yields comparable
or higher than our own. Yet this land has been farmed for forty centuries.
One example might help to explain how the Chineese, for instance, have
been able to maintain their resourceg. In the part of the United States where
I live we clear our lands of rice stubble by burning the fields: In China, rice
stubble was used for all sorts of purposes, but it was also burnt as a cooking
fuel. The heat from the stove was drawn off through pipes and led to large'
:black blocks of subsoil which absorbed the heat. These blocks made nice, warm
beds for the Chineese. Sooner or later, the beds began to crumble; the heat
and the nutrients from the smoke had opened the blocks up to microbial life.

,

So the crumbling beds were returned to the fields where they made excellent
fertilizer:, Everything was used and nothing was wasted. According to some,
Chairman Mao is maintaining this ethic in China today.'
However we have no such ethic, and because we do not care for our natural
resources, neither our yields nor the quality, of our food is very high. The history of our corn crop is instructive here; American soils have been almost legendary for their fertility. One commentator was nly slightly exaggerating
when he said, that our soils are so rich that "if u tickle them with a hoe,
they laugh with a harvest".10 We were s mind! s about protecting this ferrrying about farm soils themtility that we have spent much more effor
selves: Part of our carelessness was Understandable; we seemed to have it
boundless supply of land and so long as there was new land to put under cultivation, the effects of soil depletion would be less striking. For instance, between 1870 and 1920 corn yields remained consttnt, but about two-thirds of
the increased acreage was located in eight cornbelt states where the mean
yield was twenty percent higher than the United States average. Then between
1902 and 1925, yields were able to increase slightly, but this increase in yield
was made possible because leas fertile land, like that found in Texas and
Oklahoma, was taken out of production. Soon niter the beginala of the 1920's
yields began to fall and although acreage remained constant until the early
1930's, production began a downivard trend. Then .from the 1937 low, yields
rose to a 74% above the ninty year mean for the period 1870, to 1900. One part
of the explanation is that production was discontinued on more than 17% of
the 1937 acreage in the relatively low yielding southern states. This land was
probably taken out of production because the soil was too depletefflo continue
further cultivation of the corn. Another reason for the rising yields of the late

1930's was, the introduCt49n of high yielding hybrid corn.17 The more extensive

roots system an aggressive feeding characteristics of the hybrids, enabled
them when first inftoduced, to extract fertility which was inaccessible to open
pOlenated verities. That is, hybrid corn sped up the rate of soil depletion. But
there was another reason why the hybrid_corn produced more. The increased
yields were bought at a cost of lower protein contents The agronomists refer
Bee footnote/ at end of article
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to what they call the inverse nitrogen law which says that the more- nitrogen
we find, in a crop the less we can expect its yield to be. And similarly the
higher the yield the less percentage of nitrogen we can expect to find. Nitrogen
is found in all proteins and may be taken
a rough proxy for the protein level
of the corn. For. example, low yielding Indian
corn has shown a 'protein content of from 12 to 15%; over the years we selected
those seeds which
duced more until the protein content fell substantially. But even before theprovent of hybrid corn it was still possible to raise hogs on an exclusive dietadof
.corn.143Then in between 1937 and 1947 the average protein content of corn fell
by more,, than 10%.20 At first livestockmen cOmplained about the value- of hybrid c
as a feed,21 but we don't hear much aboutanymore, because
feed to ay is supplemented with heavy doses of firththat
protein. Most of this
comes f m fish caught off the shore of Peru where the people suffer from protein de revation. The United States imports enough fish protein to.wipe out
one-ha of the protein deficiency in the entire
continent of South America.22
That ,. our corn crop required foreign protein subsidies
to make it into a suffieifintly nutritious animal feed.

Perbaps the most important property of hybrid corn is its regularity ; because all the hybrid corn plants are just about the same height on the stalk,
mechanical harvesting becomes a sanple matter. Thus hybrid corn helped to
speed up the mechanization of agriculture. And perhaps most of all, hybrid

corn demonstrated the productivity of 'efficient agrigulture.
However our technology weakens our crops and makes therh more susceptable to disease ; 'witness the recent Southern
Corn Leaf Blight Epidemic. Tbe
'chemi 141 Is we use to aid in farming are dangerous
to many different life
for .. : ; Ads, pets a- rid even humalm. Yet all this is considered
efficient.
-1 l: ny people grant that the small farmhas ecological as well as social advantages over the factory farm, but then they ask if the small farm could feed

America. The answer is that it could and would. In fact, small faims have
higher yields than larger farms. The yields reflect in part, thetmore intensive
care which the small farmer gives his land. Moreover, it is logical that we
would produce more food by putting more people to work on the land.
But tben would people want to return to the land? Young p ple today are
, giving us the answer to that question when they do go back t the
and
farm communally. They are fed up with the city ; with its pa e andlands
with its
tensions and with its intolerance.
But wba
ut our standard of living? Tbe true measure of our standard
of living is the
of the people and, judged by this standard
appears to be a poor nation. A return to the land might mean a returnAmerica
to saility.
,.'

t7
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I am not saying that everybody or everyone pink take up a hoe at once. Not
at all. But access to the land is imperative.
A first step would be to end the
government policies which encourage large scale farming. End the tax and subsidy advantages to large scale farms. Next we must shift our support to those
farmers whose technology is more in harmony with nature. End the wasteful.
consumption of our natural wealth, raw materials and people. Guarantee that
men wbo actually work the land get a decent living. After all the labor cost of
our food is only a small fraction of our total food cost. And finally keep in
mind the ultimate goal! Reintegrate the farm and the city.
COMPETITION IN _AG ICITLTUiE
ItUNE:.allt

We can read' in the Agricultural Act of 1961 that "It is hearby declared to
be the policy of Congress to :
". . .Recognize the importadwe of the family farm as an efficient unit of
duction and as an economic base for towns and Cities in rural areas and proencourage. pi-emote, and strengthen this fortn, of farm enterprise."'
In spite of the rhetoric about the family farm, our society is geared to grins
up the family farm. In this paper we shall' examine some of the mechanisms
which contribute to this process.
We shall begin with the tax structure of our economy. In 1963 Secretary'mf
the Treasury told the House Ways and Means Committee that tax farmers
"create unfair competition for farmers who may be competitors and who do
not pay costs and expenses out of tax dollars but who must make an economic
See footnotes at end of article.
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profit in order to carry on their farming activities." 2 In the same vein, Orville
Freeman said when he watt Secretary of Agriculture that "there could be real
trouble if ,(the conglomerates) move into agriculture . . . They already have
contributed to the building:, up of, land values. They can go in and farm and
write off their losses as a tax deduction on a very profitable operation elsewhere. When this happens, dangerously-unfair competition takes place." s

A second reason for corporations entering into agriculture is real estate

speculation. Land will, in all probability, continue to escalate in value. Corporations know this and they also know that they can invest in agriculture as a .
form of. land speculation ; so long as appreciable capital gains can be made
from the sale of land, the corporation can accept a low rate of return on its
agricultural activities per ae.
Here is what an agricultural economist with the. Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas had to say on the subject :.1
"Past rates of appreciation on farm land and rural real estate have been impressive.-Although there is no assurance of continued increase in land prices,

acquisition of farm land remains an attractive inflationary hedge for firms
with adequate liquidity. Because of other considerations such as rapid trans-

portation, urban sprawl, population groWth, and expanding -.recreation needs,
land may be acquiring a renewed investment appeal."*
The effect of land speculation in agriculture is very dangerous to the small
family farm.
As the same agricultural economist said : "A study of the rates of return on
farmers' equities in California. . . suggests that returns are low and apparently decreasing. Yet farmers (including corporation farmers) continue to invest their savings in agriculture." 5
Table I shows that Net Farm Income for U.S. farmers has barely risen between 1949 and 1968; for California's farmers Total Net Farm Income has
risen during the same period, but this rise is not enough to compensate for the

inflation which has eroded the purchasing power of this income. In short,

farmers have lost ground inoome-wise. Table II gives the other side of the balande, sheet. This table shows the rapid rise in the average value of an "acre of
agricultural land. These values have more or less tripled during the period in
question. Table III shows the average value of an acre of irrigated land Wiled
for orchards and groves in California and in the San Joaquin Valley. While
the values of such land or the state as a whole have gone up, this rise has
not been nearly so spectacular as the rapid increase in the values in the San.
Joaquin Valley.
TABLE,.

1TOTAL NET FARM INCOME
'Millions of dollars]

Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1953

4

California

United State'

735
646

12, 78f
13,677

1,084
1,100

15,967

974

13,088
12,503

15, 051

941

1,007

1,072
968
963

11, 464
11, 444

' 11,355
13,500

Year
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

California,

United States

1, 048

11, 454
12, 037
79
12, 9
12, 215
13, 2 06
12, 266

971
919

I, 010

1964
1965
1966
1967
1963

7

913
1, 073
934
1,056

14, 2533
97
16,

57

14, 735
14, 675

California 1

United States

160
136

139

1,17

Source: Farm IncomeState Estimates, 194948, USDA, ERS, August 1969.

TABLE IIREAL ESTATE VALUES: UNITEO STATES AND CALIFORNIA
Year
1950
1960

California 1

Q

j

Year

United States

.1969
1965

1 1957-59 equal 100.
Source: Farm Real Estate Market Developments, 1965-March 1969, USDA, ERS, appendix, p.6.

3,58

179

1.551
TABLE IIIAVERAGE VALUE OF AN ACRE OF IRRIGATED LAND USED FOR ORCHARDS AND GROVES
IN CALIFORNIA AND THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

T San Joatitilh

Vier
1965
1966
1967
1961
1966

.

Valley.

California

$1, 230

$2,160
3,103

1,132

,

1, 875

.

1,775
1,900

.

.

2,1150

2,100
2,150
.

Sown: California Agriculture 1969: A Report on California's Principal. Crop and Livestock Conimoditios; California
Crop apd Livestock Reporting Service, Sacramento, Calif., May
1970.
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TO Imderstand the importance of the potential gains to the farmer as a real
estate speculator we must understand that " . . , the net capital gains on California farm real estate would have totaled about $12.3 billion between 1950
and 1966 bad farmers sold out at values used by the USDA in computing the
January 1, 1966 Balance Sheet for Agriculture. This figure is net of an estimated. $1,4 billion invested by farmers in land improvement and irrigation development.

"During this same period pet farm income, which varied from a low of $846
million in 1950 to a high of $1.1 billion in 1952, totaled only $15.8 billion for
the 16-year period." 6

An example might help us to understand what all of this means to. the small
family farmer. We saw that the tax laws encourage wealthy individuals and
corporations to buy farms. Furthermore the rapid build up of land values encourages investment in farming as a form of land speculation, As these investors buy up the farm land, they confirm the correctness of the judgement of
the speculator and thus add. fuel. to the fire. The speculator-farmer and ft tax
dodge-farmer can and often do produce crops, but they do not depend on the
revenue from ,these crops as the sole source of support for their families. Just
as au. urban speculator can call a parcel of land a parking lot. As long as he
gets enough cars to pay more than the wages of an attendant, he profits from
'the parking lot business. But imagine another parking lot owner down the
street, one who intended to stay in this business for ever. He would. expect his
lot to support his family. If it could not, he would\have to sell out: Such a
parking lot owner would suffer if so many speculato called their land parking lots, that the price of parking would be driven way down, . The reduction

of income plight be sufficient to drive him out of business. Only those with sufficient resources so that they really don't need the revenue from their parking
lots for their day to day existence would be able to survive.
At the same time that speculators and tax-dodge farmers drive up the price
of land, they depress the amount of money a farmer milts from his crops because they flood the market with more food than the forces of supply and deMend, would call for under a free market system.
In- the first place, the low returns, to ordinary farmers means that the price
system is signaling that too many resources are devoted to agriculture. Yet, as
"we have shown, large scale farms are ignoring these signals and investing
heavily in agriculture contrary to the normal logic of the market place.
Secondly, large corporations have the political clout to move the government
to open up new lands to. agriculture through large scale reclamation projects,
especially in the arid West, where these corporations own large tracts Of land.

These lands, when irrigated by even very expensive water, can turn a handsome profit by growing high priced creps like, grapes and tree crops.

Because the total, acreage devoted to speciality crops like grapes and tree
crops is so small, what might seem to be an insignificant increase in acreage
can glut the market. One economist, James Bonnen, who studied the -effects of
federal reclamation projects concluded that "increased production on reclamation-served land . . has reduced, non-reclamation farmers' income." 7 A recent
study of the effect ..:expected from the San' Joaquin West Side Development
studied several crops and concurred with Bonnen. Aceording to this study, the
project will depress the price of deciduous fruits from 5 to 7%, almonds. from
4 to 8%, grapes from 9 to 17%," cantalopes from 7 to 17%, other vegetables
"atm 4% to 7% and early spring+poSoes from 42 ot 80%.8

5 9,
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Who is going into these specialty crops? Tenneco Oil has 3,800 acres of
grapes; 1850 acres of almonds; 1000 acres of citrus and- almost 900 acres of
peaches and plums.9 Kaiser Aluminum expects to be the world's largest produ-

k

cer of walnuts.10
)

In short, the effect of the large corporate farm has been to depress the price
of current production and to increase the price of and. We can, if we want,
view these capital gains on land,as a substitute for current savings and investment; but, on the other hand, the family farmer doesn't have much choice
about this saving. And worse yet, the small family farmer often has difficulty
in transferring this saving (i.e., real estate value) into cash by borrowing. So
when the need for quick cash comes, he can only raise money by selling his
farm. Listen to what the President of John Deere & Co, has to say. about -the
*
availability of credit to the small farmer.11
"To us credit is a sales tool. We provide it because we must (because banks
do not) . . . The paper we accept from dealers Carries higher rates than the
banks char for such paper and our rates are as low as any In the industry.

Even so the mount of retail paper our company had on its hands last October
31 (1957), e end of our fiscal year, approximated $100 million, 200% more
than three year ago. Surely the limited availability of credit from other lower
coat sources must be a factor in the situation.

"We do not attract this business by taking excessive risks. Our credit standards have been high ... (and) our losses have been minor."

The large farmer gets a break on other inputs besides credit. Table IV

shows the differences between what large and small farmers pay. Still more
important than the volume discounts available to the corporations are the benefits of market manipulation. As a corporation like Tenneco gets into the almond canning business, it can use its leverage from its large production of almonds to force down almond prices. The losses to Tenneco-as-a-farmer are
more than compensated by the gains to Tenneco-as-a-buyer-of-althonds.

TABLE IVRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FARM SIZE AND COST OF CAPITAL AND OTHER PURCHASED INPUTS
Volume discounts

Interest on
operating capital
Farm size (acres) (6 percent normal)
80
160
320
640
1, 280
3, 200

6. 83
6. 52

6.47
6.47
6.15
5.90

Fertilizers
(Percent)
0
4
4
4
10
10

LCr p dusting
Insecticides and area spraying
(Percent)
(Percent)

Total difference
from bass cost
per acre

0
0
0
12. 5

'0.56

1 8. 5
1 14

17.5

[25

.5
.5

23

1.27
-4.96
6.62

1 Denotes only one observation behind the data.
Source: J. E. Faris, and D. L Armstrong, Economies. Associated with Farm Size, Kern County CashCrop Farms, Clan n I n1
Foundation Research Report No. 269, 1963, pp. 73-96.

Corporations which sell to agriculture also benefit from farming. In an article in, Doanea' Agricultural Report, entitled "Big Corporations Invest More in

Agriculture", Peter Grace, President of W. R. Grace, is quoted as sailing in
1967: 22

" . . . U.S. nitrogen plants are operating at only 78% of operating capacity

in 1968."
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The article continues by notinglhat :18
"Most firms supplying petroleum products and ag chemicals are being forced
by the competition to offer credit (like John Deere & Co.), They would prefer
not to do this, especially with today's high cost of money ...

"During the struggle for control of Kern County Land Company last summer, more than one fertilizer firm wag interested in acquisition, from the
standpoint of guaranteeing an outlet for a large amount of their products on
the company's huge irrigated crop acreage."

The article concludes that "it is our opinion that corporate farming will inthese. It's a matter of how fast."
The last statement does seem correct. Corporations are taking over agriculture. Some farmers will survive, but they will be the farmers who are willing
and able to gro;cv to a size large enough tic) that they can play the sable game
as the Corporate farmers.

Rudolph A. Peterson, ex-President of the Bank of America, says that based
on facts and trends "what is needed is a program which will enable the Mall
and uneconomic farmerthe one who is unwilling or unable to bring his farm
to the commercial level by expansion or mergerto taki? his land out of produc-.
tion with dignity".14 A spokesman for Gates Rubber Corporation was a little
more blunt : "The economists say that forty percent of the people in agriculture are goin to have to leave the farms eventuallywe're Just helping some
of these to ake the change".18

A fur er reason for conglomerates to invest in agriculture has to do with their

financial Il achinations. "Most agribusiness companies don't sell at near the P/E (price
to earings atio) of the non-agricultural companies. In other words, a non-agricultural
ram earning $100,000 per year might be expected to sell for abound $2 million. On the
other hand, an agricultural firm earning the same amount might be expected to sell for
$700,000 to $1 million or at a much more favorable P/11 ratio. What this means is
that the company acquiring the agribusiness firm gets an immediate improvement in its
share earnings" (See Henry Fiola, "Interview with Walter Minge ,r Vice President.,
National Division, Balk of America, S.
Corporate Acquisitions : What they are all
about and why they take place ", Western Fruit Grower July 1969, p. 18.)
& From a speech by Senator Lee Metcalf before the House Ways and Means Committee,
Tax Reform, 1969, March 10, 1969, p. 2013.
Quoted in Robert Dietsch, "The Merger Boom, Who Owns What?", New Republic,
February 22, 1969, p. 15. v
Gene L. Swakhamer, "The Growth of Corporate Farming," in Monthly Review of the
Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank, May 1968, p. 15.
Ibid.
Franklin J. Reiss, "Is $900 per Acre too. Much for Farmland?" Minas Agricultural
Economics, July 1968, p. 23.
'John A. Hopkin, Vice-President Bank of America N.T. & S.A., "Some Implications of
LongTerm Outlook of California Agriculture on Capital Requirements," delivered to the
Agricultural Economists of the Federal Reserve Banks, May 24, 1967, p. 17.
& lames Bonner "The Absence of Knowledge of Distributional Impacts: 4n Obatical
to Effective Public Program Analysis and Decisions," in Analysis antivAtjaluation of
Public Expenditure: The PPB System, Joint Economic Committee, p.
,
Gerald W. Dean and Gorden A King, Projections of California Agriculture ta1980 and
0000: Potential Impact of San Joaquin Valley West Side Development,' p. 120.
P ersonnel : One of the Basics at KCL," Western Fruit Grower, October 1969,
" Kaiser Plan for Walnut Production," Western Fruit Grower, August 1969, p.p.15.
5.
u Wzn. A. Hewitt, from speech in Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System, Pi.
nancing Small Business U. S. Government Printing Office, 1958, p. 364.
11 "Big Corporations Invest More in Agriculture,' Doane's Agriculturar Report, January 1968.
l& "Big Corporations Invest More in Agrimilture," Doane's Agricultural Report, January 1968.
frCr'Farin Poliby Question," in Agri Finance, Jan/Feb. 1969_, p. _42.
1° Said" 'to the Select Committee on Small Business a the.United States Senate, Subcommittee on Monopoly in hearings held in Omaha, Nebraska, May 20, 1968, p. 11.
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HOWARD P. MARGULEAS

Prnidnt

February 21, 1972

The Honorable Adlai E. Stevenson, III
Chairman
Subcommittee on Migratory Labor
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
My dear Senator Stevenson;

While I was unable to personally.participate in your recent
California Senate Subcommittee Hearings because of previous
commitments, nevertheless, am per my discussions with Boren
Chertkov, I did want to provide you with the-information requested as -to Heggblade,Marguleas-Tenneco's agricultural
f1
activities.

The added profit to farmers - including "small ones" - which
results from utilizing professional marketing help seems to be
lost in much of the current public discussions on agri-business
and the work of corporate enterprise in this field.
On a similar point there seems to be confusion regarding our concept of a "vertically integrated agricultural system. " We aid with
the crops in the field - either ours or other independent growers
and follow them throw harvesting, processing, packaging, promotion, selling, distribution and advertising to the grocerts shelf.
If functions of other Tenneco divisions fit this system we might
utilize them. However, this is simply not the case.
While Tenneco has a packaging business, this division does not
have West Coast operations to supply our needs and in fact we do
not use a single Tenneco manufactured.package in our agricultural.
business. Not one Tenneco chemical is used in our farming opera-
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tions. Finally, no Tenneco tletrolv.gn product is utilized, as
Tenneco Oil's refinery is located at Chalmette, Louisiana, over
2,000 miles from our California farming operations.
nasmuch as each diVision is charged with its own profitability,
ompetitive forces preclude use of our packaging, chemical, oil
and gas products in our. California agricultural activities.

H-M-T does some growing but most of our agritultural activities
are 'comprised of marketing agricultural products grown by other
farmers. In fact, less than 20% of our agricultural sales are derived from H-M-T grown crops. The remaining 80% comes from
agricultural products grown by many independegt farmers both
large and small.
.

An interesting case in point is H-M-T's participation in the date
industry. This industry was in finsincial trouble. After H-M-T
brought its marketing expertise to bear, the operation has begun
to turn around and the many small growers are making money for
the first time in many years (see attached advertisement). We at
H -M -T saw the need and then proceeded to inject the necessary
capital to enable the California date industry to become a profitable operation for grower, packer, supermarket and consumer
through professional marketing techniques. We emphasize that
capital was not used for acquisition-.

ow

Tenneco does not own a single date tree, date orchard or even a
single date. All the dates that are marketedty H -M -T belong to
-growers with orchards of 5, 10, 20 and 40 acres. It is professional
marketing of all farm goods that we are attempting to achieve
throughout the agricultural industry whether the crop is'dates,
almonds, fresh fruits or vegetables* owned by us or by others.
growers, regardless of size, by using this kind of marketing service liased on good channels of distribution and effective advertising,
can have access to many new markets and many new customers atboth a fair price to them as.a grower and equally important, a good
price to the consumer.
The small farmer can and definitely does have a bright future in
American agriculture. The small farmer, able and willing to'grow

A
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superior products, has an ally of significant strength in Tenneco,
willing and able to market this,growePI/oduct. As I discussed
at length with Mr. Chertkov during his vi t to Bakersfield, we at

H-M-T are convinced the small, the medium-sized and even the
large grower will benefit as a result of being part of the Sun Giant

marketing program. In essence, this program, sponsored by
H-M-T, is designed to create a brand label identification for varieties of fresh produce, including vegetables and fruit, so as to in
crease demand both at the wholesale and consumer level.

This will, we believe, assure the farmer of an outlet and higher
return on his product. It will bethe grower's responsibility to
grow the finest quality possible. Then it will become H-M-T's
responsibility to harvest, pack, market and advertise in a manner
that heretofore has been prohibited from a standpoint of efficiency
of packaging, marketing and promotional work. This unique marketing program created for the grower is possible only through the
use of Tenneco capital and at no cost to the -grower. The concept
would be worthless if it were not for the products supplied to H-M-T
by the grower. As explained to Mr. Chertkov, H-M-T is providing
this service at the customary commercial, rites and in fact bears
the full cost of adverting and promotion of grower's produce under
the Sun Giant program. Our profit is made in packaging and marketing. In essence, we at H -M -T are here to serve the small
grower, the medium-sized grower and the large grower.

4111.

I am taking the liberty of enclosing letters written by some of the
various growers who supply $ -M -T. As the result of having many
of our growers throughout the state of California report to us how
disturbed and distressed they were at reading the prems reports of
your Senate Subcommittee Hearings, they were requested to put
their thoughts in writing as to our relationship with them. It was
gratifying that in each and every case, these growers expressed a
sincere and candid position. In this group, you will note letters
from small, medium and large-size growers who Collectively represent the backbone of li-M-Tts marketing program.
Naturally, it was disturbing to se'o your Senate Subcommittee Hearings became yet another forum for the Divizich case, a matter of
litigation which should be properly resolved through the courts.

.0
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In addition, it was surprising to read the testimony of many of
your witnesses who condemned us -- andifet in almost all cases
have not had any agricultural business dealings with us. Finally,
we wonder how much of this current agri-business alarm is propagated for political as well as press purposes. Therefore, it
seems necessary, and important that you read the feelings, thoughts
and expressions of people who ao do business with us on a day-today basis -- in some cases, who have done so for over 30 years.

.
I*

For added information, we are enclosing a fact file- on our agricultural activities which reflects our philosophy in this area.

In conclusion, Senator Stevenson, it is correct to assume that agriculture does have problems as do almost all industires. Yet the
common belief that the underlying problem facing agriculture -that of overproduction -- is a fallacy. The real problem is lack of
distribution, lack of promotion and lack of advertising. It is in
this area of marketing expertise that we at H-M-T can and do provide farmers the services they need to be successful.
Si

//,
I / //V/I,r

rel yours,

and P. Marguleas

/fc
cc: The Honorable Robert Taft
Mr. Boren Chertkov
The Honorable Alan Cranston

The Honorable B. F. Sisk

The Honorable John V. Tunney
The Honorable Robert B. Mathias
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January131;1972
Mr. Harry Bleich
California Agricultural Specialties Co.
82626 Interstate 10
Indio, California 92201
Dear Harry,

Having been a member of the board of Directors of California
Date Growers Association for many years, I have been involved
very closely in the operations of the date business of the Valley.
it has been a rough go for many years and many growers have had
a hard time. I have observed that many date gardens have not
been pollinated and owners are only keeping the trees alive in
the hope that times would get better.
During the time that Tenneco has leased the Cal-Date facilities
and has contracted with the Cal-Date growers to pack and market
their fruit, there has been an improvement in the. distribution and
in the price structure for our fruit., This is a good start and,
while there must be further increases in prices received by the
growers for orates, I can see that this can be accomplished through
improved distribution and better market practices. Tenneco has the
facilities and the resources to do this, and I think that you
personally can play an important part in bringing this about.
When we entered into our contract With you, I was frankly
reluctant to abandon the cooperative concept of our organization
but in this day and age of fierce competition in the market, we
must-have strong backing there by an organization big enough to do
the-job. I hope that you will stay in there and continue to work
real hard, Harrycto do a Job for us.
\

Sincerely

DONALD A. SUNNING
DAS:sM

1
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GOLDEN

GROWk.IRS.
February 2, 1972

r. Howard Marguleas
blade-Marguleas-Tenneco Inc.
P.
. Box 380
Bakersfield, California 93302
Dear Howard:

I have been reading in the popereand legislative bulletins which I
receive, about the Senate hearings regarding big business in agriculture. My feelaings on this matter should be made known to you as one of your affiliated shippers.
Golden Y Growers, Inc., as you are aware of, is made up of many
small growers, and without a large sales organization such as yours to represent them,
they could not compete in the market place with the major citrus marketing co-operatives.
I realize our association together is very new and so far our experience with you has
been limited to lemons and tangelos. However, we have been extremely pleased with
your service and performance to date in marketing our fruit, and we are looking forward
to the same results in oranges and grapefruit.

Until contracting with your organization, Golden Growers had
been represented by the only other, citrus co-operative in the west, Pure Gold, Inc.
We were extremely difsatisfied with the performance, and the only alternative was
to loin Sunkist or find a strong independent representation. A single commodity cooperative such as Sunkist has definite limitations in these days of changing distribution
patterns, and their costs to small growers like us become prohibitive. Their pooling
practices are.191fficult to understand and are not alWays conducive to individual growers
taking full cidantage of seasonal differences in production.
Your sales organization, by handling many different cOmnidaitists for
many, many irytependent growers through mixer truck loads," in addition to straight
rail car loadings, is very appealing to us. .Your ability to get in and out of markets
to accommodate our seasonal production is of great value to our growers. Your many
years of experience in handling sales of agricultural commodities is certainly paying
off for us, and we look forward to a long and successful association with your. lino company.

I would hope that the Senors Investigation will show the need for, and
the advantages of so called "big business" in agricultural marketing.: As independent

6
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krowers your re"bi:grillosn: Kixwythseusgconfirsder:ceyO ad Nose of security, which is provers

Sincerely,

GOLDEN\' GROWERS, INC.

Gerald L. bidier,4President
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GRAPES

Aso*

GROWERS PACKERS SHIPPERS

(209) 237.4160
2500 SOUTH FOWLER AVE.

COW STORAGE
FAST
fr°FRECOOUNG

L D. timmut
(209) 237-624S

FRESNO, CALIF.. 93725

February 4, 1972

The Honorable
Adeli Stevenson
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator Stevenson:

In January your committee, investigating corporate interests in agri-.
business, visited Fresno.
I was pleased to see that there are some government officials who care enough about the future of agribusiness to take
time from their busy schedules to investigate the future of small farms.
I am a grower and packer of grapes and nrape products. tie are a
family operation and employ some 200 people during harvest and 6 all year
round.
Pte are currently trying to extend this to a year round business by
packing raisins and other grape products.
I feel much of our success can be attributed to one of the corporations
in question, H & M Tenneco. They have been our sales representatives for
over 15 years, and I can honestly say they have wheld the orice of our
products and have done an excellent job of sellino. tie enjoy many benefits,
which as a small family operation, we could not ordinarily afford.
As our sales representative, H & M Tenneco providet an outlet for our
products through a large advertising campaign and a most efficient and widespread communications system.
They also guarantee payments from the brokers who
purchase our products so that we bear very little risk in the sales portion
of our business.
Advertising and product promotion offered by'such a large
sales representative is very important to the small grower and packer who wishes
to expand his business, as do we by marketing new products.
The benefits
of such a sales representative as II & M Tenneco are not Confined to the small
growers and packers but effect the economy of California and the United States,
through increased employment and a greater market for consumer goods.
We appreciate your effort:, in this matter and welcome your concern in
the future of agribusiness.
Sincerely,

th7is 11Yie
President
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ribrijsoy 3, 1972

Cal-Date Company
P.O. Box HHR
Indio, California 92201
Gentlemen:

As a farmer in Orange County since1916, I was forced to expand
to Coachella Valley due, to urban growth here since World War II.
Date gardens were included in ay purchases, and being cooperitiyely.
minded I joined the Valley Date Growers Association which later
merged into California Date Growers Association. Unfortunately,
management in,this-association plus other conditions Were not
the best. Year after year the problems became morqunbearable,
poor sales, poor coordination, and no money, until She board
members induced Tenneco Co. to interest themselves in the date
Industry.

This changetook place in 1969, and I am now harvesting my second
crop with them under the Cal -Date Company affiliation.
My 1970
crop fo paid in full, first payment has been made on my 1971-72
crop, and I as at last solvent in my date operations.
While Cal-DatiCompany controls about 60 percent of the valley
date crop, I can find no evidence of control, coercion or mutual
agxeoment,as far as the other chl,ppers are concerned. I am well
acquainted with some of them, and.they are doing nicely on their
own.

Certainly since the advent of Cal-Date Company (a Tenneco subsidiary) conditiofis have stabilized, and we hope will improve to
a more profitable situation.

Sincerely yours,
1

alter R. Schmid
Former Member of the Board
California Date Growers Assn.

.

WRS:gd
cc: Congressman John O. Schmitz
Congressman Richard T. Hanna

3iJ

.

$

eftiiilarY 3i ,.1972

The Eon; John G.Schiltz
"congressman
1208 Longworth IleusOffice'8uilding:
Washington,. D. C.
20515
Dear John:
.

J:am enclosing to you a copy of a:letter which
to the Cal-Date Company.

haVe sent-

It seems that the trust-busting activities- of the'federal
government'aranow reachinx-down-inte tha agricultural
aeeaa. As you know, Kern County Land Cdtpany-waS athalgam,,4
ated with Tenneco Ind., which in turn has expanded their
agricultural research and sales. At present they
extended into the Coadhella Valley area where theyare-hoW
processing and selling pates, formerly processed by the
California. rate G owers Association, and Where they.are
also active in gr es and citrus, fruits:

Frog

they are good _Ompetition and do not
my'own knowle
control any largo se eat of agriculture la the' state,
except perhaps in dates whore ,theycdd control about
percent. l-balleve my letter fully explains their actiVity
inthis regard.-

4

KnOwing thabou are certainly concerned With the agri*
cultural industry In the State. of California..I.would_
appreciate your peraoriial.Lnvestigation Anto.this matter.
Sincerely yours,
!

Walter R. Schmid.

WAS:gd
Encl. 1
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CALEXte0..CALIF. 52231
PHONE: 1714) 357,3147

Januan7'24, 1972

Mr. flax Cook

Heggblade Nerviest Thrums°

p.,Q. Box 758
Thermal, Californj.a.

.4

92274

Dear Hex:

lette r

This
is to summarize some of the benefits we have enjoyed since becoming
easoCiated-with your.Compant. Perhaps they can beet be put ander the following
major categories:
1.

Marketing
a.

"i

Uposure

b. OrganizatiOn
c. -Power
d., Sales Promotion
s. Merchandising.
Purchisfig Power.:.

3.

finance

MABUTENG

-.t

Generally gaking, ypur Company specializes in the aerating of fresh traits
and produce arXryoti have, therefore, put tOgetherall of the phates of the
marketing function. in order-to do a professional job for we growers, a: task
whicfi would not be -economically feasible,forkirdividual-growers such Al Ourselves. Below are a few of themarketing. Oates mentioned &holier..

0

e

Erooeufe. Tour salesman speak with hundreds.ot chain stores, wholesalers and brokers daily, throughibut themarketingwrea bringlaignewbustazers
for our product,g
o
b. Organization.' Ton. are well staffed with competent salesman and althei,
marketing specialists-who are experts in theix-fields.
?
,

6
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c. Power. Becauee of the wide variety and volume of fruits and vegetablte.
that you handle, your Company ie in a, position to hold up strong against large
chain stores and other buyers who normally beat the small. farmer down on price.
This hae resulted in-greater sales returns-A0 us.

es Promotion. Your iirm does an ikpert job of advertising and
d.
promotion
ch is wellerganized, Creative, massive, and yet, wherever possible,
to the extent it identifies the. individual grower and his product.
is integra
(I am referring specifigelly to the
cent fullpage ad you ran in The Packer"
relative to Our green onions.)

.

e. Merchandisinq. We have been trying for 15 years to successfully pack
and market a consumerunit (pre packaged) green onion to no avail. We are near
the point of success at'thie time thanks to your Merchandising people and some
of your very loyal suppliere who have dedicated much time and money to this
project.
ti

PURCHASING POWER

The size of your firm has enabled you to command Considerable purchasing power
for agricultural farming, harvesting and packaging materials. In our cams, You
have assisted us in negotiating better prices std quality for seeds, fertilizers,
equipment, 'ubber bands, containers, liner, and prepackaging materials. All
of this helps u5 to produce a better pfoduct at a lower cost.
.

FINANCING

;

Although commerical produce farming has been going on for decades, conventional
lending institutions have shyed away from this business primary because of the
volatile market prices and, therefore, higher risks of lobe.
.

Your Company apparently feels they have a closer insightinto the circumstances
to the extenh that you have' loaned us substantial sums toward our growing costs
°and provides us with harvesting and packing advances as shipments are made. Nith
out this type of financing, we would not have been able to,have the program we
have today.

5

2

To summarize thin letter in a line, Max,you have provided the financing necessary
for lie to haVe the desired farming program; enabled us to produce a better product
at a lesser cost through your- purchaeing assistance, and because of your pro
feseionalism in marketing; you are returning em more dollars for,our product.
Yours truly,

L. Terry Poiriez,
Business Manager

upho
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W. L. DIXON COMPANY
120- REDWOOD DRIVE

HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORNIA 94010

February 1, 1972

Mr. C. Harry Bleich, President
Cal.Date Company
Post Office Drawer HHIi
Indio, California 92201

Dear Mr. Bleich:
I have been meaning to write Au for some time to tell you what I have
been telling my friends, namely, the remarkable and welcome change
your company has brought to the business of processing and selling dates.
Under the previous-a-frangement the return was unknown until, approximately
three years after the crop was started, the amount received was too low
to cover expenses, and payments were spread over approximately two years
after the crop was picked: Under these conditions we were sustaining a
loss on eachcrop and were considering abandoning Our operation and laying

off our employees, stopping purchase of fertilizers, sprays, dusts and
supplies, and leaving the gardens remain idle.
$

Your company's policy of establishing a market price before starting work
on a new crop and definite payment dates. has ,changed this and we can
operate our gardens on a sound business;b#4*ith proper planning.
Xeep up the good work.
.

%-Ytinrii very truly,

W. L. DIXON COMPANY

By

W. L. Dixon,
'
Sr.

President

a74
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Jack Vince & Sons, Inc.
Produce Growers
PHONE'311115514
P.O. BOX 311
THERMAL, OALIFORNIA

January 21, 1972

Mr. Max Cook
Beggblade4larguleas-Tenneco Inc.,
Pt0. Box 758
THermal, California 92274_
bear Max:

In a short time ve will be starting another harvesting
season with asparagus. Ve would like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the outstanding
job you and your organizationhave done for us.
Some four years ago, when ve planted our first 40 acres
of asparagus', we were in debt to P.C.A. and the bank for
a great deal of-money ve had 7,ost in the previous yeats
mainly due to poor marketing of our produce.
We now have expanded to 240 acres planted in asparagus.
We have just about cleaned up all of our obligations
that were incurred in the past years before your organization began marketing our asparagus.

You are especially to be commended for being able to
distribute and merchandise the asparagus at good price*
despite the unfair competition that ve are encountering
from Mexico because of their v,
cheap labor.
Again, ve wish to say thanks and keep up the good work,
'.as we look forward to more and better years with your
organization and Vie are very proud to be a member.of the
H & M-Tenneco family.
.

Sinc rely,
Ofele-'6
Carl L. Vince
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February Z, 1974.

Mr. Lewis L. Slate, President
California Almonds, Inc.
5600 Norris Road
P.91.2:4aS

5125

Bakersfield, California 9330e
Dear Mr. Slate:
I am writing this letter to express our deep concern over the method
in which the recent US Senate Committee hearings were conducted in
Fresno at which Mr. Howard Marguleus was scheduled to attend.
The entire carnival atmosphere in which the meetings were held,
found personally despicable and the sideshow press treatment of all
of agriculture's side far below what the aneral public should be
entitled to expect.

It is the feeling of so many farmers like ourselvesaat diverging;
organizations like Tenneco play a most-valuable unimportant
in our entire (local-national-international) agricultural picture and
the outright distortions Of your appreciated efforts on the behalf of
agriculture in general and yourselves as a profit-oriented, taxpaying unit (like all of us, farmers are) is demeaning and unfair,

at best.

Please extend to Mr. Marguleus the regrets of the Fresno-area farming community that his awaited and hoped for message was.never herd
by the senatorial powers and our apologies that this all had to happen
in Fresno where you folks ar
proven positive force to so many of

us.

Sincer
t"ri/""4".'
Ru ell M0Willion, ',Vice President

,
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Jantiary 24, 1972

Mr. L. L. Slate
P. O. Box 5125
Bakersfield, Calif.

93308

SUBJECTS Opinion of Tenneco
impact on Almond
industry.
Dear Sir,

a.

.

Bud Hooblet of your Chico offiCe asked me to convevto.you my.
opinion of Tenneco& impactmn the almond industry and the
propriety Of its presence as a huge congloMdrant involving
s
itself in Agriculture.

I Oprove heartily orTenneco and its presence in the almond
industry.

Since there has been so much concern expressed by the media,
the farm economists', and the politicians for the well being
of the family farmer, I think my position Its a second goners.
ation American, operating a family farm contgining 100 acresof almonds. and 100 acres of Walnuts is certainly cegent.Perm was bought and paid for by a lifetime of struggle by my
for the purpose of eatablishing,p faMily Father and
farm of an. economically soli- sufficient size that could'be
handed down from generation to generation.

Supposedly We should be the most frightened and threatened
group.
I am pleased to reptirt that we are not frightened
nor is anyone else. California Almond Growers Exchanoe
members with -whom I have talked ore cautiously. optimistid
that Tennecos impact will .have long term beneficial effect on
their interests..
It seem, to mo, I have arrived at my position in this matter
because of three general areas of observationiG
.

Firsts

The unique distribution of this Commodity inone
state and 70A of its handle is vie -the Co-Operative.

Seconds The nature. of. Tenneco as en innovative organizer
of resources in climatal mnd especially in distribution and transport with no apparent interest in
owning too many orchards.
-

Thirds

General views that bigness is not necessarily bed
but is essential in modern America.

.
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It may be ofeinterest to you to know a little, more of the above
three press of observation.

first Area

(70 Co-Operative)

Most form commodity groups, es You well know, are fearful
of conglomerante gaining over- whelming control of the packing
and morkoting of their product to the extant bordering on monopoly. This, of course, is debntable'whon it involvos commode
ities Other than almonds. However, 70 of the almond crop is
packed and marketed by the California Almond Groaners Exchange
(CAGE) which Ictunlly reverses the threat. There is a widespread genuine concern fleeing grbeers that firot, thiemanlgemont team it CAGE could become so soli confident end un-responsive as to become a dead hand on the vitnlity of the industry.
Socond, that the independent packers would lack the muscle or
the will to help set tho peace eo were all surprisod and many
were ehOoked by the entry of Tenneco" into our industry but,
one by one, many growers have gradually recognized Tenneco se
e powerful, vital; aggressive pnco cotter.

.

Only one debatable fear lingered with my family.. This fear
has been much ellayod by .the recent news that.Terineco has
devesteel itnolf of 311 ninond orchard production interests.
We are understandably upset by multi - billion dollnr conglomeraten gobbling up land by the thousands of scree at n time.
'
.

,

Second Area - (Tennocos Nature)

Tenneco has astonished the entire enveetment community with
its multi-Mooted Wont for reorgenizing ocepanyse eeseesing
consumer preference and trenmportation. My referenco to'
trensoortation it spocifically to Tennocoo success in dietribue'
We
tion from producer to consumer on'e grand-moesiVe scale.
need this.kind of talent in the,nlmond industry.
_

Third Area - (Goparal View of Bigness)
It has become fashionable to coneemeconglolarates as emissaries.
of the devil himeelfe To ofterein America we have allowed
ourselves exceeees in cruendene zeal at the expeneO of reason.
Fortunatly we finally ore able to allow the pendulum to swing
where it properly should. This confidence in Amoricos nbility
to buffer iteelf, on my onrt I think, le amply justified by
I don't subecribe
our groat and successful netionee history.
to the assertion that bigness in neceeenrily bad.
I would like to ateemptetoefebriento s story to illustrate ,n
d.
obvious, point teat I believe too early people have over look 1..____-Steal was
This otery could describe any family formers son.
cell hin 'Johnny?
1g

,

When Johnny enters olemantory school he will ride to 50-'001 in
t bUs menufectured by one of the biggest corporations, powdered
by encoline from Shell Oil Cornoretione Any synthetic clothes
'
Every
Johnny woors were developed by DuPont Corporation.
mementoue occasion in sceool will to documented'en film monofectur d try Eletmen-Kodak corporeeion. Occeesionally well
AO:Joe relatives will viva Jglhnny email neounto of money that
his moteor Bill deposit in :Bank of Ame.rice Corporation. eAs he
grown older hie food intake will eroetly incrense his mothers'''.
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purchancrom Safanay corpoi;itir4.k.ptiloterty,,
pmpollege
education will be insured wilk,W4niqqpiii#040c Orpp*OtCloon
so he will be pbla to attend the -laiOnatniver*O.V AfOht15.
world (U.C.).
After ,college John will get mairicd, trlveA T.W.A. on his wadding trip, ntay at the Hilton hotel, and rent a Hertz car.
,s

Eventually john'uill manage the family farm with the help of a
Ford Tr!-mtor, an irrigation pump built by Borge-Werner,
fertilizer, from Standard Oil (Chevron) and biarrow monsy. from
Bank of America.
It would seem to me that it would be very inconsiotant it the
family would not allow John to nell,his almonds to Tenneco
Corporation Just because it ip too big. It saemn obvious that
Johnnye world is made of many friendly giants whose efficiant '
reaction to Johnnys many changing needs have made his life
vary rewarding.

Respect vtly

.

/1

.

Earl N. Decker
Rt..3,13ox 90 -D

Chico, Calif.

95926

Copy tot Bud Hcobler

s.

:3 7,9
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lalton L. Willadsen.
Rt. 1, le' 4',O
Durham, Onlif.'95938
Jan. 2.0.1972
o

Er. L. L. Clete.
V.O. 1):=7 125,

lakerarield, C
Dear Er. ;Slate;

e.

nio iq n Jett -r of a nredi.,%tton for the many times
pnd now Cal-Al hen helile6 me in the pa;t.
advaneiw7 mnicr, for :,perati#5

bu:rinf; arrapnent

and eseecially the hullia,!; gent !.:0 built lfrt year.
13 ver:.
stanil

It

rot.C:.into %new .pat ouch a lt,r e c.)Apany will
rol:nro the way C 1-A1 (Ton!;.

it

Fair pricer! end eerly

paymnta

io another war wa

4-'o benefit ',TM contr.rtin,!, ,vn.alnondato Cal-Al.

4.!' nln© enjo:.Try as!lodiation with Zd 1,eynolenoaA.his

enuir.-.-4tort in MI ,rowers in'this.

t:ff,y rake. r

hreo.
.

.41et a chance to e.o Vie lakcrt:field p'ant'
I heard a runor (0),nit a trip :min plana0.-*

so 1e tine noon..

Eilton L. Jillad-en

Oa

o

5'

a

S89

IP
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Rt. 3 Box 213
Chico, California
January 26, 1972'

.

L.L. Slats
g.o. Box 5125
eakersfield, California 9330,.,
Dear Mr. Slate;

I as writing to let ou know how pleased I aM that Tenneco
has boughten out Tri-Co and is now in the alm5nd industry. I.
feel that Tennecois in a batter position to help oromote the
almond industry through more mi*ertising and helping to create
abetter domestic market for the almond.
'Because of this I have purchased more land and am oxbanding
my almond orchards. I feel confident that with
your company
in the almond industry we can look forward to a .brighter
future.

l4riour4

I
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P.0.4at SIX
SaleaUtiall CatleObliAt 93308
boat /44. Slate:
9 have thought about dtoping you. a note foa quite some time so. and, as you'cos

ata 9 Pat pa; it oh%
waa iftette4 my paivilsga to sett you and Ma Masgssi4uto taut 1014 when you f Woo

went at the Rend of the i404.t 44440K 4.1tnain ChieoXistLeati aria's, tom spa oats'
such fob honoe.ino ua with your attendance and helping make the guava/soot eta/. suedes.
Speakirvh. Oa both my jalitte. and myotl.f,9 would tat to expaest. mot thanks to

Cal AL Oa the fine co °ain": oue.t. the. 10.8.44.
9 belloe that the enteeone.e of 9enneco (Cat AL No) into the Almond platase ii
indeed a eesa. plus. Oct.:he -foe& a paw.
9 bah ive that thie oltwolvement by %mew gime the &mond induutsy a much
stoongtt maakuting cais,alach is a plots jaetoe. foa me a pewee. and 9 am encootagal

and beftiot that the tutwee foe Ilbsande lash otsy 4i tinfe
9hi sduattising poops*: undut. the ?Abet of Sun riziast 14 one at tht tat et.iong
points at fat as the futuot domestic acceptance of out pr:duct 44 concto:e:44f tsast
this it opynion.
thus at a Watt 9 am pleased to see Tenneco in the Almond pictuat/ind seises 9
fest thin way and acne 9 am alto pleased with. the attationthip 9 haus expisatnceci
le.Uh Cal 4i 9 am in the. ptoceso of plantlng. an additional i0o antes.
9f You and Me llaoluteut ate wet in out a4ea we would be happy to see you again
and 9 hope you can make, the &visa eguin tn. the novo futuatattis hope we can eels butte. a *!!.44..t.

/GC 467.401 this epting.
Once again tha,ck le'ou and Cat Al foa being tnuoutesl in the Almond industry and
9 betiu. e thin znuoiso,sent of Tenneco s.a the beightat spot the .incluatty has had in

long tiote.9 haul confidence in thie team.

Sincassty yaw..
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M. Robert Nies

,4

r°

Co -giver Company

P. Or Box 758
:Thermal,/ California 9327#

6,

a

W

Dear Bob:
AO\

''Weappfeciate:themay your company, Co- giver;' fts
handled -the fruit fr9m our l'eters Ranch Company" this
past season.

.

-

Being plagued with very small fruit itjeas a pleasure
I
to see you harvest the crop in -such a manner
as to get the
besb)finansial results out oof it.,
.
,.

It was interesting to know that quite a bit of the
fruit went to the exportmarket and I suppose that thin
move might have been part,df the answer to such satisfying,,
results.

We have been extremely pleased with the service'that
we have been,getting from your field land sales departments.,
Co-River Company certainly stands for cooperation and
integrity':

-%

Sincerely,

pETERS RANCH COMPANY

.

114114.0141.AA
4

Norman Dreyfuss.
Bunker Hill East
31L So. Spring Street
Los Angeles, California:90013
6

ND:gs

fi

/
)458Q0, Pia Read

n Wells, taltf. .92260

I

t

,

a

re se
%

i

Mr4I .14a x. Cook

.+'

.

.,.

c/o Heggblade-Marguleas-Tenneco Ind,
Yhermal,. California
Dear Max:

a
J

.

.

..*

r

I feel reriips in not having' expresied my appreciation and thanks
for the close and beneficial associatibn our two cob:parries have had
.iduring the past 1.6 years - -,.so here goes,.
:.
;
.

i.

The HeggbladeMatgule.as-Tenneco Comer/ 'has always marketed our Crapes

using the best of slund marketity; pr ncipals. Their selling expertise
manifested itself, esper.ially du in 'the years of the grdpe bovcot. '
.

..

In 1955 we started pith $3C) acr ,s /of table grapes, and today 'farm over'
520 acres upon which there is no indebtedness..

t- /

..

.

,

Having completed in 1971 ou .16th harvest year,,I am happy to repoit
that each and every vgar h been A. profitable one. I am confident
in saying that the Her,r,b1 e-Marguleas-Te uneco Company was; to -a large

degree, resronsible for Oct: an enviable record.,
.

.

.

'i am happy to say, Mix, Ahat our asSociation with your. Company gives
Me a'. great sense of 'etnengtniand Security and that H 'arid Y. will always
:
remain a friend of the/ sMiall farmeri.
IliNcerely,
.-tPAK 4ANCH

Ralph 4e1 ocia n
Owner-Manager
v

7

StanleiM.Lom
E*cdon,Caliorsia

September 17

1971

L. -nate, F sident
California4nond 'rchards, Inc.

93309

nalorofield,,C0J.I'ittia
-*
f
Dear. Sir:-

,

Thank you for ;.
crop of alnendso.

--)

izhty fine:settlement price.Ror my 1970
..,

..;.1,

.I have been al:tie:fa pleased_ulth the Cal.;a'return,

t since
7onr'associst::en with Tenneco I .eel even more secu .
There
_areir.orealn: de heir.;, 7roduced in Californ.a, but I have a
.confortah
felinG that they -will be Sold, The a=ressive,
'..i-novat

.

14e.cetinl-a2proach of !kzblade-,..:argUleas.. Tenneco; Inc,

-AM, t an ,..anfident, mteriall7 contribute to Turincreasel.n4cr-

copitaconstion.

.

.

;

1

The fine rdople, solid. .,:olicies- and financial strenzth of Tenneco
supplies the hind of cw...?etition ue so long have needed to

.'strengthcnthe industry.

..

You myyplan on marketing ir,r, crop for me next :mix;
:.
-

,

personal resards.

i).',:indes

tL

*-

i

.Sincerely,

\

i

R.

L

387

January 24, 1972
21042 S. Carrjaton
Calif. 95366

To Thom It May Concern::.

'

We have' been selling -almonde tto Cali fornia Altaofid Orchards
been very
since 1955. As far as we are concerned, we have
o f Tenneco.
brae di fference since' it has "become a

They"havm always beefy very- fair with us, and I do believe
we need n good independent pr*cker !Or not all growers care
to belong to an sAksociation. I feel that one has a tendency

to keep the other on it's toes.

_1 feel that Tenneo has the resources to expend the California
Oswald market all over the wdrld. rith the new plants they
have built,'-and the modernit!stion of the old one, they pre
capable of turning out as fine a prodliet as could be round
anywhere

.

.

"'ith the.large edvertisinR program behind the nel:)brEnd,
,Sun Giant,' f t should be- ay), e to 'cosi/lete with any other brand.
The House of Aloonds, which is usually located $n aofnice
in-,

restaurant on a busy highway, is an excellent way
troducind almonds to title trbveling public. 1
17/0 are well satisfied with California. Almo d Orchards as a
buyer for our product and ore optimistic a gut the ..inture of
,

.

the almond market.

1' '

Sincere),Y.
sci.z-V

''''"tcY1 Its
Carroll
1). aafith
v1111,-,

288
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4

Cavalletto anches
23479 Road 20h
.Chowphillal Calif. 936.10

-

January 30, 1972

Deat Law,

By request of John Chambers, I writs this letter in order
to do my part to combat en unfair attack upon Tennteo And its
,affiliates.
.

:My father and. I own and manage 460.acras of almonds.

We

have bean alling our almond production to Haggblade-Marguleair
of Tenneco.

In 1961 our operation started

b.

almond plinting

and in 1963 we sold our almonds otCalifornia Almond Orch6.ds.
of Paso Robles.

Whin Tenneco took over this organization, broth

my father and I were vary enthusiastic to sea a AomPany the
size of 'Amoco put its capitol behind the alpond industry. 'Pi

As iA has pioven out, Tenneco's solid capital has shown
to the rest of ,the almond trade a spirit of competition Aat
the almond industry needed.

It gabs growers of almonds a choice

/

of where thaii. simonds would be processes and handled at a
fair priest,

Tenneco's new brand name, "Sun.Glarit" links almonds with.

.other quality food products, bringing about

ttron

association

of advertisement to promote lamonda to their fulleatpotentialls
Tenneco'has bean a leadar'in stimulating atlas of a crop that hest

doubled In volume in 5 years.

We think this is important bacausi

of the. ton.boaring acreage.yet to be available for the market.

Ordinarily large companies absorb smallir ones and the

personal touch
exception to

dividuslity is lost$ but Tenneco is an

rule. Most of the personnel of California
.)

A

Almond Orchs de was rated-hod by Tenneco.

cholped in the expantion arias.

Added personnel have

As growep ma cror-the personal =

,touch of that small company remains,

It's bean aplessurs to dO business with you, Lou, and your
staff.

I hops we will are many years of Tenneco in the future,
t.

Sincerely,

.

1582

55

A

D. It NITCHttl.

RANCHERS' LABOR POOL. INC.

PIWWWW

IliteX 833

111104e041 111=40111

INDIO. 9, AyFORMA
Ilveolelizing In the finnurvislon and Can .f CantInglar VaIhly 0.1. Pinion* ant Cann Ow..
4

January'Slat 1972
Mr Harty Bleich.
Cal Pate Company
Drawer HRH
Indio,Calif.
Dear Harry:.

a

The article on Hergblede-Mar guleat-Tenneco in the
January 15th issue of The Produce News is timely and encourages 1;?e
to write you my thoughts on the subject. As I look back on more
than two year& of contact with you and H and hLTenneco, I am sure
that the positionof our date growers has substantially improved.
,

.

Ak you know, my son and Xtoperete a ranch care program for 19
small-date and citrus proper ies\for other owners as well as our.
own interests. This,program Vo/ved because it met a need. I
se properties would be active today
question if a majority o
if we had not pooled our eq ipment and developed economies.
A grower and his family can operate,e date garden as long as
the palms are comnaratively short but when it grows tall they,
must have expeniiire equipment and a professional cfew.

a
6

There is a parallel between the small date grower and the
small marketing agency. It takes a giant to sill to the giants.
My-opinion of H and .M Tenneco to date is a favorable one. Our
marketing co-operative in the past did a good'job for us but
under todays conditions we need more clout. We had accumulated
back breaking amounts of fruit as carry -over. You have brought
our sales to a satisfactory condition.
.

We are,in fact, placing our future in your hands. I can see
-no preferable alternative. Your self intermit as well mryour
.concern for our welfare should give us many years of fair
dealing. With youi drive and. keen insight into the data businafa)
we have a good basis for optimism.
Cokdially and sincerely yours,

e.
1'

.3 9 0

1583
51251 Avenida Obrsgon
La Quint*, California
January 22, 1972

-

Mr. Robert Nies
Co-River Citrus Company

.P.O.Box 758
Thermal, CaliforniA2274
Dear Bob:

As one of the growers that started with Co-River Citrus Company
eight years ago, I feel that I would like to. express to you and
your entire organization how pleased I hare been in the manner
your Company has harvested, packed and marketed my forty acres
of grapefruit. Your staff has provided me with their expertise
in the growing ofa.my crop which has been something in addition
to their normal duties'in-thelield.
;

,ts a smalr grower, your Company has provided me with packing
facilities that are modern and efficient which places me in a
position of competing with the large growers and packers in
this area. It also aave me the benefit of National distribution, advertising and promotion activities that would be
impossible for a small grower..
A
.

4

With liberalization at trade, your Company has helped open new
outletsor grapefruit in the export markets. This would have
been an impossible task foT a small grower or a group of small
growers, but with your Company's resources, you have again
made us competitive with the giants of the industry.
.

,

In addition, I have personally enjoyed this extremely profitable association with the, group,thnt has taken such excellent
care of my fruit and the many problem arising from the
prOcessos of growing, packing and marketing of my grapefruit.
It is my intention, and hope, to continue thisprofitnblo
association as long as I.am in the citrus-growing business.
Sincerely,

4

"

4

39 14

4

.

1584
430 South Fuller Avenue
Los Angeles, taiif. 90036
February 2, 1972

nft

I
CalvDate Company
si
P. 0. Drawer BBB'
Indio, California \92201 A

.

Gentlemen:

aecently I finished harvesting the second crop from iy date garden
I would
.ander the grower agreeMent I have with Cal-Date Company.
like to review with you my observations both before and since
Tenneco came in June of 1970.
'Conditions in the date industry and returns to growers by the
cooperative, had deteriorated badly during the previous four or
five years. Both the Association and the growers were so 'deeply
in debt there 'seemed no way out., Plant costs were excessive and
I had
the unsold crop for the previbus year was still on hand.
been seriously considering giving up completely although I had
been a date grower in the Coachella Valley for 29 years.

There was a general return of confidence and almost immediate
improvement after Cal-Date Company was organized and backed by
effective management and marketing techniques. The old inventories
were liquidated. Growers were given a guaranteed price so that
they now know what the return will be before they ever start to
grow the crop. The industry has stabilized to the point that there
is now an interest in new plantings. Many old bank loans have been
paid off and there is a renewed emphasis by the farmers on growing
a quality crop.

Conditions were so bad / do not see how weever could have survived
as an industry if-Tenneco had not come in at the time it did. We
appreciate whatAyou are doing for us.
Very truly yours,

Gw

:

n Wilson

GW:lsa

392

.

'

433i. Burton Way
Palmsprings, California
Janukry 19, 1972 .

BA Robert Nies
cio Co-River Citrus Company
BOx 758)
T ormal, California 92274
Dear Bob:

As an American Indian, it has been difficult altimes tm.b* ac06ted in
the business community.
I would aka you to know that I feel that CcoRiver Citrus Company has ac.
cepted me as a Coachella Valley grapefruit grower and theft our business
relationship his been one that I have been proud to be a part of. Your
Company has handled my forty acres of Ruby Grapefruit firth* past eight
years on a businuss-like basis, and have.acceptedlee:ase. grapefruit
grower based on my ability to raise.* croP0.
Fortunately, your Company has been in a position to offer me, as a-small
grower, the benefit of your plant facilities which.I consider second to
none, You have also given Se the opportunity to take adiantige of your
Company's expertise in marketing, in advertising And promotion. These
are some of the many things that would be impossible for a small grower
to attempt to do.
.

You have
with the
has been
-myself,

provided me with outlets that put ma int position to compete
giant co-ops.that,threaten my existence as a small grower.
It
my experience and observation that a small grower, and especially
could not survive within the framework of these giant co-ops.

Bob, I have enjoyed our relationship as a grower with your Company and
look forward to many more years of Go-River Citrus Company harvesting,
packing and marketing of- my fruit.
.

Very trey YOT!g,

elaCil Pierce
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September 9, 1971\

Mr. Robert Nies
Co-River Citrus
P. O. Box'758

4

IThermal, California' 92274

Dear Bob:

4

°

As president of Harboe Mgnagement Service, Inc.; which
is *gent for At.: Firestone's K-B-L Ranch as well as'the
Triple L Ranch which belongs to MeWers',.. George BUrns and
Jack Benny, I wish -to express my appreciation for the way
your.Co-River Company has handled the 1970-71 crop.
Through exceptional cooperation during'the growing year
both from yoUr field department and from you we carried the.
crop to an extremely successful finish which certainly is .
gratifying/for both. the owners and us as farm managers.
car', recall the many occasions when your field department:
has been of help in assessing things like frost damage, insect
service without which it would have
problems; etc., etc. been impossible.to achieve pc: results We are now looking at:

I want to take this opportunity to say that it is a
distinct pleasure to work with a company as honest as yours.
.

Sincerely,:

HpBOU MA

NT SERVICE, INC.

,

Jens

The promotional programs that you have outlined to me
for the future sound exciting and should further enhance the
chances for fine financial results for the smaller grower.
P.S.

ti

q

irS
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February 7, 1972

The Hod. Richard. T. Banns
Congressman
1516 Lonzworth_House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 2051$.
.10

Bear rick:

I am enclosing to you a copy of a letter which I'have sent
to the Cal-rat4 Company.
It seems that tha trust-busting activities of the ederal
government are now reaching down into the agricult rat
areas. As You know, Kern County Land Company was malgamated with Tenneco I'm., which'In turn has expand d their
agricultural research and sales. At present they. have
exten:Jed intotthe Coachella Vallev urea where they aro now
processing-end selling dates, formdav processed by the
California rate Growers Association, and where they are
also active in grapes and citrus fruits.
From my own knowledge they.are good competition and do not
Control any large segment of agriculture in the state,
except perhaps in dates where they do control about 60
percent. I believe my letter fully explains their activity
in, this regard:

Knowing that you are certainly concerned with the agricultural industry in the State of California, I would:.
appreciate your personal investigstiop into this matter.,
Sincerely yours,

4
Wslter.R. Schmid
WRS:gd
Encl. 1

?'
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Mr. Robert pies
Co -River Citrus

'P. O. Box 75a
Thermal, California 92274
Dear Bob:

In reviewing our packing program forthis coming year.
it occurred to us that we had been remise in telling you
after. the finish of last yehr's bar:41'k how much we appreciata
the excellnt service you are providing for us in the packaging
and marketing of our fruit on the Green Leaf Ranch.
The service that you and y ur field department has given
en to harvest for the best
u1s, especially in determining
financial. results, has been _unsurpassed and your help during
and after periods of frost in trying to assets' the situation
was invaluable to us.
0

,.\

We appieciate the fact that Co-River's integrity and
!,honesty is unquestionable, and wish to take this opportunity
to thank Ou for many years of a good grower-handler relationship.
Sincerely,

GREEN LEAF RANCH

Harold E. Ensley.
Rt. 1 Box1164
Thermal, California 92274
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Following is fact information concerning.Tenneco'S
agriCUltural objectives
''
4s 'far. as the grower is:concern4
concerned -- and this includes sma,l, medium

and large growers
the Tenneco plan is to provide htm.wi 4 wider and
More established. marketsjor his products, he40 him develon a broader
base'of consumptiogthrough expert marketio.and promotion, aneatigment,
and strengthen his product quality (as his quality improve , his return
improves)..:
'Q

At the other end of the sneCtruM js, of course, the ultimate consumer -the American housewife. The Tenneco objective here it tanrovtde her
With the finest quality fresh*frgitsand vegetables.available in the
Most attractive, convenientand_nrotective packaging at a realistic
market price under a national brand orogram
--- Sun ian
Gt..
,
.

.

The most commonly used_excdte for some of the plights of agriculture
is that the farmer,-,has become too efficient with resultant oversupply.
This is not the complete answer... The,fact is that agriCulture
generally'has been experiencing a lack of marketing/ finesse,

I

Price concession alone as a selling device rarely results-in an
adequate return-Ao.the nrower. The way to market agricultural products:
Js not to rely on governmental marketing orders and restrictive measures
but conversely by-increasing demand through better advertisingi marketing,
merchandising. and distribution,
'

This results in better retUrns'to the growers.
For example, a case in
point 4% the date industry.. Prior to Tenneco's bartiCipation, this
industry-was in financial trouble arid.the groWers were faced with a
loss of market and inability to cover their.groQing costs,
There was
a orofusion of brand naTes and inadequate:marketind. :After kleggblade.

-

41
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MargUleasaTenneco stepped in and brought its merchandtsing ex0ertiSe
to bear, the association has been rejuvenated, is now operation in
black and the many small groweis-fOr the rst time in several yea
are making money,
Ironically, a hue and cry has none un to'stop vertical integratio in
agriculture. The claim essentially is that bignest is bad and t erefore automatically harms the small farmdh. The facts do not su, ort this
contention. For example, U -M -T does not own a single dale, n6r a date"
tree, nor a date'orchard. All the dates we market belong to 5 10, 20
and 40 acre growers,
-

,

.

.
.

.,

It seems'obvious that the bigness of Tenneco was an asset to he date
It tooka combination of
.industry and to its associated nrowers.
markeang.and distribution expertise; advertitinl, sales pr .motion,
.as well as capitil in order to turn around the date industry in the.
:'
k
U.S.

.

1

.

,

:

.

.

: Wale this illustration is relatively minor in thb total scheme Of
agricultural activities in this country, it is this concept which
Tenneco is attempting*, apply throughout its agricultural marketing
programs whether they relate to dates, almonds, fresh OuitS or
Rather than be dependent on a few large buyers': we believe
vegetables.
that through the channels of good dittributiop and effectfv 41ftertising
[We can °penal° many neW markets and attract many new cUsto yrat np,
1
that through cone rted
: sacrifice in price. jt is our
advertising, aggressive promotion and,nationwide distribu ion;: we will -.,
be in a stronger position to help the tia wers sell their rOduct s
thrOughout the country at both,a fair p ce to the grower and a good.
: value t6 the consumer.
.

have a future in Americ n agriculture.
So the small grower can and do
grower, able And wil ing to grow superior qual ty produce,
The
n ally of significant strength in Tenneco.
has an

'

.

;

Historically, the small grower, struggling alone, facetivanytbetacles.
It is extremely difficult for him.to grow, harvest, ship' and sell his
through
MormalTy he carries the',
crop with a reasonable profit
the harvest. At that .point, he turns *ra commercial Ockei to 'pack
his fruit -- and in all likelihood the same paCking organization handles
the salet.
;!

Most commercial packers are termed "seasonal." They operate during
the few months of packing and are out of business and colt of contact
These shi6pers lare in most
with the trade the balance of the year,

400
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I

.

.

instances lirAlted'insale outlets,;by.#e Single commodity -- or the
few commodities -- they aCk. Having no selection, the greatest
-.incentive
to attract a uyerris,.toieffere product at &lesser price.
.
.

H-M-T haSlong recog
importance to: the s
.

zed.the, 'need for a well planned program and its
11 grower. 16ether they are a team.

I

How then do the Tenneco
grower?

precisely serve the interests of the
.

4

First they give hjnOreAdy Access:to marketing expertise (particularly
aRl-feontacts WO buyers, knowledge of buyer's needs, planned, marketing
prOgraMs, awareness A prio structures, advertising and promotion)
that it nationwide.
.team of prressional salesmen are on the job.12
Leionths;of the year and in_daily.t ntact with.the tradg. There is at
least One- specialist ig_every field -- citrus, potatoes, grapes, etc.
,

I

Second, the grower knows before shipMent whatlsrice he will receive;
no risky.speculative;shioment. With this ?niaranteed payment to growers,
assumes reSeohiibility4or collections.

.

.

'Third,li-M-T does so much shipping to so marry places.that growers can
Finrclpdte in less-thanbarload or less- than- truckload shipments.
H-M-T can fill out the shipment-with the Produce of:other growers,
at a saving to all.' This calls for a fUlly staffed traffic:department,
prepared to protect shipments and insure possible claims.

Fourth, H-M-T offers packing facilities much more modern and sophisticated
The central loading
J.points, with'consolidation of various items attracts trade and greater
outlets for a grower's products.
iTriiii-i'growe; could afford, to provide for himself.

Fifth, through newsletters and other communications, H-MJ keeps its
growers up to the minute on market trends.
Sixth, the grower has acces to a knowledgeable field staff whickis.,
iViTTAble year round and pro 'des assistance throughout the growing
and harvesting periods if he so desires.

Seventh, he has access to financial assistance for labor and materials
-ii1WETT- as a supply of labor. Modern equipment is available at little
Or ne'extra cost to the grower.
Eighth, prbducts 'gown in all districts are.made available, through the
harvest and pest-harvest period when the product lends itself to storage.

4.'1

k. A
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In turn, What are the benefits to the buyer?
,'

-

First, it gives him a dependable source of supply, since H -M -T
organization is hilhly skilled.at packing and timely shipment.

Second, it provides him a year-round source of supply, made possib e
bg-H-M,T's geographical spread (California, Arizona, Mexico and
Teps) in oackimg and.shipping.
Third, by representing'many growers with many different types of,c ops.
offers buyers a full range of produce...one-stop shoogIng, y
might say. one phone ta1.1 tb H--T has the same effect as dozens sf
Phone calls to individualorowers: the_ buyer's time is thus conse Yee.
Fourth, buyers obtain effecting quality control, tince,li-M-T peop e
at receiving, backing, and shipping.
are

And finally, how does the consumer, the housewife, tharejn this Tegram?
first, it offers her freshness and other standards ofquelity tha
notfikely to be available under directsgrower-buyer relationshi

are
.

Second, it provides a continuity of better qualty.and better gr!de.
Third, through continuing research and development the Tenneco o °grams
FIVTde-better innovation and improvements in'oackaging, and pro essing
with subsequent improvements in product flavor.:
Fourth, the programs provide extensive develonment of new types of
Okikaging whickinsore the fruits acid vegetables-arriving in her home"larbetter condition with less chance of spoila
.

Fifth? the reduced waste and less spoilage for the housewife results
in an overall cost saving on her grocery bill.
Sixth, fruits and 'vegetables arrive more attractive, more appeaing.,
,
more appetizing.
.

.

M
.

Seventh; by providing more realistic pricing at the grower level; this,
irtrl. provides more realistic pricing at the retail level.

Several exaMplesmightbetter.illustrate these points:
Prior to 1945 grapes were very.new te.Arizona.

In that year a 'new
'

o

a.

Cr.

4J2
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variety of grapes called Cardinals was proRagated.
In 948 this
variety was planted on a number of ranches. This seeme to pUt
others in the mood to plant and from 1948 to 1958 many, re acres
were planted tothis variety as well as the Thompson Seedless.
This heavy planting of Cardinals began to bear in 1952/.
This is when'
the growers-realized that it is one thing to plant vines, but to grow
quality grapes and to have a market for them is. sometinq else.
.

.

'As the, acres of planting increased ancfranches changed hands the
Arizona arape deal went down hill fast. Independent growers wh6
had no idea of how to grow qualitY'fruit,'how4o pack-a quality pack
and had no marketing outlet were sorry they eve), planted a grape vine.

It'was a known- fact that buyers were so disapphintecwith the quality
and pack of Arizona gravies that the majoritYlwoUld huy froWthe early
grape packing area ofAhe Coachella Valley in California, would than
bypass Arizona-and,wait for the Bakersfield area of/California to start.
Things got so bad that 50% of all. Arizona vineyards; were either pulled
,up or abandonded.
Starting in 1963 IWI -T decided'to do something aboUt this. We
,
arranged for ;substantial number of acres of grapes to
-shipped
on consignmenEfor the growers. We stressed qualfCy,, gAe them ,
full year-around.suOerViision and advertised as such to the buyers.
The whole grape deal turned around and brought the'buyers back into
Arizona.
'

H-M-T, was very active, freely- lying its gilowing and packing Unow!
how" to competitors and was ins rument 1 in updating the,Arizona
grape situation.
,

.

Here is another case in

oint:

Prior to the time that H-M-T became involved in California strawberries,
the growers were small, few and far between.
The California strawberry '
industry lasunknown around the country.
f
"l'he reason for this was.,simple

The growers shinned 'to the local

'Orkets such as Los Angeles and San Francisco. 'Pith all the strawberries finding their way into these local areas, it naturally had a
continuing deftress'ed Market because of over supply.

H-4\T was the first to recognize the necessity of proper distribution
f6r 'California strawberries to all domestic markets.'
\4

TodaY, we find California berries virtually being flown halfway around
the world for markets in England, Germany, Italy, etc.
The California,

Ei

is
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Strawberry marketing orogram today is indeed a large one -- and much
mere orofitable for the growers.
,

As one grower recently wrote, "There'is a great need for a large,
strong, packing and marketing organization that not only packs and
promotes and sells one variety, but several varieties that are linked
together in one general sales organiption. lne organization stands
out in California -- Heggblade-arguleas-Tenneco. This is the only
grduo that is tryingAnd putting their money on the line to promote
well. matvred superior quality fruit on the grocer's shelves.-this
handle. The
is the-only group that prOmotes all nroduce that they
,-only organization that has olants located throughout the entire West
Cbast,and centralizes oroduce selling through one grganizatinn located
lo other company nives its selling department
in one central area.
I as a grower am completely
the helo and assistance as does I{ -It -T.
sold on the H41-T operation."
.

ti
.

With all this, it remains an unfortunate fact that man's most important industryi\agriculture, is still one of 5is Mnst,risky pursuits,
from a business point of "View. The elements, diseases of,iplants and
pests, predators, distribution ,problems, erosion: overproduction, and spoilage have conspired for,centuries te'make the
production of food an unusually t'iskv business venture, To be energetic,
a
conscientious, and comoetent is often not enough.
*

.

,
Tenneco's Answer has, been diversification. As a farmer,,Tennfto is
A
diversified, ia,mochthe same way that Tenneco a5 a:whole'i.s,
And we,
a grower, wer.gr9w not. one crop but several,
1
dfversiiiied.
are Mere than just a grower, or a patker, or.. a.shipper, or a marketer,
good reason'. ,That
or a broker. We are all of these-7 and for
might .be a poor year.in'one or more phases of agriculture could IA
a better year in one or more of the other Phasts.
-,-

'

To diversify* then,
oarticipation in an
so important to the
of course, may mean

is to spread the .fiSk and to assure continued
industry that is so basic to man's survival and
economy as a whole. 'Significant diversificaffbn,
bignesi.

Tenneco requires that its land use Aivision, Which comprises, real
estate develonment,as Well as agriculture-must stand on its own feet.
Its ooerations are totally independent of Tenneco's other divisions,
n*herwise, a Tenneco division
and it must show a profit on its pw o.
has a high degree of autonomy, and,in the case of agriculture our
autonomy and our resources have enabled'Os to do most of the things
discussed here.

4

.

,
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)ur policy isto make' a profit. 4e realize that,. in order to do so,
we must serve the grower, the buyer and the public, that we must
respond to a public need with quality products and realistic prices.
After all; only 20 per cent ofour sales volume comes from Tenneco
crops. The remaining 80 oerCent reoresenis the production of
hundreAs of independent farmers and growers.
-

But the fict remains that as successful as agriculture has become
in the United States, there are an estimated 13 tq 14 501lion people
who are not receiving enough to eat -- many of whom a
still going
hungry.

.c

Sd the challenge to Tenneco -- and to others actively engaged in
.agriculture -- is to reach out and help find and clothe all .Americans
with healthful and
quality products while at the same time
assisting the independent farmers and groWers toward the successful'
pursuit of their agticultural goals.

.4)3
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WILLIAM M. CARPENTER

Vic* Ptmdent
T411..71021.33111
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De)1ember 22. 1971

t
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;

Mr. Boren Chertkov, Counsel
Subcommittee on Migratqry LabOr,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate
Washington, U. C.
20510

y

I

"(4

.

Dear Mr.,,Chertkov:
,

rt

To follow up on our conversatin, I woul4like to clarify what agpears
to be. _a misconception on your part regaeping our agricultural

activi-

Perhaps this'ii the result of t*recent syndicated series of
articles on agribusiness from the WASHINTON POST.
ties.

-L

As I mentioned to yoi, we have gone to the POST and pointed out tothem whatye believe to be major errortiln fact and errors of omission
as far 'as their series is concerned anckse are sending material pointing out these inaccuracies to all of t AAewspapers which carried the
hi!
POST Series.
The most significant point of confusion eems to center around the
To
'concept of .what is a vertically integrated agricultural system.
Tenneco this simply medhs that we begin,with the crops in the field -either ours or ether independent farMers, -- and follow them through
harvetting, packaging and processing, promotion, selling and distribution.
The POST series made quite a point of the:fact that we bring to bear
in our agricultural activities the capabilitiesof our other operating
divisions. If these functions were to fit such a system we would be
pleased to incorporate them. However this it simply not the case.
As I mentioned to you on the telephone, while we have a packaging
business this division does not have any West Coast operations which
apply
and we.do not use a single Tenneco package in our agriculture

0

406

4,..
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business.

ThEr same is true of the chemicals from our Chemical Division -- here we essentially provide raw materials which end up as
Ingredients in our customers' end products. This also applies to our
Oil Division which has its refinery, at Chalmette, La,, nearly 2,000
mile; away Gand we do. hot have oil and gas distributionon the
West Coast and consequently do not have tptse products available in

that area.

a

I shquld hasten to mention again that since teach division in ours
diversified company is charged with achieving Its own reasonable
earnings goal, the elements of distance and competitive forces preclude
the pse of our packaging, "chemicals, and oil and as products in our

agricultural activities.

As you requested I am attaching to this letter copies of letters-which

we are sending to the various news media Which have carried the POST

serits -- also a letter which is being sent to

a number of newspapers

which have carried editorials on the Subject. We are also including
ascopy of the agricultural fact file on our company which brings
up-to-date our current activities in this-area. In addition we are
enclosing a copy of the Autumn issue of the TENNECO magazine and a

copy °four 1970 Annual eport. We are unable to provide you with ten
copies, inasmuch as we are in short supply and are in the process of
preparing our 1971 report. We will be happy to provide you with whatever quantity you desire as soon as our 1971 report is off the press.

Please let me know if I can be of,further assistance.
Sincerely,

6/4 at
WMCfle

Enclosures

I
0

4:j7
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December 10, 1971
WII,LIAM
ZARPENTER
Vico P*aolotont
4

Tot 711/22,4301

u

Recently. your newspaper carried a syndicated series of articles
on agribusiness from the WASHINGTON POST, Tenneco was mentioned-prominently in the series.

For future reference, we are enclosing a fact file on Tenneco's
agricultural activities. Also, I ask that you telephone us collectin
Houston if we can be of service at any time.
For the record, I would like to point out what we lielieve to be
inaccuracies in the POST series.

*1. The article stated that Tenneco paid no federal taxes for 1969.
The fact is our federal income taxes for that year were $27 million
and were $30 million for 1970.

2. There seems to be confusion regarding our concept'of vertically integrated agricultural system." To Tenneco this means from
"seedling to supermarket." We start with the crops in the field.-- °
either ours, or other independent growers -- and follow them through
harvesting, packaging and processing, promotion, selling and distribution to the grocer's shelf. If functions. of other Tenneco divisions
'fit this system we wOuld be pleased to utilize them. However, this
is not the case.
While we have a pae ging business, this division does not have any
West Coast operation -- and we, in fact, do not`Use a single Tenneco

package in our agricultural business. The same is true of chemicals
from our Chemical Division. And this also applies to our Oil Division
which has its refinery at Chalmette, La., nearly 2,000 miles away.
Inasmuch as each division is charged with its own profitability,
distance and competitive forces preclude use of our packaging, chemicals, and oil products in our agricultural activities,

408
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3. Thearticle said we PRODUCED 2 million boxesof grapes and
1.5 million boxes of strawberries.. Actually we MARKETED this
quantity, mosttof it from smaft farmers and groOers. In total,
only 20 per cent of our volume is Tenneco crops.' The remaining
80 per cent comes.from inclependent.farmers and growers:
'

4. As far as wages and benefits are conperned, we have consialentli
been in the forefront in both areas -- and continue in that position
today.
5., The article quotes at length a Fresno attorney. For the record,
we are engaged in a court case with bne of this attorney's clients.
Rd is, of course, entitled to his observations.. We would, in turn,
cite different facts.
o

6. The articlelnentions that we plan to grew fruits and vegetables
on 630,000 additional acres." This plan Is extremely long range -;and may never, in fact, beeome a reality. The truth is that Tenneco
today farms directly only 35,000 acres and leases 95,000 acres to
individual harmers. And this acreage will likely be reduced in the
months ahead.

7. The article noted that Tenneco received "almost $1 million in
1970 cotton and sugar subsidies." We did not, in fact, receive a
sugar subsidy in 197ff and our cotton subsidy in 1971 was $55,000.
8. The article pointed out that while "Tenneco hasn't yet moved
into Iowa on the grand scale, you can alinost hear their ifiotsteps."
We might note that wo "haven't yet moved into 46 other states."
Agriculturally; we operate in California and Arizona -- and have
only marketing functions in Texas and Mexico.
We could go on. Suffice it to saythat our future plans will continue
to call for a close working relationship with farmers and growers,
particularly in California -- and we will continue to do what we can
to make these agricultural elforto successful.
Sincerely,

Attachment
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December 16, 1971

Borden Cbertkov
c/o Senator Ansi .5tsvenson III'
Denote Office building.
20510
Ihishington, D. C.

Nor Mr. Chartkov:
interest to you.
Enclosed is e copy .of two articles that I tbdU3ht woUld be of

The difference between e grower who is in the 701 tax bracket as opposed to
one in the -20$ brockst, us ynu.can sea, is quite sizeable. It is this sdvsnteat that is ottrectina the -corporate and conaonerate farms into farninG, and
it is this difference in the cost of establishing an orchard or iv Vineyard
that is causing such's hardship on our small farmer.
!Sincerely,

Paul D. La Vine

bra Advisor
MIL:as
0

rr
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Almond growers 'get tax (reak?)
under new
cation rulei'w
by MASK E IIATURSILY
Tax Consultant

-

CONGRESS recently enacted a law which. extended the former

On are fairly simple to both under-

rules' on the capitalization of the

the Asset Depreciation Range
System
you're going to be hearing quiffg a lot about it.

development costs of citrus troves
to include almond orchards,
Henceforth, everything spent for
trees...planting, cultivation, maintenance or development of any almond grove within four years after
the trees are planted must be capitalized and cannot be written off
at current expellee&
Fortunately, 'however, replanting
required because of a casualty loss,

such as the recent Los Angeles

earthquake, are excluded from the
new rule.

But despite the obvious drawbacks of 'capitalizing the* expenses, new depreciation rules adopted
by the Treasury Department can
e ase the pain of the new requirements slightly.
The new depreciation rules, al,
,though designed primarily for in-

dustry, can be applied to trees,

equipment and capitalized 'expels',At and nuelify growers for a share
o f .tax savings expected to reach
'$4 billion annually.
Ow new .depteciation
rules introduced by President Nix -

stand and use. Remember the name

cember 31, 1970, the reserve ratio
test is no longer 'required.
Finally, the system provides another option to those who elect to
use the asset depreciation range*

As well as the current'"half-year
The AD* System

The Asset Depreciation Range
System is an optional system based

on the more rigid "guideline lives"
introduced in 1962. At the heart of
the system are the asset depreciation ranges (ADR). These ranges
are based on the old guidelines but
provide a range from which yoU,

convention," any taxpayer electing
to use the ADR's may also choose

the new "modified first year con-

vention." This new convention pet,

rails you40 take a full year's depreciation for gussets placed in serv-

ice in the first half of a year and
one -half of a year's
allowance for assets placed i

eery-

ice during the second half f a
can select the life of your asset., year.
This range is no shorter than 20
Just as meet tax rules have their
percent nor longer than 20 percent
of the former guidelines, In the case
of an almond tree, for example, it
provides a selection of life of from
between 32 to 48 years, The guide-

line life of an almond tree is a
non flexible 40 years.
Another phase of the new system

is the termination of that complex
test which in the past was used to

determine whether the depreciation
reserve on-your books bores reasonable relationship to the basis of the

asset being depreciated. M of De-

share of exceptions and preferences,

so does this one. So, let's look at
those "ifs" and "brute" before deb,
ing into what these new rules can
mean dollars and cents wise.
All assets which currently have
"guideline liver" will von have as
set depreciation ranges. Ranges of
.years within a bracket from '2G per-

cent below to 20 percent above
guideline lives,The system will not extend to
buildings or certain other real ea,
Getanial on pees 10

+ + ems es.,7
N. 44 swri C.4 N. Ike "W.
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Tax break?

Guinn fen 1.0. 9
tate improvement'. Congress is cur-

rently studying the new rules in
an effort to determine how 'their
coverage would beat be expanded.
When you elect to apply the ADR
system for any taxable. year, per-

iods must be ?elected within the

specified asset depreciation ranges

for each asset or classes of asset'

placed in service in that year for
which a range is provided. Although

neither the Internal Revenue Service nor you can change the periods
selected, and the election can't be
revoked, you may.elect to we another method for subsequent years.
Multiple accounts

All asset, subject to the election
will be required to be accounted for

in item account, or in multiple
asset accounts by year placed in
service (vintage accounts), In the
case of multiple asset accounts, nor-

in a separate vintage account for
the year in which the rebuilding,g
rehabilitation or repair is complel"
ed. It cannot be added to the original vintage account for the asset.
Such account' must be treated in

put in service in the second half of
the taxable year as put in service

the same manner as used assets.

lives selected are the same, this will

The guideline lives, on the basis
of which th(ssset depreciation ranges are established, were determined
so Is to make current allowance for
salvage value unnecersary. Accordingly, salvage value will not be taken into account under the ADR Systern in establishing the Annual de-

preciation deduction for an asset
of assets may be depreciated below the salvage value, Thos, the
annual depreciation deduction will
be determined by applying the appropriate fraction or percentage
based on the period selected to the
original cost or unadjusted basis of

When the ADR system is elected

payer.
The ADR system is designed only

at the time of retirement.

With respect to asset, placed' in
service in a trade or business for a
particular year, it will apply to
used asset, as well es new assets.
The depreciation period of the used
suet', as well as of the new assets,

must be. within the nut deprecia-

tion range for such asset, or classes
of asset', but need not be the same

if the new and used assets are

placed in separate. depreciation ac-

counts. An exception will bemade
where the teals of used asset, exceeds 10 percent of the total basis
of all meth placed in service in the
year. In such a case, lives for used
asset, may at the taxpayer's election be determined without regard
to the asset depreciation ranges.
Separate accounts

Similarly, the cost of rebuilding,
rehabilitating, or repairing an asset,

to the extent such costa must be
capitalized, must be accounted for

put in service in the first and sere
and half of 'the year, and that thl
year's depreciation allowance.

Just as you must use the ADR
ranges for all assets put in service

for a given year, you must elect

either the half-year or the modified
first year convention for all asset,
in a given year. However, one of
the two conventions may be elected

for one year of election and the
other convention maybe elected for
another year of election.

or class of assets. No asset or class

basis of the asset will be deductible

In the case of abnormal retire-

s menta, however, the unrecovered

suming equal amounts of-assets are

result in three-fourths of a full
Shorten's' period

the asset (reduced, in the case of
declining balance methods, by
cumulative depreciation taken).
The salvage value to be taken
into account for this purpose is the
salvage value expected to be realized by you as an individual tax-

mal retirement, will be ignored
the deduction will be computed as
if all assets in the account survived
for as long as the period selected.

at the mid-point in the year. As-

to establish the period on the basis

of which the annual depreciation
deduction is determined. The appropriate method of depreciation
selected by you will not be affected.
You may still elect/ to use any recognized depreciation method such

as declining balance, sum of the
years digits and straight line.
The first year's depreciation allowance is an important factor
which must be considered.

First year conventicle

In general, depreciation on an

asset is computed from the data a
taxpayer acquires it. However,

under existing rules a "half-year

convention" is applied in many cases,whereby all meta acquired during the year are considered as ac-

quired at the middle of the year.

Under the new ADR system,

those electing to use the 'ranges'

will. have the option of electing
either the old half year convention
or the new 'modified first year convention'
Under the optional new convention a. taxpayer can treat all asset,
put in service in the first half of the
taxable year as put in service at the
beginning of the year and all assets

The effect

The increasing trend of incorporating agricultural business makes
it possible to compute an average
tax rate and by using an russet with

a life shorter than the 20 years

normally used for almond trees will
provide a better idea of the impact
of these new rules.
So, assume that Almond Orchards
Inc., which is a calendar year corporation that normally purchases
equipment at various times through-

out the year, buys on more piece
of equipment on May..1, 1971.. The
equipment has a cost of 31,000 and

has a depreciable life; Under the
guidelines of five years.
At present, under the double declining balance method of deprecia-

tion, Almond Orchards" deduction
for a full year would be 40 percent
(2 z 20 percent) of the cost of the
equipment, or 1400. But Under the
existing half-year convention -.used
by Almond Orchards Inc., tin first
year deduction would be only $200.

The tax saving in the first year

would be $96 (48 percent tax rate
x S200).

Under the APR system, the depreciable peridd would be 'shortened from five years to four, yens.
Thus, the corporation's double declining balance depreciation would
increase to 50 percent (2 x 25 percent) for a fullyear, or $500. Under
the half-year convention ita deduction would be only $250 (one-half

of $500). The tax savings in the
first year would be $120 (4d Percent x $250).

Althdugh the ADR eyes= a9-

plies to almond and citrus growers,

all growers can use it for equip-

ment and for soma tying of repairs.
A special provision of the final regulations permits a taxp ayer whose
taxable year hes already ended to
elect to use the ADR system within
90 days of its publication.
WESTERN FIllirr GROWER
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TABLE 1 Tag Deductible Coats and Book Values for A Fire.Year
Investment in Almond Orchard gatabliahment, Before and After Tax
Reform, San Joaquingcilely, California, 1969.

tablished orchard is sold at the end
of Ave year*. Cost calculations do

IM:11:111111

not include interest aerial and

dollars per arr.

Wee on land. Planting meta of
1120. per acre pro capitalized and

Salem Tax Reform

depreciated over an armed bear-

:yst:m

5

Trees
Cultural costs
.Taxes

Interest b
Management
Total costs

Nat uses or

22

Less crop income

Income

i

a

g

16

141

21

157
17

2-1'

20
30
262

-..

1110

30

165

177-

30
201

l65

177*.

201

72

.

,230

17

20
30
309
422
,113-

After Tax Wenn
Depreciation
Irrigation system
Capital account c

a

25.
230
17

Cultural rods
Taxes

20

Interests
Management

30
330
422

Total costs
less trop Income
Net costs or

92

income
Seals Values

lard

,
brigation system

1,100
192

120

Trees

1.100
176'
120

1.100
1611

1,100

160
116

12

Prior to tax reform, the Investor
could deduct depreciation, cultural'
costs, interest, tater, and management fees itasociated with establish-

ing the almond orchard from other
income. After the orchard was est
tablished (hero, four Yearn),' the
Cost of planting the, tree; was
preciable over their useful life.

Rehm tax reknit

For the example in Table 1, an
investor would have total costa of

$735 per acre coniating Of $120 for

other sitablishment costs daring the
first four years of the Investment A.s
shown, ordinary income of $113 per
sera is realized in year five. Since
the net costs of 6165, $177, $201,
and $72 can be deducted from other

462

663

735 5

b Calcsslaiesi at 7 *assent if the Wee vats* of the Iniseefinerom end tim hoes,

c Stseleht.Ilne aatereclallen hosed en 55 .year useful tit. ler the hem.

Sources Used en butieeteicests

calculations.

snafu! We of 25 ewes fee the krleelion area. end 36

2/15

a Shaighhline dmooShm Load en

1.500
154
120

ing life of 30 years fo' both the before and after examples- Published
data indicate that an established al.
mond orchard was worth $475 in
1969, While this figure undoubtedly
varies with location, age, and condiSon of the orcherd, it is used for our

710

Capital account.
Seen for the hoes.

presented in Table 1, The budgeted
example iitopera ted as e tax shelter
investment, be., the orchid is plait-

ed and maintained by an orchard
management company and the ea-

Year
Tax deductible costs of
orchard establishment

and after the Cox Reform Act is

CO earn tohnte4.21'xis% 75 trees per eases

.

Tax shelter aspects of orchard develOPMent
Before and after fax reform

planting the orchard and 1615 of

income during years one through
four, the after tax coat of establish.
ins the Orchard Will 9113, with the

Investor's tax bracket An, investor
Hoy P. Carman, aaeistant pro- replanting required because of cap in the 70 percent tax bracket would
fessor of agricUltural 15C0f1OffliCS on natty loes. Developers of other or-, have an after tax cost of only
the Giannbil Fotislation Univer- ohard (-rope and vineyamls are not $306.50 (.3 [ism -+ $130=6305.50)
sity of California, Davis, and David

E. ilenyon, assistant profesioe of
agricultural econontics at the Vie,

.ginia Polytechnic and State UniverBlackiburg. have examined the
economic effects of income tax provisions relating to onitird develop.

presently affected by thisprovision.

for example, while the cost to a taw

wiled gains tax rates were one -half

would be $612 (.31$615] $120 =
$612).
The investor tams returns of $1/3

Before the Tax Reform Act,

the rate of thou for ordinary in.

come with a maximum rate of 25
percent The advantage of capital
gains for taxpayers above the 50

men! before and after the Tax percent marginal income tax bracket
Reform Act of 1960. Following are
some point& of their study.
The most restrictive new fatm

tax provision is that requiring the
capitalization of all amounts spent
for purchase, planting, cultivations,
maintenance or development of any
citrus grove.or almond orchard with-

in four yeas after the trees are

planted. The rule applies to citrus
trees planted in taxable years beginning after Dec. 31, 1960 and to
almond trees planted after Dec. 29,
1970. An exception will be made for

is obvious, The maximum capital
gains tax on individuals is increased
in three annual steps by the Tax Res
form Act The maximum rate is increased to 29.5 percent in 1970, to
32.5 percent in 1971 and to 35 per-

cent beginning in 1972. However,

the familiar maximum of 25 percent
continues to apply to aggregate long
tern! capital gains which do not ex.
reed $50,000.
A five-year budget for establishing an almond orchard in -tharlfaut

Joaquin Valley, California before

OCTOBER, 1971

e.

4/i3

payer in the 20 percent bracket
from the sale of the crop in Year
five and 6476 per acre from the sale
of the orchard. The $113 of crop income is subject to ordinary Income

tax rates while that portion of the
value of the orchard which Is can.
Rai gains is subject 10 the lower cap-

ital gains "tax rate. Since the book
value of iisiseorceliard is $116 Per
acre, the in
has capital gains
of $350 per acre ($475
$116 =
$359). After tax returns will vary
with the tax bracket of the investrw.
An investor in the '70 percent bockat would pry ordinary income taxis

of $7910-and capital gains tax- of
imp 12

a

160
ilk shelter
Cesimitel Erse p.m it

389.75 to give an alter tax return
of $419.15 ($588
$1

3419.15). The aftdr tax return for

mated subsidy is calculated by aut.
&acting after tax reform profit. (returns
code) from before tax reform.

The Impact of the Tax If to I' m
Act of 1030 on orchard development

an investor in the 20 per cent is mixed. FOr citrus and almonds,
bracket would be $529,50.

Comparing after tax costs and

Marne before taxmform shows that

not only are tax sheltered invest.
meats in establishment abolished
but the tax subsidy formerly avail-

taxpayers above the 48 percent able to all develdpsts (farmers and
marginal income tax bracket en- nonfarm investors) has been am-

toyed positive after tax returns iron
the investment while incurring an
apparent loss of $147 per Acre. The
budgeted profit to taxPaYer in the
70 percent bMcket would be $114.35
per acre.

Aftmlax Merle
Present tai[ laws specify that, for

citrus .and almonds, all establish.
inent costa incurred during Ms-first

(bib ettrninaked. Since' the cod et
developing citrus and Ahmed nc.
chnrds is increased, one can expect'
an immediate decrease in the rate Of
new plantings, it gradual increase in
dm Value of established grOves and
orchards, ImproVed Priced (com-

pared to what would otherwise ex-

ist) at the two crops due to

decreased rate of *dditions to bearing

acreage, and a shif t 'in boater in-

four years after planting must be

terest. to established groves and orchards with the target:spits' account
available for depreciation.

acrefrorn the sale of the orchard,

tachio orchards, walnut orchard.

capitalized. The After Tax Reform
section of Table 1 shows that this
Other rather immediate effects
results in no deductible expenses will IN decreased demand for citrus
during this portion of the develop. and almond seedlings from nursermint period. After tax costs at the . lea and decreased demand for land
conclusion of each of the find four suitable for developing citrus groves
vents are shown by the balance in and almond orchards. All of these
the capital account: The toted after effects will be centered in present
lax con bf $735 per acre is the same regions of production.
for trafeyere in all tax brackets as
The abolition of tax shelter In.
..hewn by the tipper dotted lie* in vestirnente in citrus e and almonds will
Figure 1.
shift Investor interest to other crops.
Revenue from the investment Or to nonagricultural investments.
consists of ordinary income of $02 In California, there seems to be in.
Per acre in year five and $475 per creased intoned in developing lasSince the book value of the capital' and wine grape vineyards at tax
eceotoit is $710, the investor has ocr sheltem
capital gain but instead a capital
loss or $235 per acre ($110
$475
FIGURE 1
After. Tax Costs
$235), After met,, income will
and Returns for Developing an
therefore be $475 plus ordinary InAlmond
Orchard,
Before and
come remaining after paying taxes
After Tax Reform. by Marginal
on $92. After tax income declines
-Inco4 Tax Braeltet of the De-

with increases in tax bracket as
shown by the lever dotted line in

Figure I. A comparison of coots and

returns reveals that been from the

budgeted Investment increases with
increases In the investor's tax
bracket.

veloper, Son Joaquin Valley, California. 1969.
.

kW. Reform
After Reform

The tzar. Deductions Account

and new omits' gains tax rates
would not affect the budgeted be-

fore UM reform results unless the de-

velopment was quit* large. Tb investor could haw up to 124 acres
without deducting more than $25:
000 from nottfltmi incense in any one
veer and cannel gains would be less
than $50,000.

Comparison of the before and

after tax reform results for almond
orchard development aebtichteted in

Table I and illustrated in Figure 1

vie& an estimate of the tax sub
sidy formerly available. The WI-

20, 30 -.40 50

'40 70

Marginal income tax bracket (tssosse)

ceth u.. i wale* Cant* OM ewer

4 ti 4
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2114.10a.
April 5, 197;

'Honorable Acllai B. StevensonT/1, Cman
Sub-Committee on Migratory Labor
United States Senate
20510.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator Stevenson::
The-enclosed two copioa of, an article appearing the the.
April 2nd ietue of the *Fresno Bee, page 0 9, referring to
the Divizich, Bank of America, Heggblade,Marguleas matter
that was brought up before your committee durinkthe Fresno
hearing..)1you will reread the portion of the,lrinscript.
of that hearing and familiarize yoUrself with the results
of Mr. TrAinis considered favorable court decision, you might
find reason to.tnderstand the asserted damage that is done
to not only the family farmer, but Additionally the migrant
work force.

Mr. Garabedian is out of town Atthe moment bu expected
back before this week ie out. Any questions y u may have
can be readily answered by telePhone.or letter pon his
return. He felt it important that this informa ion be
brOught to your attention as soon as possible.
Tours very truly,

DonaldUster

MAY
EnclosUree

415

MAIL /WOW*

P.O. *0K 75U

[From the Nkomo Bee, Apr. 2, 49721

TZNNECO, B or A.Orrrs s000epoo DrIANOPRAPZ dtowza Syrniturrir

Tenneco, Inca and the Bank of Ainerica have offered to settle two, multimillion

dollar lawsuits filed against them by a Delano grape grower out, of court for
$600,000 cash and an option on 260 acres of grapes.

The offer is contained in a petition filed in U.S. Bankruptcy Court by an attorney for grower Peter J. Divizich *ho has carried on a five year legal battle.
Divizich, a 74-year-old Yugoslav immigrant, farms ot nearly 6,000 acres before
he filed bankruptcy in 1967. The Bank of America later foreclosed on the property and sold it to Heggblade-Marguleas, a fruit and vegetable brokerage firm,
which subsequently was purchased by Tenneco, Inc., a Kern County farming
giant.
Tenneco's executive vice president, Simon Askin, confirmed the offer in a telegram attached to the petition Thursday. In the telegram he states Tenneco and
the ban offer Divizich $600,000 in cash and "the right to purchase for cash the
260-acre home place for $392,000 ($1,500 an acre) and the Ducor cold storage
and packing facilities"
Because Divizich is under the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court in a chapter 11 proceeding, the offer must be rejected or approved by Bankruptcy referee
Eckhart Thompson.
It accepted, the offer would wipe out a $10 million damage suit against Heggblade-Marguleas and the bank, now on appeal. Last December a Fresno Superior
Court jury awarded damages of $400,000 to Divizich witithe bank and H-M paying $200,000 each.

Settlement would also mean Divizich would drop a $89 million antitrust suit
against Tenneco, a Houston-based conglomerate. The antitrust suit has not come
to trial.
The petition, filed by attornfiy William Irwin, asked the court, if it approves
the settlement, to appoint a ceedirors committee to work out payment of $200,000
in unsecured claims against Divizich. An unsecured claim is one without any
posted security such as land.
Irwin also asked the court to approve attorney's fees of $150,000. Other lawyers
involved for Divizich are State Sen. George N. Zenovich, D-Fresno, and Donald
Thuesen.

The settlement offer was made at a March 15 meeting between the attorneys

and several bank and Tenneco officials, according to a letter filed with the

petition.

Divizich originally rejected the offer, making a counter-offer of $1.5 million
cash, the letter states.
The Delano grower, according to the letter wished to continue the fight to obtain an "honorable settlement" and not lecis than $2 million cash.
The attorneys cautioned Divizich in the letter signed by Irwin that Wength
and expense of carrying on the legal battles could 'jeopardize any s ement'
especially because Tenneco and the bank "will, in the absence of a settlement now,
prolong this litigation just as long as they can . . ."
,

or

-

Feb. 7 1972

-Boren Chert%ov

Lrbor 3ubcomdittes
231 Corot* .nnex
.

United Oisatel Cinate
Washington, D.C. . 23510

$

Dear Boren;
;Milo running aroOd thavalley theel;ial. oct
Dinube,
I ran acron t'aia
Promo:lee. :,?herc.lort of the
4
agriculture ceancs obviualy: aonfliojrawith state'fi-nrca-on the
came; subjcot,

.

.

Allan Grant of the 0 lif:orniaParm Bureau ?ederationintrted,
qeceat.California Deprrtment lf.griculiuro fi:nires !Anne the
number of-2arma in CaliZornia today Tt.56.301pgith farms averafing
654 acne in nixes.
.

143 I recant:Jerry 1101derf'm71 acimilnr, if not ideltioal.
even coMparen the figcreo of l'AO with time of

1971.. .t:ce pa.s.n 3 of hie teoiinoni).

euordial th-the Ag Cental, just releasedi tan averstm nine
of f-xr,c in this ntate in 456.7-acreo,.ot increase of nine-trnthe
of an acre of the prcvioun retorting five years eatlieri The
difference, in the figures ic aomewhat-inoredible. The to Cennuschows more tha'.20i000 more farms and therise of those, farms
are almost tWo hundred.aoren 'mailer.
-Zither agribusiness has moved faster than ever before imagined
or.thare is a"major dincropancy in the reported figures, by either
the :hate or the federal aovernment.
norotermlilmly theaituttion
If that
in thrt-California chan-ed its bead or acoeunting methods.
ic co, then ?iolder ought'not to compare the figures of 1,,Z0 and
1971 an the:II/mild not be comparable..

,

- An aavggent.i,on, you mig-at witatletterto both Fielder end.
Grant cah:ing-aboUtthe dishrepency and ask for an explanation.Include both the letter and te reo.,,onse in the jr. erin-go.record.

Certainly there arc, pcny injlioctions one .00ula drew if Fielder
can misrerbeentinr;the'foota. Xntorentinct7 Onipach the lincle formula
.
dolled for an increase in the ciao of'farmn. elikible for water
from 160 to 640 acres. It se. me ilatthe average size of forma

417

is not what Cm atste night
have 7u thin: it lo.
forTn Eplanntion of the reported diZioilences.

Ptelder

.

"4 testimony in almont fiia4ed and will be off to yea shortly.
I thin' Vire rounded nRoome intereatin:;information.

1: best,

Bcvid

aiman

260 :Oth Avenue
3ah /renoisoo, California 94121

°

418
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Fraction Of County's Farms

Hold 65 Per Cent Of Land
Of the 162. corporations.
Although there are 7,539 acres of farmland against.
farms -in Fresno County, 170 2,201,150 in 19G4 and the .family and others. 151 had
of them account fcr more amount .of harvested crop- 10 or fewer shilrholders.
than 63 per cent of the coml land showed a corresponding
The survey reported. that
ty's total cropland, according increase from 493,325 to average cites per farm rose
to a study by the VS Census 997,890, the censuS showS,
by about 31,500 between
Bureau.
The 170 largc.scale opera. 1964 and 1969, from $60,001

.

A similar concentration of. tors accounted for 1,430,584 to $61540. Statewide aver'
cropland ownership is found acres or 65 per cent of the age expenses per farm
statewide by the study which total. The number of opera- climbed from 367,305 to
shows 2,926 California farms tors of 2,000 or more acres, $71,710 in 1969,
of 2,000 acres or more ac- declined from '182 hi 1964.! On farm labor. the Census
ceuntcd for 24,925,222 acres while the number of acres' Bureau said 9,193 farm
or 70 per cent of the state's they harvested increased workers worked for more
from 1,425,450, according 4o than 150 days a year while
cropland.
115,853 worked less than 150
The nationwide study the report.
compares farm ownership,
The largest number of days.
sales and expense statistics farmers was in the 10 to 49
with 1064.
acres category, the survey
The number of California shows, with 3,953 accounting
farms declined in the 5year for only 101,467 acres or
period from 80,852 to 77,875. about 5 per cent of the coops
The average size of a farm In
the stars i.,Trcasca :Moiety
The survey reported 5,226

457.0 acres in 1964 to /anus in the county were in

4581 acres in 1969.
In Fresno County

divtdual or family operated

the and accounted for 1,015,57C

number of farms rose from acres, about 45 per cent of
7,204 to 7,539 in 1969, an in- the county's total.

crease of just over,, 2 per

Partnerships totaled 700
cent. During the same peri- and farmed 513,934 acres.
od the average size farm de- The 162 corporations farmcreased from 301.6 acres to ing In the county and accounting for 618,231 acres.,
292.8 acres.
:The county had 2,208.070 averaged 3,800 acres.

0'

0
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Saiten Lenox SIII10011. MITTEE SEMI. To RYINORY PAWLING

(By Allan Grant, California Farm Bureau president)
U.S. Senator Adel' E. Stevenson of Illinois brought the Senate Subcommittee

on Migratory Labor, which he chairs, to California last month for a series of
hearings in an Francisco and Fresno. The purpose of the hearings, Stevenson

said at the opening session, was to surface the changes taking place in rural
Meilen and "to find a national policy whbse effect is not simply efficiency or
progress or 4onomy of scale, but a decent life for all rural Americans." In other
words, the chairman of tte Subcominittee of the Senate's Committee on. Labor
and Public Welfare, has taken it upon himself and his Subcommittee to rewrite
policy for the nation's farming area&
The Senator set the tone of the hearings during his introductory remarks by

saying that the nation's rural areas are extremely depressed, with "one and a
half million familLfarmere struggling for survival and a million Migrant workers living in, poverty." He implied that the root of agricultUre's problems lies in
the entry of "conglomerates," or non-agricultural corporations, into farming.
With the Senator on an apparent "ivitehhunt," it was not surprising that the
subject matter of the hearings thus centered almost entirely on the evils of large

corporations in fanning. And it was not surprising that the hearings thus be:
came a platform for advocating land reformlimitation of individual farm
holdings to 100 acres, having the government buy up the "excess" acreage over
100 acres and "resell" it to small farmers on government secured loans, etc., etc.
Agriculture today indeed has its problems. And certainly all family farmers
who derive their income solitly from farming are deeply concerned about non-

agrialtural corporations using the advantages of tax writeoffs and land appreciation for entering farming.

The delegates of the California Farm Bureau Federation at their last annual
meeting called for the American Farm Bureau to undertake a study to consider
the desirability and feasibility of regulating the entry of huge, nonagricultuVal
organizations into farming. And the delegates of the American Farm Bureau
later endorsed this policy. The non-agricultural corporations entering farming
are certainly .not entitled to greater advantages than afforded family farmers.
100-AORE WANTASY

However, to believe that the problem of aft fanners and farm ivorktra oan be
neaolved and the nation's beat ,intereata serail by invoking a 160 -acre limit in
agriculture is pure fantasy.

In testimony submitted to the Senate Subcommittee hearing at Fresno, I
pointed out that larger units need not be characterized as the "conglomerate"
type of farming enterprise, operating to the detriment of other types of farmers.
Large and small scale farmers, farm workers and rural communities and con-

sumers all have- benefited from the pattern of developmept which California agriculture has experienced over the past twenty years.
The averagesize farm in California today is 654 acres. This is not to say each

farm is 654 acres; many are smaller, some are larger. However, the trend has
been towards larger farming units so the farm operator could afford the use of
specialists in the areas of land, labor, capital and management in addition to his
own expertise. In each of these areas, larger inputs have become necessary to
provide an economic efficiency that other businesses have used for decades.
The farm workers have pot been hurt by the expanding size of farm units in
this state. On the contrary, they have, been helped, Because farmers can spread
costs over greater numbers of units, California farmers today pay the highest
rate of wages to farm workers anywhere in the nation. Workers have benefited
from longer earning periods at one location or multiple locations with relatively
a

a
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few employer changes. Because of the stabilizing effect the larger units have had,
farm workers have become less migratory in this state. They are able to put down
roots, and efforts are being made to help them upgrade their housing and general
standard of living.
The small farmer has been able to take full advantage of the economic developments over the past twenty years to achieve additional efficiencies in his operation. Ile has benefited through the formation of cooperati4e marketing and bargaining associations, improved technology on the farm, the development of custom

farming services, the stabilizatimi of the farm labor force, etc.
However, the primary beneficiary, of the everchanging pattern of agricultural
production in this state and throughout, the country has been the consumer. Today's housewife spends qpproximate/y 16 percent of her take -home pay for food.
,Just twenty years ago, she spent 22 permit.
Those who seek to "save the family farm and to expand land ownership in
America by enforcing the Reclamation Act of 1002," will harm the very people,
they profess to .want to help. Conditiona for family farmers and farm workers
Will slip backwards, not move forward.
TIMES HAI% OMR MED

The Reclamation, Act, which provides that no single-ownership farm of more
than 160 acres may receive water from a Federally-financed irrigation project,
t was based on the earlier 1862 Homestead Act, which allowed settlers to claim
and prove up 100 acres. In the nineteenth century, 100 acres was accepted as an
adequate, economic sized farm unit. And in the late nineteenth century, 35% of
the population was needed on the farbas to produce food to feed the nation. One
person working on the farm supplied enough farm products for himself and five
to six others.
Times have changed, however, and agriculture has changed with the times.
Today, through substituting machinery, modern technology and capital for labor,
one person in farming can supply himself and 47 other people with food, and less
than 5% of the total population is on farms. This release of manpower to other
areas of the economy over the,years is a basic contributing factor to our existing
high standard of living. To revert back to nineteenth century standards in producing this nation's food and have a third of the people farming would certainly
downgrade the pantry's standard of living.
Some sentimentalists, others with little vision and understanding of the future
food needs, and still others with little use for the private egferprise system, adrOila te the 160-acre limitation and return, to farming as a way of life. While living

and working in the country has its advantages, I would venture to say that

the nation as a whole does not place much importance on farming as ,a way of
life. People are most interested in reasonably priced and plentiful food.
In this modern age with its increased costs, reasonably priced and plentiful
food will come only from economically sized farthing units. The size of the economie unit varies commodity by commodity and thus it is not possible to set an
arbitrary figure suitable to all crops.
Mexico, a lesser developed nation than the United States, has recognized that
farming units have to be large enough to be profitable and competitive in modern
times. In her policy covering Federally-financed water projects, she has set the
acreage of single ownership farms which may receive water far above the 100acre limit'being advocated here.
There are better ways to correct the advantages "conglomerates" notv find in
agriculture than to revert back to an 1862 acreage standard and thus penalize
farm operators, farm workers and the consumers of this nation.
While undoubtedly the Senator from Illinois is sincere in seeking ways to help
rural America, perhaps he would be of greater service to the nation if he left
development of policy for farming areas to the Agriculture Committee and got
to work on the enactment of equitable farm-labor relations legislation.
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The State's. Illegal Young
Harvesters
Ey ?tcw.TP3iloc

sa

Bach year untold thousands etch'''.
dren are employed illegally to harvest

a down or more tropelUglifornia's
fields, vineyards and

No one knows the .total. number.
The State Farm Labor Service

now

called Runt Manpower Division -does not count children, nor even

make an militate.
The children range In age from tod
diers to high school dropouts. Most
work 'and travel with their parents as
the families move through the crops,
from early spring to late fall.
Their education is sporadic, and
largely dependent upon the family-fi

The Invisible
'Children

bowie. Ow 'skis* 0411 labor woo.

vies in Ow 11.0141% shousonsfs of chlWom

work Illosolir on Cisliferelo forms. This

softies of orticlos lowsfigoist the rico
sons for Ow whiownwolovosiois of Ow
law and the ethic which poswits it.

farm not owned by his parents. No
minor under IS who Is required to at.
Mud school shall be allowed le work
without s permit. Permits are Issued
by schools.
During school vacations students 12

years old and up may obtain work
permits. Their hours and working
conditions are regulated. Thmardoue

occupations, like tractor driving, me
prohibited for those under II years
old,

chill peppers and raisin grapes, this
There are exceptions: 14. and 15
reporter saw 125 children working it- yearolds are permitted to drive teat.,
legally in four days. Some were carry. . tors it they have had specific roes'
Bona! agriculture training. In hardnatters. When there ls no work, them lag 30 to 50 pound loads, most wen
ship cases 14 and 15yeakdds Can, by
too often is no food in the cupboard.
picking into buckets and baskets on special permit, work full time during
Malnutrition --0 not iteration.-- the ground, or were spreading raisin school hours,
has been /dammed by doctors >r the drying trays,
Federal and Mete minimum wage
Child labor is found primarily in laws
seasonal ,farm workers' no. 1 medic]
are a tangle of red tape that is
probkm. It prepares the way fo,, those crops han'ested by the entire all
but Impossible to understand, ad
infections, for respiratory problems;; family. The pay Is usually on a minister or enforce, The federal mbar
it interferes with the child's growth Piecerate system so much per box foam wage Is $1.30 an hour; the state
or basket. Andy one crew that I saw
and echication
Minimum of $1.15 an hour entitle
The welting
environment is was made up primarily of children, only to women and minors 15 OM 17.
danyerm.
Eachchild's 500
seheazage0 Th7 rangnediri age from 6 to 15, were
Sr. injured in cameral, working the app es for seven tents Complicated exceptions are made for
a bucket, a sage
wa e the said they kid piece rates, and sugmbects fall under

lam 'widen* five of theni'd* Ile" I bee earning
cording to Mate reports.

manyy.years.

an entirely different set of federal

Tillie families come primarily from regulations.
Valero child labor Is involved, the
Texas and Mexico; many haw settled
grant *Wu, Callow Piueame. ultimates somewhere In California and continue famine' work on a lecrate
40,000 soodyged youngsters are in- to migrate within the state, welting, usually; most ferni les illegally use
visible to a 1 government record- crops nee tomatoes, wine cr;yerlo on only one Social Security card and of.
keeping agencies. Ile presumes the Ions, strawberries, figs, walnuts, al, ten switch from one card to another
to ovoid the mandatory deductions eV
children are working, or baby sitting monde, cherries.
so their parents can work, or they
Not all farmers growing such Crops ter $150 has been earned.
don't have shoes or clothes for school,
By pooling a family effort into one
nor all contractors working crews
or they have simply "dropped out."
In these crops
employ children Ille- payroll account, the farm records
State labor law. enforcement Inver gally. But almost everyone Involved show a high rate of pay for a single
llgator Srwu4 Young of Fresno esti. believes children, old enough or not, worker. Nosey:1, depending, upon
the crop, the piece rate worker out,
mated that *fore school began, 30 should be allowed to work.
per cent of the raisin grape harvest
Dan Schneck, Manteca schools at- from a low of 30 cents an hour per'
work force was younger than 12, the tendance officer and vigorous oppo worker to a high of $3.
minimum age limit. (That Would foto) nent of child labor "bete, says: "Many
10,500 youngsters.)
people are exploiting these young
Learn Aced Earn
After school started, four US Labor children, le starts with the parents
Toni Itichardson, California Farm
Department Investigators cited 25 rat- and continues right on with the labor Bureau Federation's labor committee
sin, fig and tomato farm employers in contractor and the fanner.
secretary, said, "From my knowledge
the San Joaquin Valley for working
The child labor laws are a complex of having worked In the fields, I

Leo Loperchlet of California's

a

82 mhootaged youngsters. Three intermingling of state and federal la- would suspect that it (child labor)
were driving tractors in the wine bor and education todm. California's would occur simply because the WMgrape hamlet.
child labor laws are the strictest In ly brings the kids along."
From the apple harvest In Sonoma the nation,
*khan:bon said the families work
No child under 12 can work on a the children because "They want to
County south through the prunes, the

° 1616
teach their childitin to work while dren are working. They don't show up
they have them under their control on payroll records, they don't enroll
and (they want) to earn money for in schools.

labor. The pressure is for the older
wchildren (12 to DI years old) to be out
orkibg.

Last spring a Loth.area truant ern.
"The problem Is tied to the low
car reported finding 12 families with wages and the entire farm labor sys52 children living in one camp and tem."
working the cherries. This fall a Fres
Migrant.education programs from
mares migrant education official Bakersfield north to Sacramento
Mid
a
half-day
Survey
of
Western
show enrollments are concentrated in
Ares DMus. talk% "I =Peet he
County turned up eight the lower grades and that by the time
reed such a number to attract atten.
laged children in three iota. the yonngsters are 10 to 12 years old
A 1970 federal Labor Department U01311.' They were "at home" while they are beginning to drop out.
"And we are only talking about
crackdown in tomato fields harvested their pie is worked.
them migrants.who move every year.
by migrant families in Ohio
It we considered those seasonal work.
ig.
than confirmed the 30 per cent fmore
ere who have settled or them who
Lew4r,aades
C
ore. Of 340 ,children found working
Migrant.education Olaf Loper ani- more every two or three years, the
after school had started, 75 were un
der 10 and another 123 were between mates the special summlx and winter (40,000) number would double or triprograms in all tanning arseg reach ple," I3opez said.
10 and 12.
Met: Working conditions and ecoWhether in Ohio or California, no only half the children. "I am aufehat
gne officially knows how many chit there is tremendous misuse of child nomies.
the family."
Richardson and other farm spokes.
men doubt that 30 per cent of the ral
sin mock force is under 12 years old.
He also questioned Lopez' 40,000
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Accidents Cripple Young Help
By lion Taylor
ports show farms are "among the yearly, GOO to GOO aro under 17
hazardous places to work", years old. Sixty to 70 of them break
This fall a 14.yearold boy suffered more
ranking third behind construction
a disabling back injury as he Illegally
bones, 20 are severely crushed, 10
drove a tractor pulling a picking ma.
Jose fingers. In 1268
the last year
chine through a San Joaquin County
the state compiled farm youth acct.
tomato field.
dents
the statistical report eon.
The grower apparently paid the int.
eluded: "Meet of the injuries were el.
Bid medical expenses. Followup treat
runt was dons, through a county
ther the result of strain or overexer
health clinic In the federally funded
lion in handling containers or at,
D.Ø.
s
Ow mann Child loloor of*
atateowned Harney Lane labor camp
curved when youngsters were struck
Has k, ilwnsii**,throondaid thicken
where the boy lived.
wed' illegolly
Codifrwoi* forma. This
by falling containers."
School °Metall report the boy

The invisible
Children

missed two weeks of classes. The
camp director said, "fie was pretty
sick all the way through, Ile was hay.
Mg trouble walking and was NM hay.
leg a bad time when they (his famityl
went back (to Mexico) in November.

The work Is dangerous. State re.

wits of sacks Invesiv**1 Ibe rase.

Because of such hazardous working

sons for ilwveldispreed u**63** if Ow
low and Ow whit *Aids winks

conditions the federal Fair Labor
Standards Act restricts employment
of youngsters under 16. They cannot

and mining in seddents per thousand
workers.
Of the 13,000 farm worker. injured

handle or work around pesticides;
they cannot flag cropdusting aircraft;
See Funs, Page A4
.
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A IGyearold hey dump a 22pored
grapes, Westin the family Wind.

Vineyard pan a grams otto a I. it a Ita
dens Candy. visseysro %him Isle
Toilers hither watches. Finii:11,1 Ma the
small workers to Alt and spread the
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While a family .1 10 repotted earning

ever IN a day, the average hourly
wage figured nosier GI.

Bee Met.

Farm:IYOung Providers Are Ira
..-

r

Contineed from Page Al
they cannot drive tractors

a. farmer .commented:' "If

the list

is a long 'one.
Tractor accidents are &leading con-

'

.

on the growers for hiring these kids,"
(sehookage -children working during, Artesi tan.
Almost all migrant parents and resschool hours) happen to be working ident
seasonal
farm.
workers, say they
for -us, you know they can get an ex-

they

tributor to the grim statistics. Why awe from the school. I call up the
then wasn't the employer of the 14- principal and give the names and they
yeareld boy cited lot either federal give them the week off.
or state laW violation? The Parents
asked officials to do nothing.

School 'Tha Expensive

-. .

The family came from Mexico in

' want their children in school, but
they point out that food and shelter
come first According to official reports, the average family earnings of
seasonal workers is $2,500 to $5,000 a

A father of 10, a former *gait

April to work under an uncle who . who has lived in the San Joaquin ValAgriculture spokesmen cast doubt
was a ranch' foreman. The uncle an- ley for years, feels "It is impoant on such figures by pointing to the
parcntly .assigned the boy to the trat- for the children-to go to school. So we peak -income potentiaL 'They can
tor. With only five weeks of the'sea- pull them out of e grapes when Make a killing
$70 or $80 a day .

son Telt, 'the family wanted to earn. school starts.. But en. a kid to
money, not' "make troublr"
he 15 or so, it is too
aloe t eep
This 'vase pointi out the complex him in school. He must gb out an go
web of socio-economic-governmental to work."
.
circumstance which traps children in
Joe Aries', manager of San Joaquin
a system, a-system that deprives them
County's
three
state-owned
farmlaof their health, education and welfare. Neither parent nor employer bor camps and also chairman of the
regional
migraitedueatIon
advisory
wants the law enforced.
.Throughout the state; wherever hoard for Madera, Merced, Ean Joafamily-harvested crops grow, govern -.c quin, Stanislaus and Contra Costa
.

mental structures bend to accomodate

Counties, estimates 25 per cent of the

opening of school by one week to facilitate the harvest of raisini.

-"We are never gOing to stoiroict (Me-

easy," is a typical statement, Such figures are faintly incomes, With several
workers contributing. While accurate,
they tend to distort the picture,

For example: Raisins are, for 35,workers, the last relatively
high- paying' crop -of the season for
000

- fami}y labor. One family of nine

rs, starting at 5:30 a.m. and

go
until 6 p.m., reported it laid 1,300 trays. a -day, earning ;104. That
averages $1 an hour per worker.

this system, In Fresno County this :chord-aged seasonal farm workers
The: family depended upon the
fall, six school districts- delayed the are working during harvest seasons two-or three.week-long raisin harvest
instead of going to schooL
for school clothes, shoes and enough

cash. 'reserve -to carry the family
dour through the winter when fairer was

...
-.4

Sf
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pped In System That Deprives
the only one working.' The older

youngsters worked some weekends,
and occasionally skipped school to
earn extra income for thelamlly.
But "high paying' crop, like raisins .
are the exception. In the chili
south and west of Fresno, a family of
six 'made $12 between 6:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. when the contractor shut

down the field. Ot ors in jj

and
nearby chili fields re ortedTpiece.nle

earnings which worked out to 40

'

cents an hour.
In the Sonoma County apple harvest, the pay rate for women and children was seven cents a bucket or $4 a

Robert worked the apricots in Salh
nas and proudly announced, "I bavo
my own plastic bucket, a red one."
Gilbert had picked "green" tomatoes,
adding "I hated it. All I could make
was $1." Raul was the professional.
He had driven tractors, worked a half
dozen crops and was leitvhig shortly

chief of nutrition and gastroentero.
-logy, Texas Childrens Hospital, Hous-

ton, feels even low level of inalnutri-

,
lien retard both physical and mental
Carolina is 12, although she has development, to an unknown extent,.
gone to school in Texas and California
He. says, "Of the children I have
off and on for sbc years, she speaks no treated here with severe malnutrifor the raisins in Madera.

English. She is bright, serious and unfamily structure.
derstands her alloted role in the large

tion, almost all have had a significant
reduction in mental development."

Carolina and her family found
Her primary -job is to care for work chopping cotton. They began to

bin. One woman with two teenage grandfather. She can go to school
children 'said they picked five bins; when there Is no work to be done.
another mother with an 8-and a 10- Her 14-yearold sitter, however, must
year -old td help her said, "Our best work full time in the -fields to help
day was ;9.82."
Two of the three 10 -year old boys;
interviewed in a summer school program, said that their schooling came

ceived.no help from welfare and had
to borrow to survive.
Doctors studying such migrant tamRies report malnutrition Is their no. 1
medical problem. Dr. Buford Nichols;

earn enough income.
The family is from the Rio Grande

Valley of Texas; they are trying to

rebuild the family finances. When

one employer in another crop ordered
10-year-old Saferino out of the field

because he was too young to work,
the family changed jobs.

Through the tomatoes, the chills,
the peaches and finally the raisins,

buy a small home there, so must pay

they worked- hard. In the grapes they

ncarly a month.

days without work, and the father cr

after the work was. over. One was . rent in California and property pay- coulg make $80 a day, but the
from Los Angeles, and was traveling ments fa Texas. When they arrived seven-month season had not been -ft
with hi" mother and sisters. The other last spring, there was no work 'for good one there lent been too many
%%ere members of large Texas
which canto into California in

ly spring and loft in the lab

The money was soot! gone, there Hauled they would return to Tee,,.
was little feud left and the children
only $500 or !,/
were going in school hungry. They re-

I26
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Growers, Officials, Parents Ignore
.

'Protective Laws For Children
By Ron Taylor
The illegal use of child labor in agriculture is a part of a complex, his-

torical work ,pattern which ignores
minimum wage laws and federal estension of Social Security benefits to
.
.
farm workers.

Not all agriculture is guilty. But

where entire families are recruited to
harvest crepe at piece rates, there the
child bbor, minimum wage, Social Security and wage record-keeping laws.
are likely to be violated.

er says, "What's it hurt a kidto pick a

few trays?" A judge asks, "If the

The Invisible
Children

Despitethe strictest dad !chordal-

Wes in She naKen,thousonds *Weldon
wed, illegolly els Colifentio tams. This

unfelt of articles Irma:tipples the rite.
tons teethe whiespreed evasion of the
law end the ethic which permits it.

While the farmer has primary resPonsi UHL he is not always to
blame. Some labor contractors cut
corners; many families try to avoid . farm worker wants les kids to work,
deductions,from their pay.
The "system" recognizes the family
needs every cent it can earn. A farm-

why not let them?"

work protecting children, as well as
adult workers, enforcement efforts
are weak and sporadic. Too often one
zealous officer finds he must work
alone, defying the "system" in his attempt to enforce child-labor laws,

Critical oblervers say the laws are
not enforced because government-officials either do not believe in them,

fear repercussions or are so tangled
In red tape and budget cutting they
cannot aet.
Two happenings within the admin.
istration of Gov. Ronald Reagan add.
ed to this criticism. First was a. 19611

memo from the Division of Labor

Law, enforcement to all area super&
son: "The (Reagan) administration Is

While the combined #Cderal and currently interested In enabling
See Farm, Page M
stab laws establish. a strict frame-

.

...W.L.:,2-laaTIV..''.4s44*.,.:;4,1...:4%.

Ground

Crew

Thew hays, Undo:
ere part of an
all-child crew wt.; 4. cleaned the

$4 a day by moving fast. 'Air y.ag
stem "struck," asking for et.111

ground of apples in an orchard scar
but the grower rat, ed
Sebastopol. They were- paid setea. them buckle work..
cents a bucket and could cars $1 or

-
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Farm: Protective. Laws Are Ignored
Contiuned from Page At
youth to seek and obtain employment
without restrictive barriers."
The second happening was drastic
budget cutting that reduced the labor
law enforcement's already short staff
by 25 per cent. The number of investi-

gators was dropped. from 16 to 12;

four more quit as division morale
plumMeted. This left only two men to
check all labor law problems between
Kern County and the Oregon border.
25 Employers Cited
Leo Lopez, thief of California's migrant-education Programs, believes
thousands of children are working instead of going to school because

"child labor laws are not being, en-

from the father, or who ever, does the two counts. The other contractor,
weighing In. It's usually the father."
Raul Torres, pleaded innocent.
Asked about minimum wages
he
Young, who must police nine San
was paying piece rates -- he said, "I Joaquin Valley counties, found the..
understand it Is $1.65, but how are children still working two days after
you going to figure that oat? I think issuing the citation. It was August,
that is silly, I picked grapes for a, cent just before the raisin harvest started.
and a half (a tray) wheal ',lea kid." Torres argued, "You cannot keep the
The Division of Industrial Welfare kids out."
checks state minimum-wage laws and
He waved a petition, signed by 75
payroll record-keeping requirements, parents, most of them valley resiamong other things. The Division of dents, asking, that -the 12-year-old reLabor Law Enforcement within the 'friction be-repealed. They needed
state labor commiesioner's office reg- the money the children earned.
ulates child labor has, including
Torres also pointed to signs in
work perniitS, and licenses labor con- Spanish and English warning parents
'tractors.
not to use children. No one paid atDIW has 40 agents who last year tention.
warned 2,110 farm employers about
Eight and 9- year -olds hefted 45 .
field toilet and drinking water viola- pound and 50 -pound sacks of chili on

forced."
Dale Bradecn, San Joaquin County tions, wage violations and recorddirector of migrant education, report- keeping violations. The agents proseed, "The kids are working in the cher- cuted a total of 26 cases, but D1W
ries and apples in the spring and live didn't have a record of the disposi.

their shoulders as did their parents.
carrying them to the grader. At $1 a
sack, the families interviewed said

they averaged 40 cents an hour.
titan bandy.
At his trial, Torres had the sympaThe same 40 agetits police 365,000 thy of Judge lfilio Uchlyamr, who
kids in school."
employers of women.and minors in dismissed the case. In an interview
In one month two two-man federal all industries. Farms mike up a small later, the judge explained, "Signs
wage-and-hour patrol teams cited 25 part of the workload.
. were posted in the field warning
It entire families are found
farm employers for hiring 82
against children working. The work
school-age children during school ing on a singh, Social Sec: tY card a was being done by the parents on the
hours. The children were working in DIW official said "We tell the emphly- piece rate. It was up to the parents to

ing under the trees (with their faintIles) and it is Impossible to get these

the tomatoes, figs and raisins in er this is Illegal antLput him on notice

Merced, Madera and Fresno Counties that without work permits, the chit..
last fall.
dren cannot work."
Frank Valcnzuela, former
or of
Two 350 Fines
Watsonville, former state Farm bor
While federal Social Security offi.
Placement Service representative d dais
report
such use of a single card
once a labor contractor, swore in
illegal they are not staffed to do
affidavit: "R was known that lug is
much about the violations. Families
numbers of growers were hiring en- will also switch, cards before the paytire families unlawfully on one Social roll account reaches 6150, to 'avoid
Security card."
paying into the federal insurance
Chill farmer Joe Leonetti of Fres- fund.
no, who hires a contractor to recruit
Federal and state laws require the
and supervise his crews but pays employer
to keep a payroll record on
them off himself, was asked if he tool:*
each
worker. Unless graduated from
down Social Security numbers for evhigh school workers under 18 years
ery worker, including the children.
He said, "No. No, you just take it must have a work permit.
Labor-law enforcement investigator
Seward Young cited two Fresno-area

determine whether or not the dill-

siren work."

The law says otherwise. Section

12270 of the Education Code allows
the employer to post notices against

child labor to protect himself, but
ically requires him to check

ose children he sees working to determine If they have work permits.
And Labor Code section 1304 says,

"Failure to produce permits to work
or to employ is prima fade evidence
of illegal employment of minors."
Farmer Leonetti feels the laws

should be changed. lie is angry be.

cause state men like Seward Young
come around and bother the workers.
"They make a big deal out of nothing.
These kids are happy out there work-

ing ... it won't hurt them to'piek a

labor' contractors for hiring an esti- few peppers, or a few grapes. It's
mated 120 children under 12 to pick against the law, I realize, but ha,
peppers. One contractor pleaded they been doin' it for years.'
guilt) and was fined 350 on each of
Next: Conclusion.
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(From the Fresno Bee, January 5, 1972)

Child Labor
By lion Taylor

Farmer Bruce Burkdoll boleros

ases---Token Fines?

be on guard against child labor violations. He told how he had to threaten

12.Yearold driving the tractor pulling
a gondola. (Federal labor wage and

to fire one faintly before they would hour inspectors This season cited
also believes parents should be al- make their 14year-old boy stay out of three. similar cases.)
lowed to teAch their children the val- the plum trees.
'This is a real bad thing."Burkdoll
ue of work.
said; adding, "They (family) want to
Talking about the harvest of wine get all they can, so they let the kid
Burkdoll, who is also president of
the Central California Farmers Com- grapes he said he had seen an 11or
.Sec Child Labor, Page 1t4.
child labor laws should be obeyed; he

,

mittee, said only a few of California's

The In 'visible

Children
Despite AN strictest child Wiser serer
sees in the nation, thouserSleof children
work &golly on California forme This

series of ankles Investigates the reasons for the widespread evasion of the
low and thetthle which permits it

Family nimolto. carry peppers
they have picked to the grader.
The are paid a p: ye rate. ISlit
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child is too moill 1.1 wog.
by the age of ar
to carry a foil load,

e,.

l

..

1
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Child Labor: AreFines Too Lenient?
Coothuted frees Page Al
drive the tractor so they can pick am
other pan of grapes.
Judge Paul E. Howard of the Plre.
bough Justice Court fined an employ-

er ;33 for allowing an byear-old to
drive a tractor pulling a tomato ham

vester. The judge agreed such a job is
dangerous.

Tett Per cent of the time they creates conditions which make the
are not. aware of the child mons prone to infections, respi-

(em toyer')

chi] labor laws, so one call from the

labor commissioner sets the thing
straight. Begone*

the

child was

harmeda fact I very Much regiet
they

(the

(labor

commissioner's

ratory problems and bad teeth.
Wheeler told a Senate subcommit-

tee: "The children we saw' that day
(In the Rio Grande Valley) have no
future in our society. Malnutrition

office) wanted a criminal prosecu- since birth has already impaired them
tion."
fylizsially, mentally and emotionii.
Asked why such a small fine, the
Vilna feels child labor laws were
judge responded: "Maybe It was be- developed to protect children three'These families come to California
cause 1 -was driving tractor whey I quarterfof a century
where farm work pays bolter wages
was 8 years old. By the time I was 14 I dren worked in various
am oc- and the welfare system is far more
was operating all kinds of heavy cupations, 12 hours a day wi very liberal. But even heroin the San Joalittle sleep. llttle food, where they quin Valley, hunger is an observable
equipment."
Howard went on: "I have a strong were subjected to real dangers every fact. In' the winter, when there is no
work one out . of five primarybelief that 90 per cent of our delin- minute of tbe)r existence.
'This of course' was a long time school-aged children in rural poverty
quency is caused by the fact that the
ago.
Thank
God
we
don't
have
those
areas come to school so hungry the
state has legislated children out of
conditions now, at least not knowing jobs. Now of course that won't set too 1y"
good with your story, you are looking
at it from the other side."
Blames Growers, Pireats
Judge Floyd W. HOMO of the River-`
Dan Schned, Manteca Oleo!' child
dale Judie° Court tined a labor con- welfare and attendance officer, feels
tractor $65 for employing 37 children thousands of children are, being exunder 12 in a garlic field. Heald, "At ploited by farm employers.

teachers can see the physical discomfort.
Often Texas and Mexican migrant
fan:Marty to settle in California.
They depend upon work of the entire family tomake ends meet, but as

more crops are mechanized, their
sources of family Income diminish.

first it sounds like a 'horrible crime,
"What I-wish it that they would
The Problem la Money
but the contractor had a very legiti- start nailing a few of these growers,
Onelirmsno family was interviewed
mate excuse. Most of thee. people he saill." It is up to the grower to tell
bring their children with them.'
the contractor who is allowed in the as the contractor abut down the gradState labor law' enforcement loves, field and who isn't. U the farmer er and paid off the chill pepper pick..
tigator Seward Young was the arrest- made this clear there would be no era. A teenage boy walked up and
handed his father the day's receipts.
ing officer in the above cases. He also school-aged children in the fields."
issued a citation against a crop.
Schneck also blames the parents. "Here's the bread, pop."
dusting firm after a 16 -year -old Bag- "And what happens than as these
ger was hit and killed by an airplane youngsters are exploited 'at these

"But there is only $12 here," the fe.
ther said, looking surprised, then an=

at 3:45 a.m.
Deputy Fresno dounty Dist. ANL J.

younger ages? After awhile, they. ,grY. They had been working since

to court. When you get a $30 fine (for
the young boy killed in an ice crush-

Valley of Texas or the Mexican states

don't have too much desire to go to' 8:30 a.m. and it was now past noon.
H. Valls sent the citation notice (for schooL They fall so far behind they "Twelve lousy dollars ter us. We are
working a minor after 10 p.m.) back feel like dummies. By then they Ire Aix workers, the youngest here is 11
to Young with the following notation: educationally handicapped."
and he's strong, If we didn't need the
"Since this is the first known offense,
Educational deficiencies and physi- money so bad we'd quit."
a warning letter should be sent to cal dangers aro not the only hazards
That is the problem, the Immediate,
(name). If there are any future of- to the child. Probably more Insidious overriding need for money. By any
fenses, then we will prosecute."
are the nutritional problems that de- standard, the pay is low, the work
velop out of the migrant labor fami sporadic. Annual family incomes
'License Fee'
the only measure that reflects the
The note, the small fines and the lye poverty.
range from $2,500 to
Most of the SpanishspeakIng resi- problem
dismissal of another case all anger
Some make more, most make
Young. "It makes me feel frustrated. dent and migrant, farm workers in 000.
less.
California
come
from
the
Rio
Grande
I feel that It Is almost better not to go

er) or the $65 fine for 37 little kids

working, it's like a license fee for the
employer."

Vallis explained Why he felt the
crop duster should only bo warned:
"If the kid hadn't been killed, what
would have been the procedure? The
man would have been warned the boy
was employed illegally.

Most parents recognize the need for

along the Texas and California bor. "education" but When there is no
food In the house, school must wait.
dots.
When there are not enough shoes,
Infeetiori Prone
someone stays home. So the children .
Dr. Harry S. Lipscomb of the Bay- work, and are invisible to official

ti

..,

lor College of Medielne, Dr. Raymond

view.

Romero Cam of McAllen, Tex., after
intensive study :lad the treatment of

leaders ,believe Mit farm work is

Wheeler of North Carolina and Dr.

thousands of these farm workers,

Many employers, judges and chic

good for the child, that it builds cluir.

actor. 'My often comment, "What's
state that the mingle most important it hurt for skid to pick a few grapes?"
medical proble .; Is malnutrition.
Because of this viewpoint child loThey cmpinsized they were not bo laws are not enforced with more
talking about classic starvation, but a than token efforts. Ai a result, pow
'pervasive lack of nutritional diet that minds of children work on Cale.
handicap:: the child from birth and farms in violation of the law.
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-Mom the San rrancisco Chronicle, Mar. 11, 19713

FLOOD HITS taxis in Ausniam--CorroN Cour Fauns
(By Michael Harris)
A devastating flood in a region of Australia that contains so many Californians

it 18 known as "Little America" has spoiled one of the finest money-making

systems ever devised.

The Californians, who own cotton land in both the San Joaquin valley and

Australia, collect government money in two ways:
(1) They receive a 15 cent-a-pound payment from the United States government
in exchange for an agreement to limit their cotton production In this country.
(2) They then invest the money in Australiawhere that government pays
them a five-cent a-pound subsidy to grow cotton in a river valley about 250 miles
northwest of Sydney.

"There are a lot of odd things that take place in this world, aren't there?"

Rice Ober, vice president of the J. G. Boswell Co. a far -flung agricultural firm

with headquarters in Los Angeles, asked rhetorically during a telephone
interview.

$4.4 MILLION
.

The Boswell company collected a startling $4.4 million from the U.S.. government last year for limiting the cotton production on 88,000 acres of land in Kings,
Tulare and Fresno counties.
A Boswell subsidiary, Auscott, Ltd., owns 10,000 acres of Australian cotton

,landor approximately one-seventh of the country's cotton acreage.
Ober said he didn't know what subsidy Auscott received last year. But the
Australian government paid out nearly $4.5 million to encourage cotton productionso with any kind of luck, Auscott's bhare would have been about $600,000.
MILLIONAtIlEfl

Some Californians who began moving into the rural lands around Wee Waa
and Narrabri ten years ago became millionarles after a couple of harvest seasons.
"The Australian government gave them the land, built a dam so they would
have water and put up a cotton gin at no cost to them," said Al Cooper, general
manager of the Merced City Chamber of Commerce.
"About five families moved around here to Narrabri."

Paul Kahl, who formerly lived in Plainsburg, a town ten miles southeast of
Merced, is now chairman of the Northwest Cotton Growers Association in

Australia. Some of Kahl's relatives meanwhile, run the fanilly farm in California.

sums
The American subsidy program has accomplished Its desired` purpose of cutting back a cottor surplus that had reached 10 million bales in American warehouses six years ago. Farmers who agree to cut their cotton acreage by 30 per
cent then collected a 15- cents -a -pound government payment on all the gotton they
can grow on the rest of their land.

Five California growers received $1 million or more in subsidy paydkents in
1970. In 1960, the last year for which complete figures are available, a total of
3751 farmers in 36 California counties received a total of $93.6 million for limiting their production of cotton and other price-supported crops.
But the Australian program worked even better.
Australia used to be a regular buyer of American cotton. Last year, however,
it produced enough cotton to meet its own needs and export 25,000 bales besides
mostly to Japan, the Philippines and Hong Kong.
These countries, in turn, used the Australian fiber to produce low-priced cot-

ton goodssome of which were exported to the United States at prices low
enough to take away a substantial part of the market from American mills.
ADVANTAIIE

"It has been of an advantage of us," Edward J. Gaffey, trade Commissioner in
the Australian Consulate General in San Francisco, observed mildly.

4;32
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The proof that nothing is ever quite pert t came last month when the Namoi
river flooded through the Australian cotton fields about ten Weeks before harvest
time, causing five deaths and more than $1
ilion in damage.

Narrabri was in such bad shape that Royal Australian Air Force planes and
helicopters had to take, 40 tons of food and medicine to the community. Two
hundred cotton workers and Be children were taken by air from Wee Waa.
"As far as we can tell, there Was no loss of life in our operations," Ober said.
"We lost about 40 per cent of our crop, and in some other areas the loss mu( 70
per Cent.'t

TIME
With Australian cotton production now well establishedin spite of th year's
lloodthat government plans to phase out its subsidy program this June.
And with a $55,000 limit fixed on subsidies to American farmers, Ober said the
J. G. Boswell Co. plans to stay out of the subsidy program this year and plant
nearly all 83,000 of its acres.
A number of other large growers have candidly acknowledged they plan to break
up their holdings into separate corporationseach eligible for the $55,000 subsidy
payment.
"They van try it," S. T. Moody, program specialist in production adjustment, said
at the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Berkeley oftIce.
"But they Ore going to be audited to beat hell by the Office of the Inspector
General."

Senator STEvnisrsoic. Thank you. I note for the record that again
today in Fresno, as yesterday in San Francisco, that our,hearingroom
has been literally packed with hundreds of citizens interested iin the
problems under investigation by this subcommittee. I want to express
my appreciation to those of you who haye stayed with us today, many
standing for the full 9 hours of hearings, and to those officials located
in this building who have made these facilities available and helped
with the arrangements. Thank you again.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the hearing recessed to reconvene at 9
a.m., Thursday, January 13, 1972.)
O
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